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Oifire of General Agency of Soluble Pacific Guano Co.

JOHN S. REESE & CO.,
71 South street, Baltimore, General Agents.

Your attention is invited to the annexed reports of inspection analysis of six cargoes of PACIFIC GUANO,
(embracing last arrivals,) consigned to this Agency, and discharged at our wharf.

The samples were taken from commercial package! as discharged, by the chemists, and hence represent the

Guano as actually brought into market.

The importance of this branch of trade to the agriculture of the country, demands that it should be placed on a

basis above adventurous enterprise. To promote this object, consumers should require regular inspection analysis,

by competent and responsible chemists, who are known to the public—the samples to t«e taken from trade packages

by the same, and duly certified. Until manufacturers and agents are required by public sentiment to do this, both

the legitimate trade and consumers are exposed to imposition. Incidental analysis of samples handed to chemists

i

and the result published, amount to but little. That analysis oniy is valuable to the public which represents actual

l in packages for market.

With a view to place the trade on a b3sis commensurate with its public importance, the Pacific Guano Com-

Past, at heavy expense, instruct us fo have every cargo of their Guano duly inspected, upon arrival. The results

of late arrivals are herewith given, with nan. and chemists by whom the inspection was made.

Intelligent merchants, fanners, and planters, will at once perceive the superior value of this Guano.

The elements here given are those which alone constitute the value of all Guano and other fertilizers.

Having no data from which to make comparison, we can only assert from a general knowledge of the composition

of most articles offered in our markets, and from a knowledge of the source and cost of raw material, that there are

none with which we are acquainted that can compare in value with SOLUBLE PACIFIC GUAXO: and although it

commands a higher price, it is cheaper by 20 to 30 per cent.: in evidence of which we recommend 20 per cent, less by

freight to be used per acre than of any other fertilizer, sold at less or the same price per ton. and no more per acre

than those selling at 20 to 40 per cent more per ton. not excepting Peruvian Guano.

Inspection analysis of six cargoes of Soluble Pacific Guano, made for Joh.v S. Reese & Co.

Names of cargoes.
Ter-cent. Per-cent.

Per-cent. Per-cent.

•n
.

ia
Thoiptaate Phosphate

By whom inspected,
matter, j .elded. ^^ of L\me _

Sch. Lac^n 41.21 3.40 34.32 Dr. Liebig.
Sch. Paladium 39.71 3.65 15.76 24.71 Dr. Liebig.

' v-awav 35.11 . 12.90 28.40 Dr. Liebig.
Sch. Ira Laffrenier i.J 3.41 15.10 24.51 Dr. Piggot.
Sch. Clara W. Elwell 40.55 3.63 15.19 2S.75 T'r. Piggot.

: >ry E. Amsden 58.94 3.21 14. 7y 2S.0S T>r. Piggot.

Average of six car;.'-- 38.90 3.47 15.13

The original of above may be Been in manuscript at our office.

Baltimore. 1866. JOHN S. REESE & CO.

Note.—Pacific Guano weighs 65 lbs. per bushel, which is 15 to 20 per cent, less than the Super-Phosphates of
Lime, hence in its application farmers must not estimate quantity by bulk, but by weight, else they will apply less
per acre than is intended. J. < R. j; CO.

FLOUR OF BONE.
We "ill give a money guarantee of the purity of this article. It is unsteamed. unburned bone, reduced to the

fineness of flour.

One hundred pounds contains thirty-three pounds of animal matter, and yields four and a half pounds actual

ammonia, which is all that pertains jo raw bone.

Bones subjected to steam pressure lose a large part of their animal matter, and hence their value is greatly im-

paired. When steamed, they can be made tolerably fine by ordinary means. They may be detected by their peculiar

white appearance, and the absence of od -r. Bone Flour burns with a quick blaze when thrown on a fire: not so with

steamed bone. These are important facts for farmers.

One hundred founds of Flour of Bone contains the value of one hundred and fifty pounds of acid dissolved bone.

or Super-Phosphate, because one-third of properly dissolved bone is acid and water. Flour of Bone is as quick and
active as Super-Phosphate or dissolved bone, and is consequently worth at least 25 per cent, more per ton. We re-

commend two hundred and fifty pounds per acre, where three hundred pounds Super-Phosphate or dissolved bone
would be applied. The manufacturers are the patentees of the only known machinery by which raw hone can be
reduced to the fineness of flour.

JOHN S. EEESE & CO..

Terms Cash.

Sole Agents for the Company.

71 SOUTH STREET, BALTIMORE.
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Fruit, cultivation of 21

Fruit Department 47

75
• Growing 89

instruction in culture of 91

Fruit Department 105
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Fruit Garden 333
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Agricultural Implements,

Improved Double Screen Grain Fans,
Farm Mills for Grinding all Kinds
of Grain, Horse Powers,Thrash-

ers and Separators, the
Southern Giant

Cider Mill,

PLOWS, HARROWS, CULTIVATORS, fcc

SEED BUCKWHEAT
AND HTJNGABIAN GBASS SEED,

7 . : sale at the Seed Warehouse of

C. B. BOG] -

I : Market Bb set E .iladelphia.

TURNIP SEED.
10,000 Lbs. Imported Sweed and Ri

. of all the approved varieties.

10.000 Lbs. American Purple Top FLAT
TURNIP. For sale at the 8 I sfaonse of

C. B. ROGERS
;

v-l: Ho. 133 Market St.. PhiladelpM

Gaelile's Piano Manufacturing Company,

(Gold Medal awarded in 1
-

I .-."land Ins:.

MANUFACTURERS OF

GKAND AND SQUARE PIANOS.
X. E. Cor : Salto., Md.

june-3t.

THE HYDEOPULT
Will, by the power of one hand, throw water, at the

rate of sis to eight gallons per m
feet Ahoseoi red length can be attached :

Hydropult to draw water from :- Lstem is "...

ing a fire, wi-
windows,washing carria_t

-

sidewalks, cleanic-- - 5 for m insects,

3M.TOWE1 X. V
-'

LABOE-SAVING MACHINES
FOE SALE BT

2sOEEIS & PXTSEY,
141 PRATT STREET, BALTIMORE.

i| >

Wood's World-Renowned Self-Raking Reaper,
or without $165. With H

tachm-::- $3

Wood's New Jointed Bar Mower,
The most perfect floating finger bar machine vet produce I . t 1 12

"

Westmghonse Threshers and Cleaners
Of various sizes. These m. .11 who k:. ...g about thei

be the best machines ir.

HORSE POWERS
Of various makes of the best patterns in use.

STAFFORD SULKY CULTIVATOR,
With which one man and two L .L-.Lvate one ;orn. Every farmer should

.is implement. Priced
ALL KINDS OF HARVESTING TOOLS. MACHINE:."." od IMPLEMENTS of everv de-

FERTILIZKBS, FIELD, and GARI SB SEEDS, in short, abc
can be supplied on reasonable ter._

NORMS & PUSEY,
- r-2t 141 Pratt Street, Baltimore.
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The Old Farmer to its Old Friends.

Good Friends :—The Old Farmer, after four

years of absence, greets you once again. For

more than forty years, he was wont to visit your

peaceful fields, and happy firesides. Why he has

been so long away, the history of the times just

past will tell. Sad and dreary times to every

human heart, they bare been; ruinous, desolating,

deathful, to the best and the bravest—there was

no place for the work we had to do. Our ways

are the ways of peace; our counsels are for sea-

sons of quietness ; our work is the work of Him,

who made to grow out of the ground every plant

that is "pleasant to the sight, and good for food;"

whose pleasure it is, that the earth bring forth her

increase, and men made after His glorious image

multiply. What had we to do, then, when the

work of the day was not to destroy life only,

but to break up all its springe and sources ; when

fields were blasted, and store-houses and barns

were burned, and firesides were desolated, and

all science, and all knowledge, and all the mental

resources, and physical energies, of a great people,

North and South, were devoted to the one work

of devastation and slaughter?

And now, as quiet has come over the scene

again, and our work of peace is renewed, we find

many whose lot has lain outside of the bloody

track of war, and whose happy fortune has been,

not in the way of its desolations. They have

well anticipated what we would first sa\ to them,

for we know not when, or where, there has been

such outpouring of affectionate sympathy, in so

substantial a form, as has been shown by the

women of Maryland, and their cheerful helpers,

in the work of Southern relief. We will not say

to them, what they know so well, how great the

need is, that in such well-doing they be not too

soon weary.

To most of our old friends, we come again

with the feeling of one who visits the house of

mourning, when a cruel death has struck down its

best-beluved, or a desolating calamity has swept

away its earthly support. Our first thoughts can

be those only of sadness and sympathy, like the

friends of the stricken old man, who came "to be-

moan him, and to comfort him, over all the evil

that the Lord had brought upon him." Let us

hope that, as with him, "the latter end" may be

"more blessed than the beginning;" that the

"seven thousand sheep" may, erelong, be "four-

teen thousand," the "three thousand camels"

"six thousand," and the "five hundred yoke of

oxen" "a thousand yoke." Fur "the young men

who are dead," may others soon grow to till their

places, and may the daughters be still, like the

daughters of the old man of Use. "For in all the

land no women were found SO fair."

The American Farmer.
At the beginning of the year 1862, we an-

nounced, as the article we copy below, from a

New York contemporary, bears witness, the *«»-

pension of "The American Fhrmer," till such time

as "the storm of civil discord should have spent

itself." JSix months, we thought, might bring

about that happy and hoped-for event, llov.

with thousands of others, were mistaken, is a

matter of history. When the war ceased, hav-

ing incurred the evil of a long suspension, and

a very considerable pecuniary loss, it was not

deemed advisable to assume a heavy expense, too

long in advance of the expected renewal of
]

perity in the great field of our labor, the .South-

ern States.
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For a new enterprise, our catholic title, "The

American Farmer,
-

' would be presumptuous.

—

But it is ours of right, ami by prescription. It

was assumed when there was no other snch

'Farmer
-

' in America, and all the land lav open

before us, wheu

'•The whole boundless Continent was onrs."

From "The World.'' Sew Fori:. February, lfi

The American Farmer.
The times—these awful times—chargeable with

so many shortcomings—have caused frightful in-

roads npon the press, in several departments.

—

Some of the journals have avoided the fatal ef-

fects of the storm by shortening sail—reducing

their dimensions and curtailing their expe.

"The American Farmer' 7 wa3 first issued on' while increasing their indnstrv. Others have an-

the 1st of April, 1^19. by its able and well known
editor, John S. Skinner, Esq. It assumed its

peculiar character of an exclusively agricultural

journal on the suggestion, as we have understood,

of the late Dr. Joseph E. Muse, of Cambridge,

Md. Mr. Skinner's first design was to publish a

chored for a more propitious season, while others

again have literally swamped.

Among the casualties we name with regret the

suspension of "The American Farmer.'' We
trust it is merely a "suspension." That journal

has become historical, and should not be discon-

political paper, with an agricultural department, i tinned permanently. It was the first agricultural

but advising with some of the prominent agricul-

turists of the State, he wa3 urged, by Dr. Muse

especially, to undertake what was considered a

somewhat hazardous enterprise. Dr. Muse was

well known for his devotion to science and ex.

perimental agriculture, and from the first number
of "The American Farmer," through a period of

thirty years, was a frequent contributor to its

pages. Mr. Skinner's editorial charge of "The
Farmer'' continued through some sixteen years,

and he made its character as national as its name.

As in the course of vears. able and numerous

publication issued in America, commencing more
than forty years ago. It3 founder and original

editor, John S. Skinner, afterward Assistant

Postmaster General of the Fnited States, was one

of those enthusiasts to whom human progress is

largely indebted. A copy of his first volume has

been deposited by us with the New York Histori-

cal Society, as a memento alike of his character

and of social progress in the first art of life—the

cultivation of the earth.

The present publishers. Messrs. Worthington <fe

Lewis, of Baltimore, announce that the pressure

competitors in the same field of labor, sprung up of the times—the difficulty of circulation and col-

at different points, especially in New York and ' lection in these days of turmoil—compel them to

the Eastern States, "The Farmer"' became, more i
suspend the publication, though they hope to re-

isirely, a Middle and Southern State Journal-

While it has had many friends in all the States,

it has. of late years, circulated mainly in Maryland

and the States immediately around, and in all the

Southern States.

"5 the present editor became, by purchase,

joint proprietor, and editor of "The Farmer," and

in 1858, sole proprietor. A year later, his asso-

ciate. Mr. Lewis, purchased the interest in it he
now holds. When the war made it impossible to

communicate with Southern subscribers, and all

the business relations were broken up, which were

so essential to the interests of the publication, its

issue was reluctantly suspendid. It is resumed
now. with no change ofproprietors, editor, printer,

or even of type, paper, or general appearance.

—

It is. what it was well called, "The Old Pioneer.''

•who having gone before, and prepared the way
for others, is content now to work in good fel-

lowship with the many, who have taken the field

at a later day. We invoke the good offices of old,

and new friends, and hope, by their help, as con-

tributors to its pages, and in extending its circu-

lation, to increase ita value, and widen the range

influence.

siime on the the 1st of July—trusting that before

that period "the storm of civil discord shall have

spent itself, and that happier days will dawn upon
us all ;" to all which hopes we freely say, Amen !

While speaking thus chronologically of -The

American Farmer" as the -,
first" agricultural

print established in America, (1819,) we do not

withdraw anything we have said about the first

journalist, Luther Tucker, who. about ten years

afterward, (1829,) introduced in his own paper

thatpopular mode of treating rural questions, in

which "The American Farmer" was originallv

deficient, and the adoption of which by the agri-

cultural press generally in this country, has made
indelible marks in the agricultural literature of

the world.

To keep Milk sweet.—Mr. Kavanah. in reply

to a question by a correspondent, said that miik

may ke kept sweet by keeping it in a clean room
in company with fresh water. In some places it

is customary to set tubs of water along the mid-
dle of the cellar, cave, or milk hous^, with an
arrangement of pipe3 by which the water can be
readily changed twice a day. It is found that
this arrangement prevents the milk from being
soured even bv lightning.
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JULY.
"Too long, at clx_=h of arms amid her bowers.

And pools of blood, tlie earth has stood aghast.

The fair earth tliat should only Mush with flowers

Ami ruddy fruits; hut not fur aye can last

The storm, ar.d sweet the sunshine when 'tis past;

Lo, the clouds roll away—they break—they lly,

And like the glorious light of Summer, east

O'er the wide landscape from the embracing: sky.

On all the peaceful world, the smile of Heaven shall lie.'

Farm Work for the Month.

However hot the weather, the farmer must

brace himself to the appropriate work of the

i. Grain harvest, hay harvest, corn and

tobacco cultivation, buckwheat sowing, ruta-

md other minor works, all press

upon him now. There is much to be done that

must be done quickly, and done well.

WHEAT HARVEST.

The experienced farmer understands the ne-

cessity of being well supplied in advance, with

all the ways and means for carrying forward,

promptly, the saving of his wheat crop. Its

preparation is so costly, and its value so great,

that any unnecessary delay in securing it would

be but the grossest mismanagement. All the

necessary labor will be engaged, and all imple-

ments put in good order, or new ones supplied.

In a climate where the fiercer heats of summer
ripen off the crop very suddenly, he must be

watchful, and begin his harvest work at the

earliest possible time; remembering that he is

more apt to err in putting off too long, than in be-

ginning too soon.

The same remarks are applicable to the Rye
and Oat harvests, except that there is not the

same pn ssing necessity iu the care of the latter,

as they are uot liable to damage from a little ex-

posure on the ground after being cut. But the

best rule for all, is promptness and despatch in

finishing up whatever work may be on hand.

HAY HARVEST.

The hay crop is growing yearly in value, in

the .Mid. lie and Southern States, and it is neces-

sary that (special attention be given to the

method of curing it. It must be borne in mind

that a great deal of the value of the crop depends

upon its treatment within the few ..lavs in which

it is submitted to the manipulations of harvest-

ing. The most successful culture, and the most

luxuriant growth, will avail little, if skill aud due

attention in curing l>e wanting.

There is great and most valuable help for us

in the excellent mowers which now abound in

the market. The despatch which they enable U8

to make, takes away much of the risk of dan
by exposure, while they economise greatly the

cost of labour. The grass can be cut down rap-

idly when the weather is fit for curing; the hea-

vy labor of the harvest «U borne by horses and
mules instead of men, and a careful estimate wil*

show at least half of the cost saved. Xo one.

therefore, who has any considerable crop of hay

to secure, can afford to be without a mower.

A few simple rules are all that is necessary to

be suggested, and the utmost watchfulness ami
care most be used in applying them. In order

to get the sweetest and best hay, the grass, tim-

othy excepted, perhaps, should be cut very soon

after the bloom first appears. It should not l>e

allowed to remain long spread, out in a hot sun,

but when fairly wilted, so that, upon pressing it

in the hand, the driest portions break a little, it

should be thrown into cocks as high as they can

be made to stand well, without being made
very large. In this condition, they may stand

for two days, when they may be thrown open

for a few hours, and taken to the stack or barn.

Cured in this way, it will look green and bright,

and retain the fragrance which is so grateful to

our sense of smell, aud which makes it very ac-

ceptable, we presume, to the cattle. It cannot

be doubted that it retains its nutritious qualities

entirely beyond that which is exposed on the

ground through the hot sun of two or three

summer days.

CORN*.

There should be little work to do in the corn

field this month, under ordinary circumstances.

If planted in due time and well cultivated, keep-

ing the grass thoroughly subdued, there should

be no occasion for further work. Should it be

necessary, however, it must be got entirely clear

of grass, and laid by as early as that work can

be accomplished.
TOBACCO.'

It is to he hoped that the planting, and replant-

ing, are now completed. The first hoeing, which

should be begun as soon as their is any appear-

ance of the plants beginniug to grow, should

now be got through with, early. The dryness of

the ground, aud the necessity of working very

close up to the plant, prove very often fatal, aud

great care therefore is necessary in this operation.

Either before, or immediately after this ho

the plough or shovel should be run with the bar

close to the plant, and throwing the earth from

them. The second ploughing will throw the

earth back, and the second hoeing draw it n

erately around the plants, and destroj

vestige of remaining gl
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Keep the flock of turkies in the tobacco, morn-

ing and afternoon, that the early glut of worms

may be promptly destroyed. The turkies will be

very effective, if kept well to their work, as long

as the tobacco is small.

Potatoes may be planted as late as July. To

insure quick growth, open a good furrow, and

plant while the ground is yet fresh, covering

lightly with soil, and then filling the furrow with

a mulch of any kind of strawy manure, or even

straw itself, or leaves. This will protect the

crop from the severe heat of the sun. prevents

rapid evaporation, and thus secures, w hat the po-

tato especially needs, a cool and moist soil. Be-

fore putting in the litter, a dressing of super-phos-

phate, or other good fertilizer, should be thrown

in the drill. A mixture of four bushels of leached

ashes, one of plaster, and one gallon of salt

makes a good dressing in the absence of other

fertilizers
;
put in the drill, at the rate of about

ten bushels to the acre.

MILLET.

If there be occasion to add to the winters store

of good hay, it may be done by sowing the com-

mon millet, or that variety of it called Hunga-

rian grass. If there be moisture enough to make
it germinate quickly, it makes a rapid growth,

and will come off the ground by the first of Oc-

tober. It must be well manured, and on tho-

roughly prepared ground, to make a good crop.

A light, rich loam suits it best.

BUCKWHEAT.

This is a crop not grown largely anywhere;

but deserving, perhaps, more attention than it

usually gets in the Middle and Southern States.

2so family should be without a supply of buck-

wheat flour among their winter stores, for no
bread compares with good buckwheat cakes for

a winter's breakfast. It is equal, if not superior,

to oats, in feeding qualities for stock ; it is grown
easily, and at little cost for manure, on ordinary

land
;
and has the advantage that a crop may be

made very late in the season, interfering very lit-

tle with the busier times of the farm.

It should not be sown earlier than the middle

of the month, and a half bushel of seed to the

acre is enough.

It is said to be good for soiling milch cows in

the month of August, when in bloom.

E0TA BAG A.

Thorough preparation should be made as early

as possible now, for this valuable root crop. If

sod ground have already leen turned, it should

have soon another ploughing, which, with the ne-

cessary hoe work in preparing drills, will give it a

very sufficient working. It must be well manured

with some good super-phosphate, unless it have

been otherwise fertilized, and the seed sown at

any time, after the middle of the month, that the

ground may be moist.

The Vegetable Garden.

Prepared for The American Farmer, by Dasixl Babker.
Maryland Agricultural College.

JTJT_-5T_

ASPARAGUS.

Any more cutting of this crop will injure the

plantations. To many it may seem needless to

make this remark ; but there are some who cut

asparagus as long as a new head is to be found.

We must advise them to desist, unless they have

made up their minds to the policy of killing the

goose, &c. Let the beds be pointed up with a fork,

all weeds taken off. and the surface covered with

a mulch of half-rotted cow dung.

BROCCOLI,

Where grown, should now be got out to fur-

nish a supply during the fall and early winter.

—

Manure very liberally, and if planted in dry wea-

ther, water very freely with weak manure water;

better, however, to have the ground ready, and

plant immediately after a shower. This will save

labor, and give the plants a better start. A free

natural growth is especially requisite fur broccoli,

cabbage, &c.

CAULIFLOWER.

This most delicious vegetable is not cultivated

near as much as it deserves. Now is the time to

plant out for a late supply. Remember that for

this crop the soil cannot be too rich
; they will

grow well in dung, only if well decomposed.

—

Cultivate and hoe between those coming forward,

but do not draw any soil around the stems except

any one be loose at the roots.

CELERY

Should now be planted for the late main crop.

This will require a heavy watering where the

ground is dry. Whenever the fly attacks the

leaves, pick them off, and burn them. Dustings

of coal or soot, we have found very useful, in pro-

tecting celery against the ravages of the fly.

LETTDCR.

This useful plant is too much neglected aftw

the early spring months, through the tendency of

running to seed in hot weather. This may in

some measure be prevented, by sowing in a rich

moist soil, in a partial shade.
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POTATOES

Where not too far advanced, should be fre-

quently cultivated and hoed between. To those

who have not tried it, we would advise to give a

top-dressing of wood ashes and guano, between

the rows of the main crops. Upon sandy soils

we have found such a dressing to considerably

increase the produce. As fast as the early crops

are taken off, plough and manure for broccoli,

cauliflowers, cabbage, turnips and winter greens.

ONIONS

From seed this season, continue to cultivate,

and hoe between the rows, and thin to about

three inches apart.

Plant, for succession and late crops, peas, dwarf

beans, turnips, radishes, IcHuce, endive, cucumbers

for pickles, street corn for last crop. Beets may
still be sown for winter use.

Continue to use the cultivator and hoe between

the rows of all growing crops.

Cucumbers, melons of all kinds, squashes, egg-

plants, peppers, with many othfr similar plants,

will be greatly benefitted at this season of the

year, by a mulching of partly decayed manure.

—<*•

The Fruit Garden.

STRAWEERRIES,

Whore any are required for forcing, should be

potted as soon as rooted, as they make roots

faster in pots than in the open ground. Our plan

is to lay the best runners in pots, (two-inch,) and

when rooted transfer into four-inch, wherein they

fruit. Out away all runners not wanted for young

plantations, and supply manure-water liberally to

old plants and runners intended for new planta-

tions.

FIGS.

Feed liberally with manure water and give a

good top-dressing of quite rotten cow manure.

—

The young growth should be pinched back.

PEACHES AND NECTARINES

Tn pots or tubs, should be fully exposed to the

atmosphere, the pots or tubs to be sunk about

one-third of their depth in' the soil. Keep well

watered with manure-water, and give a top-dress-

ing of good rotten manure. These trees are, not

anfrequently, loaded with superfluous wood. The

idea appears to be to have plenty to choose from

at the winter pruning. Choose now all that will

be Wanted, which will have the advantage of ripen-

ing properly.

CRAPE VINES

In cold graperies, will now require air, night

and day. The admission of a through draft, is

to be avoided, as we have found it in many in-

stances to be the cause of mildew. Grapes ripen-

ing should not be syringed, but have a moderately

moist atmosphere and plenty of air.

Hardy Grape Vines.—Keep the young shoots

tied up, ami pinch them off from two to three

joints above the fruit. Frequent applications of

soapsuds and manure water to the roots will be

of invaluable benefit to them.

The Flower Garden.

"To deck the shapely knoll,

That, softly swelled, and gaily dressed, appears

A flowery island, from the dark green lawn

Emerging, must be deemed a labor due

To no mean hand, and ask the touch of taste."

It is difficult to conceive of either an elegant

or happy home, which has not a flower garden

attached; and it is certain, the more we cultivate

flowers, the more we are incited to observation of

all things which grow, and the more do our minds

expand in all that is true, and good, and beautiful.

ROSES.

That class known as "perpetuals" will now be

benefitted by pruning back the shoots which have

produced flowers, and have a mulching of short

manure, with a good supply of manure water in

dry weather, to assist the autumn bloom. Buds

to be put on the Manetti or other stocks, must be

done with discretion. If either the buds, or stocks

to be budded, are in asoftstate, they will not take.

Twelve hours rain will do more to perfect the

stocks and buds, than twelve days of artificial

watering.

RHODODENDRONS AND AZATJAS.

Whenever these beautiful shrubs are grown,

unless seed is wanted, the dead heads of flowers

should be entirely removed, being careful to do

it without injury to the young shoots. If seeds

are allowed to ripen, there will be much less

bloom next season. There is no shrub more or-

derly in its habit of growth than the rhododen-

dron, and generally speaking it is the better way

to let it grow in its own way. Planted in proper

soil below the level, ( they should never be planted

above the level,) they will seldom require any ar-

tificial watering. As a rule, the removal of dead

blossoms is aboutall the attention rhododendrons

and azalias require. We are supposing them to

be planted in good bed8 of peat-loam, and well

decomposed cow dung, mixed up well together

CHRYSANTHEMUMS

Will be benefitted by frequent applications of

liquid manure, and sprinkling overhead in the

evening. Now is a good time to strike- cuttings

of the pompoms to flower in the greenhouse dur-

ing the fall.
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Cineraria, ealeularia, primula tinentis, ntimu-

/*#. mignonette. * in a light

rich compost, and placed in a moist, coo], a

place, which will bring them ont much
than a more exposed place. YT hen the plants are

"well up, they most then have more light and air.

j: I?. 77; =.

Stir the surface soil before the plants meet, and

all that need pegging down should be kept regu-

lar betimes, and especial care taken to get plenty

- oots on the north s! —
.0 take care of itself.

••::•: 7 . 71 _ r: -

Must be cared for now. Propagate euphorbia

tplendent and jacquinimjlora, poin&eUia puleher-

rima. talria tplendeas, ealliearpia purpure-

Put all potted shrubs for winter blooming, in a

cool, moist bottom, until the end of August, when
—OTed to a more sunny position.

»*

Foot Ect in Sheep—Cure.
There is. we belieTe. Terr Ktt disease

called •• foot-rot
:
' in this and the more Southern

States many sheep are being brought

into the State from sections 1

prevalent, it is well to put on record, wbal
have the high authority of Mr. John Johnston,

of Genera, for saying, is a sure remedy. Hi -

there are few Socks of sheep in Wes
York that are free from thedisease. and tint

will never fatten if " foot-rot " is among them :

Kbai 'ti ,;. A . April 6. 18(

l-ert :— I notice in your issue of

April 5, page 224, a Subscriber inquires about
curing foot-rot in sheep. I have often gi

through the agricultural paper.-

cure, if properly applied—that is, a salve made
of finely pulverized blue vitriol, together with
thorough paring of the diseased feet. Rub on

^.ad in about four day- will

walk sound if the paring has been thorough.

The lame must be separated from the sound, but

the pound ones mutt hat* the tafce rubbedin beHtcan
the hoof* alto, else then teill be no ^c

that were lame mutt be dretted again in about four

examining closely that no hoof has been
left on with a sore under it. The sound ones
must have salve thoroughly rubbed in again in

about a week. Let the lame ones, or tbos-

Pressed three or four times as I

have directed, and the sound ones at least three

times, and I can warrant a cure. I fooled .

my time for two years, when 1 kept about
1,000 sbeep, in dressing only the lame ones, some
twenty-six years ago, and wonld never have
cored them, had not the thought struck me that

ounce of prevention is belter than a pound
of cure."

7

I couid produce many witnesses that,

in the way I mention. I made a thorough cure.

v every man can the same
way. it be will only trj and persevere.

to me there are but few flocks of Serin

ten Kew York but what have foot-rot. It

jne bundr

to fatten but what have it. When I _

hem three or four thorough dressings, and

no more of it : and I dress the lame every

three days, the two Brsl and

ones about a week a pa:

fatten if foe:- imong
you may as «eD think of Garten _

horse or cow. I have two neighbors who have

foot-rot badly, and who have gone 00

me ones only for a year or more. I -

one of them a talking to. the ot. it he

go at it as

if be would do something. He says he has I -t-

hundred d_ ::.ter.

I told him if he did as I directed, every sheep

would walk without being lame in four days,

:: go on and d: - - I told him,

and pc e. and if he thought be could not

do as I directed, I wonld come and stand or sit

by him until I saw he was n —and now
: he will make a core.

. : to be thoroughly cured before

turned to their summer pasture, and not make it

foul with diseased feet, else it may take more

te to make a cure.

better to give one or two more than enough, than

to give too few. A man car. :n a

day t c gj and he may
double that number the other dressings. But

don't hurry: do your work right, and you will

find it most
|

in the end.

Joes JoHxsnur.

VAtnLU. A E
-

beea made to raise this plant in France. The

iment was made in the public gardens of

the St. Bruno, and the quality is afiSrmed to be

equal to the best imported from the West Indies.

The seed of the vanilla is reman - fra-

grant odor, and yields an oil which is much
as a flavor. It is also employed in r.

place of valeriar. - of which il

supposed to possess, while il time
far more grateful t —&.

_

of fruit on a tree, the higher the flavor: there-

fore, thin all fruits in moderation, but avoid
excess ; a single gooseberry on a -ingle

bunch of gra[>es on a vine—no matter how fine it

may be—is a disgrace to good gardening.

—

Br.
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Scalded Meal.

The nutriment afforded to animalsbyseeds and

rout?, depends upou the rapture of all the glo-

bules which constitute their meal and flour.

These globules van- in different roots, tubers and

seeds. Those of potato starch, for instance, are

usually from fifteen ten-thousandths to the four

thousandth part of an inch ; those of wheat

rarely exceed the two-thousandth part of an inch,

and so on. From experiments made on these

globules by M. Raspail, the author of '-Organic

Chemistry," and M. Biot. of the French Academy

of Sciences, the following conclusions have beeu

drawn :

1. That the globules constituting meal, flour,

starch, whether contained in grain or roots.

are incapable of affording any nourishmeat as

animal food, until they are broken.

2. That uo mechanical method of breaking or

grinding is more than partly efficieut.

3. That the most efficient means of breaking

the globules is by heat, by fermentation, or by

the chemical agency of acids or alkalies.

4. That the dextrine, which is the kernel as it

were, of each globule, is aloue soluble, and there-

fore alone nutritive

5. That the shells of the globules, when re-

duced to fragments by uiechauism or heat, are

therefore uot nutritive.

6. That though the fragments of these shells
(

are not nutritive, they are indispensable to .

tion. either from their distending the stomach, i

or from some other cause not understood ; it

having beeu found by experiment that concen-

trated nourishment, such as sugar or essence of

beef, cannot long sustain life without some mix-

ture of coarser or less nutritive food.

7. That the economical preparation of all food

containing globules or fecula, consists in perfectly

breaking the shells, and renderiug the dextrine

contained in them soluble and digestible; while

the fragments of the shells are at the same time

rendered more bulky, so as the more readily to

fill the stomach.— Co. 6'•«•'.

Visiting Farmers.
In ancient times the English law tequired a

young mau, on completion of bis apprenticeship,

to tra\el over the country a certain number of

years, working at his trade, before he could be

licensed to make a permanent beginning for him-

self. The object was to compel him to become

familiar with the different modes in which other

craftsmen conduct the business he had learned,

so that by kuowingall, he might become a perfect

workman.

Travelling from one farm to another, to learn

what was going on upon each, how this or that

process was conducted, what machines were suc-

cessful, which were failures, what was the

profitable fruit crop, and how best to produce it,

who had the most successful garden, and hew it

was managed, with the long catalogue of items

on kindred topics—would be a mere repetiti

the Euglish obligation to become perfect in the

farmer's calling.

There are times throughout the year when

men can indulge in this useful recreation, and

there are those who systematically devote to it a

portion of every season. I have indulged in it

myself, and have rarely gone any where without

learning something that was uew to me, and

many times useful.

(Ju these brief perambulations I have unifc

found the latch-string of the door within

aud reach. Going in unheralded, and even

anonymously, I have never been received dis-

courteously. The house-dog may have

snappish, but the proprietor has been all suavity.

— Author of • Ten Acre* Enough" in Horticul-

turist.

Care of Cows.
In thediscussiousat the Annual Fair of the X.

York State Agricultural Society, Geo. A. .Moore

gives his method of caring fur his cows as follows:

My best coves do uot go dry over six to

weeks. The best cow I have, was milked at night

and had a calf by her side the next morning.

Cows must be sheltered, groomed, well fed aud

cared lor. A cow should go in the barn when

the first cold weather comes on iu the autumn

and suy there till it is over in the spring. Uf

course the stables should be well ventilated. I

have found that cows kept iu the barn through

the winter, do just as well as those which are let

out. Air. light, good water aud good food are

essential. With these provisions, cows are kept

iu good health, there are no miscarriages, aud

the general effect ujkju the health and usefulness

of the animal is good. Cows "come in" with

us when 24 months old, and we breed and milk

them right along. Three years ago 1 picked

the poorest and oldest cows from my herd,

kept them housed from Christmas till March,

loosed them from the ties and turned them out,

and they played like calves. They gave more

milk and did better the following season than

they did the year before. I have kept cows in

stanchions from November to May.

and grooming them well, and they bl

there were fewer losses, and they were

and did better the succeeding season, than if they

had been left out. or allowed to run out ;

usual way. I prefer to tie cows for winter

iug, but , ions in my milking =
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Surface Manuring.
We give below an excellent ''summary of the

principal facts and reasons in favor of Surface

Manuring:." by a correspondent of the lountry

Gentleman. The writer seems to b.Tre examined

with care the leading agricultural papers, of the

more Northern states at least, during a number

of rears past, in order to pnt the subject in its

true aspect.

In giving his history of the progress of opinion

on the subject, be aays that 'Mr. John Johnston

was the first to come out, and openly advocate in

print, the practice of surface manuring. ' "While

we reeognize fully, Mr. Johnston's claims, as one

of the most independent and intelligent of agri-

cultural writers, he is not entitled, we think, to

the credit of baling first openly advocated in

print this method of manuring. Long before

Mr. J. wrote at all on the subject of Agriculture,

we presume, Mr. Botts, then editor of the Southern

Planter, Mr. Garnett, of Virginia, one of the

leading writers of his time, and, we believe, Mr.

Edmnnd Ruffin, commended this method of

manuring.

Nevertheless, the general opinion had not ad-

vanced. No set of men, say what they will, are

more under the influence of theories than practi-

cal farmers, and especially of a theory that ap-

peals so directly to the senses, as does this one of

manures. It was claimed, for a long time, by
chemists, that the waste of strength was plainly

indicated by the odors arising on any exposure

of the manure, and that the loss was proportioned

to the length of time it might remain uncovered

on the surface. There were certainly verv few

writers—we do not think there was one agricul-

tural editor—who controverted this teaching,

when, in 1856, we distinctly and pointed] v took

ground against it, in a leading editorial of the

American Former. In this article we said, "we
know that men of science will shake their heads
at the wanton waste of ammonia, but practical

men should stand by their facts.'' Mr. Mapes, of

the Working Former, said at that time, '-Those
who imagine they find good results from spread-

ing manure on the surface, and leaving it for

days, weeks, or months, before it is ploughed
under, mistake the action of the litter, or longer
portions of the manure, as a mulch, for the ac-

tion of the manure on the soil.'' In rej>]v we
s:iid, "We so far differ from this, and kindred
opinions on the subject, that we think manuring
on the surface, for ninety-nine farmers in a hun-
dred, the best general method of application.''

Our editorial was copied into the London
Foment Mjgazine, and it is a coincidence, that

during the following summer Prof. Yoelcker

made, at Cirencester, the famous experiments

which hare changed the current of opinion on
the chemical question involved.

We do not claim that we were the first to bring

the subject into notice, but that the Farmer

pressed it so pointedly and urgently, as to fix the

attention of intelligent observers, and writers for

the Agricultural press, and that within the ten

years past it has, on this account, gaiued more

upon the good opinion of the Agricultural com-

munity than in half a century preceding.

It is proper to bear in mind in this connection,

that it was in the face of false, or rather, pei I

misapplied teachings of science, that intelligent

observation furnished facts which could not be

gainsaid. The experience of practical men was

appealed to, to uphold the practice of manuring

on the surface, while the teacher of science still

maintained the inevitable loss of the volatile am-

monia. Finally, however, it was ascertained

that the loss of ammonia was not to be estimated

by the quantity of wasting odors the manure

evolved. Ammonia never failed, it is true, to

give a sensible indication of its presence, but

other gases, of no value to the crops, magnified

the appearance of the waste. It now appeared,

that only in so far as the mannre had rotted, was

ammonia found at all. Tne nitrogen of the un-

rotted manure was not liable to waste from evap-

oration. Thrown upon the surface, there was no

wasteful exhalation, even under the hottest sun.

except of a very small amount of ammonia.

The summary given below is an interesting

one. and we commend it to the notice of our

readers

:

SrKFACE MAunmjro.

A summary of the Principal Facts and Reasons in

Furor of Surface Mmuring.

Speaking of his examination of the history of

the roatler, the writer in the Country Gtm&emam

says: I find that Mr. John Johnston " was the

first to come out and openly advocate, in print,

the practice of surface manuring: that Mr. J.

and many others have practiced this course from

twenty to thirty years : that it was adopted after

repeated trials and experiments in manuring, in

the different ways usually practiced : that Mr. J.

and others found that one load spread on a gi

or clover sod. early in the fall, and plowed under

in the spring for corn, did more goad, and gave

a better profit, than two loads supplied in any
other way

; that the course usual!y taken is to

pile the manure in the spring, let it ferment and

rot, and in the fall draw and spread it on a grass

or clover sod, to be plowed under the next spring
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for corn, though on many grass farms it is ap-

plied in the fall to meadows, while it is sometimes

put on land prepared for winter wheat, and said

to be harrowed in, though probably only partly

covered, just before sowing ; that it is usually

found to do best when applied rather early in the

fall, so the grass and clover can grow up and

cover and protect it ;
this also gives time for the

soluble portions, which constitute the principal

value of rotted manure, to be carried into the

soil by the rains. It also makes a great deal

better sod, and growth cf grass and clover, to

plow under in the Bpring, which is a great bene-

fit to the succeeding crop of corn.

Surface manuring appears to answer much the

same purpose as liquid manuring. Nearly all of

the valuable portions of fermented and rotted

manure, being soluble, are washed out, taken

into, and completely diffused through the surface

soil by the fall rains, so as to be in the best pos-

sible condition to be used by the growing plant.

At the same time there can be but very little, if

any loss, by the strength of the manure washing

away, or being carried too deep into the soil,"

for, as Dr. Cameron says, "by a beautiful pro-

vision of nature—the absorptive power of soils

—

they will be retained until required to nourish

the plants." Liebeg also states that if "water

holding in solution ammonia, potash, phosphoric

and silicic acids, be brought in contact with the

soil, these substances disappear almost imme-

diately from the solution, the soil withdrawing

them from the water." It also appears that

there is no other way in which the fertilizing

properties of manure can be so well worked into

aud diffused through the surface soil, just in the

position and condition in which they are needed

l'V the growing plant, as by liquid manuring, or

applying the manure to the surface so that the

rains can dissolve and carry them into the soil.

It also appears that w? hen manure is plowed into

the soil, there is comparatively little chance for

it to be thus prepared and brought to the plant,

but that the roots have to find and use it,as they

best can. Hence it will be seen that, when the

manure is plowed under, the roots of plants can-

not as soon nor as thoroughly receive the benefit

of it. as when diffused through the surface soil

by the rains; while, being covered with several

inches—often six to eight—of soil, there is com-

paratively little chance for rains to dissolve,

bring it to, and diffuse it through the surface

soil, where it is mostly needed. But this is but

one of the great benefits that may be realized by

Burface mannring.

Another great advantage is, that by piling,

fermenting, and rotting manure, it is brought

into a much more available condition for the im-

mediate benefit of growing plants. Now it is

well known that the principal value of barn-yard

manure consists in the amount of available am-

j

monia and soluble mineral substances it contains,

whileit is shown by Dr. Voelcker's investigations

!
that "perfectly fresh barn-yard manure contains

but a small proportion of free ammonia, and but

a small proportion of soluble matters, whether

organic or mineral—that, comparatively speak-

ing, but little nitrogen, and of course but little

ammonia, exists in fresh dung in a state in which

it can be assimilated by the growing plants"—
that " most of the nitrogen is gradually liberat< d

as the fermentation of the dung progresses—it

being found that there i3 a regular increase of

i soluble organic matters, including nitrogen,
1 which keep3 pace with the progress of fermenta-

tion." It also appears that "in fresh manures

(with abundant litter,) the larger part of the in-

; soluble organic matter consists of straw in an al-

most entirely undecomposed state. In rotting

manure, the straw is converted into humus

—

(humic and ulmic acids, humine and ulmine)

—

|
the compounds of which, with potash, soda and

am monia, are soluble, and of a dark brown

color. The humus mostly fixes—(forms non-

volatile compounds with)—the ammonia that re-

sults from the decay of nitrogenous matters."

It also appears that the most useful mineral mat-

ters contained in manures are also brought into

a more soluble and available condition for the use

of growing plants.

True, it has been objected that in rotting barn-

yard manure there may be a considerable loss of

ammonia which is set free by the fermentation in

the heap ;
but it is shown that this is not the

case. Dr. Voelcker shows that "in the interior

and heated portions of manure, ammonia is

given off, but on passing into the external and

cold layers, the free ammonia is absorbed and

retained. During the fermentation of dung, ul-

mic, humic, and other organic acidfl are formed,

which fix the ammonia generated in the decom-

position of the nitrogenized constituents." It is

also stated by Dr. Cameron that "it is an error

! to suppose that the manure heap loses a sensible

proportion of its important constituents by expo-

I

sure to the air; on the contrary, if it be in a

compost state, the only ingredients which evap-

orate from it. are water, and an inconsiderable

quantity of carbonic acid ; hardly a trace of am-

monia escapes. During the fermentation of ma-

nure, its nitrogen, (for there is no ammonia in

fresh natural manure,) is converted slowly into

ammonia : at the same time other constituents of

the dung—carbon, hydrogen, kc, are converted
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into certain acids which combine with and fix

the ammonia."

Should the plain practical farmer want any

further proof that there is no loss by fermenta-

tion of any of the valuable constituents—what

lie considers the strength of the manure—the

vastly greater effect of. and benefits received from

rotted manure, ought to be more than enough for

his satisfaction.

But it is true, that while there is very little

loss from evaporation or exhalation of ammonia,
or other valuable volatile substances from the

manure heap, there may be some loss from wash-

ing by heavy rains: and there seems to be the

more reason for this objection, as it is shown that

fermentation renders the most valuable constitu-

ents of manure soluble, and hence liable to be

washed away. Cut it is shown in practice that

this may be mostly prevented by making the

piles large and high, the sides square or perpen-

dicular, the top dishing, so they will hold and

take up all the water that passes on to them, and
making them in places where no running water

can reach the sides or bottom, thus giving very

little chance for the rains to wash them away.

It is also found that when manure is well

spread that all fermentation is at an end ; so

there is no setting free of ammonia or other val-

uable matters, the most of the foul odors arising

from the manure when spread, as well as in the

pile, being due to the escape of carbonic acid,

carburetted hydrogen, and other foul gases, that

are not of much value in manure—while in well

fermented and rotted manure, the most important

and valuable ingredients, instead of being in a

condition to be dried up and carried off by the

sun and air, are in precisely the best possible

condition to be dissolved and carried into the

soil by the fall rains. So that if manure is

finely spread early in the fall, these ingredients

will be washed into and well diffused through

the soil before winter, where, according to Liebig,

Voelcker and Cameron, they Avill be retained

until wanted by the growing plants.

It is also claimed that manure applied to the

surface is valuable as a mulch—that when spread

early in the fall so as to give the clover and

grass a good start, and they are not fed down too

close, it is found that the coat of manure and

growth of grass is a considerable benefit as a

mulch and protection of the land, and roots of

the grass. It is also found that when manure is

applied to wheat, whether put on before sowiug

and worked into the surface, or finely spread

afterwards, that it answers the same purpose,

giving the plant a better and stronger growth

and making it less liable to freeze out, while the

large growth and coat of manure is a protection

to the soil and roots of the wheat—while in re-

gard to grass that has not been fed down in the

fall, it is found to start earlier, so as to give

quite a growth if not fed off. as it never should

be, in the spring, to turn under for corn. This

new growth, by making the sod green and suc-

culent, and starting it to rotting immediately, is

a great help to the corn, so that in reality sur-

face manuring in the fall has the threefold effect

of enriching the land, mulching and protecting

the soil and wheat and clover and grass roots,

and producing something of a crop for greeu

manuring.

There is another important point in the con-

sideration of this subject, that it is very probable

the great mass of American farmers, like the

writer, have never given much attention, which

has been somewhat strongly brought to mind

while investigating this subject. This is thevery

general practice in England of spreading manure

on clover stubbles after haying, to lie plowed

under in the fall for wheat, haying being rather

earlier and wheat seeding considerably later there

than here. Mr. Luther H. Tucker, in referring

to this practice states that '"there are many in

England who constantly practice this way to ad-

vantage, and consider that in no other, can

greater benefit be obtained. It helps to some ex-

tent to bring forward the 'seeds,' (of clover,

&C,) so that when they are ready to plow a few

mouths later, there is a closer and thicker sward

to turn over, which will, of course, yield the

greater nourishment it has thus been accumulat-

ing, to the coming crop of grain.'' There is

also much other testimony to the same effect, it

being shown that English farmers when question-

ed on this point, state that after trying various

other ways of applying manure, it was found

that in no other way could they apply it to so

good advantage, or with as much benefit to their

wheat. Yet, iu following this course, the manure

has to be exposed, as it is finely spread on the

surface, to the sun and air during the warmest

season of the year. Thus showing that with

well fermented and rotted manure, which is al-

ways used, there can be but very little if any

loss by the escape of ammonia or drying of the

manure.

There is another way of surface manuring, ex-

tensively practiced in England, which should not

be forgotten,—that is, by feeding off turnips, on

the land where they are grown, with sheep.

This is a favorite practice with English farmers,

who claim that it is one of the best ways they

have for manuring and enriching their land.

The usual course is to put the sheep on to the
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turnips in October, and keep them folded on a

small piece until it is eaten oft', and then move

them on to another, generally following this

course until it is time to clear the laud to be

plowed for barley iu the spring. To make thj

sheeti gain faster, and the manure richer, bat

mainly the latter, they are often fed oilcake, and

Bometimes clever hay, hut both fed in the fold uu

the turnip field ; so the manure is left as it is

dropped ou the land by the sheep, and thus it re-

mains all winter. So that instead of apprehend-

ing any loss by the washing away of the manure,

it is generally if not universally considered and

conceded to be the best way the turnip crop can

be fed to sheep, to manure and enrich the land.

Clover is also sometimes fed off iu this way, oil-

cake being also fed, mainly to make richer ma-

nure.

Now the point of most importance to the Ame-

rican farmer, is that iu neither of these ways, in

which the principal part of the manure made by

English farmers is applied to the land—whether

exposed to a summer sun or winter washing, is

there found to be any serious loss of the fertiliz-

ing properties or matters of manure—thus fur-

nishiug the best possible proof of the correctness

of the conclusions of some of the best agricultu-

ral chemists, that when manure i3 spread on the

land, there can be but little, if any, loss by evap-

oration or escape of volatile substances, as there

is uo fermentation : nor much loss by washing,

as the soil immediately absorbs all important

matters held in solution by the water passing

over or through it. And this point is the more

noteworthy, because large quantities of oilcake

and grain are fed with the especial view of mak-

_ rich manure, such as there would certainly

be a loss on, if on any—while not only are Eng-

lish fanners working hard and looking sharp to

find every chance for making and saving manure,

but sume of the best scientific meu are giving

their attention to the same subject.

There is one other point that has been dwelt

on to some extent, and that is, that surface ma-

nuring is nature's mode—that by the decay of

leaves and the various other vegetable substances

deposited on the surface, the soil has been gra-

dually growing richer for an indefinite period.

In proof, the prairies are referred to as notable

instances. It is also shown that the valleys of
- are kept very rich, by the deposit of en-

riching substances by overflowing water. The
of the Nile, which has been under con-

stant cultivation without any other manure, for

thousands of years, is referred to as a prominent

instance *of this kind. T - and other

rivers, are also referred to as examples of this

kind of manuring.
Orleans Co., X. T. F.

Flax Culture.
We remember a time when Flax growing was

common iu Maryland It was before the days of

cheap cotton, when it was thought good economy,

on large farms, to grow and to manufactun

far as possible, all that was necessary for home

consumption. There was a regular allotment of

ground for the small crop of tlax ; which was

broken on the flax-break, hackled, spun, and wo-

ven at home, for the use of the negroes. Of late

years, attention has been directed to its culture

again, owing to the high price of cotton. It has one

advantage over that crop—that it needs little of

the laborious field culture which it demands;

being sown broadcast and needing no further

care till harvest. The following, from a German

flax-grower, we take from Gauntry Oentleman:

Messrs. Editors:— In No. 683 of the Cult. £
Co. Gent., I find an article on flax culture,

written by Mr. W. II. White, of South Windsor,

Conn., in which the cultivation of Max is highly

recommended to the attention of American

farmers. Some assertions in said article I would

heartily subscribe to, but others I consider erro-

neous, and, as I have beeu raised and am living

in a couutry where, for centuries, flax culture has

been an important and lucrative branch of agri-

culture, and am myself engaged iu raising this

product of the farm, perhaps you will grant to

my remarks on this subject a page of your inter-

esting paper.

First, let me speak of the proper place of flax

in the rotation of crops. Your correspondent, in

No. 6S3, says :
" The soil should have been pre-

viously made rich by a high manuring." We
never manure for flax. The fibre is injured by

manuring; fresh manure is neither liked nor re-

quired by the flax plant. It is one of the greatest

advantages for the farmers that the flax plant

will thrive better without manure than with it,

and that even the crop following llaxon the same

field requires less manure than if the same had

been sown a year sooner in the place of the flax.

For instance: II. its is here always sown at the

end of the rotation, and after the oats are re-

moved, the field has to be manured for the next

crop. Now. after such oats, we sow flax without

manure, and. after the flax, rye or wheat, with

but a half allowance of manure, and raise a sure

crop, and, after such winter grain, we ha'.

excellent chance for red clover. Clover, indeed,

is never better than in the second year aftel

As we raise no Iudiau corn, our rotation, being

confined to small grain, must of course vary from

yours. Bol making this allowance, thefollowiug

rotation is an excellent one for our regions, on

soil adapted to wheat and clover :
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Lsl — Beans; manured.
--'

3d—'
4th—Flax.
5th—Rye or Wheat, with clover sown, is half

a manuring.
— rer.

7th— Wheat—half a manuring.
8th—

Here you have the proper plan for flax in a ro-

tation, as proved by experience, as well as from

..;. In the above rotation every

crop has a fair chance, and the periods of ma-

nuring are well distributed. Take out th^

and you can put in its place nothing but fallow-

ing, thus losing a year's crop and having no better

results thereafter. However, if part of the land

has become weedy or foul from unfavorable

weather, or other causes, such part then receives

the benefit of a fallowing, instead of sowing it

with flax.

Of course, the land, to produce flax in the

above order, must be in a high state of cultiva-

tion. It will not do to sow flax on worn-out

land. But good farming, with a rational rota-

tion of crops, never takes the least strength ont

of the land . The reason why flax is not benefitted

by fresh manuring, is partly this : The fibre re-

quires an early growth : all extremes, every ex-

f heat or cold, drouth or moisture, are in-

jurious : every part of the plant, as much as pos-

sible, must grow under the same influences.

Therefoie flax likes so much the sea coast and

hates the inland, where heat and cold, wet and

dry spells, will come on abruptly and in exe

manner. Fresh manure also disturbs such equal

growth ; it works different in dry or wet spells of

the season, different iu cold or warm weather.

It is a well-known fact that barley from fresh

manured land, (especially sheep manure.) is not

good for the brewer ; that seed wheat must not

be taken from fresh manured land, nor after

clover; and in similar manner flax is injured by

fresh manuring

Your correspondent, in Xo. 633, advises

further, to sow the flax-seed on fresh-plowed

land. We never do so heie—at least no ex-

perienced farmer does so in those sections of our

country, where good flax i3 raised. We pre-

fer an old furrow for two reasons. 1st. Because

old-plowed ground keeps moist longer, while

fresh-plowed land will in a dry spell soon suffer

from drouth. 2d. Because all land, with the ex-

un of sandy soils, needs exposure to the

influences of the atmosphere for four or five weeks

before the seed can be sown. All loamy soils

—

which are those best adapted to flax culture—are

highly benefitted by such exposure, and we do

not throw the seed on until the plowed ground

has gone through such a state of fermentation,

which makes it more mellow, softer for the hand,

more elastic for the foot, darker of color, richer

of nutritious substances. For these two reasons,

our mode of preparing the land for a flax crop is

as follows : Early in the fall the field is plowed

shallow : it is important to plow immediately

after the crop has been removed. Three or four

weeks thereafter, when the field begins to cover

itself with weeds, it is thoroughly harrowed and

plowed shallow again. The second plowing is

not necessary where the field remains clear of

weeds. Very early in the spring, as soon as the

land has sufficiently dried off, a deeper furrow

(the last before seeding) is given. This last

plowiug can also be done in the fall, and fre-

quently such plowing before winter gives better

results than if done early in the spring.

The land now is left rough. The harrow is not

applied until a growth of plants, (weeds.) begins

to spring up. Then, however, the field receives

a thorough harrowing, aided by rolling. The

harrow not only passes twice over the land, as

your correspondent thinks necessary, but fre-

quently four or five times : the harrowing is con-

tinued until the whole field is like a garden bed,

perfectly pulverized, and all hollows, every trace

of the furrows destroyed. A sharp stick thrust

into the ground must everywhere meet a solid

mass: the heel must not sink in deeply. This is

the work assigned to the harrow : I know that

in America much less attention is given to har-

rowing than here. The field now is again left:

the seed of weeds still left in the surface will now
germinate, and two weeks after this, such new
crop of weeds is again destroyed by a thorough

harrowing. Then after the next shower of rain

the flax seed is sown, covered by a light harrow-

ing, and the ground rolled, for which purpose a

ringled roller is preferred. The best sowing time

here is between the 20th and 25th of May ; in

America perhaps earlier sowing may be preferable.

The amount of seed required, where fine fibre

is desired, is ISm Prussian pounds to the acre,

which is equal to about 200 American pounds, or

3f bushels. The cost of seed per acre thus

averages IS Prussian thalers. or $13 in gold.

We are obliged to buy our seed either from

Russia or Zealand, and can use home-raised

seed only once, so that every other year we have

to buy imported seed.

We have an excellent flax market here, as there

are large spinning factories, aud alone for those

in the province of Westfalia nearly a million and

a half worth of flax has to be bought abroad,

mostly in Russia.
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Our object, as fanners, is to get rid of the flax

at as early a period as possible, and it is of great

advantage that, for the last five years, we can sell

the flax in its raw state. The farmer now merely

pulls up the flax, rots and dries it, and then finds

ready sale for the straw. For this state, the [nice

has been 28 pounds of straw-flax for one thaler,

or about 2\ cents, gold, per pound, these two

years ; at present it sells even higher, to wit., 26

pounds for one thaler. One acre will, on an

average, produce from 2,500 to 3,000 German

pounds of dry flax straw—though, in 1863, I

harvested myself from one acre 4,800 pounds.

At 3,000 pounds, and a price of 28 pounds, as

above stated, the fibre is worth lot Prussian

thalers p*>r acre, while the whole cost of raising

is about 30 thalers, including the seed ; so the

net profits are about $48, gold, per acre. These

figures are not imaginary, but, on numerous farms,

such profits have been made for many years here.

Flax raising, however, is a trade, and wants to

be learned. 1 cannot here enter into its details,

but your correspondent, in No. 6S3, commits two

farther mistakes, which I will mention, and hope

he will pardon me for this,' as my sole object is to

promote exact knowledge of an iuiportant branch

of agriculture.

1st. The steeping of the fibre in water is really

a " rotting ;" its object is not only to soften the

filaments. The flax in the water must ferment,

and this fermentation must have its full process.

The end of the same is indicated by a sinking of

the steeped flax ; as soon as the fermentation is

over, the immerged bundles will sink several

inches in the water, and then it is time to take

them out of the water. Fermentation being the

object, warm water will attain the same much

quicker than cold water; in fact, the water must

have a certain temperature, and also a quick-

running stream is unfit for this purpose.

2d. The spinning factories cannot buy flax in

its green state, nor even in its raw state, but

only after the rotting and after the breaking of

the woody rot which surrounds the fibre.

Therefore there must be men that make a business

of buying and preparing the flax for the spinning

factories, or else the farmer has to take care of

these operations himself. Green flax can bear

neither transportation to any distance nor delay
;

and, even after the rotting and drying, the flax

is too bulky, and, in consequence, requires too

much cost for transportation, as well an storeage,

to be saleable to the factories in this state ; be-

sides, it cannot be estimated right in this state.

Finally, I considerflax ahighly recommendable

crop ; but if your correspondent, in No. 683,

Bays that it requires "less skill and attention 1
'

than any other crop, I should, on the contrary,

say, "it requires more skill and attention than

almost any other crop of the farm." Besides,

the farmer must be sure of a market.

Wm. Laer.
Minister, Prussia, March 8, 1866.

Cruelty to Animals.
John T. Hoffman, Henry Grinnell, J. J. Astor,

and other prominent citizens of New York, have

got from the Legislature of that State an act of

incorporation under the title: "The American So-

ciety for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals."

In accordance with the general idea of the

Association, several laws have been passed,

making provision for the more effectual suppres-

sion of cruelty to dumb beasts. The following

are some of the provisions of the law :

Transportation of Animals by Railroads.—No
Railroad Company in this State, in the carrying

and transportation of cattle, sheep, or swine,

shall confine the same in cars for a longer period

than twenty-four consecutive hours, unless delayed

by storms, or other causes, without unloading for

rest, water and feeding, for at least ten consecu-

tive hours; and shall not receive nor re-load

cattle, sheep, or swine, from other railroads,

which have not been rested at least ten consecu-

tive hours immediately preceding such loading

and rc-loading, and have been watered and fed

within said ten hours.

Cruel Treatment of Animals.—Every person who

shall, by his act or neglect, maliciously kill, maim,

wound, injure, torture, or cruelly treat, any horse,

mule, ox, cattle, sheep, or other animal, belong-

ing to himself or another, shall, upon conviction,

be adjudged guilty of a misdemeanor ; and every

owner, driver, or possessor of an old, maimed

diseased horse, or mule, turned loose, or left dis-

abled in any street, lane, or place, in any city in

the State, who shall allow such horse, or mule,

to lie in any street, lane, or public place, for more

than three hours after knowing of such disability,

on conviction, shall be adjudged guilty of a mis-

demeanor.

Among other items of cruelty to animals, pro-

hibited and punishable by the same law, arc

"premeditated fights between persons with their

fists," fights between game birds, or game cocks,

or dogs, or bulls, or bears, or between dogs and

rats, or dogs and badgers, &c.

Remedy kor the Scour in Lambs.—Take the

' seed of the common dock, make a strong decoc-

i

tion, sweeten with loaf sugar, add half a tea-

spoonful cayenne pepper to the quart. Give to

each lamb a wine-glassful three or four times a

day until a cure is effected.
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Reconstruction.
If the politicians would allow tlic farmers of

the land to take charge of the work of recon-

struction, we might hope for a speedy return to

peace and prosperity. They would bring to bear

upon the subject a quiet, practical, common sense

treatment, before which, all the difficulties con-

jured up by the former would speedily vanish.

The idea is suggested as we read the letters

which we here extract from the Soutkern Cultiva-

tor, and admire the cheerful, hearty submission

to circumstances, and sound, good sense they

evince. One is from a Georgia man, who would

be classed, we suppose, with what the vulgar

educated call "poor whites;" the other from an

educated gentleman, a native of Maryland, who

having farmed before the war in Illinois, had re-

turned to the South where he acted as a Confed-

erate surgeon. He now makes the field of his

operations, an Alabama plantation :

A Veteran's Experience—Good Advice.—
John Farrar, of Georgia, says : I have concluded

to inform the readers of the Cultivator, how I

am getting along in the management of planta-

tion affairs, and how I manage the freedmen and

women of which I have the control. In the lirst

place let me say that I am in my 78th year, was

raised to hard work, my mother and father had

seven hearty boys, each of whom lived to weigh

more than 200 pounds, I being the eldest had the

brunt of work to bear, consequently, but little

schooling fell to my share.

I am now attending to the business part of a

farm for another man, the late war having left

me with but little in this troublesome world. I

have 21 hands all told, viz. : 9 men, 8 women,

and the rest boys. I have had more than 4,000

panels of tence made or reset, about 20 acres

cleared, I am planting about 190 acres in corn,

about 180 in cotton, say 25 in sorgo or syrup

corn, as the negroes here call it, shall put 5 acres

in sweet potatoes, have 1 in Irish potatoes, have

1,0 good plow stocks. My hands are easy con-

trolled and work freely, I encourage them to do

so, 1 am nearly all my day time with them, tell

them that if they will work, so as to deserve it,

it affords me pleasure to give them a holiday.

They have pushed ahead to my satisfaction with

but little exception so that I have given them

one-half of more than half the Saturdays of this

year so far. Some old fogy may think I am
fooled in this, to think that a half day with

twenty hands makes over a week for one, but I

know that I gain by it, I am a judge of a day or

a week's work. I get up at three o'clock, make
my own fire having the wood at hand, sit by it

mil think over my day's business, come to my

conclusions, ring the bell twenty minutes before

day for all hands to rise, the women go to cook-

ing for breakfast and dinner
;
get off to work be-

fore sunrise
;
every set of hands have their work

for the day told them. I have quite early break-

fast, saddle and mount my little mule and I am
with the hands or going from one set to another

until the middle of the day, come home, get din-

ner and am off again frequently in less than one

hour. The hands have good pay for the year,

they board and clothe themselves, everything

they need is furnished them on the place at a less

price than the nearest market; they seem to en-

joy themselves highly, it does them good to

think what they want their credit is good for. I

treat them kindly, talk with them freely on mat-

ters pertaining to their interest, wink at small

errors, but reprove any neglect on their part. If

things go exceedingly wrong with any one of

them, come down as it were like a clap of thun-

der, whatever the difficulty may be settle it right

then, and never hint the thing again. I hardly

ever enjoyed myself more than I do when going

from one set of hands to another, and find all

things going to my satisfaction.

Dr. H. Uinkley, of Alabama, says :

Though fond of my profession, yet I am more

fond of agriculture, and see a vast mine open in

the prosecution of Southern agriculture, to wil-

ling hands and stout hearts. I have "pitched

in" to hard work, and intend to "run the con-

cern" as I did in Illinois, by being my own over-

seer, and doing whatever my hands find to

do. If every negro were in Guinea, Southerners

would be better off; but as they are not, we
must use them, and teach them how they should

work.

Having perfect confidence in my ability to

make free niggers do as much or more than slaves

did, I leased a prairie farm in Alabama for sev-

eral years, and on the first day of January (ult.)

my contract was signed, and my hands at work

—before my neighbors. I send copy of my con-

tract, which is simple, and embraces all that I

deem requisite. I work about twenty-five hands,

and they are good ones. They rise before day,

and are at work till dark. Theyr fiddle and

dance at night, and get their lessons in the spell-

ing book ; and they grin with delight at the

beautiful bright steel mold board, clipper plows,

which I have received from the North ; and do

with three furrows what the old wooden mold

board and slaves did with four—or rather they

more than do it—as they not only list a bed with

three furrows, but they bring up soil that never

saw daylight before. My idea of our native im-

plements is not favorable—especially after farm-
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ing in Illinois four years, where the most beauti-

ful, useful and excellentlabor-saving agricultural

implements in the world are mule.

My desire is to help the agriculture of my
native South as much as possible; and help make

it what its destiny now points— a. white man's

country. We want all the good white men we

can get.

We want smaller farms, more villages, less

pride, more industry, fewer stores and clerks,

and more laborers. We need not be any less

gentlemen, any less hospitable, intelligent, re-

fined or chivalrous. The almighty dollar is a

Stigma against the Yankees; but I think the

everlasting nigser and cotton was just as engross-

ing an idea with us. Agriculture is a peaceful

occupation ; it leads to wealth now just as certain

as any other business or pursuit. Energetic men,

who know what negroes are and were, can use

freedmen's labor and get rich. There is a way
to work these people which is easily acquired,

and it consists in decision and kindness. Treat

them well, but make them all toe the mark, and

never look over their faults, but correct them.

Strict obedience to all orders is enforced on ship-

board at sea. Were it not so, many would be

the losses sustained by our marine—which atten-

tion to duty prevents. On a farm or plantation,

all orders should be as strictly followed, and

losses will be rare.

There are a great many bad negroes in the

South—lazy, worthless wretches—but there are

also many good ones. The bad ones will all die,

from causes following their own worthle*sncss.

The goods one will improve, and, by the force

of circumstances, even these will become scarce.

White labor will gradually take their place, but

it must be on smaller farms. Scientific agricul-

ture will gradually come into our midst, and the

use of labor-saving machines make some amends

for the paucity of labor.

Lice on Cattle.—A correspondent of the

American Jlgrieutturaligt says that "knowing

larkspurseed would destroy lice on human beings,

he collected a quart of seed, ground it fine,

soaked it a week in one gallon of strong vinegar,

and then applied it with a sponge to all parts of

the animals; has neveF seen louse or nit since."

On the same subject, T. F. Haynes, Hartford co.,

Conn., writes to the Agriculturalist : "I keep

lice off my cattle by keeping sulphur and salt in

winter where they can lick it when they choose;

my cattle have had none since I practiced this."

Shent.el mentions a rose tree, still living,

which is upwards of one. thousand years old.

Top-Dressing Lawns and Meadows.
Top-dressing lawns and meadows in spring,

seems still to be in vogue, when, to any thinking

mind, it must be obvious, that they lose three

parts of the strength of it by strong sun and

March winds. When top-dressing i- to be done,

fall is the proper time to do it. At that time all

the strength of the manure (liquid) is washed

into the ground It also serves as a protection to

the grass, and the sun will not burn it up, as is

the case in spring ;
but in either case it is

generally a waste of manure, in the manner that

it is applied. When top-dressing is necessary,

it should be done from the compost heap. This

compost heap retains all the ammonia from the

decomposed vegetable matter, ami dung fresh from

thestables. All this ammonia evaporates. When
we use manure to plow in, we only spread as the

plow proceeds. This in a great measure saves

the ammonia. Those to whom manure is an ob-

ject, (it should be to all,) should sprinkle it as

they make it with charcoal dust. If they have

not that, use ground plaster, which will absorb

all the ammonia.

Those who use manure for top-dressing, should

have a tank to receive all the water closets and

suds. Tn the spring, have a hogshead, and pump

this into it, and have a box of tin, three or four

feet long, and six inches wide at the end, and go

over the lawns and meadows. This is much

better than any barn-yard manure, and no ex-

pense. If they had to pay from two and a half

to three and a half dollars a load for manure,

they.would adopt it; but, in nine cases out of ten,

this valuable manure is allowed to run into the

common sewers—in fact, it is generally only

thought of as getting rid of it in the easiest way.

Try half an acre with this liquid, and half an

acre with stable manure, and you will find the

credit side to the tank manure.

Another good top-dressing is this: Flour of

bone—that is, bones ground as fine as plaster.

This, on lawn, is a fine fertilizer, and bone dust in

auy shape is one of our best manures for grass

—

flour of bone for lawns, as it will not interfere

with the scythe or mowing machine. I speak of

it as a top-dressing for immediate effect. Coarse-

bones are better when you are laying down your

lawns or meadows, and it will pay to use either,

as they last much longer in their effect. When

applied, they should be lightly harrowed in.

The great drawback I foresee to this flour of bone

is, that it is so easily adulterated, which will be

done, the temptation being so strong. There is no

fertilizer that I should use so much (except gu-

ano) if it was not for that reason. To get it

genuine will be the main object, and how long
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that will be is a question ; even what is now

called fine bone dust, it is impossible to get una-

dulterated. For that reason I always use the

coarsest that I can get, as I can then see what I

ad if I want it fine. I break it. They caunot

adu/ R bone, and to prove it you will

always hare to pay'more for coarse bone dust than

you will for fine. I would advise some manu-

facturer to make pure flour of bone, and charge

according to its worth, and not adulterate, and

he will find that it will pay him, and the con-

sumer. Genuine will pay to use ; adulterated, at

no price.

I hare tried all the specialities of the day in

shape of manure, and proved nine-tenths of them

humbugs, which will be seen by referring to Co.

Peruvian guano, when properly applied,

is the only fertilizer that can le depended on.

The others are generally what I term, cheat the

public and enrich the manufacturers.—G. How-
ait.— Co. G

Habits of Sheep.
They perseveringly follow their leader wherever

goes ; but if, in case of sudden alarm, any one

of the flock runs forward to escape, and thus takes

the lead, the rest generally follow him, regardless

of any obstruction. Of this singular disposition,

Dr. Anderson once witnessed an instance in the

town of Liverpool. A butcher's boy was driving

about twenty fat wethers through the town : but

they ran down a street through which he did not

wish them to go. He observed a scaven.-: at

work with his broom, a little way before them,

and called out loudly for hiui to stop them. The

man accordingly did what he could to turn them
back, running from side to side, always opposing

himself to their passage, and brandishing his

broom with great dexterity ; but the sheep, much
agitated, pressed forward, and, at last, one of

them came right up to the man, and tearing it

was about to jnmp over his head while b e

stopping, grasped the short broom-stick in both

bands, and held it over his head. He stood for a
seconds in this position, when the sheep

made a spring and jumped fairly over him with-

out touching the broom. The first had no sooner

cleared this impediment, than another, in such

quick succession, that the man, perfectly con-

founded, seemed to lose all recollection, and stood

in the same attitude till the whole had jumped
over him, not one of them attempting to pass on
either side, though the street was perfectly clear.

.is took place during wet weather, the man
was eatireiy I '.spattered with dirt before they had
all passed ; and it is impossible to conceive a
more ludicrous appearance than the poor fellow
made oc this occasion.

Mulching Fruit and Ornamental
Trees.

The past season has afforded a fine opportunity

of testing the merits of the mulching of fruit and

ornamental trees, and mere especially of newly

planted ones. Of its utility there can be no doubt.

The excessive drought which prevailed during

the hottest months, over nearly the whole conn-

try, proved very destructive to newly planted

trees, and to many that had had the advantage

of a years setting oui. Where they were not

killed outright, many were badly damaged and

received a back set, from which it will take them

years to fully recover. On the other hand, we
have seen young evergreens as flourishing and

healthy during the severest prevalence of the

drought as though the season had been the most

favorable. The same may be said of fruit and

deciduous ornamental trees.

But a mulch is not merely useful in summer.

f planted trees, if set out in the fall, should

always be mulched, and to a good thickne

that. The mulch not merely protects the young

roots from the injurious effects of alternate freez-

ing and thawing, but it encourages them to shoot

regularly in the spring. Those who have young

orchards will do well to profit by these sugges-

tions. The results will amply reward the labor

and expense required.

—

Ex.

Chloride of Lime for Vermin.
Some years ago I read in a French sci-.

periodical, that chloride of lime would rid a
house of all these nuisances. I treasured np the

information until opportunity offered for testing

its value, and this occurred some four years since.

I took an old country house infested with rats,

mice and flies. I stuffed every rat and mouse-

hole with the chloride. I threw it on the quarry-

floors of the dairy and cellars. I kept saucers of

it under the chests of drawers, or some other

convenient piece of furniture ; in every nursery,

bed-room, or drawing-room. An ornamental

glass vase held a quantity at the foot of each

staircase. Stables, cow-sheds, pig-sties, all had

their dose, and the result was glorioL:

thoroughly routed my enemies, and if the rats,

more impudent than all the rest, did make re-

newed attacks upon the dairy, in about X

months, when, probably, from repeated cleansing

and flushing, all traces of the chloride had
vanished, a handful of fresh again routed them
and left me master of my own premises. Last year
was a great one for wasps; they wouldn't face
the chloride; though in the dining-room, in
which we had none—as its smell, to me mc -

freshing and wholesome, is not approved "t

persons—we ha i . ; . : _
- ~ . .-..-•

_ i :.:_:•.:-. :.: ; . .:: r _".•=.— C.r. L . J. L-..~<-
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Rinderpest.

We do not realize, till we look carefully at the

s, the terrible visitation to which our

rlista friends hare been subjected, and from

which we have been, as yet, so happily exempted

in the fatal Rinderpest.

The return published by the Veterinary De-

'.utment of the British Privy Council, fur the

week ending December 3oth, gives an account of

the less of stock by the disease, from its com-

mencement in June to the end of the year I

as reported by the local inspectors. In England

54 animals were attacked during the whole

period, and of them 11,142 were killed as a pre-

ventive measure, 27,177 absolutely died of the

disease. 3,655 recovered from the attack, and

I diseased animals were remaining on Dec.

. whose late will be recorded in subsequent

returns.

In Wales the disease was confined to the two

•i inties of Denbigh and Flint, and the total

number attacked was 2.2S7 : of these 93 were

1, 1.5(35 died, 218 recovered, and 411 re-

al.lined under observation.

In Scotland 22,203 animals were attacked

—

2.098 of these were killed. 12,749 died, 3,172 re-

overed, and 0,381 cases were undetermined.

In Great Britain, therefore, the aggregate luira-

- -rands thus: Attacked, 73,540: killed, 13,

: died, 41,401: recovered, 7,045; and 11,082

'.5 per cent, of the attacks) are brought for-

ward into the account for 18

The Mark Lane Express contrasts, with indig-

nation, the trifling of the English, and thee

of the French Government, in protecting their

pie against the plague, and makes an exhibit

of the rate of increase in England to the first of

lary :

The French veterinarians came over long ago

and so reported upon the nature and cou

iisease in our country that the French Gov-

ernment acted at once, and successfully held the

plague out of its empire Our Government

'didn't know, 1 and yet the French Government

had already examined into the whole affair as it

3ted in England, and thereupon did all that

uas required for the safety of French cattle as

long since as September. Does our Government

suppose that, though it must have known what

'. it will be excused because the publi

• rally would not have approved the only efficient

measures? If it is not one duty of rulers to take

initiative to ascertain what steps at

. : eat and sudden emergencies, and then to in-

form its people and thus create an i

ion on the matter, it is about time to

up theories of Government, to expect nothing

wise, nothing virtuous, nothing progressive from

statesmen, but merely to look for this result.

that they shall move when they are pushed, an 1

stop when the popular pressure relaxes.

'The most wonderful thing just now is to sec

stock owners losing their cattle, and still in a

resigned attitude of mind—rosy only with good

natured sadness, not with boiling temper. But

it is enough to enrage any class, except that of

tenant farmers, to take one glance at other coun-

tries saved by administrative vigor, and then to

look at our own condition.

Here are a few of the figures relative to Great

Britain :

Week ending

—

Xo. of attacks.

October 14 1.054

October 21 1.720

October 28 1,8

November 4 1,765

November 11 2,1

November 18 2.1

November, 25 3.610

December 2 3,
-

December 5.35(5

December 16 6,054

Decembi r 2:; 6,256

December 30 7,693

January 6 9,120

January 13 9,243

'•The weekly increase latterly has been at the

ofabout one-fifth. Supposing that this rate

of progress continues, what will be the number

of attacks in half a year's time? It is the old

calculation over again of a farthing for the first

nail of a horse's sho •, two farthings for the second

nail, four farthings for the third, eight far:

for the fourth, and so on till you are surprised

at the amount for the last nail of the fourth shoe

Adding one-fifth every week, we get some 40,000

attacks for the first week in March, 97,000 for the

first week in April, 202,000 for the first week in

May, 500,000 for the first week in June, over a

million for the first week in July, by which, time

the total of cases would amount to no less than

six millions. Half the head of cattle in the

kingdom would, at this rate, be attacked by the

first week in June. We do not say that this

disease will spread regularly with this rapidity
;

we only say that it is actually extending with

this speed now, and has been during the last few

weeks, [f anybody chooses to take it for granted

that the totals will presently be found to fall off,

and the disease gradually grow weaker in it-

murderous course, we are equally at liberty to

expect that the mortality will increase."
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TfiKMS OF THE AMEHICAN FAKMES.

SUBSCRIPTION" TWO DOLLARS PER AXXt'M.

RATB8 OF ADVERTISING:

Eight lines of small type constitute a square.

One Square $2.00
Half Page 15.00
One Page

3 Mo.
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Mr. Bryan, he says, advises, manuring the crop

with Peruvian guano, "al the rate of a thousand

pounds to the acre!"—or "hog manure,"'—re-

quiring a very big hog-j>en to supply it

—

!

'or

tall rotted o k at —demanding a hirst con-

ion of oak timbe — rw '.1 rotted stable

. with plaa

As doctors always follow their own pre.-

tions. let us assume that Col. Bowk has taken his

own advice, and make an estimate of what he has

done in the way of manuring. We will say he

P tuxent Planter" for twenty-five

years.—hoping no offence, if we do him any

wrong on this point,—and suppose he has culti-

vated, each year, in tobacco, a field of fifty acres:

iberal" dressing of compost would 1 e. say

-.-cart loads per acre. Put this

jvery ten days," up to the first week of Au-
when the suns of summer might be sup-

_ es, and the state of the

ing crop might present some obstacles, the

matter would stand atout thus :—Six applications

MM, one hundred and fifty loads per acre:

t'.>r fifty acres, seven thousand five hundred l<

fifty acres for twenty-five years, oxk hundred

ASD riGHTY-fiKVES THOUSAND AND FIVE HCKDRED

LOADS ST, which he has manipulated in

the short period nan

(if course, neither Col. Howie nor Mr. Bryan

have advised any such nonsense, as is ascribed to

iheni. The explanation of the that

their manuriug prescriptions was intended for the

little plots, in which the plants are raised, which

require special nursing and forcing, and the writer

the Government Departnuut of Agriculture,

Brst too careless to quote them correctly,

then, too ignoraut of his subject to see the folly

of the mistake he has made.

Let it not be supposed we have misrepresented

this essayist, lie. very probably, took the gen-

tlemen named to be enter] : _ hern men
who had settled in the lower counties, and were

triag the natives wisdom. He. plainly,

mired their liberal way of manuring, for he had

just been comparing the tol

uecticut and Maryland, to the disadvantag

iter, and qi - writers to show, that

a new light was dawning in this region. The

rse of slavery" being now "wiped out." ii

will be expected of such men of progress, that

they manuring up to the

nt "situation.'' Perhaps they will be I

enongh to let The did Farmer know, what they

• t further reflection, of

tural matt ral. and of manuring to-

bacco fields in particular.

"What the Government Teaches of the
" Destruction of Soils."

In the Report, before alluded to. of the Corn-

Agriculture, is an item Ik.

struclion of Soil." embraced in the article

- ;iisiics, from which we quote a^

g eater calamities could I

a nation than the impoverishment of its lands.

—

stands as a lesson to other States. Her

lion ruined the E

portion of her territory."

In a grave State paper on statistics, ornament

is not looked for, for rhetori thing

the force of figures. The Commissioner, there-

fore, might have dispensed with the flourish al

nia. If it were original, and :. -

ful. as it is stale, oat. aud unprofitable, it

would still sentiment which

delights in the detraction of that brave old State.

We pass over, however, a matter of

_ in the teachings of the I

eminent officer, who assumes the duty of Instrue-

neral in Agriculture. A\"e mean to show,

is bad, his teaching is worse,

that in making a mean fling at Virginia he has

betrayed not a want of acquaintance with facts

merely, but ignorance of scientific truth. And
• l so. not for the sak-.

make up an article, but because the truth ign..

not by the Commissioner only, but frequently anil

commonly, is of very material [m]

lie tells us that a portion of the tcrritoi

_ aia is "ruined " We deny that any }>or-

tion of her territory is ruined, in the sense !>

means to convey, rtrucl

the ?oi;.'' Uesays rtioa"isruii

We say. if any be ruin< t the finest. 11-

. Ilful lobar
I

lion." We deny that what be cabs "ruin" is

"
ct of '"unskillful tobacco cultivation."

these points in their

order, and begin with the hist. It is

- an especially exha

rap. ltd. hafts from

the soil, of its mineral constituents, bat of

- •hind, in the stalk and wast

portion, in condition so available that no fa

1 than thi

house-. Its cultivation demands the

thon _

•id requires, very little

.

it be ded by the -

a the crop the ground is in the

|y lor the

|

- rop. TIku the
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good cultivation, which tobacco demands, edu-

cates the most careless farmer into good habits.

Whatever the condition of the farm otherwise,

there is always before him, in the tobacco field,

;in example of good cultivation, which has its

influence on the general management. It cannot

be said of such a crcp that, well cultivated, it is

destructive of the soil. On the contrary, the ne-

cessary manuring, the careful husbandry, the

excellent preparation it makes for the cheap im-

provement by clover and the grasses, has made

it a conservative element in our system of crop-

ping.

But "unskillful tobacco cultivation" is the lan-

guage of the Report; and, paradoxical as it maj
seem, the remark is as little true of unskillful as

of skillful cultivation. In the early history of our

tobacco growing, when the present well known
means of maintaining fertility were little known,

and less practised, it was the very want of skill

which characterized it, that preserved the soil.

—

Skill enables the cultivator to take the largest

possible crops, and to continue their production

the longest time. The greater the skill, the greater

the draft upon the essential elements of the soil.

Wanting this, there was a necessity for resorting

continually to new surfaces, where the overlying

mould would substitute thorough and skilful

working; and so while the old lands were not

ruined, new lands were constantly opened to cul-

tivation. The harm done was the skimming of

the surface soil, the good, the subjection of the

forest lands to the plough.

As to the point, that "the Jinett portion of her

territory" has been destroyed, as the Report has

it, it does not need discussion. So far as the de-

struction went, such lands gave way fastest, as

were least capable of withstanding the treatment

they received, and these were certainly, not the

finest. Or if it be maintained, that the besl were
tirst opened, and longest subjected to hard usage.

the answer is. that it is contrary to all experience

that the most fertile lauds of a new country are

opened first. The settler brings first into culti-

vation such lands as ofiVr hast resistance to his

axe, and these are not the richest. But the facts

speak for themselves. Some of the finest lands

which the world knows almost, are those which
for four years past have been devastated by con-
tending armies, within the limits of Virginia.

—

She owns them Still, and if she has had any bet-

ter, destroyed by tobacco cultivation, we do not

know of it.

Now, as to the other and most important point,

that of "the destruction of the soil :'' We deny-

that there is any destruction, or any material

approach to it, in the sense which the Commis-

sioner means to convey. The words he uses, and

the kindred expression "worn out,
-

' convey a

lesson that is inconsistent with the teachings of

science. These terms grew, naturally enough,

out of the common opinion of times past, that

"soil" meant only a few inches of surface earth,

mixed with the vegetable remains of the forest,

and of the plants that had perished on it, and

that these constituted its chief, if not its only,

value. This vegetable mould was the measure

of fertility ; if it abounded, the soil was rich—if

deficient, it was poor. It was proper that those

who held that opinion, should say, when these

original surface recumulations of vegetable ma-

terial were consumed, that the soil was "exhaus-

ted," or "destroyed," or "worn out." That was

indeed worn out, which, in their opinion, made

the soil. The expressions were the outgrowth of

an erroneous notion, and being so, they repre-

sent, and uphold, and teach that error still; and

that, we maintain, the Commissioner of Agricul-

ture, least of all, has a right to do.

Modern science teaches that the earthy elements

are as necessary, at least, as the atmospheric, and

as the latter abound and super-abound outside of

the soil, and when consumed are readily replaced,

we are taught to estimate a soil, by the variety,

the proportion, and the condition of its inorganic

elements. Well constituted as regards these, it

is a good soil, otherwise a poor one, without re-

ference to the quantity of vegetable mould which

may happen to be present. The point we make
is, that there is no evidence that any such soil

has ever, since the world began, been worn out.

Its original proportions may have been somewhat

altered, by the draft of certain crops on certain

elements, and the original balance somewhat dis-

turbed of the presently available portions of these

elements, but that this is not destruction, thou-

sands of familiar instances of restored fertility

are the proof. It is a present disability, which

the intelligence and skill of the cultivator is called

on to eorrect. In some cases, and with the infe-

rior class of soils, be will find occasion to feed

his crops, as he would his animals, with food fit

for them—special applications to meet special de-

mands
; but in well constituted soils, he must

bring to bear chiefly, the art and appliances of

skillful cultivation, not because the soil has been

destroyed, but because of its indestructibility.

—

He needs to break up combinations, and to set

free, and make available, to his crops, the ele-

ments which the earth locks up too closely. He
must dig as for hid treasure ; there must be hard

knocks before the door will be opened. All this

is inconsistent with the rapid wearing out which
the other opinion teaches, and only shows that
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the wearing is nut fast enough, to meet the wants

of cultivation. We might fear the result of these

operations, if there were reason to think that

there was any material difference between those

portions of toe soil fit for plant food, and those

not fit, except as to their present availability.

That surface skimming of the soil, of all the

old States.—of Virginia, no more than any other.

bas been more the consequence of sparseness of

population, and scarcity of labor, than any other

cause. It was more convenient, and thought to

be more profitable, to open new lands, than to

renew the old ; and. finally, more profitable still

to transport the laboring population to the weal-

thy cotton and sugar lauds of the Southwestern

States.

Cats and Clover.
By what manner of con-cat-enation cats and

clover are brought into conjunction, many of

our readers will wonder. If we make a farmer

believe that his crop of clover depends some-

what on the life of his cat, will he not begin to

felicitate himself that the cat has nine lives, and

take more care that they be not needlessly de-

stroyed?

Mr. Darwin, in his work on "Species in our

Domesticated Animals and Cultivated Plants."

records some interesting observations and facts.

on the fertilizing of plants, by the agency of in-

The tubes of the corollas of the common
red and incarnate clovers, (trifolium pratense and

incarnatnm, ) do not appear, at a hasty glance,

to differ much in length : yet the hive-bee can

easily suck the nectar out of the incarnate clover,

but not out of the common red clover. The hive-

bee, accordingly, visits the former: and these

visits, it appears, from experiments recently made.

are necessary for the fertilization of the plant —
The common red clover is visited by humble-bees

alone, and Mr. Darwin thinks that if the whole

genus of humbles became extinct, or very rare,

the red clover would also become very rare, or

wholly disappear. The number of humble-bees

in any district depends, in a great degree, on the

number of field-mice, which destroy their combs

and nests
; and Mr. II. Nct man. who has long at-

tended to the habits ot humble-bees, believes that

more than two-thirds of them arc thus

all over England, Now the number of mice is

largely dependent, as every one knows, on the

number of cats ; and Mr. Newman says: ••Near

villages, ami small towns, I have found the

of humble-bees more numerous than elsewhere,

which I attribute to the number of cats, which

destroy the mice." ••Hence,"' says Mr. Darwin,

"it is quite credible that the presence of a feline I

animal in large numbers, in a district, might de-

termine, through their intervention, first of mice.

and then of bet-s, the frequency of certain flowers

in that district."

This gives us a somewhat striking impression

of the singular complication in the relations of

natural objects, which we look upon generally as

having a very remote connection, and makes us

think there was a little philosophy, may be, i^i

the old nursery story, showing how the cat helped

the old woman to get an obstinate pig over the

bridge— "the cat began to kill the rat, the rat

began to gnaw the rope, the rope began to hang

the butcher," and SO on to the interesting con-

summation, when, we are told, "piggy begau

to go."

But Mr. Darwin makes an extreme statement

in favor of the bees and the cats, for he overlooks

the fact that both the clovers referred to are fre-

quented by butterflies, which have a much longer

proboscis than bees, and also by certain day-fly-

ing moths; and. as fertilization in these clovers

seems to depend on the corolla being moved, and

the pollen thus pushed ou to the stigmatic surface.

their comparatively tranquil visits may suffice

for this purpose, as well as the bustling activity

of the nstless bees.

Humble-bees seem also indispensable to the fer-

tilization of the violet, and Mr. Darwin dreads a

similar fate for it, if these insects should be de-

stroyed. The existence of natural objects, how-

ever, has seldom been left to so uncertain contin-

gencies. When one mode of propagation fails,

another frequently conies into operation, and the

violet would increase from off-shoots, even if it

scarcely ever ripened a seed: just as mice, espe-

cially field mice, would be kept in check by ra-

pacious birds and weasels, even if cats were to

fail throughout the land.

Fruit Cultivation.

Being quite satisfied that the cultivation of

fruit is a growing, and, destined soon to be, a

great interest, in Maryland especially, we shall

give greater attention, in future, to this depart-

ment of "The Fanner." and hope to have it well

furnished with original matter from reliable and

competent sources.

Mr. Daniel Barker, of the Maryland Agricul-

tural • horticulturist of long experience

in Fnglaud, and this country, we are indebted

to, for our monthly notes for the Fruit. Flower,

and Vegetable Garden. Hereafter, with such

other, thoroughly competent assistants as may
< ded, we shall enlarge this whole depart-

ment, and give it increased value and int
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The Friends of "The Farmer"
Can do us a special service an making

its re-issue known, and by commending it to their

Friends, as they have opportunity. They

perfectly assured that neither cost nor effort will

lie spared, to trive it the full measure of value it

had in former years, and to insure, by suitable

improvements, its adaptation to the material

changes which are now going on, in the system

ilture of the Middle and Southern States.

Correspondents,

all be glad to hear from our W.

.•ill parts of the country, upon top :- 3

.1 horticultural interest. Whether de-

signed for publication or not, their communica-

tions are iu'eresting and useful to vs. We wish

••specially to l>e kept informed as to the prospects

and results of the crops of the season. I

tore, we have been able to render vain i

vice to onr readers, by information of this sort,

gathered from all quarters.

Discussions of topics of agricultural interest,

under proper restrictions, rarely fail to be useful,

and usually excite much attention. It is difficult

to estimate the influence upon Marylan

Southern agriculture, of such a discussion as that

which was published many years ago. i

Farmer," between I i and Care

j

upon the subject of laud improvement in Mary-

laud, or the subsequent one. between Mr. Edmund
Ituffin, Dr. P. B. F

and the present editor of "The Farmer," as to the

action of lime on a certain class of soils We in-

vite our frier, : and hope to

• nlist many of the ablest, and most intelligent

agricultural writers of the day. in this, or other

- of communication with our readers.

Ayrshire Cattle.—There is but one thorough,

and well-bred, herd of these valuable cattle in

Maryland, that we know of,—that of Rat

McIIenry. Esq.. of Harford county. Pure Berk-

shires, the best bacon hogs of the improv

also, so far as we know, owe their present i

ence in Maryland to the good taste, in such mat-

ters, of the same gentleman. We shall be glad

to get information of any well-bred Ayrshires

outside of Maryland.

::ma>- Horses.—Slaughter W.Ficklin, E

a noted breeder of blooded stock, near Char!

ville, Va., has just imported two N< rman

lions and two mares of the same breed.

Manufacturers ass Yende:.- mural
Implements and Machinery, and of the many val-

uable Fertilizers, offered for sale, we shall be glad

to hear from, a; to anything new and inters -

in their several Hues of business, and to afford

them every facility for communicating with the

jltural communit

Fruit Growers and Nurserymen are especially

invited to communicate such information as to

their specialties, as they deem desirable to have

brought to notice.

- k Growers.—We s!iall have constant in-

quiries, from the South, for every description of

improved stock, and wish to be properly informed ,

the character of the flocks and hei

sible to Baltimore.

Southern Correspondence.

The state of affairs at the time, made it impos-

sible for the notice winch we gave of the suspen-

:" "The American Farmer," to reach our

Southern subscribers. Having no other n

of communicating with them, except so far as a

limited correspndence could go. we have received

very many letters of inquiry as to what baa

come of '-The Farmer," and when a renewal of

its visits may be expected. Most of these are

long letters, written out of the fulness of the

heart, giving sad recitals of the condition of

things around the wril tion

in a hopeful and cheerful tone. 1 . few

extracts, which fairly represent the general char-

acter of this correspondence.

A gentleman near Richmond, who for twenty

consecutive years has held high public positions

in Virginia, having heard that '-The Fariu-i

.it to be issued again.

"I cannot forbear the expression of my sincere

congratulations on the revival of 'The American

Farmer." I have a fevr scattered volume-

me. and my delight has been to read and re-i

them at leisure times. * * * I have no hope

nor desire for public office again, and now. in the

middle of life, with ruined fortunes, and a large

family, 1 have to seek a livelihood from the

ground. I confidently look to i can

Fanner" to lighten my labors, ic. The old •Far-

mer" will be a most welcome visitor throughout

the length and breadth of the land, especially to

me and mine. It was a great favorite in my
household. Set me down as a subscri'.»er, and if

it takes a cow to pay the subscription. I should

consider it cheap."

Of the present situation,

able to get the requisite team and seed to p;

even a few acres of wheat, and with everything

to buy and nothing to sell, the prospect i-

dark. The total destruction of my wood land
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and fences, prevents my attempting any more -Like tin- majority of farmers, I have suffered

than will secare ray family subsistence. My :.!y: my stock reduced to nothing, imple-

ditioa is not singular by any means. I am sorry meats worn out or Stolen, &c, I must start afresh.

- ritT, who called to-day to collect The incubus of slavery, thank God, is done awaj

: • that he had leried, this with forever. I feel that there has been a load

morning, distresses, on two gentlemen, whose taken from my back, as will as from others. 1

taxable property was assessed at $30,000. Apart superintend the operations ofmy farm in person:

the grainand tobacco, nothing that we could from morning until night 1 am with my servants,

rake up, would supply our great need of money, and. I assure you, with more zest and pleasure

for if a sale could be effected, it would l>eat much ,
than ever before. The negroes in this section of

Mow real value, or, to secure anything like a fair the country. ( All emarle county. ) have behaved

price, it would be on cr well, all things considered. Poor creatures,

—

Qf (he tcheat crop, he says : 'The wheat crop where you cau count a dozen njw, in a few years.

in all this section, is simply miserable. I have you will not see one; the emigration that wemay

not heard of a single lot of good wheat in this expect, and which I hope will come mnm, and

whole region, and such is the complaint of friends largely, will gradually drive them out of the State.

and acquaintances in other sections of the State. "My object in addressing you is, first, to ascer-

One-third of a crop is the highest estimate I have tain if your valuable paper is still in existence.

I had hoped that with the new crop of and. second, to get some information in regard to

wheat. I should be able to indulge in ''wheaten stock, gr. ; - . My wants are necessarily

bread," in the future—but I must hoid oa to numerous, while my means are correspond

i<>rn bread another term, I reckon." small. My first want is "The American Farmer.'

n's Bureau, lie says : "It is. in I want grass seeds, clover, timothy, and red-top:

ta ramifications, fraught with evil conse a thorough-bred bull, and one or two niilch cows.

SB, both to white and black, and can never Devon or Durham : a few Southdown ewes, and

be otherwise. , So far as I know, we have all very one buck, &c. If I had ••The Farmer," ofa late

kindly relations, not only to our former slaves, issue, I need not trouble you for information as

be negro generally, and he "reciprocates this to these things, as I have no doubt I could get it

en he is left to himself, free from the from its ; I will I be, indeed, to hear

influences above referred to, and the continual that '-The American Farmer" is still in exist-

ra emissaries, in the shape of ence, and thrice glad when I see its familiar face

nl ••school marms." Vast numbers once more.''

r old slaves have died, and very many more We add the following from one of the most

will have passed away, before the year shall have prominent and estimable citizens of ^rth C'aro-

closed." liua, dated 5th of June, at Lexington

:

This le;ter was of the da"e of 31st of May.

—

'T am fully in a situation to sympathize with

From another, written several months earlier, we all who have suffered in the last five yean : have

extract as follows: "After an interval of four lost two noble sons, the hist of five, except the

long years. I trust my letter will find you in good eldest; one hundred and ten negroes; with tin

health, and prosperity.—ready, as "in days of usual depredations of three armies, camped near

yore," to assist and instruct your friends in old, me. Have saved, mostly, my horses, mules, and

aad. I must now say, poor Virginia, and that the cattle and sheep, and pretty flat down, trying

political events of the past four years, have not contrabands to raise grains and cotton. The
:

. from your heart the kindly ft Freedmau's Bureau here is a great drawback

formerly, (as I thought.) entertained for your upon us. The negro docs not expect to be ruled

•r farmers in lhi~ old commonwealth. by his necessities, to a system of continuous labor.

••You are aware of the prostration and exhaus- so important to the farmer : he has lost all care

liou now existing within our borders, but the for himself, or others, and considers freedom to

true condition of things must be seen to be uu- consist of an exemption of labor, care, or inte-

derstood. In a large portion of our State, shot.

shell, and spade, have done the work e>f the

plough and harrow, and a system of •innching"

has been carried on, v\\ a grander scale than was

ever contemplated, by the advocates of that means

of improving land, or than treated of in

rest in anything. It will take time and expe-

rience to cure him of this, and necessity must

teach him self-reliance. Enough of this ! We
are cheerful, poor, and hopeful, and reconciled

ir condition. Ifwe were let alone, and placed

under the r Federal Constitution, we

rural It was Mao \\>u Thaer would mo^ faithfully adhere to its provisions.—

and Jethro Tull. 1 think we are the best Union men."
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Cultivation and Manure as Fertili-

zing Agents.

By ITtnry Tanner, Prqfei

College. Bir-mirg't

[Premium—Medium Gold Medal.]

In order that a clear view may be taken of the

relative value of these agencies, it is necessary

that the nature of the - -.'A be examined,

and its general properties understood. Soils maj
i>e considered as consisting of matter in three

distinct conditions. The lirst has been termed

the active matter of soils, because it exists in a

rondition capable of being dissolved in Mater.

and consequently available for entering into the

ireulation of plants aud ministering to their

growth. It has therefore received the term active,

as being ready for the immediate discbarge of its

duties : and in this respect it differs very mate-

rially from the two other portions of the soil.

The second portion has been named the dormant

matter of the soil, not that it is dead or useless,

I -imply in a state of inactivity, being iu^ol-

luble in water, and therefore unfitted for entering

into plants. It might, however, be said that all

matter which is not active must be dormant, and

this is quite true: but for the convenience of

more clearly explaining the component parts of

the soil, a further division has teen found desi-

rable, and hence we have a third portion, or the

:
-rit of the soil. We must, therefore, view the

soil not as a homogeneous mass, but as consist-

ing of ingredients congregated into three classes,

s

—

The active matter of the soil :

The dormaytt matter of the soil ; and

The gritty portion.

By the aid of chemical analysis, each of these

may be agaia subdivided into the several ingre-

dients of which it may be composed. It will at

once be evident that an analysis of the entire

mass of the soil would give information which

must be looked upon with caution, and used

with discretion. If an agriculturist wishes to

know the composition of any particular soil, it

is manifest that he requires, not an examination

of the entire soil, but to know the coustituents

which compose I 'tents of the soil,

for these are the materials which influence the

immediate fertility of the soil, and regulate its

productive character.

If you examine the three classes already named,
you will see that they are simply distinct si g

through which the soil has or is pro-

ng. We have the grit or stony portion

—

the type of the original rocks, from which all

soils are produced—and these are the fractured

particles which have withstood thedisintegr,

action of the atmospheric agencies for a long

period than the other portions. But as on

the crnnibling influence of the air, moisture, an

change of temperature, these become broken t.i-

ioto a smaller and finer state, this gritty n

changes into the dormant matter of our soils, in

condition and appearance forming part of

soil, but still insoluble, and therefore valueless

as food for vegetation. Such then is the matter

of the second class, or the dormant portion—viz.

the finely disintegrated poriions of the rock-

stones, apparently available for vegetable gn

but still not in a condition to fulfil that expecta-

tion. When, however, the dormant matter h.;s

been more fully acted upon by the chemical a >

in the iain and air. then its character alters,

it no lonctr remains insoluble, but it rea

dissolvts in water, and consequently assumes

active condition. Thus, each of these

a progressive advance.—the grit will ultima)

become the pulverised dormant matter, and this

will advance into the "dice condition. For these

reasons we may consider

—

The active ingredients of the soil as the portion

ready for immediate a

The dormant portion to be reudered useful by

cultivation

:

The grit which is the store for future years.

We have every reason to believe that each of

these portions may be composed of rnat'er equally

valuable as fertilizing agents, but differing only

in one respect— viz, the lime of their being

available for use. Dr. Danbeny proposed the tw<>

appropriate terms of "octia" and "dormant,"

for the two conditions already described, and. in

a communication to the Royal Agricultural S

ciety. has shown the extent to which this dis-

tinction exists in soils. From the analysis given,

it appears that about one-half of the alkalies,

and one-eighth of the phosphoric acid, were in

an active form in the soils examined, and the

remainder were dormant. If. therefore, a ]>ersoii

had estimated the powers of the soil by its full

analysis, be would have anticipated the ai

nearly double the quantity of alkaline matter.

and eight times the quantity of phosphoric ;.

which really existed in a form available for im-

mediate use.

I shall now proceed to show the man fur in

which 1 odi - in the soil in a dormant

condition can be rendered active, and thereby

.Me for the
;

_ station. I need

not do more than remind you that two agi .

arc very influential in accomplishing this. These

are rain water and changes of temperature.

—

Rain water is not pure water, but as it falls
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through the air it dissolves carbonic acid gas ex-

isting there It also carries with it some of the

atmospheric air, and these gases, being conveyed

into the soil, perform very important duties, and

contribute to the one which now claims our at-

tention—viz: the conversion of the dormant in-

gredients of the soil into active condition.

Chemical research has proved that carbonic

acid and oxygen co-operate in carrying on a slow

and almost imperceptible action upon the ingre-

dients of the soil, thereby changing the insoluble

gritty matter of our soils into dormant matter,

this again into the more complete and active

state, and then they assist in the final appropria-

tion of it b
vv the crop. Thus, the same agents

co-operate throughout the entire change, and

enable matter to assume these new forms. This

action is of a chemical character, but it is pow-

erfully promoted by the mechanical assistance

rendered by changes of temperature. The influ-

ence of this is to lie traced to the fact that bodi rs

when they are hot occupy more space than when

when they are cold ; hence, by rendering a body

hot and cold, you weaken its cohesive power.

—

This is especially observable when the change of

temperature is great, or when water' is present in

the soil. All have noticed the effects of frost upon

the clods of soil in our fields.—how the frost lands

them together with the hardness of a rock, and,

when it thaws, crumbles them into a powder.

—

This same action takes place in the particles of the

soil, in a greater or less degree, according as they

may be more or less exposed to the influence, and

this breaking up of the soil exposes fresh portions

to the action of the chemical agents spoken of.

Thus the combined action of these very simple

agents accomplishes, by slow but steady action.

very material changes in the soil, rendering its

fertilizing ingredients available for use, and un-

locking the stores which nature has made for our

present and future requirements. This is a very

hasty sketch of the materials which we have to

deal with ; but we must go on to show in what

manner the processes of cultivation render the

soil more fertile by the development of its own

resources.

The tillage of the land is designed to prepare

it for the germination of the seed, and, finally,

the perfection of the crop. For the accomplish-

ment of the former, the land has to be brought

into a state favorable for the germination of the

or, in more general terms, I should say,

into that free ami loose condition which is known

to be so necessary a preparation for sowing. This

condition, which is favorable for the first growth,

is equally so for the subsi quent perfection of the

crop. The operations by which this result is

gained consist of plowing, rolling, harrowi

<fcc, and these are very beneficial in iucreai

the fertility of the land. In fact, we may view

them as so many means for exposing the various

parts of the soil to the action of the air, rain.

frosl and light.

I have already stated that the carbonic acid

and oxygen carried into the soil promote the

chemical changes which awaken the donna:.-

ingredients of the soil, and bring them into

active exercise. In like manner, those parts of

the soil which are upon the surface are ex pi

to these chemical changes, and thus a ceasi

action appears to be going on between them.

This change is one by which the mineral matter

of the soil is acted upon, bat, in addition to this,

we have other changes produced—viz. the dei

of the organic matter of the soil—for the air and

moisture promote changes in its character,

thus render it valuable for promoting vegetable

nutrition. It is, however, worthy of note thai

whilst the orgnnic matter of the soil is under-

going decay or decomposition, this change fiivoi -

and promotes the conversion of the mineral mat-

ter of the soil from a comparatively u

into a condition suited for the' wants of our

crops. Any process or operation which stirs tie-

soil, and brings fresh portions under the influ

of decomposition, promotes these changes in the

organic and the mineral matter of the soil, there-

by rendering them available for the nutrition

of our crops.

In this manner the stores of the soil are op

up and rendered useful ; but I have now to show

that tillage operations not only accomplish this

desirable result, but they also prepare the soil

for abstracting from the atmosphere fertilizing

matter. The value of ammonia as a man;::

well known, and upon its action the beneficial

character of many of our manures is based. It

is an expensive manure, but still its judicious use

is remunerative in a very high degree. We
many thousands of miles for a large portio

our supplies, yet it is found in the atmosphen

floating around us. and is there present in a em -

dition available for the use of vegetation. It is

not necessary or desirable for me to n fer to the

sources from whence it is supplied to the atmos-

phere ; it is enough for us to know the vale

fact that there are abundant stores prepared I

the cultivator who is ready to receive a supply

therefrom. It is with great pleasure that I

to a very valuable contribution to our know

'

of the principles which regulate agricultural

practice by Professor Way. It will be found in

the sixteenth volume of the Royal Agricnlti

.Society's Journal. He there proves the presence
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of nitric acid and ammonia in the atmosphere

;

these bodies are removed from the air in two

ways—by the absorptive powers of the soil, and

by the rain dissolving them and carrying them

into the soil. He very judiciously remarks:

—

•• The atmosphere is to the farmer like the sea to

the fisherman, and he who spreads his net the

widest will catch the most." It is not that all

land derives equal advantage from this magazine

of wealth, but land receives and profits just in

proportion as the industry and intelligence of

man renders it capable of drinking in these fer-

tilizing matters.

Thus, you observe, there are two channels

through which the nitric acid and ammonia of

the atmosphere become introduced into the soil

—-the one by the direct absorptive powers of the

soil, and the other by the intervention of rain

I ringing fresh stores within reach of the soil.

With regard to the former of them, I may say.

that although it does not come properly within

'he limits of the subject under our notice, stiil

the practical connection is so manifest that I shall

not refrain from going into some brief notice of

it : but before doing so, I shall notice the agency

of rain. This must be viewed as an assistant

agent which gathers the accumulations in the

atmosphere, and brings them within the influence

the absorptive powers of the soil If. there-

fore, such rain passes away on the surface with-

out entering into the soil, it is manifest that its

services are lost. IJtnce land which by natural

or artificial drainage allows the rain to pass

through it, carries into the soil its hidden trea-

sure, which in any other case would pass away
to some other recipient, or to the nearest stream-

let. The value of its assistance to any agricultu-

rist simply depends upon its services being

accepted and turned to some useful account, or

else rejected, and its agency wasted.

We may now notice the absorbent powers of

our soils. The researches of Professor Way
(
pub-

lished in the Journal o/ the Royal Agricultural

Society, volume 15) are of the deepest importance

to agriculturists. * will, therefore, briefly bring

before you the results of these researches. I: was

"bservtd that when a solution containing am-
monia (or other alkaline salts) was passed through

a portion of soil, the soil separated the ammonia
from the liquid, preserving it from being again

washed out of the soil ; and this action was
finally traced to the presence of bodies in the soil,

known as the double silicates. A silicate is a com-
pound of silica with another body—say for instance

-iiica and soda produce a silicate of soda—but

the double silicates are very peculiar, for in these
we have silica combining not with one body but

with two bodies: for example, there is the dou-

ble silicate of soda and alumina ; the double

silicate of lime and alumina : and a third, which

is the double silicate of amonia and alumina.

But you will observe that alumina is present in

each, and the only difference is that soda is

present in the first, lime is present in the second,

and ammonia in the third. In most Boils we

find these double silicates present, but their value

varies very considerably. We may now observe

the difference in their character and mode of

action. The double silicate of soda and the

double silicate of lime are each capable of sepa-

rating ammonia when it is dissolved in water,

but the double silicate of lime alone has the

power of separating ammonia from the air: the

double silicate of lime is. therefore, decidedly the

more valuable salt of the two. The double sili-

cate of soda is readily converted into the double

silicate of lime when lime is added to the soil.

consequently the addition of lime to the soil

ders it competent to absorb more ammonia from

the atmostphere, and thereby gives it greater

powers of acquiring fertilizing matter than it

previously possessed. 6

* The more recent researched of others seem to demon-
strate that the retention of ammonia by the soil is due
not so inuch to chemical ..-

can so far retain pure ammonia, but ;
t is only those which

contain lime that can first decompose the salts of ammo-
nia and afterwards allow surface attraction betwixt the
uvo to act.

—

Ed.

[to BE CONTINUED.]

Cream Cheese.
An inquiry in the London field for a recipe

for making cream cheese was replied to as follows

by three correspondents :

•• We put a quart of cream into a clean jug,

with half a teaspoonful of salt stirred in. and let

it stand a day or two, till thickish. Then we

fold an ordinary grass cloth about six or eight

times and sprinkle it with salt, then lay it in a
sieve about e

i
g b. t inches in diameter. The sides

of the cloth should come up well over the sides.

Then pour in the cream and sprinkle a little salt

on it. Change the cloth as oflen as it becomes
moist, and as the cheese dries press it with the

cloth and sieve. In about a week or nine '.ays it

will be prime and fit to eat. The air alone suf-

fices to turn the cream into cheese.
'• Take about a half pint of cream, tie it up in

a piece of thin muslin and suspend it in a cool

place After five or six days take it out of the

muslin and put it between two plates, with a
small weight on the upper one. This will make
it a good shape for the tai le. and also help to

ripen the cheese, which will be fit to use in about
eight days from the commencement of the making.

•• Take a quart of cream, either fresh or sour.

mix about a saltspoonful of salt, and the same
quantity of sugar. Put it in a cloth with a net

outside, hang it up and change the cloth i

other day ; in ten days it will be fit for use."
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Sandy Lands and their Improvement.
We have often taken occasion to disuiui.se the

minds of our readers of the very low estimate so

commonly entertained of the value of what we

call 'sandy lands." There are tracts of such

lands very common in Maryland and the more

Sontbern States, the intrinsic value of which are

entirely lost Bight of. under a hereditary impres-

sion that as tiny have been easily ' worn out,"

they will poorly repay the cost of improvement.
[

We have also repudiated frequently the idea of

the so early wearing out of that which was mani-

festly destined by Providence to last very long.

If soils can he worn out so readily as common
opinion allows, men would seem to be nan

necessity, wandering over the fare of the earth

for new fields to exhaust, and to be brought ere

long to the goal of the Macedonian warrior, with-

out another world to conquer. It is not, how-

ever, for the purpose of extended remark, or to
!

St means of improving the class of soils

named at the head of this article, lut to show :

rather by example what has been done in this
;

direction, under circumstances far more unfav-

orable than any our readers are called to deal

with, for we have not seen or heard of here, any

thing so hopeless by half, as the blowing sands

of the Campine plains of Belgium. In the lesson

conveyed, we have a sulking proof of what can

be effected by pains-taking industry, and by a

careful saving and expenditure of manure, in re-

ducing to smiling fertility tracts of land, which,

from their normal condition of utter barrenness

and wildnees, may be taken as a type of all that

is sterile, and all that is most hopeless, and most

forbidding of aspect to the husbandman. We
quote from Notes taken during a Tour in Belgium,

Holland, ana on the Rhine, by Scotch farmer:

'•The Campine is the name given to the largest

plain in Belgium, which extends over a great part

of the provinces of Antwerp and of Liinbourg.

it is impossible by words to convey any idea of

the wild and apparently hopelessly unproductive

lition of large tracts of this plain. Sand
• very when—huge mounds of it glistening in

the sunlight—sand so thin and fine that it runs

down the sides of the heaps in rills, moved by

the passing breeze, or driven into clouds under

the feet of the toiling wayfarer; long tracts thinly

covered with heath, or with marshy plants, and

interspersed here and there with pools of water,

liatches of Blunted firs, or miserable brushwood.

Hut every now and then, as if to raise the 8]

..;' the wanderer, otherwise too much oppi

by the desert around him, patches of Bmiling ver-

dure greet his eye, and. presenting a glad con-

trast to the barrenness bevoud, show what can

be done by willing man in wresting fertility from

sterility, and in making, most literally, the desert

to bloom and blossom like a rose. No contrast,

indeed, can be more striking than that presented

to the weary wayfarer as he plods along through

the wild tracts of the Campine, when he com< -

•<• rOBB a little farm, the boundaries of which are

made up of the surrounding sand, and within

which there is a Utile oasis of verdure and plenty.

On one side of a narrow and deep furrow or ditch,

you see a strip of rye or of colza; on the other,

the Bandy desert stretches out in its wildness, and

you wonder at the magic which has transformed

the glad greenness of the one from the dull drear-

- of the other. Proud thoughts possess you

as you think of the warfare thus kept up by man

with the desert, and you look upon the little farm

environed by the desert, the enemy, as the citadel

which issues the mandate: "Thus far .-halt thou

come, and no farther;" and from which will go

forth ihe intelligence and the industry which will

ultimately gain other victories, and transform iu

process of time the wild heaths around, level the

sand heaps, fill up the marshes, and make the

wild desert a rich garden of delights, to gladden

the heart and please the eye of the husbandman.

Slowly, but not the less surely, is this pro©

reducing the desert to fertility going on through-

out the Campines. Farms are daily multiplying,

irrigation is-being rapidly proceeded with, r.

canals, and large tracts oi meadows are being

formed. Cue of the great instruments in this

work of transformation has been the canals.

—

These have In en formed on a very complete sys-

tem, and at a large expense. By these canals the

practice of irrigation is greatly aided, and they

form the high roads SO to speak, by which on

the one hand the produce of the farms is taken

to the markets, and by which, on the other, the

manure is taken from the towns to the farms.—

Such, in fact, is the whole essence of a treatise on

Campinoise agriculture— '-With the water, the

urass; with the grass, tie' cattle; with the cattle.

the manure; with manure, every thing nearly

which one desires on a farm.'' .Many of the

richest gardens and the most fertile farms, in the

bborbood of the towns of the Campine, ten,

twenty, and thirty years ago, were tracts of the

most barren heath, and stretches of the dreariest

sand. Whenever manure has been easily ob-

tained, there it has been the most carefully pre-

served, and the most prudently applied ;
and in

the history of facilities for obtaining abundant

supplies of manure, you read the history of the

culture of the d.sirts of the Campine.

"The white land—of which a in of

the Antwerp Campines is formed— is bo light and
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so little retentive of water, that

and can only be made productive by mix-

ing loam with it. The white sand hills are gen-

erally brought into cultivation on the large scale,

by covering them with fir trees aud with broom,

the cones and leaves of which, as they fall, form

in time a richer soil, and consolidate the sand.

—

In bringing in a tract of white sand on the /-riife-

eulturt system, the small farmer first encloses a

certain portion by surrounding it with a ditch.

Broom is sown. This grows ia the very poorest

of soils, and its roots serve to consolidate the

land, and its leaves to form a vegetable mould

;

n in its third year it yields some return,

being then sold for fuel. If manure is obtainable

in any quantity, it is applied to the soil, which at

_re is fit to bear potatoes, buckwheat, or

rye. A patch or two of clover begins to appear,

and with the forage plants and roots come the

cows, with the cows manure, and with increased

a of manure come increased prod .

so on in a continually increasing scale of fertility,

until at last the sand tract is formed into a rich

productive farm.

preparation and saving of manures form

an important part of the labors of the Cauipi-

in the care with which every thing is

saved which can act as fertilizers, those acquain-

ted with the country say that it exceeds the pro-

vinces of East an c lers. generally ad-

mitted to be at the head of all agricultural

countries. The stable or cow-house manure,

very much decomposed, is the principal manure,

and that which renders the greatest services to

the agriculturist. It is composed of the branches

of the furze or gerse, of turf, or earth, all these

being l- litter for the stock. Straw also

very frequently forms a part of it. Eye straw is

eemed for this purpose, and is cut in two

in order to render it more easily spread. Buck-

wheat straw is not held in great repute. The
management of the litter of the cow-houses while

forming it into manure, presents some features

worthy of observation. Behind the cattle an ex-

cavation is made, it. to which the litter is placed

on being taken -from the stalls. This is beaten

down ire of the animals, and of the

workmen over it, till it is in a thoroughly com-

-tate. This method possesses nearly all

the advantages of the ''box-feeding" system, and

is certainly belter than that adopted in E

West F!andeis. where the litter is thrown into

the court yard, and left exposed to sun, air, and

"It is proposed in Charleston. S. C
convert the square of the burnt district into a
public garden.

Horse-Breeding.

it vf L. T. Tudker, E : -

''on, Vermont, at the Windsor

County ( \\r.) Firmer/ Club.

The first thing to be done in breeding fa

is to select the best animals, and the first indes-

pensible quality in such animals is a good con-

stitution. Without this as a foundation, all

attempts *o perfect a race of horses will be a

failure. The animal that is selected for a breeder

should have a deep chest, strong loins, good

limbs and feet. The nervous temperaraer."

the animal should by no means be overlooked.

The eyes should be wide apart, full, aud clear.

The ears shouid set apart, not lopped off

those of a mule, nor pricked forward lik-:

rabbit's. To these points of a good constitu-

tion and a fine nervous temperament, add all

the B; on can. Make sure of good

a marc weighing less than '.

.

to 1,200 pounds, and not below 15 to 16 hands

high. The fault with most of the horse?

in Vennonl .re too small. Though we
can never compete with the South and Wesl

breeding large horses, we must breed su

will command the highest price in the marke:.

Small horses may do most of our work here

among our hills, but they will not sell well,

ought to raise those that will do our work equally

as well as the present stock, and then sell for

twice as much as those bring us which we now
have to dispose of.

The next requisite is blool. Having selected

your mare, never take any hut a fixed blooded

stallion. When you have the qualities already

described, breed as much as possible for ;:

When you produce a fast horse, yon will a'

find a man ready to buy him, and other tl

being equal, the greater his speed the higher

price he will bring.

In regard to in-breeding, we must breed near

enough to secure the desired qualities, and when

once secured, to retain them : but we should not

breed nearer than first cousins if we conld ..

it. If "in-and-in breeding" is followed more

closely than this, and persisted in. your colts

will be either stillborn, or if living, they will be

cripples. We should never sell the best anim

When a man has disposed of his best breeding

mare, he will advance in his work en the same

plan that the "frog jumped out of the well"

—

one step ahead and two backward.

It is poor policy to go to the city and buy a

broken down mare, thinking to make a bra

of her. In a great majority of cases you

only breed defeciive animals, ilen should be
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careful about breeding from too old stallions. N>>

:: atter how famous a horse baa been, and what

his stock has proved, if be has lost his vitality,

let him go—he will only work mischief in your

herd if 3 on try him..

In this business no one point demands more

attention than the kind of a stallion with which

the young mare is first coupled, -is there can be

little if any doubt now, but that the first

liTiion will in a great measure influence all the

after progeny. After a mare has been coupled.

should be kept from bad company—away

from horses that are badly marked, with a big

in the face, a "wall-eye," or -whitc-stock-
'—and she should always have the kindest

nent. Mares transmit more of their good

qual'ties to the male offspring. You seldom if

tver knew of a first rate stallion out of a poor

marc.

But after you have exercised the best\iudqrment

leering y<>ur animals and coupling them,

you will make but little progress in your work

without the best of care. To raise first class

s, they must have ''care first, care last, care

in the midst of all things, and care without

end." Euiox.

Winter Feeding Cattle for Beef.

L. Tt'OKEit A Sox—Noticing in your last issue

an inquiry as to how many pounds of beef can

ide with one hundred pounds of corn meal

uid good hay, I will state what little experience

1 have had in that direction. I feed usually from

two to three hundred bushel.- of grain to fatten-

Lttle every winter. My plan is to buy good.

thrifty three and four years old steers and oxen,

that are well started—feed lightly at first, after-

ls from two to eight quarts. Feed twice a

lay. according to size of animal—a fifteen hun-

dred steer or ox four quarts each feed, giving

them the best of care, to wit: good hay, fed at

-hurt intervals during the day, well carded once

it least, and watered twice in the twenty-four

hours; stables kept clean and warm, but well

ventilated. My feed is usually corn, rye 'or

barley) and oats—equal parts by measure, well

mixed and ground fine. Think I have never

I of one and a half pounds live weight.

I to one pound dressed weight, per day, with

four quarts each feed, and have frequently doue

much better. Much depends upon the animal.

and as much upon the care given them. I do not

advocate very heavy feeding for profit. You can

make more beef at less expense by taking longer

. All the undigested food is wasted.

As an experiment, I last winter took a pair of

four years old steers, weighing 3550 lbs : they

had previously been feed two months six q

corn meal each, twice a day; they gained two

pounds each per day. Changed to feed of rye,

corn and oats, increasing gradually, two weeks,

until I had got up to one and a half bushels to

the pair per day, and roots twice a week to keep

their appetite good. They gained three pounds

each per day for six weeks, at which time they

were taken to market. Hal they b en kepi s
: x

weeks longer, they would not. upon same feed,

have gained over two and a half pounds.

My experience is that a little grain increases

the appetite for hay, which must be of the

quality, while an excess lessens it, and part of

the grain passes off undigested. Where grain

is cheap, worth less than good hay proportionally,

more grain would be economical, as in some

portions of the West. There, undoubtedly, the

amount of grain mentioned above, will look

small, but here in the old Bay State we have

learned to make good beef on hay alone, and

with a little grain, some mammoth oxen.— Coun-

try Qtnlleman. S. M. 0.

/( Stochhri

Cattle for Feeding.

There is much good sense in the following ex-

tract from a recent writer on this subject

;

To ensure success in feeding for the butcher,

the great essentials to be provided are shelter, end

a regular ami plentiful supply of nourishing

food. There is, however, another important

matter to be attended to, and that is the selection

of the animals themselves, as. without the most

careful attention, and the cautious and cool ex-

ercise of mature judgment, it will be useless

attempt the fattening of cattle with the reasonable

hope of being able to realize a handsome profit.

The shelter may be very inadequate, and the

food net nearly so good as it should be, and yet

the beasts will thrive; do well, and leave a profit,

if they are well bred ai.d moderately good spe-

cimens of the breed they represent. On
other hand, if they are badly bred—that is to

say. too much crossed, and more particularly if

they are the offspring of acroas-bred bull—bitter

disappointment will almost invariably be the

result. Place such animals in the best stalls that

can possibly be constructed for accommodation

and warmth, and pamper them with every con-

ceivable variety of rood
;
yet they will scarcely

attain to such a state of ripeness in six months as.

well-bred animals, (which, although they may still

I e crossed, are the produce of a tbot

bull,) will do in little over half that time.

Bug. 1'
,
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Use of Mules.
The value of mules on large plantations, where

. have been chiefly in the bands of negroes,

is very well known. Their endurance and ability

to stand hard, rough usage, is acknowledged.

But, generally, they are thought "ugly" animals

in two senses of the word, and are therefore by no

means July appreciated. Their great docility

under kirn! treatment, the age to which they live,

and the economy of keeping, compared with the

horse, should tie better known. We give the fol-

lowing from a correspondent, at Nashville, of the

Country Gentleman:

"The fact cannot he to.) deeply impressed on

the minds of fanners, that there is nothing in the

shape of working animals that can do the same

amount of work in a generally variable climate,

for as low a cost to the owner as the mule.

It would be worth the while of any person who
has any doubts as to the docility, endurance or

capacity for education of the mule, to inquire of

a returned soldier, one who has been on the

and hard marches with either of our glorious

armies, as to the use which the patient mule lias

'•jiii, and the manner their part of the marches

has been performed.

Hut one opinion can be given : They are the

strongest animals for their size, will endure the

most hard work, and get along with the least to

eat or drink of any animal we use for work.

(lh, you cannot kill a mule! I am sorry in say

that tills last is the idea of too many of the

drivers the poor creatures have to control them.

The impression that all mules are vicious has also

happily exploded, as experience has taught us

that among the tens of thousand mules in an

army, it is but seldom one kicks or has any

vice that has not been taught them. To teach a

team of mules to gnide perfectly with one line is

hut the work of a few days : a perfectly green

team, one that his never been harnessed, is ex-

pected to take its place regularly in the train in

. SS than a week after being first hitched up or

harnessed. There are with mules, as with horses,

all qualities, from bud to good ; and in the pur-

chase of an animal we should endeavor never to

get one of an inferior quality : a good one at any-

ordinary price is cheap, and a poor one for

nothing is dear.

Size is desirable, but by no means should great

consideration be placed upon height ; it does not

constitute size proper, although the purchases for

the army were basee' upon the height of the ani-

mal. Let your judgment for a mule be in size as

for an ox, high from the ground to the top of

shoulder, but short legs. Beware of long-legged,

slab-sided, small-bellied mules; they are not

reliable. Look well to the size of the barrel or

body of the mule ; don't think you are choosing

a running 1 or so ;
a small body that becomes even

smaller at the bind quarters, is not what you

want, but rather look fur a mule that resembles

the best brood mares in shape of body or barrel;

they have endurance, and are most easily kept.

Being thin is no great objection ; it rather assise

in picking out the form of the body to build

upon.

Much information as to the character, disposi-

tion, fcc, frc, of the mule, can be gained I y

noticing the way its head and ear> are carried,

both ',\hen in and out of motion. A line mule

will carry a high head, with ears in motion— is

very quick to see and hear all that is passing.

As in the horse, blood will tell ; the imported or

half-breed Black Spanish Jack will always leave

his impress on bis offspring, as will others of

more liufPile origin. The mule from tbe im-

ported jack can be discovered as quickly, and

with as much certainty, asa colt from a thorough-

bred stallion.

The legs of the mule should be broad and thin :

like a fine blood horse, the join's should be un-

commonly large in proportion to the legs. The

objection of the legs being too light. I have never

known to hold good with mules if they were

wide. The most durable colors are black, brown,

•^yey, dun. spotted, including roan and sot i

This is quite a question of fancy, as many persons

prefer one above the other : for work there is

about the same general difference as in the horse,

except the black mules seems to have as good

eyes as any other color. The hoofs of most army

mules are suffering from a very common disease

among horses in our best stables, contraction of

the heels. It is as ir.sy to cure this disease in the

mule as in the horse, if you can make the black-

smith take sufficient interest in the animal, and

not think because it will not show lameness, it

therefore does not suffer.

Much good to both classes of animals, and a

great saving to owners would occur if the use of

the flood-enough horse-shoe, or some other of

equally good kind, were more generally intro-

duced. I have already given in a former article

the relative value of the mule and horse for work

for a term of years, and recommended to our

farmers the usee: the cheapest and best animal

for farm work.

Further, it should be understood that mules are

good animals to drive in carriages for pleasure

as well as work. They are neither bad looking

or bad drivers, and are used by many persons of

wealth and taste in this city, because of their

ability to endure hard driving on bard roads

;
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six to ten miles an hour is considered a good gate

for a pair of driving mules. It" good driving

mules are wanted, don't use a whip abont them;

never let them become accustomed to a continual

'-':- up."

Management of Young Pigs.

"Pigs, young or old, will eat anything, ami

thrive in muck." During the last fifty

years or so of ray long life, I have at least thrice

fifty times heard that singularly stupid remark

from the lips of men whose experience, to say

nothing about their possession of at least average

common sense in regard to matters and things

in general, should have taught them better.

—

Excepting young humans, I know of no creature

that requires tor the attainment of its greatest

physical.. perfection, greater attention or more

skillful management than a young pig. And,

in truth, as to internal structure, there is f.ir less

difference than people in general suppose, between

the young child and the young pig. Let the

child be kept in comparative darkness, and on

unwholesome food, and you will have in the re-

sult a stunted, weakly man or woman, of a

scrofulous body and an intellect to match. In

the case of the pig, of course, the intellect is out

of the question. What you want to secure in

s c.is.-. is the greatest capacity in fattening.

that it may be the earlier production, as to lime,

and yield the largest possible quantity of pork

in cash. If you would ruin your pig, as to both

of those requirements, pray take as \our rule of

porcine management the profound maxim quoted

at the head of this brief paper, but be assured

that, in doing so, you will make pig-feeding a

mighty unprofitable pursuit, whether as to your

larder or your purse.

Remember, young pigs, like young children,

find weaning auytbing but a pleasant process.

The former, like the latter, should be weaned

gradually, aud the gradation should be com-

menced very early. In my native county,

Hampshire, England, we pay so much attention

to pig management, that we have obtained the

riguet of Hampshire hog>, and a few words

our management of our porcine stock may
not be unserviceable. We keep our bre

BOWS, when in pig. in all but actual fattening

condition. Her food, besides being good, is al-

ways boiled, and always led to her at about the

temperature of new milk; it is given to her at

regular hours, so that she may never be so hun-

gry as to fret; it should always have a light

.sprinkling of salt, and, in addition to her feeding

trough, sue should always have a small cast iron

trough kept scrupulously clean, and constantly

' supplied with pure fresh water.

I presume the hog and her young family to 1 e

' comfortably located in a roomy and detached

stye, which, like the iro-.;_

scrupulously clean, for though plus undoul •

'. will "thrive in muck," they will do so not be-

|

cause of the muck, but in spite of it, just as man

.

a dirty and ill-fed boy lives, in spite of dirt an 1

,

privation, to be a stout man. But who will

ture to deny that he wouid have been still more

I robust if he had grown up without the dirt and

privation instead of in spite of them.

Iti a good cleanly stye, rather high roofed.

|
with a ventilator above and behind her sleeping

place, our Lady Bessy Hojr, well fed, and r

larly fed, will support her little family with profit

to her keeper, and without visible injury to her

\
own condition, for a full month. Then, let an

opening be made at one side of her breeding stye,

: just large enough to allow of one of her young-

ng from the stye into a narrow but

enclosed adjoining slip, in which a shallow pan

or trough of really good stuff, (barley-:,

thinly at first, mixed with milk, warm skimmed

milk and water, ) should be placed at three regn-

' lar hours daily. The little pigs will at first fee !

in a slovenly fashion enough ; their paws will be

as deep a3 their snouts in th _ tess

' their jaws will -
'•- than on

i
the inside. Bui "—the belly

is the great master of arts, applies no less I

aud strongly to pigs than to men, and after aday

. or two your young pigs will require a larger

ly of their outer stye food. Two great

are thus accom] "lie young pig-,

i
without privation to themselves, are gradually

weaned, and the mother pig suffers the less from

increased with their growth. I

known in my own management •,!" my styes,

at Upton Grey, in Hampshire, a suigic fori

to wean a large litter of •

ing in really splendid condition.

Let it lie remembered that air, sunlight, clean-

-. are as c I
• properly 1 pt

to humans. Pigs thrive in muck, eh? Yes, and

and foot-, of which

would afflict the porcine family if the abo\ e

lie complied with ; the trough*

: g of cleanly kept iron, and the styes having

— V. . T. 1c. J'ruct^c

Though rapid growth insnecnlent

this L- not the ease with most flo

, ing shrubs, which form bushy, and the:

- when groi
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Gas Tar for Posts and Timber.

Tluit Gas Tar might be very beneficially used

preserving timber seems probable, yet we do

not know that it has been applied to any consid-

erable extent—probably from its not having been

icientlj tested, and from want of a knowledge

it how to use it.

A writer in the American Agriculturist gives

an account of what seems to have been careful

enments carried through a period of fourteen

rs. Four pieces of timber were tried, both in

out of the ground : No. 1 received no tar at

No. 2 was boiled for half an hour in coal

tar; No 3 was coated with hot coal tar with a

-h ; and No. 4 treated in the same way, and

red with a coat of sand. They were all

ied in garden soil to the depth of four inches.

At the end of nine years. No. 1. without tar. had

1 away and disappeared ; No. 3, coated with

tar, had rotted very much, but still retained its

i : No. 2, boiled in tar, showed signs of de-

: the one coated with tar and sand was still

id. At the end of thirteen years, while the

others were all decayed, the one coated with tar

-and was. to all appearances, as sound as

when put there.

The same preparation was made of pieces of

i. which were afterwards exposed on the
:'of an out-building. At the end of thirteen

rs the or.e without tar had rotted and blown
i way ; a portion of the one coated with tar still

lined, but rotting rapidly ; the one boiled in

tar was slightly decayed; the one with tar and
• 1 was perfectly sound.

The writer says: "From these and various

r experiments I have made, I have come to

the conclusion that, while coal tar may contain

itself that will preserve timber from rot-

•
_r. it may be so mixed and combined with

ither substances as to prevent moisture from

iting the pores of the wood, thereby pre-

•nting or arresting decay.''

For a convenient method of making the appli-

cation to posts, we give the following from the

\try Getdhman :

"We have often had occasion to recommend
of gas tar as a protection from moisture

in 1 decay. We have known an instance where
acrid suostances induced the complete rotting of

pine boards in less than two years; when re-

placed with new boanls. thoroughly coated with

. - tar. tbey lasu-d fifteen years, and ap-

peared then to be perfectly sound. The last No.
• :"'i!e Horticulturist gives a communication from

Mrs. Shinier, of Carroll County, Illinois, who de-

n excellent contrivance for applying gas

tar to posts. She had previously used a brush,

but found this mode too imperfect and inefficient.

A tank was made of the best sheet iron, forty

inches high, and over two feet in diameter. A
grate of oak sticks covered the bottom inside, to

support the posts and protect from accidental

blows. This tank was set on an old cook stove

placed out doors. It was then filled with posts

placed on end, supported by a frame to prevent

tipping the tank. It was filled with gas tar. a

fire built in the stove, and the wood boiled in the

1 tar until well saturated—the time not stated.

We may add that the wood should be thoroughly

seasoned before the application, in order that the

tar may enter the pores. We have no doubt

that, were this work well done, (the gas coating

extending some inches above the earth.) that

posts of white oak or other good timber would

last at least fifty years, and perhaps considerably

longer.
»•*

Raising Calves.

When fresh cows sell from forty to sixty dol-

lars each, is it not time to consider whether it

will not be good policy to raise some calves.

especially if we have good stock to raise from ?

Last season I raised two, and this spring I have

already started three more ; I consider early spring

the best time to start them, as grass comes, when

they will require but little care until fall.

How I Start them.—A calf that [ am going to

raise I never let suck the cow ; it is much easier to

learn it to drink before than after. I have had

them drink alone, without the aid of the finger,

before they were twelve hours old ;
and, after the

second day have but little trouble witli them, as

they drink freely if they are in good health
;

beside, the great advantage is, when they are

turned with the cows they never trouble them :

neither have I to put straps around the nose with

long nails in, to prevent their sucking, as they

know nothing about it.

What Ifeed them.—The first two weeks I give

them milk drawn from the mother of the calf;

after that the cud comes, then I give them a little

cake-meal, bran and salt, mixed with water.

about milk-warm. It is better to scald the meal

and let it soak twelve hours before feeding. If

any is left, feed it to something else, and make
fresh for the calves every time, as it will sour.

About this time they will eat a little hay—clover

is best ; as soon as there is grass enough for them

to get a bite, I turn them out, and I soon slack

off their feed.

A small enclosure, with water and shade, is

the most suitable, where horses or cows are not

permitted to run.— Germantown Telegraph.
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Sunday Reading.

God communicates Himself with great variety

to His saints, now in this ordinance, and now in
|

that, on purpose that He may keep op the esteem
|

of all in our hearts. Take heed, therefore, Chris-

tian, thou ueglectest any one duty. How kuow-

est thou, but that is the door, at which Christ

stands, waiting to enter iuto thy soul?

God's commandments haug together; they arc-

knit and woven together, like a fine web, wherein
;

you cacnot loosen a siugle stitch without danger

of unraveling the whole. If a man lives in the

breach of any one of God's commandments, if he

allows himself to indulge in any one sin, none

can tell where he will stop. There is uo letting

any one devil into our souls, without the risk of

his going and fetching ''seven other devils, wick-

eder than himself;" and the purer the house may
hitherto have been, the more eager will they be

to come and lodge in it.

It is noted by the Psalmist, as a wonder of

God'8 mercy, that ''He maketh the barren woman
to keep house, and to be a joyful mother of chil-

dren." It is a pity he was overborn, that holds

not children a blessing; yet not simple and ab-

solute, but according as it may prove. She hath

a double favor from God, that is "a joyful mother

of children :"—Many a one breeds her sorrow,

breeds her death.

The Lord does not delay, as if lie were now il-

ling to bestow ; but that His gifts might increase
|

La their value with the increase of our desires.

A Christian congregation calling upon God,

with one heart and one voice, and in one reverend
|

and humble posture, looks as beautiful as "Jeru-

salem, which is at peace with itself."

with us under Christ, their and our Lord and

Head, but also and especially, that they might

be the witnesses of His righteous judgment at ti

last day, when His Son shall come in His Glory,

with millions of His holy angels, to judge the

world.

As if abstinence attracted that invisible influ-

ence, and God loved to converse more with per-

sons, that are enemies to pampering of their

bodies, than with those that delight in corporal

food, and choicer diet. Indeed, the more the

body is cherished, the more sleepy will the sou!

be; and the less it is cockered and pleased, the

more active will the spirit be
; and I think I may

lay it down, as a maxim, that the greatest reve-

lations and inspirations have been most vouch-

safed to men that have been most given to absti-

nence.

The smallest rule we lay ourselves under a ne-

cessity of observing, is of great benefit, as it

teaches us some part of the government of our-

selves, as it keeps up tenderness of mind, as it

presents God often to our thoughts, and brings a

sense of our religion into the ordinary actions of

our common life.

Let us beware of that proud philosophy which

affects to inculcate philantropy, while it denoun-

ces every home-born feeling, by which it is pro-

duced and nurtured. The paternal and filial

duties discipline the heart, and prepare it for the

love of all mankind. The intensity vi' private

attachment encourages, not prevents, universal

benevolence. The nearer we approach the sur-.

the more intense his heat
;
yet what corner of the

system does he not cheer and vivify?

According to the proverb of the Jews, "Mi-

chael Hies with but one wing, and Gabriel with

two." God is quick in sending angels of peace,

and they fly apace ; but the messengers of wrath

come slowly ; God is more hasty to glorify His

servants, thau to condemn the wicked.

Of these sweet ingredient perfumes. (Petition,

Confession, and Thanksgiving. ) is the incen

prayer composed, and by the Divine fire of love

it ascends unto God, the heart and all with it;

and when the hearts of the saints unite in joint

prayer, the pillar of sweet smoke goes up the

greater and fuller.

The holy angels of God are the observers of

our prayers and good actions on earth, and the

.-•Liters and'remembrancers of them in heaven.

Not but the All-seeing God of Himself knows

and takes notice of all the good actions of men,

and records them to perpetuity in the most faith-

ful register of His Omniscience; but He would

have His holy angels to be conscious of our good

actions, not only that they might congratulate I ble, they arc Buffered to become vain in thei

our happiness, as fellow-servants and members ' imaginations.

He must l>e more stupid and senseless than a

stock or stone, whose sloth and carelessness in

his duty, torparem tt oscilanluim, is oot shaken off

by this one consideration, that the government

of the Church is the theatre of God and

In the hearing of HIJ -

quiet. Five words cost Zacharias forty weeks

In such heights convert tby questions

into wonders : and let this suffice tliee—the rea-

son of the deed is the power of the doer.

Because men desire to be more great than hum-
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jJ^-We extract the following from the last

annual report (for 1865) of the Baltimore Board

of Trade

:

"In presentin? this, the Sixteenth Annual Re-

port of the Board of Trade of the City of Balti-

more, it is fitting that we offer thanks to the

Divine Ruler of the Universe, for the return of

j eace to our torn and lacerated country, as well

as to invoke a continuance of His favors, until

strife and the spirit of passion shall no more be

known in the land ; and that henceforth we may
dwell together, as did our fathers, dispensing

iustice to all.

"Commerce, with its healing wings, has been

outstretched everywhere, and our city has appa-

rently awakened, as from a deep slumber, resolved

to be no laggard in the race for the golden prize.

"Since the return of peace, numerous steamship

lines have been organized and put in successful I

operation.

"We have, through the commendable enterprise
j

i f the executive department of the Baltimore and
i.hio Bailroad, a regular semi-monthly line of

|

good and substantial steamers plying to Liver-

} ool; which, with the support and encouragement

c f our merchants and importers, cannot fail to add
largely to the general interest and prosperity of

i ;r city. This is, now, the only American line of

steamers to Europe, and this fact, alone, should

enhance the interest of our citizens.

•'The Havana New Orleans Line, more recently

organized, is equally worthy of commendation to

ia projectors, and, we believe, there is every en-

couragement for its complete success, under the

eaergetic management of those in charge of the

enterprise.

"To Southern ports we have numerous lines es-

tablished—such as to Savannah, Ga.; Charleston,

S. C; Wilmington. X. C; Richmond and Nor-
folk, Virginia. Others, much needed, are con-

templated; but no further organizations have i

I een perfected. It is all-important that every fa-

cility should be- afforded to accommodate the

growing trade with the South. Our merchants
have superior claims, over those of other cities,

for a large increase of the Southern trade—geo-
graphically nearer, and with an outlet for its

i
roductions, both by sea and rail, together with

an alliance of sympathy and feeling, and with
rr.ore moderate charges, generally, for the hand-
ling of merchandize and produce, than is exper-

ienced elsewhere. In return, we claim it as our
I atural field for distributing our dry goods, both
imported and domestic; our bacon, corn, flour,

i'c, as well as our manufactured articles, in many
of which our city excels, especially such a3 relate

to agriculture, steam machinery, house furnish-

ing goods, furniture, and the like. And, whilst

we enumerate these urgent claims for Southern
trade, we are not unmindful that we have equally
-triking advantages, by reason of the same geo-

graphical position and our great railway system,

which, stretching forth North and West, with
innumerable connections, brings our city nearer,
lv several hundred miles, to all the leading West-
ern markets and distributing points, than any
.aer city on the seaboard ; and there is no rea-

son why a large increase of trade, by the inter-

i ^ange of commodities, may not be anticipated

*:om this vast field ; and it was for this that our
„:eat railway system was first inaugurated, and

to it the prosperity and wealth of Baltimore is

chiefly due. We may well felicitate ourselves,

then, in thus contemplating these great highways
of our city's enterprise, and we should regard
with gratification the promised extension, in lat-

eral roads, whenever the wants of the trade de-

monstrate them a3 feasible and practicable."
«-•-»

The Tournament and Fair in Prince
George's County, Md.

The fair and festival held by the ladies of the

Forest, Prince George's county, Md., on the 29th

and 30th of May, at Elverton Hall, for the bene-

fit of the destitute people of the South, was a

decided success. It was the intention of the

managers to open the fair by a tournament oh

Tuesday, but owing to the inclemency of the

weather, it was postponed to the following day.

The following "knights'' entered the lists :

Knight of Misfortune, H. B. B. Bowie; Knight

of Ivanhoe, George N. Walker; Knight of Des-

decardo, Wm. I. Berry, Jr.; Knight of St. Mary's,

J. Frank Smith; Knight of the Lost Cause, W.
A. Jarboe, Jr.; Knight of Spaldings, T. Semmes
Tolson ; Knight of Marlborough, A. T. Brooke;

Knight of the Branch, Norman Hill; Knight in

Grey, Francis Jenkins
;
Knight of Northampton,

Albert Andrews ; Knight of the Forest, William

Roberts ; Knight of P. George's, Upton Brooke.

Col. Odin Bowie was the chief marshal, and W.
W.W.Bowie, Esq., delivered the opening address.

Two tilts were allowed each. At the end of

which trial there was a tie between the Knight

of St. Mary's and the Knight of the Lost Cause,

when the contest was continued between them

for three tilts more, which resulted in the Knight

of St. Mary's being declared victor, and entitled

to crown the Queen of Love and Beauty. The

Knight of the Lost Cause, as second in the day's

tourney, was declared by the judges entitled to

crown the first Maid of Honor ; the Knight of

Marlborough the second Maid of Honor, and the

Knight of Misfortune the third Maid of Honor.

The Knight of St. Mary's crowned Miss Maggie

H. Bowie, of Yansville district, as Queen of Love

and Beauty; the Knight of the Lost Cause crowned

Miss Alice M. Hopkins, of Washington, D. C, as

the first Maid of Honor; the Knight of Marlbor-

ough crowned Miss Alice Harper, of Marlborough,

second Maid of Honor; and the Knight of Misfor-

tune crowned Miss Rose Beall, of Marlborough

district, as third Maid of Honor.

On Wednesday night there was a grand ball at

Elverton Hall
;
previous to the inauguration of

which Mr George C. Merrick, orator of the oc-

casion, delivered a very eloquent address. It is

expected that about $3,000 will be realized by
the efforts of the ladies of Prince George's county,
for the destitute people of the South.
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Hale's Early Peaches.

We have received from the grower a sample of

very early peach, and think the matter suffi-

ciently worthy of attention to publish the fol-

lowing letter in relation thereto :

IIkjhtstown", N. J., June 5. 18G6.

M J8ST8. WORTHINGTON & LEWIS !

Gentlemen : I send you by Adams' Express, a

-mall box of Hale's Burly Peaches, raised in my
orchard house. This is a comparatively new va-

riety, but is already creating a great sensation in

the pomological world, on account of its earli-

ness. I have fruited it for the last four years in

the orchard house, and also out of door, and find

it all of two weeks earlier than the Troths, which

has been heretofore the earliest market variety.

In point of growth and hardiness, it compares

favorably with the standard market varieties.

—

The past winter, in N'ew Jersey, was unusually

»cvere with peaches. The Hales is the only va-

in this section that escaped even with a few

liossoms.

la the August number of the "Horticulturist,'"

of 1863, there is an engraving of the Hales, with

some remarks of mine concerning it. I then

stated that it was from six to ten days earlier

than the Troths. As it was then an entirely new
variety, I wished to be perfectly safe in my state-

ments. A longer experience with the peach, has

inced me that I was under the mark as to its

ve time of ripening.

The Hales promises to be a valuable acquisition

(o the list of peaches, as it lengthens the peach

*uson two weeks. Yours truly,

Isaac Pullkx.

The Dove.

The form and manners of this bird so nearly

iible those of a pigeon, that a particular ac-

:t of her is unnecessary. They are only dif-

nt species of the same family, and exhibit the

"ime general character, although they differ in

^ome particulars. The voice of the turtle is hoarse

:\r.A plaintive, and heard frequently in the woods.

I: is pleasing to the ear of the husbandman, and
t" the lover of nature, because it announces the

arrival of spring, so dear to the tenants of the

forest. The sacred writers occasionally refer to

dove. "Rise up, ray (air one, and come
< * ay : for lo, the winter is past ; the rain is over

nfl 1 gone; the flowers appear on the earth; the

time of the singing of birds is come, and the

of the turtle heard iu our land.' 1 The turtle

djyre never admits of a second mate, but lingers

Mt her life in sorrowful widowhood. To this
j

remarkable circumstance. ?hcse word? of David ;

are thought by many to refer: "0 deliver not

the soul of thy turtle dove into the multitude of

the wicked ; forget not the congregation of thy

poor forever." As the turtle cleaves to her mate
with unshaken fidelity, so these interpreters say.

Israel adhered to their God.

The dove is a harmless and simple creature,

equally destitute of skill and courage for combat,

and smallest of the family. She is the most proper

emblem of the national imbecility into which tht-

people of Israel had sunk, in consequence of the

numerous iniquities with which they had long

provoked the God of their fathers.

J. Jacob Bower.

The Culture of Fish in England.
A writer iu the London Field, in treating the

subject of the culture of fish at Stonnontfield, a

fish-breeding establishment in England, on the

River Taj-, gives the following details in relation

to the capacity of the establishment and of the

breeding process. ' 'The establishment of Strom-
ontfield, with 300,000 ovaeach, has increased the

rental of the Tay 10 per cent. Before the experi-

ment, the annual average take of salmon and
grilse was 70,000 ; it is now 80,000, and is still

oh the increase; 10,000 fish—the increase—art-

worth £3,000. But when we come to consider

the very small number of fish from which this

great increase is derived, the result can be con-

sidered nothing short of wonderful. The number
allowed to escape for reproduction in the Tay is

40,000. Of these, only about 25 females are re-

quired to stock the Stromontfield breeding boxes;

a proportion so small, that were they destroyed,

or even ten times their number, they would not

be missed. It must, indeed, bea small salmon river

in which you cannot capture 25 females salmon
;

and these, if properly managed, can be made to

produce 10,000. This gives us some idea of the

dormant wealth of our salmon fisheries. I am
aware that there are many difficulties in the way,
but these may be overcome when the subject

comes to be thoroughly ventilated and under-

stood. It is erroneously supposed that the great

destruction of frey takes place in the sea ; thf

destruction which takes place there is undoubtedly

great—perhaps 90 to 95 per cent, of the smelt*

which are bred in the river; but this is a?

nothing when compared with that which takes

place in the river, where from each thousand ova.

not more than ten fry are reared to the migratinp

stage. By cultivation, 500 smelts can be raiser

from 1,000 ova. A salmon of 10 lb. weight

produces in its wild and uncultivated state, fiv*

grilse or salmon ; in its domestic or cultivates,

stage it will produce 200 to 250.
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Wholesale Produce Market.
Prepared for t»e Amrrieon Farmer fry BUUOOTT 4 Hivtis, Product

and CvmKimiax Merchants, €~. A'jrAjnj. Ffaer.

Baltimore. Jane 12. 1S60.

Bctteb.—Ohio, in brls. and kegs, soli<l packed, 25 cts
;

Roll. 28; Virginia and Pennsylvania in kegs and tubs,

25 to2>; Glades, 35; Goshen, 40.

Beeswax—42 cts.

Cheese.—Eastern. 22 : Western, IS to 20.

Dbied Fruit —Apples, 14 to 16 cents, and Petiches, 16

to 22 cents per pound.

Eggs—In barrels, 24 cents per dozen.

Feathers—95 cents for good Southern.

Lard.—Brls 22, kegs 23, jars and ether country pack-

ages 25 cents.

Tallow—12 cents.

Baltimore Markets, June 12.

Ashes.—Pot, $7. 50a $7. 75; Pearl, $15 per 100 lbs.

Coffee.—Rio, 16 to 20X cts. gold, according to quality.

Laguayra and Java—no sales reported.

Cottok.—We quote prices as follows, viz :

Grade*. Upland. Orleans.

Ordinary S2 33

Good do 34 35

Low Middling 36 37

Middling 3S 40

Prices were maintained under the enhanced premium

on gold last week, although European advices continue

discouraging for shipment.

Fertilizers.—Peruvian Guano. $100 pr ton; Patapseo

Company's Soluble, $63; Rhodes' Standard Manure, ihb

(bbls.,) $57.50 (bags;) Baugli's Rawbone S. Phosphate,

$55: Dissolved Bone. $55; Fine Ground do., $45 ; Plas-

ter, $1S. The ton of 2.000 lbs.

Fish.—J/aci-ereZ—Xo. 1, $19 50a20; Ko. 2. $18al8.Se;

large new, Xo. 3. $16al6.50. Herrings —Shore (split.)

$5a6; Labrador, $Sa9 ; Potomac and Susqueh'a, $7. 50aS.

Codfish, new, $4a4.50.

Flocb—Howard Street Super and Cut Extra. $10 25a

$10.50; Family, $14.50al5.50; City Mills Super, $9.50a

S.75; Baltimore Family, $17.50.

Rye Flour and Corn Meal.—P.ye Flour, new, $6.25a

6.50. Corn Meal, $4.50a4.7a.

Gbaijj.—The general tenor of the advices indicate a

short supply of Wheat.

Wheat.—Inferior to fair Red. $2 50a2 75: prime to

choice Maryland, $3a3 07. White, *.3.25a3.50 p-r bushel.

Corn.—White, 96a9Sc. for good; prime, $1. Yellow,

87a90c. per bushel. Market active.

Rye.—Small offerings. Held at $1 10 per bushel for

prime Maryland.

Oats.—Heavy to light—ranging as to character from 70

»77c. per bushel.

Hay and Stbaw.—Good supply. Timothy $19a20, and

Eye Straw $20 per ton.

Mill Feed.—Brownstuffs, 27a2Sc; Middlings, light, 43

a45c.; heavy, 45a4Sc.

Peas and Bears.—Scarce. Last sale prime Xew York
State at $1.86al.W> per bushel.

Potatoes.—In good supply. From vessel's side, $1.40

al.45, for Maine and Peach Blows.

Pbotisiohs.—jBacon.—Shoulders, 15al5>s'c.; Sides, 18

al?>»c ; Hams, plain bagged, 23c; sugar cured, 24a25c.

per lb. Euik Heat.—Shoulders, 14c ; Sides, 17 .-. c.

Salt.—Ground Alum, $1.90a2; Marshall fc Worthing-

ton's Fine, $3.25 ; Turk's Island, WaSOc. per bus. lic-ck,

$32a3i per ton.

Seeds.—Clover, held at $6a6 50; Timothy, $4.2.:

Flaxseed. $3.

Tobacco.—Receipts continue good cf both Ma*

and Ohio Leaf, but the market is unsettled, owing :

political and financial troubles in Europe. We give Lb*

range of prices as follows:

Marylaifd.
3 to common $2.50a 4 DO

Sound common 4.50a 6.0s.'

Middling 6.50.

Good to fine brown 10 00a! 5.w<

17.00a2S BO

Upper country , 3Ci%

Ground leaves, new 3.00al2.OO

Ohio.
Inferior to good common 5.00a

Brown and spangled 9.00al2.5O

Good and fine red and spangled 14 00-.

Fine yellow aDd fancy 20.00a30.'«j

Whisket—$2.30a2.32 per gallon, in bt

Wool —Demand very good, and prices are better W«-

quote: Unwashed. 30 to 03c. per lb.; Tubwas! td, 4 ;

eta.; Fleece, common, 40 to 43 cents; Fine. 43 to ih .

Pulled, Xo. 1, 32 to 36 cts.; Merino Pulled, 42 to 46 cent*

per lb.

Cattle Market.—Common, $6a7.50; Trime Beeves.

r 100 lbs.

Sheep—5a6,J£ cents per lb. gross.

Ifoyi—$13.25al4 per 100 lbs., net.
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" While bowers and groves and orchards round me waved.

What verdant banks my winding streamlet laved!

liow dear my Ilow'retS, uijd my cooliug shade!

What fattening flocks along my ]>asture strayed!

All laughed around me, and my fancy dreams

O'erflowed with fields of corn, and milky streams!

Shortlived chimera-.'—impotent and \ain!

The broils of suite, that o'er my country reign,

left me nothing but my sylvan reed.

Adieu, my nocks, my fruits, and iiowery mead!"'

Farm Work for the Month.

The press of the summer's work will now be

abated, ami the farmer may afford to give himself,

and his laborers, an occasional respite on Satur-

day, and at midday make the hour of rest some-

what longer. The corn will now be dependent

.ily on the state of the weather, as all will have

i een done that industry and skill can do in the

of cultivation. The wheat and other grains

will have been secured, ready for the threshing

machine. The hay will have been made, and put

out of harm's way in mow or stack. The care of

tobacco, potatoes, turnips, and other such crops,

will be light work.

TOBACCO FIELD.

It is an important month to the tobacco crop.

and mainly determines its character. In the

early stages of its growth, it should be ploughed

deeply, to encourage it to strike its roots well

into the ground. Otherwise, the hot and dry

weather will force it to a rapid, upward growth,

and make a light crop. The ploughs and hoes

' be kept diligently at work, during the

month, until the leaves so interlock, as to make
them liable to be broken.

7
\
ping-—This work should be done as the to-

bacco comes into bloom. Early in the season

top down to leaves of six inches in length, and

at a later period still lower to give the upper

leaves the chance to ripen before housing. The
plant will, usually, be tit for the house about

three weeks after topping.

v
liters.—A; soon as the plant is topped, suckers

will begin to grow from the foot of each leaf.

—

These consume the juices that would otherwise

give weight and body to the leares, and should

be taken out before they make much growth.

—

Especial care must be taken to destroy them before

cutting the plants, as they continue to grow after

the tobacco is hung in the house, and, if frozen,

will stain and damage the leaves.

Suing Seed.—Some of the most perfect plants

must be left, from which seed may be saved.

—

!
When the leaves are thoroughly ripe on

' plants, they shccld be stripped off and tied tip to

cure, while the stalks are still left for the thorough

i

maturing of the seed.

».—All that can be done with the worms,

is to watch for them it; their iirst approach, aud,

as far as possible, des ! roy them while youug. If

a great many eggs are obs

of a largr glut, great diligence should be us

destroying them before they begin '<• crawl about,

when they hide themselves from view. Turkies,

though very useful when the plants are compara-

tively small, cannot be relied a] they

get large, it the worms are numerj is.

POTAToK-.

Work the late pot.-.toes well until they I loom,

and then give a light

leave them thoroughly cl.au.
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at once, i:' ly done,

—
f

ight of g

sowed in

KVE.

the ground should be got

tnd everything be pre-

1 to sow not later than the 1st of S-ej'tember.

te crop on any grour.

grow a tolerable crop of wheat, but o:.

manuring, prove more
But under almost any circumstances,

.:ili lot should be sown for early green food

e spring. It is St for cutting two we ":

clover, and no one who puis a prop

on green food for stock, in e

ug to dispense with it. For such

rpose it should be well manured and sowed

— say at the rate of two bushels c

:

ricre.

TIM

:r:monly

. >.in. whit!: i

ice. Int: - to be sown whenever

ut if a lot of ground i

to it. let it be got in tho-

and sown the latter part of this

be put on the ground at

time, there is no reason why a heavy crop

1 not 1* cut the first season.

•wn as early as the middle of Au-
aud in that case, a crop of white turnips

be sown wiih it, scatters:.,

apon the ground : or mixing a quarter of a

.1 of turnip seed, with a peck of timothv,

sowing.

grow timothy unmixed
a rotation with grain, the

•:r place tor it is with the wheat crop :

on a clover fallow : this would of course

linary four-field rotation in pro-

portion to the number of crops of tiro

l

nt method of i

make
the bottom of which should

th coarse li" - that

ther. If such pens are m
much ground may be ma i

t : the time to take them into the yards. It

favorable season now to gather material of

that may make manure.

THEESH.XG GE .

" ways advisable to th

r

n early,

to be in readiness for market, and the most con-

tbat betweeu h;

Prepare at once, and use

possible precaution agaiust the dan<_

-ts that often occur.

pre:

The preparation of the clover field, or the oat

stubble, for wheat, should be begun at
•'

'e time, that the condition of the ground

will permit. All experienced wheat growe;

- of the advantage of early ploughing: and

the uncertainty of the state of the weather allow-

ing it, at this season, makes it especially incum-

bent to be prepared for the first opportunity to

do so. If well turned now, a superficial wc:

1 time will be all that is needed to put into

the best condition. Then the m
seeding becomes yearly more apparent, and some

good varieties of red wheat adiu.

mber.

There need be no fear of n.

ploughing as deep as three good horses will turn

it, unless there be gxid reason I I =ome

poisonous ingredient in the si . h should

be turned np, very cautiously, late in the fall.

—

There is seldom any reason for apprehension on

this point.

The Vegetable Garden.

Prepared for The American Fanner. by Dasiei BaBeex,
Maryland Agricultural College.

AUGUST.
BE A

Early Six Weeks and Talent;

:

ill be

sown during the first two weeks of the month,

being caretul to select a piece of ground v.

has received a liberal coating of manure, and well

spaded, or deeply ploughed. L : -:pon

poor, thin soil, should the fall be dry, will be

ingy.

CC 3

Frequently suffer from the effects of drc

at this season of the year. A surface dres

of half rotted manure will benefit them, and be

the means of prolonging their bearing until I

destroys them.

!

The early planted will now require earthing up
about every ten days, being careful not to add too

much earth at a time, as by so doing it is likely to

get into the heart of the plant, and cau-
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middle

month upon a piece of well enriched ground.

;

things considered, we have <

• this

i, we have nothing to equal the ab

\('!f.

To come inl be sow i

• ihe end >>' the month. ! about

two feet ap ivork well v.
i id, or

' plaul re well

WEED

them from every part of the garden, as

they are great rol id not to be trusted,

—

1 from which, if allowed to n

toll upon the ground, will cause hard fighting

hereafter. Fill every vacant ['lace in the garden,

from which early peas, potatoes, &c, &c, have

taken, with cabbage, turnip, spinach, &c.

Never allow any land to lie vacant durinj

growing season. Continue I
i
give all crops of

5, parsnips, late beets, corn. &c,

ivation between the rows, until all the

land is covered with the

:

I iority of
i] by Mr. B., at the -\ gricu]

.

The Fruit Garden.

STRAWBERRIES.

ptember, we consider the best

.ear to make new beds, in or-

der to insure ing next year.

rooted runners are pleuti

tit with a of earth.

ansferring them with greal care to their

I bed With su< h cat ef il manage-

ment they will bai al, and with

ordinary care will become very strong plants and

produce a^good crop of fruit next spring. This

are (.an, of course, only be given to plants

which have to be removed a short distance.

—

When runners are plentiful, we al

ik ones; but any varieties it is thought

>] to propagate to the utni

all the plant them in I

, and the late ones in separate beds for

stock. These will not, as a gen

duce much fruit until the following

will be, under ordinary circumstan

strong plants. Strawberries, to fruit in

nexl spring, should by litis time be well estab-

:, and iu need i inch

into a compost of good, strong, turfy lot

well chopped over with good rotten cow-di

and potted firmly.

Peaches, nes,—hardy and

exotic,— at!, i riven la.st mouth.

.

Do not omit to wati ;

Jes, (plant lice.)

We have found ipstlds very

[ant lice. ) by ap-

i the r i watering pot

s\ rinj

HUES,

As soon as the bearing season is over, should

have all the old can'-: cut out. and the new

! four, unless wanted for

making new plantations.

NEWLY TRANSPLANTED ":

Should have the -round well worked between
!' mulch applied as a

top-dressing to every tree, covering a radius of

not less than four feet from the stem. Frequent

applications of so .11 newly transplanted

fruit trees, grape rawberry plants. 4c.,

will be of great and lasting benefit.

MILDEW

Will show itself in all close damn places, and

do incalculable m f notchecked. Sulphur

dustings are the best remedy we know.

ARRE

At this time of the year we generally find our-

• in arrears in n me department.-,

of our work, but as much of the planting is done.
:

- required, and there is a

momentary lull in the activities necessary during

the e i months, we would now pipe all

jive an effectual working of the ground

ir horse cultivator can 1

1

used : the pruning and tying grape vines; work-

Id, and new. strawberry beds; pruning i

and i orchards; era ocers; with

many other odd jobs which present them:

from time to time to the observant cultivator.

and which are "too numerous to mention."

•»««

of want of intellect to spend

much time in things relating to the b<

he inii and drink-

h< ; animal functii

me incidentally, and

our main strength applied ' n."

£3h' 'Demand not that events should

wish ;
but wish them to happen i

do ha]
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The Flower Garden.

ANNUALS.

To stand the winter, should be sown from the

middle to the end of the month, in ground not

too highly manured. Tlie sorts to sow now, are

white and purple Candy Tufts, the beautiful va-

rieties of Nemophilas, Erysimum. Clarkias, Con-

volvulus Minor, the pretty Godetias, new Rocket

Larkspur, Lupines. Escholtzias, French and Ger-

man Poppy, and the beautiful varieties of Sehiz-

anthus.
STOCKS.

Intermediate, Queens, and Brompton, for flow-

ering early next spring, should now lie sown.

—

After about one inch high, they should be potted

singly in small pots, and kept shaded until they

make fresh roots. The soil should be good, turfy

loam, not too rich, or the plants will become too

sappy to stand the winter well. They are among
the most beautiful of our early spring flowering

plants.

PANSiES,

Towards the end of the month, should be pro-

pagated in quantities for planting out in beds,

and for early blooming in pots next spring.

—

When well rooted, those to stand in open beds,

should be planted in a good loamy soil, with a

liberal admixture of good decayed cow-dung,

sand, and a small quantity of charred rubbish,

if there should be any on hand.

roses.

Prune Pillar roses, so as to remove a moderate

amount of both old, and new wood. All that is

left to be of its full length and at regular dis-

tances, that there may be good symmetrica! beads

next season. Short cuttings of Chinas and Bour-

bons will root now in the open ground, planted

in a shady situation.

Notices of New and Rare Plants.

BY D. BARKER, MARYLAND AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE

New Zonai.e Geraniums —This most splendid

class of flowers, alike adapted for the adornment

of the green-house and flower garden, and one

of the best for cultivation as a window plant,

deserves from their great improvement to be more

generally cultivated. They vary in color from

pure white, through every shade of rose, pirk.

and salmon, to the most dazzling scarlet, with

form almost perfection. We have in our posses-

sion the entire stock of some from Europe, which

we hope to describe with other novelties, both

fruit and flowers, in forthcoming numbers of
::The Farmer."

Fascination.—Flowers, a beautiful rosy salmon,

with a margin of bluish white; a fine and beau-

tiful variety, with good form and truss. Foliage,

light green, with dark zone. Very effectiye.

Madame Vavclur.—A pure white Geranium

;

fine large truss, well up in the centre, giving it a

fine, fiat, even surftce. and in form and color

almost equal to the old double white camellia.

—

Habit, dwarf and compact. A beautiful variety.

Brilliant.—Light scarlet ; an immense truss.

—

Light foliage, with dark zone. Habit, robust,

well adapted for planting in the flower garden,

or grown in a pot for green-house decoration.

Bel-Demcnia.—A beautiful, rosy salmon color,

of dwarf compact habit of growth ; the trusses

very large, and the petals of great substance,

remaining in perfection for a lengthened period.

New "Jlirnulus Mow'tron;!.' 1—This variety is

a decided advance on all that we have hitherto

cultivated. Habit, very robust and compact, pro-

ducing its blossoms in the greatest profusion, and

of gigantic size. Color, varying from a beauti-

ful soft canary, to bright orange, with large broad

blotches of claret maroon, of a velvety appear-

vnce : throat and lower lip densely spotted with

the same color.

New Lobelia.— Lobelia Alba-ccerulea

.

—This

very distinct and beautiful plant, alike adapted

for the flower garden, planting in vases, or for a

hanging basket, will be found a great acquisi-

tion, being a very profuse bloomer. The flowers

are very large, being from half to three-quarters

of an inch across, with conspicuous, white centre,

edged with blue. Splendid habit:—annual.

Homemade Manure.
Twenty hens will furnish enough excreir

in a year, if well cared for, to give an acre of

corn a good start, equal to a liberal supply of the

patent materials. The privy for six in a family,

if well attended, will produce enough for the hill

for two acres of corn; and then, if more is needed,

clean up all the fine manure in the yard ai

the barn cellar, mix three bushels of ashes to a

cartload of thirty bushels, and immediately use

it, putting a pint in a hill. It costs no money,

but needs a little time and attention. I have

never found the farmer yet who did not acknow-

ledge that $10 is better used in making manure
at home, than in the buying of others' manufac-

ture. I believe this rule may generally be ap-

plied. Some exceptions exist. But that it is i

bad policy to waste fertilizers at home, and buy
foreign ones, is a fact too plain to be disputed.

—

A". II. Mirror.
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[CORCUJDBB.]

Cultivation and Manure as Fertili-

zing Agents.

By Henry Thinner, Protestor of Agriculture,

Queen's College, Birmingham.

[Premium—Medium Gold Medal.]

la addition lo this benefit, another desirable re-

sult has been attained by the use of lime—viz:

that, as nearlv all soils contain ammonia in them.

If you view our field labor as so many means

for exposing every portion of the surface soil to

the air, von will at onee realize the value of

many operations which we have hitherto only

considered as of mechanical value in preparing

the land for seed, by rendering it light, and giv-

ing the toots freedom for their growth and ex-

tension. But the advantages are double ; for not

only is it necessary for the luxuriant growth of

n crop that it should be so placed that its roots

in a dormant state, the use of lime displaces part have a freedom of action for searching after the

at this ammonia, and thereby this fertilizing mat- food which the crop requires, but, as I have

ter becomes available for the plants growing in already explained, the means we adopt for attain-

the land.
! ing this result equally facilitate the success of the

Thus it is seen that in the soil there are bodies crop by the accumulation of fertilizing matter

'

:• of separating animonia from the rain as which is being simultaneously made. This free

well as fivm the atmosphere, and afterwards pre- and loose condition of the soil is equally favora-

serving these fertilizing stores until required for ble for the passage of rain info the soil ; and when

the crop. We have in the use of lime a double
j this is properly assisted by an efficient under-

advantage; it not only gives the soil superior drainage, then alone is the full advantage derived

powers of acquiring that valuable fertilizing mat- f10m the rain, and its fertilizing contents,

ter, ammonia, but it also renders the existing With a knowledge of these principles, if you

stores of dormant ammonia ready for active ser- review that old established practice of fallowing,

vice in promoting vegetation. It is. however, of you will not fail to detect the reason for past sue-

no practical value to us having in our soils the Cesa in this practice, and you will see another in-

means of accumulating fertilizing matter, if at stance of that true union which exists between

the same time we place it in a position in which practice and science, which every lover of agri-

this power is rendered inoperative: consequently cultural progress hails with feel ngs of pleasure.

we have two means by which to promote the i The true principle of fallowing has been to ex-

accumulation of ammonia in the soil, and these pose the land to the wind, rain, frost, and heat.

are—1st, increasing the capabilities of the soil to
i and to keep the land moving as much as possible,

ammonia : and lM, giving the atmosphere
;
Manifest have been the advantages derived from

a free access to the soil, so that these powers may '

extra ploughing, which to the (ye appeared at the

come into full operation. The addition of lime time productive of little change or benefit, but

to the land has in this respect a double action— '

the succeeding crop has in many such cases give;

viz : it sets part of the ammonia in the soil free, evidence of increased capabilities of production.

and available for promoting veg iwth, which, until lately, has been set down as simple

and it also renders the soil more competent for resulting from the mechanical condition of the

accumulating a store which will maintain thefer- soil being more favorable for growth, instead oi

tility of the land; and thus we have, in the use its being also referred in part to the increase ot

of lime as a manure, a valuable means of reali- food for the crop which was thus obtained.

zing the first requirement—an increased absorb- The use of lime for fallows is an old established

ing power. The attention may now, however, practice loudly decried by some as exhausting to

be advantageously directed to the facilities for
]

the land, but still the practice was continued, be-

ihe increase of these powers, and these are mani- cause it was found to succeed : and now the prac-

lestly twofold— viz: the exposure of the soil fully ticc has. by its successful results, survived the

to the air, and the passage of rain through the period of its condemnation, and entered into one

land. The tillage of the land is therefore just ofmore honor, in which both practice aad science

the agency required to accomplish this desirable agree to sanction and advise its use. Here let o*

result; for as 1 have said before, the inversion, all I in for our future guidance, and re-

ing, and crushing of the soil by the various member that old established and BUCCessful prac-

operations of ploughing, cultivating, harrov has truth for its foundation, and although

and rolling, each and all promote the exposure then may also be some error intermixed with it.

sh portions of the soil for atmospheric ac- yet we shall be unwise to condemn any success-

ion; and whatever capability is possessed for ful practice as useless, which our present imper-

the secretion of ammonia, the soil is thus fur- feet knowledge cannot exactly approve of.
^

nished with the opportunity for its exercise. We have now to notice the influence of tillage
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promoters of fertility in all our soils, by the

conversion of the dormant organic and inorganic

matter they contain into fertilizing materials,

fitted to support and nourish vegetation, and that

at the same time the soil is rendered more com-

petent for absorbing from the atmosphere uitro-

genized matter. These results, though evident

upon all soils, will be more manifest upon

already possessing a fertile character, and upon

such soils tillage might to some extent supercede

the use of manure; hut upon inferior soils, al-

though beneficial results will be evident, still the

advantages will not be eqnal, and there will be

greater necessity for the use of manure, t'pon

•whatever soil the trial is made, the result must

of necessity be regulated by tbe composition of

the soil. If a soil is being cultivated which re-

quires a free supply of the phosphates, and there

is a natural deficiency in the soil, it is clear that

the use of some phosphatic manure will be desira-

ble, for no extent of tillage can compensate for

the absence of such a body. It is just the same

with the other ingredient* required by our crops.

If the soil is fertile it possesses these stores, and

then culture brings them into use. It may, how-

ever, be said, cannot a chemical analysis of the

soil at once indicate whether or not a soil is com-

petent or not for the successful application of this

system? I reply, it may be a safe guide in some

cases, but the indications of nature, by tbe gen-

eral products of the land, will be a safer _

in the majority of cases. There is, however, one

important advantage which will result from till-

age operations, and that is the storing away in

the soil much of the ammonia of the atmosphere.

This will take 'place upon all soils, but upon rich

clays and loams more especially so. This is an-

other powerful inducement for stirring and expo-

sing the land—we have seen how valuable lime

is in producing this result, and that it is an im-

portant co-operator in the action. Hence tillage

operations in no way supercede the use of lime,

but render its action more beneficial: neither

the cultivation of the land supercede the supply

of manure for the crop when the land is deficient

in one or more of the ingredients which the crop

requires.

It is for these reasons, ihat whilst we value

tillage operations as most important agencies for

promoting the fertility of the land, we must not

allow them to supercede the use of manure. We
shall still find an economical use of our manures

Uj imperative and remunerative, and our
higher appreciation of the great value of tillage

operations will result in an increase of the aver-

age produce of our soils, rather than in deprecia-

ting the value of manures. Extremes are at all

! times dangerous. Whilst, therefore, we may

i

more highly Talue tillage operations, and upon

; many soils realize thereby similar results to those

attained from the use of ammoniacal ma:.

,
we must at the same time be cautious not to over-

] look the important results we obtain by the use

j

of our various natural and artificial manures, and

|
look to them as valuable promoters of fertility.

which will always produce profitable results in

proportion to the skill and discretion with which

they may be prepared.

Prof. Mapes' Theory of the Progres-
sion of Primaries.

In geological investigations it has been ascer-

tained that the first animals that were created

on this earth were of very simple structure—

a

mere sac, like the clam or oyster, in fact, more

simple even than they. Afterward animals of more

complex structure were created—such as sharks

and other low orders of fishes : after these the

first amphibians made their appearance: next in

order came forth reptiles—the lowest form of

land animals ; after the reptiles mammalians-

were created ; and last of all. man—the most

complex organism on the globe. Through im-

measurable ages the animal creation advanced by

progressive improvement "from the monad up

to man.

The same progress took place in the vegetable

creation. In the oldest fossiliferous rocks no re-

mains of vegetables are fraud except those of

exceedingly simple structure—sea weeds without

flowers or other organs : while the upper and

newer rocks are filled with plants of more cdmpli-

structure, constantly becoming more

plex, till, in the present age, we have the modern

tree, with its plumule and radicle, its trn

brand - calyx, petals, pistils, sta:.

? and pollen—a structure with nun* i

organs for its own growth and the propag

Water is a compound substance, made up of

other substances, oxygen and hydrogen, which

separated. Iron, on the other hand, is a

simple substance, which cannot be decomposed.

There are about eighty simple or primary ele-

ments at present known, though only about

twenty of these exist on the surface of this

in any considerable quantity. Sixteen of the

primary elements are used, by nature, in build-

ing up the structure nf plan's and animal-:

—

twelve being employed in minute quantities only,

while the principal portion of all organized

ings is formed of the four organic elements,

oxygen, hydrogen, nitrogen and carbon.

Now, Prof. Mapes' theory was that these ele-
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merits had, in the long ages of creation, gone

through the sairie progressive improvement as

the plants and animals which they combine to

form. He contended that before carbon could

enter into the structure of an oak or a lily, it

must first pass' through sea weeds, acrogens, cy-

cads, and the other low and simple forms of ve-

getable life—being itself modified and improved

with the general advance in the vegetable crea-

tion. He asserted that a rose could not be nour-

ished with potash direct from the feldspar rock,

but that the potash must first go through its

series of progressive improvement in mosses and

other low forms of vegetables.

This theory has received a great deal of ridi-

cule; the only objection that we make to it is

the absence of evidence in its support. Had

Prof. Ma pes devised and conducted an experiment

which should have proved that a rose would not

assimilate potash from feldspar, he would have

been regarded as the author of a great discovery

that would have made his name immortal; but

the theory, without evidence, is to be ranked

among the thousands of unsupported suggestions

that are constantly coming Irom the teeming

brains of mankind.

—

Scientific American.

The Poultry Yard.

French Fashion in the Poultry Yard.
We o-ive our lady friends notice that they are

to have French fashions in their poultry yards,

and that they must be on the qui vive if they

would not be behind the times. Black Spanish

Ghitagongs and Bramahs, are to be superseded

by La Flecke, Simdans, and Crcvecours. Not

that they are any better, though there is strong

testimony to that effect, but better than that,

they are new and fashionable ; they are going to

be "all the rage." Why need they be better than

the old. any more, good madam, than that your

new bonnet should lie more comfortable, or pro-

tect your head better than the old one, which

you lay aside with disdain. " Worth makes the

man, ' as you know, "and want of it the fel-

low," but not so with chickens and bonnets. Go
to your garret and you will find, maybe, some of

the most ridiculous old " frights" of bonnets,

and yet you'll acknowledge you once thought

them perfect " loves." Yet the bonnet has not

chang.'d, nor have you,—only the Fashion. So

with the chickens, the fashion is demanding a

change, and the agricultural papers are echoing

the call. The following is from the London
Field:

' All poultry fanciers are aware that the best

breeds of French table fowl are coming into favor

in England. The Crcvecceurs have now been

introduced some years, and twenty pens made
their appearance this week at the Birmingham

show. The La Fleche are also established as a

favorite variety. But less is known of the race

now under notice, the Iloudans, and we have,

therefore, thought it desirable to illustrate the

breed by a drawing made from living specimens.

The Iloudans are eminently table fowls—large

in size, with fully developed breasts, short legs.

and little offal. The feet are five-toed, the crests

large, and the combs very strong and peculiarly

developed. The plume is white, irregularly span-

gled with black, giving them a very show}' ap-

pearance. The sickle feathers in the cocks an

black, and the saddle feathers black, tipped with

white. Should these fowls become as great fav-

orites in this country as their merits, in ma econo-

mical point of view, entitle them to be, doubtless

they will be bred to a standard a; regards plum-

age and comb. This has already been done with

the Crcvecceurs, in which breed uniformity of

color and size of crest are, along with great size,

essential to success in a show pen.

Respecting tbeir merits as poultry for the

table, we think very highly. The pullets come

under Shakespeare's definition of "a short-legged

hen," and. with "the joint of mutton and any

little tiny kichshaws." would form as desirable a

dinner in this the nineteenth, as in the seventeenth

century. In fact, the Houdans are an ancient

race, and may be seen figured amongst the most

prized designs of the poultry yard by Hondekee-

ter, and the other older animal painters.

The fowls which have been so characteristically

drawn by Mr. Wells, are the property of the

National Poultry Company ; we shall, therefore,

hardly do them full justice "without we insert the

following description from the report of their

manager, Mr. Geyelin :

The Houdan fowl ha? a very bulky appearance,

its plumage invariably black ami white spangled,

a crest ol the same color; comb, triple, the out-

sides opening like two leaves of a book, and the

centre having the appearance of an ill-shaped

long strawberry. With the cock the comb i-

very large, while with the hen it ought to bo

scarcely perceptible. The legs are strong and of

a pale lead color, with five claws, the two hind

ones, one above the other. Strongly developed

whiskers and beards both in cocks and hens.

This is one of the finest races of fowls, but

qualities surpass even its beauty; besides tb<

smallness of their bones, the fineness of their

flesh, they are of an extraordinary precocity and

fecundity ;
they lay large and white eggs, and

the chickens are fit for the table at four months
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Fruit Department.

Black Knot.—Our Maryland i
very

iliar with the Black Knot, which, within

pecially with the

. We have .-ecu within a

morello cherry, and damson

letely destroyed by this Fungus, while a val-

red cherry, of which we do aol know the

.name, lint which has a good ruanj of the charac-

teristics of the morello, was entirely untouched

by the disease. This cherry is valuable for pre-

serving,— larger, aud lighter colored than

.1 healthy and vigorous tree, and an

abundant, and sure bearer. Why it should be

exempl front a disease, which is destroying the

morell - re, we do not understand.

A correspondent of the "Gardener's Monthly"

if this disease :
'•! am inclined to think that

some ingredient in the soil is the cause of tin

chief, and that a remedy can be discovered, by

which the evil may be avoided. The wild choke

cherry, in some ] laces, is nearly dispatched by

i he worst infecti cl trub,

are found mar old stone walls, when

mould accut lime, and sulph

iron, (copperas,) hai I as topical reme-

these

elements are needed at the roots. Sections of

anches exhibit accumulations of

if produced by repletion. By cell growth this

unusual form rapidly increases when the sap is

most active; and a succumbent, spongy ma

the consequi nee. By extn the

bark or cuticle bursts, and - and

is, inviting first the weevil, whicb it I

i: for an unripe fru».t, and next the C} nips, which

lied larva or mag

and finally, the invisible spores of Ih

which rapidly vegetate, and crowd the surface

opaque black sph nil s. containing within

a whitish flesh, filled with myri Is, to

i

'., am! i e dissipated b . the i

I ready to fall from th irittle

branch."
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no one was in danger of finding a minnow in the

tea-pot. All went well for a while; but the water

gradually acquired an unpleasant taste, and finally

became intolerable.

Science took up the microscope, and found the

water Ml of animalcules, little oily fellows, which

imparled the taste to the water. These, in the ab-

sence of their natural enemies, the fish, had bred

to an inordinate extent. The obvious cure was

to let in the fish, and it proved effectual. The

indiscriminate shooting of birds, formerly so com-

mon, allowed insects to get a fine start. The agri-

cultural press, ours among the rest, joined in the

cry ''spare the birds." The appeal had its effect;

insects are much less destructive than they were

a few years ago. But the birds will eat fruit as

well as insects, and cow the cultivator is in a

dilemma to decide whether it is best to let the

insects feast on the foliage of his vines and trees,

and thus destroy his crop of fruit, or to allow

the birds to check insect depredations, and take

the fruit for their pay for doing the work. The

Question comes up: are all birds the fruit-grow-

er's friends, and if not. which shall be killed and

which spared? The manner in which birds will

dispose of strawberries, grapes, and other small

fruits, is something astonishing to one who has

never seen it. In some places it is impossible to

get a bunch of ripe grapes of any of the nicer

kinds, for birds are excellent judges of quality in

fruit. We are glad to see that the subject is at-

tracting the attention of horticultural societies.

At a recent meeting of the Alton (111.) Society,

a report and discussion upon birds formed a part

of the proceedings. It is hoped that other porno-

logical associations will discuss the matter in

order that some general laws may be established.

We give the conclusions of the Alton Society,

which may serve as a basis for the action of

others.

It was voted to destroy the Baltimore Oriole,

Cherry Bird, Cat Bird, Jay Bird. Sap Sucker, and

bis kindred. The Robin was not placed in the

list, though he received a very bad name and

should take warning. Our own belief is that he

is as bad as the rest. One gentleman stated that

the Oriole had, during tie past season, cost him
2">0 gallons of wine. The birds reported as not

destructive to fruit, and to be fostered, were:

—

Wren, Swallow, Martin, Black Bird, Meadow
Lark, Pewee, Blue Bird, Chip or Snow Bird, Bed

Bird. Ring Bird, Cuckoo, Quail, Owl, Hawk, and

Dove. We notice also that the Massachusetts

Horticultural Society has appointed a committee

to consider the case of the Robin, and to report

;.non his value, or otherwise, to the fruit grower.

American Agriculturist.

Fruit Trees for Ornament.
When we pass the turning point of the winter,

we leave behind the things of the past, and look

forward to the sunny days of spring. We see in

anticipation the many colored beauties of the

flower-garden, and the varied fruition of the or-

chard, almost as glorious. AYe begin, in fact, to

think of flowers and fruits; how we shall get

them, and what we shall do with them, and in

the mind's eye we have a real, present enjoyment,-

of things that are to be.

Now, meditating, we are happy in the image

of a glorious old apple tree we know of, whose

sturdy trunk, with just the least inclination from

the upright, bears up its wide-spreading branches,

while they wave aloft, in breeze and sunshine, ten

thousand thousand blossoms—apple blossoms,

—

each one of which has a separate and special

beauty.

Now, we have a cherry tre?, which has sprung

up by hedge row or fence side, like a willow by

a water course, and without help of pruning

knife, but prospering rather by neglect, has, by

the hidden principle of an orderly life, developed

an organism of perfect symmetry. Its towering

top is covered as with a mantle of snow, and

every snow-flake has a starry brightness and

beauty of its own.

These, aud very many others, glorious in their

spring-time beauty, aud precious in the autumn

fruits which crown tbem like the good deeds of

a good man's life, come back to us now from the

far-off scenes of childhood. We sit by the winter

fire and commune with them, almost as with

glorified spirits of the departed.

Speaking of spirits, here is a matter we would

fain talk about to Mr. Downing—the great Land-

scape Downing—who has taught us to enjoy and

love so much the beautiful in nature We would

protest against the principle inculcated by some

writers upon taste, and upheld, if we remember

aright, by him, that in adorning a landscape by

planting, fruit trees are not admissible, because

the idea of utility mingles with and mars that of

the beautiful. This sentence condems our apple

ami cherry tree, and every other like beautiful

object, to the straight line of hedge or fence, or

the right angle of a stiffly ordered orchard. We
do not appreciate the argument. We do not see

that a tree is any the less beautiful for the fruit

it bears, than that a face is less fair because the

spirit of kind and gentle deeds beams through

its loveliness. With no disposition to exclud'.-

our old friends of the shrubbery, or any of our

trees that are merely beautiful, we do favor the

idea of making the useful contribute when they

mav to ornament as well as use. We would have
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them planted and arranged with a view to beauty

in the landscape. Especially should this be done

in small country places, where little expense may

he afforded. Many of our fruit trees are very

beautiful, ami all sufficiently so to make them

serve the purpose well in spring with their wealth

of flowers, while in the fall they offer us a more

substantial interest in their abundance of fruit.

With these views, we commend the following re-

marks from a cotemporary to the same effect

:

"Apple and pear trees should be in more gen-

eral use as ornamental plants, and we wonder

why they are not more frequently planted in

places of moderate, or even limited extent, as

suburban and villa residences, by intermixing

them with common shrubbery plants. The great

beauty of the bloom of some varieties of apples

and pears would of itself entitle them to a place

in our grounds solely as ornamental plants, and

1 wish I could persuade nurserymen to make a

selection for this purpose, I imagine many coun-

try gentlemen would be induced to purchase them

for their homesteads, if good sized plants could

be procured, and that proprietors of small places

would be glad to introduce them. 1 say nothing

of the Chinese apples and [tears, which are just

now in bloom, and are worthy of all the admira-

tion they call forth ; but having noticed for sev-

eral seasons how really beautiful the biooni is

many varieties of apples, I venture to suggest

the matter to your readers. As for the pear, it

is, when old, one of the most picturesque trees to

be met with, and invaluable as an ornamental

tree when in bloom. I strongly advise planters

try the Beurre Kanee pear, and three or four

other new varieties; these have fine foliage, and

flowers, and a strong habit of growth, which,

as they grow old, would prove useful ornaments

to landscape scenery."

—

Weakly Sun.

Cultivation of the Blackberry.
Soil.—The blackberry delights in rich, rather

moist soil. It would be almost impossible to get

a soil too rich. We have seen a portion of a

blackberry patch receiving the wash of a barn-

yard, and the canes grew to an immense size,

and produced the largest berries we have ever

seen, while the quantity borne was almost in-

credible.

Preparation of the Poil.—The soil should be

deeply ploughed and trench-ploughed in the fall.

By trench-ploughing the soil is deepened, and a

portion of the subsoil is brought to the suaface,

where it is subjected to the ameliorating influ-

ence of the frost, air and sun. In February or

March the ground should be ploughed, and the

subsoil or lifting plough used, which breaks up

the subsoil, without bringing any of it to the

surface. We are satisfied from our own experi-

ments that this preparation of the soil will be

amply rewarded by the increased amount of fruit

produced.

Time and Manhbb ok Plantihq.—The best sea-

son for planting the blackberry is autumn, if the

soil is in a proper condition. The blackberry

commences growth very early in the spring, and

if disturbed at this period by transplanting, is

very liable to die. None of the small fruits so

imperatively demand planting in the fall or very

early in the spring. If the plants can be set out

early in March, or in the first opening of the

spring it will answer, but if the planting is de-

layed, it will be at a sacrifice of a large portion

of the plants.

The plants should be set out in rows eight feet

iipart, and the plants should be set two feet apart

in each row. Give the ground between the rows

good culture the first season, and the second keep

all the weeds down, not working deeply between

the rows. Strawberries may be grown between

the rows the first two years, if preferred. Let

the plants come up thickly between the rows. 1 at

cut off with a hoe, even to the ground, all suckers

that come up between the rows, treating them as

weeds. The plants coming thickly in the rows

form a kind of hedge, the canes mutually sus-

taining one another, thus rendering stakts and

trellises and the trouble of tying unnecessary.

—

We have practiced this system with great suc-

cesSj and those who have seen our patch in fruit

say the yield was enormous. There is no care

or labor required in training by this method.

—

Those who go to the expense of procuring stakes

and setting them, and tearing their flesh to pie< cs

in tying up the canes, would avoid the trouble

after trying the plan we recommend.

Puuninu.—The only labor required by this

method of treating the blackberry is in pruning.

This is done in summer. When the plants send

no the caues four or five feet high, go over the

patch with a corn-knife, aud cut off the tops of

all the canes to the height of about four feet.

—

This will then cause them to throw out later. 1 1-

.

upon which the fruit is produced. The planta-

tion must be gone over several times during the

season, as new canes ate raising themselves, and

their tops must be cut ofl"as before recommended.

If the laterals get too rampant, and in the way,

as they will, they must be shorteued in. The

only implement required for tins work is a corn-

knife, and one man will prune several acres |

•

day in this manner.

I would particularly recommend that after the

plantation is established the ground between .'u*
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should no: :
: will break the

mount of su

eaken and

luetivencss of the bearing canes. Tin

I a heavy mulching of strav

what is better, coarse manu

di wn the weeds, rendering th

3l and enriching it al the same time.

—

X. I.

Plea for Permanent Grass Lan<
..ail a and experience from my ;

i
inn? me that lands natural

roduction, should never be

fertility ki

of auim .1 manur

muck, earth, or whatsoever em

any time; mowing lands soon after

h iy crop is removed, that the surface dre

may ass aa the earth does upon

• crops under cultivation; also afifo

protection and warmth during the cold

ison

that i

'

I

ins and rivers—are undoubtedly

for mowing, and can usually be made smi oth

i .a first plowing, and are sometimes

--,. staining ceiving the

. of hills, : . pften keep

rtility without any direct a]

though the l:.:. ontinually taki

Lands illy, must be ti

'1 and replenished by

; ition. or some fertilizi

Plowic . I I

'.

. the heart of the land

tut afl

richly manured and th ded, and the pro-

I up.

The custom with farmers here, is to plow an-

— we

I ut very little natural meadow land—put

itire manure <>1 a I;

of corn, followed by oats, with new seed-

then a fair hay crop for about two

has been improved, it has not beeti

done by the cast-iron plow, but by the I

man A a portion put on as a top-di

ulted in a gi eater and moi

enefit, besides the labor of p>-u ;

and preparing it for the mower.

n to plow a piece in the

ire, sow to buckwheat, followed by

seeding, and is then assumed that the land

i iter, been enri

'wo crops

taken off, besides otherwise injuring if for

production ol will show.

This unnatural metl roving old pas-

tun 3 opping, has.' in

instances, b( n fairly '•run intoth

and many of these naturally fertile and grassy

hills have becomi i d waste pla

:; poisoned

plow, nor too el L, still, to a good

e, maintain their productiveness.

If an old pasture could be spared a few year?

•, and to grow up to white birches or other

whose roots should penetrate and pervade

the coi iil, while their limbs and lea

would i the summer, and

warmth in
•

r rai ifying, and

meliorating, condi-

tion, then cutting olf the young growth, and

you have 1 kind of new ground and good

and rest,

fallen I and roots.

first plowing is the of eviis, and

should never be done where grass is desired.

To hear an old farmer, in passing over his de-

teriorated mowing or pasture lands, say "the

il here, this needs plowing," is

me. I believe in Cincinnatus

and the plow, but oi 1 not grass land.

The sage saying of the Scotch minister— (our

friend John Johnston will agreein this)— when ta-

ken by his parishi tit, around

with them from field to field, to pi ay for rail*

and the of Heaven upon i I and

i ung to a very poor and negli

field, he said to his brethren, n;it

will be of no use to pray over this land

—

it

This w as : and p

obpy, as w< '! as piety.

J; i- somewhat of plowing as of praying to

make grass grow on a poor or run-out field

—

plowing will do no good; il needs manure.—Irt

A. I'. Vu
Mass.

.««

J
?35*" £ \Men are not disturbed b\ things, but by

the views they lake of things. Thus death is no-

thing terrible, else it would have appeared so to

i s. But the terror ci - >ur notions

of death, that it is terrible. When, therefore, we

are hindered, or disturbed, or . let us

never impute it to others, but to our own views.

It is the action of an uninstructed person 'o re-

proach others for his own mi , of one en-

tt i ing upon instruction to r.
,

. and

of one perfectly instructed, to reproach neither

others nor himself."
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Erroneous Teachr
Those who are willing <o accept and profit by

cultural science areoften mis-

,nl in consi lisheartened, when

e who assume u> be teachers It is

d against this evil. It is nol only

that the wisest and most 1 now ing are often them-

s at fault, and teach theories which Ihe.'

terwards b each a false

application of a true principle; nor that the learned

ially as to the mosl important

theorii I

: ited in th(

and Lawes and Gilbert

.

to be looked for until we have an agricultural

science better established. But our trouble, or-

dinarily, is with those who, in their zeal lo h* 1

teachers, run ahead of the teachings

and proclaim for truths what are rather their own

hasti timate indui tions from

facts. !h nee we have hadagt

agricultural science, the tend

of which has been to discredit and bring into

contempt all theoretical instruction.

Writers of this class should not be dealt too

'\ with, because, perchance, they mean well,

and in ,
are doing the world service.-

—

UV cannot always call them truly

eive themselves as well

but tin ir bl

crimes, and. they should he. if possible, brought

proper sense of their short The

only complete remedy for the evil is in such dif-

. of general, and thorough, instruction of

fanners, in the
|

1 to will n

There is a real

desire for such information now which

nee to any one who p ble to

impart it. Wbi •iter instructed,

hers will find their proper level in popu-

.,s they now have it only in the

opinion of the few who can criticise their pro-

ductions.

We will ill:; at we say by noticing a

lew instances from a writer standing even above

•ss alluded to.

the ammonia." he says, "that

from putrefying substances that causes their of-

e smell." How many ignorant, or even

adera, would a truth.

—

Ammonia is indeed generated in the putrefaction

. hut in the odor perceived

lixed up with others which disgust us—the

lounds of carbon, phosphorus and sulphur.

That ammonia of it-elf i- cot offensive we may
Hid if we are familiar with the

use elling bottle, which a lady finds

tut and refreshing. Then is nothing

at all offensive in it.

An evil i from this rror i -, that t
:

e

fanner who accepts it for truth i villi

the thought that he i serious lo

the ne -t valuable element of his stable manures

odor, lie resorts to

methods and practices which, to - :

. are

unnecessary, in order to protect himsel*

loss which is little more than imaginary. In the

j
fresh manure of the stables, wl dor is

stronj is really little I'ree araiw

igh that little may he distinctly pet < d

Vet it was the f. a Inch ha

throe .

with the idea that they must bury such manures

in the soil at the time. Intclli-

h ive more recently raised tl

above the influi nee of the old theory, and

in defiance of it put their stable manun i on the

The same idea that the odor arising from Pe-

ruvian guano, even when perfectly dry, indicated

the waste of ammonia continually going on, in-

duced an intelligent gentleman to put ids guano

carefully under cover, and then to cover

jraentirely with sulphate of lime. Heai

under the influence of two errors; one that per-

fectly dry guano is > ly of ammonia,

and the other that sulphate of lime anymore

than other dry earth would have protected it

from v

Again this writer says: "It is the ammonia in

rain water that imparts to it its peculi

in washing the hands or clothes." It is true that

rain water contains more or less ammonia, but

that it makes it what is called "soft'' may be

tioned. In that case cold w i I e

• it absorbs ammonia when

Iriven off by heat. Yet we find

hoi water always preferred for washing. 'I

of water is caused, ii some

3 of lime or iron, whii h if

from the soil it passes through, and rain wai

it contains none of th

The use of charcoal is recommended, ai
!

value explained thus: ''It will absorb ninety

times its bulk of ammonia, and will give it out

slowly to the vital attraction of the roots of

plants." This would seem l tance

a much higher value as a fertilizer than it has

ever had lh< Ii f. The ''vital attraction"

D of will not reach beyond the

Ct of the roots, and the ammonia sent up

in the pores of the charcoal will not be very

dde, perhaps, to the n 't is

oulv when dry that the charcoal absorbs amnio-
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nia, and the advantage to growing plants would

1 beyond the supply absorbed l>efore the

was covered up in the soil. It is only

when applied ou the surface, where the -vital

attraction'' of the routs cannot affect it. that it is

likely, we think, to be very beneficial. During

dry weather, it will absorb ammonia from the

atmosphere, whii-h ammonia will be washed out

and carried down to the roots of plants by the

:aiu that falls upon it; for water has a much

:.ger attraction for it than the charcoal has:

in being dried in the sun. it goes through the

same process. This is repeated as often as the

- Wiishel and thoroughly dried.

Another of the teachings of the same writer

is. that the growth of wool is to be increased

keeping the animal warm in winter, and

.1 the elements of wool the organs

which secrete the valuable covering of the sheep.''

is no reason to doubt the economy of keep-

ing the animals warm, so far as the consumption

3d is concerned, yet it may -.veil be doubted

whether such treatment will tend to the increase

ool, if we consider nature's first intention in

covering the animal with such a coat. It is to

teet it against cold: and thickness and close-

ness of the covering, other things being equal, is

likely to be proportioned to the degree of cold to

which it is subjected. We know that other ani-

mals have their coats thickened up by the ap-

proach of cold weather, and that some degree

of exposure in fall is deemed advisable to effect

purpose These facts seem to teach the very

contrary of the writer's instruction that i:the

growth of wool keeping the ani-

mal warm."

d, the same writer says: -The atmosphere

and not the earth, is the great storehouse for the

•jod designed for immediate

It might, perhaps, be quite as correct to

onstituents of plant food as atmospheric

and earth hem organic and inorganic;

and to say that a very large proportion of this food

is atmospheric would be true enough. But the

log of the writer, when he calls the atmos-

phere the •storehouse ' of plant food ^designated

amediate use,'
1

seems to be that they are

furnished directly from the atmosphere with such
eleu earthy or mineral.

—

To admit this would oblige us to acknowledge
that in our attempts at fertilizing the soil, or sup-
plying food for plants, v. e need only supply the
very sraa!i amount of mineral elements needed.
and that as to the great bulk of plants, more

ninety per cent of the whole, they can fur-
nish themselves at pleasure, without our help,

tiy f-cm the great '-storehouse." the atmos-
We are not prepared to make such an

acknowledgment.— Week y Sua.

Theory of Land Drainage.
A plant, though spreading its roots to a cer-

tain distance all around it in the soil, is station-

ary, and must have its food brought to it. That

is the first main fact on which the need depends

for a current of water through the land. Water,

a powerful solvent, brings substances out of the

air which the plant requires as food, and these

substances increase its powers as a solvent of

other matters iu the soil which the plant also

needs as food. Moreover, water brings from the

air materials of use in the soil in manufacturing

food for the use of plants. On all these grounds,

then, it is of importance that water should go

through the soil after goiug through the air. It

becomes laden with vegetable food by passing

through the air. and it becomes still more laden

with vegetable food by passing through the soil,

till, when traversing the soil, it passes stationary

roots, and enters them, and feeds the plants to

which they belong. And there are special rea-

sons why rain water should be induced to pass

through the soil rather than lie stagnant on it.

—

In the 1 itter case it is not only useless to the

plant, but it is directly mischievous. By evapo-

ration it cools the surface, whereas by percolation

through the land it carries the warmer tempera-

ture of the surface into the subsoil ; and of what
value this is to the growth of crops may be gath-

ered from the experience of the last autumn,

which has been so productive of growth in our

pastures to so unusually late a season—not so

much from the increased temperature of the air

during Xoveniber and December, which has been

only about two or three degrees above the aver-

age of the last thirty years, as from the inc.

temperature of the soil and subsoil at one ..: i

two feet deep, which has been five aud six de-

grees above the average of the past thirteen years,

during which observations have been made near

London.

And not only is it of importance that the

rain, by passing through the land, should carry

the temperature of the surface, warmed by the

direct rays of the sun, downwards, rather than,

by evaporating from the surface, it should carry

the heat away ^nd cool the soil; but the perco-

lation rather than the stagnation of the water is

desirable, because in the one case air is made to

permeate the land, in the other it is excluded.

—

The chemical changes which air produces on aud

in the soil are desirable, and result in the pre-

paration of useful food for plants ; while by its

exclusion, substances of a poisonous nature, es-

pecially where iron and vegetable matter exist

tber in the soil, ate formed.

—

Morton s{Ei>g.)
Farmer's Calendar.
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How to Make Thick Osage Orange
Hedges.

It is very well known that the only difficulty

about making good live fences is, that the ten-

dency to grow thick at top and thin at bottom,

is too strong to control without much labor and

more skill. The whole object of intelligent trim-

ming is to reverse this nature of things. The

hedge is trimmed severely towards the top in

June, just after the young shoots have grown,

and before they have become woody, which some-

what weakens the upward growth; while the

side shoots are encouraged to grow as strong as

possible, without any, or very little trimming

until the fall of the leaf, when pruning rather

strengthens than weakens the subsequent vegeta-

tion.

While traveling westward recently, we met an

intelligent western farmer who had found live

fences "no humbug;" but rather an invaluable

blessing to the prairie man. He spoke of his

hedges, and those of his neighbors, who mostly

followed his plan, as so thick and compact that

a starved hog would hardly dare attempt to break

through to a good feed of corn on the other side-

lie told us his plan. We have never seen any

done after his system, but it is so reasonable,

that we have full faith in the plan, and aie sure

our readers will find it to their interest to try

what merit there may be in it.

The mode consists in nothing but this :—The

hedge of course is cut down pretty low when first

planted, and it shoots up, perhaps, two or three

feet the first season. These are cut down to about

nine inches the following winter; and the follow-

ing spring they push forth numerously, and with

great vigor. About June or July they are cut

square off about eighteen or twenty inches from

the ground, and the primings raked up and placed

along on the middle of the squared top, along the

whole line of the hedge. Here they in time wither

and die, and of course shade the leaves and buds

immediately beneath, which weakens their strong

upward tendency more than the pruning of the

green shoots would do; and the shoots turn, as

it is well known they will do, to the strongest

point of light, which in this case will be the sides.

The whole course of the shoots will be, in fact, to-

wards the sides, just where we find the usual diffi-

culty is to make them grow.

He did not explain to us in this way how the

plan operated
; the explanation is our own. All

he vouched for was, that the hedges so treated

were thick and bushy at the bottom, just where

thick and bushy branches are most desirable to

be,—and it is so much in accordance with what

we know to be the result in similar cases, that,

simple as the idea is, we felt we had gained a

great amount of valuable information for out-

diary of that single day.

The square form of trimming is not continued

beyond the first year's time
;
after that the hedge

is gradually reduced to a sort of conical shape ;

but the trimmings are laid on for some years af-

terwards.— Gardeners' Monthly.

Clean Pigs and Dirty Pigs.
Pigseujoy the reputation of having a real liking

for dirt; and, certainly, the way in which they

are kept, on some farms would show that their

owners are determined to give them ample oppor-

tunities for carrying out this liking. No notion

can, however, be more erroneous than this, as

none is certainly so productive of loss to the

keeper. Let any one not convinced of this try

the two modes of pig-keeping—the dirty and the

clean—the food in both cases, and other general

treatment, being the same; and the result will

show him which of the two is the best in the end .

A great deal depends upon the mode in which

they are housed.

Mr. Raines, of Mills, adopts the following : A
large out-house is inclosed at the sides, so as to

be warm and dry. The floor is paved, and

sprinkled over with burnt clay, and ashes ob-

tained by burning weeds. In this the pigs are

fed ; while for resting and sleeping they have n

compartment railed off at the other end, and

which is amply provided with clean straw. In

another case, the principle of box feeding has

been applied ; the pigs being kept in a pit, into

which the manure from the horse, ox, or cow-sta-

bles, is put. The pigs tread this down, and enjoy

themselves amazingly. In one case, where this

plan has been adopted, the farmer states that his

pigs "have given him a profit by their meat, and

left the dung—as good as guano—for nothing.'

Mark Lane Express.

A Giant Radish.
The Pall Mall Gazette says: "The last new

thing in vegetables is really quite a startling

wonder. Think of a radish with seedpods about

three feet long, and sometimes growing five or six

inches in four-and-twenty hours. W'c can think

of nothing like it except Jack's immortal bean-

stalk, which authentically described plant is nev-

ertheless not spoken of as good to eat, whereas

this radish is said to be as palateable as it is

monstrous. The plant comes from Java, but we

are told that it has been fairly tried in the open

ground in England, and succeeds perfectly well.

To add to its merits, its pods are ready for use in

less than three months after the seed is sown."
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Old Friends to the Old "Farmer "

.iino: consume the space that would be
j

occupied in making extracts from a tithe of the I

are receiving from old friends. We
;rst that have come to bar.

showing'the kindly feelings evoked by the re- -

pearance o:' Tkt Old . -

pbfsb C. H.. Va Be 22

•I can scarce find words to convey the heart-
!

re which I experienced on the re -

Che American Farmer."

J

• The ; 'American Farmer' has come aga!:

hand like an old friend. I had taken it a num-
ber of years t>efore the war, and do not think I

ever receded a number, but was worth the price

paid for the whole year/'

''
- Tune 28.

lid I welcome the old familiar

"American one who,

like myself, lov- . to read the

'OH - 1 all other subjects on

which it treats, can realize the loss I
-

tained from ton. It has been my con-

stant companion, ever sit I began to farm, and

I feel as if I could not do without it. At any

not intend to do %

fir when I get too pooi to paj for ...

Farmer,
-

' I will be too poor to farm."

Ga., June 25.

''Allow me to eoagntalate jron on the revival

of the good old ' ;Amer: and the ex-

ited.

"

CHJLRLEiT 5.

•To-day's mail brings to me I -ricau

sent friend. Pi-

nter" is indeed welcome. I will try ft]

its circulation, for so valuable a work ougr.:

receive the patronage of the entire country, and

live for-

Cobhav. . June 21

I ran hardly find words to express the plea-

sure I received, when returning from the field last

evening, I found upon my table a copy o:

"American Farmer/' I thank yon most sin-

cerely and heartily for your kind reniembr

.

after so long a separation. I welcome 7 1

mer" as an old. and ralwd friend. I send

dollars to pay for my yearly suiscripuon, and

the name of my friend and neighbor, .

wishes to become a so He will pay

his subscription in a few w

-

••I received to-day. with I

my old friend. ••The American Farmer."

I know what pleasure it was to me, to s-e

again the old familiar face of a friend of tc a

ears."

•"•.. An.
iiD glad to know that my much va.

-near: Far::

has been only sleeping ith more '
:

.

and hast -curse, put me down as or.

ers and contributors.

I
• j not let us talk of the past—it make?

I was in the war, on battle fields, ar.

... and could many a tale unfold, that would

bring tears of sorrow, and storms of wrath, but

upo,"—let these things sleep the sle-

death. Talk we now of soils, of animal

crops, manures, machines, and scientific agricul-

the how to redeem the agriculture of

the South, from the darkness that euve'ops it.

—

*o infuse new life and new ideas into S;

i personal knowledge, an 1

n to what goes on in field and staV I

at. coupled with draining, manur

ircum3cribing our ideas. We want men
who cultivate their cwn land, to find out pr

cally. that one acre, well drained, m inured

tilled, is worth f ve poorly managed, as is n

Bern land now.

"I have beautiiul steel ploughs

otton planters, reaping machines, beast

> acres poor land, showing, with ei^h

fall hands, what be done; have 30C
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til
i fight Yankees—but, thanks tc i

be victor.

The following we van afford to give entire

to tiud so much said, in so :'•

LA P. 0., Locdos Oo., Va.

Dear Sirt : The enclosed two d

erican Farmer." W an all rained.

S. A. V>.

Lancaster C. II.. Va.. J .

L ris :

Gc You cannot imagim

the pustofiicea fe«

mexpectedly, in my mail m .• July

number of lean Farmer."' It looked .

s -

fan old familiar

.• friend. Indeed, I felt very much like i
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the field, ought instead to be engaged in the no-

ble and ennobling work of tilling the ground

—

man's normal condition and employment, in his

innocence and holiness, before the fall. The old

theory that educated and scientific men are needed

for the professions of law, medicine. &c, &c, but

that education is not necessary in the farmer,

ought long since to have been exploded. I hope

yet to see the profession of farming take its ap-

propriate and merited place—first and foremost

of all the professions—and the most learned and

: ;ific men of the country uniting and bend-

ing their energies, of mind and body, to bring

this profession to its wonted perfection. It is

for this, gentlemen, you are laboring, and I bid

you God speed.

Another great mistake we of tide-water Vir-

: have made, and which we ought now to

correct, is this : We have too much neglected the

raising of the grasses, and consequently the im-

provement of our stock. Laboring under this

great disadvantage myself at this time, and see-

ing my error, I now propose to turn my attention

to growing grass and raising stock, in connection

with the cereals ;
and I write now, Messrs. Edi-

tors to yon, to gain some information on these

ts. Will you in your next issue give your

readers some information relative to the merits

of the various grasses, such as timothy, red top,

orchard grass. &c; the best time for seeding,

whether spring or fall ; whether best to sow the

— .-3 separately or mixed, and if mixed, how

in what proportions ; the quantity to be sown

to the acre, and the best mode of seeding and

preparing the ground. Such information will be

gladly received by a large number of your sub-

scribers, I have no donbt.

I would like very much to purchase a young,

thorough-bred bull, one or two years old, and

would like to be advised a3 to the best breed,

where such a bull can be had, and the probable

cost.

Before closing, I comply with a general request

you make of your correspondents, to give you

information in regard to the crops in their re-

spective localities. In this, and the adjoining

counties, the corn crop is very backward, owing

to the cool spring ;
but the stand, I think, is gen-

• good, and if the season should prove long

warm, and wet enough, good crops may yet be

. Quite a large surface lias been planted in

valuable grain. The wheat crop, which has

now all been harvested, maj- be regarded as a

;?. Very little was sown; no guano or other

fertilizer was used; it was badly killed out by the

winter's severe frosts, and what little remained

was seriously damaged by the rust. I am satis-

fied there has not been as much reaped in my
county this year, as was sown in 1860. The oat

crop, which is large, has been unusually promis-

ing; but lately it has been attacked with the

rust, and the quantity as well as quality of this

crop will, I think, be seriously affected. These

are our principal crops in this region. Tery lit-

tle tobacco or hay is raised . Fruit is very scarce,

of all kinds, being killed with late frosts.

But I Mill close this communication by saying,

I have but little money to spend in my poverty,

and must practice a rigid economy in its expen-

diture, and must see to it, that when it is spent,

I get a " quid pro quo;" spend it first where it will

pay best, and 1 therefore enclose two dollars, for

one year's subscription to "The American Far-

mer," whose monthly visits we hail with delight.

Yours, &c, Thomas S. Duxaway.

Lixdex, Westmoreland Co , Va.,
July 14, 18G6.

To the Editor of the American Farmer

:

I welcome the reappearance of the "American

Farmer" as the return of an old friend after a

long absence. Though not a very old man, I

am old enough to have read with interest its first

number, which appeared more than forty years

ago, and took my first practical lesson in agri-

culture, by aiding a learned and intimate friend,

who studied in its pages Cobbett and his ruta

bagas, in thinning his first crop. Having just

returned from school to spend a vacation, with

my mind fully imbued with classical learning,

its beautiful and appropriate motto singularly-

impressed me—and in all the eventful scenes

through which I have since passed, as lawyer,

politician, and private citizen, the inspiring senti-

ment, fortunatos nimium sua si bona norint

Ayricolas, has not ceased to animate me.

I am glad to see that you propose to devote

much attention to fruit growing. It will be a

prevailing interest in Eastern Virginia in a few

years. We need instruction as to the most eco-

nomical and safest modes of planting and ma-

nuring large orchards. Another subject which

greatly interests us, is the use of fertilizers. A
writer quoted in your last paper, from the Coun-

try Gentleman, expresses the opinion that nine-

tenths of the "specialties'' are humbugs, as proved

by actual experiment, and that Peruvian Guano

is the only reliable bought manure. Will you

be so good as to publish the entire article al-

luded to from the Country Gentleman? I incline

to think this remark too sweeping, but it is a

subject on which the farmers of Virginia anxi-

ously desire correct information, and they rely

upon the candor and impartiality of the agricul-

tural press of Baltimore to furnish it. I have
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now under careful experiment ten different fer-

tilizers, of the result of which I propose to make

an impartial report to the Agricultural Society

of Virginia, with the view to test the important

practical question, "will they pay?" I hope the

result may be satisfactory, for no man of com-

mon sense can suppose it possible to cultivate

profitably poor land with hired labor, and under

our new system fertilisers must be used to a much

greater extent than formerly. Fortunately, there

are some things that will certainly pny—lime,

clover, plaster, and domestic composts, and these

the Virginia farmer can apply almost ad libitum.

I do not concur in the opinion often expres

that all the venders of fertilizers are cheats and

imposters. I believe some of them at least, to be

honest and patriotic men, and sincerely anxious

to promote the interests of agriculture, and be-

fore condemning their compounds, we should give

them a fair and impartial trial.

I may have occasion sometimes to express my
views to the liberal minded business men of your

city, on subjects equally interesting to them and

the farmers, and for that purpose, with your

permission, shall avail myself of your columns.

But essays of a general nature. I shall feel con-

strained to communicate, in the first instance, to

our "Virginia Farmer,'" which is struggling into

< xistence under the editorship of one of our best

citizens, and most zealous friends of agriculture.

Wishing you great success iu your renewed

enterprise, I remain very truly yours,

WrLLOL'C.HBY XeWTOX.

We need not assure Mr. Xewton of the pleasure-

it will give us to hear from him often, on any

topic of agricultural intero;".— Bi 9. Am. Far.

North East, Pa., July 14, 1S0C.

To the Editor of the American Firmer

:

I am, by your politeness, in possession of the

"American Farmer," July number, for which

ise accept my thanks; also please send me
tlier numbers to the end of the year, when I

hope to be able to remit my subscription. I re-

1 have not time to remark upon the contents

of this issue, or at least to indicate my apprecia-

tion of the high character of vour journal, as

realized in this July number. I was much in-

ited in what you sail regarding the worn-

out lands of Virginia. Such "worn-out" lands

are common here ; that is. a single crop of wheat.

two crops of corn, and one of barley, wears out

soil in the tame sense, compelling the use

of manure, red clover, &c. to restore it, when it

is found to Le again "as good as new." The ar-

ticle on "Cultivation and manure as fertili;

agents" (to be continued), is a bid for many

subscribers that cannot be resisted.

My time is almost wholly given to gr

ture, and testing the different varieties for

production of American wines. It seems ;

your section must be favorable for grape cull

or at least that portion of Maryland and Yirg

along the sea-shore is capable of producing fine

grapes.

I am glad to sec that you are hopeful I

ing the future of our common country. Tb<

wicked schemes of designing politicians have

us much of treasure and blood—has covered all

our territory with mourning and filled all

land with graves. May God have mercy

us and grant that our brethren may never more

strive together, but the rather that they may con-

tinually vie with each other "in every good word

and work.'' Wi. Griffith.
»»

What We May Live On.

Those who are standing face to face, with rind-

erpest in cattle, small-pox in sheep, and trichina

in pigs and rabbits, are taking comfort from the

example of Irish laborers, who live on next to

nothing, as they say, not "smelling" meat, un-

n some great festival, and yet being all

time "strong to labor."

E. Curling, Esq., seventeen years agent for the

Devon estate, in Ireland, testifies as follows :

—

"There are six thousand, six hundred and e:_

persons on the estate. They are energetic, moral,

and well behaved. I do not remember a crime

in seventeen years. They are a contented, grate-

ful people—grateful even for fair play.

six hundred farmers, deduct fifty, and the resl

not see a wheaten loaf, or smell meat. exc<.

Christmas and Easter. They have been OH
up to this custom. One tenant on the Devon es-

tate, I have seeu sit down to potatoes, butter:

and Indian meal, who purchased at a recent

£10,000 worth of land, and did not have to bor-

row a shilling to pay for it. I believe this to 1

1

the usual mode of living in Limeri

Unhappily, too many in our own country hare

been brought to even a worse diet than this.

it is some comfort to know how we may dispense

with meat, and many other thing re, in

times past, thought necessaries, and still live and

labor. A Confederate soldier says, a man may

live ou fifty dollars worth of food, at pn

prices, and be strong and healthy. That is 1.

timateof the yearly value of Confederate rations,

which he worked and fought in, for four years,

without failure of strength. Let all take heart,

who find themselves reduced to short allow I

in these times of taxes and troui I
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A Word for our Homes-
I

aborning an'1
, beautifying, bnt of having and

I
them. A terrible and ruinous conflict

of arm*, spreading death and devastation in its

path, lias ceased. Men have re'i.: 1 to and

homes as are left them, bat Ibous

and outside, of the track of war, find a new

Igle there awaiting tbem. They have saved

their lives - save their homes.

—

indeed, has finished his harvest, bnt gaunt

rty stands "armed at the do

who have, for years, struggled m
». the contributions to military

the burden of tax

many who have come back, weary and worn

he long strife of arms, find themselves too

ready, perhaps, to abandon further stru__

much tempted bj "a morsel of meat," offered by

(hose who have prospered in iheir ruin, to barter

their birthright in the fairest heritage oi

earth.

Is not this a danger worth . w ith?

—

these homes worth struggling for ? They
stand not so grandly indeed as those of old Eng-

land, amid their ancestral trees, but they are still

OurlToines: the pleasant places of our childhood,

where our fathers and mothers lived in all holy

offices of Christian love and duty, where they

died, and where we buried them: familiar scenes

.-.f the glad young lives of brothers and sisters:

the green pastures, the still waters: all I

k>r beauty; bee and bird, and babbling brook

for music : the brave old oak. whose hundred

;-.rms have tossed in, and defied a thousand
: torms: the moss-covered roof that sheltered us:

the fire-side: the family altar:—what wealth of

happy, holy, thoughts, cling and cluster about

these dwelling places of the heart, our old Homes!
Are they not worth the striving and struggling

lor? There is not a man's heart but would meet

an armed enemy at the threshhold, and die there

ad when the enemy takes another shape,

is it manly to surrender them?

ying aside sentiment, let us consider the

material line, of these lands we seem

too ready to sell. Taking all of Maryland, and
the same area of Virginia, which we have now

rticularly in mind, is there, anywhere,
:erritor; tent, n h compares fa vor-

ie, when we take into consid-

eration its temperate, genial, healthy climate, its

fertile and easily cultivated soil, i

access to great and fast growing markets, its noble

a in the very centre of

"ion and Christian culture? Are there anywhere

habitations for a Chris-

tian people? As they have been in th-

.id the happiest, we believe that in th :

ture. they are destined to be the most prodn

and prosperous homes of the country. We w

.

not have them lost to their preseut possessors.

—

We would have the people of Marfland and Vir-

ginia of this day. to be the people of i

and Yirgiuia still, they and their dee

forever.

>" r is it only that this people are k:.\

friends, that we would have it so. On that ac-

count indeed we wou: I urge 1 . -

ment to hold on to their inheritance. Th'.:

even a higher reason for it than that;

cause of our deliberate opinion, that there is

where on the continent a people :

so fair a land. Nowhere a people, more ref

and cultivated, and true hearted: or more fa

of God in the attributes and graces which should

characterize His people.

We have not the same opinion of those

.'. buy them out. We think they are ene

of God's truth and of His people, and ha?

least claim, therefore, upon such hi

But what is to be done? Some of our j

are ruined, and must sell ; and almost all are iu-

volved in greater or less embarrassment, under

the loss of their slave property, burdensome taxes,

and the complication of pecuniary difficultii -

culiar to the preseut state of affairs. They have

land, and almost nothing else. Money is trai

to settle up their affairs, and pay their debts —
Capital and enterprise are needed to develop the

intrinsic value of their lands. Effective I

must be had, at reasonable prices. All these are

common wants, and our people should make
common cause in satisfying them.

That their lands must be divided, and. to a

great extent, sold to outsiJ lean but

at how great a disadvantage do they sell, m
a special effort is made to advertise them .

and to have something like a due estima

their worth presented to those who may want to

buy. A very wise suggestion is made in one of

the counties, to have landholders associate fc i

purpose of aiding one another in advertising their

land. Such an association might do valuable-

service in kindred matters, and in giving m
aid wherever needed.

The leading thought in such case should I

have our people, in all pos

their homes, and so much land as they can oc-

cupy and improve. They can hardly e;

highly the value of these, when the remaind'.t

shall have been sold to men of means and enl

. and when they themselves should I

used liberallv the means thev mav thus coinmi
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to improve what is left them. They will find more

than realized the story of the old Roman, who.

ns he gave each daughter a marriage portion of

one acre, from his little estate offour, made what

was left more productive than the whole.

lint whatever value we may put upon these, let

US not he tempted to hold the rest so high as to

drive off purchasers. Let it be understood, that

we mean to sell at what it will bring in a fair

market, after having used diligently all proper

means of making its value known.

We would not be understood in the remarks

made in this connection, as seeking, in any de-

gree, to cherish feelings of ankindness or preju-

dice against Northern people as such. To all who
are willing to be with us and of us, we would hold

out a hand of welcome. We want Northern cap-

ital, and energy, and stir, and such Northern men.

as will mind their own business, and not interfere

with ours. We would invite and induce such to

come and occupy our spare lands. But the Yan-

kee proper,—the peeping, prying, meddling Yan-

kee, sniffling and canting, and preaching through

his nose, we have no word for while he is away,

but Procul .' U. ProetdJ and when he comes,

"iily cuffs and kicks, or. if need be, so much

rope as was meted to old Brown. It would be

the crowning triumph of this tribe, after robbing

us of almost all else, to possess themselves of our

Southern homes. To give them over to these,

would be our lowest depth of humiliation.

—

Whether we are to escape this, is a question yet

in the future. Let us, however, bo cheerful and

hopeful. Let us possess our souls in patience.

—

Let us believe surely that God still reigns, not-

withstanding his present allowance of Stevens,

and Sumner, and Beeiher : and that what was

-1 of old time, may shortly be said again: "[

have seen the wicked in great power, and flour-

ishing like a green bay tree. I passed by, and

lo ! he was not 1"

Literauv awd Reformatory!— "There can be

no doubt that swine are a good </i/l, but then- is

•weeding great doubt of tin ir being good to cut.

The Bible forbids their use, and in this thing, at

the Jews are wise. But whatever Provi-

dence had in view in the gift of swine to man,

the Lord used them a- : receptacle for devils, at

their (the devils') request. It is recorded that

the whole herd ran down a sleep [dace into the

We certainly cannot regard this circum-

stance as having any particular bearing upon the

subject, but I cannot help considering it as re-

able that twine should be selected for the

purpose, and selected in such a manner, with
-oh a result."— Ext. I Country
Gentleman.

Horse-Shoeing.

The following valuable directions with reference

to this important matter are sent us by a friend,

who takes especial interest in all that concerns a

good horse, and is, therefore, not willing to tTUSl

one in the bands of every smith who professes to

be able to nail on a shoe. He gives his personal

attention and directions always, and has thus, no

doubt, saved many a good horse from lameness:

/ur the American Farmer.

Messrs. Editors:—Having raised a few, and

owned a number of horses, in the last forty-five

years, not one of which has ever suffered with

corns or lameness, in any manner, by bad shoe-

ing, I send you the directions which I always

give the smith.

I take nature as my guide, and follow her, as

,
near as possible. I do not allow the smith to

take more off the hoof than would grow in the

time the horse has had his shoes on. I do not

allow him to pare the heels, but when he has fin-

ished the foot for the shoe, I allow him to rasp

the heel gently. The shoe never should be put

on so hot as to burn the hoof. The shoe on and

the nails clinched, never permit the smith to file

above the clinches of the nails: nature is not in-

terfered with above the clinches, the friction of

the sand and earth is doing all that is required,

and any interference by the smith is unwise, for

every time he files the hoof the wall of the hoof

I becomes thinner, ami is less able to resist the

concussion, the cause of so much lameness in

horses. I frequently, during the winter season,

if there is snow on the ground, take off im

horses' shoes and drive them until they wear the

foot to the natural shape. I have done the same

in the city. When I find their feet sufficiently

broken down, I have them shod, and the horse

finds that he is much benefitted by it, and so will

his master.

It is necessary to have the feet of city horse>

stuffed two or three times a week; it keeps the

horn soft, and causes less jarring to the manj

delicate membranes of the foot. Anything that,

will keep the horn soft, answers the purpose. I

use a mixture of one peek of cow manure, hall

peek of ashes, and about two table spoonfuls of

salt, mixed together, which will last for son e

time, by adding each time it is used, waterenough

to make it of a consistence to adhere to tfai

of the hoof. By filling up to the level of the shot

it generally remains until the horse is at

Wheu I think my horses require shoeing, 1

have their feet stuffed two or three nights in

before 1 send them to be shod, -

to make it easy for the smith to pare the feet.
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Commissions. mer." We trust its old and Dew friends
Onr friends have begun to send us orders for will rally to the support of this admirable and

stock, fertilizers, kc, as formerly. We beg to time-honored agricultural journal.
- '—Ball. Eve.

say to them, that the proprietors of 'The Far-

mer," do not propose to fill orders of this de-

scription. They call attention, however, to the

Transcript.

'This, before the war, one ef our standard

advertisement of Mr. Edwin A. Lewis, who occu-

pies our office, and who means to give his special

attention to this business. We shall to afford him
-very facility, and give him all the assistance, in

the way of information and advice, which our

experience may enable us to do. and it is hardly

necessary to say, that our friends and correspon-

dents may rely, fully, on having their orders

punctually and properly attended to.

Xeither of the proprietors of '-The Farmer"
have any personal interest in this business, be-

yond their wish for Mr. Lewis' success, and their

desire to see their friends faithfully served, in

whatever they may entrust to him in the way of

'ommissiens. »
Our Exchanges.

We are greatly gratified with the friendly and
appreciative notices of the daily and weekly press,

( the monthly we have not had time to hear from,

)

on the re-appearance of "The American Farmer."
We should take pleasure, if space allowed, in

transferring them all to our columns, to be plea-

sant reminders hereafter of the friendly spirit

ihat meets us, on every hand. We give but a
few brief extracts which will sufficiently indicate

the character of the whole.

"That old and well known agricultural jour-

nal, "The American Farmer," has just been re-

vived by its proprietors, Messrs. Worthington &
Lewis. This favorite old friend of the farmers
>>f Maryland, Virginia, and all the border, as

well as Southern States, re-appears in handsome
octavo form, with interesting and varied contents
of most practical value, and particularly adapted
to all the region indicated. We do not know
when we have looked into an agricultural jour-
nal, that struck us as likely to be so useful, as

'his first number of the new series of 'The Ameri-
can Farmer,' " &c.

—

Bait. Daily Sun.

"Messrs. Worthington & Lewis have revived

agricultural magazines, has again made its ap-

pearance It shows added excellence, and

is certainly a valuable publication of its kind.' —
Bait. Daily Commercial.

Like notices from our country friends in Mary-

land, Virginia. North Carolina, and other South-

ern States, meet us on all sides. Our acknowl-

edgements are due to all. for their friendlv offices.

For the American Farmer.

Profits of Sheep near Richmond, Va.

My flock of sheep, reduced to a score by "cas-

ualties of war," (eh?) have decided on positive

and speedy "reconstruction," and encourage un-

to active exertion in the like direction. Seven-

teen ewes produced twenty-seven lambs, and the

yield in wool, unwashed, of twenty sheep, was

one hundred pounds. Such lambs as I sold,

netted me $6.50 apiece in money, leaving me the

heads, which make fine soup, and the pelts. F.

»•«

Sheep Stealthg — "I can buy a pair of Cash-
mere goats, brought from the South by some of

the "boys," who "confiscated" them. Can they
be raised profitably? What is it safe to pav for

them?"

The above extract is from a Northern agri-

cultural paper. The English of it is, that a man

calling himself a soldier, robbed some one of

these goats, while in the United States service,

and is not ashamed to offer them for sale; while

another, who wishes to turn an honest (?) penny

by the purchase, calls the thief, endearingly, one

of "the boys," and uses falsely the honest word

"confiscate," to cover up the rascality. A re-

spectable editor, publishes the letter without re-

proof, and treats the writer with the civility due

to a Christian or a gentleman !

—

Ed. Am. Far.

^S*"Our friends will please observe, that we

have forwarded cur July number to all old sub-

scribers, and if any have failed to receive them.

ihe well known and popular agricultural monthly,
|

it > s owing probably to some accident of the mail,

"The American Farmer." Its re-awakening is

bright and cheerful. Its articles, both original

and selected, show culture, and discrimination,

•md its claims to the recognition of the class

whose interest it is designed to promote, are not
likely to be forgotten."—Bait. Daily Gazette.

"The public will be delighted to greet once
more the familiar face of "The American Far-

or their change of office. It will be a great ac-

commodation to us, if in all cases when they

write, they will name distinctly their present

postoffice, and if they have made any change in

four years, their former one also.

lies to several correspondents as to fer-

tilizers, grasses, stock, ice. we are obliged to

defer for next number.
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Value of Fertilizers.

In the communication of Mr. Newton, allusion

is made to on article taken from the "Country

Gentleman, in our July number, which speaks

of nine-tenths of, ''the specialties of the day in

the shape of manure," as proved to be humbugs

It is not in our power just now to publish the

additional article, as requested by Mr. N., in

which, according to the writer, this is proved.

—

But it will be observed that the writer is in New
York State, and it is not likely his proofs, what-

ever they may be worth, embrace other fertilizers

than those offered in New York markets. We
know, that if intended to include really "all,"

the remark of the writer is far too sweeping.

—

We have had quite a number of the Baltimore

fertilizers brought under our immediate observa-

tion, and notwithstanding a good deal of preju-

dice against them to start with, and a very deci-

ded conviction of the great superiority of Peru-

vian guano to anything offered as a substitute for

it, we are quite satisfied that there are some of

them, in which the purchaser need not fear a

failure to get the worth of his money. Men of

intelligence and capital, have given their minds

and their means to the subject of improving these

fertilizers. They should know, and, we think

do know, now, what our lands mainly need, and

they have so much money in the business, that,

even if they were disposed, they cannot well af-

ford to sell a worthless article. Intelligent far-

mers should, however, continually test the value

of these fertilizers, and make public report of

them. We arc glad to hear that one of so much
experience, and ability to test them fairly, as Mr.

Newton, has now ten sorts under trial. It will

be a great additional stimulus to the utmost care

in their manufacture, if it be found, that intelli-

gent farmers, are taking notes of their value, and

are determined to know whether they will pay.

Good Fruit.
In all this growing disposition we find now for

fruit cultivation, let it be distinctly understood

that what is wanted is yood fruit. The public

taste is being fist educated, and we find already

that what is really good, never goes a begging in

the market, but brings always a high and remu-

nerating price. When the market is glutted, it

is only with inferior sorts. As Mr. Webster said

of the crowded profession of law, there is "room

enough in the upper story." There is room enough

always for good grapes, good strawberries, good

blackberries, good fruits of every sort. Because

the crowd in the lower story will produce only

poor sorts, in a poor way, and because, as we
remarked before, the public taste is fast improv-

ing. Thousands are looking for good fruit, who

were formerly satisfied with what was very poor,

and the taste for the good grows faster than the

ability to produce it. Let any one but observe

the extraordinary difference of price between the

miserable little strawberries which overrun our

markets, and the magnificent specimens of the

finer sorts, which are cultivated with some degrei

of care.

Then, as to the manner of putting fruit into the

market, much is to be learned. A great many of

our fruit dealers do not yet understand the im-

pression made upon the purchaser, by the exhi-

bition of carelessness in putting up fruit, and

presenting it for sale. A very successful grape

grower, who, while he grows good grapes, takes

special care to show them to the best advantage,

soys that no fruit pays, for a little extra attention

to this point, better than the grape. "Good

grapes," he says, "neatly packed in fancy paper

pockets, will always sell at remunerative prices,

however much the market may be glutted with

fruits put up in a slovenly manner."

_ .e.

Bears Malice.—A former subscriber, some-

where north of us, does not mean to take "The

Farmer, " he says, because he remembers that

somebody connected with it, wanted to "destroy

the Government." This is not true. We never

wanted to destroy or damage the Government,

nor did we want the Government to damage or

destroy anybody else. He judges, too, by our

words of kindness to old friends, that we are still

"of the same stripe." We are at least not of his

stripe, if it be a black one, and can part company

with him, with perfect equanimity.

Somebody else will please send us a respectable

subscriber in his place.

^©~In sending "The Farmer" to all old sub-

scribers, it was expected, of course, that there

would be those who would not wish to renew their

subscription. We have been more than gratified

with the cordial reception it has met with. Of

thqse who for any reason do not wish its contin-

uance, we beg that they will notify us as promptly

as possible, otherwise we shall continue to sen',

them future numbers, awaiting their convenience

for payment. We know that many of them : t

even this small accommodation.

^y- Correspondents whose communications are

designed for publication, will oblige us by send-

ing them early in the month. It is alv.

accommodation to have them some time in ad-

vance of the date of publication, and sometimes

important.
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The Supposed Exhaustion of the Soil by the
Modern System of Agriculture.

BY PROFESSOR ANDERSON, KWXBCItllH.

When the progress of any art is examined, and

the successive steps by which the improvement of

its practice is accomplished are carefully traced,
i

i;s development is seldom found to be the simple

and peaceful occupation of our fields It most

generally involves, not merely a succession of

conquests gained with greater or less difficulty,

but a constant and watchful struggle to maintain

1 lie vantage-ground which has been attained.

—

livery difficulty which has been overcome carries

new difficulties in its train, opens up new pro-

blems to be examined, and entails the more minute

study of facts and phenomena, which in a less ad-

vanced state of knowledge may have appeared of

little moment, but which acquire increased im-

portance as a means of fortifying us in the posi-

tion we have gained.

All this is very forcibly illustrated in the prac-

tice of agriculture, in which we may be said to

maintain a constant struggle with nature, for we
seek to obtain from the soil an amount of produce

greater than it yields in its natural state; and

when it has been brought into a condition in

which this result is obtained, there is a constant

tendency to revert to its original state, which

must be resisted by artificial means; and this

object is arrived at, not by forcing nature, or

attempting to run counter to fixed and immutable

laws by which the universe is governed, but by

studying the principles on which their action

depends, and thus learning how to modify the

conditions under which they operate, so as to

suit the ends we have in view. It is only in the

later stages of agriculture, however, that this

phase in its progress is arrived at, a great part

of our practical knowledge being, in the first

instance, acquired by purely empirical observa-

tions ; and it is astonishing how much informa-

tion can be, and has been, thus accumulated at a

very early period. ; but there is a limit which
cannot be passed, and after it has been reached,

although the art may not stand still, its progress

becomes exceedingly slow. Judging from the

writings of the classical authors on agriculture,

it would appear that the husbandmen of ancient

Koine, nearly two thousand years ago, were well

acquainted with all the important operations of

agriculture, and their practice appears to have

been little inferior to that in use throughout Eu-

rope seventy or eighty years since. In some re-

spects, indeed, they were in advance of that

period, for their manure-heaps were carefully

attended to, and they drained their land
; as a

proof of which, it may lie stated that the instruc-

tions given by Columella for making a covered

drain with stones, might be transferred almost

unaltered to any modern work on agriculture.

The reason why agriculture advanced so slowly

after the time of the Romans, is due to the fact

that they had nearly reached the limit which

could be attained by merely empirical trials.

—

They had learned almost all that can be easily

and quickly acquired in this way, and advanced

to the point at which it became a very slow,

laborious, and costly method of adding to our

knowledge, and whence further progress can only

be made by studying the cause of the phenomena

with which we meet. Agriculture, therefore.

stagnated for want of an explanation of the facts

which had been observed ; and we find that the

commencement of its recent rapid progress was

simultaneous with the development of those won-

ders of science which afford these explanations.

So soon as we began to understand that the me-

chanical treatment of the soil acted by admitting

the atmospheric oxygen to disintegrate it, and

liberate its useful elements, a new stimulus was

given to the contrivance of machinery by which

these operations might be more effectually accom-

plished
;
and when it was further ascertained that

a manure acted by supplying those substances

which are indispensable to the plant and form its

food, and when their nature had been explained,

we were enabled to use many substances which

empirical agriculture would never have employed:

and the word manure, which was formerly syno-

nymous with dung, acquired a new and much
more extended signification. Up to a compara-

tively recent period, the views which were en-

tertained, both by agriculturists ami chemists,

regarding the nature of the food of plants, were

very indefinite and erroneous. It was universally

supposed that their main nutriment consisted of

the humus of the. soil, which was believed to be

directly absorbed and assimilated by the plant;

and that their inorganic constituents were unim-

portant and altogether fortuitous, and existed in

them only because they happened to be absorbed

along with the humus. It is scarcely necessary

to observe that this opinion is now no longer

maintained, incontrovertible experiments having

shown that plants can grow and reach maturity

where they have been entirely deprived of humus,

but that they cannot exist without an adequate

supply of inorganic matters, ammonia, carbonic

acid, and water. As the substances which the

plant specially requires form a very minute frac-

tion of the weight of the soil, the establishment

of these facts has directed attention very promi-

nently to the possibility of exhausting the supply
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of them: and the question has been raised whether

the system of cultivation now in use is calculated

to prevent this exhaustion, or whether it may not

ultimately impoverish the soil.

i' is quite clear that this is a question of the

mosl vital importance to the country at large;

for if it can be shown that we are gradually re-

ducing the fertility, the sooner a change is intro-

duced the better. It may no doubt be alleged

that, to a tanner, all this is a matter of no in-

terest, because his connection with the soil is a

I. rminable one, and his object is to obtain from

ii ::~ much produce as he possibly can, irrespec-

tive of those who are to come after him. And it

has been maintained that modern agriculture is

ally founded on this principle; and that while

we pride ourselves on the increased produce which

we now obtain from the soil, we have forgotten

tl tat it is produced at the expense of future dimi-

nution of the crops, although sooner or later this

fact will inevitably be brought home to U3.

—

Modern agriculture, in fact, has been described

ns a system of spoliation, and the necessity for

an immediate change been very strongly urged

upon us.

It is my intention on the present occasion to

consider how far these views are founded on fact:

and the subject is one not unattended with diffi-

culties, for it must be discussed iu abroad spirit,

and viewed, not in relation to a single field or

farm; but to the general effect over the whole

itry.

In order that we may have definite data to go

upon, let us in the first instance consider the

cause of the exhaustion of a soil, and the different

modes in which it may be brought about. It is

to be observed, then, that all plants require for

their growth an adequate supply of carbonic

acid, ammonia, nitric acid, water, potash, soda,

lime, magnesia, phosphoric acid, sulphuric acid,

chlorine, and silicas, which are all indispensable,

ongh some of them are required in larger

quantities than others. They are divisable into

two classes, one including the first four sub-

stances, which, being all either gaseous or -rola-

tile, are found not only in the soil, but iu the

atmosphere; the remainder are confined, at least

iu quantity, to the soil. These two great classes

are usually distinguished as the organic and in-

mic elements of the plant food, by which it

is to be understood that the former, though they

are in a chemical sense inorganic, are the

of the organic or combustible part of the plant,

ile the latter supply the constituents of the

ash. They may also, however, and with more

advantage, be described as the movable and the

immovable elements of the plant: because the

former, existing in the air, arc conveyed back-

wards and forwards by the wind, while the latter.

being fixed in the soil, cannot be removed and re-

placed by ordinary natural causes. It is suffi-

ciently obvious that if a crop be grown for a

succession of years, and lie systematically re-

moved from the soil, the quantity of these sub-

stances must be gradually diminished, and, if

this course be persisted in, the soil must eventiv-

ally become incapable of sup]>ortmg the life of

plants. The period at which this will occur must

necessarily differ very greatly* in different soils,

and depend on the quantity of available plant-

food which they contain. It is to be observed,

also, that the exhaustion of the soil in such a

ease is not due to the deprivation of all the ele-

ments of plant-food, for the air, constantly shitt-

ing, is always prepared to yieli a practically

inexhaustible supply of the movable elements, so

that the exhaustion must in all cases be due to

the removal of the fixed or mineral substances;

and, consequently, when it is wished to restore

to the soil its power of supporting vegetation, i"

is not. necessary to add to it all the elements of

the plant, but it will suffice to give those which

it cannot otherwise obtain—that is, the fixed sub-

stances—and leave it to depend entirely on the

air for a supply of those which can be derived

from it. We do not mean to discuss here the

question whether this method would reproduce

the highest degree of fertility, but only to point

out that a soil thus treated would regain more <

less completely the power of supporting plant-

life, of which it would have been deprive.! by tb»

supposed system of management.

In point of fact, then, the complete exhaustion

of a soil in its natural state must always be due

to the want of mineral matters, because practi-

cally, no method of treatment can deprive it ot

those which the air supplies. As far, also

these matters are concerned, it must be obvious

that they would rarely, if ever, be all exhausted

simultaneously, but that, iu general, some one

substance being present in relatively small pro-

portion, the soil becomes incapable of supporting

the life of plants, when it is entirely withdrawn.

although there may still be an abundant supply

of all the others. If, for example, a soil contait.

a sufficient quantity of potash to yield, say.

twenty full crops of wheat, ami of the other con-

stituents of that plant enough to yield forty crops,

Hi- excess of the latter will be unavailing, am

the soil would be exhausted by twenty crops.—

If now we added to such a soil a supply of pot-

ash, it would again become capable of producing

a crop, and would go on doing so until some

mhstauce had been entirely consumed,
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when it also would have to be added ; and so on

until, all being removed, the soil would at length

end in a complete infertility, which would only

be retarded, and not prevented, by this mode of

operation. To maintain during an unlimited

series of years a uniform amount of produce, it

would be necessary to add, year by year, a quan-

tity of the elements of plant-food equal to that

which the ciop removes ; and the necessity for

doing this is so obvious that it cannot be contro-

verted, and it may be safely asserted that it is a

point on which ail scientific and practical men
are entirely at one.

This being the juinciple on which the exhaus-

tion of the soil is to be avoided, we have only to

carry it out a little further to draw the conclu-

sion that if we add to it a larger quantity of the

elements of plant-food than is requisite to replace

v. hat has been removed, its productive capacity

must be increased, and it will become capable of

yielding a larger crop than it did in its original

state. This is in fact the foundation of the use

of manures, and if it were possible to carry out

these theoretical principles in their integrity, the

soil might be made to produce, during an unlim-
ited succession of years, a crop greatly exceeding

anything known in actual practice. Practically,

however, there is a limit which cannot be ex-

ceeded, and this depends upon several circum-

stances. In the first place, the effect of a manure
is not due to its composition alone, but is depen-
dent, to no small extent, upon the different con-

stituents existing in it in a state in which they
are readily available to the plant. And in the

second place, the composition of manures is not
entirely under our control. Although farmyard
manure, which is, and will always continue to

be, the foundation of agricultural practice, is a

mixture containing all the elements of plant-food,

and generally in proportions not very far removed
from those in which the plant requires them, yet

it is impossible not to recognize the fact that dif-

ferences occur in it, and that part of its constitu-

ents are not directly available to the plant, but
only become so by virtue of certain changes
which occur in it after it has been deposited in

the soil, and do not necessarily proceed exactly

as we could desire. It is a familiar fact that,

owing to these decompositions proceeding in an
imperfect manner, manure may, and often does,

accumulate in the soil, and remains there in an
inert and dormant condition. If from this or

any other circumstance the supply of one or more
of the substances required by the plant is defi-

cient in the manure, then either the crop is thereby
limited, or it is forced to derive the requisite sup-
ply of that substance from the natural resources

of the soil itself In fact, a manure which is

deficient in any one element of the crop, doe3 not

improve the soil ; and though it may produce a

greatly increased crop, its effect is merely tempo-

rary, and eventually it only causes its more rapid

exhaustion. In the case of farmyard manure,

which necessarily contains all the elements of

plants, this is, of course, less likely to occur than

in special manures containing only one or two of

these substances. Thus, for example, the oppo-

site effect would be conspicuously seen in the case

of a soil manured during a series of years with a

salt of ammonia. In that case, though the crop

might be greatly increased in any one year, the

total amount of produce would be no larger than

it would have been without that addition, but it

would have been obtained within a shorter period

of time.

The'general conclusion to which all these con-

siderations lead is, that we can only maintain

the fertility of the soil by returning to it all the

substances which the crop removes, and that we
can increase it by applying these in larger qi

tit}- ; but when the mixture supplied is deficient

in any one substance, it docs not prevent, but

hastens exhaustion.

It was formerly believed that another great

source of the deterioration of the soil was to be

found in the removal from it of the valuable mat-

ters in the drainage-water. But our increased

knowledge of the properties of the soil, its power

of withdrawing the most important constituents

of plants from their watery solution, and the

composition of the drainage-water, have shown

that any loss accruing in this way is so small as

to be quite unimportant. It appears from the

analyses of drainage-water, and from knowing

the quantity which passes off by the drains in the

course of a year, that the maximum amount of

potash thus removed does not exceed two or three

pounds to the acre, and is often much less, and

the quantity of ammonia is usual! j- under a

pound. On highly-manured lands there is some-

times a considerable loss of nitrogen in the form

of nitric acid, but on ordinary soils this also ap-

pears to be inconsiderable. When it is borne in
mind that one per cent of potash amounts on the
acre of land to at least ten tons, it will be seen
that the loss of two or three pounds does not
merit notice, for it must be a very poor soil which
does not contain from a quarter to a half percent
of any of the constituents of plants. So far, then,
from there being any loss of those valuable mat-
ters which the plant requires, there is a conserva-
tive influence constantly at work, by which they
are safely stored in the soil, and preserved for the
use of the crop; and when its exhaustion takes
place, it is never due to natural causes, but may
be safely attributed to the injudicious method of
cultivation to which it has been subjected.
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Monthly Agricultural Report—Condition of

the Crops Throughout the Country.

The monthly report of the Department of Agri-

culture is published. The apprehension of a scar-

city of crops, which might threaten compulsory

economy of consumption, or warrant extraordi-

nary prices, are groundless. From an actual

analysis of statistical returns, with due regard to

the usual average product and present losses of

each State, the prospect, on the 1st of June, was

for seven-tenths of a crop. With favorable wea-

ther, and absence from casualties before harvest-

ing, the indications point to three-fourths of an

average. The total yield of wheat in Ohio and

Indiana appears to have suffered most from win-

ter-killing. A prospect for 34 per cent of a crop

of winter wheat in Indiana is sufficiently dis-

couraging. An increase of four-tenths of the

average growth of spring wheat will afford some

relief, and ought to bring up the average to half

a crop. Ohio is reported at four-tenths for win-

ter wheat, with two and a half-tenths more for

spring wheat than usual. A very little better

prospect for winter wheat than Indiana, and not

quite so large an increase of spring wheat, will

give about the same result—half an average crop.

Illinois, now our greatest wheat-growing State,

promises seven-tenths of a crop of winter wheat.

As the spring wheat, which is the main depend-

ence for a crop in portions of the State, is nearly

as good as usual, at least three-fourths of a crop

of that should be expected in this State.

In Wisconsin, the winter wheat is reported at

six and one-third tenths with one and three-

fourths more spring wheat than usual, which

should secure three-fouiths of an average crop for

the State.

In Iowa, the appearance of winter wheat is

nine-tenths: spring ten and three-fourths tenths;

breadth of the latter sown t,welve and one-eighth

tenths. This should give at least an average crop

for Iowa.

In Pennsylvania, the wheat crop is eight-tenths.

In New York, winter wheat eight and four-

ninths tenths; spring wheat nine and three-fifths

tenths, or about eight-tenths for the crop as a

whole.

In Missouri, a prospect for a full crop of winter

wheat is reported, with one-half tenth or five per

cent more than the usual breadth of spring wheat,

looking nearly as well as usual at this season of

the year. Kentucky is reported at five and two-

thirds of a tenth
;
Michigan, seven and a half of

a tenth; Minnesota, ten and five-ninths of a tenth

fur winter wheat, and nine-tenths spring wheat;

Kansas, fourteen and one-third of a tenth for

winter, and twelve-tenths for spring wheat. In

New-England, except in Massachusetts, a full

growth of spring wheat is sown, looking better

than an average in Maine, and a fraction lower

than an average in the other States. "Winter

wheat, when it is grown at all, lias suffered to

the extent of one and two-tenths, and in Vermont

and Connecticut three-tenths. N. Jersey is placed

in the same list with N.York and Pennsylvania, at

eight-tenths, and Delaware, Maryland and West

Virginia will each average about six tenths. The

section west of the Missouri, comprising Minne-

sota, Iowa, Missouri and Kansas, taken together,

promises more than an average crop of wheat.

Whiter Rye.—The winter rye shared the fate of

the wheat, but in a less degree. The injury was

greatest in Ohio, West Virginia, Maryland, Ken-

tucky, Michigan, and Indiana. Delaware, Con-

necticut, Massachusetts, and Vermont, come next

in order. Kansas, Nebraska, and Minnesota, arc

the only States above the average, while Missouri

and New Hampshire are reported at ten-tenths.

Winter Barley.—Ohio promises little more than

half a crop; Vermont and Illinois, six-tenths; and

Connecticut, Iowa, and Illinois, eight-tenths; N.

Hampshire and Massachusetts, ten-tenths; Kan-

sas, thirteen-tenths; Nebraska, fifteen-tenths.

—

The spring barley, while varying in promise in

different States, will average ten-tenths.

Oats.—The average of this crop is larger than

usual in nearly all the States. The appearance

of the crop is, in Indiana, 10; Illinois, 8^-10;

Ohio and Michigan, 9-10; in other States, rang-

ing from 9-10 to 13-10. Khode Island. Kansas,

and Nebraska, are above the average. The crop

indicates an average yield.

Clover.—More clover was sown than usual, and

it is reported in a full average condition. In Dei-

aware and Missouri the appearance is worst,

—

though the increased acreage will make up the

deficiency. Maryland, New Jersey, Massachu-

setts, New Hampshire, Illinois, and Kansas, fall

a little below the average; Maine, thirteen and

one.sixth of a tenth.

Pastures.—Returns have not been favorable for

the dairy interest. A very general falling off is

observed in the condition of pastures, except in

the States beyond the Mississippi.

MapU Sugar and Molasses.—This product will

average nine and three-quarters of a tenth; New

Hampshire, .Massachusetts, and Delaware, ten-

tenths; the other New England States, nine and

a quarter tenths; the Middle and Western States,

from seven to nine-tenths.

Sheep.—Sheep took the field this spring in bet-

ter condition than usual. In some places neglect

and consequent disease and death, are reported,

arising from a depreciation in prices of wool.
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—A medium crop of apples is indicated,

there is variation in the appearance in

lifierent localities. In New England and the ex-

treme West, the prospect is better than usual; in

ntral States, worse. Peaches have suffered

winter-killing generally. In Ohio, scarcely

t third of a crop is expected; iu New Jersey, les;

than half a, crop; in Delaware and Maryland.

about six-tenths. Pears will not prove -.m aver-

age crop.' —«<
A Vermont Cow.

"We do not attach great importance to the ac-

counts we often meet with of extraordinary crops

or products. Very often they are mere >
j .\trava-

gancies, and as often altogether exceptional; but

when almost, or altogether, true, they are indi-

es of what may be done, and, therefore, of

what ought to be done in the direction to which

they point.

Vermont, as the writer of the following says.

!s famous as the birth-place of big stories of

"sheep, cattle, hogs, and horses." but which, he

me all true. We remember many years

ago. that a Mr. Barnum, of that State, claimed

to have made a thousand bushels of potatoes on

an acre. The statement was never denied, but

:io one. that we know of, has ever since b

snch a crop. Be this as it may. none of us make
ar. thing like maximum crops, of such things as

wc are mo^t famliiar with. Apart from the slate-

- ::: the following, there are sev-

eral suggestions worthy to be noted. We copy

from the ''Country Gentleman :"

"Mr. Scott said he firat became satisfied

could make as much butter from a cow in a warm
.-table in winter, as he could from the same cow
in pasture in summer, and so had a cow 'oornc

in' for the experiment. The first nine days she

churned 23 pounds; 2<5 days filled a tub of 52

pounds, and sold in Boston for 75 cents per lb.,

making §39. From
Dec. 20, 1 864. to April 20, 1866, 200 lbs. sold | 2

•
I lb*

Leather 20, 40 lbs 100O
20 4 It* 17.00

ember 20, 30 lbs 16.50
'..-niber 20, lfcCo 11.00

Sum total for one ful! year, M)4 lhs $2 ,

'She "comes in' again April next. Last win-

ter she was ted on hay only, cut in June, and
again in August, which makes the hay as good

.ss, and kept in a stable that does not freeze

in the coldest nights, and so ventilated that I can

keep it at an even temperature all the time. She
was fed regularly, three times a day, what she

would eat. and eat it all up: the hay was weighed,

and did not vary one pound from 25 pounds per

day. The next four months she run to grass, but

did not make so much butter by five pounds

month, as when in the barn. In the fall she ha !

three- or four quarts pumkius cut up and fed in

the moruing. which I think adds some to

quality, but not to the quantity, of the milk.

'She is the common native stock, brindle, :

years old. and good size. The first year I owned

her, I called her a very ordinary cow, indeed.

—

What she has gained is by the treatment. I milk

her at 6 <>' _i.t and morning, with •

little variation, and she is watered in the -

night and morni.ig. but stands in the stable day

and night."

"After thus giving the particulars in rcgar

'

the cow, which 1 think worthy of full crede:

he goes on to state the way he manages to I

such good : mising that "you can as

well cut four tons of hay to the acre, per year, as

two tons, as most do on their best land!"

says, for three years he has ploughed the Ian

the fall, spread on the manure and harrow

in; then in the spring, as soon as the snow is oSj

=ows on equal parts, by measure, of herds-,

and clover seed, at about the rate of one and a

half bushels per acre; has cut the same the 3

July, "and weighed the hay and got two tons

per acre; mowed again the 7th September, at.d

got a little over two tons. For two season- •

has dune the same thing, with same success."

"Another experiment : I mowed off the gra^s

on a piece of ground, the 15th of June, that cut

about a half ton to the acre. Twenty-two square

rods of it I turned over, spread on a coat of ma-

nure, harrowed itin, sowed on the seed and har-

rowed that in, picked up the stones, picked up

the few loose sods, and packed them in the ere -

ces, Mid then rolled it. This was the 20th of

June. I cut the hay the 7th September, aud get

7oo lbs. of as good hay as ever grew out of the

ground—at the rate of over two and a half tons

per acre." He mentions another experiment

ilar, where be cut about one ton per acre, June

15th, and in just six weeks mowed over two tons

per acre ! He cuts the grass "just as the clover

is beginning to b'ossom, and before the 1:

puts out its heads," and in that way "dou-

bles the quantity and quality of hay, and that

doubles the quantity of butter," or flesh, if f>. !

to fattening stock. He says, and mentions a pair

of steers fed the same as the cow, that were sold

at 'J3 months old, in Boston, for $220, whei

dinary steers, same age, sold for less than

half as much.

"He thinks "farming only in i:s infancy yet.'

and -well he may if he thinks it possi'

rest of us to make the its he has.

possible for ordi i which ave r -
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:

. oui 1 7". lbs. batter per year tone so t.

as to triple that product '.' I once bought a r-

old cow in .Turn.', for $25, no I considered equal to

even an ordinary, in the lest of the first »

only giving about 15 lbs. of milk per day. She

gained tiil 12 years old, equally gooJ at 1 i years.

was milked till 18; for eight years she produced

all the milk, cream and butter used or wanted in

a family of eight persons. For curiosity, during

uiie week, her milk was weighed, and averaged a

lion less than 4-t lbs. per day. She was na-

tive breed, common size.

"Is there any kind of feed equal in value for

:ng, fattening, or milking stock, to early

well cured clover and herds-grass hay ? Is

there any better way of getting it than that de-

scribed above, or is there any better way of ap-

plying manure ?

"Is there any conclusive proof that any of the

rted breeds of cattle are better for the dairy

than our native breed?

'•fs a moderate and even temperature for our

stock in the winter, worth the effort for its at-

tainment?

'Ts regularity in milking and feeding of any

consequence?

Ws 25 lbs. of hay per day a common amount

for milch cows? RoSTiccs."

Marketing Grapes.
The question is often asked why certain lucky

ard men receive from twenty to forty cents

per pound for their entire crop, while others less

-cd are glad to accept eight, ten, or twelve

- .' The answer must be, "Diligence is the

mother of good luck/' The best grape raisers.

after they have selected the best sorts and the best

-:ill give assiduous attention to three great

points, viz:— 1. Good and constant cultivation.

3. Careful and judicious pruning, and thinning

out defective fruit. 3. Careful gathering and the

most careful packing.

Among all our grape raisers, non<\ as far as

we know, have betn more successful than E. M.

Iley, of East Bloomfield. In answer to some

he has kindly furnished us the follow-

ing statement of his management

:

'• Permit me here to say, that the

of the grape is more d<j<endent upon judicious
"

:
rtf], than that of any other fruit with which

I am conversant. Whilst the grape is a fruit pe-

culiarly constituted to end'ire almost an unli

nt of abuse in handling, yet no other fruit

so richly pays every iota of cart- that may le ex-

pended upon it. The most casi er or

our great fruit markets cannot but have noticed

the wide range of prices, in a'.. fruit,

prod .

ham!. no fruit with which I am
quainted, suffers more from neglect in growing
and marketing, or more amply repays Lhoro

husbandry.

••Thorough pulverization of the soil to a

pth every week during the growing sea,'

the vine, a systematic thinning of fruit, and

shoving off all superfluous growth, will secure h

well matured crop of grapes. As soon as fully

ripe, (not before.) the fruit should be carefully

picked, and laid in shallow, well ventii..

drawers, carried to the packing house on a spring

_ m, and placed in racks or cribs over regis-

ters so constructed as to afford plenty of I

air, but not exposed to light, or artificial heat.

—

Here the fruit may remain for months

and retain its plumpness and bloom perfectly.

—

When desirable to send to market, the drawers

are taken from the rack in the store room, and

placed upon the tables in the packing rooms,

where the fruit is carefully assorted, all green

berries and the superfluous stems removed, and

packed closely in paper pockets or wooden fa

and immediately shipped. The packing rooms

should be well lighted.

"Small paper pockets, containing from one to

three pounds, snugly packed in wooden i

two dozen pockets in a case, are found to carry

the fruit more safely to market than larger
;

_ -. The cases should be as nearly air-tight 83

: le. I have sent many tons, packed in this

manner, to Charleston. S. «'.: Nashville, Tenn.:

tloomington, and Dubuque, on the Mis-

River, and many other tow as, over equ

hazardous routes, with entire safety.

•Good grapes, neatly packed in fancy

pockets, will always sell at remunerative pr

however much the market may I with

fruit put up in a slovenly manner.''

—

Co. Geut.

Preparation for PreserviDg Leather.
We translate from the '

I urier." a re-

Tor a preparation which, is said to insure

I durability to leather, and to make it verj

. •• and soft. It consists of four articles

low, soap. : water, prepared is fol

ts of tallow are melted in a ves-

three parts of rosin added, and the two v

melted mixed well together. In another v<

seven parts of good washing Boap are dis?

parts of pure rain water. After

mass heated to the boiling point,

we add the part prepared before, let it boil

more gently, and the preparation is ready for

It is espeeu • 1 to boots, harness leather,

and belti
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When to Cut Timothy.
•J. A.." McKean county, Pa., writes soundly:

•One says 'cut timothy hay early.' and another

cut it late.' I have tried both ways, with

work "-nd miich cows, and I value one

f early hay above two tons of late cut hay.

The stock eat the early cut hay clean, waste none.
]

thrive much better, aud do a vast deal more

work, than on late cut hay. If the season is fa-

rorable, I am generally nearly through haying '

when others commence. Late cut hay may last

longer, and bass-wood chips would last longer

This question would be settled forever, if .

men would try the experiment fairly."

••
Gp.ape and Wine Inteuests.—Mr. Wm. Grif-

fith, whose letter we publish on another page, is

if the most extensive and successful grape

*nd wine producers in the country. He means

to attend the Paris Exhibition in 1367, and will

represent there the I. ^ Grape Grc -

A&tociation. and desires specimens of wines ..

from native grapes, sent to him by those who

wififa to have their products exhibited. He

way be addressed, as will be seen, at North E;.;:.

Pennsvlvania.

National Exhibition of Horses.—We acknow-

ledge the receipt of an invitation to attend the !

nal Exhibition of Horses, to take place at
j

.v.iazoo, Michigan, beginning on the 2d. and

ending on the 5th of October, 1866. The pre- i

t "0. The first trotting premium, i

J: the first running premium. $500: entrance

free. The premiums embrace every description

of horse. Hon. C. E. Stuart, President of the

iation, and Geo. F. Kidder, Secretary.
•-•-

Ta:ls —A correspondent of an agricul-

tural journal says he has seen several dairies of

• ; >'.vs with short tails. He "likes the stj

wishes to re'.ieve some five or six cows of their

troublesome swi:

I .here are dairies of cows with

:.i can it be that anybody l
-\.

—[Ed. Am. Fat

Natcbs's Bee Cook.—We have received a copy

little treatise on bee management, from the

author. W. A. Flanders. Shelby, Ohio. It is de-

a directory, to aid, to explain,

and accompany his improvement in bee culture.

See advertisement.

Loss of Sheep.— It is estimated by the 'Ohio

the loss of sheep in the State of

by a cold rain and storm, occurring a

after shearing, was cot less than one hun-

thooaand.

Butter Making in Devonshire.
[Extract from a letter of Cuthbert W. Johnson to the

'•Mark Lane Express."]

"Cows are milked twice a day. morning and

evening, and the milk strained into the milk-pans,

which are generally made of tin, and should uot

be too deep, or the milk will not cool quickly.

—

Early the next morning, (as soon as the fire has

attained a sufficient heat. ) the mi'.k is placed on

the stove or steam apparatus, to be scalded, be-

ginning with the previous morning's milk until

all is scalded. There should be from 12 to 15

pints in a pan, and. with a proper heat, it will

take from twenty minttes to half an hour to

scald. When it is sufficiently scalded you will

see the cream look rough, and a ring or mark

will appear on the surfr.ee. just the size of the

bottom of the pan. After scalding, the milk is

placed in the dairy to cool, and on the following

morning the cream is taken up from each pan

with a skimmer, and placed in a large basin,

where it remains until it is removed into the I

to be made into butter. In the summer bul

must be made every day : in the winter three

times a week will be sufficient. When you make

butter you must pour off any clear or thin cream .

there may be in the bottom of the basin, and

then put the thick cream into your butter tub:

stir it with your hand or with a stick round

tub. all one way, until it becomes a very, thick

substance; continue turning it until you see miik

coming from it, then pour off the buttermilk and

wash well the butter with cold spring water until

there is no milk left in it, and the water is quite

clear; then add a little fine salt to make it a pro-

r e dtriesB, wash it again, and continue work-

ing it with the hand or stick, as may be, until

you cannot get a drop of water from it; then

weigh the butter and make it up into pounds.

—

If this plan is strictly followed your butter can-

not fail to be excellent. In very hot weather

morning's meal of milk must be scalded in the

afternoon, and the evening's meal early the fol-

lowing morning, to keep it sweet. The stick

used in our dairy, and which is preferable in

every respect to the hand, is formed like a small

spud, with the handle about 12 inches long.

—

When the red earthenware pans are used for the

milk, it takes nearly an hour to scald each pan.

We consider tin pans preferable, for two reasons:

first, economy of time in the dairy work; second,

the milk in hot weather is less likely to turn sour

when quickly scalded."

If you would build high and firm, dig low in

humility, in meekness, and in forgiveness, for a

.jd; and your roof shall reach the heavens.
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SEPTEMBER.
"Rence from the busy, joy-resounding fields,

In cheerful error, let us tread the maze
Of Autumn, unconfined : and taste, revived.

The breath of Orchard, big with bending fruit.

Obedient to the breeze and beating ray,

From the deep-loaded bough a mellow shower
Incessant melts away,"

Farm Work for the Month.

TOBACCO.

The cultivation of the growing crop will have

been computed, and what remains is to have it

put in proper condition into the houses. Of
course this include? the necessary work immedi-

ately preceding—the clearing the plants of every

worm, that they be not ragged by them after be-

ing taken to the house, and the breaking out

carefully every sucker that may have started

from the foot of the leaves. If fire is to be used

in curing, there will not be the same necessity

for destroying the worms that may be on the

plants when fit 10 go to the house, as the heat

will effectually dislodge them.

The topping may continue, as the leaf advances,

up to the 20th of the month, when all should be

topped that remain, down to leaves of six inches

in length. The leaves will thus have time to

make good length, and to ripen up pretty well,

W the 10th of October, when all should be cut.

No more of the crop should be cut on any day,

than can be properly handled and put away in

the house, within the twenty-four hours. The

cutting for the day should begin after the dew is

entirely off, when it may very soon be handled

and taken to the house. The single plants may,

in a very short time, be put into small heaps of

an armful, and taken early from the field, if

the sun be very hot, lest the outer leav-

scalded. In the afternoon, before the dew falls,

enough should be cut to employ the hands, till

the dew is off next morning, in hanging away iu

the house. It should not be allowed to lie all

night in large be

that in hanging in the house, the plants

are not crowded on the stocks, nor the sticks

closely jammed together. They should have am-
ple room, to avoid the plants touching when the

leaves have wilted. Otherwise there will be

what is known as '-house-burn"—the destroying

of the tissue of the leaf and its turning black

and worthless.

THE CORN FIELD.

If any portion of the fodder is to be saved by

the old method of topping and blading, it must

now be done as it begins to yellow at the bottom.

This practice is at great expense, no doubt, of

the weight of grain, and is, apart from this, an

expensive mode of saving fodder. A lot of good
timothy would prove much cheaper provender.

The blades, however, if properly saved, make
very fine food for working or driving horses in

the heavy work of spring and early summer, and

many are still unwilling to dispense with them.

Any portion of the corn field that is to be

seeded in wheat, should be cut off at the ground

as early as the condition of the corn will allow,

aud set up in stooks.

WHEAT SEEDING.

Let every preparation be made to get the wheat

crop promptly seeded at such time as you i

determine on. The red wheats are very fre-

quently sown as early as the first of the month,

and the only drawback to the sowing of this, or
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any other sort so early, is the fly. If there seeru

to be special danger of that, the seeding may be

postponed to the 5th of October, but we are more

and more impressed with the belief that the rea-

sons in favour of September sowing far outweigh

the risk from fly.

Corn land should be seeded, with only enough

stirring of the surface to give the grain a shal-

low covering. If there be not too much grass

to work the drill, the best practice is to put it in

with the drill, without the use of plough or cul-

tivator.

SEED.

Sow none but the cleanest and best seed, and

even with this, take the precaution of washing,

and soaking for some hours in strong brine. Let

the seed fall slowly and gently into the brine,

and quietly stirred, that smut balls, and all light

matter may float. When thoroughly washed and

soaked even for a few, or as many as twelve

hours, if you choose, the seed must be drained

and dried with fresh lime. This is a sufficient

preparation of clean seed, and foul should not be

used.
MANURING.

It should be understood as worse than folly,

to undertake to make a crop of wheat without

manure, on any ordinary ground, except a well

set clover, or pea-fallow, and fortunately we need

not be at a loss in finding good fertilizers that

will bring land of only medium fertility up to

the necessary standard for a good crop. What-

ever may be proposed in the way of manuring

the crop, we should not fail to give say, fifty

pounds of some portable fertilizer to the acre,

applied in the drill, using the remainder broad-

cast. The application in the drill is not likely

to be sufficiently appreciated except by those fa-

miliar with it. Its value consists in the direct

and immediate impulse given to the young crop

in the fall, a point which we have repeatedly

dwelt upon, as of the greatest importance.

RYK.

Rye should be sown without delay, if practi-

cable. On light, coarse. sands, it may be found

a more profitable grain than wheat, but on all

ordinary soils, with this exception, where a fer-

tilizer may be commanded, wheat will be found

the more profitable crop. Iu any case, however,

we should sow a small lot, proportioned to the

stock on the farm, for green food in early spring.

The earlier in spring that stock can be supplied

with green food the better, and nothing is more

suitable than rye, which may be cut two weeks

at least in advance of clover. For this purpose,

bow two bushels of seed to the acre, but for graiD,

one bushel is sufficient.

TIMOTHY.

Timothy may be sown now. or at any time

until hard frost, but the sooner the better, if sown

by itself, and a crop be wanted next season.

The Vegetable Garden.

Prepared for The American Farmer,by Daniel Babk.ee.

Maryland Agricultural College*

SEPTEMBER,
The garden will soon begin to assume its au-

tumnal aspect. Lose no time in removing all

weeds, which, after the copious showers we had

during the month of July, will be very abundant.

Remove all decaying vegetable matter. Plant up

all vacant ground, and at the end of the month

clear ground for plowing and trenching du.

the fall and winter months.

BEANS.

Continue to earth up and keep clean from

weeds, the late crops.

BEETS.

The early crops may be taken up towards the

end of the month—storing them for the present

in a dry, airy place.

CABBAGE

May now be sown to stand the winter, for

spring and early summer crops. Any of the

early hardy kinds will do, such as large early-

York, early Wakefield, early Winnigstadt. This

is not.quite as early as some other kinds, but we

consider it one of the very best cabbages grown,

frequently succeeding when all others fail.

CAULIFLOWER.

Sow for early spring and summer use, not

later than the 25th. "Jenortnando Mammoth"
is the most reliable of any kind which we have

grown.
CELERY.

Continue to earth up advancing crops.

COLEWORT OB "GERMAN GREENS.''

Sow during the first ten days, for a crop to

come in late in the winter and eaily in spring.

ENDIVE.

Continue to sow the green curled early in the

month, and plant out those which are strong

enough from previous sowings—some from the

early. Any that may run to seed should be

pulled up, and their places supplied by others.

LETTUCE.

Sow during the first ten days for a crop to

come in during the winter. Plant out on vacant
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ground and keep the ground well worked. We
are so well pleased with the kind named in our

last month's operations that we do not inteud to

cultivate any other.

ONIONS.

When the stalks begin to turn yellow and fall

down, take them up or they will produce fresh

roots, and of any, which still exhibit a luxuriance

of growth, break down the leaves.

RADISU.

The Black Spanish and winter Chinese Rose

may now be sown for winter use.

SPINACH.

Make a sowing of the prickly about the mid-

dle of the month for spring use.

TURNIPS.

Thin and hoe advancing crops.

POTATOES.

All those which show any signs of maturity

by the decay of the stems should be taken up

and stored.

produce, unless pots, composts, &c, are all

dy in good time. Those not re-potted should

have the top soil of the pots removed and i:s

place supplied with fresh turfy soil, and rotten

dung heaped up around the stem of the tree.

The Fruit Garden.

hardy fruit

Gather as soon as ripe, which may be known

by the color of the seeds, and by the stem part-

ing readily from the tree. Gather with great

care, and keep apart from the best all that may

fall in the process. Gather only in dry weather,

and store at once. The fruit store sbould be in

a dark place, capable of being freely ventilated,

yet generally admitting but a trifling current of

atmosphere ; and it should be cool yet safe from

frost.

STRAWBERRIES

In pots for forcing should now have well formed,

plump crowns. If the crowns are thin and

weak, place the pots in a warm place and assist

with weak liquid manure.

FRUIT TREES IN POTS,

Towards the end of the month, should have

small supplies of water, and full exposure to the

sun, near a fence facing the south, where the

heat will be reflected on them, and they will ri-

pen more wood well. Any trees, in a green and

sappy state, may be laid on their sides and be

sprinkled every morning ; this will check growth

without distressing them, and help to coax them

into rest. Get ready for potting, planting out

any from the pots or orchard house, as when the

fall comes, there will be extra pressure of work

and many important jobs of planting and potting

may be delaj ed to the injury of next season's

The Flower Garden.

'•Ye flowers of beauty, pencilled by the h^.nd

Of God, who annually renews your birth

To gem the virgin robes of nature ehw
Ye smiling-featured daughters of the sun,

Fairer than queenly bride by Jordan"s stream,

Leadiug your gentle lives retiied, unseen,

Or on the sainted cliffs of Zion's Hill.

Wandering and holding, with the heavenly dews,

In holy revelry, your nightly !

Watched by the stars, and offering every morn,

Your incense grateful both to God and man."

BEDUIX<; PLANTS.

Verbenas. Geraniums, Heliotropes, &c, should

have every necessary attention to keep them in

proper order. Do not allow seeds to ripen, or

the plants will decline in bloom; thereto;

move them promptly, and serve a two-fold pur-

pose thereby.

Take cuttings of 'Zonale,'' and other Gerani-

ums, for planting in the borders next Bpring.

Plant them in pots, or boxes, where they can

remain all winter. Use a rather poor sandy soil,

in order to check a too rampant growth and

harden the wood.

CARNATIONS. PINKS. AC,

Which have been layered, as soon as well root 1
(

should be transplanted or potted in sandy soil

Avoid all stimulating manures for this clas

plants, as they should not be encouraged to make

much growth during the winter months. If

potted, place them in a shady place for a few

days. Plant out the old stock plants into bor-

ders, where they will produce an abundance <>t

flowers next summer. Keep the beds of y<

ones well worked, and perfectly free from wee is.

GLAD 10 LA

In pots, when the bloom is declining, should

have but little water when the toilage shows

signs of decay. Lay the pots on their side6, in

the full sun, to promote their ripening. Those

in the borders will take care of themselves till

time to take them up.

LILIUMS

Grown in pots treat the same as recommends

Gladiola. When the foilage begins to fall lay

them on their sides.

MIGN0NKTT3

For flowering in winter, may be sown now, in
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about four inch pots, using a good light red soil,

and placing the pots in a partial shade until the

plants are fairly up.

ROSES

May now be propagated by planting cuttings in

gbt sandy soil, where they can be protected

during the winter ; any of which have been bud-

ded this season, will now require to be looked

over, the wild growth cut in slightly, the ties

loosened, and any shoots below the buds rubbed

off. Roses struck from cuttings should be potted

off soon as rooted. Roses layered in the open

ground should be transplanted into good rich soil

as soon as sufficiently rooted to be removed. If

planted in the open border, fhey will need pro-

tection during the winter months.

VIOLETS,

For bloom during the winter and early spring,

shonld be taken up now, with good balls of earth,

and potted in four or five inch pots, in a mixture

of leaf mold and sandy loam, placing them in a

shady place until well established.

Propagate all sorts of plants that are likely to

be wanted for next year as early in the month as

possible. As soon as rooted pot them off or

place in boxes, as recommended above. Keep

them in a close place for a week or two and then

expose them to the weather until placing them
in their winter quarters.

Lawns and Parks.

Nothing looks neater than a well-kept lawn or

park, its thick sward of velvety grass, smooth
and well-trimmed. Many lawns are spoiled by
being crowded with large, deciduous trees, the

overspreading branches of which prevent ever-

greens and other choice trees and shrubs from

developing themselves fully. Who has not seen

the leading shoot of a Norway spruce, arbor

vita?, or balsam, destroyed by the overhanging

drip, shading or chafing of a maple, poplar or

elm ? It is better to cut down such intruders, or

at least to prune -hem severely, than to have fine

evergreens, etc., spoiled. A few choice speci-

mens of evergreens and flowering shrubs, with

tsional lime oak or purple beech, and
plenty of space between them for a large expanse

of grass, with flower beds cut out of it, looks

better than a crowd of trees, shutting out the

sun and hiding the view of everything. Some
lawns and parks are spoiled by having too coarse

a variety of grass sown in them, which never

makes a good sward. There is nothing better

for a lawn, park or grass plat than a mixture of

June-gras3, poa pratensis, sweet-scented vernal

grass, anthoxanthum odoratum, and white clover

trifolium repens. The latter grows rapidly and

forms a thick sward, but it is apt to choke out

other plants, to require cutting too frequently,

and also to fade in the autumn. For these rea-

sons only a small quantity should be sown The

grass in lawns, parks, etc., should be frequently

mowed during the season, in order to keep the

sward in proper trim, and to prevent the grass

from injuring the trees, shrubs and flowers. If

it is left until fit for a hay crop, it will spoil the

lower branches of evergreens, and encroach on

and overspread flower beds.

—

Ex.

_»».»

Deterioration of Seed.
A correspondent in Washington county, Mary-

land, referring to the enemies of wheat in his re-

gion, adds: "In addition to these enemies, a

formidable difficulty arises from the repeated use

for a series of years of the same variety of seed

on the same soil, in the same locality. Each

variety of wheat seems to do well here for a

series of eight or ten years, then it seems to lan-

guish and become more liable to injury from the

Hessian fly, the rust, or smut, &c. Whether the

declension in the crop is attributable to the fact

that each variety of wheat exhausts so much of

some particular constituent of the soil that it can

no longer flourish as at first, or whether the

wheat deteriorates from neglect, inattention, or

mismanagement of the farmer, 1 am unable to

determine. Prior to 1836 our farmers had used

varieties which failed totally that year to make a

remunerative yield. Soon after, some w heat was

imported from the Mediterranean, which for some

ten to twenty years was cultivated here almost

exclusively. In 1858 the crop failed almost entire-

ly. The Lancaster wheat was then introduced,

and has been successfully cultivated ever since.

This year the 'Lancaster' has suffered much from

'fly;' some also from rust. At seed time last

fall we had a dry spell, so that wheat came up

badly. That which was sown first and came up

well was damaged by 'fly ;' the later sown was

injured by rust. We estimate our crop this year

to be about a half crop ; the quality of that

which ripened early is good ; the later wheat was

injured by rust.

—

Rporl of Commissioner of

Agriculture.
»«

Qualities of a good working ox.—Let him
have large nostrils, a long face, a bright hazel

eye, which will indicate docility and intelligence
;

a hoof rather long and not turned outward very

much, a straight back, a broad breast, white

gambrel, small tail, and horns of medium size.

When you find such an ox as that, he will be a

good worker.
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For the American Farmer.

The Pine Hills of Georgia.

As many thousands of Northern people are

contemplating emigration to the South, any

trustworthy information in regard to the coun-

try, and its soil, climate, productions, and

capabilities, must prove interesting- and valuable.

In this belief, I desire to contribute my mite to-

ward the enlightement of the public on these

subjects.

Having formerly resided in several of the

Southern States, and traveled extensively in oth-

ers, I might volunteer to give a general descrip-

tion ; but, I think, a closer view of a particular

region, will be far more satisfactory and useful i

to the reader, who must bear in mind, however.

that 'in setting forth its advantages, I do not de- !

sire to depreciate those of any other locality.
\

Desirable places, in which to settle, abound in

all the Southern States.

I have lately returned from a tcur through a
|

portion of .Middle Georgia, which I have visited for
j

the special purpose of examining it with reference

to fruit culture, and I will confine my remarks to

the particular neighborhood which seemed to me.

all tilings considered, best suited to the wants of

a settlement of fruit-growers, and which I have

selected as the scene of my own future operations

in that department of horticulture, though the

description will apply, in the main, to a large

part of Middle G> Qrgia and the adjoining States.

The region to which my remarks have special

reference, and which I have called ''The Pine

Hills ' in contradistinction from the level pine

lands of the "low country/' and the oak hills of

the "Upper Country,'' comprises portions of the

counties of Richmond and Columbia, and is in-

tersected by the Georgia Railroad, which con-

nects Augusta with Atlanta. It is, strictly

speaking, an undulating country; the elevations

reaching an altitude of three hundred feet above

the Savannah river, and gradually sloping to the

beautiful fertile valleys which intervene, pro-

ducing a scenery every where pleasant, and in

some places exceedingly picturesque.

The soil of the hill-land is sandy light color-

ed, a: d only moderately fertile. In the valleys it

is richer and darker; and some of the bottom-

lands, bordering the creeks, can boast a soil

equal to that of the river valleys of tin- West.

These bottom-lauds are. however, of limited ex-

tent

The summits of the hills generallv form pla-

teaus of from ten to a hundred or more acres, ad-

mirably fitted for orchards; while the sloping

hill-sides (hardly ever too steep for easy cultiva-

tion) are suited to vineyards, and the valleys

to the cultivation of the small fruits generally.

The original forest growth on the hills i- the

magnificent Ions-leafed pine of the South

—

\h<-

glory of the semi-tropical forrest—which, z

tvery where its peculiar character to the land-

scape. Where this growth has been partially

removed by the lumbermen, which is very _

erally the case along the line of the rail:

there has sprung up an undergrowth of oaks of

various species, but generally of a dwarfish hab-

it, which contrasts strongly, both in size, and in

color of their foilage, with the dark gigantic

pines which overshadows them.

Water-oak, hickory-oak, poplar, sweet-gum,

black gum and other deciduous trees, intermixed

with swamp-pines, abound in the valleys and

bottom lands.

Here, also, the wild fruits of the climate are

found in abundance, and of the most tempting

quality. Prominent among these are Chickasaw

plums; persimmons: papaws (richer and more

delicious than bananas:) grapes: mulbe:

blackberries: whortleberries, &c. Game is plen-

ty in the woods, and fish in the streams. The

sportsman will find no difficulty here in bagg

patridges. doves, ducks, squirrels, hares and

••possums." to perfect content. There arc

many wild turkeys and a few deer.

The climate may not suit every one. but to me
it seems unsurpassed. It is mild, and less sub-

ject to extremes of temperature, than at the North

or West. Of its perfect healthfulness there can

be no doubt. In summer the temperature is, of

course, pretty high during the day, but on these

breezy hills it is never oppressive, and the ni

!

are almost invariably cool. The fall and winter

here are absolutely delightful—a perpetual "In-

dian Summer," in which the air, tempered into

mild deliciousness, seems ever freighted with a

health-growing balm.

This region abounds in springs and running

streams of the purest and softest water, and is

lest subject to drouth than many other portions

of the country The adaptation of the Pine Hill

d to fruit culture has been demonstrated by

experiment. It is here that Mr. L. E. Kerck-

mans, the distinguished Belgian ponio!

ter having been engaged in the propagation of

fruit trees, and the cultivation of fruits for a

half century, first in Europe, and afterwards in

New Jersey, finally selected a location for 1

tare operations: but to Mr. D. Redmond, the

well known editor and publisher . for many years,

of the Southern Cultivator, more than to any

other man, is the country indebted for calling

tention to this branch of agricultural industry,
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source of prosperity and -wealth for the

th, and showing -with what marked success

in be prosecuted here. And so well is Mr.

Kedinond convinced, after an experience of nearly

twenty years, of the superior advantages of this

_ n. that he is preparing to plant five or sis

hundred acres with trees and vines.

The finest orchard I have ever seen, either North

South, is that of Mr. Stanton, a northern man,

now settled in the neighhorhoodof which 1 have

. -peaking. It consists of peach, apple, and

trees, all in the most perfect condition, and

in full bearing.

Nearly all the fruits of the temperate zone may
i e successfully cultivated in Middle Georgia. The

cherry, the currant, and gooseberry are, per-

-. partial exceptions. Teaches, strawberries.

and grapes, attain there a degree of sweetness,

exquisiteoess of flavor, utterly unknown in

'•older climates. The strawberry commences to

D about the first of April, and may, by pro-

• anagement, be kept in bearing for four or

lonths. Sometimes it even rpens a crop in

-winter. The peach tree comes into full

Lng, in this climate, the third year from the

and I even saw trees in the nursery rows.

only two years from the bud. with peaches on

them.

Properly packed peaches are readily sent to

New York; the earlier sorts reaching the mar-

ket from the twentieth to the twenty-fifth of

June, and commanding fabulous prices—say from

$20 to 82 o per bushel.

Apples and pears will prove even more profita-

than peaches : but they have, as yet. been less

nsively cultivated. Grape culture and wine

ing have proved immensely profitable here;

ine produced being superior to that made
where else in the United States.

The fig, that exquisite luxury of the South, so

ions and so nutritious, grows here freely in

;>en air. producingfrom too to tkree crops a

. and never failing. Sitting under ones own
is no mere figure of speech among

•'ine Hills of Georgia ; and thank God ! now
•lie war is over there "ate none to molest or

make us afraid."'

] hardly dare to state how cheaply land may
be bought in this region, lest I thereby throw a

doubt upon the preceding statement; but, strange

may seem, these admirable fruit-lands, with-

ifteen miles of the flourishing city of Augus-
i'id in the immediate neighborhood of the

Georgia Railroad, are now offered at from $10 to

$12 per acre, and further from the road for even

It is quite certain, however, that they will

: ae remain at these low figures.

I purpose to settle among the Pike Hills of

Georgia next fall. There will be room for a few

more industrious and sensible people, who are

disposed to mind their own business, manifest a

conciliatory spirit, and show a decent respect for

ngs and opinions of their neighbors.

Who will go with me? D. H. Jacques,

Broaduay.

Top Dressing.
By various methods, through differe:

I have learned that masses of rich nitrogenious

manures are annually lost, or nearly lost, by be-

ing buried below plant roots, insti .

plied to the surface in either liquid or solid form.

Whoever seeks to copy nature will learn, by ob-

serving her operations closely, that she never

enriches her products with crude masses of con-

centrated substances: but gives her stimulants

in minute proportions, chiefly from the surface of

the earth. It has been urged against top in -

ing, that the decaying manure gives a large por-

tion of its ammonia to the atmosphere. It is

undoubtedly a fact that some am:nonia doe?

pass off: yet accurate experiments have estab"

lished another fact, viz : that the al sorption by

the manure of moisture and its ammonia, more

than compensates for the amount thrown off.

Where manure lies exposed on the surface, de-

composition takes place slowly, and the solubles.

potash, lime, soda and the phosphates are not

volatile, but remain to be appropriated by the

plants as required.

The slave of Bacchus, who used his stimu'

claims i: that he is warmed in winter, and cooled

in summer." This is exactly what mulching and

top dressing do to the soil. Darl

and air. are Uae requisites for vegetable and min-

eral decomposition. These requirements are met

by surface manuring, and the chemical const

ents, when set free, at once become food for vegeta-

ble life. As the manure disappears from the sur-

face, it is washed into the soil in the precise

condition required by the growing plants, which

in turn become active agents in carrying for-

ward chemical changes through the entire surface-

on which they act.

Waste no manure by burying it in the -

Top-dress in July and August, and make the

fierce rays of the summer sun a chemical labora-

tory to enrich your fields. Top-dress

ber and October, and make the autumn rains

distil upon your lands showers of amm :

Top-dress in the spring, and make the harbinger

of plenty to distributeover your fields the w
accumulated by the frosts and snows of winter.

—

can.
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Fruit Department.

The Concord Grape.

We are indebted to the Horticulturist for the

following notes on grape cufturc, and its results

in Massachusetts. It should encourage very much

the growing disposition to enter more largely

on this branch of culture in the Southern States,

where the climate is so much more genial, and

the quality of tin fruit so much superior. The

Concord grape is a vigorous grower and abun-

dant bearer, though inferior in quality to some

others. We are told, however, by those ac-

quainted with it in the more Northern States.

that it improves greatly in quality as it comes

South. No other grape can be so safely planted

on ;i huge scale as the Coucord.

—

Kd. Farmer.

The Massachusetts Plouyhman is publishing a

series of short, practical papers on the open air

cultivation of the grape, written by the Hon. E.

W. Bull, of Concord, .Mass., the originator of the

Concord Grape, and a cultivator of the vine,

whose experience and success have given him a

very honorable position among the horticulturists

of this country.

The solid basis of fact and experience on which

Mr. Bull's papers are founded, and the general

soundness of h^s views, make me think that a

brief resume of these Essays, with such criti-

cisms as may not seem impertinent or presump-

tuous, will be acceptable to the numerous readers

of the Horticulturist, and I therefore ask leave to

present a sketch of the learned Vigneron's re-

marks, with a word of comment of my own.

In his first paper, Mr. Bull discusses the ques-

tion whether grape growing is profitable or not.

and answers it in. the affirmative. He says, "the

t'oncord is the only grape I cultivate on a large

and that for sixteen years has not failed to

give me a remunerating crop.

One acre of well established, healthy vines,

will give about seven tons of grapes, worth at

wholesale, on the average of the last four years.

fourteen cents per pound, or about 2,000 dollars

This amount, large as it is, has been exceeded

in many cases; but if you reduce the result one-

half, you still have one of the most profitable

<iops known to our husbandry." (1 may say.

in parenthesis, that two of the largest grape-

mowers in this State tell me that they make

$1,200 per acre per annum with the Cmcord.)

At present, and indeed for a long time to come,

the market price of the fruit will be so high as to

prevent the making of wine to a very great ex-

tent; but whenever the crop of fruit becomes so

abundant that the price declines, wine will be

made in large quantities, and its manufacture

will be found more profitable than selling the

fruit. •

No other farm crop requires so little of the far-

mers ready capital, manure, as the grape.

I have vines which give me annual crops of

one hundred and twenty pounds each, and which

have had no manure for ten years. I have no

occasion to give the Concord any manures ex-

cept a dressing, once in three years, of twenty

bushels of bone dust, twenty bushels of un-

bleached wood ashes, and five bushels of plaster

of Paris to the acre, spread broadcast and har-

rowed in."

I believe that we are gradually reaching a

more rational view of the wants and require-

ments of the grape, and that Mr. Bull is right in

what he says about manures. For vines that

are to bring money into the owner's pocket, the

days of deep trenching and high manuriug are

past and gone. Certain kinds of grapes, as the

Iona and the Delaware, need a rich soil, and the

highest possible cultivation, and this is a great

pity, for if the Iona had the freedom of growth

and vigor of the Concord, we should not have

much further to go to find the perfect grape.

A vine that requires constant attention and

petting, and a considerable annual outlay for

manure, can hardly be cultivated for profit on a

large scale.

I have seen the vines of which Mr. Bull speaks,

in full bearing, and can testify to their splendid

appearance, vigor, and capacity to produce loads

of fruit. They had had no manure for ten years.

but their owner proposed to give them a slight

dressing of ashes the present season.

.Mr. Bull advises planting vines in rows run-

ning north and south ; the rows being ten feel

apart, and the vines six feet apart in the row.

This gives sixty square feet to a vine, and facili-

tates working with a horse and cart in the vine-

yard.

The following is the estimate of the cost of

planting an acre :—

-

726 vines at $'25 per 100 $181

40 loads compost 40 00

Ploughing 6 00

Carting and cross-ploughing 3 00

726 poles at 1 cent 7 26

Planting, two men. ten days

$267 r

There will be a difference in the cost in vari-

ous localities, but the above is a fair average.

Mr. Bull, we presume, plants two year obi vines.

judging from the price he gives, for first class one

year old Concords can be bought for ninety dol-

lars per thousand.
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The forty loads of light compost is to promote

the formation of roots the first year, and the ap-

plication of the compost is not to be repeated.

Mr. Bull's second paper is devoted to the opera-

tion of planting, and we quote the substance of

it, condensing a little here and there for the sake

of brevity :

"Having prepared the ground for planting,

open a furrow on each side of the line on which

the grapes are to be placed, and two feet from it,

turning the earth towards the middle of the bed

and ridging it slightly.

Let one man bestride this ridge at the end of

the line, and throw out the soil to the depth of

six inches, over a space four feet square, i. e., let

him form a bed for the vine four feet on each

side, and six inches below the level of the field.

A second man having placed the vine in the cen-

tre of this table, and spread the roots out ; the

first man, still bestriding the ridge, must step

backwards and throw out from between his feet

soil enough to cover the roots to the depth of six

inches, thus planting one vine, and making a bed

or table for the second. The earth for covering

the last vine in the row is taken from the end of

the second row, that from the last in the second,

from the third, and so on, and two men can thus

plant with ease and rapidity. If the soil is wet

and strong the vines should be planted four

inches deep instead of six, this being the distance

from the surface the roots are usually found when

they have the power of selecting for themselves.

Never shorten the roots of a grape vine. You
may cut the top in within two eyes of the level

of the ground, but by all means save all the

roots."

To recapitulate, we may say that in these two
papers, Mr. Bull recommends a light, warm, fri-

able soil, not too rich ; advocates the use of min-

eral manures only, and these in small quantities
;

advises us to give each vine sixty square feet of

room
;

to plant shallow, without shortening the

roots, and, though this we should have put

first, he insists that grape growing is profitable.

Grapes.
William vSaunders says (and no man knows

belter) he holds two undeniable facts in grape

culture: 1st, that the best fruit is produced on
the strongest and best ripened shoots, and 2d,

that the shoots produced from spurs never mature

so thoroughly as those produced from terminal

buds. Farther, that properly ripened fruit will

never be produced from unripened wood. Fruit

apparently well colored may be seen on green

growths, but such fruit does not possess the char-

acteristics of a well-ripeued bunch of grapes.

Keeping Grapes.
Mr. Griffith gathered his grapes early. Put

them, boxed up, in a dry room of temperature

just above freezing. They came out well in the

spring—the Diana* best; the Delaware second.

H. G. Warner had been highly successful in

keeping grapes. Put up a large quantity last

fall in boxes of varying sizes and found the last

lot fresh in the cellar that morning. Had Ca-

tawbas, Isabellas, Rebeccas and Dianas. They

all kept well. Management is all. Grapes should

be ripe when picked and kept clean, dry and

cold. Had a cellar under a portion of his barn,

in which were placed the boxes, containing 5,

12 and 24 pounds. There should not be enough

in one box to make weight sufficient to crush or

press hard upon the lower strata of grapes.

Pack in lightly and set them one upon the other,

as they will thus occupy less room. The temper-

ature of the cellar was about 28 degrees. A
temperature that will freeze potatoes, uncovered,

will not freeze grapes in boxes. Pine boxes

should not be used, as they flavor the grape with

their own aroma. Some few of the grapes de-

cayed, but nearly all were preserved fresh and

good. The Isabellas and Concords were among
the last used, and they were fresh and palatable.

No other covering but the boxes were used.

Mr. Babcock, Lockport, kept \i\$ grapes well till

May. They were boxed up with sawdust and

shavings intermixed and put into a cool cellar.

The stems were as green as when put up in the

fall.

Soil.—Mr. Smith did not consider a rich soil

essential. Downing thought a rich soil would

produce a large grape, ripening later and not so

good to eat. Farley thought a moderately rich

soil would ripen the fruit earlier and of better

quality. Moody found a clay soil produced earlier

and better grapes than light soils. Hoag said

grapes in rich parts of his vineyards were a weok

later than upon the poorer parts, with exception

of the Delaware. Griffith would prefer dry,

hard, forbidding soil—"white. bean soil"— to

richer land. Twenty years ago planted a vine-

yard upon corn ground, and had raised crops

every year from the third except one—last year

three tons of Catawbas to the acre.

Mildew.—Herndonhad visited the experimental

grounds at Washington and found Mr. Saunders

preventing mildew by a roof two feet wide over

the trellises. Moody recommended sowing leached

ashes broadcast. Longworthy did not agree

with him—thought sulphur better. Several

thought if planted further apart there would

then be less trouble from mildew.

—

Fruit Grow-

ers' Society, Western New York.
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Propagating Grape Vines.

From an experience of more than twenty years,

daring which time I have grown some millions

of grape vines, one hundred thousand of which

I have fruited in my own vineyards, I am fully

able to demonstrate that a well-grown one-year-

old vine, produced from a single Lud, in open

culture, (open ground, ) is the best and most val-

uable plant that can be grown.—Wl(. Griffith,

North East) Pa.

We have received from Wm. Griffith, Esq., of

North East, Penn., samples of six varieties of

native vines, viz : Concord, Hartford Prolific,

Diana, Delaware, Isabella, and Catawba, all

grown from single eyes in the open ground. By

some peculiar mode of his own, (which we hope

he will divulge for the benefit of grape growers)

Mr Griffith is able to produce strong, well-

rooted vines of the Delaware from single eyes,

planted at once in the open ground. We can

commend the qualitj- of the vines, which are

planted in our own garden, and are making a

most vigorous growth.

—

Horticulturist.

Packing Fruit.
The boxes used in packing grapes for shipping,

are of different sizes, holding from five to twen-

ty-five pounds. They are sold according to

their capacity, usually at one cent a pound, a

five-pound box costing five cents, and so on for

larger sizes. Establishments for their manufac-

ture are found in all of the principal grape re-

gions. In packing, the top is first nailed on,

and a sheet of thin, white paper put in; whole

bunches of grapes are first put in, being packed

as closely, as possible without jamming them.

The vacant places left, after putting in as many
whole bunches as the box will contain, are filled

with parts of bunches, and lastly with single

grapes, so that all the space is occupied. An-

other sheet of paper is now laid on and the bottom

nailed down. By this means, when the boxes

are opened, only entire bunches arc found at the

top.
++»

Apple Tree Borer.
A correspondent of the Rural World thus

writes about the apple tree borer :

'•Take one pint of tar, one pint of soft soap,

and half a pound of flour of sulphur—melt them

together, and while it is warm paint it on the

tree five or six inches up. The borer will not

attack that tree the same year. Put it on in

April or beginning of May every year. Wood
ashes are good, and coal ashes are much better—
placed around the tree to keep them off, the rain .

will splash the coal ashes up the tree three or

four inches. The sulphur in the ash' s is what

keeps them off I think—no insect will go about

sulphur. The first receipt is the surest. It will

also keep off rabbits, if painted up two feet high.

I have used it for twenty years, and have now

an old orchard that is quite free from the apple

borer."
•-•

How to Make Wine.

Not according to this receipt or that. It seems

as though there were a thousand ways to make

wine. This is all wrong. Such multiplicity

only perplexes. The simplest thing in the world

is to make wine : or, rather, wine is not made

—

it makes itself. Simply express juice, and let

stand. That makes wine : that is the whole of

it.

For domestic wines, which people will drink,

treatment is required. Here sugar must be

added—but this is all. Were there sugar enough

in the berries—currants, rhubarb, &c.— it would

come under the head of grape wine. Each man

may judge as to the amount of sugar he wants.

Some people like sweeter and some sourer wine.

Make to suit taste, and the sugar is your crite-

rion. For wild, sour grapes, a pound of sugar

to a quart of juice is the rule. Some have i

quarter or even a third less. The more sugar,

the sweeter will be your "wine." All wines are

alike in one respect—in the general wine taste.

The difference is made by the flavor of the fruit.

Thus the strawberry wine is different from the

blackberry wine, and these different from the

grape. The reason why the grape is best (to a.

cultivated taste), is, that its sugar is better—dif-

fering from cane sugar. A fruit should have its

own sugar. But the grape flavor also is excel-

lent. Flavor and sugar unite in the grape: and

hence it makes the best wine—so good that it is

called the only wine.

But a man can help to make wine—help just

as he does in anything—that is, he can see that

only pure, ripe grapes are used . that vessels are

clean; in a word, that everything is done in a

workmanlike way. This will improve the article

just as any article is improved by care in the

production. Give, then,.the grapes a chan

ripen thoroughly their fruit, and a good chance

for fermentation in clean vessels. If the temper-

ature is low (in the long stage of fermentation),

the wine will be the better—but it will take the

longer to make it. In Europe, casks are sn:.k

CO feet into the earth. That i^ives uniformity,

as well as a low temperature.—F. G., in The

Rural World.
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A Plea for the Toads.
Dr. J. V. C. Smith read a most interesting and

valuable paper for farmers, if they will heed its

precepts, about the usefulness of toads, and an

urgent plea for their protection He made a

beautiful allusion to, and illustration of the de-

- of Providence, in forming the complete

chain of animals, all of which have their pur-

9 and usefulness. ''It is idle to talk about

ess animals. All are useful, and many that

\\f despise, are necessary to man. Even the

common house flies should be ranked among the

best friends of man. All dead and decaying mat-

ter, which is the most abundant in the hottest

weather, is detrimental to human health and life.

Swarms of flies rapidly convert this matter into

living, healthy substance, and thus purify the

atmosphere, and make our dwellings habitable.

1 se every busy workers are actually essential,

particularly in the dirtiest portions of our cities,

destroy immense quanties of pestilence-

breeding impurities. Their busy motions per-

tain to life. With death comes foul odors, which

flies consume and convert to life and motion.

Tl y are the real sanitary inspectors of our

dwellings, and abaters of nuisance. They are

under estimated, and so are all reptiles. The de-

spised toad is one of our most useful domestic

animals—one of the farmer's and gardner's best

friends. We should all teach lessons of useful

instruction of the toad, and learn our children

and servants never to iujure them. They delight

in well culiivated grounds, and live long in the

same locality, occupying the same nests for many
years. Their natural food is bugs and flies,

which are injurous to the garden. They catch

: prej with wonderful facility, by the power

they have of shooting out their tongues, to the

lenghtb of six or eight inches, striking with

I
tiling quickness whatever comes within the

focus of their prominent eye. If one eye is de-

ed they lose the power of striking their prey.

The tongue is covered with a glutinous sub-

stance, which holds every insect it strikes. Night

is the toad's time to work - We have accounts of

monster toads in Surinam, with mouths like a

hog. All toads and frogs are insect eaters, and

the numbers they destroy can hardly be over-es-

mated. They seem to have been predestined for

the gnat work of destroying bugs and insects

rally, and as the natural habitat of toads is

man in his cultivated grounds, they are

his most useful co-workers. If not already

in the garden, man should collect and carry them

there. A few toads in a vine patch, soon rid it

of its worst enemies, the bugs. The young of

g£ while in the tadpole age, breath by gills,

under water. After they lose their tales, and be-

come perfect frogs, they are air breathing ani-

mals, and not amphibious. If they dive, it is

only suspended inspiration. They must come to

the surface to breathe. In spite of all that

Shakespeare has said to sustain the prejudice

against toads, they are not poisonous, nor hate-

ful. Our antipathy all comes from faulty educa-

tion. We should teach our children not to hate,

but to protect toads. We should also try to

overcome the prejudice against eating frogs.

They should be the cheap and plenty food of the

poor, instead of, as now, the choice dainties of

rich. They might as well be grown for food as

chickens. Frogs would only need a fit place to

live. They would need no food nor care. If the

idea of cultivating frogs is thought absurd, it is

not more so than the idea of sending ice to the

tropics was thought to be a few yeas ago. It was

made to pay. and a frog pond, as well as the ice

pond may, and frogs should be an article of food

in every market.

—

From proceedings of Neic York

Farmirs' Club.

How to Keep Milk Sweet.

Large quantities of milk are sent once a day

from Orange county to New York city. Not-

withstanding it is sent by railroad, a portion of

the milk is thirty-six hours old when it arrives

in New York and is ready for the milk carts.

To keep milk sweet this length of time in warm
weather is no easy matter. The management

on the part of the farmers is described as follows

by the Utiea ILrald

:

"The milk, as soon as it comes from the cow,

is strained and put in long tin pails, which are

set in water, care being taken that no portion of

the milk be higher than the water. These pails

look like sections of stove pipe, being eight inches

in diameter, and from seventeen to twenty inches

long. The milk is occasionally stirred up so as

to keep the cream from rising. It is deemed im-

portant that the animal heat be removed as soon

as may be, at least in an hour's time after it

comes from the cow. The old plan, which is yet

practiced by some, is to cool the milk in the

cans, but is regarded as a very unsafe way when

it is designed to have the milk keep sweet for a

considerable length of time. The milk stands

in the pails until ready to be carted to the trains,

when it is put in cans holding from fifty to sixty

gallons. These cans are filled full, and the cover,

which fits closely, carefully adjusted.

A Dairyman says a cow ought to be milked

clean in five minutes.
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On the Part which the Atmosphere and the
Soil Respectively Play in the Development
of Vegetation and the true Theory of Agri-
culture.

BY J. G. MACVICAK, D. D., MOFFAT.

Of all the objects which nature presents to us,

the vegetable kingdom contains the greatest

beauties
; and, of all the arts, the cultivation of

plants is undoubtedly the most ancient, the most

generally practiced, and the most important.

It is to plants, in fact, that we owe, either direct-

ly or indirectly, all the food by which our life is

sustained from day to day ; and the number of

Families which it is possible to introduce into

our world depends altogether upon the extent

1o which plants may be grown upon its surface.

An all-wise Providence has not, indeed, intrust-

ed the existence of the human family to the

practice of any one art. By fishing, hunting,

and pasturing—by merely gathering the roots,

the seeds, and the fruits which the earth spon-

taneously produces, a stock of men is preserved

nil independently of the art of cultivation. But

the increase of this stock and the progress of

civilization—the numerical, the intellectual, the

moral, and the religious cultivation of man

—

mainly depend upon the cultivation of plants.

Yet so far behind is our knowledge in this re-

spect, that even at the present day we are in the

midst of a keen controversy as to the very first

principles of agriculture. Thus, on the one

hand, it is maintained that almost everything

depends on the atmosphere and the mineral con.

Stituents of the soil, and consequently (since the

air can scarcely be operated upon by the culti-

vator) that the grand secret of successful farm-

ing consists in keeping in the soil, in a state

suitable for absorption by the growing crop, an

adequate supply of the mineral constituents pro-

l>er to that crop, as these may be discovered from

its ashes. And this may be regarded as the new

light, which is due chiefly to the genius of Lie-

big. But, on the other hand, it is also main-

tained that neither the air nor the ashes or plants

need to be much considered by the agriculturist,

but only proper tillage and the supplying of the

soil with well-rotted manure, the belief being

that it is upon decaying organic matter in the

soil that the crop mainly feeds. And this is the

view which has prescription in its favor, and is

most popular with practical men.

Now, though these theories do not conflict in

practice so much as might at first sight be sup-

posed from their statement, yet they do not con-

flict; and a final settlement of their respective

claims, if it be possible, would certainly be not

a little acceptable at once to the man of science

and the cultivator.

I think that such a settlement is possible, and

I proceed to attempt it.

But, in order to do this, the reader must con-

sent to a preliminary question—he must consent,

in fact, to the inquiry, What is the place of the

vegetable kingdom in the economy of nature? That

such an enlarged view of plants is necessary

when our aim is to understand them fully, and

especially when wc wish to ascertain the best

food for them, and how to apply it to the great-

est advantage, follows from the very nature of

the case; for food is always a part of surround-

ing natuie, and a demand for food on the part

of the plant is an appeal to surrounding nature
;

and that such an appeal may be successfully

seconded by us, it is plain that nature, in her

contact and dealings with the plant, should be

well understood by us, and her aid invoked in

accordance with her own laws and in her own
language. Now, though much has been done

and beautiful discoveries have been made in eli-

citing the relation which exists between the vege-

table and the animal kingdoms,* yet the same

success has not accompanied such inquiries as

have been made into the relation between the

vegetable kingdom and the inorganic world. It

has been too much the custom of scientific botan-

ists to look at, plants as individual objects irres-

pective of their place in nature—nay, to pluck

them up expressly for the purpose of study, and

to preserve them at home between the folds of

paper. Now, from such a mode of procedure

great progress has no doubt been made in the

classifying and naming of plants, but scarcely

any light at all has been thrown as yet on the

general features of plants, such as the cause and

meaning of their forms, of their inner structure,

of their composition, of their colors, of their

fragrance, and but little for certain on the true

economy of their cultivation. As to each and

all of these particulars, it has indeed been shown

that all is very good, that each organ has its

uses—uses often manifold and always favorable ;

it has been shown that the whole is beautiful,

and invites to the adoration of the Creator.

And so far assuredly so well. But it has not

been shown why the forms and organs of plants

are what they are, and not otherwise—why they

consist of the substances of which they do con-

sist, and not of other substances—and why they

must have the food that they want. Nor litis it

been shown why they are so highly colored and

•See The Chemical mid Physiological Balanee of
Organic Nature. By MM. Duma-; and Boussingault.

An Essay. 12mo. Boulliere: London, 1844.
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so fragrant. For all tbesr ngs it has only

beta possible to assign as a reason, that i

the
#
will of the Creator that they should

they are. Xuw, though this be, no doubt, a

sufficient reason in a theological point of view

and for moral purposes, yet, in a purely intellec-

tual point of view, it is simply equivalent to

saying ,; God knows." But with this we ought

not to r-rs: satisfied : for the Creator. whi!s: H
is the absolute Will, is also the Supreme Rr

au.l. consequently, there is a sufficient reason for

everything: and in the breast of man. the Crea-

tor, as the Supreme Reason, has implanted a

not". hose mission is to wrestle with

nature as to the reasons of things, and whose

language ever is, I will not let thee go except

thou bless me with light. Such is Philosophy.

It does not conflict with Theology. On the

contrary, they are appointed to walk in loving

hood together, to pursue truth togetb

when they find it, to rejoice together : and when
they find it not, to long for and to search for it

still together, and meantime to keep its Sabbath
holy.

For the discovery of the rationale of the vege-

table kingdom, the plant must be viewed in situ

as a part of nature—as a development in the

place where it grows by natural law of a living
i

embrio given bv the Creator, and designated a

seed. Xor let the reader recoil from such a !

point of view, as if he were going to be remitted

to his studies, and required to acquaint himself
j

with all the details of natural philosophy chem-
and physiology, before he can understand i

a plant is. and how it is to be cultivated.

Xo more is demanded than a general knowledge

of the chemistry of the atmosphere, such as is

now possessed by every inquiring person, and a '

comprehensive acquaintance with a single law.

And what is this single, this all-sufficient law?
|

Let us lose no time in setting it forth. By nat-

ural philosophers it has been most generally

named the law of continuity, that law which for-

bids abrupt transitions from one thing to another,

and secures their passing into each other on ]

their mutual confines more or less. By physicists

and chemists it has been seized in various mani-

festations, and has been named now the law of

difasion, now the law of osmose, now of capil-

larity, now of catalysis, now of affinity. By
is been emphatically recognized,

and under the name of lave of assimilation it has

been insisted upon in one of its most important

operations. By philosophers generally it has

been referred to as a certain all-embracing har-

mony of things—a certain strongly but darkly

conceived law of harmony. Each student of

nature h;:s observed it to rule in his own depart-

ment, and thus has naturally named it in refer-

ence to that department : but inconsequence of

that unhappy isolation from each other in which

the various branches of science at present e

no one has observed that these variously-named

laws are in reality but various manifestations of

one and the same law : no one has unfolded it in

a comprehensiveness. But this is necessary

to our understanding of the vegetable kingdom,

its place in nature, and how to aggrandise it

:

and this, therefore, though very shortly, we must

attempt here.

TL - "he effect that every individual-

ized object, once statically constructed, tends

(first) to remain true to its own type, and to

hand down and perpetuate that type in every

successive moment of its existence as an individ-

ual or a species, the conservative action which

tends to this end extending also as fir as the

agency of that individual or species extends

:

whence (secondly) each permanent object in

nature, each molecule, crystal, plant, animal,

must also tend to impress its own type up<;

:

others that lie within the sphere of its influence,

-rimilate them to itself; and thus (thirdly)

each must tend to bring all into keeping or gen-

eric relationship, and therefore to promote an

universal harmony. Whether objects in general,

or more than a tew. shall succeed in thus affecting

each other either deeply, or in any such degree

as may be marked by the senses of an individual

. ver in the course of his life, or of such his-

tory of the past as we now i question

of detail. It is the tendency only at once to

permanency of the specific type in the individual,

and to the assimilation of all to each and of each

to all, and to its actual environments and condi-

tions of existence, that our law affirms and pro-

vides for. And that such a tendency does indeed

operate universally all nature proclaims aloud,

inasmuch as all nature is seen to be a harmonious

whole. Every object, while tendiug to continue

true to its prese. I to echo and repeat

its past in its future, tends also to mirror itself

in the kindred objects around it, or to vibrate in

harmony with them. A bright body illuminates

the dark, a hot body warms the cold bodies

around it. A polarised body polarises such as

are susceptible of this mode of existence. Mole-

cules of an eminently undecomposable nature.

when introduced among others which are tend-

ing to decomposition, arrest that process. B

preserves meat. And molecules which arethem-

- undergoing decomposition, when intro-

'

duced among unstable molecules, assist them in

decomposing. Yeast causes fermentation. Con-
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duction, radiation, polarity-induction, catalysis,

antiseptics. Ferments, «xe. &c.j are all so many

manifestations of one and the same law, which

in all tends to the same issue, viz to assimilate

to individual objects, or lo that which is fixed in

them as primary data, all the others around, so

far as they are assimilable or contain assimilable

parts, and thus to Secure a general sisterhood and

harmony among all. 1 have lately shown* that

inertia, elasticity, gravitation, polarity, and

other agencies, may all be referred to this law.

and arc in reality merely uniform phenomena in
j

matter resulting from its paramount operation.

But for our present purpose it will be hest to

illustrate it iu reference to Assimilation^ as that

process is manifested in the life both of plants

and animals, and as it is understood in phvsio-

logy. It is quite a typical illustration of our

law, and as it is that by which all growth and

life are maintained in organic beings, it is of su-
j

preme importance. Now, assimilation is simply

to the effect that when two dissimilar yet kin-

dred media meet together, the one consisting of

!

plastic material, and the other of a living organ-

ism in want of redintegration or increment, that

organism, while maintaining its own type, as- !

similates more or less the plastic material to it-

self and organizes it. while the plastic material

<»n its part assimilates more or less the organism

to itself—a circumstance which, though not re-

marked in physiological works, is altogether need-

ful to be kept in mind in order to a full and satis-

factory conception of the phenomenon. Thus, if

the plastic matter consist of cell-material in the

liquid state, and the living organism be a single

living cell, or a mass, or, as we may say, a bat-

tery of living cells, constituting an organism

which has suffered lesion, or is not yet full-

grown, then the plastic liquid in contact with the

cellular concrete becomes itself cellular and con-

crete: new cells are developed in it ; the organ-

ism grows. But the assimilative power is not all

on the side of the concrete part. In the region

"t mutual contact and action, the cellular surface

feels the presence of the plastic liquid. It is

more than wetted by that liquid (though the

phenomenon of wetting is a superficial assimila-

tion)—it is rendered plassic. The new cells are

not added abruptly outride the old. Along with

the formation of new cells there is a solution or

absorption of old ones. The new and the old

are beautifully wedded together; they grow and

o-exist in harmony, in unity, so long as healthy

* See Procrd. Rny. Snc. Edinr., Sew. 1858-59, p. 146;
I'rr.cttd. J'hii. .Soc., G!a*pow, 1859, p. 52, Rrjx.rt lirit.

Atsoc at Aberdeen. 1839: and as a separate work, Firtt
Linet of 5ci>nc< S^mp'ded, &c. Sutherland & Knox :

Kdinbucgh, 1360.

development is the order of the day. Let it l>e

otherwise, and not a case of health ; let the con-

crete organism in the region of the plastic liquid

lose its energy, or tlie plastic liquid gain more

energy than is proper to it in health, and then

the cellular surface, instead of growing or being

redintegrated, will be dissolved away or ab-

sorbed into the liquid ; instead of strength there

will be weakness, instead of granulation and

closing there will be abscess and ulceration.

Disease is not the mere absence of health. It

has positive power to extend and perpetuate it-

self, in so far as it is not in its own nature essen-

tially temporary and transient. Disease cannot

be met and resisted too soon, while as yet the

healthy action of the system is but a little im-

paired by it. Hence the cause of so many deaths

uuder acute disease; the physician is not sent

for till it is too late. He is so longer master of

his position.

But that by the way at present. What I have

now to insist upon is this, that the instance of

assimilation action which has now been given is

but an illustration of a law which is absolutely

universal ; which, though not always obvious to

the senses, either in its working or its results,

yet is never wholly at rest, and holds good in

reference to inorganic as well as organic nature.

What but a phenomenon perfectly parallel, and

to be referred to the same law, is the growth

of a crystal, for instance, in a fluid medium,

whether liquid or aeriform, when that fluid is

losing energy as such, either through loss of

quantity (evaporating), or of heat (cooling),

while yet the number of concrete particles in it

remains the same, so that, considered as plastic

material for the increment of a morsel of a cry-

stal or concrete substance of some kind immersed

in it, or placed in contact with it, that fluid's

condition is improving? And what but a phe-

nomenon of the very same order with crystalli-

zation is its counterpart, solution—that is, the

reduction to a fluid form of any soluble or vola-

tile substance in a fluid, whether liquid or

aeriform, in which that concrete is immersed ?

In the former case the solid assimilates the liquid

to itself; in the latter case the fluid assimilates

the solid. In like manner, when a granular or

crystalline nucleus or bed exists in, or is conter-

minous with, a mechanical rock, and the granu-

lar structure is seen to be extending from that

nucleus or bed, what is this but an illustration

among geological phenomena of the same law,

the law of assimilation? Nor is it less an illus-

tration when crystals imbedded in a rotten rock

are found to be rotten themselves. Again, when

two dissimilar gases or liquids are placed in con-
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ither immediately or wiih a permeable dia-
j
which are not volatile, yet separable from each

phragm between, and the particles of the one . other, must tend to effloresce in tlie air, and to

pass in among those of the other, as they are
j
constitute, on its confines with the earth, lace-

known to do, until they are completely diffused, ' like mineral tissues as high _ read-

e mixture of the gases is complete, what is ' ing and elastic, as mobile and colored—in a

this but a case of assimilation where the success?
j
word, as aerial and brig!.:

mechanically considered is complete? Diffusion,

capillarity, are but efforts towards assim-

ilation. Catalysis is but the affirmation of the

r of one molecule to act assiaiilatively on

another. And what else is chemical affinity bnt

the determination of molecules, when of essen-

tially different types, and not immedial':;-

lable, to merge their differences by rushing into

bright as well as aerial, because the atmosphere

is the realm of light and c, ..as of air.

[to bb contisced.]

Incombustible Wash.
During the hot and d: serious acci-

lencedents sometimes occur .:" -.;.•?

each other's embrace, and coust: tutin^ a new ? highly combustible nature of the materia!:

chemical species. It is quite marvellous what foT roofing. Pine shing: ng laid a

order and simplicity present themselves in nature êw years, often become covered with a fine, short

.ve try to take as large a view of her pro- ;
noos; almost as easily ignited

as nature does herself, when we try to for- as punk, and a spark falling upon the roof, soon

get all laws which are merely empirical and hare |
envelopes the building in a blaze

no reason in them, and to dismiss all fondlings

and foundlings of our own. There is in nature,

indeed, an all but infinite variety—a variety

which appears in laws and ends as well as in

To make a cheap wash for the roofs of bn

ings, take a sufficient quantity of good stout-

lime, and slack it careful 1;. in a :!ose box, or

mortar bed. to prevent the -team, and
forms and structures; but there is also an all-

J after slacking, pass it thro U|
pervading unity ; and the law of assimilation in

ofold function of at once perpetuating in-

dividualities and effecting universal harmony

—

the impress on creation at the very fountain-

head ot the two essential attributes, the immuta-

bility and the unity of Him who inhabiteth eter-

and is the Author of all—the law of assim-

ilation is the most deeply-piercing and all-per-

:.g law of the cosmos that can be reached at

present. It is, in fact, exactly an articulate ex-

pression of what all men feel when they think of

Being and System.

To find the plant of the vegetable kingdom is

nature, it is only necessary to consider that dif-

fusion, osmose, capillarity, 4c.—in one word,

mutual penetration—does not take place between

_ sea only, nor between liquids only, nor be-

tween solids only, nor yet between solids and
liquids only, but also between aeriform and con-

crete media. It takes place between the air and
the earth, the atmosphere and the soil, on their

mutual confines. Yes ; the air in contact with

the earth tends to penetrate the earth, and to be-

come assimilated to it by assuming a condensed

or concrete state; while the earth in its turn, on

the confines of the air, tends to rise into it, and
:;.es as aerial as it can. Nor can either do

otherwise if the law of assimilation be as univer-

a it has here been maintained that it is. In

obedience to this law, those earth-particles which
.ipable of the aeriform state must tend to

rise into the air, as gas or vapour; and those !

six quart* of this lime, adi 'of rock or

i Island salt, and one gallon of water.

mixture should be boiled and skimmed clean.

To every five gallons of this. add. by slow de-

grees, threefourths of a pt and

four quarts of fine sand.

Coloring matter may be added. Ap;

with a common paint brush. A writer, in speak-

ing of this wash, observes: • It looks better

than paint, and is as durable as s'ate. It

stop small leaks in the roof, prevent the moss

from growing over and rotting the wood, and

render it incombustible fro:.

When applied to brick won: the bricks

utterly impervious to i i endures

a longer time than any paint I ever us: 3. The

expense is a mere trifle; it. : iy deserv-

ving of mention."

The walls of out-bnildings are frequently

coated with this wash, as * roofs, and

are thereby rendered much more curable. It is

said that clapboards put on without planing, if

coated with this cement or wash, last much lon-

ger than when planed and pai n : 3

Scab :n Stan*.—Take one pound of mercurial

ointment and three pounds fresh lard, well mixed

together. Turn the sheep upon its back and
anoint the bare spot unc-

around each place where the scab has appeared

.

Keep the subject from t'r a few days.
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Poultry.
One hundred fowls, are as many as should be

quartered mion a single acre. As high as one

hundred and fifty have been kept, but for success

in breeding and producing eggs, at least one

square rod of ground should be allowed each

fowl, and more than this would be better.

In breeding fowls, great care should be taken

to produce not only large males, especially if

breeding for market is to be followed. If the

production of eggs is desired, great care should

be taken to hatch no eggs from which to raise

breeders, except those of good layers. By fol-

low ing this course a flock of hens may be pro-

duced which will lay a large per cent, more eggs

than if chickens are hatched from unselected

••'. ithout care, thought or design.

Who that has had the care of a flock of any

kind, but has observed the superiority of some

of its number over others in egg producing.

While many have noticed the fact, few have

profited by the hint.

It has been practiced so long to secure a large,

fine specimen of a male in fowl breeding, while

any female was deemed "good enough," that

we have frequently seen flocks of young poultry

in which the males exceeded the females in size

by at least fifty per cent. This need not and

should not be. The same care should be taken

in producing fowls as other farm stock, and the

Bane general law governs its production.

Value of Poultry.—Few matters pay better

than poultry around a farm. Where success is

so easy, failure indicates great negligence. Be-

gin with the spring if you have been careless

hitherto, and your attention will be well repaid

before the autumn arrives. Aside from the con-

venience and profit of having always abundant

supplies of poultry and eggs, attention to the

various kinds (turkies. ducks, geese and chick-

ens) will pleasantly occupy a share of the time

of the younger members of the household. The

gift of some of them to the children will have

a good effect in stimulating attention to the

whole brood.

Poultry in England is a long way behind

France, the dampness of the climate being un-

favorable to fowls. The English poultry yards

are supposed to yield but about 4,000,000 of

dollars annually, while the produce of eggs in

France is said to be twenty millions dollars, and

of fowls as much more. A large portion of the

population of the south of France subsist chiefly

upon poultry, so far as meat is concerned.

Chanticleer.—The noble and ancient chanti-

cleer, whose clarion notes have been the world's

timepiece ever since Peter denied his master, and

have never failed to sound the approach of i-

rising sun , the bird that saved old Rome from

conflagration by his warning voice iu the dead

of night— shall these lose their old and established

rank and give place in man's affections to breeds

of swine and sturdy bulls of Bashan? W
are all their uncouth grunts and frightful bellow-

ings about the farmers' dwellings, compared

with all the music of the cheerful cackling

crowing with which the poultry yard resounds

from day to day? If there is not music there

is life in it.

Bow to Improve Common Foirh.—To improve

the form, size and laying properties of the com-

mon barn-door fowls, put with the hens a Dork-

ing or Brahma cock : then if the produce should

be too leggy, introduce a large-bodied Cre

cock, as it is found, by experience, that the

fluence of the male is greater than that of the

female. By this means you can improve your

stock of fowls : and to keep them so, select the

best pullets, and change the cocks every \ ear or

two, using no other variety than those enumera-

ted above. This method has been tried and

proved satisfactory.

To have the poultry yard profitable, the fowls

should not be kept until they are old. There is

no objection to preserving a favorite cock

long as he is active and lively; but hens

three years will not produce as many e_-gs as

those of one or two years. Much, however, is

depending on the breed kept, so far as good lay-

ers are concerned.

If you wish your hens to do well, and laj

well, keep them in a moderately wurm. well

lighted, well ventilated and strictly clean place.

Feed them all they will eat of boiled potatoes,

mashed and mixed with shorts and midlings i:i

the morning, and on corn, oats or barli

night. They are fond of buckwheat, some fresh

meat or chandler's scraps, with sulphur mix> 1

with meal. If you dont wish to find now and

then a dead hen. dont have the roosts fir.

large hens more than three feet from the ground,

and then two ladders for them to go up and

down on. In this way, if they have plenty of bro-

ken bones and pounded oyster shells, old lime,

water, plenty of gravel, and dust and ashes to roll

and bathe in, they will pay.

Poultry, it is thought, ought always to be

confined; but if so, instead of a dark, close di-

minutive shed or hovel, have a spacious, airy,

light place, constructed especially for them, hi

both large and small establishments it will be

necessary to separate some fowls from the rest,

when particular breeds are to be raised ; sep

pens or wards must be provided, either at some
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distance from each other, which is preferred, or

with divisions to prevent any intrusion, by

which crossing might be prevented.

—

English
'

»<

How we Manage our Poultry in
Summer.

It is not always best to allow hens to run

over the garden, and it is always best to allow

them some recreation outside of the park in

summer. While I am waiting for my breakfast,

before going to my place of business, I open my
park and allow the hens to race around in the

33, which is quite a luxury for them. I at the

same time keeping a little watch to see that they

do not get into mischief. I allow them this

privilege until my breakfast is ready. I then

start them to the park, and close the door until

the next day. It requires but a short time to

train a flock so you can take them out and in

the park at pleasure, without any trouble.

When I have two or more breeds at a time, I

drive them back ani make them secure before

letting the other out. I find that my hens do

about as well, when treated in this manner, as

when allowed the privilege of running at large

all the time ; and all the attention it takes away

from other pursuits is but trifling—and I find

that I'm better off with a little recreation of this

kind myself, than to sit and read newspapers or

lie in bed whilst my breakfast is being got rea-

dy. The above is done before giving them their

morning feed, especially before they become

thoroughly trained, as they return with less re-

luctance, and they eat more freely of grass.

which is excellent for them to change on when

confined in a park. Hens, when confined in a

]
:. should have some bits of fresh meat to

take the place of worms and insects that they

would be able to get by being out at all times.

We occasionally get a beefs kidney and chop

fine, both summer and winter, unless running

at large. For amusement, we occasionally go

into the park while the occupants are out taking

their morning walk, and spade up the ground,

and they forget that they are not out and running

at large.

Feeding Fowls.—There is nothing gained by
og your laying hens as though you were

fattening them for the eastern market. Especially

will this remark apply while they are running

out. This thing of over-eating is hurtful to any-

thing that eats. It is natural for n fowl to be on

the lookout the most of her time, and swallow a

grain at a time as it is found, and thrive best

living in this manner. Not so with man or

beast. It is best for the latter to eat meals at

certain periods, and not eat a particle between

meals.

Feed fowls a little at a time and often. Grown
fowls should not be fed less than three times a

day. I find if I over-feed fowls, they go off in

some corner and sit down and chill, if the wea-

ther is cold ; whereas, had I given them half as

much, they would continue moving around, feel-

ing well, and seemingly getting that exercise

that their nature requires, by keeping their blood

in healthy action. By this means my hens are

better off, in every respect, one-half of my
grain is saved, and as great a per centage of eggs

is secured
;
and at present prices of grain, it is

an object to know how to feed judiciously.

—

Se-

ver' s Niem Poultry Book.

A Year of the Cattle Plague in Eng-
land—Official Statement.

The following official statement has been made
by the British Privy Council :

Privy Council Oefick, June 22.—The cattle

plague has now completed the fifty-second week

of its prevalence, and during the year nearly a

quarter of a million (2.48,965) of attacks have

been officially reported. 80,507 cattle are stated

to have been killed, 124.187 to have died. 32 -

to have recovered, and in 11,192 cases the results

have not been specified. In addition to the fore-

going, 51,343 cattle exposed to risk have been

slaughtered while free from disease.

In the aggregate, more than 50 (50.5) in

every 1.000 of the ordinary stock of cattle in

Great Britain have been attacked, and to every

1,000 attacks, whose results have been reported,

nearly 900 (861.3) animals perished.

The epidemic has also extended to a consider-

able number of sheep, and since the commence-

ment 4,463 are officially reported to have been

attacked ; of these 4,002 died or were killed, and

and 461 recovered or were unaccounted for.

During the week ending the 16th of June,

533 attacks were reported to have occurred in

Great Britain—namely, 4S3 in England, 26 in

Wales and 18 in Scotland. The number of at-

tacks—namely, 533—shows a decrease of 454

on the previous return. Correcting the total,

by adding an average of attacks commencing

during the week, but which may be subsequently

reported, the number for the week will be 666.

To Cure Scratches in Horses.—Tell your sub-

scribers who have horses which are troubled with

scratches, to try a simple remedy, viz : Keep the

fetlock clean with castile soapsuds, and then wash

twice a day with buttermilk. Give them a good

rubbing at each time.
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Sweet Herb Culture.

BY PETER HENDERSON, JERSEY CITY.

Tlie cultivation of sweet herbs for market pur-

poses, is but little known in this country, except

in the vegetable gardens in the vicinity of New
York; there it is practiced to an extentofperhaps

<;0 or 70 acre?, a fair average product of which

would be about $500 per acre. Like the crops

celery, spinach, or horseradish, it is grown only

as a second crop, that is, it is planted in July,

after an early crop of peas, cabbages, beets, or

onions, lias been sold off. The varieties used are

Thyme, Sage, Summer Savory, and Sweet Mar-

joram, the former two being grown in the ratio

of ten acres to one of the latter. The seed is

boyd in April in rich mellow soil, carefully kept

clean from weeds until the plants are fit to plant

out, which may be done any time that the ground

is ready, from the middle of June until the end

of July. As the plants are usually small and

delicate, it is necessary that the grouud be well

fined down, by harrowing and raking, before

planting; The distance apart for all the varieties

is about the same, namely, 12 inches between

the rows, and 8 or 10 inches between the plants

:

the lines are marked out by what is termed a

"marker," which is simply a mammoth wooden i

rake, with the teeth 12 inches from centres, and !

having 6 or 8 teeth, this number of lines is

marked at once. (This "marker" is used for
j

many other purposes ; in the lining out the rows

of early cabbage, for instance, every alternate .

line is planted, thus leaving them 2 feet apart.

their proper distance.) In 8 or 10 days after the
,

herb crop has been planted, the ground is ''hoed''

lightly over by a steel rake, which disturbs the

surface sufficiently to destroy the crop of weeds

that are just beginning to germinate; it is done
j

in one-third of the time that it could be done by

a. hoe, and answers the purpose quite as well, as •

deep hoeing at this early stage of planting is per- i

fectly useless. In 10 or 12 days more, the same

operation is repeated with the steel rake, which
j

usually effectually destroys all weeds the seeds

of which are near enough to the surface to ger- I

initiate. We use the steel rake in lieu of a hoe

on all our crops immediately after planting, for, .

as before said, deep hoeing on plants of any kind

when rnuly planted, is quite unnecessary, and by
\

the steady application of the rake, weeds are easily

kept down, and it is a great economy of labor

never to allow them to get established. The herb

crop usually covers the ground completely by the

middle of September. Then, every alternate line

is cut out, each plant making about 2 "bunches."

The object in cutting out the lines alternately is.

to give room for the remaining lines to grow; in

this way nearly double the weight of crop is

taken off the ground than if every line had been

cut, and it frequently happens, on particularly

rich soils, that at a second cutting every alternate

line is again taken, when the remaining lines nov.

standing four feet apart will again meet. I had

about an acre of Thyme treated by this process,

in the fall of 1864, that sold for over $2000; but

this was an exceptional case, the crop was unu-

sually fine, and prices at that time were nearly

double the usual. As before stated, the average

yield is about S500 per acre. Herbs are alwa\ -

a safe crop for the market gardener; they are less

perishable than anything else grown, as if then-

be any interruption to their sale in a green state,

they can be dried and boxed up and sold in the

dry state, months after, if necessary. The usual

price is from $10 to $15 per 1000 bunches, and

we always prefer to dry them rather than sell

lower than $10 per 1000, experience telling us

that the market will usually so regulate itself as

to handsomely pay for holding back the sale.

—

The cost of getting the crop raised end marketed

will average about $150 per acre, the principle

expense being in tying it in bunches. But with

many of our industrious German gardeners it

does not cost half that, as tying up is usually

done by their wives or children in the evenings
;

a pleasant as well as profitable occupation.

—

Am.
Agriculturist.

Cure for Heavey Horses.

Having had a large experience with animals

afflicted with the disease in question, always with

success, with a small amount of labor, I submit

the following : First, procure (if you have not

one already) a head halter, and tie the horse so

that he cannot eat the bedding; give for a few

days but little food, and that wet, not more than

half the usual quantity, which will relieve the

breathing; after which, nutritious food is fed

liberally with grain, and less hay, and so long

as you do so, your horses will not have the

heaves.

If the owner wishes to hurry recovery, a dose

of physic (an ounce of powdered aloes) will un-

load the bowels quickly.

I have owned several heavey horses, and after

treating them as stated above, I have doubted

whether they ever had the disease, but after (b.

accident) a large amount of hay had been de-

voured, the distressed breathing and double ac-

tion of the flanks reasserted the facts.— Corres.

Mass. Plowman.
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VT^at Our Lands are Worth.

The real value of Maryland and Virginia lands

is not yet known, and present prices do not pay

for them, except so far as the sale of a part serves

to enhance the value of the remainder, by devel-

oping its intrinsic worth. "We would not have

these lands held so high as to discourage settlers,

hut their owners should consider well their real

worth, that they maj be prepared to advertise it

well to buyers, and that they may be encouraged

to hold o^ - they may be able to do so,

for that appreciation which, sooner or later, must

come. They may sell "alternate sections,'
1 but

they should reserve the remainder, and reap the

benefit of the increase in value which will inevi-

tably follow the influx of an industrious people,

with means sufficient to cultivate well the sur-

plus land now owned in Maryland, Virginia, and

other Southern States : they should, as we have

Ijefore urged, keep their old Homes, and so 1

themselves in position to form, to direct, and to

expression to public sentiment. This is the

highest duty now, of the land holders of the old

slave-holding States.

our advantage, in point of climate, over

more northern States, one of the best known
agricultural writers of the day, himself a North-

ern man, in a letter written from Washington to

rthern agricultural journal, expresses the

deliberate conviction, that agricultural labour in

the latitude of Washington will produce as much
in four days, as in six days in Western New York.

We see no reason to question this opinion, nor

has it been questioned, so far as we know. If it

lie admitted, it nukes a difference in value of

fifty per cent, in Maryland lands, over trie;

the same quality in one of the finest regie

the country. The same degree of fertility

would make an acre worth a hundred dolla:

::n New York, would bring it up to a hun-

dred and fifty here, and for the ordinary pro-

ducts of the soil.

But this same difference of climate makes ours.

and more Southern latitudes, superior to mor'

Northern regions for the growing of some c

:

most valuable fruits. It will soon be understood

that both the soil and climate of Maryland ar

-

well suited to the grape and pear, as it has

ready been found to be to the strav.

peach, the melon, and the apple. This is

opinion of those whose experience elsewhere anl

here, make them eminently capable of judging.

The grape especially, the most valuable of all,

we anticipate great success for; the quality of

the same sorts being better, and our milder au-

tumns allowing a thorough ripening of the new

wood, a point of much importance." In a recent

publication, the originator of the Concord g

makes the value of an acre's growth of

grape, in his own hands, and with good culture.

I _ j. But the Concord in Maryland, while it

maintains its hardiness and productiveness, is.

in quality, far superior to that of Massachusetts.

Other sorts, as the Delaware and lona, much su-

perior to the Concord in quality, may be found,

on due trial in our temperate clrmate. to increas-

greatly in productiveness. In the midst of great,

growing markets, it is not difficult to fores-

greatly increased value that our lands will have.

under a systematic and spirited effort to intro-

duce fruit growing into the State as a branch or

general culture.

But estimating our lands for <:: iinj

purposes, they are held far below their int:

value, and this value is by no means

mated by those who would buy. The remark

above alluded to, as to climate, puts their t

up fifty per cent., but it was met by another,

intimating their inferiority in point of actual or

possible fertility. The same writer, in another

communication from Washington, says, that hav-

ing travelled recently through the best portions

of the States of Tennessee, Illinois and Ohio, he

had seen no field of clover equal to one he hal

; on the Potomac, below Washington,

had not been manured in fifty years. T!

tility of this field had been maintained through

a course of cropping, by shells found or.

land, and clover grown by means of the shells

.

This was no rate case. We know, though

strangers do not know, how many thousa:

acres in Maryland and Virginia have been :
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ized by the same cheap means ;
and our people

themselves do not yet know how many other

thousands of acres might in the same manner be

enriched.

The Eastern Peninsula of Maryland has ma-

terial enough of marl and shells, and marsh and

sea ore, to make every acre of its poor land as

rich as the best, and the best Eastern Shore lands

have produced the heaviest crop of wheat on

record, this side of California. A crop of wheat

reported in the "American Farmer'' by the late

M. T. Goldsborough, of Talbot county, was on

nine acres of a large field, sixty-four bushels to

the acre, and on a larger portion of the same

field, fifty-five bushels to the acre.

The whole tide water region of Maryland and

Virginia enjoys the same resources, and away

from tide water, the still cheaper means of clover

and plaster ; and inexhaustible supplies of lime-

stone. With such means of improvement and

their well known facilities for reaching the best

markets, their natural fertility of Soil and genial

climate, what reason is there, but our own want

of appreciation of what belongs to us, and our

consequent apathy in bringing the true value of

our possessions to the notice of others, that keeps

down the price of Maryland and Virginia lands.

We had better almost give away our surplus

lands, than have them lie waste or unimproving,

but if our people had some of the Yankee enter-

prise which has been so often exhibited in the

sale of wild western lands, they would soon find

the means of bringing in a population which

would buy from them at better prices, while

they would have the satisfaction of knowing that

they rendered a fair equivalent.

there was no use trying it there, it would be a

failure. I could not see the philosophy of that.

I purchased eight hundred dollars' worth of

plants : had my ground all prepared in the best

possible order for their reception. Plants grew

as fine as I ever saw plants grow, and I an-

ticipated what a fine paying crop I should

have the following season, they receiving the

very highest cultivation during the summer.

Fall and following spring they flowered, but no

I fruit. I do not think there were half a dozen

fruit on the whole lot. I would not remove, but

tried them another season with the same result.

I imported a quantity of British Queen from

England, and the result was the same aS the

Hovey seedling.
1

' He found, however, that the

Bicton Pine succeeded finely, and going shortly

to take charge of a place in New Jersey, had a

few thousand of the Bicton Pine sent, intending

t

to grow it largely, but failed as completely in

growing it in New Jersey, as he did the Hovey

seedling at Pittsburg. He says further, that

Wilson's seedling and Triomphe de Gand do not

succeed in Northern New Jersey, Russell's seed-

ling and La Constant, being ten to one more

prolific.

Mr. John Saul, of Washington, says, also, in

the Gardeners' Monthly. "I was struck with the

very just remark made on strawberries in the

June No. How few, very tew, of these varieties

are of any value.''

Strawberries.

One fact seems well established by the experience

of Strawberry growers, which is. that the value

of varieties changes continually, with change

of place, and that the reputation which a berry

may have for valuable qualities elsewhere, gives

ns no assurance of its value when we bring it into

our own grounds. Hence the many disappoint-

ments we experience in eetting much lauded

kinds. They may be very honestly advertised,

but unsyiited to the new locality. Hence it is ad-

visable to try a few of the different varieties, and

plant largely only such as are found by experi-

ence to flourish well in your own locality. <;.

Howatt, of Tarrytown. N. V., says in the

inters' Monthly: Thirteen years ago, I moved to

Pittsburg to lay out and plant a company place.

Hovey'a seedlin'_r was the universal strawberry

here. Market and private gardeners told me

The Agricultural College.

A me.-ting of the Board of Trustees of the

Maryland Agricultural College was held on the

first day of August, at the rooms of the State

Superintendent of Instruction. There were pre-

sent James T. Earle. Esq.. President, Rev. Dr.

Pinkney, Otho H. Williams, Ramsay McHenry,

Edward Lloyd, and Charles B. Calvert, Esqs..

representing the stockholders, and Rev. L. Van
Bokkelen representing the State.

No definite action was taken, we learn, as to

reorganization or other matters of importance,

but the whole subject, including the report of a

previous committee, was referred to Mr. Earle,

Rev. Dr. Pinkney, and Charles B. Calvert,

committee, with directions to take at once the

ssary steps for the re-opening of the College.

It was the unanimous sense of the meeting, we
understand, that the re-opening should not be

oiled beyond the 1st of October. A meet-

ing of the Board has been called to consider the

action of the Committee, and we cannot doubt

that it will nsult in re-opening on the day

i named, if not earlier.
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Clover Culture.

If there is one thought which we would press

more than another, on landholders in the Middle

and Southern States, it is the necessity of ex-

tending the cultivation of Clover. While the

rr.ost remarkable and most valuable results have

teen realised in its use as a renovator, there

is still an immense field for its invaluable ser-

vices. We would urge upon our readers by

every consideration, that they will not be satis-

fed that clover will not grow well upon their

lands until they have given it the most thorough

trial. A Marylander who was familiar with its

value as an improver here, having settled in

Georgia, aays: "I mean to sow the seed every

month in the year, till I find out the right time."'

This is the determination which should influ-

ence every landholder. Whatever the obstacle,

whether of climate or soil, let no effort be untried

to overcome it.

We know that to a great many of our readers

it is very unnecessary to say anything of the

value of clover culture, and they will hardly un-

derstand the necessity cf alluding to a matter so

familiar to them. To sow clover seed is to them

as necessary a part of their rotation as to sow

wheat. Whatever other means of improvement

they may use, this is never overlooked, and the

loss of a crop is a calamity. Their lands have

been raised gradually, through its influence, to

?. degree of fertility, varying in degree with the

skill of the farmer, or the natural constitution of

the soil, but always so marked, that he who has

once seen its effects, knows he cannot afford to

O.o without it. He understands that it is at once,

food for his stock, and for his crops, and that

while it feeds them directly, it exerts an influence

upon the constitution of the soil which corrects

T ermanently. the natural faults of too great

closeness, or looseness, of texture.

That clover culture is not so extended as it de-

serves to be. is owing first to the fact that its

value is not sufficiently known, and secondly,

that the crop grows with such facility upon cer-

tain soils and under a favourable climate, that

the difficulties occurring under unfavourable cir-

cumstances discourage attempts to produce it.

In extensive sections of Maryland, Delaware,

Pennsylvania and Virginia, nothing seems needed

beyond the merest sprinkling of Plaster (Sul-

phate of Lime) to secure the most luxuriant

growth ; and such a growth means nothing leas

than a soil sufficiently fertilized for almost any

crop that is to grow upon it.

In other sections, the Plaster seems to produce

no. such effect, as on portions of the Eastern

Shore of Maryland, but lime from the shell banks.

or marl-beds, is a ready substitute, and clover

rarely fails on well limed lands, if otherwise well

cultivated. In the limestone regions there is the

same facility in clover growing.

In the absence of such advantages, and in hot

and dry climates, or upon soils of light, open

texture, the difficulty of growing clover in-

creases, and the greater effort must be made to

overcome it. In these cases the difficulty will

diminish after a first success. In old countries

we hear of ' 'clover-sickness,
"

' but we have reason

to think the disease is not known in America

:

at any rate it is a far off evil to lands that are

strangers to the plant. Where it has been grown

for a long time, there will oe found occasion for

somewhat longer intervals between crops, but

on newer lands, a first crop will favour the suc-

cess of a second, and long intervals between

crops will be quite unnecessary.

Where there is difficulty in securing a growth

of clover, we must give special care to all the

conditions we can command. First the land

must be fertilized. If plaster does not act with

great effect, or lime is not to be secured, guano

or super-phosphate must be used as for other

crops. It has been a great error to use these fer-

tilizers to so great an extent, for the direct bene-

fit of crops which are mainly carried off the land.

The clover crop first of all should be secured,

and that relied upon for the general enriching

of the land, and fertilizing other crops.

The condition of the soil must be looked to as

to drainage, cleanliness, &c. Clover will not

flourish where there is excess of moisture, or

water stagnant in the soil. It is needless to un-

dertake to grow it. except upon dry or well-

drained grounds. Neither will it grow upon soil

filled with undecomposed vegetable matter, or in

any such condition as encourages sorrel, or

other noxious weeds of natural growth. There-

fore, if sown upon new lands after one year's

cultivation, such weeds will overgrow it, but

after two or three years cultivation in a hoed

crop, the clover will flourish. There will be the

same difficulty if the soil is full of the remains

of weeds or crops, in an undecomposed state.

One year's cultivation in a hoed crop does not

put them in condition for clover.
*

Again, under circumstances unfavourable to

the growth of clover, seed must be sown abun-

dantly and at different times, and with different

modes of treatment. When a first crop is grown,

let the ground have the benefit of all the seed it

will produce. The early growth, if the greatest

benefit to the land is wanted, should, when in
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bloom, be trodden down and consumed by stock

enough to level it well in a few weeks. It

should then be cleared of stock, and all the after

growth be allowed to make seed. If this growth

i>e allowed to fall on the ground, it will so charge

it with seed as greatly to facilitate future crops.

Where there is difficulty from any cause, in

getting a good set— and we often fail in this,

even under favourable circumstances—it may

be almost ensured, by a top-dressing of yard

manure, or litter of any sort. It would be well

worth while under ordinary circumstances to de-

vote the greater portion of such substances to

this purpose.

No one should be discouraged by difficulties,

but the most strenuous efforts used, until it is

absolutely certain that there are natural causes

"which make it vain to attempt to grow this foun-

dation crop of good lands, and good stock.

Fruit Growing.

We have spoken to our readers of their Homes,

not of beautifying them as in past times and adorn-

ing them by all the arts of the Florist and the

Landscape Gardener, but of keeping themselves in

possession, of assuring themselves that they shall

be to them still Homes. We have advised with

them as to the value of their lands, and the dis-

position they must make of tbem, in meeting the

necessities of the new condition of things. We
ask their attention now to new ways of using

these lands,—not new absolutely, but new to

them because they have wilfully, and in their

blind following of old things and old ways, ig-

nored them.

We promised in our first Number to give more

attention than heretofore to the subject of fruit

growing. This is the matter we now call their

attention to, as one of the instruments they must

use to keep themselves in position, to increase

the value of their lands, and to assure themselves

larger yearly products, with less labor, and from

smaller areas. Many of them must sell a por-

tion of their land, and will have less to work.

Those who do not sell, must cease to labour over

extended and impoverished surfaces. They can-

not hire labour for such a purpose. They must

rent, or graze their outfields, and get larger re-

turns from a few acres. When very near to

market they may raise bulky vegetables, but

farther off, fruits that will bear transportation.

We say Fruits, and we mean more especially

Grapes. We wish wc knew how to impress it

more forcibly upon the attention of our readers

;

they must grow Fruits of any or every sort, and

Grapes especially.

But shall everybody grow them it is asked !

Certainly not. Such a thought will not enter

everybody's head, because everybody is a dull,

ignorant old fellow, who does not read the Ameri-

can Farmer. We are talking to our readers, ani

for their benefit, and compared with the great

mass of Farmers, even in the State of Maryland

they are the select few. The Farmers of Mary-

land are Thirty Thousand, and we have never

claimed the fourth of them as the readers of ours,

or an}* other Agricultural Journal.

But it is feared that the business may be over-

done. The answer is. that with all the increas--

of many years past, the demand has kept ahead

of the supply. Fruit is getting more abundant

indeed, but every year harder to get ; because

every year higher. Notwithstanding that single

growers of the Strawberry have more than a

hundred acres each in cultivation near Balti-

more, Strawberries, little above medium quality,

brought 40 cents a quart in the market. Not-

withstanding our old fields and fence corners

fruitful in the blackberry, and one of the most

productive seasons ever known, the Lawton

blackberry brought, throughout the season, eight

dollars a bushel as retailed in the market.

There are thousands of acres of marsh lands in

the State entirely worthless to the owners, which

are very capable of yielding two hundred bush-

els of cranberries to the acre, worth, at all times,

four to six dollars a bushel, with a demand with-

out limit for shipment. Many of these marsht-

have the vines to stock them already growing

wild in their midst. Pears of excellent quality,

we munched freely when a boy, from standard

trees of thirty, forty, and fifty years of age, ever

bearing abundantly, and in Maryland soil; but

who eats a pear now, except at fabulous prices,

after all the modern stimulus to their cultivation.

There is not now, the fourth of a decent supply

of any kind of the best known good fruits, in the

Baltimore market. With the growing demand

for what is good, and the very large supplies

needed by the preserving houses for winter use

and shipment, there is the least possible danger

of over production.

Now as to grapes, one great advantage they

have over other fruits, is that they are almoel

equally profitable for table use and for wine.

And they have the further advantage, that they

need not be pressed immediately into market, but

will keep well during several months, and can

be disposed of at leisure. Failing of a remuner-

ative demand, they can be manufactured into

wine, and reserved for future sale.

The demand for wholesome wine, and genuine

brandy, is without limit. With all the temper-
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anee preaching in the world, men will have wine,

and our opinion is, they ought to have it, if it

be good, not for abuse, but for use. But it is

very desirable that it be good, and not some

"villainous compound/' There is more cham-

pagne wine otfered for sale in the New York

market every year, than the whole champagne

district produces. And how much brandy we

have otfered for sale that is genuine, may be

judged from the revelations made recently in

New York, at the trial of parties, at the instance

of revenue officers. It appeared from the testi-

mony that the liquor in controversy was a fluid

known as "imitation brandy,'' and was made

from cologne spirit, flavored by oil of cognac,

and "neutral Uiqnor," commonly known as

French spirits. A maker of imitation brandy

at Albany, tasted a sample, and declared it had

r.ot in it a drop of French brandy. Such was
j

the general character of the testimony. A drug-

gist, however, testified to its genuineness, be-

cause it was similar to brandy he had purchased

in Boston for §9.50 per gallon. He had been

himself cheated, the price of the article in Sew
York being $2.50 per gallon.

Now it must be evident, that there is a wide

field open for the raw material out of which to

make pure and genuine wine and brandy; and

when we remember the value of the latter as a

medicine for delicate women and other invalids,

and the true worth of a pure wine for ordinary

consumption, we may form some idea of the im-

portance of grape culture to the health of the

community.

Apart from such use3, when we consider the

value of the grape crop as exhibited in an article

on another page, in the unpromising climate of

Massachusetts, we may suppose that as a mere

market fruit, with our greatly favourable circum-

stances of soil and climate, it i3 not likely to

prove unprofitable. Twenty-five years ago, Dow-
ning estimated the number of acres in cultivation

in the country at three thousand, now it is sup-

posed to be a hundred thousand, and grapes are

as high as then.

There is no impediment to their cultivation. It

is easier, simpler, and every way pleasanter work

than the cultivation of tobacco. For the cheer-

ful work of the vintage, there will always be

found sufficient help. What is needed, is enter-

prise, and pluck enough, to look a new idea in the

face, and turn it to advantage.

Cotswolds.—The Cotswold buck bought by

H. C. Meriam at Mr. Andrews' sale, sheared

fourteen pounds. The best ewe sheared twelve

pounds.

Scientific Reading.

A young correspondent, writing from Enfield,

North Carolina, whose farming experience begins

with this year, speaks of the interest with which

he has been reading back numbers of the Farmer

of 1858 and 1859, and of the pleasure he takes

in Agricultural Chemistry, and kindred reading.

Many other correspondents have either lamented

the loss of back volumes with their household

effects during the war, or expressed the pleasure

they had taken in them in the absence of a new
issue. Such frequent expressions, from very va-

rious sources, afford gratifying testimony to our

success in furnishing the readers of the Farmer.

as we always designed, not with matter of tempo-

rary interest merely, but with that which was

worth keeping, and would keep without spoil-

ing.

This is what we aim at now. Matters of mere

routine—what crops were made by such an one,

how he cultivated, and how he manured

—

how much milk a cow gives, and how she was

tended and fed,—how some one has fattened his

beeves or his sheep—this is more popular reading,

and has a certain value. We give a due propor-

tion of it, with matters of detail as to the work-

ing of various crops, care of animals, &c. As

far as we can do so, we make these matters of

practice illustrate principles, and aim thus to fa-

miliarize the minds of readers, with the underly-

ing truths, which must direct all intelligent

practice.

But we should be unwilling, at this day, to edit

an Agricultural Journal which was only so far

scientific. We must recognize the advance of

agricultural science, and we must gratify the taste

which we know exists, to a greater or less extent,

among our subscribers, for purely scientific read-

ing. Therefore, we publish such articles as "Cul-

tivation and Manure as Fertilizing Agents," by

Prof. Tanner, of Birmingham, the essay of Dr.

Anderson, of Edinburgh, on the "Supposed Ex-

haustion of Soils by the Modern System of Ag-

riculture,'' and that by Dr. McYicker, of
,

in this number.

We have a further object too, in doing so. We
wish to encourage all such readers as the corres-

pondent alluded to, to raise themselves to a

higher level of agricultural culture, by selecting

for them, from the best sources, matter most

likely to be interesting as well as valuable. Our

young men can no longer afford to walk in the

paths of their fathers. They must recognize the

changes which are going on, and the advance in

Agricultural Science, especially. If they find such

articles as we publish a little hard to read at first,
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let them read again and again, till they become

pleasant reading. Then they will realize that

they themselves hare made an advance in the

right direction.

Instruction in Fruit Culture.
So many responses were made to the advertise-

ment in our August number, of an Englishman,

proposing to take charge of a Fruit growing

Farm, that we take this method of saying to

i hose whose letters may not be directly answered,

that the advertiser has been induced to remain in

bis present position. There is evidently very

great demand for the services of men familiar

with fruit growing, and it is a demand not likely

to be supplied. We hope that very many of our

young Southern men, who find it difficult to get

i mployment, will turn their attention to this

business, and take hold of it with energy ; and

we think our Agricultural College could do no-

thing more practically useful to the community,

than to take a certain number of pupils for spe-

cial instruction in Fruit growing in all its

branches, under the skilful Head of that Depart-

ment at the College. It will be for a time, one

of the greatest drawbacks to Fruit culture, that

there is really so little practical acquaintance

with it. Young men, as they have opportunity,

should get instruction, but others need not be

deterred by suppased difficulties. They must

consider that no art is well learned, but by tak-

ing hold, and working it out. Good instruction

greatly facilitates the efforts of the learner; it is

good help for him. But he. really and effectual-

ly, learns his business, only in working honestly

up to the amount of knowledge he starts with.

None are so ignorant, that they need be afraid to

take hold, and make a beginning.

"The Lost Subscriber."—Our friends are in-

formed that we are amply recompensed for the

gentleman who resigned his "situation" last

month, as a subscriber to the tanner, though Ave

have not the least objection to all the new names

they can send. The first to take his place is, we
me glad to say, a Northern man, who hails from

North Carolina. The friend who sends the name

and the money, says, "let us know of all you lose

for the same reason.' They will, probably, here-

after, "die, and make no sign.''

The second substitute writes from New Kent

county, Va , briefly, as follows:

"My friend and neighbor, Col. T. A. L., to

whom you have forwarded the July and August

numbers of the American Farmer, has been kind

enough to hand them over to me for inspection,

and I am so well pleased that 1 feel a sympathy

with that poor fellow who 'bears malice,'1 and is

determined to debar himself the rich treat of its

monthly visits, for a splenetic gratification of a

mythical nature.

If you think it possible to survive the shock

of a separation, so far as to be able again to put

forth another number, please accept of the en-

closed two dollars, and substitute my name in

place of the lost subscriber, who has, ere this,

been expunged from your books, by a black

stripe."

We must add only the following :

"As you express willingness to part company
with this immaculate patriot, and ask some one

to send you a subscriber in his place, I take

great pleasure in sending you tico, who can ap-

preciate your labours iu the field of Agricultural

Science, without exercising a carping censorship

on your past political creed. I herewith enclose

four dollars."

J. T. W., Montgomery Co., Md.

The little paragraph "Bears Malice" was writ-

ten pleasantly to show our entire indifference to

the sort of censorship alluded to, and the request

that some one would send a new subscriber to

fill the vacancy, was without premeditation, and

very luckily as it seems, thrown in at the close.

The response shows how easily those, who really

think well of the Farmer, might give it great

help, if they felt some stimulus to do so. They

have this stimulus when we say a word in unison

with their just and generous sympathy for those

who, whatever might be thought of the past, are

now surely, only wronged and suffering friends.

But may we not move their sympathies other-

wise, even by the love they bear that common
Mother of ours, whose lovely face has b

marred, and whose fair bosom torn, by ungentle

and ungrateful hands. Help the President to

reconstruct unfortunate Sister States, help the

Old American Farmer to reconstruct our gentle

nursing-mother, the Earth. There is sad need

of it, for her desolations are the work, as well of

peace as of war, and her worst wounds, per-

haps, have been "in the house of her friends."

We want help, and ten thousand Maryland men
should give us a hand.

American Pomot.ogical Society.—We learn

from the Circular of President Wilder, that the

meeting of this Society, which should have taken

place in St. Louis in September, has. by and

with the advice of the Executive Committee and

oilier leading Pomologists, been postponed, for

reasons given, till 18»;7, when due notice will be

given for its reassembling at that place.
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Fertilizers.

"So man of common sense," says Hon. Wil-

loughhy Newton, in his letter to the Farmer of

last month, "can suppose it possible to cultivate,

profitably, poor land with hired labour; and un-

der our new system fertilizers must be used to a

much greater extent than formerly."

Nothing can be truer, than that to farm profit-

ably, under the changed circumstances which

surround us, we must enrich our lands. We
cannot afford to make half crops. We cannot

take four barrels of corn where the same labour

will give eight, or ten bushels of wheat where

we may as well have thirty. We must econo-

mise labour by contracting our surface cultiva-

tion, and by enriching what we do cultivate,

that it may approximate at least its maximum of

production.

To do this, the portable fertilizers of the market

must and will be used, even more largely than

ever before. Those that are well and honestly

manufactured, and good natural guanos, have an

intrinsic value which cannot be overlooked, and

they have the taking quality of giving us on

poor lauds the crops that belong to fertility, and
of cheating us into the belief that our barren

fields have become, by magic, rich. They will

be used, therefore, more and more, and to the

prudent and judicious, will be the instrument of

improvement and wealth.

As nothing has been more uncertain heretofore

than the character of the fertilizers offered in the

market, it becomes those who are interested to

look well to what they must buy. If for any
reason they fail to get a good or genuine article, it

is not the loss of the cost of the fertilizer only, but

of the whole year's crop. Of the several articles

offered in the advertising columns of the Farmer,

we can say, with pleasure, that they have an

established reputation, where they have been

used for a sufficient length of time, or are offered

by merchants of high standing in the Baltimore

trade. Our readers must judge between them,

according to the evidence presented.

Mamt.e for Evergreens.—The Horticulturist

says that although it said that animal manures

are injurious to evergreens, it has been recently

proved that old, well-rotted barn-yard manure
may be applied to them with the best possible

results. Trees and shrubs manured with this

compost grow vigorously, putting on a deeper,

brighter green, while Kalmios and Rhododen-
drons flower more abundantly than iu the old

practice of leaf-mold manuring.

Our Correspondence.

Hon. James Chcsnut, one of the Senators from

South Carolina, who resigned his seat in the

United States Senate at the opening of the war.

writes a letter on business, from which, claim-

ing his indulgence, we make the following ex-

tract : "At the end of the recent disastrous war,

in which, under a sense of duty to my country.

I bore, however humbly, still the best part I

could, I find myself in controul of a very large

and fertile body of laud, without systematic la-

bour, adequate to my wants, without a sufficiency

of animal power, agricultural implements and

seed, proper for the development of a new and

moderately successful system of agriculture, which

1 hope to adopt for the ensuing year. My losses,

I will not refer to, as I regard them as the natu-

ral result of events, and the willing offerings

which I gave to a cause which I thought just,

and most honourable, and cherished. This re-

sult I have accepted in good faith, and as I have

now no past to which I will refer, I desire to make

the brief future, for me, a3 beneficial as I can to

myself and my couutry.

"I am now engaged in the production of corn,

cotton, turpentine, &c.,the usual staples of this

region heretofore. My experience of this year,

however, and observation as close as my oppor-

tunity would enable me to make, have couvinc.ed

me, that with the radical change in our condi-

tion, we must, if we hope to be successful, make

a corresponding change in the employment or

our capital, and in the nature of productions re-

sulting therefrom. The cost of labour now, and

the tax proposed by Congress upon cotton, will

mike its production a luxury, or amusement, too

costly to be hereafter indulged in by an impover-

ished people. If I thought it would be to you

a matter of interest, I would give you the data

upon which the opinion is founded. But 1 pre-

sume you are overwhelmed with correspondence,

and I write now only on a matter of business.

Hon. Marshall P. Wilder, Dorchester. Massa-

chusetts, the well known President of the U. S.

Penological Society, writes : "I am pleased with

the revival and fine appearance of your paper.

Here are two dollars for the year. Please semi

every number."

Andrew G. Kennedy. Esq., Jefferson Co.,Va..

says : "As the time for seeding timothy is near

at hand, I will give you a plan whi«fh I have fol-

lowed with success: On the ground, ploughed

and harrowed for wheat, sow, before the first of

September, with the broadcast sower, about one

peck of seed to the acre, and then roll with

wooden roller. Drill vour Avheat about the first
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of October. In cutting the hay, I use my reaper

just as it is fixed for cutting wheat, except rather ,

more lowered. The grass is allowed to accumu-

late on the board in as large heaps as the board

with accommodate : it is then raked off and left

to cure in the heaps, and when cured, hauled in
'

from the same heaps. This mode saves labour.

and, if the cutting is done at the right time, the

hay will cure perfectly."

Dr. B. P. R., of Dinwiddie Co.. Va.. writes:

i;As I would welcome an old friend, so did I the

July number of the American Farmer. It came

just in time to supply a want. It was handed

to me by a friend while at church, and though

it is not my custom to read secular papers on the

ith, yet the temptation was irresistible to
;

examine it as I rode in my carriage home, to see

what had become of such an esteemed old friend

during the trying ordeal we had passed. I wish

I could write something of interest for your valu-

able paper, but really the present and future

seem so dark and discouraging, that one has but

little heart to chronicle the times, or prophet the

future.

•The wheat crop is an entire failure : but few

will have any for market, and many will not

make seed. The corn crop at present is gloomy,

on account of the long drought, but it is not too

late as yet to make a good crop, though it must

be somewhat shortened. The tobacco crop will.

I think, be a short and inferior one. The land

that was good, and that is guanoed, and planted

early, is running up, and buttoning, and, of

Coarse, can never be as it should. The poorer

lands and late planted, will be inferior. I do i

not think half the surface is planted that former-

ly was, owing to the uncertainty attending the

necessary labor.

"I find it to be the experience of all, that the

only way of getting any thing out of the freed-

men, is for the white man to take the lead, and

tell him to follow. This, of course, can be done

by comparatively few at the South, as they have

not been accustomed to field work. We are con-

sequently forced to the necessity of dividing up

our farms, and renting them out to the white

labouring class, who. with a few freed men, may
make it profitable, but to the landholders ruin-

ous : as the man that rents laud seldom improves,

and ultimately, under this system, our lands will

be exhausted. I havesaid nothing about foreign

white labor, as I am convinetd at present it will

not do."
I

Under the present system of yearly renting,

the remarks of our correspondent are no doubt

correct. But it will be necessary gradually to I

change this for long and improving leases, which

will ultimately profit landlord and tenant.

—

Ed.

Farmer.

L. A., of Shenandoah County. Va., writes :

•T received the July number of the American

Firmer, and am delighted once more to have it.

I had been a subscriber for many years till cut

off by this uuholy war, which devastated our

beautiful Valley Twenty thousand dollars of

good money would not cover my losses, but

thank God, with the return of peace, I have my
land and buildings, ic. I raised a fine crop of

coru last year, fenced up last winter, and now

have 140 acres of corn looking pretty well. I

have just finished cutting my wheat of 100 acres,

which will thrash. I think, 12 te 15 bushels per

acre. In my immediate neighborhood the wheal

is much better than in any other part of the

Valley. In Western Virginia there is scarcely

any. The hay crop very short.

T bought one of Calvin Page' 3 combined

mowers and reapers, self-rake. I am delighted

with it. Our old reapers were burned by our

glorious Union General Sheridan. We forgive

our kind friends for the destruction done to save

us from the Devil, but when we come to be ad-

mitted at the doors, why do they turn their backs

on us? We know they are Christians (so-called.)

"This county will hardly make seed and bread,

especially in the limestone land. I have 140

acres of river bottom that never fail, and part

has never been in gear. Has been farmed for

upwards of a hundred years in corn and wheat

—

40 to 50 bushels of corn, 18 to 20 of wheat."

A few more extracts from ' ;Old Friends."

'T have to offer you many thanks for your

kindness in forwarding to me again my old

friend, 'The American Farmer.' The perusal of

the two numbers received, has already inspired

me with new hopes, and partially renewed my
waning energies," fcc.

J. H. E.. Coleraine, H. C.

<;
I glory in the reappearance of the 'Old Amer-

ican Farmer' upon the stage of life, with a high-

er, nobler and purer bearing 'if possible), than

of yore. I read it as a boy when the Ruffins,

Xewtons, Jones', Cal verts. Pendletons, and Ca-

prons, were wont to hold pleasing converse over

mother earth. I have continued reading it in my
manhood, when directed by other heads and

hands, but never with greater satisfaction and

instruction than now."

G. H., Snow Hill, Md.
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cannot tell the gratification I felt on re-

ceiving your publication—very much like an old

friend, long absent, affording delight at his re-

turn.'' D. S. C. Williamsburg. Va.

ice to see your journal revived, because

3 irded it. and so expressed myself, as the

best of all the agricultural journals of the coun-

try." E. C. E.. MontiTOiuerv Countv, Pa.

:-
I enclose you $2 for subscription to your

valuable Magazine, which I was glad to see again.

I think you will sustain your former reputation,

and congratulate you sincerely on your reappear-

ance. J. W.. near Richmond, Va.

"Please find herein $2 for subscription to my
good old friend, the American Farnur. Receive

my thanks for having thought of me after so

long a time.'' E. L., Cincinnati.

You can form no idea, how pleased I was to

see again the familiar face of the Old Farmer.

You may consider me a subscriber as long as I

own a farm, or can pay for a newspaper.

F. M. H.. Newbern, N. C.

•The Firmer came to hand a few days since,

bringing an account of its long absence, and was

received with more than wonted plea;

W. C. W., Fosterville, Tenn.

Cuba an. Tobacco.—The cor-

respondent who makes inquiries as to peculiari-

ties in the mode of cultivating these varieties

informed, that there is nothing materially dif-

ferent from the practice in Maryland and Yir-

ginia. The Cuba tobacco is a much more delicate

growth than ordinary sorts, with leaf of finer

texture, needing careful handling, and may be

planted much more closely. Ten thousand plants

may very well grow upon an acre, at two feet

each way. or three by one and a half.

The Connecticut seed leaf is a very large

growth, being planted usually on rich and hea-

vily manured lands, and yielding enormous crops,

ranging from fifteen hundred even up to three

thousand pounds to the acre, as we find reported.

The plants need, of course, much more room
than common kinds.

8t. Ptul Pioneer says that on the Red
River settlement. 500 miles north of that place,

60 bushels of wheat to the acre is an ordinary

vield.

Notices of Agricultural Journals.

The Maryland Farmer—A Monthly Magazine,

devoted to Agriculture, Horticulture. Rural Econo-

my and Mechanic Arts. Volume III, No.

Sands Mills & Co., Publishers, >~o. 24 S. Calvert

street.

The Rural Gi — Journal,

devoted to Horticulture, Agriculture and 1.

Economy. J. B. Robinson k Co., Publishers.

Xo. 2 North Eutaw street.

Among many labourers who have entered the

j
field of Agricultural Literature within a few

years, we have occasion to notice first, two very

near neighbours, named above. The former is

the Farmer and Mechanic of Mr. Ezra Whitman.
' published before the war, mainly to advertise

his large manufacturing business, and now de-

. veloped, through the enterprise and energy of

Mr. Mills, into a first class Agricultural Maga-

zine. The numbers before us are filled with a

• variety of useful matter, indicating discrimina-

I

tion and judgment, and we wish it the most

ample su<

The Eurjl Gentleman presents itself in the

: number before us, for the first time, and pro-

i
poses to devote itself "entirely to practical rural

life." Its pages are well filled with good matter.

, ranging through the extended fields of agricul-

ture, horticulture, and floriculture. It makes

:

fair promise for a future which will be very use-

ful to the agricultural community, and very pro-

'.e, we hope, to its propriet

We must engage these young neighbours of

;
ours in the special duty of stirring up the =

• and laggard farmers of Maryland to a sense of

: their duty in support of the agricultural press.

Of the thirty thousand farmers of Marvlar.

have nothing like ten thousand vet unon our

own list, and some means must be devised of

;
bringing them every one into the line of pro-

33. They can hand us over the first ten thou-

sand that fall in, which is all we shall claim,

and divide the other twenty thousand between

them, and when the whole thing is done we
shall get along very comfortably together, so far

as Maryland is concerned. Outside of the State,

as neither of us have any Bpecial rights, each

must hoe his own row, among other able com-

petitors, and make the most of his opportunities.

The Southern- Cultivator—A practical and

Scientific >ewspaper for the Plantation, the Gar-

den and the family Circle. D. Redmond. Au-

gusta. Ga.: W. If. White, Athens -_ per

annum.

This long established and verv able Magazine
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of Agriculture stands at the head of the list of

valuable Journals that are doing faithful service

iu behalf of Southern Agriculture. It is the

only one South of New York, we believe, which

maintained itself throughout the fearful four

years' struggle. It goes now on its way pros-

pering, and to prosper, as we hope. We are cer-

tain, at least, that the success which marks its

course, will be a sure index of the advance of

ultnral improvement in the South. Long

experience, sterling good sense, and knowledge

of rural affairs, both theoretical and practical.

are distinguishing qualities of the Cultivator.

The Farmer—Devoted to Agriculture. Horti-

culture, the Mechanic Arts and Household Econ-

omy. Elliott & Shields. Richmond, Va. So. 11 "

per annum.

The Farmer takes the place, long, so ably filled

by the Southern Planter, and now issues its eighth

number. It is. we learn, in the hands of gen-

tlemen abundantly able to make it the worthy

organ of the great farming interests of Virginia.

Its present issue gives sufficient assurance of this,

in a number of articles of superior merit, and the

variety of its table of contents. It is very wor-

thy of, and we trust will get. a hearty and gen-

erous support.

The Rural Journal—Devoted to Rural Life,

Agriculture. Mechanics, fcc.

Is a spirited and well conducted Journal of

eight quarto pages, with the imprint of that en-

terprising firm, Wm. B.Smith & Co., of Raleigh,

X. C. ; subscription, $1-00.

The Journal seems to be designed to relieve

the pages of our old friend and favorite, The

Field aiul Firtside, of its agricultural matter, and

to give it to the farmers in separate form, at a low

price. It deserves to be well sustained.

The Southern Ruralist. Amite City, La..

H. A. Swasey & Co., Publishers. S3. 00 per

annum.

This is a semi-monthly Journal of twelve

quarto pages in covers, devoted to Agriculture

and Rural affairs. It is the only representative

of the agricultural interests of the great South-

west, and is started under favourable auspices for

great success, which it eminently deserves by the

quality of the matter offered its readers. It is

edited by H. A. Swasey. M. D , aided by a large

corps of assistants.

This makes up our list of Southern Agricul-

tural exchanges as yet received.

The Field and Fireside.—This publication

was well and favorably known before the war.

having been established in 1855. It was design-

ed as a family, literary, and agricultural weekly

of the first class. As suggested above, it has

i given its Field side rather the go-by, and claims

,
to be "devoted to all the highest and noblest

purposes of pure and dignified literature."" A
I
Journal of such aims should have the support

which will enable it to realize, to the utmost, its

lofty aspirations.

Published by Wm. B. Smith & Co., Raleigh,

X. •'. $5 per annum.

The following notice of the American

Firmer, is so much more than an ordinary ex-

pression of newspaper courtesy, and is so well

conceived, and appreciative, that our readers will

pardon our putting it on record. The National

Defender has not been heretofore on our exchange

list, and we are iudebted to some unknown
friend, who by sending us a copy with this

notice, introduces us so pleasantly to this spirited

and able Dtfender of the right

:

From the National Defender, Xorristown, Pa.

The American Farmer.—This very able and

justly popular Agricultural Magazine, has, after

a season of temporary suspension—occasioned by

the late saddening civil war—resumed publica-

tion, and we hail its reappearance with a feeling

of earnest satisfaction. No periodical work
within the limits of our information, so com-

mends itself to the patronage of the farmers of

Montgomery county, as does this admirable se-

rial, each number of which is filled with matter

whose value has only to be known to be appre-

ciated. The Magazine is the oldest in the United

States, and has always been looked upon as a

text book of the subjects upon which it treats.

In it the farmer will find a vast number of prac-

tical suggestions relative to his pursuits, coupled

with the experiences of distinguished agricultu-

rists in the various branches of his vocation.

The Middle and Southern States are the special

fields of its labors, and the principal crops which

are cultivated therein, receive, in its pages, a

wry careful and critical analysis: indeed, we

know of no purely agricultural work which con-

veys, in a more pleasing and satisfactory manner,

that knowledge which the'intelligent husband-

man deems essential to a successful prosecution

of his profession.

The American Furmtr is published in Balti-

more, and issued monthly to subscribers at the

extremely low rate of 82.00 per year. Each

number contains upwards of 36 pages. Sub-

scriptions should be forwarded to the publishers,

Messrs. Worthington & Lewis. No. "J South Gay

street, Baltimore, Md. The Southern patronage
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upon which these gentlemen particularly relied,

was necessarily cut off from them during the

pendency of hostilities, and tbey were thus com-

pelled to wait until the storm of war had passed,

before resuming duties which, as their prospectus

states, are alone for ''seasons of quietness."

That their counsels may contribute to make

green with grass and teem with golden harvest,

the desolated fields of the South, and to restore

the hamlet from its ruin and once again replenish

the blood-stained soil with abundance, is a hope

which we can sincerely express, and in whose

fruition we shall most earnestly rejoice. We
commend the work to our readers not only as a

source of practical interest and instruction for

themselves, but because its teachings will serve

to create a kindlier sentiment between the once

warring sections, and reanimate the sentiments

of good will which have been so long and so un-

happily interrupted.

^^We have had occasional inquiries, as to

whether seed wheat, fertilizers, &c, may be had

of merchants here on the pledge of proceeds of

crop of wheat to be made. On receipt of the

first one, we made inquiry, and ascertained that

while this has been done frequently, the cases

were only exceptional, aud in favour of old cor-

respondents and customers. With the most lib-

eral disposition on the part of the great majority

of our business men to extend help to those who
need it, it will be readily understood, on reflec-

tion, how very far their ability must fall short

of meeting even the most urgent claims which

have grown out of the wide-spread losses of our

Southern friends.

Acknowledgments.
We are indebted to Sandford Howard, Esq.,

Secretary of the Michigan State Journal of Ag-
riculture, for his Fourth Annual Report, an

octavo of more than three hundred pages of

valuable agricultural matter.

We are indebted to Edward J. Evans & Co.,

York, Pa., for their several Catalogues, Nos. 1,

2 and 3, of Fruit and Ornamental Trees and

Shrubs, Vines, Roses, Native Apples, &c. They

may be had at our office, or on application, by

letter, to York. See their advertisement.

Business Notice.—We beg that every one who
writes to us on whatever subject, but especially

with reference to subscriptions, will write dis-

tinctly his own name, and the name of his post

office. In case of removal, name also the office

removed from.

Advertisements.

We need hardly direct the attention of readers

to our advertising pages, as we know they are

always examined with peculiar interest. It is a

pleasure to us, however, to be able to bear testi-

mony to the high character of our advertisers in

their several departments. Apart from our well

considered opinion on this point, it may be as-

sumed generally, that the best business men, and

the most satisfactory to deal with, are those who,

seeing most promptly in what direction lies their

own interest, are as prompt to see how they may
most directly approach the best class of custom.

We have here a case in point. Many of our for-

mer advertisers, who long experienced and ac-

knowledged the American Farmer to be, to them,

the best, if not only, medium of advertising of

much value, are holding back in abundant cau-

tion, perhaps, as if our publication were an ex-

periment, or as if we stood to the agricultural

community in the position of an aspirant for fa-

vour. Our present advertisers have seized at

once the advantage of the fact, that we started

at once with ourfull list of old subscribers or their

representatives, unimpaired but by exceptional

cases, which are fully made up by new ones.

In our advertisements of Fertilizers are found

the well known firm of John S. Reese k Co., so

long and favourably known to the agricultural

community.

Ober k Co., of the old house of Kettlewell k

Ober, famous for their well directed enterprise

and energy.

Wm. Crichton & Son, successors of the old and

wealthy firm of Malcolm & Co.

George Dugdale, agent for the manufacturer of

Baugh's Rawbone Phosphate, which has worked

itself into great favour in many sections.

The Baltimore Ctiy Fertilizing Manufacturing

Company is an enterprise of very great promise

to the agricultural community. J. J. Stewart,

President; Wm. H. Kirnberly, Secretary.

Allen k Needles, of Philadelphia, also, old and

well known manufacturers of Super-Phosphate.

Of Implement Manufacturers and Dealers, we
have, as ever

—

Sinclair & Co., a Baltimore institution of the

last half century, with no falling off in their

well earned reputation.

Richard Cromwell, who, though of fewer years,

has full as fair a fame.

E. G. Edwards, who, among other valuables in

this line, offers the famous Bickford k Huffman

Drill.

All these furnish Seeds too, and in this line, we

have, also, D. Landreth & Son, of Philadelphia

:
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C. B Rogers & Co., Philadelphia ; Thomas Mee-

han, Germantown, Penna : Win. Hacker, Phila-

delphia, all old familiar names to our readers, and

of first class standing.

Of Portable Steam Engines. Saw Mills, Sorgho

Mills, &c, we have

—

E. B. Duvall & Co., of long experience in the

Southwest, with their factory at Laurel, and their

place of business, 24 S. Howard street, a firm as

full of energy as their own engines. No one

should fail to call on them, who is interested in

the matters they advertise.

Pojle & Hunt are long established, and of well

known character, in somewhat the same line.

Of Nurseries we name, first,

Cromwell'? Patnpsco Nurseries, where all sorts

of the best things in the way of Fruits, Flowers,

Ornamental and Evergreen Trees grow; and we

may say in further commendation, our friend

Cromwell grew there himself, and his father be-

fore him.

Edward J. Evans & Co., at York, Pa., have

built up in a few years comparatively, a very

flourishing business and present ver^- attractive

catalogues.

Ellwanger and Barry are of world-wide fame,

and the many hundreds of acres in Nurseries

near Rochester, are the wonder of those acquaint-

ed with them.

Hightstown Nurseries, Neic Jersey. Our old

friend Pullen, among numerous things remarka-

ble and otherwise, has any quantity of Peach

trees that ripen their fruit two weeks earlier than

anybody's else.

John Saul, near Washington, presents also an

attractive list, of very reliable character.

Of Pianos, Mr*. Benteen offers the celebrated

Steinway, and others, with piano and organs.

Otto Wilkens is manufacturing bis own pianos,

and his own fame at the same time. He makes a

first rate instrument.

Samuel Hunt makes the best Saddles, Harness

Trunks in Baltimore, so far as we know, and

knows best where to advertise them.

S. S. Stevens <k Son, are great manufacturers

of a great deal of good furniture for houses.

Hamilton Easter <fc Co. have a long time stood

at the head of Baltimore dry goods dealers, be-

cause, perhaps, they have a long time advertised

in the Farmer.

Oakley & Keating. New York. The Nonpareil

Washing Machine, thought to be one of the best

of its kind. Richard Cromwell, agent in !5alti-

raore.

Horse Stables.
It is a fault with most stables that they are

built for men rather than for horses. We wish

to point out two common errors into which not

a few builders are liable to fall in constructing

stables, especially those upon farms. The first is

in having the doors and upper floor so low as

they generally are. On account of these low

doors horses instinctively learn to fear them, and
they shy, rear or prance whenever led toward

them. They are, also, among the most frequent

causes of poll-evil. The horse, when passing

through them, is either surprised by something

it beholds outside the building, or checked by

the voice or gesture of the person leading him,

when up goes the head and crash comes the poll

against the beam of the doorway. A violent

bruise often results therefrom, and a deep-seated

abscess follows. Low hay-floors also produce

the same trouble. The sudden elevation of the

head is, in the horse, expressive of very unex-

pected emotion. This effect is always noticed

whenever you enter the stable rapidly or at an

unusual hour. A sudden noise will also cause

the same upward motion of the head. With
low stables an injur)' to the horse is almost in-

variably sure to follow.

Again, the easiest position in which the horse

can stand, is when the hind feet are the highest

portion of the body, or when The flooring of the

stall slants in exactly the opposite direction from

what it does in most stables. This is the other

error in constructing stables, to which we allud-

ed. Horses at liberty in a pasture invariably

stand, when at ease, with their hind feet elevated

somewhat, and it is almost a wonder that build-

ers of stables have not improved upon this fact

before, and adapted floors to the wants of the

horse. The moisture from the horse, if the floor

slanted toward the forward feet, would help to

keep the forward feet moist, cool and healthy,

whereas they- are now generally hot, full of fever,

and require washing with cool soap suds at least

once a day, in order to be kept in a healthy con-

dition. This is not all. Where the floor slants

back, the horse not unfrequently attempts to

ease the heavy strain upon the flexor tendons of

the hind legs by hanging back upon the halter.

The pressure upon the seat of the poll stops nat-

ural circulation, and in time it develops itself in-

to a deep-seated abscess. We would like to see

a stable in which the two errors in building we

have pointed out did not occur. If the builder

was not satisfied with it, we are sure the occu-

pant would be, and would repay him by long

years of good service with unstrained limbs and

a healthy system.

—

Maine Farmer.
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A Maine Farm.
No one at all interested in farming can spend

an hour upon a well appointed and well tilled

farm (even though it be no better than others

that may have been visited) without receiving

some benefit from viewing the arrangement of

the buildings, the plan ot the several enclosures.

and conversing with the owner about the gene-

ral management of his farm. So in the hour or

two spent upon the farm and about the build-

ings of Major Davis, a week or two since, one

mile west of this city, (Augusta,) on the old

road to Winthrop, we saw much to approve in

his system of management, and much that might

be imitated by other farmers to good advantage

The farm consists of one hundred acres, is well

divided into mowing, tillage, pasturages and

wood land : has some of the best soil in the

country ; is completely fenced, and provided

with good buildings that are well arranged and

contain all the necessary fixtures for convenience

and the saving of labor ; is provided with an

abundant supply of good water, and has upon

it a young orchard of one hundred trees.—Last

year Mr. Davis cut one hundred tons of hay,

mowing over about forty acres to obtain it.

His general course of husbandry is to break up

in the fall what land is wanted for planting the

next spring, usually from six to eight acres,

plant it with corn, potatoes, beans, turnips, &c,

and the next spring sow it to barley and oats,

and seed it down. No land is kept up longer

than two years, is liberally manured, and much

of his permanent grass land receives a top-dres-

sing of old, well rotted manure, (about ten cords

to the acre,) immediately after haying. The

farm stock consists of six cows, two horses and

two mules, besides from three to six hogs. The

chief part of the hay is sold, and manure from

our city stables used to make up for that which

would otherwise be made upon the farm. The

cows are stabled every night, loam being placed

in their stalls to absorb, save and add to the

manure, which, with manure from the horse

stalls and learn from the road side—which Major

Davis regards as better than muck— is handed

over to the working of three store hogs, who
convert it into a superior article of dressing.

From a field of grass of six acres that we

visited, and which was cut for the first time after

being seeded last summer, seventeen tons of hay

were obtained. The tools and implements are

all housed when not in use. A cistern holding

over one hundred hogsheads receives the water

from the barns, thus furnishing an abundance

for stock during the winter, and the premises are

neat and in good order. For a farm team Major

Davis uses a pair of mules, and regards them as

better than either oxen or horses. They art-

tough and strong, cheaply kept, and will perform

a larger given amount of work, at less expense,

than any other team. He believes that farmers

might make a more general use of them to good

advantage. All the crops upon the farm look

promising, and betokened a high degree of culti-

vation and good management —Maine Farmtr.

Boiling Food for Hogs.

At a meeting of the New York Farmers' Club.

Prof. Mapes made the following remarks in re-

gard to boiling food for hogs :

"The proof of the saving of food by boiling has

been given here; we may as well have it. Mr.

Mason was a 'watchmaker in Camden, N. J., and

among other fancies he liked to keep hogs. He

had his hog pen built just back of his shop. BO

that he could sit at his window and watch his

hogs. Every spring he bougnt some pigs and

fed them through the season. Just opposite to

Mr. Mason was the store of Mr. Van Arsdale. an :

every pound of food that Mr. Mason gave to his

pigs he bought at this store. At the end of six

months he got his bill from Mr. Van Arsdalt.

he always slaughtered his hogs at the same time,

so that he knew exactly how much his pork cos;.

For several years it figured up at f3 cents per

pound. At length some one advised him to boil

his corn. He accordingly got a large kettle and

cooked all the food which he fed to his pigs —
Then his pork cost him 4\ cents per pound. We
also had the experience of Mr. Campbell, which

was about the same as Mr. Mason's. Henry Ells-

worth made some extensive experiments in die

same thing, and his statement is that thirty' pounds

of raw corn make as much pork as thirteen pounds

of boiled corn."

Bone Charcoal.

Bone charcoal is made by heating bones in

closed vessels, called retorts. The gases which

pass off during the heating, contain carbonate of

ammonia : these are condensed in water. The

liquid is then mingled with fine ground plaster.

This contains sulphate of ammonia and carbon-

ate of lime. The liquid is then drawn off from

the chalky carbonate of lime, and the ammonia

salt is obtained by evaporation. The bones are

now heated again to drive off the volatile sub-

stances. They are then broken down and pul-

verized, and they may now be used as a fertilizer.

Never insult misery, deride infirmity, nor de-

spise deformity.
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White Thorn Hedge.
In parts of Virginia, fences and the material

for constructing them baring been destroyed, it

occurs to me that a statement of a simple fact

may prove beneficial to many, even to some

whose fencing material is abundant.

The common white thorn, well known in this

region, forms a most effective fence, is very or-

namental, and more beautiful than even the cele-

brated hawthorn hedges of England.

I first became acquainted with the value of the

white thorn for fencing purposes at Natchez,

Mississippi, where a friend had introduced it on

his own place with very beneficial and satisfac-

tory results.

This variety of the thorn may be better known
and more extensively used in Virginia than I am
aware of, but never having seen it under culti-

vation in this State, either for ornament or for

field protection, and finding it growing abun-

dantly here, I have determined not only to in-

close my yard and garden with it, but to put it

wherever a permanent fence is required.

As if nature intended it to facilitate man's la-

bors, the white thorn grows very readily from

cuttings, as readily as the grapevine, and also

yields abundantly small, red, cherry-like seeds,

from which a nursery of the thorn may be estab-

lished while the farmer is deciding where to have

his permanent live fences, and by this means

complete his hedge sooner than from cuttings.

The cuttings which I planted out a few weeks

ago are now growing, and the plants which I

found growing from the seeds, probably two

years old, being from two to three feet high, on

being transplanted grew off at once.

The flower is white and very odoriferous, and

the hedge, when well trimmed and in full bloom

and foliage, is only second in beauty to the cof-

fee plantations in bloom in the island of Ceylon.

The following directions are offered for settiug

a hedge of white thorn, or, as it is called in Mis-

sissippi, "Virginia thorn,' 1 namely:

Dig a trench six inches wide and eight or ten

inches deep. If the ground is not rich, make it

Bti by mixing good manure with the dirt from

the trench, fix the trench with the earth and ma-

nure, and while loose, stick the cuttings in six

inches apart, in two rows, thus :
•.*.•.•. and

press the dirt well around them. Keep the hedge

free from grass and weeds, and in four or five

years you will have a beautiful hedge or very

effective fence, if properly pruned and cultivated.

I have observed often that people go to the ex-

pense and trouble of sowing the osage orange

seed, and then leaving them to grow among

grass and weeds, and when the seed has sent

forth a thrifty shoot, even in all its disadvant-

instead of properly trimming and trail

the long switch-like brandies, and forming an

effective hedge, they send a careless negro to cut

them down, perhaps with a dull axe, and when
they again grow up, this process is repeated, and

then the osage orange is pronounced a failure;

and so it will be with many who try the while

thorn. They will plant it out carelessly, then

neglect it, and finally pronounce it a humbug.

Those who do not intend to do the woik so as

to benefit by it, ought not to attempt it.

If this benefits only one farmer, or enables

only only one lady to adorn her home with this

beautiful hedge, I shall be fully repaid for my
labor in writing this.

—

Thos. J. Fin.nik, in Vir-

ginia Farmer.

The London Dairies.

Mr. Morton has lately read before the Society

of Arts a very interesting paper on this subject.

Contrary to expectation he found such a state of

affairs in the London Cow-houses, as to lead him

decidedly to the following conclusions : 1. That

the establishments themselves need not be, and

often are not, nuisances; 'J. That the milk mad''

in them is better than that delivered by railway

from the country; 3. That it is wiser and better

to carry the roots, grass and hay from the coun-

try into town, than one-sixth their weight in

milk itself; 4. That cows in London are, and

may be healthy, and comfortably kept, and that

they are no more liable to disease that w hen at

large in country pastures ; 5. That, in fact, Lon-

don is "better supplied with milk than most

south-country villages." The verj' thorough

examination of the Dairies in the city Which he

has been conducting, gives great weight to the

opinions expressed. Mr. M. refers to the circum-

stances which lead London cow-keepers to adopt

the best systems of management, and has "no
doubt that the milk yielded by a London cow is

better thau that which the same cow would pro-

duce under ordinary Gloucestershire or Cheshire

management." Mr. Morton, it should be re-

membered, is not a city man. and is quite famil-

iar with the dairies of England and Scotland.

To secure a license as cow-keeper, the cow houses

must contain at least 1,000 cubic feet per In ad,

in order to prevent too great crowding.

Prokkess ok Vineyards.—In 1840, the la-

mented A. J. Downing, first editor of the //

culturht. estimated the vineyards of the States at

3,000 acres. May we not now estimate them at

100,000 acres? What say our grape men ?—

HorticuUur
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Sunday Reading.

It is observable what the Rabbins have deliv-

ered, that at the morning sacrifice, the prl

under the law. did bless the people with the so-

lemn form of Benediction, but at the evening
;

sacrifice they blessed them not : to show that in

the evening of the world, the last days, which

are. the days of the Messias. the benediction of

the law should cease, and the blessing of Christ

take place. When Zachariah the priest, the father
j

of John Baptist, the forerunner of Christ, txt

his office before God in the order of his course, and

the whole multitude of the people waited for him,
j

to receive his benediction, he could not speak to

them, for he was dumb: showing the power of

benediction was now passing to another and far

greater Priest, even to Jesus, whose doctrine in

the mount begins with "Blessed." and who. when

he left his disciples, ''lift np his hands and t '.-.

them."

Till now. human nature was less than that of

the angels ; but by the Incarnation of the Word,

was to be exalted above the cherubims : yet the

Archangel Gabriel, being despatched in embassy,

to represent the joy and exaltation of his inferior,

instantly trims his wings with love and obedience,

and hastens with this narrative to the Holy Vir-

gin : and if we should reduce our prayers to ac-

tion, and do God's will on earth, as the angels

in heaven do it, we should promptly execute

every part of the Divine will, though it were to

be instrumental to the exaltation of a brother

above ourselves; knowing no end but conformity

to the Divine will, and making simplicity of in-

tention to be the fringes and exterior borders of

our garments.

Whatever you write, it has no relish for me, un-
.' read there Jesus. "Whatever you say in dis-

pute or conference, it has no relish for me. unless

it speak of Jesus. The name of Jesus is medi-

cine to the soul. Nothing so checks the violence

of anger, allays the swelling of pride, heals the

wounds of envy, restrains the flow of wanton-

ness, extinguishes the fire of lust, slakes the thirst

of covetousness, and puts to flight the temptation

to every impure affection. For when I name
•Jesus. I represent to myself the man, ,;meek and

lowly," and of a loving heart, sober, chaste, piti-

ful ; in a word, conspicuous for all purity and

holiness, and at the same time Himself the Al-

mighty God, who, while he heals us by his ex-

ample, strengthens us by his aid. All this speaks

to my heart, as soon as the name of Jesus sounds

ia mv ear.

The Providential congruities between the times

of the Old and New Testament, as a learned writer

styles them, do very much confirm the authority

of both Testaments. From hence we learn that

the Scriptures comprehend one entire scene of

Providence, which reaches from one end of the

world to the other: and that God, who is the be-

ginning and end of all things, by various step3

and degrees pursues one great design, viz : the

setting up the kingdom of His Son, through the

several ages of the world, and will still carry it

on by such measures, as seem best to His infinite

wisdom, till the great day of the consummation

of all things. Such a gradual opening of this

wonderful scene of Providence is a new argument

of that infinite wisdom which contrived it, and

which so fully justifies this mystical way of pro-

pounding it.

Some have observed that such as are born of

parents who have been childless and aged, have

proved very famous ; for they seem to be sent on

purpose by God into the world to do good, and

to be scarce begotten by their parents. Such are

something like Isaac, who had a great blessing in

him, and seem to be intended by God for some

great service, and work in the world.

I love to lose myself in a mystery, to pursue

my reason to an o altitudo ! I can answer all the

objections of Satan, and of my rebellious reason,

with that odd resolution I learned of Tertullian,

certum est, quia imjiossioiie est .' I desire to exer-

cise my faith in the difBeultest points; for to

credit ordinary and visible objects, is not faith,

but persuasion.

I am a Christian : what I believe is beyond my
understanding.

The belief in the doctrine of the incarnation is

necessary—(not only to ensure the original purity

of our human nature in the person of our 8 -

viour: for as S. Augustine says. 8i estet in Illo

peccitum, auferendum esset Illi, non Ipse atr

but also)—to teach us whence our own purity

and holiness must now. We are commanded to

be holy, and that, even as He is holy. We bring

no snch purity into the world, nor are we sancti-

fied in the womb: but. as He was sanctified at his

conception, so are we at our regeneration.—(5/.

John, i, 13.) The same overshadowing power

which formed His human nature, reformeth :

and the same spirit assureth us of remission of

our sins, which caused in Him an exemption

from all sin. He, which is born for us upon His

incarnation, is born with us upon our regenera-

tion.
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OCTOBER?,.
"Ere, in the northern gale,

The summer tresses of the trees are gone,

The troeda of Autumn all around our vale,

Have put their glory on.

•"The mountains that infold.

In their wide sweep the colored landscape round,

Seem groups of giant kings in purple and gold,

That guard the enchanted ground."

Farm Work for the Month.

WHEAT SEEDING.

What can we say that we have not said, to

urge the wheat grower to early sowing. All

ground to be sown, is now, it is to be hoped, in

good order, and the seeding may be dispatched

with promptness. By the loth of the month,

let it be completed, if possible. And let it be

well understood that at present prices of labour,

Beed, and other requisites, we cannot afford to

sow on poor land. We would sow none without

.iab!e prospect of twenty bushels to the

acre. Wheat is a tolerably sure crop on good

land, an extremely uncertain one on poor land.

If the drill be used, as it should be, put always,

fifty weight to the acre of some good fertilizer

in with the seed, at the same operation. This

should be by no means dispensed with, so great

is its value in pushing the Fall growth. Noth-

ing reconciles us, at all, to sowing so hue as Oc-

tober, but the fact that guano, or other good

fertilizers so used, will make a difference of ten

days in the time of ripening, besides otherwise

profiting the crop. The additional quantity of

fertilizing matter needed, whether from the mar-

kets, or domestic, may be put on at any time dur-

ing the Fall, if this drill sowing be not neglected.

TIMOTHY.

Sow Timothy immediately upon finishing the

wheat, and upon the same ground, but Clover

seed must be delayed iu this latitude till Sj

It needs no covering.

SOD GROC.ND.

fl e think this the best season for top-dressing

grass lands, to thicken up, and improve the sod.

Seeds may be sown, if necessary, before the top-

dressing. There is, perhaps, no mode of using

I the manuring material of the farm so economi-

cal as putting it on grass land.

Liut if the manure is wanted for next year's

corn, or tobacco, or potato ground, let it be

spread on the sod now to remain till the spring

ploughing. The value of the mauure for the

crop, will be in proportion to the length of time

its application precedes the ploughing.

CORK FIELD.

Tops and blades that have been converted to

fodder, are very valuable, and should have the

best protection against rains. Stow them well

in barn or shed, bbt if there be no room th

an old-fashioned fodder house must, of necessity,

bt made of the tops, and blades aud shucks may
be stored there.

Very little corn, of common varieties, is fit

to be gathered and housed before the close of the

month, in .Maryland. At any rate, too great haste

in taking it to the crib, is to be avoided, lest

there be damage from heating.

S 1 corn should be gathered in the field. Se-

lect large ears, well filled out, and the lowest o:i

the staik. Choose from prolific stalks. Strip

back the shuck, tie in bunches, and hang up to

dry. out of the way of rats aud mice.
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TOBACCO.

Let there be no delay now, in getting the re-

mainder of the tobacco crop, in this latitude, put

safely into the house. Two years ago there was

great destruction by frost on the night of the

10th of October. This was an unusual occur-

rence, it is true, but it does sometimes happen,

and there is little benefit at any time from hav-

ing tobacco remain in the field beyond that time.

Hanging in the house, the tobacco should have

full benefit of sun and air, in all good weather.

After it begins to cure, close the houses in damp

weather, and in the evening, if the dews be

heavy and weather warm. "Warm and moist

air, long continued, is especially injurious to the

finest sorts during the process of curing, and

should be guarded against by tight houses.

—

Doors should be closed, too, against very high

winds.

The use of fire has been in great measure aban-

doned, on account of damage, by smoke, and the

great risk of burning, but if these can be avoided,

fire is a very useful agency in getting the crop

early out of the way of other risks, and into

market. In some sections, wood is first burned

to charcoal, and then used very advantageously

in cnring tobacco.

2s'o tobacco house should be without one or

more ventilators, on the top, for the free passage

through of the air, and openings should be left

underneath them in hanging the crop, that there

may be ventilation throughout.

POTATOES.

The late crop of potatoes should be gathered

by the close of the month, and put away in kilns

on the surface of the ground, where it is dry

and well drained. They should be spread long

enough to dry off surface moisture, and it is

very advisable not to dig in wet weather. Bear

in mind, that exposure to the light injures their

quality, and therefore it is to be avoided. Cover

at first with a thin coat of straw, and a few

inches of earth. Later in the season, before hard

frost, remove to cellar, or cover with another

layer of straw, and another of earth of a foot's

thickness.

PUMPKINS.

Tf these are to be fed away early, as is desir-

able, gather and bring them near to the place of

feeding. They may be preserved, if put away
without bruising, under a thick covering of dry

straw.

PROTECTION OF ANIMALS.

Animals of all kinds should now have protec-

tion, especially against cold rains. They should

not be allowed to lie in the pastures at night,

but brought to the shelter of the yards, as well

for their own sake, as to save the manure.

FF.EDIXG.

The feeding of such animals as are intended

for the butcher in earlj- winter, or before, should

be begun at once. They will make now, much

more weight from the same amount of food than

in colder weather.

Sheep to be fattened, should have grain given

to them in the pasture, beginning with a small

quantity, and increasing gradually as they be-

come accustomed to the change.

Oxen should be fed, too, while at pasture,

giving them grain where most convenient. It is

better, we think, on all accounts, to bring them

to their stalls or pens at night, where they should

be properly littered, and kept clean.

The feeding of hogs with grain should be com-

menced, even if the\' are not brought at once to

close quarters in the pens. It gentles them, gets

them accustomed to the change of food, and pre-

pares them in every way to profit fast by full

feeding, when penned.

Those who would make the best bacon with-

out especial regard to cost, should continue to

feed in small enclosures, with running water, if

possible, and with shelters which ensure always

a dry bed, and protection against bad weather.

As soon as they become accustomed to their food,

they should have enough to keep them quiet.

—

Quiet is encouraged, too, by feeding with strict-

est regularity as to time.

When kept in closer quarters, they may have

litter enough to keep them dry, but should not

be encouraged, or tempted, to root. The less

work they have to do the better. For sirictest

economy, close pens, raised from the ground, are

preferred.

French Horses.

In a recent letter from Paris, John Mitchell

gives France a decided preference over England

in the matter of fine horses. He says, Paris has

the finest carriage horses in the world, and that,

although France, a few years ago, was a large

purchaser of horses from England and Germany,

that country is now able to supply itself with

both cavalry and draught. To the stallion es-

tablishments sustained in all the departments of

France by the government, much of the credit

for the improvement in horses is given. Gladia-

teur, the French horse that won the Derby last

year, is now the most noted running horse in the

world. He lately won a 10,000 franc cup in

France. His owner has entered one of his horses

for some of the English races this season.
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The Vegetable Garden.

Prepared for The American Farmer, by Daniel Barker,

Maryland Agricultural College.

OCTOBER.
This should be a busy month in clearing, stor-

ing, digging, and trenching. Keep up a constant

wnr with the weeds, subdue caterpillars which

are now molesting all the cabbage tribe Clear

off all decayed and falling leaves, dress and roll

all walks which may require it. Dig, trench,

and plow up all ground that may require it, and

make every part neat and clean. In all proba-

bility, during this month, strawberry and other

plants recently planted out will show symptoms

of willing and decay, if such should be the case.

examine the roots of all those so affected and it

is probable that grubs will be found to be the

cause; should it be so, every means should be

adopted for their extermination. Collect all the

leaves which can be got together, and put them

in a pit to furnish a supply of leaf mold.

ASPARAGUS

May now be cut down to the surface of the

ground. Clean off all weeds, and cover with

three or four inches of good, rich manure. We
never use the spade either on the beds or in the

alleys.

CABBAGE.

Cultivate, and hoe between the rows to destroy

all weeds. The main spring crop may be planted

out toward the middle of the month. Those

sown last month should be pricked out to

strengthen, on four foot, beds

CARKOTS

Should now be taken up and stored.

CAULIFLOWER.

Continue to transplant upon raised beds, so

that they can have the protection of mats, or other

covering, during severe weather.

CELERY.

It is necessary to take advantage of every fav-

orable opportunity to earth up all that requires

it; rather let it remain as it is than attempt to

do so while wet, as it will afterwards rot in a

very short time.

LETTUCE

Intended for winter use, should be planted in

frames admitting air at all favorable times.

Should the plants require water, give it to each

from a watering pot. Never expose the plants

to heavy rains.

PARSLEY.

This, by many, is considered indispensable for

the kitchen. Frames should be placed over a

portion to protect it from frost. Some roots may
be put in pots or boxes, and placed in a green-

house, or in any convenient warm place where
light is freely admitted.

POTATOES.

The land intended for their culture next spring

should be rough dug or plowed, and exposed to

the action of the atmosphere as much as possible.

The whole of the main crop should, during the

month, be got up and carefully stowed away,
being careful to keep each kind separate.

RHUBARB.

To be forced during winter, should now be taken

up and laid in some cellar until it is time to put
it into boxes, or whatever position it is to occupy
when forced. This one of the most useful of

our "Pie Plants," is usually forced by blanching,

which we think very objectionable, as it destroys

both color and flavor
; our practice is to plant it

in heaps of good rich soil beneath the stage of a

green-house, or in any structure where light is

freely admitted, and the temperature from 60 to

(35 fah.

The Fruit Garden.

FRUIT TREES.

To be planted soon aa the foliage commences
falling. .Manure not to be used unless the ground
is in a poor condition, and then a little fresh soil

should be used with i t, good turf or clay. The clear-

ings of ponds and drains are all excellent mate-

rials to invigorate an old worn out soil required

for fresh culture, as also to give body to poor
sandy soils. Tn planting, keep all roots near the

surface; never plant any tree deeper than it wa?
before, and if it was evidently too deeply planted

before, give it a better chance than it had pre-

viously by more shallow planting. Place a stake

to each tree soon as planted to prevent being

rocked by the wind
;
when large trees are to be

removed they should be taken up with the great-

est care, every root should be carefully preserved,

more especially the small ones, this we have found

to be a matter of much more importance than

that of preserving an immense ball of earth to

a few of the larger roots. Should a tree lose,

by accident, many of its roots by removal, a part

of the head should be pruned away, as the head

and root should always bear some proportion to

each other; apple and pear trees may now bo

carefully pruned and trimmed. If the head of

these were kept well trimmed out, that the sun

and air could reach the whole of the branches,

there would be much finer fruit, much clean* r

and more healthy appearance, and the ground

beneath them would be less injured. It is very
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improper to allow the heads of fruit trees to grow

into dense thickets of small wood instead of

good, healthy shoots. We scarcely pass by an

orchard that would not be benefitted by judicious

pruning, cleaning, &c, by taking out half the

trees, and one-half the branches left.

Look over all picked fruit frequently, to see

that all is keeping well, removing any that may

show any symptom of decay. It is now a good

time to root-prune any fruit trees which are

grown so luxuriantly to wood, without producing

fruit. This operation we consider as one of the

essentials to perfect success in the cultivation of

the apple, pear, peach, plum, &c, having pur-

sued the practice for a number of years with the

most satisfactory results. Our method is to

open a deep, and wide, trench at a proper distance

from the stem, so that we can work with freedom,

Btanding on a level with the lower roots, when

we find no difficulty in undermining the tree.

As the smaller roots are cleared they are tied up

in bundles, in order to prevent their being

bruised, the large perpendicular roots are cut

with a saw some three feet from the main stem.

All bruised portions being carefully pruned
away, the smaller roots carefully replaced, and a

small portion of well decayed manure and fresh

soil added to the trunk.

RASPBERRY PLANTATIONS

May now be cleared of all dead canes and super-

fluous wood ; the suckers should be taken off,

and where required should be planted for succes-

sion.

FIG TREES.

It will be a great benefit to have some spruce

or other evergreen boughs placed around them

to prevent injury from frost; though this is less

likely to occur this season than in many we can

remember, as from the fine, bright summer we
have had, the wood is becoming (Sept. 10th) well

ripened not only upon the i; fig," but upon every

description of trees ; consequently, they will re-

ceive the effects of severe weather with much
greater impunity.

CURRANTS

May now be planted, as the next year's crop will

be less jeopardized by getting them early to the

places in which they are to fruit. Work in a

good dressing of manure between the rows in

old plantations
;
put in cuttings of choice sorts,

the cuttings should be 'straight ripe shoots of

(his year's growth, and all the lower buds re-

moved, in order to prevent the throwing up of

suckers.
»•

Five two-year-old ewes, belonging to E. N.
Bissel), Richville, Vt., sheared sixty-seven pounds
of wool, the growth of five days less than a year.

The Flower Garden.

BULBS.

Plant Hyacinths, Early Tulips, Narcissi, Lili-

ums, &c, in the open border, and continue to

pot and glass Hyacinths in succession, so as to

prolong the season of blooming.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS

Should be attended to, so that they may have a

fair chance of making good bloom. Give them

clear liquid manure, and stake them securely, as

the blossoms of the larger kinds are very heavy,

and often weigh down the stems, or cause frail

sticks to snap off. We never place them in the

greenhouse so long as they are safe -from frosts,

except that any are required for early bloom.

FUCHSIAS

.May be kept in bloom very late in the season by

keeping them rather close. Plants going out of

bloom, and which are to be grown another sea-

son, should be kept out of doors to ripen the

wood, and left unpruned until some light frosts;

then cut thern in, say one-third of the last sum-

mer's growth, and protect them in any moder-

ately dry place protected from frost, where they

may remain until they commence to grow next

spring.

ROSES.

The planting of the hardyr kinds may be pro-

ceeded with in earnest ; the ground should be

spaded at least eighteen inches deep, and a lib-

eral portion of rotten manure mixed with the

soil. Protect the roots of Tea, and Bourbons,

with a coat of good rotten manure and wood
ashes. The planting of all kinds of hardy trees

and shrubs may now be advantageously proceeded

with. Where there are grass lawns, and gravel

walks, they should be constantly attended to, or

otherwise they will soon become unsightly; take

up the "Dahlias" as soon as the tips are frosted;

do not take too much soil from them, as it proves

a protection when dry.

Transplant Hardy, Herbaceous Plants, such a*

Sweet Williams, Campanulas, Canterberry Bells,

&c, &c, into the flower borders. Revise the

whole stock of pot plants as opportunities offer
;

remove worms from pots by the application of

lime water ; renew the drainage where stopped,

and otherwise prepare for the casualties of win-

ter. Plants in pots, which bave been standing

out, should now be taken into the green, or

dwelling-house.

In the English Cottage Gardner is an account
of an enormous grape vine on the coast between
Tyre and Sidon. It branches into two stems,
one of which was 50 3-4 inches in circumfer-
ence, and the other 40 inches.
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1 on the other hand we can say, from observation

1 and experience, that a water-logged soil is almost

poisonous to every kind of fruit bearing plant.

Daniel Banker.

Fruit Department.

Fur the American Farmer.

Drainage.

For some twelve years past, we have been ac-

customed to hear great complaints of the misbe-

haviour of fruit trees, grape vines, vegetable

the unsatisfactory blooming of re-

many other things. We have, during the above

mentioned time, witnessed the preparation of the Growing Grape Vines from Eyes for

ground, and planting o( thousands of acres to Vineyard Planting,

fruit and other trees, nine-tenths of which, this
j There are two different methods I practice in

day, are numbered with the things which were;
(

this country, after many laborious experiments,

thousands of these trees are lost for the aunt of i valuable time, and cost.

drain The first plan is the out-of-door propagation of

In our travels (we will not say where) we have '

the readier aud more willing kinds. For these I

seen people labouring away at the surface, raising pnx.„ re well-ripened wood, as late as possible in

the level by additions of soil, manuring liberally,
; the auUimn before the severe frost sets in : cut it

removing plants which have not prospered, and
j
into single eyes, and plant them without delay in

planting others in hopes of better luck "next i rowH) oa a i,ed crossways in the open ground
time: " aud we can tell them when all is done,

j
father exposed than sheltered), which is five to

that uutil they secure the first essential of success S1X fwt wide, and in length according to the

—a removal of surplus water—there can be no quantity of vine eyes, and prepared with the best

success to their efforts
;

dig, sweat, and go possible soil as generally used for that purpose,

ahead as they may. To those about to plant
j

After planting them I gave a cover of two inches

fruit trees, grape Tines, &c,we would respectfully .dm\ a Baif well seasoned loam, and half coarse

suggest that they open a hole two feet deep upon '< sam\ wen mixed, and do not water them, but let

the laud proposed to be planted, which will soon
|
the soil be tolerably damp in good working or-

prove whether the surface soil is saturated or not

;

should the hole be filled with water, as iu many
ta.-rs it will be, it will be sufficient evidence that

any cavity, tunnel or opening would draw it off

according to the capacity of the opening, and

that, therefore, very simple, and comparatively

inexpensive means, would suffice to enable the soil

to get rid of the water, which is in excess of its

power of absorption. Three inch cavities, from

two to three feet deep, made by pipes or other-

wise, at a regular fall, will effectually drain a

breadth of from twenty to one hundred feet in

width, according to the nature of the soil, and

its relative level. We have, as a general rule,

laid our drains about three feet deep, and twen-

ty-four feet apart : but in heavy retentive soils

they will not be too close at twelve feet.

In districts subject to moles, we have used one

inch pipes with very satisfactory results. In

very flat land, we have found a fall of one in

thirty-six to be sufficient to keep the water

moving; but,a rapid fall is much preferable, as

after heavy rain storms a quick removal is very

desirable.

We cannot now enter into all the details of the

all-important subject; but as it is now a good

time to drain lands requiring it, we would ri-

der. After two weeks planting or more, if the

weather permits, it not being wet, I cover the

bed three feet with half-decayed horse manure,

mi Ned with half fallen leaves, and lastly, line

the whole bed three feet with the same material,

no frost or moisture being able to penetrate,

—

not even 20 degress below zero.

In the beginning of April I remove the lining

and covering, and place over the beds frames

with sashes, and in a very short time the '.yes

make their appearance; by degrees I give air

when the weather requires it. As the plants

grow I raise the frames, and ultimately remove

sashes and frames altogether, and leave them to

the open air without disturbing or transplant-

ing.

The more obstinate kinds I raise in-doors, with

and without bottom heat, in sand beds only three

to four inches deep ; the eyes being covered half

an inch.

< If these latter I likewise procure the wood and

cut it up as above, but jinstend "of planting the

eyes at once on the beds, I, for two months, place

them in barrels between layers of moist sand.

About the middle of February, I plant them on

these beds in-doors. and as soon as struck, plant

then in well prepared pits, and treat them as the

mind all who intend to plant fruit trees, that good out-of door •

and thorough drainage is most essential, as it
j

This is the mechanical part of that business,

promotes the warmth and fertility of the soil; I and my method here, and if the watchful eye of
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the experienced propagator but assists, final suc-

cess is unavoidable.—C. Gruneberg, tn Gardm-

ners' Monthly.

Loading the Vine.

This is a very important part of the manage-

ment of the vineyard, both in regard to the

health of the vine, and the maturity of the fruit.

The grapes of an overloaded vine are always

poor and sour, being never thoroughly ripened,

and will not bring more than half price in the

market compared with well ripened fruit. Our

experience in vineyard culture has convinced us

that fifteen pounds of grapes to a vine is enough,

in consideration of the future health of the vine,

and the full development and early maturity of

the fruit; and for such varieties as the Delaware

and Rebecca, the quantity should not exceed ten

or twelve pounds. Of coarse, isolated vines that

have a great range, may be allowed to bear a

large quantity.

We have for the last three years succeeded in

ripening the Isabella at Oneida, by allowing the

vine plenty of bearing wood, and carefully re-

stricting the cpuantity of fruit. At the time of

the first summer stopping or pinching, a glance

over the vine will readily discover how many em-

bryo bunches the vine has set, and knowing

about the average weight of a cluster of each va-

riety, you can, without much loss of time, reduce

the number to the desired quantity, by pinching

off the third bunch of each bearing branch, which

is always the latest in ripening, thus leaving but

two clusters, and if necessary the number can be

reduced to one.

There is a difference of opinion in regard to

summer pruning, some advocating close pinch-

ing, others a more liberal course, and still oth-

ers objecting to summer pruning altogether.

Undoubtedly the safest course is between the two

extremes. The extension of the bearing branch

to any great length beyond the last bunch, is of

no benefit in developing the fruit, but tends to

retard it ; therefore the branch should be stopped

at one or two joints beyond the fruit, and not al-

lowed to extend further. The laterials will now
burst forth and push rapidly, and should be han-

dled with care. Situated as they are, exactly

opposite the clusters, it will be seen "that a few

well-grown leaves at this point, must be of great

value in developing and ultimately maturing the

fruit. The laterals, however, should be stopped

at the proper length, after leaving one or two

leaves, as the case may [require, and one addi-

tional leaf at each_ subsequent pinching.

—

The

Circular.

The Fruit Garden.
If large fruit is wanted, thinning assists.

Strawberries are increased in size by watering in

a dry time. Fruit should be allowed to bear

only according to their strength. If a trans-

planted tree grows freely, it may bear a few

fruits—but bear in mind, growth and great fruit-

fulness are antagonistic processes.

Handsome forms are as desirable in fruit as in

ornamental trees. No winter pruning will do

this exclusively. It may furnish the skeleton

—

but it is summer pinching which clothes the bones

with beauty. A strong shoot soon draws all its

nutriment to itself. Never allow one shoot to

grow that wants to be bigger than others.

Equality must be iusisted upon. Pinch out al-

ways as soon as they appear, such as would push

too strongly ahead, and keep doing so till the

new buds seem no stronger than the others.

Thus the food gets equally distributed.

Whether strawberries should have rnnners cut

off, depends much on kind and soil. Free grow-

ing kinds may grow too freely often in rich soils.

Allowing them to exhaust themselves, and the

soil, by growing thick together, is an advantage.

Shyer growing kinds wrould not do well under

such treatment. Most garden soils are rich ; but

on the whole, the most profitable and best plan, is

the system of cutting runners off

If there be any blackberry really earlier than

Dorchester, it will be well for those who love this

fruit to look out in time and satisfy themselves.

They will be in bloom about the end of June

in very early places.— Gardeners' Monthly.
.

Scuppernong.
We assert this grape to be worth more to us of

the South, than all others put together. The fruit

is of large size ; sweet : of delicious flavor ; sub-

ject to no disease, nor liable to the depredations

of insects or birds ; it makes a finer and more

delicate flavored, sparkling wine, than any other

in the world, but requires very strong bottles to

hold it. Some object to it because the berries do

not all ripen at once. All the the reply we have

to make is. cultivate the vines well, and when

they are eight or nine years old, you will have

as many as you want for the space of a month

at all times. We do not hesittate to predict, that

sparkling wine will yet be made from this grape,

commanding a higher price than any other wine

in the world. And as the vine can only be grown
successfully in the Southern States, we urge it

upon the attention of amateurs, and for vineyard

culture, as far more remunerating than the Ca-

tawba, or any other variety, as it requires but

very little attention to (cultivate it, is enormous-

ly productive, and probaoly longer lived than

any other known variety.—J. Yah Buuex.
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The Nursery Trade.

The results of the past year, says the Horticul-

turist, have developed some very carious examples

of timidity in this line of business—a business that

now stands on a broad and permanent foundation,

and is as legitimate in its pursuits and results as

any other business that can be named, and yet, by

a vi i y large number, evidently carried on with

the momentary expectation that all demand will

suddenly cease. The question was asked, upwards

of twenty years ago, of a nurseymau who stock-

ed an acre near Hartford, Conn., ' 'Where will

you find a market for all your trees?" and since

then nurseries have gone on increasing in num-

bers and extent year after year, and now the pub-

lic are clamorous to know where they can find

peach trees, plum trees, crab apples, quinces, ev-

ergreen seeds, Concord grape vines, and grape

vines of all kinds. This kind of questioning is

getting to be quite an important part of our cor-

respondence, and we must decline answering it

ia any other mauuer except through our adver-

tising columns. But the men who trembled the

most were those who propagated grape vines

most extensively. They evidently thought that

a small matter of two or three hundred thousand

vines would glut the market; and the cut throat

game of seven or eight cents apiece for Concord

vines was an evidence of fear by which the buyer

profited largely. Now, in the month of Decem-

ber, when prudent buyers are looking out for

next spring, Concord vines are scarcer at four

times the price. We hear a great deal of talk

about grape fever ; but what does the whole of

it amount to ? About one of the most impercep-

tible things in existence. How many farmers in

all this broad land have a single grape vine?

Take all the acres of vineyard from the Atlantic

to the Pacific coast, put them together, and how
many townships in this State would they cover ?

Grow all the fruit, and make all the wine possi-

ble, and this city would call for more. This

grape business is only in its infancy, and its pro-

gress will not end with this generation. How
many farmers take an agricultural paper? Not

one in ten. The balance know nothing—they '

don't want to know anything—and it will take

years to educate such men to know the difference !

between good grapes and poor ones : but it can

be done. It requires persistent application.
;

There is steady progress ; we have full faith in

it. The time will come when every one will not

be satisfied with a single vine; they will require

dozens and hundreds. "What our grape vine

propagators ought to do, is to raise the first rate

vines, and then let the public know that they I

have them for sale. Advertise boldly, liberally,

persistently ; keep at it week after week, month

after month; spend your profits in printer's ink;

it will all come back in good time, and goodly

fortune besides.

Why Orchards Deteriorate.

Fruit trees, like everything else whose suste-

nance is derived from the earth, are subject to

decay, but by improper management they are

often killed before their natural productive pow-

er is half exhausted. This is not the fault of

the variety planted, the locality, nor the severity

of the weather, except in rare instances, but of

those who have the care and culture of them.

The trouble generally arises from the want of

thought or the cupidity of the owner. He plants

an orchard, the trees perhaps twentyT feet apart.

Ia a few years, if they grow well, their branches

will cover a large portion of the intervening

space. But some ground is still unshaded, and

the orchardist thinks it is a pity that this should

lie waste. The plough is introduced, and what

isthereeult? Simply this; hundreds and hun-

dreds of the small fibres, reaching out from the

main roots in search of sustenance for the trunk,

are severed ; their absorbing and conducting

power is destroyed, and the trees aud branches,

sustained by their active functions, wither; it

ceases to yield its wonted burden of fruit, and,

after a few years of languid life, permaturely dies.

The truth is, the farmer asks too much of his

soil; wants it to impart vigor and fruitfulness

to from fifty to eighty trees to the acre, besides

giving him a crop of corn and potatoes annual-

ly. To secure the last he cuts the thousands of

fibres of his trees with the plow, and then won-

ders why his orchard decays and dies prema-

turely ! This is bad policy and poor practice.

Do not ask too much from the soil. Give it a

chance to nourish and sustain one product to a

full development, rather t'uati by a multiplication

of them, to secure stinted samples of immature

ones. The earth, properly manured and tilled,

is munificent in its gifts to man. but when over-

taxed by a multiplicity of exactions its response

to his labors will be feeble aud unsatisfactory.

—

Rural New Yurktr.

Sunflowers should be cultivated around back

yards, garden houses, pig stys, poultry yard.-,

&c. Their stems and foilage absord a great deal

of carbouic acid gas, aud thereby prevent dis-

ease. Their seeds are good food for hoi-

poultry.
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"Wine Making.

BY BOX. E. TV. BULL. OF CONCORD. MASS.

It has been supposed that wine making wae a

difficult art, requiring great skill and long prac-

tice, aud tliis is probably true of some rare and

delicate wines, but sound and wholesome wine,

and wine of good quality, too. may be made

without a large experience, if certain rules are

observed which are within the reach of the

plainest common sense.

In the first place, care must be taken to keep

all the vessels and utensils perfectly clean. These

should all be of wood, as metal gives a bad fla-

vor to the wine, which is sometimes a long time

in passing off. If possible, have the mash tub

large enough to hold a barrel of wine, if you

have grapes enough to make so much, and a press

which will enable you to fill up the barrel as

rapidly as possible, so that the fermentation may
commence in the whole body of the wine at the

same time.

Let the grapes be ripe, but not over-ripe, that

you may get their best flavor. It is not necessa-

ry to the making of a good wine that much
sugar should be present in the grape, that can

be added, but it is best to secure the real wine ma-
king properties, such as flavor and aroma and
the gluten or yeast making property of the grape,

and some of these properties are altered, and
sometimes impaired, by over-ripeness, while your
sole gain is in the amount of sugar which the

grape contains. Gather the_ grapes when dry,

and, if possible, in a cool, dry day.

The casks should not be new, for the new wood
would be likely to give an unpleasant flavor to

the wine. It is better to use casks which have
already contained wine or spirit, and which are

strong and well hooped: let them be perfectly

sweet and clean also, and your casks are ready

for use.

.All grapes do not make equally good wine:
some of the finest table grapes will not make
wine, while some of our wild grapes, those

which are not of too harsh flavor, will make a
very good wine, if you follow the method which
I shall describe before the close of this article.

My own experience is confined almost wholly to

the Concord grape, which I treat as follows.

If I de^jre to make a delicate, light colored

wine, I gather the grapes as soon as they are well

ripened, and take them immediately to the press,

into which I put them without stripping them
from the steins or bruising them. The screw
will press out nearly the whole juice, which often

runs from the press without color, making a

white wine. This wine has a very delicate and

agreeable flavor, but does not keep so long. I

think, as that which is fermented on the stem

and skin and seed, before pressing.

The grape rarely, if ever, contains ;

enough to make a sound wine when it is grown

at the North. An instrument called a mash

scale indicates the per cent, of sugar which the

mash contains, but. as few persons will care to

go to the trouble and exj>ense of obtaining one

of these, I mention another method which is

about as good, and very nearly accurate. Take

a new laid egg and put it into the mash, and add

sugar until the egg will float on the liquid, ex-

posing a surface equal in diameter to an old

fashioned cent, or about one inch. The an
of sugar you find to be necessary for one gallon

will give you the proportion for the whole quan-

tity you make from the same grape. Now
|

your grapes as rapidly as possible, aud put the

juice at once into the cask, which should not be

quite full until the fermentation is well a g.

then fill up to the bung and let it work over a

little, so as to clear the wine a little. If, bow-

ever, the fermentation subsides, and the rnash

shrinks back into the barrel, as it will sometimes

do, add the yeast again, (having caught and

saved it for that purpose,) and the fermentation

will start again.

A vigorous fermentation is believed to be the

best : if, however, the fermentation proceed

slowly, you should keep the air from the mash

by laj ing on the bung lightly, or what is better,

by putting one end of a bent tube through the

- titling bang into the barrel, aud the

end into a vessel containing water. The _

which escapes from the barrel passes through the

tube into the water, from which it escapes in

bubbles, and the water prevents any return of

air through the tube into the barrel to sour the

wine. Alter several days, sometimes weeks, the

fermentation subsides, and the liquor begins to

clear, and the lees are thrown down. Now is

the time to draw off the wine, clean out the cask

of all settlings, and after returning the wine to

the cask, put it into a sweet and dry cellar to

ripen.

—

Massachusetts Ploughman.

Sorgo Sugar.
A Lebanon (Ohio) paper says: "The question

'can s:igar be made from sorghum?' has been
answered by the Shakers at Union Village. They

a method of their own discovery, by which
they make sugar from the pure sorghum mate-
rial. We have seen a specimen. It is very dark.
exceedingly coan - and has the real

glmm taste, but it is thoroughly dry, and is in-

deed sugar. They have not brought their method
to perfection, but they expect in a short time to

e to make a good artic
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On the Part which the Atmosphere and the

Soil Respectively Play in the Development
of Vegetation and the true Theory of Agri-

culture.

BY J. G. MACVILWR. I). D., MOFFAT.

[ Co»Clw!"l.~\

TTas, then, let us ask, this cosmical disposition

on the part of these great neighbours, the earth

and the air, to keep the law and live in harmony

together, to interlace their herders, and adopt as

far as possible each other's substance and forms

on their common frontier, been permitted to

realize itself? Do we find that, on the mutual

confines of the air and the earth, the air-particles

seek downwards and hecome concrete, while the

earth-particles, water included, seek upwards,

and spread themselves abroad in the air? Yes

:

it will be immediately granted that the soil ab-

sorbs and retains in it a goodly portion of air

and vapour. The earth also, it will be admitted,

the more fully it is exposed to the air, becomes

more and more pulverulent—nay, often rises in

clouds of dust; nay, of fish ; nay, of frogs ; nay,

what not, utterly to astonish the natives by their

fall again. Certain earth-particles, also (potass,

lime, &c), in places where the air is still, are

well known to effloresce beautifully into the at-

mosphere, as if to anticipate vegetable nature.

Moreover, the aqueous matter of the earth is ever

tending to rise into the air as vapour. Yes
;

it

is to the law of assimilation (as the rational

cause) that we owe the existence of the cloud

world, so varied, so grand; and not less benig-

nant than beautiful. For when it exists as

vapour in the air, it is no less under the law of

assimilation than it was when in the earth as

water. And, in consequence of this, having now
gained the aeriform state, and satisfied the de-

mands of the atmosphere, it is called upon by

the earth to satisfy its demand under the same

law, and to become assimilated to it in its turn

—

that is, to become concrete. And, accordingly,

with prompt obedience, from its aptitude for the

concrete state, the cloud-matter forms into little

masses while yet on high
; and pouring down as

rain, and hail, and snow, it not only assimilates

!' with the concrete earth as a concrete form,

but it ploughs the bald surface into many a

ravine, thus enabling the air to penetrate deeper

and lock with the earth more closely. Mean-

while the earth, by secular uplittings, meets the

cloud half-way, and, summoning to its aid the

volcano and the central Jieat, rises high in Alp

and mountain-range, keen air piercing into the

, deep valleys between. Thus that which to blind

sensibility seems but the war of the elements, is

to intelligence a harmony and a mutual embrac-

ing. The storms and convulsions of nature are

products of a law which has repose for its end

and aim, and which is, as has been already

stated, the symbol and representative in nature,

of the unity and immutability of the Deity.

The law of assimilation by which a wound gran-

ulates and our organization is redintegrated, by

which our strength, physical and intellectual, is

restored hour from hour, is also that by which

the surface of our globe, from being a bald

metric surface, is made rugged and hoary—that

by which the beautiful, the picturesque, and the

sublime, are imparted to nature, and a sheltered

dwelling place secured for man and other animals.

Nor is this all. By the miracle of creation at

first, and by sowing the surface of the earth

thereafter, with the seeds of plants, the Creator

has enabled the earth and the air to fulfil the

law of assimilation and harmony between them

in a manner that is most complete and most

beautiful. For the fully-developed seed, the in-

dividual plant, the vegetable kingdom as a whole,

what is it, when viewed in relation to the atmos-

phere, but air become concrete as vegetable tissue,

piercing down into the earth and rooting itself

in it? And, viewed in reference to the earth,

what is it but a system of earth-particles, aque-

ous, gemmeous, earthy, saline, suspended and

diffused in air to the utmost, by the concrete air-

tissue (that is, the vegetable tissue) as a scaffold-

ing; these particles, meanwhile, in so far as they

are capable of the aeriform state, exhaling into

the air in forms often fragrant, and always more

aeriform than those in which they enter the

plant? Yes; the calling of the vegetable king-

dom, the charter of its existence with antecedent

nature, the earth and the air, is to realize and

fulfil the law of continuity, of harmony, of as-

similation, on their mutual confines, (1) to carry

up in forms as aerial as possible earth-particles,

and to suspend them in a state of diffusion in the

air when they cannot be made to vaporize into

into it, and (2) to carry down, in forms as con-

crete as possible, air-particles into the earth.

And in this theory (along with that which

gives the spherical superficies as the most gen-

eral archetype of all forms that are the products

of the physical forces) we have a satisfactory ex-

planation of the forms of the plant-world in gen-

eral. Here we see why a fully-developed plant

must consist of an aerial and a terrene part, of

widely-spreading morsels of surface or leaves,

supported, if need be, ou radii as leaf-J

branch, and stem, and of deep striking roots

and rootlet3. There is no longer room for won-

der why plants and flowers, things of such
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beauty, should be so fragile and so fading, the

sport of every blast. The plant-form must inter-

cede between the fickle air and the fixed fleeting

earth, on their mutual confines. The plant must

b:ing these heterogeneous elements together and

reconcile them. And therefore, inasmuch as the

air is very tenuous, elastic, mobile, spreading

wide and rising high, while the earth is concrete,

inelastic, fixed, and lying low, the plant which

is appointed to represent both in itself, and each

favourably to the other, must have a form that

shall be tenuous, mobile, elastic, carrying up and

distributing in the air such earth-particles as are

capable of isolation and solution, as widely and

as high over head as possible. It must, as an

individual, be a wavy fleeting thing. If it is to

acquire stability, and to last for years, or gener-

ations, or ages, it must consent to the compro-

mise of its individuality. It must have recourse

to the principle of association. Many must merge
into one. The phy ton must become a branching

plant or tree.

That the plant-form, especially when an an-

nual merely, must, from its tenuous and expand-

ed character, be very liable to injury, is an in-

evitable consequence. But in creation, as it act-

ually stands, is this an evil? Nay; to the very

extent that the plant-world is easily destructible,

it is suitable as food for a higher order of beings

—beings possessing sensibility, and that sensi-

bility so adjusted to their organization that a

state of organic well-being in them is a state of

enjoyment to them
; beings teeming in multitude

—creatures such, that it may be truly said, in a
high sense, that after the glory of the Creator

himself, creation exists for their sakes.

To our theory there also attaches a definite

conception of plant-life and function. A plant,

according to what has been shown, consists at

once of an ascending and a descending system
of parts and action

; and for the full development
of the plant, a corresponding amount of energy
must be simultaneously imparted to both these

systems and modes of action. If the proper

earth-particles which it is the duty of that species

of plant to raise and suspend in the air are want-
ing in the soil where it is put to grow, the plant

has nothing to do, and it will not grow either

well or long. And if light and heat, which
energise the air, are wanting, all the peculiar

phenomena of vegetable synthesis must fail.

The ascending system of parts and action com-
mences in the soil, and from concrete molecules

in contact with the spongioles of the root, it

takes up such as it can, analyzing and reducing
them more and more towards the purely aeriform

state ; thus resolving water into common vapour,

common vapour into oxygen and hydrogen,

ammoniacal compounds into ammoniacal vapour,

and ammoniacal vapour into nitrogen and hy-

drogen ; also decomposing carbonic acid into

oxygen and carbon, at least if nascent hydrogeu

be present, so that the carbon, by union with

the hydrogen, may be rendered more aeriform

than it is by itself, and thus may form the basis

of some Essence by which the fragrance of the

vegetable kingdom may be added to the vital

air which, in these circumstances, that kingdom

must constantly tend to evolve. Add to these

things and to this mode of action the elevation

out of the earth towards the periphery of the

plant, that they may be diffused and suspended

in the air to the utmost, the fixed earth-particles

of carbon or diamond, potassium, silica, phos-

phorus, calcium, sodium, magnesium, sulphur,

iron, &c, and it will be seen how much the root-

system of a plant has to do.

But, for success in the accomplishment of this

analytical function, it is wholly indispensable

that the descending system which originates in

the air and belougs to the leaf shall co-operate

in energy ; for as the ascending or root system

is essentially analytic, or in the interest of aeri-

forms, so this, the descending or leaf-system, is

essentially' synthetic, or in the interest of con-

cretes. An atom of carbon will not leave those

of oxygen with which it is combined in carbonic

acid merely to fall down and clog the plant as

soot. While the root- system solicits the oxygens

and carbon to part company, and offers nascent

hydrogen for union to both, it is the descending,

the leaf-system, that which has light and heat as

its energizing principles, that actually effects the

exchange. The leaf-system calls for molecules

still more and more highly-compounded, for the

construction of which, above all others, hydro-

carbon is well-suited. But how, it may be asked,

shall highly compounded molecules be able to

maintain their existence if originating in the

leaves and destined to encounter in the plant

the analysing system of action that is ever as-

cending from the roots? For this they must be

able to fulfil one or other of these two conditions :

first, they must escape out of the cells in which

the analyzing plant-action is going on, and get

into places or vessels apart ; or, secondly, they

must possess in themselves molecular stability

while in the plant. Now, under one or other of

these two conditions, it may be shown that all

the permanent products of vegetable nature fall.

Wax, one of the most highly compounded of

them all, even often gains the outside and reposes

on the leaf or the fruit, as does also sugar some-

times. All essential oils, resins, alkaloids, crys-
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tela, ic... exist ia cells, apart : while as to s'arch,

it is b vegetable substance constructed iu such

harmony with the whole action of the plant,

that it is no more to be expected that a fully-de-

veloped plant will break, starch up, than if it were

the acknowledged embryo of cellulose. It is

otherwise with sugar. But these views cannot

be followed up by the ordinary lights of the

laboratory. With the single exception of the

sugars, all the formula; of the tectonic elements

of the vegetable kingdom are uncontrolled and

destitute of siguificancy.

Now. it will be immediately perceived that to

this theory of the natures of a plant, and the

position of the vegetable kingdom in the econ-

omy of nature, a definite system of cultivation

attaches ; and certain great questions in agricul-

ture receive a definite solution.

A plant, according to the view which has just

been given of its nature, must consist simultan-

eously of air-elements and of earth-elements.

These elements, therefore, must be its food. And
it will grow wed in proportion as it cau succeed

in simultaneously rendering the air-elements con-

crete and quasi-terreue in the lower part of its

form, and the earth elements aeriform, volatile,

or fragrant, or quasi-aerial, in the upper part of

its form : as. for instance, distributed in lace-

work all over its surface, and suspended in the

air by the plant-tissue as a scaffolding.

The whole secret of successful cultivation,

therefore, must lie in securing for the plant a

never-failing supply of both classes of elements

in contact with the organs appropriate for ab-

sorbing them, and that in the state most suitable

for being absorbed and assimilated by these or-

gans.

Now, on entering on details with a view 10

practice, it is encouraging to have to observe.

in the very first place (inasmuch as practical

proceedings cau scarcely be applied to the ..

that there is not one of the air-elements, unless

it be atmospherical nitrogen itself, which is not

an earth-element also ; so that, through the soil,

we can operate upon the whole plant, and so far

develop or control its growth. Oxygen and car-

bonic acid enter largely into the composition of

the crust of the earth, and the abundance of

water below has gained for the world the name

of the terraqueous globe. Ammonia, also, is no

less terrene than atmospherical ; it is even found

among the products of the volcano. Even ni-

trogen (as I believe), when it meets with highly

tectonic earth-elements, such as lime and
;

in the presence of oxygen, tends to become con-

crete along with them, and to form beautiful

efflorescences. But whether this be granted or

not, it is obvious that the air-elements generally

are earth-elements also, and have therefore a

right to enter the plant by its earth-roots or

spongioles, as well as by its air-roots or leaves,

the first organic product of both being cellulose.

Hence, although the air cannot be modified to

any great extent iu the interest of a crop, ye(

operating on the soil much may be done to de-

velop or modify the entire plant, according as it

is quantity or quality, foliage or fruit, stem or

root, that is wanted by the cultivator. That he

must keep the special end he has in view contin-

ually iu mind, follows from the incompatibility

of several of these products as simultaneous

maxims. This incompatibility extends in fact to

foliage and fruit or seed. It is impossible in the

same plant to have a maximum of both. In or-

der to obtain a maximum of foliage, conditions

of existence must be secured which are most fav-

ourable to the extension and life of the individual

where it is now growing. Its axes will then

tend to maintain a character suitable for indefi-

nite extension. New branches, bearing lea:-

only, will manifest themselves, or, more gener-

ally speaking, foliage only. The plant will

delay flowering till the last moment possible. In

order to obtain a maximum of fruit or other

seed, on the other hand, the conditions of exist-

ence must be such as, while promising the life of

the species, they rather threateu than favour that

of the individual. The individual plant-form in

that case will not venture to extend itself. Its

axes will tend to become finite by terminating

in ovules (with their accompanying floral enve-

lopes) ; for ovules are repetitions of the spon-

iB of the roots, and thus complete the sym-

metry of the axis and close the form, and permit

the plant to die in peace, the continuation of the

species provided for. A rational system of cul-

tivation, according to our views, must therefore

consist in providing especially for these three

things :

—

1. An ample areafor eac't plant, that there may
be abundant air-food for the foliage, and earth-

food for the root.

2

.

T he full development of the root, and the pre-

vention of injury to it. whether by mechanical

obstructions or poisons in the soil.

3. The storing of the soil with food for the

: that is. with those concrete air-and-

elements of which the plant under cultivation

consists, and that, so that they may severally

ut themselves to the rootlets iu a state fit for

rptfon at the several epochs during the

.rowth of the plant, when they are needed for

its development, whether soon after germination
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for the foliage, or afterwards for the seed or

fruit.

The reader will lie able to deduce for himself

the practical operations which these requirements

. ?t. Here I shall content myself with

Stating that the theory of Plant-life here adduced

- no countenance to such an idea as that a

crop can he immediately fed at the root, in a

healthy manner, on raw chemicals, acids, alkalis.

or salts dissolved in water, or indeed on any-

thing in a highly analyzed or dissolved state.

As our theory gives analysis as the function of

the ascending system in the plant, so it implies

that the root normally commences operations on

molecules in a highly synthetic state, on lakes

composed partly of organic or aerial, and partly

Of earthy or saline constituents. It presents to

us the perfection of cultivation, as consisting in

making the soil in which the special crop is to

grow a general compost, answerable in its con-

stituents to those of the crop which is to be

grown in it, and at the same time such as to

mechanical condition, that it is thoroughly per-

meable to the growing roots, to the full extent

to which they tend to stretch . From the wonder-

ful power of soil as a filter for giving pure water,

it appears that earthy, saline, and organic mat-

ters unite with it very readily ; and the direct

application of salts to crops, and Ihe ploughing

in of growing crops, may be excellent ways of

generating the molecular compost which a well-

conditioned field ought to be. But our theory

certainly points with favour to the old doctrine

of an abundance of well-rotted manure as the

grand desideratum, when our object is to carry

off as much vegetable matter from a field in one

year, as that field would only give in several

years if left to the course of Nature. Jt finds no

necessity, however, for the water which usually

constitutes the bulk and the inconvenience of such

manure
; it apprehends no material loss from the

desiccation of manure to a great extent; and it

proposes the reduction of the bulk of manure,

so that it may be carried like seed, and sown
with it. as the great object which the en-

lightened agriculturist ought at the present day
especially to aim at. It repudiates all extreme

conceptions, however, in this matter, as in all

others, and approves of the wit of the old Scotch

judge, who, when his brother judge assured him
that the new chemistry would enable a farmer to

carry out the entire manure for a field in his

waistcoat pocket, replied— "Yes; and bring

home the crop too." The anecdote refers to the

chemistry of Lavoisier, however, and not that of

Liebig, who, though sometimes over-sanguine,

no doubt, has yet more insight into the economy

of organic nature than any one who ever lived

before him, and has laid the world under deep

and lasting obligations to him for what he has

done, and is doing, for agriculture.

Boiled Wheat.
It is possibly not as well understood as it

should be, among housekeepers, that a healthful

and nutr.tive food may be prepared by boiling

wheat to be eaten with milk or molasses—the

former to be preferred when attainable. It is a

first rate thing for children, while adults may
use it to advantage. Some have the wheat

cracked in a mill before usiug, which is perhaps

the preferable plan, but it will answer well with-

out this preparation. A lady correspondent of

the Ohio Farmer says. ''The wheat should be

cracked in a mill. Take one quart and put it

into half a pot of warm water, and let it stand

upon the stove several hours; then boil slowly,

and stir it occasionally, till it becomes thick;

put in a handful of salt. For children it can be

used with milk. If left standing till cool, it is

very nice to cut in slices, and use it with cream

and sugar, or fry it like mush ; the last men-

tioned I prefer for general use, but it can be pre-

pared in various ways."

If boiled whole, the wheat should be allowed

to soak in tepid water before boiling, that the

grain may have a chance to soften and swell.

When properly boiled, use with milk suitably

seasoned with salt and pepper, and it will be

found a nourishing, healthful and palatable dish.

Salt for Fattening Swine.

A correspondent of the Annalen des Land-

wirthschaft states some interesting experiments

to test the use of salt in fattening swine. He

selected two pairs of barrow hogs, weighing -

pounds apiece. One pair received, with their

daily allowance of food, two ounces of salt; the

other pair, similarly fed, none. In the course of

a week it was easily seen that the salted pair had

a much stronger appetite than the others, and

after a fortnight it was increased to two ounces

apiece. After four mouths the weight of the

salted hogs 350 pounds each, while that of the

unsalted, five weeks later, reached only 300

pounds. The experiment was related with al-

most precisely the same results. The author

feeds young pigs, according to their age, a quar-

ter of an ounce daily ; breeding sows very little

during pregnancy, and during the heat of sum-

mer withholds it in a great degree from all, as it

induces thirst aud liability to disease.
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Meadow Land.
ws cannot be expected to produce heavy

crops it' they are mowed, year after year, without

the application of manure in the shape of top

Nothing exhausts grass land more

than repeated mowings, and on this account the

most intelligent farmers manage to alternate

pasture with meadow, occasional grazing being

considered a rest for the land when compared

with mowing. In the rich fattening pastures of

Great Britain and Ireland the farmers never wish

to meadow or mow the best feeding grass, if

forage can be raised in any other way. as mead-

owing is considered to injure the pasture in va-

rious ways, such as giving weeds an opportunity

of springing up. ripening their seeds and sowing

them extensively.

"When a field is "meadowed" or put up for

mowing, the coarse grasses grow taller than the

good feeding varieties, which spread along the

surface, forming the sward so much relished by

stock ; these latter beiug overshadowed become

weak, and do not recover from the effects of the

meadowiug for at least one year. Another cause

of injury is mowing the grass close to the ground

and removing the leaves and stems altogether

from the roots. In pastures, the grass is removed

gradually, and unless in dry seasons, and in over

stocked lands, the surface is never completely bare.

The mowing of meadows in the heat of Summer,

thereby removing all shelter from the roots, and

exposing them to the direct rays of the sun, has

a very unfavorable effect on grasses of every

kind.

When we want to destroy perennial weeds,

one of the most effectual methods we have for

doing so, is cutting the leaves and stems close to

the ground, and keeping them down by the fre-

quent use of the scythe or hoe, vet we expect

grass to be an exception to all other plants, for

we feel disappointed when a meadow which has

been mowed in the heat of Summer, and grazed

closely in the Fall, does not yield a full crop

the ensuing year.

Farmers who are careful of their good meadow
land, never permit stock to eat the aftermath

;

it is allowed to grow and protect the roots from

the sun, and also to extract such ingredients as

the atmosphere affords. The aftermath -

down by frost in Winter, and rotting on the sur-

face, furnishes an excellent mulch for the roots

of the grass. In the vicinity of Edinburg, Scot-

land, meadows have been made to produce six it

seven crops of grass annually by a plentiful ap-

plication of liquid top dressing, obtained from

the city sewerage. The description of grass

which furnishes these abundant crops of soiling

is generally Italian R i species which

^ very tall, and produces fodder very much
relished by horses and cattle. Every farmer

I should have a liquid manure tank, into which

l the urine of stock should be con

I pipe from the stable, byre, and hog pens. Li-

j

quid manure is a very valuable top dressi: _

land. It should be applied with a wator-

i ing cart constructed especially for the purpose of

I

distributing it evenly over the field. The liquid

\
manure, however, can be used more economically

iterating muck or compost that is intended

I
for top dressing, as bj this means it will be much

,
more lasting than if applied in a liquid state.

A large portion of the old meadow land in the

i United St ites is deteriorating and evidentl v si

1 in need of annual top dressing with liqui

solid manure, bone dust, guano, ashes, i .

—

Plaster, although very good for legumii

crops and artificial meadows, is not equally ben-

eficial to the natural grasses, and is of no manner

of use on wet soils. The following questions

were addressed by M. Boussingault to agricultu-

rists living in different districts of France, in

order to determine the value of gypsum for _

and other crops : 1st. Dots gypsum act favorably

on artificial meadows? Forty-three answers re-

turned. Forty affirmative, three negative. 2d.

Does it act favorably on artificial meadows when
the ground is extremely wet? Ten answers re-

turned. No, unanimously. 3d. Can it take the

place of organic manure or of humus in the

soil? In other words can a sterile soil, by the

mere act of using gypsum, support artificial

meadows? Seven answers returned. No, unan-

imously. 4th. Does gypsum in a sensible man-
I ner increase the growth of cereal crops ? Thirty

-

, two answers were returned to this question, of

: which only two were in the affirmative.

Marls are compound earths formed of carbon-

ate of lime and clay, in different proporl

i Sometimes sand takes the place of clay, heace

I

the term clayey marl and Bandy marl. When
marl has been exposed to the atmosphere for some
time it crumbles into dust or powder, and in this

state is in a proper form to be applied to land, the

minute particles of carbonate of lime being easily

spread over the ground. When applied to stiff,

! clayey lands it DCy to keep the soil

1 from rum .
-<• into bard blocks, and to

i allow water to drain through. Upon light, sandy

soils a marl containing much clay acts benefi-

cially in a two fold way. First, by the earl

> ate lime, and secondly, by the clay. Some i

I

have an extraordinary effect in renovating worn
I out grass land.

—

Ex.
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Shelter for Sheep.

habits of sheep, that they are impatient of con-

finement. This is not so much the case with the

larger breeds, which are more quiet and less

given to roving, yet all sorts, while they

less protection than cattle, fail to thrive so-well

if kept to anything like close quarters, which

cattle will submit to.

We have often remarked that the most thrifty

.-_ 1 '.:, -. .y f. :.; -r 5_.'. .= 'r:.--r ;-...:-:
;
::-

tection but a pine thicket, and have been allowed

tree range of the pasture during the se
-

winter weather. We should not, however, trust

a flock, generally, to such treatment, but would

-iri'::::':::- ' -'-'-- - '-- "-''-•
; - --'-

'.

:; "

~r.:::z \r. :-:: :.:. :;-'_ ~~~- i- -
:
- "'-.: --=

:.i..:::- ~ ::.:-'_ -' : --- ---';"--- -^

might allow. This we mean for stock sheep.

Those which are fed with grain, for fattening,

during cold weather, will not suffer from the

:•_::.::;:::>•':.:" 7~r:: i .: :; iii-."_-
. : .:

:.".-

lowed perfect ventilation.

'.": _ : -.: -..: ~ :: :': ~ i :r:i-._:ziiT.:

of die Gtrmuatamn Tdtgrapk :

For several years past I have noticed in the

:
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. : = -

-
".- ... :

tions on the benefit of proper shelter for farm

stock, and although I agree with their authors

::. .';- :.. ..z - -: -.-:- :--- :..--? :z -'-;_'-
: :;

-__;'- ?:.--: z-.j t ._ v" :: £:_- £.iii ;:"
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I well remember the maxim of '* one-third

more shelter one-third less feed," but we must

not lose sight of the idea that economy of food

is not all we are to look at in the care of our

i:~e=-.:. .-;:;. .'.?.

A- •':.: :.5 ~ -.t.-^-.-z-: .:. :
- = ::-..: z z: I

have found sheep to be a class of farm stock

which, during the winter, may have too much
shelter for their own benefit or the real benefit

of the owner. With them shelter seems to pro-

duce a different effect on cattle or other farm

C ::'-. ":.•>- 5-
'

-

'-- —".'. ::r.r:~i -.'-
: :: z-.

same amount of food as when not sheltered, but

it is evident that as it takes less to keep up the

warmth of the system a larger amount is devoted

to the increase in weight, and hence, "shelter is

equivalent to food " only in the amount of extra

fat and muscle formed, and not in the saving

of food.

With sheep this is not the case, for if well

sheltered they will consume considerably less
':

: i :.:=..' - ..-. -.--:_•-- .- - .;;

and I therefore argue they nay readily be, and

often are, too much e

profit to the owi i Ik ck.

From the abc sh to

be understood to argue thai ?s of farm

stock should ha-re t: —far from it— but

there • zen mean"' for which

E rep do not need much pro-

tection ag.\ -iuch more

in fleece, flesh and fat from •wet than from cold.

Hence, all they need in the shape of =

tight-roofed shea

rd.

During the f: : our experience

with sheep. I kept : . under a roof

:'.
:
~ : ..; :

:

.z'z~ : z -~z:a ?'. :'t? — :'z ="...; z :: r. :.

r I was sure 1

out of fifty or sixty, but -
I on com-

paring noses with others of my sheep-ke;

neighbors. :med one-third

-

it was als: I not come

:. as good order ; as those not

too well taken care of, nor were the ewes as suc-

: r •'....:.:.-.-..: '. • :
; '. .;

not long in looking around for the remedy, or

rather for the cause, trusting that if this wa; : .

-

front part of the

shed, and have added a small yard for the sheep

to run in, and I find that, no matter how cold

the weather, (if not storm em to

prefer the yard to the shed, and when not eating

-; -z \ :"_r!: :iz_ - :\.-.z-..

- to furnish them wi:: pure

.'.: :.'. :'.'. •
:. ;

— ::'.
:

• .-: •: z . 5 ::";•; k it is

best to guard against direct draughts of cold air,

but protected as the sheep are they will nc

:

that which to a cow or horse would be injurious.

This desideratum I have attained

a ventilator through the hay-mow over the sbeep-

:•::. .:.""-.::"'_' .:.- :
:" --.: .

'.

: :-; -= -'_:-.t-
'?

a perceptible draft through :tor, and

if a breeze is blowing " the

shed the draft is strong enough to raise straw and

chaff dear to the roof.

Another point which many of our sheep breed-

ers and feeders neglect, is that in their business

two and two do not always make four. Th .

when they have had a given profit from th:r-

forty on a given amount of 1 j will not

always double their profit with double the number

of sheep consuming double the amount of feed.

Fifty will be found to be as many as can be

profitably kept in one enclosure during the win-

ter, and if more are kept there should be two

flocks and consequently two enclosures. If
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trouble is taken there will be a reasonable chance

to double the profit on double the feed and sheep,

but without it disappointment is almost sure to

result.

My rule is that five sheep are equivalent to a

steer or cow, and hence with my facilities for

keeping ten steers I either keep five steers and

twenty-five sheep or fifty sheep, from which I

can make more profit.

New York Agricultural Implement
Trial.

The great trial of Agricultural Implements at

Auburn, X. Y., after continuing eighteen days,

was concluded. July 27th. The report of the

judges has not yet been made public. Some

little time is, of course, necessary to properly

prepare such a document. It will be looked for

with interest, and will doubtless be of much
practical value. This trial was the most careful

and thorough one of the kind ever held in this

country. No one doubts the ability of the com-

mittee, containing as it did, men well known to

the agricultural public, and men of national rep-

utation for their scientific attainments. Not

only will the decisions of the committee be of in-

terest, but the facts which led to these decisions

will be of much value.

One of the principal advantages of the trial

will be, or ought to be, the benefit the manufac-

turers and inventors will derive from it. Not

only had they a fine opportunity to advertise their

respective machines, but the bringing of them

together, giving them opportunity to see, not

only their own, but many other machines sub-

jected to tests, and to learn why each one suc-

ceeded or failed in any given particular, must

have resulted in the acquiring of much informa-

tion which will manifest itself in modifications

and improvements in their machines.

The principal contest was among the Reapers

and Mowers. Of these there was a very large

number of entries, and very great interest was

manifested in the different tests to which they

were subjected. Next to them in the number of

entries were the Horse Hay Forks and Hay
Rakes. It is to be regretted that manufacturers

of various other kinds of farm implements and

machinery did not take thi3 opportunity to prove

by practical working in public that their claims

are correct. In some classes for which prizes

had been announced there were no entries, and

in others but one or two entries made their ap-

pearance. These men labored under a disadvan-

tage, as the same degree of interest was not ex-

cited as would have been had there been greater

competition. In some cases, as in those of the

Hay Loader and Hay Tedder, there are very few

patents, and as these were novelties, they would

attract a fair degree of notice.

We can only say, in general terms, that a very

large proportion of the machines of all kinds did

their work very well, and exhibited a wonderful

advance within a very few years in the work of

applying improved machinery and the muscles

of the horse to many kinds of labor which farm-

ers formerly did with only simple tools and their

own physical strength.— Western Rural.

London Cattle Market.

An interesting sight to me has been the Metro-

politan cattle market beyond Islington. I sup-

pose it is the largest cattle market in the world,

and is the point, it will be remembered, from

which the rinderpest is supposed to have taken its

rise, or from whence it spread through England.

It is an immense yard, with a tower in the cen-

tre, and nicely paved with stone flags, provided

with railing, to which the cattle are tied, and

alleys between. It has pens for the sheep, calves

and pigs. I was there when the number of cat-

tle was said to be 5,000, and 20,000 sheep.

A large number of the caHle were foreign,

Dutch, French, Danish, Spanish, Scotch, &c, &c.

It was quite a study to go through the alleys and

and note the different character of animals, for

beside the imported there was every breed in the

kingdom. The Spanish cattle, with their soft

dun color, their club heads and long horn3, were

interesting, because they differ so much from

other breeds. They were very fat, and their

horns were monstrous. Many of them had horns

between three and four feet in length, and the

distance between the tips would measure at least

five feet. I hope none of my agricultural friends

will think from my description that I am telling

a horny story, or that I have I been "taking a

hvrv" for I am simply recording the fact, "hard

and horny" as it may appear. All the cattle are

tied, and fast as sold are driven away.

Here are found all the breeds of sheep bred for

meat in England. The Downs, the Leicestera,

the Cotswolds, and different crosses. To a far-

mer desiring to study the best breeds for the

shambles, I am sure no better school for a day

can be had than at the Metropolitan market, be-

cause you see a vast number of beasts, and hear

the remarks of those who arc skillful in pointing

out all the good as well as the weak points.

—

.1". A. Willard, in Utica Herald.

Better till twenty acres well, than a hundred
badly.
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Early Fall Transplanting.
It has long been a commonly received opinion

that all deciduous trees should have one good

hard frost exposure, before being dug and trans-

planted in the fall. That such frost assists in

hastening maturity of tree, we acknowledge

;

but that it is necessary to await frost and

the falling of the foliage therefrom, before

transplanting, we do not believe. The leaves

have their part to perform, grow their growth,

perform their appointed duty, and gradually

fall to the ground. This falling of the leaves

takes place much earlier in the season with

some varieties of trees than with others. The

cultivated sweet cherry commencing to drop

more or less of its leaves in July, and mature

nearly all of them early in September, while the

Mahaleb does not mature much of its foliage un-

til in August, and rarely drops any ol it until

the middle of September. The gooseberry and

currant drop nearly all the foliage on old wood
in August, and much of that on new wood early

in September. The pear and apple rarely make

any additioual extent of growth after the mid-

dle of August, and most of their foliage is

mature and ready to drop by the twentieth of

[ember. The ash, birch, and many other

forest trees have their main leaves all mature by

the above time.

Looking at this we some fifteen years ago

commenced planting out one or more of a sort

of tree and plaat early in the season, and con-

tinued our experiments until within the past two

years, we have planted our cherries, pears and
apples as early as the 10th of September, and

our currants and gooseberries the first week of

that month, and have rarely lost a tree or plant.

AVe dig and plant in the usual manner, with or

without water, as may be, but we make our

shortening in pruning, either before the plant is

dug, or as soon as it is out of the ground. The
pruning, of course, takes off all the young and
immature wood, and the ground being warm,
the roots form anew wtthout delay. Ote tree

v\ e examined last tall had made new roots over

an inch long in two weeks from the time of

planting. Lindley's Theory of Horticulture,

together with general practice, make it much
.- -t to transplant after the leaves have fallen

in the ordinary maturity and extent of season,

and undoubtedly such is the correct theory and
practice, when trees have to be taken from a

tv, packed and shipped a distance; but
where they can be removed from a part of one's
own grounds, or obtained from a nursery with-
in a few miles, we believe the early transplanting
to give the most vigorous growth the following
year.

Living With Cows.

Mr. Morton visited no less than 51 cow-houses

in London, finding two classes—one neat well-

arranged and with every convenience, and the

other dirty and ruinous They vary from a few

cows up to 80 or 100, and sometimes even more

than the latter.number—almost, or quite invaria-

bly. Short-Horns, or Dutch black and white cat-

tle. In one or two cases the cow-house is on the

lower floor, and the family of the owner dwells

above. Mr. M. says :

Vou will meet in London with men who have

been engaged in the business thirty or forty

years, with a staff of servants, too, who have

been in their employ almost as long. When
the St. Pancras committee went around to inspect

the cow-houses of the parish, and to condemn es-

pecially all of them which were, in anyway, con-

nected with the dwelling houses, they were met

at the door of one, to whom they annouueed the

decision against him, with an introduction to his

grandfather and father, then living with him,

both of whom had carried on the business there

before him ;

:,aud here, too, are my children,

gentlemen—four generations of us. It doe; i

look as if the cows bad been injurious to L'.

close by themselves.''

—

Co. G
••

Save the Fertilizers.

Much matter of a fertilizing character is suf-

fered to go to waste on farms for the lack of a

little care in gathering, preserving and applying

it to the soil. Being distributed in small parcels

at various points, it is regarded as of little con-

sequence, but if brought together the Ben

amounts would assume an importance which the

separate parts failed to indicate. If the parcel;

of manure one frequently sees about sheds, hog
pens, hen roosts, door yards and the like, were

carefully gathered and applied to the farm

the garden, the products of each would be ma-

terially increased, while the cost of the gathering

and application would be fully repaid by the su-

perior healthfulness resulting from their removal.

When this refuse matter is not in a proper state

for immediate use. it should be gathered into

heaps for fermentation—the masses being aug-

mented from time to time, as material accumu-

lates, till the preparation of the wheat grouud

shall call for its application. Save all should be

the ruling idea with the farmer.

—

Rural Nat
Yorker.

A Mississippi farmer savs very many horses

and mules and some cows have died in his region

from a singular disease, which often causes death

in a few hours.
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Beet Sugar.

A correspondent of The Nation, writing from
j

Germany, thus describee the condition of the
j

peasantry on the great sugar beet plantations,

and alio the manner of making beet sugar :

After an hour or two I began to come into the
j

midst of the great sugar beet plantations, for

which this part of Germany is celebrated. The

fields in which the root is planted here are often

of vast extent, sometimes two or three hundred

acres, reminding me of the prairies of the great

IV est, or the plantations of the South. I was

inclined to continue the comparison last made

much farther after seeing the manner in which

they are cultivated. The beets are drilled in

rows about fifteen inches apart, and the whole

labor of tilling them, from first to las', is per-

formed with the hoe. Never before had I seen

so complete a reproduction of some of the scenes

I have witnessed in the Southern States on the

cotton plantations. Here were at work men and

women together, from fifteen to eighteen in one

gang, hacking stolidly over the ground with the

same mechanical stroke that marked the slaves.

In one row I counted eighty-one, and they were

principally women. When their labor is ended,

however, aud at the nooning, they display the

same buoyancy, and often playfulness t'uat are

characteristic of the blacks. When the village

bell in the distance, or the winding horn calls

them to their simple fare, they often caper and

chase across the fields in a rough buffoonery that

shows the German elasticity of temperament is

still unimpaired.

The clothing of these peasants is, of course, of

the simplest ami cheapest ; a short, thick dn

woolen, and a close hood of the same for the

women, and cheap, substantial store fabrics for

the men. The women wear almost entirely ma-

terial of their owu manufacture, even to the

shoes, which are mere soles of wood with a little

leather tip or socket to retain them on their ftet;

but the men wear much less of it than our coun-

try people in America.

The wages that these people get are, for Amer-

ican needs, utterly insignificant, and they are

certainly small enough for the supplying of Ger-

man wants. The men get from sixteen to nine-

teen cents a day, the women from thirteen to

fifteen, aud that for a day of fourteen hours

—

for they generally begin at five o'clock and work

till seven. Their labor is not severe, but very

tedious and exhausting.

At Strassfort, a thriving city of about 10,000

inhabitants, I fouud the manufactories of beet

sugar more numerous, perhaps, aud certainly

greater than in any other city in Germany. One

of them employed a thousand operatives, another

six hundred, and several others four or five hun-

dred each. The beets are brought from the fields

and elevated to the upper story of the building,

where they are cleaned, crushed, filtered, &c,

the juice descending from story to story, through

curious processes, until it reaches the last one in

the shape of beautiful "sugar hats," or cones of

about two and a half feet in length, of the best

quality of white sugar. The juice of the beet is

red, a shade lighter, perhaps, than claret wine,

but when boiled down without purification the

sugar is only slightly tinned. This is called the

•red sugar," aud is converted into wine by the

use of blood. It is cast iu earthen moulds, of

the size of the "hat" above mentioned, in which

it is dried eight days aud then taken out and

polished for market. Take one of these clear

solid cones up on its edge and strike it with a

key, it rings like the purest steel.

The price of this sugar at the factory at the

present time is ten cents a pound, and after test-

ing it a hundred times, I pronouuee it not at all

inferior to the best article from Louisiaua. One

establishment, employing six hundred laborers,

turus out six million pounds a year. The beets

cost ten cents per hundred pounds, taken from

the fields.

Gas Lime for Fruit Trees.

Gas lime was recommended as excellent to re-

pel the borer from entering fruit trees near the

surface of the ground. W. S. Carpenter thought

the borer which is doing so much injury to our

orchards, might be destroyed or repelled, by the

use of this lime. He has employed it, with the

most satifactory results, iu repelling bugs from

squash and cucumber vines, by sprinkling a

small quantity of the lime near the growing

vines. The poisonous efHuvia arising from the

lime, will soon stupefy and kill every insect that

approaches the vines.

One person had used this lime twelve years ago

for this purpose, and no bugs nor insects had ap-

peared since in that locality.
. •
Grease the Wheels.

Oil and black lead is supposed to be the best

substance, but we have always found lard and

Hour apparently as good. If the wheels are kept

well lubricated, very little difference will be found

between the ease of running wooden and iron

axles iu ordinary farm work. The smaller tbe

axle, the less will always be the friction, other

things being equal : because the spokes have a

greater purchase, the friction being the resb

force, and being nearer the end of the lever when

lie is small.
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She American farmer.
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while the late sown will come up quickly, grow

rapidly, and make as much show of lea:

planting time, but will be deficient in root. He
will plant his crop rather with those of yellow

:id stunted growth, hut big root, than

a, vigorous-lookiug plants, with small

Recognizing the fact here illustrated, and hear-

mind that mentioned, that the wheat p

is biennial, and makes its necessary grow:

•':ie first season of its growth, we see

ssity of giving it a!! possible opportu

by early sowing and manuring, to make its roots

in the tall.

Arrangement of Fields for Cultiva-
tion.

With the necessity we are under of limiting
j

our cultivated crop? to smaller areas, will

questions as to new arrangements of our lands,
j

or new systems of rotation This will be espe-
\

dally the case with those who fiud themselves
I

obliged to re-feDce their land.

The heavy cost of fencing will compel the ut-

most economy in that respect, and it will be

matter for consideration how far fences may be-

dispensed with, where we have found it conve-

nient to have them before. This will involve the

ation of field arrangement. Let us say

ng, as to this matter of fences, that we
hope old habits will not so far prevail as to make
them necessary where they are really not so. and
that every one will make a point of iucurriug

the least possible expense on this account. We
are sure that, in a great many cases, where it has

been thought necessary to fence threeor four or five

or seven fields, that a standing pasture fenced

ofi" may answerevery purpose, aided by a small lot

near the stables, and that one enclosure may pro-

Ihe arable land. But we started ' -

of the matter of rotation. We propose to call

. to several familiar ones, that those in-

terested may compare them, and exercise their

discretion in the application of them to their own

circumstances.
,

BSTca f;kl:'S

The first of these which we nay notice, is the

system long in use in some of the best farmed
;

counties in Pennsylvania, and to some extent

practiced in the northern portions of Maryland.

It does not make permanent «rass lands, but giv<s

several years to grass of each of the divisions of

land, and gives one to corn, one to oats, and oue

Of two to wheat, as more or less grain or gra-s

may be desired. The system may be applied to,

divisions of laud ever so small, and there is no ne- '

. however desirable in some respects it may
have them separated by inside fell

SupjK>sing the rotation to l*gin with corn, a

cleansing crop, it is followed by oats, which has

the same effect in that res;>ecl as the corn crop,

though not hoed. It makes a dense shade at

midsummer, calculated to check the growth of

weeds, and the stubble being shortly after pb
has all the effect of a hoe crop, and with

the previous corn crop, combines to leave the

ground in the best condition for grass a

The common practice manures this oat stubble,

at midsummer, with the contents of the farm

yard, and an admirable foundation is laid for a

good crop of wheat, and of grass following.

Whether clover seed alone, or timothy or

other gras; now sown, depends upon

whether one or two crops of wheat are to be ta-

ken from the course. If two crops, then clover

seed only will be sown the following spring.

From this sowing, a crop of clover hay will be

taken the next year, and a fallow prepared for

wheat the comiug fall. Upon this wheat is

sown timothy, or other grass seeds, to stand

as many years as experience, or the previous

arrangements of the farm, may indicate to be de-

le. If there be seven divisions, there will

h*> three crops of grass. < In such a form stnr-k is

fed, either for the dairy or the butcher, or for

both, to some extent. It is a system which ac-

cords with what seems to be the soundest agri-

cultural theory, and from which we should

expect the best results. It makes variety in the

crops
;
gives the soil the benefit of the preserving

effects of a long standing sod : devotes lull half

of the period of rotation to what is considered

ameliorating treatment, and returns not only the

coarser products to the soil, but feeds at home a

large proportion of the grain.

For

While we can but commend this system, yet

when we compare it with one common to many

portions of Maryland and Virginia, which seems

to violate the favorite theories of culture, we

have no facts ou which the latter can be con-

demned. Uu the contrary, we have seen

I fertile, and farmers grow rich, where, three

- out of four, henry grain crops were tnker.

from the ground, and of the fourth year, not more

than four months were given to improrem

where no sod was allowed to protect the soil

;

and where the graiu was all sold year by year,

uo manures purchased bat a little piaster, and

nothing returned to it but the straw and fodder

of the grain crops. This is the famous four-:

;,. which is peculiar to clover-growing dis-
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tricts. U begins with the Indian corn, the most

scourging crop known to our agriculture, which

requires us to keep the land bare, and exposed to

the heats of the summer, while, with its greedy

and all-pervading system of roots, it searches eve-

ry inch of the soil and appropriates the most

valuable of its elements.

After this comes a crop of wheat. Since the

introduction of guano and kindred fertilizers,

they have been used to an enormous extent upon

this crop, and on lands which could not profita-

bly be cultivated on this plan, it is now found to

be a good one, so far at least as present profits

are concerned.—The fertilizer gives an impetus

to the young clover, which is always sown at this

point of the rotation, and on it is based the suc-

cess of the whole. The use of guano, or other

fertilizer, has never, however, been deemed es-

sential in those districts to which the system was

peculiar; the clover, and about two bushels of

plaster to the acre in four years, included all the

external aid given, except in certain sections, as

on large portions of the Eastern Shore of Mary-

land, where plaster seemed to produce no effect,

but marl, or lime in some form, took its place in

ensuring a good growth of clover.

The third year of the rotation, the clover sown
the year previous attains perfection in June, and

in August the field is turned for the great crop,

wheat on clover fallow. No other mode of

preparation for a wheat crop can compare with

this when we consider its cheapness and results.

That which is taken after the exhausting corn

crop is only justified, when guano is not used, by

the trifling cost of putting it in the ground.

Many farmers sow with the drill, immediately

after cutting off the corn, without plowing at

all, and maintain that this is the best practice.

But after a well managed clover field, there is

every element of success. Its dense growth has

smothered out the blue grass, aud every native

plant which might interfere with the wheat; the

close shade aud moisture, with the summer beats,

have thoroughly rotted the dead vegetable mat-

ter on the surface, and made manure of that which

would have been hurtful to the growth of the

young plants; its broad leaves, spreading them-

selves in the atmosphere, have gathered its fleet-

ing wealth, while its long tap-roots have struck

down into the subsoil, far below the range of

the fibrous rooted wheat plants, and brought to

the surface the mineral stores hid there. This,

then, is the opportunity for a profitable growth
of grain, and the farmer bestows upon it his ut-

most attention. The best practice is to break it

early in August, and let it be till late in Septeni-
'

ber, or early in October, when the surface only is

again stirred, and the seed sown.

This crop closes the rotation. It is sown with-

out grass seeds, and the following year the corn

crop conies in again. The custom is to give all the

manure 1o this crop, and the common practice is

to begin immediately after harvest to haul out

and spread upon the surface all the material, of

whatever kind, and however rough and coarse.

The higher points of the fields, and the thinner

portions, are dressed first, and heavily, leaving

the valleys to their own strength, and, the wash-

ings from above. This covering with the

remains of two crops of wheat and one of corn,

the product of three-fourths of the arable land,

together with the decaying stems of the great

growth of rag weed, which always follows the

fallow wheat, fortifies the soil with an amount of

vegetable remains, that amply compensates the

absence of the sod, and insure a heavy crop of

corn.

As we said in the begining, a system which

takes away three exhausting grain crops in four

years, is at variance with our established theories,

but facts in agriculture are of more weight than

theories, and this rotation has stood the test of

practice for forty years, yielding heavy cro; s.

and maintaining the fertilitv of the soil.

Fruit CrLTCRisrs.—We have on hand about

forty inquiries from Southern States for persons

competent to plant and take charge of vineyards

and fruits generally. Many of them offer ex-

tremely liberal terms to competent and reliable

men. Persons of this class who wish to make
advantageous engagements should advertise in

the columns of the Farmer.

Fine Concord Grapes.—Mr. Barker has been

so kind as to send us from the Agricultural Col-

lege a basket of very fine Concord Grapes. We
have rarely seen handsomer bunches of any kind.

and their quality justifies what we have hereto-

fore said of the improvement of the Concord as

it comes South.
»»

Seedling Strawberry.—We acknowledge re-

ceipt of circular describing Perry's Seedliug

Strawberry, recommended as a very superior va-

riety, from Geo. Perry & Son, Georgetown

Connecticut.

Large Berkshire Hogs.—A friend at Waynes-

boro Augusta Co., Va.. says: '• I wish to make
the inquiry through your paper, where the genu-

ine large Berkshire Hog can be procured."
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Raspberries.

T'.ie raspberry has been much overlooked as a

market crop, chiefly, we think, from their want

of firmness, and fitness for transportation, and

1 venuse of the want of hardiness of the finer

sorts. Brinckle's, Orange, Fastolf, and other

kinds of good quality require to hare the canes

laid down in winter and slightly covered with

earth. The improved Black Cap is of inferior

quality, but hardy and extremely productive,

nod brings a fair price in market. As a market

crop it is perhaps the best except iu the immediate

neighbourhood of cities.

The Philadelphia Raspberry, a comparatively

unknown variety, from recent accounts promises

to fulfil in great measure the requisites of a good

berry for general cultivation, combining hardi-

ness and productiveness with good quality. The

Rural World gives the following account of it

:

We have had this variety now for three sea-

sons, and from the present season's experience

with it, do not hesitate to pronounce it the l>est

red Raspberry we have in cultivation. We do

not say the fruit is as large or as high flavored

as the best European varieties, when these can

be had in perfection as they grow in an European

climate; but these are all so tender and difficult

to grow, that they have been practically aban-

doned, and are therefore worthless aud useless to

us.

We do not say that the canes are as hardy as

au oak, and never get injured or killed—localise

the past winterhas killed most of the canesdown

nearly to the ground— the two winters before,

they escaped entirely unharmed. But then it

should be remembered that gr ipe vines and other

hardy plants occasionally get injured—but no-

body thinks of abandoning grape culture on

that account. So of the Philadelphia Raspberry,

our belief is that it is as near hard}' as any up-

right raspberry ever gets to be in our climate;

and we further believe that no raspberry of the

class can be found that will withstand our

peculiar and changeable winters—and we may
add, falls and springs—without occasional in-

jury. We write for the latitude of St. Louis—

a

thousand miles inland—and not for the same or

any other latitude, near the sea-board, which

latter we believe, indeed know, has an amelior-

ating influence on the hardihood of plants.

So much for its negative, qualities, which, so

far as we can see, are all named in the above.

for all its good qualities, as they appear

to us. It is a robust grower, canes strong and

stout, much branched, almost entirely smooth,

with only here and there a spine ;
foliage heavj

,

thick and healthy looking: very little given to

sinker, an excellent feature for market-growers,

does not grow too tall (4 to 5 feet) nor too weak,

as some varieties do, but stiff and upright, and

will searcely need stakes or trellis. As to its

fruitfulness, am inclined to place it with the

Lawton Blackberry, Albany Strawberry, 4c,

and that is, get the growth of wood—uninjured

—and you are pretty sure of a good crop of

fruit; or, in other words, it is extra productive.

The fruit is of good size, dark purplish red,

quite firm, and fair to good in quality—indeed

quite good, may be said of it, with a fine rasp-

berry perfume and flavor. From present indica-

tions, we should consider it by far the best

variety we have, and a most decided acquisition

—coming nearer to filling the great desideratum

among red raspberries, than any variety hereto-

fore introduced, aud that it should be in the

garden of every family who love this delicious

fruit, as well as being most promising to the

market cultivator.

Tree Planting—Small Trees.
In tree planting as in many other good things

the old adage ftslina lente, make haste slowly, is

applicable. We mean as to the size of the trees.

Young planters, especially, aim to have big, fine

looking trees. They think that to get full grown

trees quickly, the}' must plant large ones. It is

a great mistake. An extreme case will illustrate

what we wish to impress upon our young read-

ers. A friend of ours, with a very commendable

desire to have a plantation of grown-up trees, to

adorn a site for building, incurred great expense

in moving those of full size. With all the facil-

ities he could command, and the utmost care he

could use, he succeeded in saving the life of one

iudifferent specimen. This, we say, was an ex-

treme case, but we may be assured that the ob-

stacles here met with are only in less degree, as

we go down the scale of size and age. Those

which are freeest from them are the smallest and

youngest. Our object must be to get them at

such a stage of growth, as will give as much size

as is consistent with the preservation of the roots

in their removal, and the preservation of the

natural growth of branches. If roots are de-

stroyed in moving there must be a corresponding

cutting back of branches, which unless done

with great discretion, is destructive of the nat-

ural symmetry of the tree, while there is noth-

ing gained in point of time. The folly of plant-

ing tall stems of twelve or fifteen feet, lira

and rootless almost, must be apparent. We must

be content to take young trees from their place

of growth, when they are so small as to feel but
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little die change, nnd giving them the best pos-

sible chance by careful planting, in ground well

prepared in advance, we may soon enjoy, if not

large trees, at least such as are vigorously and

rapidly developing both beauty and utility.

There is a pleasure to be derived from healthy

young trees, which is not to be overlooked be-

cause it does not come up to the measure of the

advantages we look for in their maturity. The
following is a piinted plea for small trees, which

we cannot do better than append to these re-

marks :

"We beg a little consideration for small trees.

Go to the open field, or to the nursery and select

a good specimen of almost any good tree—say

the beech, or maple, or tulip, or hemlock. Take
one or more of each, three or four feet high, that

have branches well formed on each side. Save

all the roots and fibers in digging them up, and
in carrying them home, don't bang them to

pieces, root and branch, but treat them with the

utmost tenderness. Prepare large holes, in rich

soil, and set them o"ut, so they will grow vigor-

ously. Clip the ends of the branches just a lit-

tle, but do this so as to preserve the original

symmetry. Now, watch these trees from year to

year. How healthy they look in every limb/and

and twig and leaf. How bappy they look, shoot-

ing out their branches on every side and dancing

in every breeze. How graceful in every part and
as a whole. Small as they are, they are perfect

in form, and plainly predict what they will be

when full grown. Age will only enlarge their

bulk and bring them nearer the time of their de-

cay.

"He who sets out large trees is compelled to

top off at least the lower branches to enable the

top ones to live. The roots are so mutilated in

digging them up, that nearly all the branches

have to be trimmed up and shortened in to re-

store the balance of things. But such a tree, so

marred in root and branch, is only half a tree.

It is a fragment to which the lost parts can never

be restored. Begin, then, with small trees. How
they enjoy life ! They will, ere long, outstrip

the large stumps you set out at the same time.

Set them on your lawn and pleasure ground.
Throw away your pruning saw, and let them
work out their own ideal. If you interfere at

at all, let it be only with your thumb and finger.

Never fear their wanton ways. They will attain

near to perfection if you will only let well alone.

»•-» .

TnE Agricultural and Horticultural Socie-

ties of York county, will hold their Annual Ex-
hibitions at York, Pa., beginning on the second
day of October and continuing four days.

Grass Growing and Manuring.
We urged last month the supreme importance

of clover culture in the Middle and Southern

States. We propose, at the risk of being tire-

some to many of our readers, who are already

sufficiently convinced to press upon the attention

of all the grass growing generally, in maintain-

ing and increasing the present fertility of their

lands. In the circumstances in which Southern

landholders find themselves just now, there is

peculiar temptation to occupy the lands best

suited for grass growing, in the more paying

crops of grain or tobacco. But in the worst

circumstances we should look ahead and make
provision for the times to come. Better reduce

the surface cultivation of annual crops one-half,

and husband the fertility of the remainder by

covering with grass, than by a greedy appro-

priation of the best resources of the farm, de-

prive it of the means of self-support, and recover}'.

In every good system of cultivation known,

grass culture is the foundation upon which it is

sustained. No grass no stock, no stock no

manure, no manure no grain, is an old and

familiar saying, teaching the value of this fea-

ture of good farming.

The celebrated Thaer, in his Principles of

Agriculture says, "When we manure our mea-

dows plentifully, we are quite sure of a sufficient

supply for our arable land." He thus assumes a

large proportion of grass to arable land, and the

stock necessary to consume the grass or hay at

home. In such case it may not be found neces-

sary to manure directly the arable land at all,

for the treatment which gives full crops of grass,

ensures sufficient fertility for all other crops.

The New York State Agricultural Society

gives a premium for the best cultivated farm,

and the question is always asked of each com-

petitor, "What do you consider the best mode

of improving the soil on your farm?" with re-

ference to the different kinds of soil, clay, sand,

or gravel, and it is curious to remark the unifor-

mity of the answers given. Taking a volume of

the Transactions we find, that one plows green-

sward under in the spring for corn, and "likes

to have a coat of grass on the turf to turn

under." Some apply manure during the course

of cropping, before seeding again to grass. Ano-

ther says, "My method of increasing the product

is by the use of plaster (sown on clover,) on the

home farm I also use barn-yard manure." Ano-

ther top-dresses his meadows to increase the

growth of grass, with a portion of his stock

manure, while another puts all his manure on

his newly-seeded grass lands. These are mostly
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dairy-farmers, who yet grow considerable crops

of grain for home consumption.

Turning to the grain-growing farms, we still

find grass, and clover particularly, the basis of

their improvement. "A clover lay of two or

three years, turned under in May for corn, or in

August for wheat," is the general rule, applying

manure, if at all, to the corn crop before plow-

ing. Another takes care to return to grass be-

fore his soil is over-cropped with grain, depend-

ing upon the former for the power to produce

the latter; a dependence not misplaced, if the

grass crop receives the attention which it merits,

both from its intrinsic value and the place which

it must hold in all sell-sustaining systems of

agriculture.

As to the best and most economical treatment

of grass lands, we corroborate the method

we have so often recommended by facts which

we find in some of our prominent journals. The

journal of the New York State Agricultural So-

ciety contains an account of a visit of its editor

to a section of that State, and in speaking of its

farming, he says: Near E. G. Fade's the grass

crop was light, owing to the severe drought

prevailing in that section of the State. But Mr.

Failc's grass land had been top-dressed, and his

yield this year was larger than usual, averaging,

we think, three tons to the acre; his meadow
fields showing a fine, healthy, green aftermath,"

while those around were generally scorched by

the sun. The editor well remarks, "Mr. F.'s

practice is undoubtedly the true one, and every

farmer in that region will consult his own best

interest by enriching his meadow land by a

thorough top dressing of manure."

The editor of another farm journal gives the

practice of a farmer whom he visited, in com-

posting his barn manure with swamp muck

—

"the compost," be says, "when well rotted,

making an admirable dressing for grass—or in-

1 any other crop; but he values it especially

for the former purpose.". He saw a twenty-eight

acre field of timothy, (four years from seeding,)

that was top-dressed with this compost the early-

part of last winter. The crop, he says, is re-

markably even all over the field,—"We never

saw anything handsomer." Two and a half

acres of compost-dressed timothy had been cut,

and yielded seven large loads of hay, that, ft

Was thought, would weigh 25 cwt. each. This

would be three and a half tons per acre. Four

acres of top-dressed clover had produced eleven

large loads of hay. On another eight acre field

of timothy forty loads of raw muck per acre hail

been applied with decided benefit, though not as

great as when the muck was Brstcomposted with

manure.

Of another very successful farmer the same

editor says: "Mr. S. is much in favor of top-

dressing his grass lands. One field of timothy

of thirty acres was top-dressed, with from ten to

fifteen loads of rather strainy manure, the early-

part of March. The manure has all disappeared

in the dense sward, and the crop of timothy is

very fine."

It is needless to multiply proof on the value

of top-dressing upon grass-land. Fortunately,

the use of manure for this purpose has not been

bo uncommon as to have been unobserved in its

beneficial effects. We wish, however, to impress

our readers especially with the economy of using

our farm-yard and stable manures chiefly for

this purpose. We have no doubt that there is

more direct increase of crop from a limited sup-

ply of manure than by any other mode of using

it. and we have, besides, the great advantages

resulting from the growth of grass upon the

land that we have so often remarked upon.

We speak of the economy of using manure

as a top-dressing for grass, and many are willing

to acknowledge it, who yet insist in plowing it

under in all other cases. This is mere prejudice,

the result of long habit. The proper method of

applying manures is on, or as near the surface as

practicable. There is no more liability to waste

in one case than another, and we hazard little in

saying, we lose ordinarily half the value of the

manures we make, when we plow them deeply

under the ground.

To Insure Eggs for Winter.

If an old hen has been laying well all summer,

and is late in moulting, she requires rest and

time to recover from the moult; and if cold

weather comes on her when but partially moulted,

she will, perhaps, be a long time recovering the

proper condition for laying. If, however, she is

allowed to set late in summer, so as to rest her

from egg laying, and during the time she is tend-

ing her brood she is encouraged to moult, by

warmth and generous feeding, she will, when

her moult is completed, Boon get into a laying

condition, and, by good management, may often

be kept laying all the winter, and lay better and

larger eges than pullets. I give a little barley

and oats, mixed, each day, and have the run of

a small field. To prevent their wanting to set,

I regularly take up all the eggs so laid, and

never leave but two in a nest.— Corres. London

Field.
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Southern Relief.

"We are indebted to Col. J. Y. Jones, of Hern-

don. Ga., for copy of proceedings of the Cottox

Planters' Convkxtios. assembled at Macon. Ga..

on the 3rd of September.

Many resolutions were adopted looking to the

interest of the Cotton growers of the State.

We find also the following among the pro-

ceedings :

"In view of the magnificent charities dis-

pensed to the destitnte and suffering people of the

South, by those of Baltimore, flowing from a

pure sympathy and unaffected benevolence, they

have caused all eyes in this section to be turned

towards her in admiration and gratitude, which

will be cherished and strengthened into a future

intimate and durable relationship; therefore,

be it resolved

"That this Convention, in behalf of the people

of Georgia, return grateful and heartfelt thanks

to the "nobleand patriotic women of Maryland,'

and their sympathizing helpers, for such sub-

stantial outpouring and affectionate sympathy in

the great canse of Southern relitf."

In alluding to the subject some time back, we
remarked npon the great necessity, that those

who had this holy work of relief on their hands,

should not soon be weary of well-doing. The
following from a recent address of the lady man-

agers of the Southern Relief Association, will

show how they have realized this necessity, and
how they propose to meet it.

"Deeply grateful for the blessing which has

rested on their undertaking, they are obliged still

further to invoke the generosity which has al-

ready answered their appeals so nobly. The
large fund derived from the late fair is already

exhausted. The good which it has done is incal-

culable, and yet every step in its distribution has

developed hundreds of cases of suffering, which,

but for the hope of relief through the agency of

the association, would have been endured in si-

lence unto the end. So long as they are without

the means of giving succor to their destitute and
suffering fellow creatures, the ladies of the asso-

ciation do not feel that they can conscientiously

leave untried any fair and reasonable mode of

adding to the resources of their charity. Nor
would they regard themselves as doing justice to

'.he good people whose hands have been so open

to them heretofore, were they not officially to an-

nounce the continued existence in the South of an

awfulness of destitution, whose appeals now
daily make their own hearts sick. It has been

suggested to the association that lists might be

advantageously opened for small subscriptions of

one dollar or less, at prominent places in this

city and State, and elsewhere throughont the

country. For the present they have concluded

to adopt the suggestion, and they respectfully

and earnestly entreat the co-operation and as-

sistance of their friends and the whole charitable

public."

With the purpose of carrying out this enter-

prise, the ladies have had printed a convenient

form of circular for subscription lists, which

will lie put into proper hands, ar.d distributed to

different points throughout the city and Stat

well as sent to other States and the District of

Columbia. None will withhold their dollar or

other mite, and many will add larger sums, and

heads of families will doubtless often take
|

sure in putting down a dollar for each member of

the household. ^TLus many thousands of dollars

may be raised, and vast numbers of the destitute

and suffering be relieved, and among them, some

snatched from death.

An independent association for the especial re-

lief of the orphan children of the South, has

raised recently a fund ofabout ten thousand dol-

lars, towards building an Orphan Asylum at

Richmond
»*

Con espondence.

James Alfred Pearce, Esq., who bears the hon-

ourable and honored name of our long-time Sen-

ator in Congress, says: "I welcomed your re-

appearance after your forced suspension—though

a young farmer without personal knowledge of

the value of your paper—but my father's opinion

of it was so high, and his attachment to agricul-

tural pursuits scientifically followed so great,

that 1 am already prepared to fill his place as a

staunch friend of your paper."

It may not be so well known to onr readers as

it is to us, that the late Senator Pearce. while he

stood for so many years in the foremost rank of

the Statesmen of the country, took the grea

interest in agricultural improvement, and

one of the most intelligent and successful practi-

cal farmers of Maryland.

We are in receipt of let'ers from two ex-editors

of valuable agricultural Journals, one in a State

North, and one South of Maryland, whose friendly

regard, and flattering appreciation. are very agree-

able to us for the two reasons, that their o]

(unities have made them familiar with the char-

acter of the Agricultural Journals of the country,

and their opinions may be considered the -

professional experts.

One with the most kindly expressions of inter-

est in the prosperity of the '"Old Farmer," sends
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for a number of extra copies for additional sub- •

scribers he volunteers to get.

The other Bays :

:

'I enclose two dollars for my
subscription. I rejoice to see your Journal re-

vived, because I regarded it, and so expressed I

•'. as the best of all the Agricultural Journals
\

of the country."

A subscriber proposes to discontinue his sub- I

scription to the Farmer, and sends hack the last

number with the inscription, "Take your paper

We have often said that it is important when

we are written to in a matter of this sort, to have

the name of the writer's post-office. Our mail ,

books are kept by post-office lists, and as we mail
i

to some twenty-five hundred offices, it is too
|

much of an undertaking to hunt them over, to i

find a name for the purpose of erasing it. In the

case of an acquaintance, or other person of some !

sort of consequence, the post-office may be known

—but this person is neither one nor the other.

We know neither where he hails from, nor who !

he is. and all he accomplishes, is to give us his

unimportant name, and a clue to the quality of

his manners.

Another—who undertakes to prate upon poli-

tics, and glorifies Yankees as "Saviours of the

o," spells 'proper' prop-per, and 'Yankee,'

yan-kry. He retains all the Yankee self-conceit,

but has lost the spelling book.

Per contra, as the merchants say. A Maryland

Senator, who worthily fills his position, writes

about the same date, and whose style, penman-

ship, manners and spelling are in most marked

contrast with the other, says :

:

'I have the plea-

sure of adding two more subscribers towards

making up the "ten thousand .Maryland men''

that should give you a helping band, so worthily

deserved, and enclose four dollars in payment

therefor.''

A subscriber writing from Gadsden, S. C,
says, "I was at Dunn's Rock Post Office, Tran-

sylvania County, X. C. before the war. You

had other at Davidson River, same countv. Wi

your subscribers, have all left that section of the
j

country, and are now scattered in various sections
;

of South Carolina. We were murdered and

burnt out of North Carolina (Western) and East

Tennessee. I trust I shall ere long see the

r extensively circulated on the plains of

Brazil.''

ral communications re-

ceived too late for this number.

Book Notices.

We are indebted to Rev. Mr. Yan Bokkelin,

Superintendent of Public Instruction, for copies

of—
The History ok Maryland, to which are added

brief Biographies of Distinguished Statesmen,

Philanthropists, Theologians, &c, prepared for

the schools of Maryland, and

A Geography of the State of Maryland, de-

signed for Schools.—These little works are de-

signed to supply our Maryland Schools with what

was much wanted, much more of Maryland His-

tory and Geography than lias heretofore been at-

tainable, in form and language suited to the ca-

pacity of young children, and the design, we
think has, on the whole, been well execute \.

The Cultivation ok the Native Grate. and

Manufacture of Americas Winfs, by George

Huaman, of Harmon, Mo.—We are indebted to

Geo. E. k F. W. Woodward, Publishers, No. 37

Park Row, New York, for a copy of this valuable

little manual. It is commended as the work ofa

practical grower of long experience and great

success, whose object, he professes, is to aid be-

ginners, and to make grape-growing as easy as

possible. The author thinks it is a defect in all

books on grape culture, that the manner of pre-

paring the soil, twaining, 4c., are on too costly

a plan to be followed by men of little means.

It is mailed, postpaid, to applicants for $1.50.

De Bow's Review.—This very able Southern

Review mainiains its high reputation. The con-

tents of September No. are 1. Progress of Amer-

can Commerce. 2. Life and Times of John De

Witt. 3. Sketches of Foreign Travel. 4. Com-

merce, Ways and Civilization. 5. Future of

South Carolina. 6. The vast Resources of Lou-

isiana. 7. The South and direct Foreign Trade.

8. Old Maids and Old Bachelors. 9. The Na-

tional Census. 10. The Massachusetts Slave

Trade. 11. Department of Agriculture. 12.

—

Department of Commerce. 13. Department of

Freedman. 14. Department of Internal Im-

provement. 15. Department of Miscellany.

—

16. Journal of the War. 17., Editorial Nol

00 Per annum in advance. Offices, New
York and Nashville.

Yick's Illustrated Catalogue of Hardy Bulrs

and Floral Guide, James Vick, Rochester,

Fork.

The EDiNBiT.r, Review for July.—This Num-

ber will maintain the high character of this

brated Review. The American reading public

are under great obligation to the Leonard 8

Publishing Company, for the re-publication of
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rs at th •:•

prices asked for them. Blackwood, or any of

the I. - -
. Blackwood and any or.e K -

The four I - . Biackwood

and the four Review?. $15. The four are, the

London. Edinburg, North British and Westmin-

ster Quarterlies.

. s Lady Book.—For October is received,

and as usual, very full of interest for its lady

readers. It is worthy the commendation of a

contemporary, which Bays :
" There is no work

of the kind in the country that equals

L-idi/s Book Price$ . year. Published by

L. A. Godey, corner of Sixth and Chestnut ste.,

1

B —We have numerous inqui-

ries for stock of various kinds and breeds, some

j we cannot answer because the owners

ved stock fail to advertize in this direc-

tion. We much prefer that those wanting stock

should deal ] h the owners, and not

through our agency, and that would be the case

if the latter would advertise.

Brunswick Oats.—We are indebted to

Edward J. Evans & Co., York, Pa., for a sample

of this variety of oats, said to be very produc-

tive and profitable. "It weighs forty-four to

forty-Sve pounds to the bushel, and we think,

will yield us almost double the number of bush-

weight) that the common oats has given

on the same ground."

.ir"s Arlington-

Melon".—We are indeb-

ted to Mr. Robert Sinclair for the finest specimen

of Cantaloupe, under this name, that we have met

with. It is in size, larger than the best sold in the

market, and in fragrance and flavor unsurpassed.

We think Mr. S. may claim to have the very best

melons of this el

F.-.ve Stock.—The Richmond Whig, speaking

of South-Down Bucks, offered for sale by our

friend Dr. John R. Woods, Iry Depot. All —
marie county. Bays: " Everybody knows their

Talue, and everybody knows that Dr. Woods has

the best of everything that can be had."

Classic." School.— -V e

attention of those interested in such an Ids<

tion to the advertisement of St. Clemenl

at Bllicott's Mills, under the Rectorship of 1

Dr. Avery Shepherd. After long experiei;

the South. Mr. Shepherd con.es to Maryland

the very highest recommendations as a pra

. -tor and trainer of boys, and has cl

an admirable location for the fine building he

has erected for his school. We feel assured

there is no school of its class in Mary]..:

can be more safely commended to parents who
would have their sons, in all res; taken

care of. St. Clements Eall is a suitable ac

paniment of the well known Patapsco Female

Institute, and gives parents the opportunity of

having their sons and daughters educated iu

convenient proximity.

. —o—

The Best Grape Sets.

In answer to a writer in the Horticulturist, who

complains of the high price of what he calls bas-

ket layers of grape vines

grower of North E ist, Pa., says "ago-jd. st:

well grown yearling plant can be grown for

about ten cents, and as the cutting or bud (ex-

cept of the 'new and rare' sorts) can be ob-

tained for about a half of a cent, such

ought to sell for something less than tw

cents. From an ex[»erience of more than f
years, during which time I have grown some

millions of grape vines, one hundred thousand of

which I have Iruited in my own vineyards. lam
fully able to demonstrate that a well-grown one

year old vine, produced from a single bud. in

culture, is the best and most valuable plant that

can be grown."

Sir Archibald Alison has recorded the opinion

"that the husbandry of Flanders on our plains,

and that of Tuscany on our hill-sides, would

easilv raise food enough for double our present

population."

"Prof. Johnston expressed his deliberate con-

viction that Great Britain does not at present

produce one-half of the food for man which it

might."

—

English Paper.

T::z Hog Cholera.—During last month the

hog cholera destroyed a large number of hogs in

Miles I Talbot county, Maryland.

Colonel Edward Lloyd lost in the neighborhood

one hundred ; Captain Richard Tilghman lost

over sixty, and others lost a number.

Cattle Plague in Kentucky.—A communi-

cation published in the Lexington Kentucky,

"Observer and Reporter,'* addressed by G. Clay

Smith to the President of the Kent;.

Agricultural Society, describes a peculiar disease

which has broken out among the cattle in that

State, and which the writer believes to be simi-

lar to that which has been prevailing in Europe.
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California Grapes.
."

I have carefully examined the catalogues of

several prominent nurseries without being able

to find the California Grape I Why is it? I

lived for several years in the town of Los Ange-

the grape region, pur excellence, of Califor-

nia, and since then have had opportunity of

comparing many of the famous varieties of the

Eastern States with the California, and have

never found any grape to compare with the lat-

ter, either for wine-making, or for the I

The soil best adapted to grape-growing in and

about Los Angeles is a dry sandy loam : with a

gravelly, porous sub-soil—the sand largely in

excess over all other substances. One thousand

vines are planted upon an acre. Holes are made
eighteen (IS) inches deep with a crow-bar, and

the cuttings (primings from the old vines) are

put down to the bottom. One man makes holes,

another places the cuttings, and a third fol-

lows with a large watering pot, from which

he pours water and kicks the soil into the

hole until the sand and earth settles about the

cutting (irmly to the surface. About six inches

of the cutting is left above the ground. From
the middle of April to November there are no

rains in California, consequently the cultivator

must have recourse to irrigation. During the year

of planting a vineyard the vines are copiously

irrigated three times. I estimate a copious irri-

gation as equivalent to four (4) inches of rain.

After the first year a vineyard does well when
irrigated only twice. After the sap is well down
all the runners are pruned off nearly up to the

'

main stem, leaving three or four buds to produce

grapes. The first season after the planting, the

Tines must be made to grow upright by driving

beside them a stake twelve inches above ground,

to which the vine is tied.

In pruning, a 'deader" should be allowed to

go upright so as to gain, say an inch in height,

per annum.

grapes require no trellisses, delight in

sandy, dry soil, are superb for eating, and their

vines have no equals. Yield, per vine, one (1)

gallon of wine, or ten lbs. of grapes, per an-

num. It strikes me very forcibly that they will

succeed admirably in all our southern States

where the soil is similar to that described in the

beginning of this paper.

If any of our nurserymen feel inclined to try

them, I would recommend thtm to addi
thew Keller, Esq., Los Angeles, • California, a

gentleman much more competent to give infor-

mation on this subject than the writer.

Geo. W. Gift.
Memphis, Tennessee, Sept. 15, 1866.

Dixwiddie Co., Peters

To /he Editor of (he American Farmer:

We have been forced to give up our cherished

surface cultivation and are turning our atten-

tion to the enrichment of a better cultivate

smaller fields. We are remote from market,

still would willingly make use of the

means we have left to buy fertilizers if we

hope to employ them profitably. Will you not

through your valuable paper furnish -

directions for the permment improvement of poor

lands? Would you use lime, guano, or what

fertilizer—and how—with what crops, and what

system !—say. upon a farm of 150 acres to be

worked and improved without reference to the

necessities of the family living upon it, and at

the same time, give the best plan for eradicating

and destroying broom-straw, especially upon

lawns and yards filled with shrubbery, and you

will obiige. Ax old Subscriber.

[The request of our correspondent comes too

late to be answered in full in this number of

Firmer. We will give it attention at larg-^ next

month. In the mean time, we shall be glad to

hear from any of our readers on the topics sug-
:

. We know of no method of eradicating

broom-straw from a lawn short of taking up

carefully every bunch as it makes i

ance.]

—

Ed.
»••

I\.r the American Farmer.

About Clover.

I find our farmers experience difficulty in get-

ing a stand of Clover. I have never'tV.il 1 in

getting a stand of clover, or [other bay

when planted in corn. At the last workii

corn (which I think should be cultivated

and which is my practice.) I sow clover seed.

A mule, with a light brush attached, is driven

once in each row, which is all the work that is

necessary. Your corn-field ought to be in the

very best condition when it is laid by. The

young plant (clover) is protected from th.

by the leaves of the corn without being in any

way smothered. By the time you strip for

der the clover roots are sufficient!

to Keep the plant growing. At any time be-

tween fall and spring, cut your corn s
- •".;- I

use a sharp hoe) close to the ground,
clover is to be mowed the first ich

will give you a full crop.) rake and haul otf the

stalks. If not, allow the stalks to remain. I
will not interfere with you the second

J

With a roller, when the soil is moist, the

stumps cau be pressed in out of the way of the

mower. F. W. J.

Gardiner, S. C. Sept. 7.
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Some Considerations on the Changes of the
Phosphates in the Soil.

Messrs Editors :—It is now generally conced-

ed that the functions of the soil are by no means

so simple as was formerly imagined by agricul-

tural chemists. It was at one time regarded

merely as an absorbent for certain solutions which

are to be appropriated by the roots of plants, a

sort of sponge to hold these dissolved salts until

the little rootless could appropriate them. In

reality, however, a number of very delicate, and

still obscure reactions are now known to occur in

this mass, once believed to be absolutely inert.

We see a selection of materials, made by the

earth, certain bodies being retained with great

tenacity, while others are allowed to pass as

through an ordinary filter. >*or only so. but

decompositions, requiring no slight force of

chemical attraction, are constantly going on.

Of these, many are extremely complex, and re-

quire for their comprehension a careful study of

a great number of factors : others are more sim-

ple andean be detected with greater facility. To
one class of these latter reactions my attention

was long since called by the study of the phos-

phates used as fertilizers.

Of these salts, that in most common use. and

most fully known, is the tribasic phosphate of

lime, ordinarily called bone phosphate. So gen-

era! is its employment that it has been taken as

a convenient standard by which the agricultu-

ralist can measure the value of any other com-

pound of phosphoric acid, and consequently, in

analysis, it is customary to compute that acid in

its equivalent proportion of bone phosphate.

Furthermore, it used to be considered as the

only form in which phosphoric acid can gain ac-

cess to plants.

It is strange that such an opinion could pre-

vail in the face of notorious facts. Thus, in no

case does the ash of the cereals contain any very

large proportion of phosphate of lime. Of the

grain of wheat, for example, the ash contains

(according to Fresenius & Will) 49.21 parts in

the hundred of phosphoric acid, and only 3 06

of lime. Some of the phosphoric acid is in com-
bination with potash, some of it has been gene-

rated by the oxidation, during combustion, of

the gluten and other protein compounds con-

tained in the grain. The lime, too, is partly a

carbonate, partly a sulphate. Even, however,

if we suppose the whole of this base to be com-

bined with the acid in question in the ordinary

proportions, we shall have only 2.61 of the acid

saturated by it against 40.7«' not so combined.

In Indian corn the case is still stronger. There

we have 50.10 per cent, of phosphoric acid, and
out of all this, only 1.40 can possibly be com-
bined with lime in the form of a tri-basic phos-

phate.

Unless, therefore we admit a dissociation of

the acid and base by the physical properties of

the soil, so that the one adheres to the surface of

the minute pores as organic coloring matter is

supposed to do to charcoal and alumina, we
must suppose an interchange of bases to take

place somewhere. Now, while I am by no

means disposed to deny this peculiar physical

action of surfaces in finely divided matter, I

think I can show before I get through, that there

is here a genuine chemical change, and that it

probably takes place in the soil.

My attention was at first directed to these re-

actions by the examination of a remarkable

guano brought in to this port some years since

from the Caribean Seas. It had very much the

appearance of the famous hard guano of Monk's

Island, and was sold for that fertilizer in the

northern cities. Upon its arrival here, it was

found to be a different compound, rich indeed in

phosphoric acid, the percentage proportion of

which was 40 to 45, but containing little or no

lime: sexquioxide of iron and alumina being the

chief bases present. It was at once condemned

as worthless, because it was assumed that the

phosphates of iron and alumina were wholly in-

soluble in the soil, and therefore worthless. I

did not believe this, because I saw many pieces

of this rock traversed in all directions by roots

which certainly would not hare gone thither if

they had not found nutriment. Besides, farm-

ers had used this guano with beneficial results.

This led me to look into the question of solu-

bility. The ordinary solvents, carbonic acid, the

salts of ammonia, &c, were tried, but they ex-

erted little or no action upon the substance. It

then occurred to me to trv the silicates. On the

application of a gentle heat, a chemical action

was immediatly apparent. The solution of the

silicate became at first turbid, and then gEadu-

ally cleared up in consequence of numerous pur-

ple flocculi rising to the surface. Analysis proved

these flocculi to be compound silicates of soda,

alumina and iron, partly gelatining with acids,

and partly resisting their action. There re-

mained, at the bottom of the vessel, a heavy sed-

iment, darker and more ferruginous than the

original phosphate, and consisting of the insolu-

ble silicand unaltered mineral.

A statement of one of these experiments will

probably be more satisfactory than a general ac-

count of the reactions. The guano or rock phos-
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phate operated on had the following composi-

tion :

Sesquioxide of iron 3.16

Alumina 21.05

Lime Trace

Phosphoric acid 29.09

Chlorine and Sulphuric acid Trace

Water 17.13

Sand 23.79

99.22

This guano was reduced to a fine powder and

then heated for an hour, in the proportion of

1.608 grammes, to 9 cubic centimetres of a so-

lution of silicate of soda containing 0.2

grammes of silica to each cubic centimetre. Af-

ter the reaction, it was found that there remain-

ed in solution 2.U365 grammes of silicic acid.

Hence the amount consumed was 0.3467. The

quantity of phosporicacid in solution was 0.4258.

The silicic acid consumed bore to the phosphoric

acid the proportion of 59:72, or. in equivalents

of 4:3. The percentage of phosphoric acid trans-

ferred to soda was 26.46, leaving only 2.63 in-

soluble.

It is not material which side of the controver-

sy we take in reference to the manner in which

plants derive their food from the ground, wheth-

er it is absorbed in a state of solution in the soil,

or dissolved by some special juice of the plant.

High authorities can be found on either side of

the question. Interpret this as we may, it is

very certain that a solution must at one time

have taken place in the surface of the earth, in

order to bring the inorganic ingredients of

plant-food into that finely divided condition

without which they cannot be absorbed. So, if

we would comprehend the absorption of these

materials by the plant, we cannot be absolved

from the study of the reactions of the soil.

We know very well what are the usual sol-

vents of phosphate of lime. Carbonic acid gen-

erated from decomposition of animal and vege-

table matters, or descending with the rain and

dew, and the salts of ammonia, accomplish this

result. But for the phosphates of iron and alu-

mina these solvents do not answer, and yet some

change must be effected in them if they are to

be reduced to the impalpable powder required

by Liebig's theory of plaot-nutrition. We find

their solvents, as has already been shown, in the

silicates, which are of necessity present in every

soil capable of supporting vegetation. It is well

known that the action of carbonic acid and

water upon feldspathic rocks, which in some

lonu other, or are almost universally distributed,

»esults in the formation of alkaline silicates.

That these are mingled with others of a more
complex character we all know, but nevertheless,

the ultimate result of the decomposition is an
alkaline silicate. These interchangeable relic-

tions of the silicates and carbonic acid, appear to

me to be an admirable provision of nature for

the economy of phosphoric acid. Let us sup-

pose phosphate of lime to be in solution, whether

by the agency of carbonic acid, or any other sol-

vent. It comes at once in coutact with alumi-

na and sesquioxide of iron in a state of extremely

minute subdivision. Immediately a transfer of

the acid to one or both these bases takes place,

and this chemical change is aided by that phy-

sico-chemical action of the soil which so much
resembles that of charcoal. The result is the

formation of a phosphate far less soluble in the

liquids of the soil than that originally acted

upon. This refractory salt, however, is in its

turn attacked by the slowly generated silk

resulting in the formation ofan alkaline phosphate

on the one hand, and a double or triple silicate

of alumina, sesquioxide of iron and the alkali,

on the other. This, like /he original feldspar

which commenced these reactions, remains in

the soil to be again decomposed by the per:

ally generated carbonic acid. Thus alumina and

red oxide of iron constitute the central point

about which play all these delicate affinities,

while carbonic and silicic acids are theageuts by

which the changes are effected.

After I had completed and published the above

results of my inquiries, I was gratified to see

that the distinguished French chemist, Thenard,

had pursued a parallel line of investigation and

arrived at similar results. He had been struck

by the absence of phosphate of lime in the fer-

tile soils resulting from the decomposition of the

gurassic rocks. He further found that a solu-

tion of phosphate of lime in carbonic acid water

was entirely stripped of its phosphoric acid by

being kept in contact with these soils, and that

the same result took place when it was mixed

with alumina, or oxide of iron, prepared in the

laboratory. Thus it became abundantly evi-

dent that phosphate of lime could not exist in a

soluble condition in the presence of thes>

quioxides. A consideration of these facts led

him too, to consider the action of the silicates.

His attention was especially called to the silicate

of lime which was largely present in ihe soils he

was studying. He mixed phosphate of alumina

with a solution of silicate of lime, and cha

it with carbonic acid, and obtained large quan-

tities of phosphate of lime in solution. The same

result was obtained by substituting the soil itself

for the phosphate of alumina. Thus ther
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continual interchange between the bases of lime

and alumina precisely similar to that I have al-

iown between alumina and the alkalies,

aud a perpetual storing up of phosphoric acid

iu the soil.

Phosphate of lime, therefore, appears to be a

transitory constituent of soils, appearing and

aring continually, while the permanent

I

i;p fertility has alumina

or sesquioxide of iron or both for its base.

Yours, &c,

A. Snowden Piggot,

50 S. Gay Street, Baltimore.

Hop-Growing.

A correspondent latelj presented the Rural

X • Yorker the following as the method of hop-

growing in Kent, England. The plants are

raised from the cuttings of the old stocks, made

in the spring. Every cutting should have three

joints. These cuttings or sets are planted in

rows, with the two lower joints below the sur-

face of the soil, about three inches apart in the

rows, and the latter one foot apart. If tbe

ground is clean, they need but little attention

the first season. The following spring the sets

are taken up and planted in the yard. To set

out a yard right the planter requires as many

small sticks one foot long as he will have hills.

A land measuring chain is the best thing to lay

out the hills. Take white or red paint aud make

marks on the chain six feet apart. A cord or

garden line will stretch so as to bring the bills at

uneven distances apart. Our hop yards are all

planted with the hills six feet apart. The small

stocks are placed in the ground by the marks of

paint on the chain.

The next thing done is to prepare the soil in

the hills for planting. Dig the hill up one foot

deep, aud mix a shovelful of well-rotted manure

with the soil : place the stick in the centre of the

hill. Then plant the tets, three in every hill, in

a slanting direction, the tops of the sets close

together on the surface, with the upper joints a

little above ground ; the roots of the se.s are

trimmed pretty close before planting. The

young gardens, as we call them in England,

are not poled the first year, as it is said to

weaken the stock. Two stakes, six or eight feet

long, are sufficient the Brst year. The second

year, two poles, fourteen or sixteen feet long, are

bfct. If the poles are cut shorter, three are put

to a hill. They are placed firmly in the ground,

one foot from the centre of the hill. The land is

dug with potato-forks every spring and the old

vines are cut off with a knife. The space between

the hills is cultivated with horse cultivators three

times during the summer, and the hill3 are

rounded up with five or six shovelfuls of earth

about midsummer.

The hop is known to be ripe by the leaves clo-

sing, and the inside of the leaf being covered

with a bright yellow substance. The hops are

packed by the poor of London and other large

towns, who grow fat and healthy during this

merry season. Every day's picking is taken to

the drying-house and dried on a tightly-stretched

cloth made of horse-hair. Great care is taken in

drying not to scorch or over-dry them. Brim-

stone is burned to give them a deeper yellow

color. When the hops are dried they are shov-

eled into a cooling room and packed in bags lh

feet long and 6 feet round, holding about 180

lbs per bag.

A dry loam or gravel soil suits hops best.

They will not thrive on wet land. Sheltered

vales, if the land is drained, suits best, as the

wind often injures the crop. A ton per acre is a

good fair crop; 3,000 lbs a large crop. One

more thing—the vines are trained to the poles by

tying them with rushes. This is women's work,

and is fine, healthy exercise, giving them rosy

cheeks.
••»

Virginia Agricultural Society.—Hon. Wil-

loughby Newton, President of the Virginia State

Agricultural Society, has invited the farmers of

the State, whether members of the Society or

not, to asscmbe in Richmond on the 29th of No-

vember, for consultation upon the interests of

Virginia in her social, agricultural, and indus-

trial relations.
•»

High Priced Tobacco.—On Wednesday, Messrs.

Stokes k Co., of Richmond, sold one box leaf to-

bacco, at 110 per hundred. This tobacco was rais-

ed by A. Slade, of Caswell county, N. Carolina.

Jones and Hewitt sold eighty-one boxes manu-

factured tobacco, "Persimmon" brand, which

netted about $6,000.— Richmond Wing.

Gijas.^ FOB Lawns.—The June grass, otherwise

Kentucky Blue grass, (Poa Pralmsis) makes

a close green sward for lawns, which attains its

verdure early in spring and retains it until win-

ter. Timothy, Perennial Rye Grass, or Orchard

Grass are coarse grasses unfit for lawns or grass

plots. *•
^3t- He who maintains the right, though

countenanced by the few, must forego all expec-

tations of popularity till there shall be less to

ceusure than applaud in human conduct; and,

when this is the case, the millennium will have

dawned.
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Sunday Reading.

It shall not be amiss to speak a word or two

of the naming of your children. "In this thing"

Chrysoslom, or godly father, saith, "both the

godliness of the parents, and also their great care

for their children, is declared, and how they

have forthwith and from the beginning taught

the children which were horn unto them, giving

them warning by the names wherewith they call

them, that they should practice virtue." Let

them carry the names of the Apostles, of the

Prophets, of the Martyrs, of sueh who have been

constant in the faith, and have suffered death for

Christ's sake; that so they may be taught by

their name to remember whose name they bear,

and that they neither speak nor do anything un-

worthy of their name. As, if any be called

' i
Jv/ll),

,

' that he pray for grace, and deserve to

be "filled with grace," that he give witness of

Christ, that He is "the Lamb of God which ta-

keth away the sin of the world." that he rebuke

v ce boldly, as John did in Herod, though he

were a mighty Prince
; or if he should be called

Paul, frc, &c. Thus should our names teach

us, that whither we write them, or utter them,

or hear them spoken, they may put us in mind

of Christian duty and godliness.

Let the sea be proud, "whose waves know
their bounds; " let the beasts be proud, who live

agreeable to the laws of their nature ; the locusts

and caterpillars, who are God's armies : the wind

and storm, that fulfil His word ; but let not man.

the only rebel in nature that stands distinguished

from the rest of the creations, not so much by

his reason as by his guilt, the only heir of wrath

and shame and misery, let him not be proud

—

pride was not made for him.

Now (in Holy Baptism) we begin to be reckoned

in a new Census, or account. God is become our

Father; Christ our Eider Brother; the Spirit the

earnest of our inheritance; the Church our

Mother ; our food is the body and blood of our

Lord; faith is our learning; religion our em-

ployment
;
and our whole life is spiritual, and

heaven the object of our hope, and the mighty

prize of our high calling.

It is no great thing to be humble when you are

brought low ; but humiliatat honorata, to be hum-
ble when you are praised, is a great and rare

attainment. Li alio non altum sapere, to have

lowly thouuhts when on an elevated position, as

it is so seldom found among men. io is it most

pleasing to God.

If a laudable practice, hy beii

difficult, is a mark of a great soul, humility must
not be denied that character; for this is a virtue

more difficult to excellant than to ordinary
souls. In other cases, a hero is to contend with
his vices or his passions or his open enemies, but to

be humble he must overcome his virtues too, and
that when they act, unitedly, as one body : since

though other virtues naturally assist one another,

they all conspire to ruin humility, which, having
pride to contend with, is to deal with so subtle

an adversary that sometimes by being foiled he
overcomes.

The birth of Christ is the origin of His peo-
ple, and the birthday of the Head is that of the

members also. As we are crucified, together

with Christ in His Passion, raised up with Him
in His Resurrection, placed at the right h:ind of

the Bather in His Ascension, so together with
Him, in this, His Nativity, we are congenite,

born and brought to life.

The Divine eye looks upon high aud low differ-

ently from that of man. They who seem to stand

upon Olympus, and high mounted to our eyes,

may be but in the valleys aud low ground unto

His; for he looks upon those as highest who
nearest approach His Divinity, and upon those as

lowest who are farthest from it.

Truth haunts no corners, seeks no by-ways.
If thou profess it, do it openly. If thou seek it,

do it fairly. He deserves not to profess truth

that professes it fearfully; he deserves not to

find the truth that seeks it fraudulently.

The Spirit makes His approach to the under-

standing; He will not work in a dark shop.

The first thing he doth, in order to faith, is to

beat out a window in the soul, and let in some
light from heaven into it.

Why did our Lord choose a stable ? Evidently

that He might reprove the glory of the world,

and condemn the vanities of this present life.

Ipsa infantila membra non-silent. This very in-

fant Body has its speech.

The noblest spirits are those which turn to

heaven, not in the hour of sorrow, but in that

of joy ; like the lark, they wait for the clouds to

disperse, that they may soar up into their native

element.

It was pride that changed angels into devils;

it is humility which makes men as angels.
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Baltimore Markets, Sep. 22.

Ashes.—: - - -<--\. $11 50a$12 00 per 100 lbs.

Coffee.—Rio. 17#al9.J» :• g "Id. according to quality.

I | ra 19%. and Java 26 )< cts gold.

Cotiux.—We quote prices as follows, viz :

Grades. ^d. Gulf.
Ordinary -

Good ili 31

Low Middling 32 33
33a37 39

Fertilisers.—Peruvian Guano, $S5: California do..

:; idur.da Island. J4 • i . ible Pacific

Guano. $65; Flour of Bone, §60; G. Ober's (Kettlewells)

AA Manipulated. $70: A do.. $60: Ammoniated Alkline

valine Phosphate. $45; Baltimore City

Company** Fertilizer, $40; do.. Flour of Boae. $60: do..

Ground Bone .$45; do.. Poudrette. $20; Baugh's Raw-

bone Phos- •': - —all per ton of 2.000 lbs., Plaster,

[er ton. Shell Lime, slacked, 6; do., unslacked,

ef bushel.

-.-;.—Mackerel.—So. 1. (83*27; Xo. 2. $lSa24;

new. Xo. 3. $14al5.25. Herrinys —Shore- none,

Labrador, $5 50a6.50: Potomac and Susqueh'na, $3.50a9.

Codfish, new. %f I
•

Flotr.—Howard Street Super and • -"."' 25a

$10 50: Family. $13.50al4 50: City Mills Super. $10a

1 Baltimore Family, $15.50al6.

Rye Flour and Corn ileal.—Rye Flour, new. J6.C0a

6.60; Com Mea: — -

Grais.— Wheat.—Inferior to fair Red. £2 .

prime to choice Maryland. $2.S5a2 95. Choice White

—

scarce—$3.40: good to prime. &2.90a4o per bushel.

Corn.—White. 90u95 cts : Yellow. SSc. per bushel

Rye.—90a9Scts. per bushel.

Gats —Heavy to light—ranging as to character from 46

niTz. per bushel.

Hit iSD Straw.—Tin thy $2 .."
. und Rye Stri .

a22 per ton.

Beaxs.—Common. $1.50a2.00 as to qu .

Pota: - — -1 00 per bbl.

Provisions.—Bacon.—Shoulders, 20a20Jj c: S

20\c ; Hams, plain bagged, 24c.: sugar cured. 26c

per lb.

S* it.—Liverpool Ground Alum. «2.15a2.20; Fine. $3.10

Turk's Island. 60c. per bushel.

?;eds.—Clover, held at $S 00; Timothy. $4.00a4.25

Flaxseed. $3 45

Tobacco.—We give the range of prices as follows:

Maryland.

d to common $200a 3.00
I common 3.50a 4.00

6.00a 8.00
Guod to fine brown 10 OOalS.OO
Fancy 17 .00-.i2o.00

Upper country 3 00a.30.00
Ground lea-, es. new 3.00al2.00

Ohio.

Inferior to good common 4.00a 6.00
Brown and singled 7 00al2.00

.ad spangled 13 00al7.00 I

-How and fancy 20.00a30.00 I

Whiskey—$2 37a2.42 per gallon, in barrels.

Wool —We quote: Unwashed. 30a32 ct*. per ib.: Tub-
washed, 50a53 cts.; Fleece, common, 44a4S .

Xo. 1. 30a£"

CattleMarket.—Common, $C 7Sa7.25; Good. $S.00; '

Prime Beeve- -- _ -,^r 100 lbs.

Sheep—5a" cents per lb. gross.

IJugs—$15.00al5.o0 per 100 lbs., net.

Wholesale Produce Market.

Prepared for the America* Farmer hm Ellicott k Hites, Prodnce

and Ormmittion Merchant*, 67 Exchange Place.

Baltimore. Sep. 22, 1S66.

Butter.—Ohio, in brls. and kegs, solid packed. -

30 cts.: Roll, 35; Virginia and Pennsylvania in kegs aad

- ; to 30; Glades. 35; Goshen. 44.

Beeswax—4.

Cheese.— E . : - Western. 1? to 20.

Dried Frcit.—Apples, 10: Peaches, no supply.

Eggs—In barrels, 20 cents per dozen.

Feathers—70 cents for good Southern.

Lark.—B la. 22,1 - J 23, jars and other country pack-

- • .' cents.

Tallow.—12

COXTEXTS OF THE OCTOBEE XO.

~ork for the Month
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The Fruit Garden, etc 103

The Flower Garden 1 I

Drainage 105

Fruit Department—Growing Grape Vines from Eyes

for Vineyard Planting 105

Loading the Vine 108
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Scappercong

hade 107

Why Orchards Deteriorate 107

Wine Making 108

Sorgo Sugar 108

On the Part which the Atmosphere and the Soil Re-

spectively Pity in the Development of Vegetation

andthe True Theory of Agriculture 109

Boiled.Whea; 112

Salt for Fattening Swine 112

Meadow Lami 113

Shelter for S beep 114

Xew York Agricultural Implement Trial 115

London Cattle Market 115

Early Fall Transplanting 118

Living With Cows 116

Save tiie Fertilizers 118

Best Sugar 117

Gas Lime for Fruit Tree; 117

Grease the Wire's 117

Fall Growth of Wheat
Arrangement of fields for Cultivation 119

Raspberries 121

Tree Planting—Small Trees 121

Grass Groowing and Manuring 122

To Insure Eggs for Winter 12}

Southern Relief 124

Correspondence 124

Book Xotices 125

The Best Grape Sets 128

California Grapes 127

About Clover 127

Sume Considerations on the Changes of the Phos-

phates in the Soil . , 12$

Hop-Growing 130
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NOVEMBER.
THANSGIVING.

"'The spring's sweet influence, Lord, was thine,

The plants in beauty grew.

Thou gavest the summer's suns to shine,

The mild, refreshing dew.

Be various mercies from above,

Matured the swelling grain;

A kindly harvest crowns thy love,

And plenty fills the plain.

?' We own and bless thy gracious sway
;

Thy hand all nature hails
,

Seed-time nor harvest, night nor day,

Summer nor winter fails.

Farm Work for the Month.

THE CORN CROP.

The corn crop should now be gathered and
housed, as expeditiously as possible ; except that

which was of late growth, and needs longer time
for drying. All such should have been left to

cure upon the stalks as they stood in the field.

There is danger always of large bulks heating in

the corn crib, and there may be more than usual

this wet season, but whenever the condition of
the crop is such as to cause no risk in this re-

spect, no time should be spared in getting it

secured from depredations of all sorts.

CORN FODDER.

In the use of the corn fodder, which is sup-
posed to have been well saved, let the stalks be
fed early in the season, that the refuse may have
the longer opportunity to rot before the season of

hauling out manure. Blades should be kept for

working and driving stock, in spring and sum-

mer. The shucks make good provender for

working oxen. Corn fodder of every description

is valuable for milch cows, and those especially

that are kept to their milk during the winter

months should be well supplied with it, for not

even good clover hay is superior in promoting

the secretion of milk.

FEEDING STOCK FOR SLAUGHTER.

If hogs have been some weeks in their pens,

they may now be put upon full feed, and the fat-

tening process promoted by all necessary means.

Comfort and quiet, in addition to sufficiency of

food, are what they need. Give these by such

means as you can command.

Ground and cooked food are greatly more
economical, but in the press of fall work we

• hardly hope to have the food of stock thus pre-

pared, when it is so extremely convenient to

throw in the ears without preparation. At any
I rate, a tight floor of plank, or a perfectly dry one of
:

earth, should always receive the corn, unless the

fattening hogs are raised from the ground, and
store hogs have the opportunity of acting as scav-

engers 'to save the waste from the peas.

The feeding of beeves should be carried on with

system and regularity, avoiding especially exces-

sive feeding, and remembering that their di{

tive powers do not allow so fast feeding as those

of hogs. They must be fed a longer time and in

moderate quantities. Otherwise, there will be

great waste of food. If not in their stall.-.

them be, at least, always dry and comfortable.

The same is to be remarked of sheep. Do not,

under the impression of their being so well pro-

tected by a woolen fleece, allow them to be ex-

posed to storms of rain, and to lie on the w< t

ground. Feed with regularity, and moderat
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and protect them against alarm from" do_

any other cause of disquiet.

STORE STOCK.

The principles which apply to fattening stock,

are equally applicable to growing and store cat-

tle of all kinds. The chief difference being in

the quantity of food allowed, and the degree of

confinement.

Sheds open to the south, and protected on the

other three sides, and from twenty-four to thirty

feet deep, will afford sufficient protection against

_er. and keep the stock in better condition

than close houses which cannot be thoroughly

ventilated. Pm . is very necessary for

all sorts of stock, and can do no harm, even if

ty, unless there is exposure to wet at the same

time.

:^ilch cows, and calves, should

be fed separately. Horses do much better un-

haltered, in boxes where they may turn freely,

than in stalls.

Sheep should not be confined to sheds, but al-

lowed the free use of them in bad weather, and

res do very well, if fed and sheltered with

sheep.

Hogs should be kept away from other stock.

and never allowed to sleep in damp litter, or

manure heaps. A range in a wood lot, and a

bed of leaves on a south hill-side, under cover,

is a very suitable arrangement for them. S

should go to the boar the latter part of the month,

and will bring their litters early in March. This

will give the young stock advantage of the whole

season's growth.

Water should be provided in the yards, if pos-

sible. There is great trouble and inconvenience,

and. often, suffering on the part of stock

want of this necessary provision. They need it

more in winter when kept on dry food, than in

summer, and should not have it in large quanti-

ties, but little and often. During the settled cold

weather, there is no occasion for cattle going out-

side of their yards at all, if water be provided.

POTATO CROP.

There should be no loss of time now, in secur-

ing the potato crop. Dig in dry weather. Let

them lie, only long enough to dry off the surface

moisture. Then pile them in conical heaps of

from twenty to fifty bushels, as you may think

most convenient, on ground perfectly drained,

and cover with six inches depth of straw and as

many of earth. They may stand so until it be-

gins to freeze hard, when another layer of straw,

and twice the thickness of earth should be put

;

or if you mean to keep them in a cellar, they

may be removed there. Access of water to the

roots after being buried, must be especially guard-

ed against.

nn " OTHER BOOTS.

These may be put away in the same

potatoes, but are not so liable to damage by

frost. Beets and carrots for family use should

go into the cellar. Parsnips and salsify should

be left where they grow, and taken out in mod-

erate supplies, as wanted.

Tobacco houses should be now closed, except

in fine, sunny weather, when they should be

opened, to dry off the accumulating moisture.

Do not strip until the leaf stems are quite dry.

ICE t

Put them in order, see that the dam is quite

secure. Cut off weeds and grass, and let the

water on at once.

Durham Cattle.

The short horn Durham cattle hold their repu-

tation well, wherever bred ; and the prices at

which they are sold remain as high as ever. Mr.

Thorn, of Duchess county, X. Y., paid $5000 for

a Durham bull a few years ago in England, and

was offered a fair advance on that price, by a

gentlemen who wanted to retain him in that

-

'-""/

The Durhams are best adapted to smooth, rich

lands, where the - grasses grow very luxuriantly.

—pasture lands where clover grows a foot high,

all over the field, is what they need.

As milkers, it is only occasional animals that

are noted for the large quantity of milk produced,

not every cow, nor so many of them as to ren-

der that breed particularly desirable as dairy

cows : but for beef no cattle in the world excels

them in the quality of the beef, and the weight

of the car.

A good young Durham cow, full blood, is

worth froc. (3 .$300, and yearling heifers,

about $1 00 ; and they will, probably, bring

those prices for many years to come.

Our native cows are much improved by cross-

ing with the Durhams. as many stock breeders

can testifv.

If 17,000,000 acres in Holland and Bel-

gium support 8,000,000, 77,000,000 acres in the

United Kingdom ought to support 36,000,000,

nearly 5,000,000 more than her present popula-

tion, whereas the land does not half feed the

people, and its supplies of corn and milk are

falling off.
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The Vegetable Garden.

Prepared for The American Farmer, by Daniel Barker,
Maryland Agricultural College.

NOVEMBER.
Clear off all decaying substances, ami stir the

surface of the soil on dry days among growing
crop?, as cabbage, spinach, lettuce, endive. &c.

Get vacant ground manured and spaded, or

ploughed up quickly as possible that it may be

exposed to the influence of the winter ; every

opportunity of favorable weather should bemade
available in carrying out whatever spading,

trenching, ploughing, and draining have been

laid out for the winter months. Cabbage, let-

tuce, celery, and all other vegetables should be

trimmed at the rubbish heap, and not on any
part of the garden, as it not only looks unsightly,

but forms a hiding place for grubs and other in-

sects injurious to gardens.

Brocoli and Cauliflower where grown, and is

required to head late, should be dug up and laid

in trenches in well sheltered places, in nearly a

horizontal position, covering the roots and stems

up to the leaves, which will check their luxuriant

growth, and protect the hearts of the plants in

severe weather.

Cabbages.—Those planted out last month, and
sufficiently advanced to admit of being earthed

up, should have it done before severe frost sets

in.

Celery.—It is necessary to take advantage of

every favourable opportunity to earth up all that

requires it ; rather let it remain as it is than to

attempt to do so while wet, as it will afterwards
rot in a very *hort time.

Lettuce Plantations for spring use should

be frequently looked over and kept free from
weeds, slugs, &c. If the latter are troublesome,

sprinkle fresh lime over the ground early in the

morning or late in the evening, when the weath-
er is mild; any now ready fur use must be pro-

tected from frost.

Endives.—Transplant as many as possible into

frames, where they may be protected from frost,

rain. &c. Nothing is more injurious upon young
advancing salads than sudden frosts afer heavy
rains.

Potatoes.—The land intended for their culture

next Beason, would be greatly benefitted by being
roughly spaded up, or ploughed at the present

time.

Spinach.—Protect by covering lightly with

eorn stalks, or other litter free from noxious seeds,

.and which is not liable to being blown away bv

the wind
; be careful in picking the leaves, to tread

upon the ground as little as possible.

The Fruit Garden.

Continue the operations of pruning and plant-

ing fruit trees at every available opportunity; fork

up the ground aboutyoung fruit trees, to

insects
; scrape the moss and lichen from the

stems, stir up the soil around fences, walls, &c.

Such places afford a ready refuge for insects and
other vermin to hide in security. It is a good
plan to shake fresh lime over the ground thus

disturbed. Attend to the directions given the

two preceding months.

The Flower Garden.

In the absence of frost, a variety of works in-

cidental to this department may be continued ;

borders and beds not cleaned should be at once
finished up. Pinks, of doubtful hardihood, tea

and Bourbon roses, should have a little protec-

tion. We-repeat many instructions, inasmuch as

the weather may continue open and mild, thereby

beguiling some of us into forgetfulness of the

approach of winter. Fuchsias, and other half

hardy plants recently removed, should be pro-

tected ; dahlia roots should be occasionally ex-

amined, in order to counteract the effects, if

damp. Continue to plant for summer, hyacinths,

tulips, narcissus, crocus, snow-drops. &c, in pots

and glasses. Refer to direction for October.

The Hyacinths.—Of all flowers that grow and
adorn our clime, not one has more universal

patronage than the "hyacinth." It is the ladies'

Bower, indeed, it may be called everybody's

flower, as it is so admirably adapted for the posi-

tion it holds, being very easy of growth, most

beautiful in appearance, deliciously fragrant, and
last, but net the least, the pleasure it affords,

may now be purchased at a trifliDg expense.

The cultivation of the hyacinth, for sale, is con-

fined to Haarlem, (Holland), and its neighbor-

hood, where hundreds of acres are entirely occu-

pied by it ; a field of hyacinths, in full bloom, is

t gorgeous in the extreme. For the bene-

fit of the ladies, who are readers of the F'mur,
who are fond of the cultivation of them in

we subjoin the following hints :

From the first of October until the end of De-

cember, fill the glasses with water, (rain water is

the best,
)
place the bulbs so that the base just

touches the water; place the glasses in a dry,

daik place, and when the roots are about three
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inches long, they may be brought to the light,

v.ot too suddenly exposed : as the flower

and foliage advance, give all the air and light

you can. otherwise they will be drawa up weak.

When brought to the light, the glasses should be

filled with water to the base of the bulb, after-

wards fresh water should be given whenever that

in the glasses becomes stagnant, taking care that

ne temperature as the room in

which they are growing : turn the glasses fre-

quently to prevent ill-shaped plants.

Culture of Hyacinths a Pots.—Hyacinths

to flower in spring, and for succession, should

be planted in October, Xovember, and December.

The best compost we have used for them was

equal parts of good, turfy loam, well decom-

! cow dung, and sharp river sand, the sized

pots, used for ground cultivation, from five to

s:x inches. Hyacinths, like all other plants, re-

quire good drainage, we place about one inch of

broken pots at the bottom of each pot, with

half an inch of good, rotten cow dung upon

them, then fill up the pot with compost, with a

little river sand upon the top, on which place

the bulb pressing it down firmly, filling round

with the soil, just leaving the crown out. When
is done give them a good soaking of water,

taking care to let them hare plenty of time to

drain before ploughing ; for plunging, we choose

a hard, dry place out of doors, covering them to

a depth of ten inches with old bark in coal ashes

being careful to protect them by mats, or other-

. from severe frosts. Let them remain until

the pots are well filled with roots, then remove

them, with a frame, gradually exposing them to

light ; in a short time place them in a house

where the temperature is about 60 degrees. Pav
good attention to watering, and as the foliage

and flowers advance, occasional waterings of

liquid manure is very essential. When the flow-

ers commence to expand, the temperature mav be

gradually lowered, and when fully expanded,

the plant ma}- be taken to a cool house or room
where there is plenty of light.

Eighty years ago." observes Mr. Fish-

er. Arthur Young, who travelled on the con-

tinent with a mind prejudiced against small

farms, exclaimed, ; The magic of property trans-

forms sand into gold. Give a man secure pos-

session of a bleak rock and he will turn it into

a garden : give him a nine year's lease of a gar-

den and he will convert it into a desert.' Can
we doubt which to chc

iST* The industrial establishments of Xew
York employ 50,000 females.

For the "American Farmer.''

Eenewing Orchards.
BY DANIEL BARKER.

kg. College.

I hare, in the course of my experience, dur-

ing the past sixteen years, in this country, seen

many grave errors made, in planting and after

management, of the roots of fruit trees. I have

had !or a long time a desire to say a word of warn-

ing against the many mistakes which I have seen

so frequently made. In many different parts of

the States I have noticed orchards from a half

acre to fifty acres in extent, with the be i

stems, and branches of the trees, thickly covered

with lichens and moss, the consequence of which

must be the closing up of the pores, whereby the

trees were of course dwarfed and unprodu^"

what fruit there was being exceedingly poor and

unfit for market. This is, of course, a state of

extreme bad management upon the starving

principle. Again. I have witnessed many small

and large collections of fruit trees, pears especial-

ly, that had grown so luxuriously that they

seldom produced anything but wood. This is

the consequence of too high and gross feeding

.

Xow, as it is probable that some of your

readers intend to plant orchards, or have them

already, in either one or the other of the above

mentioned unprofitable states. I will endeavor to

point out the methods we have adopted in order

to remedy both evils.

We will suppose an orchard of apple and pear

trees in the first named condition, put under our

care to be improved and brought into a condition

to produce plentiful crops of large, high-colored,

and rich flavored fruit. Supposing that the trees

were not too old or too far gone to be restored.

The first thing would be to examine the soil.

which, most likely, I should find not very deep,

the subsoil in all probability an adhesive, wet

clay, or some bard soil of a similar nature. I

should then, during the early months of fall,

cut drains from three to four feet deep, or a*

deep as an outlet could be got for the water to

off. If very wet, I should lay the drain?

fifteen feet apart, but if not so wet, then from

twenty to twenty-five feet, according to circum-

es. At the bottom of each drain I should

lay two-inch tile, which are procurable in most

of our cities and towns. I should be Tery care-

ful to do this part of the work myself, as upon

its being well done depends the entire succ-

the operation. I would pack the tiles firm in

their place9 with stone or brick ends, covering

them OTer to the depth of six inches. I would

then fill up to within one foot of the surface with
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branches of Red Cedar. "Arbor Vite," or Hem-

lock, or of such other hard wood (Evergreen

branches) as might be at hand. In the diaj

of the branches in the drain we are careful not

to displace any stone, brick ends or tile. The

draining completed I would have all the bodies,

stems and branches well scraped and cleaned of

all lichens and moss, and when all the foliage had

fallen. I should paint the whole of each tree with

a mixture of fresh or quick lime, fine clay, and

fresh cow dung, mixed together into a paint-

like consistence.

In order to give the roots of the trees a fair

chance, I should, after the draining was com-

pleted and the trees well cleaned, trench or plough

the ground. Should the orchard be of small ex-

tent, I should adopt the first named method, by

settiog out on one side of the space a breadth of

about fifty feet (more or less) broad. I should

then open a trench the length of the piece set out,

and about three feet wide, all the soil from that

trench should be taken away and laid on a ridge

where the trenching of the entire space would be

finished. When this is done, set out with a line

the next trench of the same width. I should

take off about six inches of the top and throw

into the bottom of the trench, upon which I

should lay all the soil, and a portion of the sub-

soil, unless it should be very bad indeed, by

exposing the subsoil to the air it ameliorates and

is much improved. By this deep trenching there

is a large s;iace given for the roots to roam in.

As I proceeded I should of course come across

the trees, the roots of which I should carefully

preserve without injury even to the smallest

fibres. I should carefully examine all the roots

and any that were decayed I should cut with a

sharp knife clean off to a sound part, and in

order to balance "root and branch," it might be

uecessary to prune away some of the branches at

the same time; at all events I should lie careful

to cut away all that was in any way diseased.

If the situation' of the orchard is exposed to

strong currents of wind, and the heads of the

trees large, then I should have them secured so

that they would not be looseued or broken

down. The best way I have found to do this, is

to procure a sufficient number of strong stakes,

and drive down, very firmly, four of them to a

tree, at the opposite points of the compass. If

the trees are of a moderate size, the stake? should

be driven in about twelve or fifteen feet from the

body of the tree; if smaller, ten feet would be

sufficient. I then fasten four lengths of tarred

rope to the tree, the other ends to the stakes, the

stays will then support the trees from every

quarter the wind may blow from. I have re-

peatedly proven this method, not only i« the

protection of fruit, but large forest trees, after

removing them from a distance, ami have found

it the best plan of the many I have tried to pre-

vent the winds from blowing down newly planted

trees, or those which have been deeply trenched

around.

If, in trenching, any of the trees should be

found to be in a state of decay, I should discard

them and plant young ones in their places.

ITaving attended to every tree on the place that

was trenched or ploughed, and done all that was

necessary in a workman-like manner, I should

expect, in a few years, to see the trees restored

to perfect health and producing abundant crops

of fruit—sufficient to repay all the labor and ex-

pense they might have caused in trenching,

dealing, &c. Having put all into good order

in the orchard, attention should be paid to keep

them so, by giving a good coating with a com-

post of shell lime, soil, and manure, about every

third year. The compost should be put together

and turned over several times for twelve months

previous to laying it on. I should keep the sur-

face stirred during the summer months by the

harrow or cultivator, never spading or plough-

ing, as these operations are sure to destroy the

best of the roots, which lay near the sun, thus

preventing them from having the benefit of the

air and sun. Orchards, generally, are converted

into a pasture for horses, cows, sheep, &c, which

we think a bad system ; the evil is three-fold, the

grouud is trampled upon until it becomes very

hard, which cramps the roots. The trees are

rubbed against, which injures the bark; the

lower branches are disfigured and injured by the

cattle browsing upon them. I would not allow

any horses, cattle or sheen in my orchards. This

I know is a great objection with the farmer, who

has often said to me, in reply to the above,

"cannot I make some use of the land after the

heavy expense of draining, trenching and plant-

ing?" Yes; when the trees have made good

roots and fair sized heads, you may then plant it

with such crops as will not injure the trees ; and

when the trees approach each other I would sow

the ground with grass seeds, but should alv

mow the grass ami feed it to the cattle out of the

orchard. This, to many, I know, will seem need-

less ; but I have witnessed in my journeys thn

"the States" more orchards, if not destr

rendered unproductive, by turning cattle into

them, than from any other cpuse (need of drain-

age excepted) whatever. I conclude this part of
t lie- subject by reiterating that in the flrst

make a good provision for the root.

core of them, afterwards the result will he fine,

hialthy, productive ani urchards.
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Farming Prospects in the South.

Editor: It is a gloomy, rainy day. and I

do not know of any better occupation than to

sit down and give you my views on a vital ques-

tion. I think, that of all the important questions

ne goes farther and reaches

deeper in our pockets, than the labor quettion.

We cannot disguise, even with the gre

dulgence for the negro, that free negro labor can-

not be depended upon. Of course I except well

brought up negroes of ripe age. but their number

is note very small. The growing . s

3 MS is worthless and will remain so in

general. Their idea of liberty is lazir.

they will rather now and then pick up a small

job, which will barely enable them to provide for

bread enough not to starve, or go and steal, than

ill go to work regularly and make some-

thing. I make this statement by the experience

I have had t. r. A plain farmer may

manage to get along with this trifling set

hands, but how with the cotton, rice, and tobacco

planter? As I used to plant cotton in Georgia,

before, and in the beginning, of the war, I know

that it would be foolish of a man to attempt, in

general, to plant this staple without b

control over his hands. For instance, you have

.y fifty hands, you prepare your crop for

this force, and everything gc- iningly

until in May, when the cotton is about 4 to 6

Inches high, one of the heav :ich we

have in the South, sets in for about a wt

fore the rain, your cotton field was perfectly clear

s. but after the rain you wiil not be able

to find a spot free from grass, large enough to

;ur foot. (I am. of coarse, speaking of

rich land.) It takes three or four days after the

rain before the ground becomes sufficiently thy for

work. Meanwhile the sun shines so hot, that if

you put your band in the ground you can hardly

there, and you may imagine how the

ntinues to grow. At last, after having

waited anxiously for three or four days to get to

work to relieve your cotton : the moment to do so

has arrived, you go through your quarter to

ir hands, but lo !—one has got the belly

:. other rheumatism in his leg, another

pain in his back, another headache, still another

. ill ortr, and so on. By the time you

have got through, you find that six or eight

hands are sick, ©r prstexd to be sick, because

thev know heavy work is at hand, and you have

to be satisfied to start forty-two or forty-four

hands, where the full work of fifty bands is

absolutely needed, the consequence is, that you

.- have to work your entire crop imperfectly,

and risk to lose a big part of it, or you have to

throw out thirty or k the

balance as required. "Under all circumstances

there is a loss for you of from fifteen

bales of cotton. Xo amount of work after this

period can redeem this loss. You perceive plainly

that this loss is brought on by your bands pre-

: vg to be sick, but you have no power to

force them to fulfil their contrac:. to g . u the

amount of labor they agreed to do for you for

the wages you agreed to pay them. It may be

said, deduct from their wages any loss of time,

but, my ould

poorly compensate for the loss of I

B ppose you get over this period all safe, and

you make a full crop, still you are apt to suffer

by the same disadvantage ; when the cotton has

opened fully over all the field, and you cannot

pick . [ roper time, a storm may come

and blow it out, and you will have to pick it

from the ground, full of sand and dirt, it h

lost several cents per pound in v. r is .

man to risk what little the war has left him

under such circumstances? You may gay, en-

gage white labor, take emigrants ; well, it might

do after a year or ttro when they have been

taught hoic to work, but white labor can not exist

on rich cotton and rice plantations. They may
exist on poor pine-land where they rty or

ty pounds of cotton to the acre, but this cer-

tainly would not pay so well as planting corn,

where they would en; . more

moderate climate. This is the reason why
South never has been and sever will bs settled

thickly with white labor; another objection is

the prices which are demanded for white labor. I

wroce .
- ago to the American Emigrant's

ad Homestead Gomp.. York, be-

ing desirous of obtaining some ban I . turn

mail I received the follow

farm-haniL a ) per month and board in

any parts of tlie E. ..nd North, and

female servants -$l<>to $12 pt-r month and boa i

man, least acquainted with farming

South, knows that it is impossible for a farmer to

pay such wages. Suppose a hand cuh:~

thirty acres with corn, at twentj-

acre. makes 750 bus_ -2ts per t_.

wo old make §550:

His wages would be „ J

Board per mc:. -

-"

This would be under very favorable circum-

stances, but how, if any misfortune happened
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to the crop? Under such circumstances what

are we to do? All there is left to us is to be

worried to death by worthless negroes. It might

certainly be otherwise, it' the worshipped :

vagabond was treated like a white vagabond in

the North, that is, if he was made to work, or

punished by being sent to the workhouse, where

he would have to work for a living; but, iu these

glorious Degro times such things are not to be

thought of, and we poor white slaves have to

submit.

The cotton crop, coming in this year, will

prove what I have said. I see the Commissioner

of Agriculture estimates the cotton crop I

. at 40o lbs per bale, but I tell you

there will not be made 1.400,000 bales against

I trust the writer will excuse me for the liberty

I have taken in sending his valued communica-

tion to you for publication. I am sure that your

Northern readers will join me in sincerly thank-

ing him for it.—D. II. JACQUES, 389 Broadway,

X- is York.

Somhkbtxillb, near Angus

September 13th, 1306.

D. H. Jacqces, Esq., 3S9 Broadway, X. Y.

:

Sib :— I have seen your communication to the

American Farmer, announcing your intention to

make a home in that part of the State of Geor-

gia where I live, and though not personally

^nown to you, I have learned enough of your

character and antecedents to make me desirous

6,000,000 bales before the war, and, instead of
,

that you, and those whom you propose to bring

increasing, the crop will decrease, as the greater
j
with you, should receive a welcome to our E

part of Northerners and former officers of the I therefore have determined to write you a few

Northern army, who now are engaged in plant-

ing cotton, will find it unhealthy to continue;

- Congress has taken care to throw another

: in the way of cotton planting, by im-

posing a tax on the planter of three cents per

pound in favor of the Northern manufacturer

who gets the three cents back after having man-

ufactured the cotton.

I wish you would put this communication in

"sorter" shape and publish it, as I think it

might help to enlighten some of the public on

the labor question.

With high regard, yours,

L. A. Haxse.w

The Pine Hills of Georgia Again.

Mr. Editor :—My article in your September

number, descriptive of a portion of Middle

.Georgia, has, much to my surprise, involved me

in an extensive correspondence. Persons in the

Western aud Middle States have written to me,

asking for further information on the subject,

and expressing a desire to go with me to live

among the Pine Hills ; while
|

le South

have taken the occasion to set forth the attractions

of their respective neighborhoods, or to describe

lands which they are willing to sell to industri-;

OUB, well disposed people from the North ; and

all assurriug such immigrants a hearty welcome.

Among the letters from the South, called out by

the article referred to, is the following, which I

lines to this effect; and propose to enhance this

welcome by adding something to the information

which yourcornmunicatiou imparts in relation to

the Pine Hills, which you seek as a home, aud in

which, or the neighborhood of which. I have

found a home for fifty odd years.

You have said that the higher portions ot this

belt of country were not very fertile. Left to

their own resources, after a few years cultivation,

this is true of them. But, it is also true, that

the industrious hand of man can produce from

them results, which are. perhaps, more remuner-

ative than similar exertions can produce in other

latitudes. In the soil of nearly all this region

the energies of production are stimulated in a

remarkable degree by deep ploughing, sub soil-

ing, and manuring. Peruvian guano, applied in

connection with such effective upturning of

soil, produces, what it is not extravagant to call,

wonderful results. Influences of soil and cli-

mate are such here ns rapidly to effect dif

tion where deep ploughing is used, and afford a.

matrix in which manures quickly and powerfully

the generative fore s of nature. I could

mention some surprising results which have I

effected in this region by certain of our large

corn and cottou planters in past years ; but it

will be more satisfactory and useful, perl:

for me, in this communication, to show what can

be done among us by careful agriculture upon a

smaller scale. One or two illustrations only

have I room to give.

A thrifty farmer, who is my neighbor, is en-think, you will agree with me in saying, ought

not to be confined to my private ed in the butchering bi lently

information it contains is of public interest, and cultivates, chiefly with his own hands, about

will meet, in part, the want which my Northern three acres of what may be called poor pine land;

correspondence shows to exist of just such state- which, hoi does most of the land in this

ments of HicLs from well informed sources; and section, p -ubsoil of
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land he ploughs and harrows thoroughly, and

applies to it broadcast, stable manure in moderate

measure. The present summer has been the most

unseasonable by far. that I hare ever known;

yet in June, from about three acres of this hind,

this man reaped nearly fifty bushels of wheat.

He immediately put the ground, without other

application of manure, into Indian corn and cow

peas. His corn is now (September 13th) in the

silk, and will probably average for him, about

twenty-five bushels to the acre. His crop of

peas, and pea fodder. 'grown on the same ground

with the corn, will be nearly, if not quite, equal

in value to the corn. If he were to apply no

Other manure to this laud for several years, with

deep ploughing, good crops of corn could be

grown upon it, or more than a bale of cotton of

five hundred pounds to the acre. But, if, on the

contrary, he continues to apply manure in mod-

erate quantities, its productive energies will be-

come very great. A part of this ground would

probably yield him five hundred bushels of sweet

potatoes to the acre.

In my own garden, notwithstanding the unpro-

pitious season, I have made, on the same square

of ground, two crops of corn for the table ; the

second being now nearly fit for use. I have done

this often ; one year for the sake of the experi-

ment, letting the first crop of common Indian

corn (not the six weeks', or Sugar corn,) harden

and dry, so as to be fit for the mill. Then I

planted the same piece of ground from it, and

had another crop before frost. In that garden I

have had a ripe cantelope in the last days of

May. I have frequently had tomatoes, green

peppers, and the egg-plant, until Christmas day,

and once I had green peas in January. This

garden is on the sandy slope of one of the pic-

turesque hills to which you refer, elevated some

two hundred and fifty feet above the plain of the

Savannah river. It is due to this elevation, and

the dryness of the air, that frosts are slower to

effect vegetation than in the plains, and that we
have vegetable- aud fruits, earlier and later, than

in the more fertile vallies.

It is easy to see, from these facts, that though

our lands may not be so fertile as in some other

portions of our country, yet that to the small

farmer, who employs careful and thrifty tillage,

perhaps, as much, if not more, may be gained

by double crops, without injury to the land, but

rather adding to its fertility, as in more fertile

soils, where only one crop can be made on the

same ground in the same season.

It should be remembered, also, that in our land

thus cultivated, there is a mine of riches in its

cotton-producing capacity, to which the farmer,

by way of variety in his agriculture, can appeal,

and from which be can derive a staple of qu

only surpassed by the cotton of the Sea Islands.

And the seed from his cotton will aaord the

finest sort of manure for his corn. In past years

many of our planters manured all their corn with

their cotton seed.

It is true that all the finer grasses of the North,

clover, &c, do not flourish well with us, though

some of them do very well. \Te have gias

however, which afford fine pasturage, and by

careful tillage, abundant and profitable crops of

hay. Sometimes, crops of hay are thus reaped

from the ground after another crop has been re-

moved, and frequently good yields of crow-foot,

crab-grass, and pea-vines are obtained from the

corn-field, which have their growth after the corn

is made, and without additional cultivation.

But the pea-Tine is the clover of our fields, and

is very prolific in yielding fine and nutrious hay

This vine, deriving much of its nutriment, as it

does, from the atmosphere, does not exhaust the

land, aud may be very profitably employed in

soiling for other crops.

Crops of turnips are very heavy on our pro-

perly cultivated lands, and afford focd for man
and beast during the whole winter ; continuing:

to grow until about December, and remaining in

the ground all winter. Cabbages can also be

cultivated successfully in the same way, and sweet

potatoes in proportion—often of from one hun-

dred to five hundred bushels to the acre.

Then, as to fruits, you know that peaches,

figs, and melons of the most delicious vari.

grow here in the greatest abundance, and when
a little paius is taken, from June until Novem-

ber. Large and profitable crops of peaches and

melons are made for market, and many go
yearly to the Northern cities. And what has

been done by negro-labor is slight indeed, com-

pared with what can be done by some of your

friends among the intelligent and industrious

farmers of the North. Our people, iu former

years, did not give much attention to the im-

proved varieties of apples, pears and grape? ; but

a change, in this respect, has been gradually go-

ing on, in with which, my neighbor, Dr. Berck-

mans, that exellent gentleman, his son. Mr. P.

C. Berckmans, to whom you refer, and your

friend, the intelligent and energetic Mr. Red-

mond, have had much to do, and now we have

some fine srebards.

Our trees are not so productive, perhaps, as in

other soils; but the long continuance of a fruit

maturing season, gives us great advantages.

By careful planting, the varieties may be so cul-

tivated as to afford a supply of fruit for a longer
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son than in most countries. On the 31st day

of May last, I palled a ripe pear from one of the

the trees (the Madeline) in my small orchard :

we have had pears of other varieties all thr

the summer, and will continue to have some for

weeks to come, though the drought, which pre-

vailed a part of the months of July and August,

has injured much fruit, and some trees. When
my Lawrence, and Easter Beurre trees, shall be

a year or two older, I may hope also for a

ter supply.

Usually an abundant grape crop can be pro-

duced on our lands, though the upon

which we at first mainly relied for wine, has

failed to a great extent. If we could continue to

cultivate this grape successfully, (and pe:

treatment by some of your skillful Norhern

vinedressers might succeed with it here) a very

delightful wine can be made from it in this sec-

tion. There is much more of sugar in this

grape, when grown in our climate, than at the

North or West. The wins, therefore, has more

of what is called body, is less acid, keeps w
indeed*, seems to mellow with age. I hav-

wine. of the vintages of 1860 and 1861, on

my farm, which persons t ..tivated in

Europe, have pronounced fully equal to some of

the best light wines in the Rhine countries. My
neighbor, Mr. Berckmans, makes wine from sev-

eral varieties of grape, and is quite sue:

with the Clinton grape, which yields an excellent

wine, similar in character to the Claret or Bor-

deaux wines.

The foreign varieties of grape, so far, have

not succeeded well with us, though sometimes we

get a yield from som£ of them for the table

the vines soon die out, and require renewing, in

order to have a regular succession of crops, un-

less? they can be more or less sheltered by
g

from alternations of heat and moisture. But

some hybrids from these varieties, crosses upon

the native varieties, among which are some

very fine grapes, succeed very well with us. The

delicious little Delaware Grape does very well on

our hills, both as a table and wine grape; is not

subject to rot, and is moderately prolific. If I

had time and space, I could meBtion others.

which I either have tried, or known tried suffici-

ently to say that they can be cultivated with

profit. I should not omit to say, that the

Scuppernong grape grows here in the greatest

luxuriance, one vine frequently covering many

square rods of space.and yielding very many bush-

els of fruit, from which I have known a wine made,

which after five years' age, resembled a good. and

somewhat mellow Madeira. Wil 1 grapes, as you

have said, (some of which, with the aid of su-

uiake a palatable wine.) abound in onr

woods, as do nuts and wild fruits of many

sorts.

As to climate, what you have said is very

true. The heat is by no means severe. During

the summer, refreshing breezes prevail from the

South. The extensive forests prevent radiation,

and keep down the temperature to a considerable

extent. Though this has been an unus ,

warm summer, I have not heard of the thermom-

eter, in the shade, exceeding 96° of Fahrenheit,

whilst at the North in many places you have had

100° or more. Innumerable sun-strokes have oc-

curred with you, and T have not heard of one in

Georgia. There is a difference between us as to

heat in the longer continuance of our summer or

warm season, though a great portion of this con-

f very agreeable autumn or Indian summer

weather. Our winters are mild. Almost any

in the year, women and children can go out

and work without inconvenience. And wl.

more practical, though not more satisfactory. the

husbandman all winter long can either put for-

ward the preparation of his land, or other of

his arrangements for the ensuing crop.

As to health : our bills of mortality will com-
• ivorably with any in the world. The -

sence of extremes in beat or cold, partially

accounts for this result. The dryness of the at-

mosphere—possibly the afHuviaeof pine trees and

wood—will account for the absence of se-

vere colds, and of pulmonary affections, in win-

ter, as well as malarious diseases in summer.

The silex of our hills affords the finest filter for

the rains, and gives rise to streams of sweet and

health-preserving water. In our gentle undu-

lating country, these streams are numerous and

perennial.

Whilst on the subject of the streams I may as

well mention that they abound with excellent

fish. They also afford to farmers good opportu-

; of constructing fish-ponds, where they can

combine pleasure with profit, and raise I

supplies of bream, red-breasted perch and trout,

(so called,) all of which are delicious fish, unsur-

I, perhaps, for the table, are prolific, and

can be bred at little expense in great numbers.

This is not speculation on my part, but positive

evidence as to practieal facts.

As to taxation.it is a notorions fact that the pub-

lic debt of Georgia is small. As yon know the

war has not added to it.our Legislature having re-

pudiated the war debt. Our

-

in a large revenue to the treasury yearly, and re-

lieves the people from considerable taxation.

relit is such that the Governor has been

able to negotiate with Northern capitalists such
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loans as we now need, and as serve to lighten in

this crisis,, the burthen cf taxation upon the peo-

ple.

The length of what I have written admonishes

me. that I must not much longer trespass oayour

patience. I can on'.y say, in addition, that our

people, Mr. Jacques, are anxious to escape as

soon as possible from the desolating efl

war. 1 . their lands, now the chief

sources of their wealth, to be improved in qual-

ity, and increased in value. They desire to pre-

serve their children from degenerating in the

scale of civilization. They wish to have among

them the strong preponderance of the industri-

ous, moral, christian, and educated elements of

society. And they reason that these can be in-

sured by the execution of such plans as you pro-

- the settlement among them of men like

yourself, and such as you would bring with you:

and therefore, they are willing to part with por-

tions of the lands which possess the advantages"

that you and I have pointed out. on advantageous

terms, and at bargains. Thus, in the simple

principles of an intelligent interest, you can find,

if you choose, sufficient evidence of the sincerity,

with which. for myself and friends, I welcome you
and your friends to Georgia.

Very truly, your obeC;

E. Stajutbs.

Commission Hucksters.

A correspondent, writing from Onanc;

comae county. V .. ting the gr

Irish and Sweet Potatoes, cultivated largely in

that section. 5

We have a complaint to make of Baltimore

Commission Hucksters. During the war they

got the commission up from 8 or 10 cents per

barrel to 25 cents per barrel. Well, during the

war, prices were high, and expenses were double

what they had been, so there was not much com-

but now there is a general complaint,

and I think very justly so, that they still charge

25 cents on every barrel of potatoes, fruit, &c,
that is sent to your market, and that is not all,

the very men who sell our produce, sell to them-

selves, as they are the largest retail hucksters in

the market.

Now. Messrs. Editors, nearly all of this business

is done by a very few men, I think 3 or 4 do nearly

all the commission business in that line. True

their lincenses are high, g

But see, very often there are from 2 to 3.000

bushels there on a Monday or Wednesday morn-

ing; those there on Monday are sold out, and leave

- lay ; those on Wednesday leave on Fri-

jmetimes Thursday. The sellers have

nothing to do, but receive the money ; and when

the vessel is out. pay over to the Captain the

amount of receipts, save the 25 cents per barrel.

Messrs. Editors, is there, or can there be

no remedy foi this. We are willing to pay a fair

commission. Bay 10 cents per barrel, which will

amply pay them. It is altogether a cash busi-

and consequently no risk to them. I am
the owner of a small vessel that runs potatoes,

.n& the freighters all say that they would

sooner take a little less somewhere else than send

them to Baltimore, on that account, and a

quentiy she runs to Washington, where they

have no comn..- "or my part I

would much prefer her sailing to Baltimore ; but

so it is :

Charges in Baltimore 27 cents per bbl. coramis-

sion and wharfage.

Charges in Washington 2 cents per bbl. for

»*«

To the Editor of the American Farmer

:

In your August number I see a piece headed,

Us," on which you remark: :,C'an it

be that there are dairies of cows with short tails,

and can it be that anybody 'likes the ;

Well, I must confess, that I "like'
1

ti.

and that you will find th':= n most all

the different parts of the old country where dai-

ries are the principal branch of farming. The

reason why the tails are cut off at the end of the

bone, is to prevent it from trailing in the urine

and manure when the cow lies down.

Besides the precaution to cut the tail, the tail

i to a rope, suspended from another rope on

rollers, running parallel to the ceiling, on the

ends of which rope there are weights heavy

enough to keep the parallel rope straight ; but,

at the same time, light enough to allow the par-

allel rope to give away, in case such should be

required if the cow lies down, and the rope to

which the cow's tail is tied, should get under

her.

Cutting the tail does not deprive the cow of

the full use of thesame when needed, because it

will have obtained its full length by spring, when

it is required to keep off flies.

Being an old planter and, farmer of thirty

years' standing, who has a good deal of experi-

ence, both here and in the old country, I hope

you will not consider it arrogant for me to have

made the above remarks.

—

Fairfax county. S

L. A. Ha.\-

Our objection was not to cutting off the switch

of the tail, but the whole tail, bone and all

seemed to be indicated in the paragraph com-

mented on. The trimming of the switch while
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the cow stands ia the stable, and allowing it to

in by ••fly lime," is a different matter.

—Ed.
-»*

Elements of Vegetable Life..

BY GEO. M. VILLE, PARIS, FEAXCE.

In consequence of the persevering efforts given

to the study of plants of late years, agricultural

production has been raised to the ranks of a

scientific problem. It is in this spirit that I have

for many years studied it at the Museum of Nat-

ural History. Here, my language will be more

simple, familiar, and practicable : it will, never-

theless, retain its scientific character, science

bcin_ .ial basis of everything I have to

tell you.

If we seek to define the conditions which de-

termine vegetable production, the influence 'which

modify its growth, and the forces which govern

its manifestations, we must commence by going

back to the elements of vegetables' themselves.

We must separate from the vegetable its organic

individuality, and consider only the chemical

combinations of which it is the seat and result.

The analysis of all known vegetables or the

products extracted from them, leads to the unex-

pected fact,—that fifteen elements only concur in

these innumerable formations. These fifteen ele-

, which aloue. serve to constitute all vege-

table matter, are subdivided into two groups :

—

First—The organic elements, which are en-

countered only in the production of organized

and the source of which is found in the

air, and in water. They are carbon, oxygen,

hydrogen, and nitrogen.

Second—The mineral elements, which resist

combustion, and which are derived from the

solid crust of the globe. They are potassium,

phosphorus, sodium, chlorine, calcium, iron,

um, manganese, silicium, aluminium,

and sulphur.

;bles are, in fact, and from the special

point of view where we place them, only the

varied combinations of which these fifteeu ele-

ments are susceptible. In the same way that a

g 9 expresses our most delicate and pro-

found thoughts, as well as the meanest, by means

.lumber of letters which compose its

alphabet—so do vegetable productions assume I

the most varied forms and dissimilar propertic

means of these fifteen elemeuts only, which ,

compe.se the true alphabet of the language of
|

-; if it be so, we are justified in likening

the vegetable to a miueral combination, a more

complicated one, doubtless, but which we .

hope to reproduce in every part, by means of its

elements, as we do with the mineial -

This proposition, how astonishing soever it uiaj

appear to you, is nevertheless the exact

To prove it to you, permit me to establish a

parallel between veg ind minerals, from

the different points of view which more es]

characterize the latter. We will commence with

:node of formation and growth.

First, we perceive only differences. A crystal

suspended iu a saline solution, grows by the de-

posit of molecules, on the service, similar iu com-

position and form to those which constitute its

nucleus. These molecules, diffused throi

solution, obey the laws of molecular attraction,

and thus increase the mass of the primitive crys-

tal. The vegetable, on the contrary, does not

find diffused vegetable matter in the atmosphere,

nor in the soil with which it is in contact. Th;

its roots and leaves it derives its first elements

from without, sausing them to penetrate into its

interior, and there mysteriously elaborates them

to make them ultimately assume the form under

which they present themselves to our e;

We can, neverti. that the process of

vegetable production has something in common
with the formation of a mineral. For iu both

I see a centre of attraction, which gathers

up the molecules, &c, received from without.

In the more simple case of the mineral, the com-

binations of the elements is previously accom-

plished ; only a mechanical grouping takes place.

In the more complex case of the vegetable, the

combination and mechanical grouping are effected

at the same time, and in the very substance of

the plant. In both cases a formation is eng

dered by the union of definite or definable ma-

terial elements.

From the point of view of composition, vege-

- appear at first more simple, since they are

derived from fifteen elements only, while at least

concur iu the production of minerals : but

in reality they are more complex, since each

plant always contains the fifteen elements at

once, while minerals, taken individually, never

contain but a very small number, five or six at

most. Among vegetables, the combination is

also more intimate. In minerals, each of the

constituents preserves up to a certain point, its

idual properties. In the sulphat*

ample, it is easy to prove the presence of

phuric acid by adding baryta to ft, which gives

the insoluble precipitate of sulphate of baryta in

these salts as well as in sulphuric acid itself.

lea, in thus withdrawing the sulphuric acid

from a sulphate, we have not destroyed the sul-

phuric acid, we have only displaced it. But with
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the group of elements which form a vegetable,

it is not so : in them, all individual character

disappears. "Who can perceive the carbon, the

nitrogen, the potassa, 4c, which constitute the

plant? Only the whole manifests its properties,

and we cannot separate an element from it. ex-

cept by destroying it past recovery. Notwith-

standing these essential differences, we have.

nevertheless, in both cases, to do with material

combinations, that is to say, with phenomena of

the same nature, one of which is more complica-

ted than the other ; they are two distant terms

of the same series.

Let us conclude this parallel by comparing
the forces which, in both cases, determine the

grouping of the elements. When attraction is

exercised at great distances, in the planetary

spaces, for example, it depends only on the re-

acting masses, and not upon their nature
; when,

on the contrary, attraction is exercised in cou-

tact, as in chemical combinations, it depends at

the same time upon the mass and the nature of

its elements. This new and more complex form
of general attraction is called affinity. Gravita-

tion, the first term of the series, which we call

universal attraction, governs and harmonizes
the movements of the stars; affinity, the second
term of this same series, regulates the play of
mineral combinations.

If we examine the formation of vegetables

from this point of view, we shall see that it rep-

resents a still more complicated case of universal
attraction, a third term of the series, if I maybe
allowed the expression. Here, in fact, the result

depends at the same time on the re-acting masses,
on the nature of the elements present, and on the

action of a new force, in the embryo, which dif-

fuses itself from thence throughout the vegetable.

and impresses its special stamp upon the combi-
nation produced. Take two seeds of the same
sort, having the same weight, remove from each
of these seeds a morsel also of the same weight,

only let one include the embryo in the amputa-
tion, and in the other let the embryo be left out,

and take instead a fragment of the perisperm
then put both upon a wetted sponge The seed

without embryo will soon enter into a state of

putrefaction, the other, on the contrary, will

give birth to a vegetable capable of absorbing
and organizing all the products resulting from
the disorganization of the first. There is then

in this embryo a new power of organic essence

which modifies the ordinary course of annuities,

and impresses upon the combinations present a
special form, of which it is itself the prototype.

The formation of the vegetable is not the only

case where foreign forces come thus to modify

the ordinary play of affinities. Mix hydrogen and

nitrogen together in the dark, there will be no

combustion. Submit the mixture to the action

of the solar rays, an explosion immediately takes

place, and the gaseous mixture is replaced by a

new product—hydro-chloric acid. Here then

are two elements incapable of entering into com-

bination by themselves, but which acquire this

faculty by the intervention of a foreign force

—

light. Mineral chemistry abounds in examples

of this kind.

In the greater complication of vegetables under

these different relations, I cousider it then to be

correct not to see a sufficient reason for believing

that nature has traced a line of absolute demar-

cation between minerals and vegetables, nor to

admit that the laws of their formation have

nothing in common with those better known
laws which regulate the productions of the inor-

ganic kingdom. I think, on the contrary, that

nature is uniform in her general laws, and that

by attentive observation aided by experiment,

we may arrive at knowing them in all their

effects. I perceive then nothing irrational in the

attempt to arrive at the artificial realization of

the conditions in which they are exercised to

produce vegetables, as science has already suc-

ceeded in doing with minerals. This conclusion

will acquire, I hope, a stronger and stronger evi-

dence as we penetrate deeper in our researches,

and I shall at once give a very striking confirma-

tion of it, in showing that nature does not pass

suddenly from the mineral to the vegetable, from

crude matter to organized matter, but that there

exists on the contrary, a class of compounds

which lead us insensibly from the one to the

other, and form the .bridge which unites these

two series of productions.

Preserving Eggs for Winter Use.

A country minister's wife writes to the Scot-

tish Farmer :
" Every evening I take all the eggs

collected during the day, and rub them carefully

with butter or the finest and purest lard. Every

pore of the shell must be thoroughly filled, oth-

erwise the air cannot be excluded. I have ready

a box or tin canister, and plenty of salt. I put

a layer of salt in the bottom of the box, and then

place in rows my buttered eggs. Go on alter-

nately with layers of eggs and salt until you

leave perfect room for the lid closing firmly.

The exclusion of air is the great secret of preser-

vation. I have many different sizes of canisters

stored in my pantry (on an open shelf) with pre-

served eggs. Those canisters I get from the ba-

ker or grocer for a trifle. My one and a half

dozen canisters are 3d. tach. My largest size
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contain ten dozen eggs, aud cost Is. The lid is

quite :3 important as the box. De sure it is

close fittin;_'. otherwise you will be vexed to find

the e. se one gets in London, very un-

like S _- Many ladies tell me
they have particular positions for placing the

but I find mine are delicious after four

months, by merely placing them comfortably,

tout reference to top or bottom."

Horticultural Improvement.
A ftw years ago, it was predicted that "in a

short time fruit would be a drug,'' but this

"tin-. ra "o be far off, if we are to judge

by the prices obtained for all kinds of fruit at

present, and there are no indications that the

supply will be greater than the demand, at least

for several years, for the population of our cities,

towns and villages is increasing rapidly, and

this class are not producers, but consumers

There is an European demand springing up for

choice American fruit, which promises to grow

into important dimensions after some time, and

to open a new channel for the production of the

great West. An orchardist of the present day

enjoys many advantages which were unkuown
to his predecessors in the same business. The

pioneers of horticulture, in a new country, have

—3 difficulties to contend with which are not

in the way of their successors. Horticulture,

instead of being neglected and uncared for, is

now joying the

protection of organized societies, and the as

ance of valuable periodicals. It has made won-

derful progress within a comparatively recent

period. In the beginning of the sixteenth cen-

tury there were very few kitchen-gardens in Eng-

land, and fruits and vegetables were imported

from the Netherlands. Since that time the sur-

face of the globe has been traversed by enter-

prising naturalists, and almost every country

made to contribute something to furnish lb

dens, hot-houses, and conservat' . _'.and.

Cauliflowers were or ought from Cy-

prus, artichokes from Sicily, lettuce from

ur eschallots, frera Ascalon, cherries

and filberts from Cartaus. iu Asia Minor, the

peach from Persia, the plum from Syria, the

pomegranate from Cyprus, the quince from Sidon,

.ive from Greece. Every year brings con-

tributions from various parts of the world.

The Royal Horticultural Society of England,

which has grown up to such magnificent dimen-

sions, and now wields such a potent influence in

furthering the cause of Horticulture aft over the

world, did not exist until the commencement

of the present century, at which time the ••Lon-

don Horticultural Society'' was formed, through

the exertions of Mr. Knight. Mr. Wedgewood,
Si* Joseph I>anks. The Experimental Gar-

l
den of the Society was not formed until 1

j

and in 1322 it was removed to its present situa-

\
tion at Chiswick. Since that time Horticultural

3 ties have sprung up in almost every pan of

it Britain and Ireland, and horticultural im-
i provement has been ••marching on'" triumi I

1

ly in every part of the civilized world. In the

• United States it is making "giant strides," being

\
compelled to do so in order to keep up with the

progress of the arts and sciences and the won-

derful development of agriculture and commerce.

j

The establishing tltoral Colleges iu all

the States, with experimental gardens on

grounds, would be a most effectual method of

forwarding "Horticultural Improvement," as

the suitableness of fruit to the climate and soil

of each State could be fully ascertained by actual

experiment, and the most approved fruits, to-

gether with all the modern improvements in hor-

ticulture, disseminated. It is true that the

peach crop is liable to failure in this country.

and that dwarf pears and the choicest varieties

of cherries sometimes disappoint the too sau-

guine expectations of the orchardist. It must be

admitted that those pests of the orchard—the

borer, the tent caterpillar, the apple-worm and

the curculio, dispute every inch of ground with

the horticulturist, but, with all these drawbacks,

the United States surpasses every other country

in climate and soil adapted for raising the great-

.

:

ity of fruit.

—

Southern Rur

Home Decoration.

Next to wholesome food, home pleasures are

necessary to enliven our spirits, promote our

good health, and give a zest to rural life. What
can give greater satisfaction to a family of re-

fined taste than to have the grounds around the

homestead decorated with the beauties of nature

so bountifully furnished us? The species and

varieties of trees, shrubs, roses, vines, ..vc , are

so numerous that a choice selection c

made to suit every clime, soil and ex;>

to bloom and fruit all the growing season,

them taBtefully arranged and gorgeously dressed

with foliage of various colors, and decked with

blooms (ar transcending the most costly jewelry

in brilliancy, and perfuming the air with their

ance. In windy days they gracefully bow.

prance and whirl around like sprightly youth in

the dance, and the melody of the breeze serves

them for music. How beautiful the picture anJ
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the great enjoyment, to those who can appreciate

it. It makes a cot a palace, and a home a para-

dise ; the owner a king, and his wife a queen

;

it imparts a dignity to the manly graces of sons,

and lustre to the beauties and virtues of daugh-

ters. The passing wayfarer is delighted with the

scene, and sets it down in his mind as the abode

of the great and good in heart, and the virtuous

and wise in actions.

After planting climbing vines to clothe the

veranda, and a few decidous trees around the

house for shade in summer, all the other trees,

shrubs and roses should be so arranged over th«

lawn that all will be seen at one view. Set the

more dwarf nearest the house, and the taller

farther off, and they will appear to rise in grace-

ful folds as they recede from the eye, and the

contrast of size, form and color, of the various

individuals will show to greater advantage, and

that wiil give additional graces to their charm.

—

Rural Adv. *
Fruits in Southern Illinois.

A writer on fruit growing in Illinois says:

Three hundred and twenty-three miles south

of Chicago, and forty-two miles north of Cairo,

is the little town of South Pass, Union county,

and the station Cobden, on the Illinois Central

Railroad. The fruit farms here are all located

on high hills, (bluffs they are called here.) the

fruit trees and vines being in many places plant-

ed on ground so steep that it cannot be cultivated

by horse labor. It is now the busiest of the

berry season—the harvest of the strawberry crop.

They began to ship from here on the 8th of this

month, and have been daily shipping since, at

the rate of from one to three car-loads of straw-

berries a day. Yes, my dear friends, from three

to ten hundred bushels daily from this point.

As I write, over thirty spring wagons are un-

loading at the depot. To-day the shipment is

three large-sized fruit cars full of boxe3 of rich,

luscious strawberries. The country dependent

on this point for shipping facilities extend for

about four miles north and south by about five

nii]<s east and west of this station.

The "Wilson's Albany" is the only variety

grown here to any great extent for market.

These berries are large and very firm, keep a

long time, and can be handled without bruising;

hence the principle reasons for cultivating that

variety . No one here pretends that this is a good

variety to eat, yet they grow them, simply be-

cause they will bear shipping. Over three hun-

dred acres of these, in many places almost pre-

cipitous hill sides, are covered with strawberry-

vines, and are yielding more than au average

crop this year. Yearly, this grand area is being

extended; to-day many hands are engaged in

setting new vines, and they will continue to so

work until l'ate in the summer. It should be re-

membered that every foot of this land was but

eight years ago covered with the primitive for-

ests, and that since that time the trees have been

felled and burnt up, (in log heaps—not for .fire-

wood, but simply to get rid of it, ) and the place

made to put on somewhat of a civilized appeap-

ance.

The berries are pieked by men, women and

children, natives (as they are here called) "to

the manor born." The growers pay from two

to three cents per quart for picking, the lower

price being paid for picking from the most proli-

fic vines. The berries are all put up in quart

boxes, which are all made here, there being three

box factories within this fruit range. The man-

ufacturers charge eight dollars per thousand for

the box material, and the shippers have the boxee

nailed together in their shipping sheds, where

they are used. They pay children twenty cents

per hundred for making the boxes, so that when

ready to put into crates to ship, the boxes cost

just one cent a piece. This, with the price paid

for picking and for the crates, will make the ber-

ries cost the grower five cents per quart at the

station here.

One week more will close up the strawberry

harvest, after which time raspberries will begin

to ripen, and be shipped. I cannot learn that

there are more than from twenty to fifty acres in

raspberries at this point, so it will be seen that

the supply from here will be comparatively

small.

Early apples will then be shipped, and by the

time that crop is over, peaches will be ready; 30

that through the rest of this month, and through

June and July, there will be a constant stream of

fruit flowing northward from this point.

The pear crop will be large here. I was shown

some trees that the owners estimated would net

them ten dollars each. Pears are largely grown
around here. One man has over twelve thou-

sand pear trees on his place, while many hav»

from one to six thousand. Dwarf pears are quite

largely planted, but all plant standards for their

permanent orchards, the dwarfs lasting only un-

til the standards come into bearing.

The quantity of peaches to be shipped from

this point is estimated by different persons at

from 300,000 to 600,000 boxes. Even the lowest

.

number seems almost incredible, yet when we
know that there are about 200,000 bearing trees

here, much of the wonderment will be "used

np." He is looked upon as a small cultivator
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who hns not five thousand peach trees. One

man claims to have shipped thirty-seven thou-

sand boxes last year. I do not vouch for the

truth of the statement, but so be assured me.

Vegetables are quite largely grown here—to-

matoes and .sweet potatoes especially. These

grow in the valleys and ravines where the land

is too low for fruit. One man here has over three

acres of tomatoes, and another gentleman has

about ten acres of sweet potato plants set out.

General farming is not carried on to any extent

here. Almost all the flour, pork, and soon,

used by the first growers, is imported the ground

being too valuable to be used for growing those

staples.
<•«

Earth for Poultry House.

The employment of dry, pulverized earth as

the means of deodorizing poultry houses, appears

to be worthy of more attention than it has hith-

erto received, The fact that from four hundred

to five hundred fowls can by its aid be kept in

one building together, with less smell than can

be found in any ordinary fowl-house, capable of

accommodating a dozen chickens, is very con-

clusive as to its efficacy. In the building of the

National Poultry Company, where this fact has

been ascertained, seven or eight fowls are kept

in each compartment, twelve feet by three feet,

and yet there is no smell or trace of moisture.

Mr. Grevelin informs us that if a much larger

number are put into each run the ground be-

comes moist, ceases to deodorize, and the birds

become at once unhealthy. It should be stated

that the droppings that fall from the perches at

night are removed from the runs next morning,

and that the dry earth only receives the manure

that falls through the day; this has its moisture

absorbed so speedily by the earth that it at once

becomes pulverized, mixes with the soil and

ceases to smell. So powerful is the deodorizing

effect of the earth that it does not require to be

renewed in the runs for many weeks together.

It appears a question how far this system may
or may not be extended. It is applicable to pri-

vate poultry houses? Can it be usefully employ-

ed at poultry shows? Would it answer in places

where it is requisite to keep birds in close con-

finement? Can it be advantageously used in

zoological gardens? The employment of earth

closets as a means of deodorizing that which

would otherwise become offensive sewage is well

known, and we have no doubt that many of our

"feathered friends" might be greatly benefitted

by an extension of the system that has been so

successfully ^inaugurated at Bromley.

—

London

Field.

Points of a Breeding Sow.
S. Lewis, of Boone county, Illinois, gives in

the Prairie Farmer his ideas upon the above sub-

ject : ''In the first place she should be square
built, have a short nose and short years, short

legs and back, with latter hollow or bent.

Shoulders should be heavy and deep. Never let

her raise pigs until she is a year old, and never

but one litter the first year. Then, if she proves

a good milker, let her raise two litters per vear.

I speak of her being a good milker. This is as

essential in a breeding sow as in a good mare.

Such an animal will raise better pigs, and, of

course, her progeny will be better hogs for the

market. I find that hasty pudding and milk for

the supper and breakafst, and corn for dinner

constitute a very good diet for the breeding sow.
A great many farmers have fallen into an error in

not allowing plenty of straw for a bed. Manv
build a warm pen in order to avoid giving her

much straw. Let her run to a straw stack, and she

will build a nest to suit herself. If this is not con-

venient, she should have plenty of straw in the

pen. Attend to these matters, and I will war-
rant no trouble in raising pigs in the coldest

weather."
»-»*

Scientific Farming.
As Solomon condenses the whole duty of man

into two precepts— ''Fear God and keep his com-
mandments," so the whole business and pur-

pose of farming may be embraced in two max-
ims, as follows

:

1st. To raise the largest possible crops with

the least possible labor.

2$. To maintain the fertility of the soil with

the least possible exhaustion.

The first of these maxims has commanded gen-

eral attention throughout the United States, and

a rage for large crops at whatever expense of

future fertility, have become almost a mania in

many parts of the country. The present system

of giving prizes at our Agricultural Fairs, if it

does not tend directly to produce this state of in-

difference to the future productiveness of our'

fields, certaiuly does nothing to counteract it.

—

Who ever heard of a society offering a premi-

um for the best series of crops ou the same field

for five or ten years? To maintain the fertility

of the soil is not only one of the principle inter-

ests of the farmer, but it is a duty he owes to

those who are to succeed him in his bns ; ncss.

Fortunately the two maxims above stated in nn

way conflict with each other.

The largest possible crop may be produced this

year without materially impairing the capacity of
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tbe soil, and repeat the same nest year, and each

succeeding year indefinitely.

A good soil can be worn out only by criminal

neglect and carelessness in its cultivation. In

England, fields that have been cultivated a thou-

sand years, are now producing forty bushels of

wheat to the acre, and each year marks a slow

but certain increase in tbe crop. The average

per acre of crops in the agricultural counties of

England has advanced twenty per cent, since the

beginning of this century. The same is true of

Sweden, and of portions of France, Germany

and Belgium. This is to be attributed mainly

to the application of scientfic principles, pointed

out by Sir Humphrey Davy in England, Sbeele

. 9
!.en, Bousingault in France, and Liebig

iu Germany. While this is true in the old

world, how have we fared in this country ? If we

take the census of 1S-40, and compare it with that

. we shall discover while the aggregate

production has greatly increased; the average per

acre has been constantly diminishing. Between

•1 185o this was true of all the States in

all the principle crops cultivated : but between

ind 1860 several of the States nearly main-

tained their average, while one of them. Massa-

chusetts, and several counties in others, show a

small advance.

—

Peof. R. T. Brown—X^rt/twest-

ern Farmer.

Dressing Poultry for Market.

The following hints on poultry-dressing are

gathered from a circular lately issued by Morri-

son. Taylor & Co., of this city. The instruc-

tions are so thoroughly practical, that we believe

we will be consulting the interests of such of our

readers as are in the habit of marketing fowls.

by giving them a place in our columns.

'•We would here remark that -serawiing' poul-

try always sells low in this market, and that be-

tween a well dressed fowl and a poorly dressed

one, the difference in price will make a fair profit,

1st. Food in the coop injures the appearance and
sale, therefore, keep from food twenty-four boars

before killing. 2d. Opening the veins in the neck

is the best mode of killing.

If the head be taken off at first, the skin will

recede from the neck bone, presenting a repulsive

spectacle. 3d. most of the poultry in this mar-
ket is -'scalded" or '-wet picked,'' '-dry picked"

is preferred by a few, and sells to a limited ex-

tent only, at full prices. Poultry may be picked

dry. without difficulty, if done without delay

after killing. The bird, held by the legs, should

be immersed, and lifted up and down in the wa-

ter three times. Continue to hold the bird by

the legs with one hand, while plucking the feath-

ers with the other, without a moment's delay

after taking out. If skillfully handled in this

way, the feathers and pi a- feathers may all be re-

moved without breaking the skin. A torn or

broken skin greatly injures the appearance. 4th.

The intestines should not be '"drawn."

After removing the feathers, the head may be

taken off, and the skin drawn over the neck bone

and tied. This is the best method, though much
comes to the market with the head on. 5th. It

should next be "plunged." by being dipped

it two seconds into water, nearly, or quite,

boiling hot, and then at once into cold water the

same length of time. It should be entirely cold,

but not frozen, before being packed. Gth. In

packing, use clean hand-thrashed rye straw. If

this cannot be had, wheat or oat straw will an-

swer, but be sure that it is clean and free from

dust. Place a layer of straw at the bottom, then

alternate layers of poultry and straw, taking

to stow snugly, back upwards, legs under the

body, filling vacancies with straw, and filling the

package so that the cover will drive down very

closely upon the contents, to prevent shifting on

the way. Boxes are the best packages, and should

contain from, eay, 150 to Sou lbs.— Canada Far-

Raising Stock.

A correspondent of the Utica Herald sends the

following sensible hit in regard to raising stock :

"Every breeder of mules knows that a good

horse colt cannot be expected from a mare that

has borne mules. The common theory of this is

that the blood of the mare becomes permanently

affected by that of the foetus, giving mulish

characteristics to her subsequent progeny. Ap-

plying this to the cow, is it not likely that the

blood of the cow is permanently tainted when
she is made to bear bad blooded calves ? And can

farmers expect ever to raise good stock from cows

to which, for the purpose of making them milk-

ers, they have been in the habit of using any

runt of a bull they could pick up?"

Wash foh Bodies of Farir Trees.—One ounce

of copperas to eight or ten gallons of water forms

a good wash, and is advised for trial as a p»-
veutive against blight. One pound of bleacher's

soda and one gallon of water forms a wash that

cleans off all insects, and leaves the trees with

fresh, -young looking, healthy bark.

—

Eorticul-

risi.
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Agricultural Machinery.

The fanners of our Eastern States, compelled

to till rocky and uneven Lands, and used to small

holdings, do not know by experience, all of the

changes which improved machinery has wrought

in agricultural operations on the great Western

prairies. There, machines do the labor of men

to such a degree, that the farmer's heaviest toils

are lightened, and one man is enabled to achieve

with ease, the work of half a dozen.

"We saw recently, a corn-field of one hundred

and sixty acres, on the "Grand Prairie," in the

plowing, planting and cultivation of which, no

man walked a step. A rotary spader drawn by

four horses, and driven by a man upon the box,

plowed the field to a uniform depth of eight

inches, and gave such thorough tilth that it was

uot necessary to use a harrow at all. A corn-

planter drawn by two horses, and driven by a

man upon the box, next planted seed. A culti-

vator drawn by two mules, one walking upon each

side of the knee-high corn, and driven by a man
upon the box, completed the culture of a row at

a single operation ; and in the tool house lay an-

other machine, also to be drawn by horses,

which will cut down the corn when it is ripe, and

lay it in regular rows, to be finally gathered by

hand. But it is expected Unit by next year this

machine will be so improved as to gather up the

corn also.

When it is remembered that the farmer who
follows the common plow or cultivator during

a long summer's day, performs a march of from

ten to fourteen miles, it will be seen what a boon

is the machinery which relieves him from this

toil. And when we remember how scarce were

men during the last lour years in the West, we

shall see that but for such labor-saving imple-

ments our vast crops of cereals could have been

neither planted nor gathered.

The farm of which the corn-field we speak of

was a part, has seven hundred acres in a single

held of timothy. Of what use would this be if

it had to be cut by hand ? But a half-dozen har-

vesting machines sufficed to cut it all in good

time; and it will do without ' groaning, "the work

of half a regiment of men
;
patent horse-rakes,

gather it up, and two hay presses upon the place,

squeeze it into bales fit for shipping. Seventeen

and a half miles of board fence enclose a little

more than half of this farm, which has as part

of its furniture, comfortable sheds for 10,000

sheep, a rat-proof corn crib holdiug 15,000 bush-

els of corn, and extensive stabling for horses.

What machinery ha3 thus done for the West it

will do for the South, now that free labor is sub-

stituted for that of slaves. We see no reason why
the cotton and sugar fields of a great part of the

Smith should not be tilled by machinery. These

fields are—in Louisiana, Mississippi, and indeed

in almost the whole of the cotton and sugar re-

gion—level and devoid of rocks; and these arc

the only conditions necessary to the successful

use of the most valuable farm machinery. The

slaves, ignorant and careless because they bad no

interest in the work, used only the rudest and

clumsiest tools ; but in the hands of intelligent

f'reedmeu, the rotary spader or steam plow, or cul-

tivator, can be used as well on the immense level

bottom-lands of Louisiana, where sugar is grown,

as on the prairies for corn and wheat.

Yankee ingenuity, too, will presently set it-

self to work to devise new implements for the

more economical and rapid prosecution of such

labor as cotton-picking and cane-cutting. The

next ten years will witness an immense revolu-

tion in the methods of cultivating the great sta-

ples of the South, and the fruits of that change

will be a greatly increased production of cotton

and sugar by the help of free labor, and-—what

the use of machinery always brings with it

—

such increased rewards for intelligent labor, as

will prove, even to the most ignorant of the

southern population, the importance of schools,

and the pecuniary value of Education.

—

N. Y.

Evening Post.

Wm. Griffith, of North East, Pa., in a

letter to the Country Gentleman, says: " To the

thousands of growers and lovers of choice grapes,

the best and J'uirest of all fruits, I will here teg

leave to state, that my family have for many

years enjoyed the luxury, (are they not a luxu-

ry?) of luscious grapes, from November to May,

picked, handled and packed in the manner al-

ready described, and kept in an out-house, (car-

riage-house,) until the frost of winter becomes

quite severe, (they must not be allowed to freeze,

)

when they are removed to an unoccupied airy

room in the house, where they remain through

the winter—save that during a few of the cold-

est nights, and some few days if the cold be

quite severe, they are placed in the corner of the

lining-room, or some other room where they are

not injured by high temi>erature. Wheat or

buckwheat bran, sawdust or cotton batting, may
lie employed in packing the grapes, uithout ivhol-

;/ destroying themj but I recommend keeping

these damaging absorbents in separate boxes,

and if convenient, iu separate rooms."

A silver chain around a dog's neck will not

prevent his barking or biting.
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Arrangement of Fields.
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While the four-field system commented on in

our last number, is inconsistent, apparently, with

well-established theories, it has been eminently

profitable in practice. Just the contrary must be

said of the system recommended by Jo n Taylor,

in his, Arator, a book famous in its day
; and his

too, was a four-field system. Pie was the earnest

advocate of what he called "improvement by

enclosing." By this he meant the shutting up

his fields during two years of the four ; allowing

no stock to come upon them, but having all the

growth of the two years to perish on the ground.

That this was better for the land than what he

called the "execrable" three-shift system for

which he proposed to substitute it, may not be de-

nied. The accumulation of vegetable matter, and
covering the surface for two years, instead of one,

must add materially to the stores of plant-food.

But after all, the result in crops, being one vear

of corn and one of wheat rye or oats, was not

eminently remunerative ; and the natural growth,

which should afford fertilizing material, was not

of a character to satisfy the wishes of an im-

prover. Weeds which would leave nothing but

indigestible woody matter, while they sowed
broadcast millions of noxious seeds; and grasses

which, while yielding little in bulk, took such

tight hold upon the land that it was the work of

years to eradicate them, were not very promising

elements of success. The corn might be a good
crop, but the wheat, growing poorly always
after corn, had now the crop of weeds from the

abounding seeds to contend with, and worse

still, the tenacious blue grass. Both evils in-

creased in magnitude as the land grew richer,

and as time allowed seeds and roots to accumu-

late in the soil. One year's cleansing cultivation

in corn wag not sufficient to prevent this increase

of evil.

INTRODUCTION OF CLOVER.

When the clover culture came in. and wis

considered indispensable in an improving system.

this condition of the ground, which was bad

enough as to wheat growing, became altogether

unbearable. Clover refuses absolutely to grow

in a soil foul with the undigested remains of

other plants. When we would have had it take

the field after wheat the attempt was a failure.

Thorough cleanliness was a sine qua ncn. A
system, therefore, which gave ample rest, and

abundant returns of vegetable elements, and

seemed to comply with all the demands of an in-

telligent theory, failed. It did not work well in

practice. But when a cleansing cultivation al-

lowed the introduction of clover, when in the

same number of fields a third crop was taken in

four years, much heavier than the others, and

usually considered, with the exception of Indian

corn, the most exhausting of all, we have, with

this additional draft upon the soil, a simultaneous

increase in its power of production. The prac-

tice became most successful when the com-

mon theory would have objected that the land

was being exhausted by overworking. It was

improving fastest, in fact, while giving most

crops.

The explanation of this is that the rapid

cropping kept the land in order for clover. In

the working of this system, neither weeds nor

blue grass have any opportunity to establish

themselves. The clover gathers more fresh ma-

terial from subsoil and atmosphere in six months'

growth of its second season, than the native

plants would accumulate in two years. As soon

as it reaches perfection, having in the meantime

had entire possession of the ground, and just at

the point when the native growth would begin to

take possession, the plow comes in and tnrnsdown

all that is left. The clover stems being very per-

ishable, present no such impediment to the wheat

crop as other plants of the same bulk would,

and soon become incorporated with the soil . The

rag-treed, an annual which always follows wheat,

leaves upon the ground a large amount of

vegetable matter, which, like the clover stems,

is very destructible. It occupies the field from

harvest through the following fall, and is finally

plowed under in the preparation for a corn crop.

The obnoxious natives have been kept in check,

and the cleansing culture of the corn crop has put
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the hind in thorough order for the clover, whicb

is sown with the succeeding crop of wheat.

The value of clover is Strikingly illustrated in

the difference in results between the four-field

system of John Taylor, and that which prevails

now. The former yielded two crops in four

years, and left the ground foul with an accumu-

lating evil of noxious weeds. The latter takes

within the four years another crop, superior in

profit to either of the others, and leaves the

ground clear of weeds, and at a higher point of

productiveness.

This difference in results exposes, too, the folly

of the old notion that land needs rest. The

more crops produced the more it is capable of

producing-, if so managed ns to give it ample

food. The necessary working of frequent crops

puts it, physically, in that condition in which it

profits most by absorption of fertilizing ele-

ments from the atmosphere, and in which its

own material is operated upon and made availa-

ble by atmospheric agency.

FIVE FIELDS.

Notwithstanding what we have said of the

profitable experience of those who have prac-

ticed the four-field system with clover, we should

be tempted to guard against any risk of ultimate

failure by a change in one point. We should

make the four fields five, and sowing timothy

seed with the clover, take a crop of timothy hay,

when we now take wheat, and have this follow

immediately after the timothy. The year de-

voted to clover might, in this case, be a year of

pasturage, and thus allow a very considerable

addition to the stock. This stock would. advanta-

geously, consume the large quantity of s'rawand

corn fodder, otherwise entirely lost except for ma-

nure, and thus bring a large extra item of profit.

If to this stock the corn be fed as it should be,

the manure would be greatly increased in value,

and the fertility of the soil proportionally im-

proved.

The only objections that could be made to this

change would be that the additional year given

to grass might allow the native grasses to multi-

ply to the prejudice of the clover ; and that 80

old a sod might be unsuitable to the growth of

wheat. These would be very material objections

should they be realized in practice. The whole

profit of the system is based upon the success of

ibe clover, and that must be made secure at any

rate ; and the wheat crop on the clover fallow is

the chief money crop, and deserves to be es-

pecially regarded.

As to the effect upon the clover, we think that
j

a well-set sod of clover and timothy would, dur-
'

ing two years, so completely hold possession of

the ground as to exclude entirely all intruders,

and that the intermediate workings between

these and the next sowing would be sufficient to

put the ground in a good state of preparation.

As regards the wheat, assuming, as said above,

that the clover and timothy will exclude native

grasses which might prove hurtful to it ; and

being well assured that the sod of timothy which

would prevail when we break the ground for

wheat, is very congenial to that crop, we appre-

hend nothing on this score. It is said, indeed,

to make a preparation for wheat, only inferior

to clover, and, in this case, the good effects of the

clover growing of the previous year are added to

the good qualities of the timothy sod. Such a

sod, it has been asserted, is especially advanta-

geous on lands liable to heaving under the in-

fluence of frost. Wheat is said to be under no

circumstances so secure against "winter-killing."

Xo soil in the world is so uncertain as that of

the prairie on account of winter-killing. Yet

the early settler raises wheat on the original

tough sward with very uniform success; so it is

maintained that the sod of timothy is, in this

respect, very favorable to wheat. Under the in-

fluence of these opinions we should be tempted

to BeeJk the advantages offered by the extra grass

crop, and make at least a fair trial of five fields

instead of four.

THREE FIELDS.

The system which hr.s prevailed in the tobacco-

growing region is a three-field rotation. In

this, ^the plan of operations was adopted with

reference to the requirements of the staple crop.

There was no reason why the four-field system

should not still have been practiced, but the fact

that the most important periods of the wheat

crop come when tobacco most demands attention.

This system may have been indeed still more

successful with tobacco than corn, because it is a

more thoroughly cleansing crop. With the very

nice cultivation that it demands is combined the

dense shade of the later period of its growth,

destroying every vestige of the natural grasses,

and making a better preparation for wheat and

clover than could be made by the corn crop.

But the time for preparing the fallow for the

main crop of the four-field plan, is the month of

August or September, just the most engrc-

period of the tobacco cultivation ; and the time

of harvesting this crop, the month of July, when

both tobacco and corn need close attention. The

one field of wheat is, therefore, as much as can

he well managed with a full crop of tobacco on

hand. The seeding of this field is a comparative-

ly small affair, being done after the tobacco is
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taken off", -when the ground is already in the best

condition for the seed.

This rotation embraces corn and tobacco

in the first year. That is. there being three

fields, only the best portion of a field is given to

tobacco, and the remainder to corn. The tobac-

co is followed by -wheat, and the corn by wheat.

if thought capable of producing it. Since the

introduction of guano and other fertilizers this

is much more common than formerly. If not

wheat, then rye or oats would take its place.

The faults of this system, under the operation of

which there has been less improvement than any

other, and in some sections great deterioration,

is not in the shortness of the course, as at first

might be supposed. The preparation for corn or

tobacco, beginning in the spring, and the crop of

small grain, coming off in July of the following

year, only about fifteen months of the thirty-six

are consumed in the growth of exhausting crops:

twenty-one months are occupied by the improv-

ing crop of clover. However '"execrable" such

a system without clover may have been, as pro-

nounced by Taylor, with clover, it cannot be

thought otherwise than ameliorating. Nor is its

failure to be attributed, as is too commonly done,

to the exhausting character of the tobacco crop.

It is not found in practice to leave the ground ex-

hausted ; there is scarcely a crop known to us

that does not flourish immediately after it. It

returns, in the stalks and other waste, a large

proportion of its bulk in valuable manure; a

somewhat careful estimate has put the value of

these returns from four acres of good growth as

equal to that of a ton of Peruvian guano. When
it is recollected, too, that no seed is allowed to

ripen, except on a few plants, and that its broad

leaves gather, necessarily, much from the atmos-

phere, we may understand how mistaken is the

common opinion as to the very exhausting quali-

ties of this crop.

The difficulty lies rather in its engrossing char-

acter. It commands, in the first place, nearly all

the available manures of the farm. It selects

the best portions of the lands and requires the

manure to be placed here instead of on those

parts which most require its aid to put them in

a condition to improve by a growth of clover.

It so occupies the labor of the farm that very lit-

tle time can be given to gathering materials for

manure, or to other methods of improvement.

The fault then, is not in the system, or in the

character of the plant. It is in the management
which aims at very large crops of tobacco—im-

proving the tobacco ground, and working it in

a manner truly admirable, but leaving everv-

thing else to take care of itself under the "ex-

ecrable" system of those fields without manure,

and for want of manure to start with, without

clover. The fertilizers of the markets have, of

late years, in very great measure, supplied this

defect; enabling the farmer to get a growth of

clover upon these out lands, and at the same time

an increased crop of grain sufficient to pay their

cost.

Another great fault, not of this rotation, but

of the management associated with it, was the

failure to make independent provision for the

necessary working stock. It was to be pas-

tured exclusively on these fields, early and late.

Nor was this all. The constant temptation

to add a little to every class of stock, now
a promising colt, now a calf, then a few

lambs, and worse than all, a silently increasing

stock of hogs, not only eating, but rooting out

the substance of the land, were the common fea-

tures of this system.

The temptations attendant upon tobacco grow-

ing are like those which attend its consumption,

temptations to excess. Our weaknesses follow

us in our pursuits as in our pleasures, and

whether we cultivate too largely or smoke in

excess, the consequent evils are attributed to

the nature of the vile "weed." We think thai

in both cases the "weed"' is a good thing when
wiselv used.

Pure Air for Feeding Cattle.

A writer in a New England Journal deprecate?,

even for that stern climate, what he calls the

"new-fangled notion" of having tiprbt stables

for cattle. He thinks it a great mistake, because

he has found by observation, that they do better,

ordinarily, in open sheds, or in a house imper-

fectly, that is, not tightly, boarded. So the idea

was, some years ago, very common with tobacco

planters, that their crops would cure better if

hung in sheds or houses slatted, instead of tightly

weather-boarded. In both cases, a plenty of

fresh air was needed, and the error, so far as it

was one, was in supposing that there was no way

in which a sufficiency of air could be had with-

out the degree of exposure which is injurious to

the cattle in the one case, and the tobacco in the

other.

As regards the latter, nothing is clearer than

the importance of a free circulation of dry air

throughout the house, while curing, and the

slatted siding effects this purpose. But, even

while curing, it is sometimes desirable to exclude

the air for a time, if it be very damp and warm :

and, after curing, then it is well to exclude it as

far as possible, the changes of weather being in-

jurious to it as it as it hangs in the house. More
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ma managers have, therefore, so arranged ing.'' This consists in keeping each animal in

their houses, by hanging on hin*es an occasional
;

the stable in a box or pen some ten feet square,

where he is at liberty to move and turn at pleas-

ure; the animal to be well littered daily, and

the dung not removed till the end of the season,

if possible. It is alleged that, under the weight

of the animal the manure becomes so well tramped

that fermentation does not take place in any mis-

chievous degree, and at a low temperature, such

as we have during the winter, not at all ; hence

there is no loss or damage to the manure, and

the expense is saved of daily cleaning the stables.

It has been found that from fifteen to twenty

pounds of straw daily is sufficient to keep the

animal clean, and to absorb the liquid part of

the manure.

With this treatment there is little foul air gen-

erated, and no escape of ammonia, as there is no

fermentation ; the animal is kept dry and warm,

and quiet ; for he has always a good comfortable

bed, and no disturbance of whatever sort. It is

true, it requires much stable room, and an abun-

dance of litter. On grain farms of any extent,

the latter is no objection, for it is an object to

convert the straw and litter into good manure.

In the spring the manure goes out as long, un-

fermented manure, and may thus be thrown on

plank of the weather-boarding, that the air is

freely admitted through these and the doors in

reatber, and shut oft" when it is desira-

ble to do so.

So as regards cattle, it is probable that most

of us have remarked the superior thriftiness of

cattle not much cared for in the way of protec-

tion over such as may have been stabled. Yet

we may be very sure that warmth is favorable to

the growth and fattening of stock. But if while

we keep them warm, we give them slow poison

in the shape of foul air, we may be sure they

will not thrive. This happens to be too gener-

ally the case. On the other hand those which

are habitually exposed to the open air are never

so poisoned.

The extra cold they have to endure is counter-

acted by the excess of food which they consume

—

for they usually have free access to straw or hay,

or corn-fodder. Each animal has within him a

furnace in which this excess of food is burned to

keep up the temperature of the body. He, there-

fore, if he can get quiet enough to supply fat and

muscle, as well as fuel to keep him warm, may

do very well so far as his health and comfort is

concerned. But his master must look well lest I
the grass land ;

or those who want it rotted, can

he find the fuel furnished very costly, or lest it I
throw it then into heaps for fermentation. It will

appear that the fat laid up in store iu the fall has \
be of the very best quality, having lost nothing

been drawn upon to keep his furnace in active ' by premature evaporation, or by the washing of

operation. rains, and being enriched by the character of the

The true economy of this case would be to food given to stall-fed cattle.

have the cattle stables perfectly comfortable as

regards warmth, yet perfectly well ventilated.

This is especially necessary in cases of feeding

with costly food for the rapid increase of flesh

and fit. In order to secure perfect ventilation,

let the opinion of an experienced architect be

taken for some permanent arrangement, which

will not depend upon the opening and closing of

doors. There should be enough fresh air con-

stantly introduced without allowing it to blow

directly upon the animals, which are more Halle

to colds in proportion to their habitual comfort.

But cleanliness and pure air will depend still

upon the internal keeping of the stables as re-

gards the litter and droppings of cattle. The

very attempts to preserve cleanliness are fre-

quently the means of keeping the air foul; for

the continued removal of excrement leaves the

surface to dry by evaporation, and the air is kept

in a state of continued pollution.

W< can but think that the best remedy for this,

as well as the lust mode of management for the

com:ort of the animal and the convenience of the

feeder, is what is called in England ••Lox-feed-

Origin of Petroleum.

The question of the source of petroleum has

been frequently discussed, but no Satisfactory

solution of the problem has yet been reached.

Objections have been urged against every theory

hitherto broached, and it must be admitted that

this substance still remains a mystery.

The distinguished French chemist, Barthelot,

has made a new suggestion, which has, at least,

the merit of originality. Assuming that the in-

terior of the earth contains the alkaline metals in

a free state, he finds the carbonic acid every-

where present on the crust of the globe^ capable

of producing these oily substances. The first

action is the formation of a peculiar substance,

acetylene, which is always generated in imperfect

combustions, by the reducing action of the alka-

line metals upon the carbonic acid, or earthy

carbonates. This combines with the alkaline

metals to form acetylides. When these are d<-

<omposed in the presence of watery vapor, they

give rise to various oily and tarry matters, such
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as Barthelot has shown to result from the action

of heat upon the substance in question
._

If these speculations are well-grounded, there

is no necessity for supposing petroleum to have

resulted from the destructive distillation of coal,

or vegetable matter, and the still wider diffusion

of this remarkable body may be looked for. It

must be borne in mind, however, that its author

put this notice forwar I as a mere suggestion, aud

a well-dieested theory.

Book Table.

American- Journal of Science and Arts.
' icted by Professors B. Silliman, and James

D. Dana, in connection with Professors Asa

Gray. Louis Agassiz, and Wolcott Gibbs. of

ge. And Professors S. W. Johnson.

George J. Brush, aud H. A. Newton, of New
Haven. Published the first of every second

month at New Haven. Ct. Price Six Dollars per

year. We are in receipt of Nos. 124 and 125,

July and September. The names of its editors

leave us nothing to say as to the character of this

Journal, so long and well known by scientific

men throughout the country.

American Quarterly Church Review, con-

ducted by N S. Richardson, D. D., No. 37 Bible

House, Astor Place. N. Y . price S3. This very

able Quarterly should be in the hands of at least

every Pro /.seopal churchman, who
would fortify himself in the truths of bis own
faith, and inform himself thoroughly on the

points which separate him from the Roman Cath-

olic Church on the one hand, and the numerous

Protestant denominations on the other.

London Quarterly and Blackwood.—We are

indebted to the Leonard Scott Publishing Com-

pany, 38 Walker street, New York, for

valuable re-publications. These famous reviews

abound in magazine reading of the highest order.

and should take the place of much of the trashy

material of the same sort, originating in this

country.

We have to thank the Messrs.

T. Ellwood 7. II k Co., Nos. It & 19 S. Sixth

street. Philadelphia, for a copy of "Mackenzie's

Recei] tsj" containing a vast amount of

useful and interesting information : many of the

receipts being alone worth much more than the

price of the book. 8 vo., cloth, gilt. 469 pages.

Ohio State Agricultural Report for 1305.

—

We acknowledge the receipt of this n
though too late for examination. It is a hand-

some volume of more than 400 pas

Diseases of the American Stable, Field and

Farm Yard, by Robert McClure, Veterinary Sur-

geon, Philadelphia, is received too late for exam-

ination and notice this month.

Dr. John 0. Wharton.—The numc-rons friends

of this gentleman, and it is rare that any man
has so many, will be sorry to learn that he re-

signed the office of Register of the Maryland Ag-

ricultural College at the last meeting of the

Board of Trustees, to take effect on the first of

November, and that he proposes to move to the

State of Mississippi, where many members of hi3

family arc now residing.

Dr. Wharton has been, for more than thirty-

years, prominent among the public meu of the

State, and always one of the most zealous friends

of whatever be deemed calculated to promote its

agricultural interests. He was one of the pro-

jectors of the Maryland Agricultural Co..

one of the original corporators, and one of the

very few, to whose earnest determination, it

owed its origin. In the responsible an 1 influen-

tial position of Register, he has given to it many*

of the best years of his life : serving it always

with an energy and devotion, which grew out of

an earnest conviction of the benefits to the agri-

cultural community, of which such an Institution

is capable. In leaving it, and the State, be car-

ries with him the regrets and heartiest good

wishes of a host of friends, whom his genial

manners and warm heart have attracted, and his

truth and genuine worth have attached to him.

The Maryland Agricultural Colli-, e.—We
spoke with some confidence, in our September

number, of the probable reopening of this In-

stitution about the first of October. Our an-

ticipations were too sanguine. At a meeting of

the Board of Trustees heid in September, too

late for notice in our last number, it was not

deemed expedient to open again earlier than the

first of January. We learn now that it is definite-

ly determined to commence operations again with

the new year, and that another meeting of the

Board will be held on the twelfth of November,

to elect Professors, aud perfect the reorganiza-

tion.

Fine Grapes —Mr. David .Miller, of Carlisle,

Pa., has sent us by express a box of Concord

grapes, which we found to be of very superior

quality. They are not so large as those noticed

last mouth, but quite equal, if not superior in

other respects. See his advertisement.
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State Agricultural Society.

Having had numerous applications from gen-

tlemen in various parts of the State who were

members of the Mauylaxd Stats Agriccutual

Society, to call a meeting with a view of taking

steps to its re-organization, and believing that

the time has eoine to organize an Agricultural

iety, I respectfully request all gentlemen in

the State, favorable to the organization of a Slate

Agricultural Society, to meet at Xo. 07 West Fay-

ette strtct. iu the city of Baltimore, on Wei.sk.~-

day, 14th of Soykmder, uext. at 12 o'clock, M.

Johx Mlkkvma.v.

Uai.jitlds, Oct. 20, 1866.

Just as we are closing up our matter for this

month's issue, we have received the above which

speaks for itself, and which we have only time to

commend to the favourable response of our .Man -

laud readers.

—

Els.

Gleanings from October Number of
" Horticulturist."

Grape Cutting*.—Made as soon as the foliage

of the vine drops, and planted out in well-pre-

pared land, will start early in the spring, and

make a stronger and better growth, than when

made during winter and planted out in the spring.

Cause of Rot in Grajtes.—In the discussion at

the Lake Shore Gra[>e Growers" Association,

the cause of disease, rot, ftc, was ascriued in a

great measure, to permitting the vines to overbear,

and thus reducing their vitality, and ability to

endure extreme changes of temperature.

Seedling Grape Vines, Magnolias, and Orna-

mental Shrubs, should be protected the first win-

ter. Many are destroyed the first winter that

would otherwise prove hardy.

Xurton $ Virginia Grape.—Mr. Ilr.smann does

not say too much in praise of this grape when

it can be successfully ripened. It makes a wine

heavier than the best clarets, and approaches

more nearly to Port, than any other with which

T am acquainted. To those about to engage in

vine-growing in our Southern States, especially

in Tennessee, it will prove of the greatest value.

L ri rs.
— ''';., •.

-

:
roperly managed, bas-

ket layers may be made to do much better than

common layers of tlx? same size. A good shoot

from an Isabella vine, layered by the end of May.

in an old half-bushe! parated from the

parent plant by the middle of August, and re-

moved on the fifth of September to its permanent

location, ripened its wood so perfectly, that two

arms of four feet each, (which had been grown

while the layer was attached to the present vine,)

were laid in at the winter pruning. Next year

their arms threw up twelve vigorous shoots, all of

which would have borne fruit if allowed to do

so. But the fruit blossoms were all removed, as

soon as they showed themselves, and the second

B, each alternate shoot bore a full crop of

gr»pes, without injury to the vine.

The great advantage to be derived from the

use of baskets, is the facility it gives of trans-
'

planting the vines before they were done grow-

ing. A plant layered by the end of May will

begin to throw out roots early in June. By the

first of August these roots will have filled a

large nasket : if now, by the middle of August,

the layer be placed upon its own resources, the

roots and wood will ripen thoroughly. Remove

the plant by the first of September to its finai

resting place, and the roots will not only heal up

all their injuries, but will send out multitudes of

new fibres, and the vine at the close of the season

is equal to a good, healthy plant that had been

S"t out in the previous spring, and had grown

without check the whole season. Audit is not

a whit oetttr. The great advantage to be derived

from basket la\ers, lies in the fact that they can

be transplanted so early in the fall, as to secure

what is virtually equivalent to an extra year's

growth. This, and this alone confers upon them

their superiority to coiumou layers or cuttings.

Purchasing Trers in the Full.—We advise all

tree planters, whether near, or far from a nur-

sery, to purchase their fruit aud ornamental

trees, except evergreens, iu the fall. If the

ground is not reach for planting before the first

of winter sets in, then select a dry place, if pos-

sible, shaded from the sun, and heel them in

carefully. There are often times in winter when

planting out may be done to great advantage;

and, by having the trees on hand, the work can

lie j>erformed leisurely and carefully.

77<- Kittatinny BlacJihtrrg.—This Blackberry

promises to be more desirable, both for mar-

ket and family use, than any other variety. It

led to be as large as the Lawton : to ripen

earlier, and continue longer, and to bear equally

as well, if not better; the canes perfectly hardy,

and the fruit sweet and high flavored.

Bloodv Milk—Caked Udder.—J. D. Churchill

i the Rurd American that the best remedy

he ever saw for bloody milk or caked

cows, consisted of half a teaspoonfulof s

given once a day for a week.
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Gleanings from the Gardeners'
Monthly.

The Roger's Hybrids.—John M. Ives, of Sa-

lem, Mass., says : Of all the grapes that have

come under our notice during the last four

rears, we have seen none to equal, taking into

consideration all desirable qualities, the grapes

known as Rogers' Hybrids, raised by E S. Rog-

ers, of Salem. His experiment in Hybridising

has proved, and set at rest, a subject which has

been some time in dispute among horticulturists

and botanists. Mr. Rogers has given to the

country varieties of hardy grapes- the most

valuable of any heretofore known for this lati-

tude, and also for more southern ones. These

varieties, some forty or more, were produced by

hybridising one of the best and earliest wild

grapes, belonging to the species, Vitis Labrusca,

with two of the earliest of the foreign species,

V. Vinifera, known as Black Hamburg, and

White Chasselas ; and the change from the wild

type in the new seedlings is immense, and ap-

parent to the commonest observer ; the new va-

rieties having more of the foxy odor, peculiar to

the native parent from which the seed was taken,

and resembling in size, color, and delicacy of

fruit, the foreign, and the berries like this species

having the property of not dropping.

Mr. Rogers, knowing what was wanted, chose

the wild variety on account of its hardiness and

earliness, (in preference to the Isabella,) for the

mother of the new variety ; and for the male

parent, the two hardiest of the foreign species,

viz: the Black Hamburg,and the White Chasselas;

and from these two species have come numerous

valuable varieties, possessing many of the quali-

ties desired ; and such as hardiness of vine, earli-

ness, and delicacy of fruit. These grapes are

sent out by numbers : No. 15 has ripened four or

five years in succession, where many other much

praised kinds have failed. There are many other

varieties, as Nos. I, 3, 4, 9, 14, 23, 30, 33, 41,

43 and 44, which are thought nearly equal, and

some quite as good. These are all earlier than

the Isabella, and many of them earlier, larger,

and much superior to the Concord in qnality.

Some of these grape3 are considered equal in

quality to man}- of the foreign sorts from under

glass, and the most promising we possess for out-

door cultivation.

Soil and Manurefor the Grape.—The best and

most natural soil for the grape, is dry porous

limestone. It should be well drained; Cold and

wet situations are unfavorable for the vine. In

manuring for the grape we should never use ani-

mal manures uncomposted. The mineral ma-

nures, in consequence of their ingredients, have

the most effect on the quality of the fruit, while

animal matter encourages the formation of wood,

too fast, and makes the vine tender, and subject to

disease and mildew. Bone dust contains the most

nourishing elements, with ashes and lime. These,

with a good surface soil, well covered in the fall

with dry leaves, are nearly all the materials neces-

sary for the vine.

Keeping Apples—D. W. Adams, Wawkon,
Iowa, says: Tn localities where the winter is suf-

ficiently cold and steady, apples may be frozen

up, perfectly solid early in winter, and remain

wholly dormant, and consequently exempt from

decay for three or four months. I am unable to

discover that freezing injures in the least tbe fla-

vour, texture, or keeping qualities of apples,

if they are thawed very slowly, and in a situ-

ation where air and light are excluded. They

are rot damage 1 by any kind of transportatio n

while hard frozen.

Root Pruning and Removing Large TVe^s.—The

Editor says, that George Lee, of Cliveden, an

English fruit grower, whose "bread and butter"

depends on his success with his fruit trees, has

two thousand trees of apples, pears, cherries and

plums, which he lifts and removes every year.

He has done this for many years, and he con-

tinues to do it, because he finds that it pays him

handsomely in a profusion of magnificent fruit.

He commences with one or two year old trees.

The first time or two of their removal, he says,

they have their growth checked, but subsequent

removals do not seem to put them back an v. In

a recent paper published in the April No. of

Transactions of the Royal Horticultural Society,

he gives a list of varieties which have been under

this treatment from 10 to 15 years, with their

heights, "spread,' 1 and diameter of their trunks.

Of pears, Doyenne d'Ete, 10 years planted, nine-

teen feet high, and with a stem eighteen inches

in circumference, Benrre, C*iel, Boussack, TJr-

baniste, and others, exhibit about the same pro-

portions. Apples 12 years planted, twelve to

thirteen feet high, with a "spread" of six to seven'

feet, and stems sixteen inches in circumference.

These are all on what are called standard stocks,

though the trees are grown as Pyramids. Dwarfs

do, generally, just a3 well, and bear earlier, hast-

ening the profits of the fruit garden. Mr. Lee

has successfully moved pear trees that were twen-

ty-five years old, and three feet in circumference,

that had never before been moved.

The method he practices 'in removing, recom-

mended also by the editor of the Gardener's

Monthly, is, for a tree twenty-five to thirty feet
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high, to dig a circle eighteen inches wide, ten or

twelve feet from the tree; then dig and throw

the soil out, at least two feet deep with the

spade; a digging fork only is afterwards used,

and the tree undermined, and the soil all care-

fully taken out from among the roots, by gently

shaking them with the fork, and letting the earth

fall into the undermine. The old notion of tak-

ing up a ball of earth with the tree is treated as

absurd. The object being to get all the roots,

and leave all the earth., instead of taking up a

large ball of earth, and leaving the greater por-

tion of 'he roots behind.

Mr. Lee's practice spoils the illustration of Dr.

Franklin, when he says :

"I never saw an oft removed tree,

Nor yet, an oft removed family,

That throve as well, as those that settled be '

The rationale of the matter is, that it being

only the ends of fihres that draw up nourishment

to the plant, by cutting back a little, one root

with one point, is made to throw out fifty roots

with fifty points, multiplying fifty fold, the ac-

quisitive powers of the tree.

Cold Graperies.—The editor grows indignant

over those who seek for advice, how to make
"aerated, divided, and double-distilled grape

borders," and want information about "bones,

hair, lime and plaster, carcasses of hogs, horses,

swine, and asses, and the concentrated essence of

a score of fertilizers," and are seeking generally

"to expend the greatest amount of money, on

the smallest proportionate crop of grapes." He
finds that the more care and expense bestowed on

grape houses and grape borders, the more indif-

ferent is the crop, and thinks that hundreds are

deterred from having vineries, because they have

seen so much spent for so little The material

for a grape border recommended, is "one-fourth

rotten stable manure, cow dung preferred ; one-

fourth of coarse, sharp, road sand ; two-fourths

of turfy sod from a pasture all mixed up to-

gether."

Quince Cuttings.—These generally fail when

put in, in spring, but rarely if set in the fall,

and the earlier the better. Throw coarse litter

over them, to keep them from being thrown out

by thawings in winter.

Milk Fever in Cows.— I observed an enquiry

in the Ohio Firmer for a remedy for the fatality

of cows after calving. The best remedy I know
is to give two quarts of strong hop yeast just

before calving, and afterwards give two quarts

three times a day for two or three days ; then if

the cow seems well, taper off by giving it once

or twice a day. It may be given in a little wheat

bran. Tt is necessary to milk the cow for some

days before she has her calf, in order to prevent

throwing her into a fever, especially when high

in flesh, and running on pasture.—W. B., Guern-

sey county, Ohio.

The Silk Business in California.

It is definitely settled now that experiments

in the production of silk are to be made at San

Jose, on a scale sufficiently large to test the

question whether the business can be made pay.

It is known that silkworms will thrive there, and

that the climate is far more favorable to them

than those of Italy, France, China and Japan

—

the principal silk countries of the world ; but the

price of labor is so high that capitalists have been

unwilling to risk their money in the enterprise.

They feared that the disadvantages in the matter

of labor would more than counterbalance all the

advantages of climate. Their motive was only a

fear, not a belief, much less a conviction ; their

presumptions were in favor of success. But they

would not venture their money on such a pre-

sumption. The legislature, however, has come

to the aid of the enterprise, and offered rewards

for the production of cocoons and the planting of

mulberry trees in certain considerable numbers.

These rewards secure the silk-grower against

loss, while they are so small that the State will

not feel the burden. If the experiment succeeds,

the business will be at once established on an

extensive scale, and silk will become one of the

regular productions of the State.

Influence of Railroads on the HATcnrxr; of

Eggs.—A peculiar effect of the proximity of rail-

roads on the hatching of eggs has been mention-

ed in some French papers. It has been found

that there are scarcely any chickens raised in all

those poultry yards which are situated in the im-

mediate neighborhood of the rails of a mu h

frequented road. This fact has been observed in

various parts of France, and is supposed to re-

sult from the earthquake-like trembling or shak-

ing of the soil caused by a passing railroad train,

which exerts an unfavorable influence on the

eggs. It would be indeed interesting to learn

whether something similar to this has been no-

ticed on this side of the water.

In laying out gardens for fruits and

vegetables, place everything in drills or rows, so

that they may be cultivated by a horse, and thus

save the expense of hard labor.
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Feeding Bullocks.

Major Taylor, a noted feeder of fine

bullocks. Bays regularity in feeding is indispen-

sable. His regular ration to each-animal

quarts a day of meal made of corn, rye, and oats

mixed. His usual practice is to feed coarse hay

first in ilie morning, then dry meal, and then two

or three fodderings of finer hay and roweu. Afier

the cattle are well filled, and about 11 A. M.,

they are turned out to water, and while out the

stalls are regulated, cleaned and Btrawed They

are immediately stabled again, as they gain faster

shut up. and are expected to lie down, and rest

till feeding time again. About 3 P. M.. dry

meal is given, then one or two fodderings of

bay, and lastly stalks, which answers for the

night. Every stalk and leaf onconsumed is re-

moved from the mangers between the feedings.

Only such quantities and qualities are fed as are

likely to be eaten entire and clean The hay is

mostly pulled with a hay hook, in order to draw

from different layers of the mow, and thus se-

cure greater variety.— Co. Gent.

Seme Reasons for Raising Sorghum.
Wm. H. 'White, writing from South Windsor,

Conn., to The Working Farmer, Bays: "The

raising of Sorghum can no longer be looked upon

as an experiment : tor we have the practical re-

sults attending its culture for eight to ten years

past. Then 1 would recommend to every farmer

to raise a piece of Sorghum. But says the read-

er, will it pay ? This certainly is a very fair and

important question, and it is to be well consid-

ered. The fairest way of deciding this question

is, to compare it with other crops of similar cost

in producing.

'•The corn crop requires nearly the same cul-

tivation, but is more exhaustive to the soil, so

that the two will approach nearer than any other

D be selected. For example, we take the

average yield of the two crops in the Suae of

New York fur 1864 as reported by the Agricul-

tural Department at Washington. Sorghum av-

eraged ll:2,o gallons per acre: and the average

price for which it sold was $1.06, which would

give as the value of the product of an acre

25. The average yield of corn was 29jj

bushels p^r acre, at an average of $
bushel, or $51.28 per acre. From the product

of the Sorghum, should be deducted the price of

manufacturing, which in some places is 40 cts..

and others only 25 cts. per gallon: we will

reckon from the higher, and we have $75.25 as

the net proceeds, or a balance of $22.94 in favor

of the Sorghum. The labor being nearly equal,

no account is made of it ; neither of the fod

as I consider the Sorghum leaves and seed quite

equal to the corn fodder The above average

yield is lelow what I think it should be, as the

past season we have produced it at the rate of

over - gal s to the acre. At the rate of

160 gallons to the acre, which is a fair yield, the

farmer who raists his half an acre wou'd receive

- gallons; andif he chooses,asissometimes the

case, he can give one-half for manufacturing, and

still have for 40 gallons left himself without the

outlay of one cent in money. Next as to its

quality, and how far can it be used in household

economy. As to its quality it equals the best

syrup molasses we get and may be substiiuted

therefor in many instances, as well as for the

cheaper qua.. a urs."

Grape Vine of Santa Barbara.

One of the celebrities of Spanish California is

the immense and beautiful grape vine now grow-

ing at the Moutecilo, two or three miles below

Santa Barbara. The planter of the viue was

Donna Marcelina Felix de Dominguez. of the

earliest expedition to Sonora, before 1780. It

was planted by her over sixty-five years ago,

from a slip which she cut from the young vine-

yard at San Antonio Mission, in Monterey Co.,

for a horse whip. Her husband had grot pel

sion to make a small garden near the warm
springs of Montecilo, a favourite place for the

washerwomen of the new settlement of Sauta

Barbara, and here she planted it on the edge of

a knoll. It immediately took root and began

to bud and leaf, and from careful attention before

she died, it was made to produce more than any

Known grape vine in all America, North or

Bouth. Between 1850 and 16G0 it had been

trailed over some 80 feet in circumference, with

a trunk of 12 inches diameter, rising clean 15

feet from the ground. Somes years it has borne

over 6,000 bunches of ripe and sound grapes, or

close on to 8,000 pounds, and become the won-

der of every resident or sojourner in (hat

psrt of California. And what is more, for the

last thirty years it has principally maintained

the old woman and her numerous family.

. Prof. Silliman, when he visited it last year,

said he had never heard of such an immense

grape vine in any other country, which is saying

a great deal, as he has travelled much in the

south of Europe.

—

San Francisco Bulletin.

A Profitable Crop.—We understand that

Andrew J. Schindle and Daniel Baker sold their

crop of grapes raised on two acres of land the

present season for $1008.

—

Hagerstovm U .
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Southern Agriculture.
BY DK LEE, OF KNOX CO., TE.N.V.

Gentlemen :—Please aecept my thanks for the

four first numbers of the sixth series of the old

"American Farmer" which you have sent me.

.Never before did Southern agriculture so much

need the assistance of its wisest and most devoted

friends; for it has received a blow from the sud-

deu emancipation of four million slaves, without

compensation, that will give pain, and work evil,

lor many years to come. Planters in the British

West India islands were paid in part, at least,

tor the loss of their slaves set free by Govern-

ment; but that measure of partial justice did not

impart industry to freedmen, nor prevent flour-

ishing estates going to decay and ruin. It was

confidently asserted that free colored persons

would produce more sugar for wages as hire-

lings, than they had done as slaves; and that

the offence of slavery being removed, white la-

borers from Europe would go abundantly to

these fertile islands and cultivate them as gar-

dens to the incalculable advantage of the own-

ers of all planting and farming lands. But I

white laborers have not gone there; nor will they

go to the Southern States to raise tropical plants, '

like cotton, sugar and rice. There is, therefore,

great danger that, to the loss ofsome two thousand

million dollars in most active, productive, and

reproductive property, an equal loss is to ac-

crue by diminished staples, and the depreciated

value of real estates.

If properly sustained, the agricultural press

of the South will do much to avert the last

named calamity. The study must be how to

render hmd productive and profitable, with the

least labor; for negroes are sure to lose by de-

grees the industrious habits acquired heretofore,

when subject to stronger minds than their own.

and will become steadily less reliable for all

large agricultural purposes as time advances.

This deterioration may be lessened by adopting

the practice of Mr. Farras, of Georgia, who
rises at three o'clock in the morning, and keeps

his colored people under his eye all day, to pre-

vent their learning the sweets of idlem

returning to man's primitive state of pure lazi-

ness. The Ethiopean will sooner change his

skin and build up a powerful nation of his race,

than lose this constitutional infirmity. I am
old enough to remember the abolition of slavery

in tile State of New York, and how generally the

freedmen left their agricultural occupations in the

valleys of the Hudson and Mohawk, for less la-

borious employment in cities and villages

Some colored children attended common schools

with me; but education never made one of them

love agriculture, or become a farmer. Schools

for colored children in the South will disappoint

their founders. The proper mental culture of

white children will pay better. My ideas on

Subject are derived from twenty years uhscr-

tion in the South as a writer for the press, a pub-

lic teacher, and a student.

An intelligent, industrious population is what

the Southern States need more than all else, to

support schools, build roads, open mines, erect

factories, and above all, cultivate and improve

the soil in the most skilful and successful man-

ner. If the world understood the natural ad-

vantages of the "sunny South'' as I understand

them, after long and patient study, the voting

power of the Federal Government would soon

be South of Mason's and Dixon's line. In time,

it is sure to come here, and mainly by the at-

traction of agricultural forces winch wili cot

diminish while the earth lasts, and which are as

reliable for all industrial purposes as the rising of

the sun and the fall of rain and dew. The South

is rich in agricultural facts which the world has

never considered, because it has never known
them. I trust that the old "American Farmer''

will distinguish itself by searching out these alike

interesting and instructive facts, ami giving

them due prominence before its readers. Its

conductors know something of the character of

Mr. Dixon, of Hancock county, Georgia, and

will doubtless consider him good authority on

an agricultural question. He told me that he

commenced planting on the poor piny woods

land of central Georgia with only two hands,

and in twenty-five years had made a property,

which, at my request, was named to me in de-

tail on his home plantation, and I thought it

worth S?-00,0U0, or more. For the public in-

struction I was searching for new facts

—

nothing

more, nothing less. It was not the high price

of cotton that gave existence to this property;

for, twenty years ago, when I first resided in Au-
gusta, cotton sold in that market at five cents a

pound; and the average sales of Mr. Dixon, pre-

vious to the war. were probably at less than half

the present price of cotton in gold. Having only

two slaves to start with, slavery did not give

him his estate; for thousands of other planters

with equal attainments, more slaves, and far bet-

ter land, have achieved no such results. How,
then, did a nearly barren, sandy soil, bought at

i dollar an acre, and too dear at that, produce

Dromon tillage, and fair economy, such a

property? Simply by utilizing plain facts, which

too many superficial thinkers, readers, and wri-

ters on rural affairs, affect to discredit, and de-
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Xo matter how important an agricultu-

ral fact may be, intrinsically, its value is latent

until developed by use. If you desire an expo-

sition of the facts referred to, you have only to

soul me the Farmer regularly to obtain them.

Respectfully, Daniel Lee,

Gap Creek
,
Knox Cj., Tenn.

We hope to hear often from Dr. Lee.

—

Ed.

MlDDLEBCRfJ, LotTDOUX Co., Va.,

September 12, 1866.

Gentlemen:—Enclosed you will find $2 fori

subscription to "American Farmer." In noth-

ing did you show your good sense more than in
|

sending the "Farmer" to your old subscribers,
'

trusting them to send the money when they

could. We are not so completely ruined but we
can raise two dollars for so good a friend as the

"Farmer"—if we did not do it—our wives

would.

For the matter of that—I do not agree with

your correspondent—who writes from "Areola,"

saying, "we are all ruined." He must be a

rusty, crusty old bachelor. With such women
and lands, in old Loudoun, aye ! and such no-

Lie men as we have left—how can we be ruined?

In your July number, you had a mode of treat-

ment for foot rot in sheep, worth much more than

is paid for one year's subscription. The pro-

portion of lard should have been stated. I used

from two to three parts of lard, cr butter, to one

part of sulphate of copper, following all the

other directions minutely, which are very im-

portant.

We must turn our attention, not only to sheep,

but to grapes, with a view of making wine. I

see the Scuppenong highly recommended by J.

Van Uuren in your last number. Will you
tate what are considered the best grapes

for our latitude with a view to make wine.

I am, most sincerely, your friend,

Wm. B. Cochran.
Messrs. Wbrthingion $ Leu-is.

While the Scuppernong is the wine grape of
the South, it has been much overlooked and
neglected in this, and more northern latitudes.

We do not know why, and should be glad to

learn from some one better informed. We
do not hesitate, with all the information we
can get, to recommend the Concord, not as best

in quality, either for the table or wine, but for

quality, hardiness, and productiveness combined,
the roost profitable grape for this latitude.—Ed.

The number of worker bees in hives is

said to vary from 5,000 to 50,000.

Management of an English Dairy
Farm.

The London Agricultural Gazette gives the

following interesting account of the dairy farm

carried on by Lord Granville, near London:

The following are the leading particulars re-

garding the farm : It is three hundred and forty

acres in extent, of which about three hundred

are pasture. All this grass land is mown twice.

When the cow-stalls are full, holding from one

hundred to one hundred and twenty cows, about

three-fourths of an acre are needed daily as cut

forage carted home, and the whole land is twice

cut over in this way between the end of April

and the beginning of October; all that is fit for

hay being, both in June and again a second

lime as "rowen" in August, mown and made.

The remainder is grazed with sheep during the

autumn months, three hundred being purchased

for this purpose in September, and sold at Christ-

mas. There are thus about six hundred loads of

hay made annually, and of this nearly half is

consumed upon the premises and one half is

sold. The produce of the land is thus (at an

average yield of first and second cuts equal to

twenty-six hundred weight of hay per acre)

about three thousand tons of grass from the pas-

ture land (of which one thousand tons are sold

as hay, leaving two thousand tons to be con-

sumed,) and probably six hundred tons of man-

gel wurzel and cabbages from the arable land,

making two thousand six hundred tons of green

food, either succulent or dried as hay, consumed

per annum by one hundred and twenty cows,

which amounts to about one and a fourth hun-

dred weight daily a piece, (taking both grass

and hay into account.) In addition to the pro-

duce of the farm, some eighty loads of straw per

annum, and one hundred and fifty quarters of

grains per week, and probably twenty or thirty

tons (two to three hundred weight a day upon

an average) of peas, barley, and pollards are

purchased and consumed per annum. The cows

receive one and a fourth to one and a half bush-

els of grains in two meals daily—in winter

they receive fifteen pounds of hay and thirty

pounds of mangel and wurzel, and in summer,
grass—about three-fourths of an acre of a crop,

equal to thirty hundred weight of hay, sufficing

for one hundred or one hundred and twenty cows.

In addition to this they receive two to four

pounds of meal a day when in full milk, and
again when their milk is shrinking rapidly, and
when it is desired to fat them for the market. As
soon as a cow shrinks to five quarts of milk a

day, she is dried off and fattened, and in this

way continual purchases of stock are being made
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to keep the bouses full; one hundred and fifty to

one hundred and sixty are annually purchased

and sold to keep one hundred and twenty cows

in constant milk. Where the state of the mar-

ket recommends it, the cows are fattened up to

nearly their original value when in full milk; at

other times they are allowed to go sooner, and

the original value is not realized. In two years

of which Mr. Panter has been good enough to

give its an account, the average price on pur-

chase was £19 1 Ta. and £19 18s. respectively:

while the price obtained on sale was only £14

14s. and £13 14s. respectively. This, however,

represents a much greater loss than usual, owing

to the severity in these years of pleuropneumo-

nia and the foot and mouth disease. On an ad-

joining dairy farm, in 1863-4. about ninety be-

ing continually in milk, the cows, kept a shorter

time and continually fed as well as milked.

reached on sale within £1 of their purchase

price. But one hundred and fifty-three were

purchased and sold per annum to keep a stock

of ninety good, so that they could not have been

kept longer on an average than seven months

each

.

In 1862—3, upon the Golder's Green farm,

one hundred cows being daily milked upon an

average throughout the year, the return for milk

sold was £3.900, or £39 per stall. In IS

one hundred and twenty cows being kept, the

return was £4.900, or upwards of £40 per stall.

] n the latter year one hundred and sixty-four cows

had been bought for £3.077, or £18 15s. a head.

and one hundred and sixty-one were sold for

.7, cr £14 8s. a piece, being a loss of £

in all, equal to nearly £5 per cow, more than

£6 per stall: and it must be borne .in' mind that

the return stated above, amounting to nearl v

per stall per annum on an average, corresponds

to only £30 or thereabouts per cow during the

eight or nine months' feeding spent upon her.

On the whole, the return in 1864—5 may be

stated at £4,140 for about 2f,60fl tens of .

80 loads of straw, 8,000 quarters of grain, and

20 to 30 tons of meal and cake, a lartre expendi-

ture on labor, and the use of a large amount of

capital. The men employed upon the farm and

in attendance on the cows correspond to one to

every ten cows, and in addition to this there

there is the cost of hay-making, let at 25s. an

acre, or thereabouts, and the cost of horse la-

bor, including thirteen or fourteen horses in five

or six teems. To the receipts from the cows must

be added the proceeds, about £300 per annum,

from wheat and potatoes grown on the arable

land, and some £100 or thereabouts realized

from the sheep, together with the price of 200

or 300 loads of hay; and to the expenditure

must be added a good deal of extra labor con-

nected with harvest work upon the arable land.

The reader will work out the calculation for

himself. But keeping to the return in milk

the 2,600 tons or thereabouts ofgrass, both succu-

lent and dried, consumed by the cows, we make

the net profit, deducting rent at £3 per acn

5 per cent, upon the probable capital empli

to be about 6s. or 7s. per ton of the grass thus

trrown and consumed.

Fattening Sheep in Winter.

Winter-fattening of sheep may often be made
very profitable, and deserves greater attention,

especially where manure is an object : and the

instances are few, indeed, where it is not. In

England it is considered good policy to fatten

sheep, if the increase of weight will pay for the

oil cake or grain consumed : the manure being

deemed a fair equivalent for the other food—that

is. as much straw and turnips as they will cat.

Lean sheep there usually command as high a

price per pound in the fall, as fattened ones in

the spring; while in this country the latter usu-

ally bear a much higher price, which gives the

. a great advantage. The difference may be

,
best illustrated by a simple calculation. Suppose

a wether of good mutton breed, weighing e; >

pounds in the fali. to cost six cents per pound,

amouuting to 84.80. and to require twenty

pounds of hay per week, or its equivalent in

other food, and to gain a pound and a half each

week ; the gain in weight in four months would

be about twenty-five pounds, which, at six cents

per pound, would be one dollar and fifty cents,

or less than ten dollars per ton for hay con-

sumed: but if the same sheep could be bought

in the fall for three cents per pound, and sold in

:
the spring for six cents, the gain would amount

to three dollars and ninety cents, or upwards of

twenty dollars per ton for the hay—the manure

j

being the same in either case. For fattening, it

is well to purchase animals as large and thrifty,

and in as good condition as can be had at fair

prices, and to feed liberally, so as to secure the

most rapid increase that can be had without

of food. The fattening of sheep by the aid

of oil-cake, or grain purchased for the purpose,

! may often be made a cheaper mode of obtaining

j
manure than the purchase of artificial fertilizers.

.ano, super-phosphate of lime and the like,

and it is altogether preferable. It is practiced

extensively and abroad, ar.

serves at least a fair trial among us.

—

Rebt. J>n-

' nings, V. S.
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Mulching Meadows.. Bide by side with the straw; the yield (as near

It is of the highest importance to the farmer as guessing could come) was equal; that mulched

to obtain the best possible yield from his men- was the taller and finely headed, that manured

dows and pastures, in order to carry the stock
j

was thickest at the bottom
;
the bulk upon the

"all the year round," especially his meadows, \ wagon equal. To feed to cows. I much prefer

that through the foddering months cattle and the hay from the mulched area; and think the

other stock maybe supplied with nutritious food, cattle will second my supposition.

It is generally conceded, I believe, that good hay
'

To apply straw in the autumn may be benefi-

—meadow hay is that food— is the foundation- ! cial, but suspicions of mice have hitherto pre-

stone of successful feeding. Farmers understand
;

vented, I shall apply this fall late, and again in

that meadows must be manured in some way in
|

the spring, and watch results.— Country Gent.

order to maintain their fertility. To show one ^.
of many wars is my design.

An increased yield of grass may be obtained

by spreading dry straw upon the surface of the

meadow in early spring—if possible, before the

frost leaves the ground. It should be spread

To keep Fowls free from Vermin.

There are several kinds of vermin that infest

the hen. By attending to the following reme-

dies, they will be entirely kept clear : First of

very evenly and very thin. A novice must not
j

»U, if in confinement, in the dust corner of the

be put at the work, but one personally and pecu- |

poultry-house mix about a pound of sulphur

niarily interested. |

among the dust, ashes, and fine air-slacked lime

In the spring of '61, I purchased a farm, upon for them to dust in. This will give the feathers

which was a pile of straw, from which seven or » fine, glossy appearance. If infested with in-

eight hundred bushels of oats had been threshed !
sects, damp the skin with a little water: then

the previous autumn, and the straw remained as
' sprinkle with a pepper-box a little sulphur on the

it fell from the machine. Wishing to remove it, |
skin. Let a bird be covered with these insects.

I ascertained the poorest part of the meadow, and

drew the straw in the first days of April and

spread it, not without some misgivings, as I

noticed that it gave amusement to my neighbors,

who were jocose for the time over ;

' book farm-

ing.'' They prophesied the mower would clog,

the horse-rake scratch it up, and that I should

have all back in the barn again. Why not make
manure of it? they said, meaning thereby, let it

rut and then scatter it.

The result was far beyond my most sanguine

expectancy. The yield was greater than from

any other portion of the meadow—and, consid-

ering its poverty, which may lie understood by

the answer given by a farm laborer as to the

yield the previous season he said: "There was
not enough to wipe the scythe." The reader can

draw what inference he pleases.

The present year a similar application was
made, with equally good results, upon land of

altogether different quality, the former being a

clay loam, the last a gravelly soil. These ex-

periments have established a faith not to be

shaken, in the benefit of mulching meadows with

straw. The question will be asked, will it not

be better to allow the straw to rot, and then ap-

ply it to the land? I think not ; dry straw will

spread over at least ten times more surface than

when rotted, and the benefits or the reason will

be seen in the following statement

:

I took whole manure from a pit, both urine

and solid matter, and applied on the same field

and they will all disappear in twelve hours.

Previous to setting a hen, more particularly in

warm weather, if the nest be slightly sprinkled,

with sulphur, there is no fear of the hen being

annoyed by them. Many a fine brood of chick-

ens pine away and die through nothing else,

when no one knows the cause. Having observed

hens leaving their nests just before hatching

time, we examined the nest and found the eggs

I covered and literally alive with very small and

minute vermin—almost too small to be observed

with the naked eye. A free application of air-

slacked lime, dry wood ashes and sulphur sprin-

kled over the eggs, will exterminate them; or,

when the house is infested with them, clear out

the fowls, close the doors, windows, etc., and

fumigate with brimstone, by burning it in an

iron vessel, and the fowls will not be annoyed

afterwards.

How to Cleanse a Cistern.—A simple thing

I have accidently learned, and if not generally

known ought to be, relating to stagnant, odor-

ous water in cisterns. Many persons know how
annoying this sometimes becomes. After fre-

quent cleaning, and other experiments, all to no

permanent utility, I was advised to put, say, two
pounds of caustic soda in the water, and it pu-

rified it in a few hours. Since then, when I tried

what is called concentrated lye, I had quite as

good a reseult. One or both these articles can be

obtained at any druggists.— Ohio Farmtr.
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Sunday Reading.

That thou mayest be fully convinced, that no

angelic nature, nor any created being, can pene-

trate into the essence of the Deity, let us listen 1

to the angels. How are they employed? Do

they discourse together on the nature of God?
Do they raise questions about it among them-

selves? By no means. What then is their oc- '<

cupation? They worship, they glorify, they'

adore: they sing with holy reverence;

and fear. Some of their angelic host si

G 1 in the highest .'" The seraphim

respond, " Si /. // "<-. //''/." and turn away

their eyes, as unable to endure the faintest glimpse i

of Deity : while the cherubim cry aloud, li Bless-'

-'ory from His throne." . . . These
I

many songs of men. recorded in the scriptures :

Deborah's and Moses', David's and others, in the

old Testament ; Zachary's and Mary's, and old
|

Simeon's in the new. But of any son? of angels, i

from the first Adam to the second. I remember no
|

record. But now Christ's birth mikes the an- !

gels also to sing JJjUtlujah, that is. glory unto '

God. Haply they sung before. St. Ambrose
holds their hymns were earlier than the world,

j

An - St. Paul calls them '-ministering
'

spirits." Theodoret saith their ministration was

merely celebration of God's glory. They might
\

have matter plenty, to praise the Lord before

:

bnt never had they argument, that so concerned !

them, as they have now. They sung before.
,

Si Ambrose saith.) 8 tos, 8 S a tus. i

Holy, Holy. Holy. But now for Sunt tus. they
;

- _ Bonus: they turn Holy into Gracious:

Chf.ist's birth yields benefit even unto the an-
;

gels. For the saints fill up that gap. which was

made among the angels by Lucifer's fall. Quod
J

m ang'lis lapsumut, tx hominihus re'l/i'um est.

saith St Augustine. The ruins of the angels

are repaired by man's redemption. They rejoice

at the repeutance of a sinner, because a repen-
j

tant sinner on earth becomes a triumphant saint

in heaven, and is so made " equal unto the an- j

Hunters and warriors make a great figure in

the world : but he that feeds the sheep is more '

honorably employed than he who pursues the
'

lion. The attendance of man upon those inno- i

cent c - which God hath ordained for his

use, is an employment which succeeded to the
j

life i . The holy patriarchs and ser-

vants of God were taught to prefer the occupation

of Bhepherds. Their riches consisted in flocks

and herds : and it was their pleasure as well as :

their labor, to wait upon them in tents, amidst I

the virions and beautiful scenery of the moun-
tains, the i wa-

ippy state of health, innocence, plen-

ty and p' :ity without luxury, and
- :re without corruption ! How Far pre!

ble to that artificial state of life, into whi

have been brought by over-stra;.. ;t i:i

civilizuion, and commerce too much exten

n corruption of manners, unnatural and cou-

rt tly unhealthy modes of living, n

of law, consumption of property, an 1 other kin-

dred evils, conspire to reader life so vain and un-

ictory, that many throw it away in despair,

as not worth having. A false glare of tiosf

happiness is found atnong3t the ri.-h and .treat,

with such distressing want and misery am
the poor, as nature knows nothing of: and which

can arise only from the false principles, and sel-

fish views and expedients of a weak and degene-

rate policy.

The worship of the Church Triumph mt is

wholly made up of hymns, without any mix-

ture and alloy of supplications. For why?
Their wants and wickedness, which are the

jects of them, are ceased; all tho evils, which

fill the litanies of the Church Militant, are • ---

ed aWay. .And they, that are redeemed from

them, have nothing to do in heaven but to -

praises to their Redeemer : which they do before

the throne, as we read, "resting not div nor

night." So that we may measure the excellency

of praise above prayers and supplications with

the same argument, as St. Paul doth the excel-

lency of charity above faith and hope, not only

frora its properties, but from its duration, be-

cause ' :
it never faileth." Praise ceaseth not

with the state of mortality, like the other, but

will accompany the saints into heaven, even a3

charity will; praise being, if we may so speak,

the religion of the saints above, as charity their

work and employment: who shall have, and

who can be conceived to have, nothing to exer-

cise either their devotion or communion, but the

praises of God, and the love of one another.

Content of mind, springing from innocency of

life, from the faithful discharge of our duty, from

iction of conscience, from a good hope in

1 to God and our future state, is much to

be preferred before all the delights which any

temporal profession or position can afford.

Meditation is that exercise of the mind bv

which it recalls a known truth, as some kind of

creatures do their food, to be ruminated upon

till all the vicious parts be extracted.
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Stock will fatten better in the dark than

in the light—better in the fall (on account of the

longer nights) than in the summer. With less

food, more weight can be secured in the dark

than in the light. Experiments have sufficiently

demonstrated this. The pig-pen should be dark

—we have often seen it made so with the finest

effect in favor of the fattening of stock. It is

known that light toughens the tissue. For a

work-horse the sun is excellent : for the working

man the same ; but not for the accumulation of

fat. Yet how few people take advantage of these

things.
. «-©-«.

Baltimore Markets, Oct. 20.

Coffee.—Kio, 18#al9#c. gold, according to quality.

Laguayra , and Java cts gold.

Cottox.—We quote prices as follows, viz:

Grades. t'jiland. Gulf.
Ordinary 33 —
Good do 35 —
Low Middling • 38 —
Middling 39 —
Fertilizers.—Peruvian Guano, none in the market,

nominal. $95. California, do. $65; Rodunda Island. $25;

Reese k Go's. Soluble Pacific Guano, $65; Flour of Bone,

$60; G. Obers (Kettlewells) AA Manipulated, $70; A do..

$60; Amrnoniated Alkaline Phosphate, $55; Alkaline Phos-

phate. $45; Baltimore City Company's Fertilizer. $40; do.,

Flour of Bone, $60; do., Ground Bone, $45; do., Poudrette

$20; Baugh's Raw-bone Phosphate. $56;—all per ton of

2,000 lbs.; Pure Ground Plaster, $13.50a$I4 00 per ton.

Shell Lime, slacked, 6c, unslacked, 10c per bushel.

Fish.—Mackerel.—Ho. 1, $21a23; Xo. 2, $18a21;

large new, Xo. 3, $14.75al5.25. Jlerrivys —Shore- none.

Labrador, $S00a9. 00; Potomac and Susqueh'na, $8.50a9,

Codfish, new, $7 50a
|

Flocb.—Howard Street Super and Cut Extra. $11 50a

$11.75; Family, $14.50al5.00; City Mills Super. $10.75a

11.50; Baltimore Family, $16.50.

Rye Flour and Corn Meal.—Rye Flour, new, $7.25a

7.50; Corn Meal, $5.25a5.50.

Graix.— Wheat.—Good to prime Red. $3 10a3.12;

Choice White—scarce—$3.60; good to prime. $3.00a;3.50

per bushel.

Corn.—White, $1.25; Yellow, $1.18 per bushel.

Rye.—$1.25 per bushel.

Oats —Heavy to light—ranging as to character from 57

a65c. per bushel.

Hay ax-d Straw.—Timothy $26a2S, and Rye Straw $21

a2'2 per ton.

Beaxs.—Common. $2 50a3 00 as to quality.

Potatoes.—$4 00a4 25 per bbl.

PROVISIONS.

—

Bacon.—Shoulders, 17 cts.; Sides, 18a

19c ; Hams, plain bagged, 24c.; sugar cured, 26c. per lb.

Salt.—Liverpool Ground Alum, $2.20a2. 25; Fine, $3.10

a3.25; Turk's Island. 62#c. per bushel.

Skeds.—Clover, held at $8.52aS.56; Timothy, $3.62a3.85

Flaxseed, $3 15

Tobacco.—We give the range of prices as follows:

Maryland.
Frosted to common $2. 50a 3.00
Sound common 3.50a 4.00
Middling 6.00a 8.00
Rood to fine brown 10 OOalS.OO
Fancy 17.00a2S 01

1

Upper country 3.00a30.00
Ground leaves, new 3.00al2.00

Ohio.

Inferkr to good common 4.00a 6.00
Brown and spangled 7.00al2.00
Good and fine red and spangled -. 13.O0al7.00
Fine yellow and fancy 20.00u30.00

Whiskey—$2.3Sa2.42 per gallon, in barrels.

Wool —We quote: Unwashed, 2Sa32 cts. per lb.; Tub-

washed. 4Sa51 cts.; Fleece, common, 42a45 cts.; Pulled,

Xo. 1, 30a35 cts.

Cattle Market.—Common, $5 75a$6; Good, $7.50a$8-

Prime Beeves. $S.25u8 .30 per 100 lbs.

Sheep—5^a7 cents per lb. gross.

Hogs—$14.00al4.50 per 100 lbs., net.

»•—; —
Wholesale Produce Market.

Prepared for the America* termer by Ellicott 4 Htwts, Product

and Commission Merchants, C7 Exchange Place.

Baltimore, Oct. 20, 1S66.

Butter.—Ohio, in brls. and kegs, solid packed, 25 to

30 cts.; Roll, 3S; Virginia and Pennsylvania in kegs and

tubs, 28 to 30; Glades, 35a45; Goshen, 45.

Beeswax—12 cts.

Cheese.—Eastern, 20; Western, 18 to 20.

Dried Fbcit.—Apples, 10; Peaches, 17a20.

Eggs—In barrels, 32 cents per dozen.

Feathers—70 cents for good Southern.

Lard.—Brls. IS, kegs 19, jars and other country pack-

ages 20 cents.

Tallow.—12 cents. —«-»•
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TDECEI^EBEH..

•Sweet are the harmonies of Spring,

Sweet is the Summer's evening gale,

Pleasant the Autumnal winds that shake

The many colored grove.

•And pleasant to the sober soul,

The silence of the wintry scene,

When nature shrouds her in her trance

In deep tranquility."

Farm Work for the Month.

The work to be done now, is chiefly that of

closing up the fall labours, aud only a few points

of interest need be noted.

CORK.

Let the com be got in with all despatch, as

there is now continued loss and waste. Be sure

that a correct account is kept of the quantity

put away, and of every several parcel, if put in

different places. Note also the quantities fed to

different kinds of fattening stock. See that the

fodder is well secured, and fed without waste.

TOBACCO.

It is sometimes, we find, advised that no

tobacco be stripped before January, but every

suitable "season" should, we think, be availed

of, so as not to have the work run into the

spring. Much of the value of the crop depends

upon the manner in which it is handled in strip-

ping. The sorting of the qualities, pressing the

bundles into the shape they should have in all

the after handling, neatness and order in laying

the bulks, and watchfulness to prevent beating

and discoloring in the bulk, are all points which

well demand attention. The stalks make valua-

ble manure svhen well preserved, and should not

be exposed to rains which wash off the gum on

the outside.

PLOUGHING.

The ploughing of stiff lands may be properly

continued in any good weather when the ground

is in order.

STOCK.

Stock of all sorts, now in the yards, need much
more careful looking after by the master than

when they take care of themselves in the field. If

they come into the yards in good condition, they

should be kept so, and not allowed to fall off by

degrees in flesh, till spring finds them poor. Good
shelter, sound, nutritious food, and a sufficient

supply of water above the freezing point, should

all be duly provided. Above all'keep them from

tramping through mud and mire.

HORSES, MCLES, AXD OXEJf.

Those having work to do should have especial

care. It is not enough that they are well sup-

plied with food. Ample stable room, clean bed-

ding, and a free use of curry comb and brush,

and rubbing dry, and cleaning their feet and

legs, always after the day's work. Working
oxen must have a feeding apartment to them-

selves. They would be more valuable work-

ers if more care were bestowed upon them. It

is true that they may consume always coarser

food than horses, but something of the same care

that horses get, especially in the busy, working

season, would make them little less valuable for

the plough than they now are for slow, heavy

draft.

CALVES.

Keep calves in roomy pens with shelter, and

let no older cattle have the opportunity ~of mas-

tering them. Feed them with best hay or corn
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fodder and bran. They do very well if kept in

the sheep pens.
•;.- = .

Cows giving milk require, of course. BOOtfe

thing more than dry provender. Bran and meal

mixed, and a half bnsbel a day of sugar beet, or

ruta baga, is the best extra food for them.

una*.

Sheep do better in all ordinary winter weather

if allowed to range at will in a dry pasture, but

shelter should be provided for bad weather, and

troughs for feeding oats and bran.

no s.

Pen hogs should be now fat enough to kill.

Keep breeding sows, and other store hogs in good

condition through the winter. Good shelter and

dry beds will economize food.

HAXCRB.

The grot mas t f manure vhidi may ;
e dmAe

from the waste of the farm would be now a mat-

ter of special interest. Whatever material you

can command should be now gathered and put

through the process of preparation for use. Let

it be used as an absorbent for the yards as far as

may be required, or made into compost, or

hauled direct to the land as a top-dressing. Be-

yond the needs of the stock for bedding, and as

absorbents of the moisture of the yards, there is

no need to accumulate straw and coarse material

in the yards. Much labor may be saved by haul-

ing directly to the field, all that may not be so

needed, and time gained by spreading at once

on the ground.

Tlie Vegetable Garden.

Prepared for The American Farmer, by Damel Baeke*
Maryland Agricultural College.

DECEMBER.
All the associations of this month are with

something bare, chill, and dreary
; and so it will

be found that the garden does not tend to dispel

any of thorn gloomy associations; should the

weather remain sufficiently open, spading, haul-

ing on manure upon any vacant ground intended

for early crops next spring, will form the chief

out-door occupations when weather permits.

And we must not forget that great atl

should be paid in protecting all tender crops that

are likely to suffer, either from frost or cold cut-

ting wrmds.

Cabbages axd Caclifloweb. Plants in frames

or under glasssea will require all the air possible,

whenever the weather permits, being careful to

keep them free from weeds and decaying leaves.

Celery.—Where the frost has not been severe

gh to injure, it should have another earthing

up, exercising great care in the operation that

the earth do not get into the heart of the plants,

which will cause it to rot. When grown for

family use only, we would let it remain where it

has been grown, and previous to hard frosts

cover the soil with leaves sufficient to keep out

the frost, so that it may be taken up without

difficulty when wanted.

Potatoes stored in cellars should be looked

over occasionally, and all mouldy and dis-.

tubers picked out.

Oxioxs.—Pay good attention to those that are

stored, by turning them over and seeing that

they are all sound : remove those beginning to

decay :, those that are beginning to sprout should

be selected for present use.

Khtbabb may now be planted in boxes and

placed in any warm cellar, where there are not

other conveniences for forcing it.

??:sach.—In gathering the leaves of winter

spinach, great care should be taken not to bruise

or otherwise injure those that remain, as. at this

season, a bruise will invariably lead to decay.

Every leaf should be picked singly. Soon as

the ground becomes frozen and not much work

offers, do not forget to make preparation for

prospective work when it arrives.

The Fruit Garden.

Currants axd GoosEBERRiES to be propagated

.ngs of ripe, good, stout shoots of last

summer. All the buds should be removed from

the bottom of the cutting to within four inches

of the top, so as to form a clear stem, and which

will prevent the plant throwing up any suckers.

Lay on a good layer of rotten dung between

currant and gooseberry bushes to be forked in

next spring. Raspberries should have a good,

heavy mulching, which should not be forked in :

as any disturbance of their roots is a great injury.

PRrxiSG op Staxdakd Fruit Trees.—See di-

rections for, in the October and November num-

ber of Farmer, to which may be added,

consists chiefly of opening out the heads and re-

gulating the growth without severe measures of

any kind. If there are any large branches re-

quiring removal, it is a proof of neglect of some

kind in times gone by : and if the branches are

found dead and in an unhealthy state, you may
depend upon it the tree is in a bad state at the
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roots. la many gardens old fruit trees are not

unfrequently killed by raising the soil about

them, thereby year by year removing their roots

farther and farther from the atmosphere. Much

has been said by those who should know as to

the best season for the winter pruning of the

grape vine. We think that north of Philadel-

phia it should not be performed in the fall, un-

less the vines are protected, for we have found

from experience that the hard frosts are apt to

destroy the buds, and sometimes the whole

branch. Neither do we think it should be done

too late in the spring ; the latter end of February

or March seems to be about the best time ; but as

the seasons differ so much in different years.

much must be left to the obeservation and judg-

ment of the cultivator.

The Flower Garden.

'When the flower of thy life is unfolded, oh! cherish

The fragrance that virtue around it will shed.

That will give it a sweetness vrhich never can perish,

Adorn it when living, embalm it when dead!''

Carnations, Pinks and Picotkes.—Such as are

potted or planted in frames, should have abundant

ventilation and very careful watering. Should

there be any appearance of green fly, fumigate

with tobacco. Get into a shed or some out-

building, good, turfy loam for putting in next

season ; lay it upon a heap till the grass is all

dead, then chop it and turn it over frequently.

Hyacinths, T clips, and other Bclbs remain-

ing out of the ground may, when the weather

permits, still be planted, and they will bloom

very soon after those planted a month ago.

Plant the large bulbs six inches deep, and the

small ones three to four inches deep ; if the posi-

tion is damp, sharp sand under and all around

each bulb.

Roses should be protected where they are ex-

posed ; this is especially necessary in the care of

tea roses, which, in hard weather, are often killed

back to the roots. If it is not thought advisable

to take them up, place some branches of hem-

lock, or red cedar, hi and among the shoots, so

as to protect all the branches, leaving the tops

unpruned. The ends of the shoots may be killed

back some inches, but the ripe and stout wood

will escape through being protected, and at the

spring pruning all the dead parts can be cut away

.

Plants in Frames.—Whenever mildew appears

cut away the part affected at once; dust the

cut part with sulphur, and admit a current of

air, if possible, to hasten the drying of the

wound. Remove all dead leaves and decaying

litter from amongst the plants. Should wood-

lice be troublesome, lay a small plank of halt

rotten wood at the bottom of the frame, which

will attract all the wood-lice that are harboring

in it, and by removing it in the day time they

may be discovered and destroyed.
»4-»

For the "American Farmer.

"

Managing Old Peach Trees.
There are many farmers and others who have

old "peach trees" which we think should not be

cut down as " cumberers of the ground." Rath-

er let them remain for a time and "dig about

them and dung them, and if they bear fruit well,

if not, then after that cut them down." Age in

trees, as in man, is characterized by decrease of

vigor: each must fill " their allotted time." In

many old trees there is vitality sufficient to pro-

duce fruit, to an extent that threatens their very

existence. With a little attention, these good

old trees would continue for years to produce

good crops of fruit. The difficulty with many

old trees which we have witnessed seems to be

to induce them to grow rather than to produce

fruit, and with the exception of the dying of an

old branch, and very small annual growths, they

present no sign of their approaching end.

In our experience with old peach trees we have

found no manures so beneficial as those of a cool-

ing nature, such as cow-dung composted with

muck, or other rich compost. Hog, stable, and

hen manure, we have found to be too stimulating

for old trees ; and strong liquid manure will de-

stroy, rather than renovate them. Strong kinds

of food, as we all know, are only suited for strong

constitutions, consequently it deranges old trees,

and any not naturally strong, as the roots can-

not absorb or the foliage digest it, the trees as a

consequence have to perish. The business of the

root, as we understand it, is to collect the fool

in a diluted state and to transmit it to the leaves,

where a great proportion is given off again ; all

therefore that is necessary for the constitution of

new parts is retaiued and becomes part and parcel

of the trees ;—young trees require food of a much

more stimulating nature, but of them more anon.

To improve old peach trees, our method is, first

for the crown of the roots to undergo a most

searching scrutiny for the borers, which are so

destructive to the peach trees—when satisfied that

all the worms are extracted, we apply common

tar from the crown of the roots to about 10 inches

up the bole of the tree, which, by being looked

over occasionally, and a little applied when it

becomes too hardened upon the tree, we have

found to be a good preventive, which is better

than a cure. In pruning old trees, we endeavor
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to keep in view the supplying the tree with young

wood, and the reir.oYal of all old and useless

parts, more than looking to the forming of a

handsome head, which is nearly impossible to do

in many old trees. The small weak shoots from

the smaller main stems we remoye entirely, bring-

ing a young strong shoot, if such can be selected,

up in their places; the main branches, if too

crowded, we thin out so that there may be a clear

distance of from 1G to 20 inches apart ; a proper

number of last year's shoots we are yery careful

to retain about 10 or 12 inches apart, along the

main branches, to produce fruit. We neyer leave

any of these fruit producing shoots, but on the

r side of the branch, as when they are left

upon the lower side, the tree becomes crowded

with wood to the exclusion of light and air to

the tree. If the shoots are not more than 6

inches in length we do not shorten them, or if

there be nothing but fruit buds on them, but

where the shoots have some two or more fruit

buds, and a wood bud between them, they should

if more than 10 inches, be pruned to a wood bud,

being careful to leave sufficient fruit buds below

the pruning to produce a crop. In the pruning

of the young shoots it is necessary to leave a

wood bud at the extremity, in order to draw the

sap into the fruits which are situated below it.

This pruning is done early in the spring after

the tree commences to swell its buds, as the

uninitiated will then be better able to distinguish

wood from fruit buds. All pruning of the young

shoots should be to a wood bud. As a top dress-

ing for old peach trees, we give the preference to

composted cow-dung, which after having cleaned

the surface of all weeds, &c, around the tree, we

apply from one to two inches thick over the sur-

face for a distance of from six to eight feet, in a

circle from the stem of the tree, and then point

it in with a fork, being careful not to go so deep

as to injure the roots—as a neat finish we cover

the whole surface an inch or more in thickness

with fresh, clean loam—this surface dressing we
consider best given in the fall. We have found

that if applied aoout the time the blossoms are

expanding that too much nourishment is thrown

into the flowers, and they fall without setting.

Manure applied in the fall will by spring have

passed into the soil above and below, and when

the early rains have fallen upon it in spring it

will be in a form calculated to afford direct food

to the trees, and consequently to invigorate

them. .Old trees thus treated are not long ere

they show great improvement in their foliage

and annular growth, and in the production and

quality of the fruit.

Daniel Barker, Md. Ag, College.

Fruit Growing in North Carolina.
Messrs. Editors : The labor system of our

State has, by the "arbitrament of the sword,
-

'

undergone a very material change, and the farm-

ers of this section are casting about as to the

best means to recuperate, as far as possible, what

has been so suddenly snatched from them. Bank

stock, negroes, and "late-issued State stock,"

have gone by the board. The work of years ha3

been almost completely rendered of no effect.

Our land is again struggling in its infancy.

Self-interest, as it always has done, rules the

hour ; but now, on account of the great change

come over us, almost without the experience of

by-gone years. Men who heretofore supported

themselves by their farms, are now, after the

trial crop of this season, debating this and that

means of a future livelihood, and but few, I be-

lieve, are going to trust entirely to the old chan-

nel to bear them and their families in the future.

Some are setting up stores, here and there,

through the country, others are leaving their

homes, renting out their farms, and engaging in

entirely new pursuits. But the majority with

whom I have conversed, are debating the ques-

tion of fruit culture and wine making, and most

of that majority have already concluded to give

it a trial. For many years I have been engaged

in fruit culture, and I think a few hints, or

facts, would be of material assistance to them.

Wishing my country all success in its efforts to

regain its former prosperity, and having the

welfare of my brother farmers nearest to my
heart, I propose to give them a little of my expe-

rience in fruit raising, to show how lucrative it

can be made by judicious management. One

instance to show this is alone necessary.

In the spring of 1863, I planted out two or-

chards of apple trees, bought from the nurseries

of Thomas Carter, near this place, and those of

Westbrook & Co., of Greensboro'. The trees

were of the usual size sold by nurserymen. I

laid off my ground twenty-five feet each way,

and planted a tree at each crossing. Before

planting, I dug out the holes where I intended

to set the trees, four feet across and sixteen or

eighteen inches deep. Into this I put rich scrap-

ings—such as is generally found in the jams of

fences of any standing—putting one horse-cart

load to every two holes. I planted out every

tree with my own hands—for I was vain enough

to think that I could do it better than any one

else—spreading out the roots carefully and stuff-

ing every crevice with the rich, loose dirt. I

then filled each hole with the soil from the adja-

cent ground, drove a nice stake from the woods

down by the side of each tree, tieing the tree to
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it carefully, and told each one to do his best.

When the spring was fully opened I hauled a

cart load of the pine straw, with which our

woods abound, and spread it out carefully for

three feet around each little tree—say eight

itches deep.

Now for the result. The first year—the year

of planting—my trees averaged from twenty to

forty inches of growth : the second the majority

bore a few fruit ; the fourth _\ear. 1866, it would

have done any genuine lover of the orchard good

to have seen them bending under their load of

large, smooth, plump apples. The trees are now
three-and-a-half inches in diameter : bark, smooth

and sleek, and free from all roughness; the

limbs spreading, or reaching upwards, as if

grasping the bright air of heaven with delight.

or waving their laden boughs as a reward for

the labor given them. Those trees next year.

if a good fruit year, will bear me three pecks, or

a bushel of good apples each. In our market

they will readily command—good winter apples

—

two dollars per bushel. They haven't cost me
twenty-five cents a piece. One dollar and seventy-

five cents on the credit side! Isn't that easy

money ? Eight hundred per cent, in five years !

This year has more than paid me for my trouble.

It will be naturally asked by every one first

entering the business, what sorts are preferable

for planting ? For this section I would prefer the

standard winter kinds, as I think they are, by

the most profitable. Every one. of course,

will plant« few summer and fall for home con-

sumption. Beyond this, let all your trees be of

good keepers, say, Rouianite. Wine sap. Winter

Horse. Hall's Seedling. Pryor's red, Limbertwig,

Green Cheese. Matauuis Best, Smith's Cider, (but

little known with us, but a most excellent kind.)

sh Crab. Clarke's Pe^rmain, Foust. Van-

derveer. Golden Russett, Roxbury Russett, and

others of like nature. I would strongly recom-

mend a good sprinkling of the ''Red Olive," a

native of this county, and known but to few—

a

most excellent variety, full bearer, fine flavor,

and perfectly healthy. I know of no one from

whom this desirable fruit can be obtained except

••Westbrook & Co.," of Greensboro', to whom I

lately recommended it, and who informed me
that they had already a number just propagated.

Whoever loves a good winter apple should, by

all means, have this in their collection, and it is

so peculiar in its growth and appearance that no

one can be deceived in it. The whole tree is a

of forked limbs, the distinct line of division

often extending for two or three inches below the

bifurcation ; leaves, very light in color, so much
bj can be distinguished all over the

orchard ; oblong, fruit deep red, calyx deeply

indented, stem short, shoots red. aud an upright

trrower. Smell one of the apples once and you
will never forget it—no more than you can how
the nice red apple of your fellow in school-boy

days looked, when he handed it to you with the

injunction, "don't bite it."

Those liking early fruit, I would recommend

our widely known 'Red June:'' to this add

•Foster's White Wakefield." which can only be

procured from the well-known amateur, A. J.

Foster, Wakefield, X C. It deserves extensive

cultivation, and is the praise of every one who
it, for its smooth, white skin, fine flavor,

• productiveness, aud the quality, which the

Red June" has not, of being uninjured by

transportation ou account of its firmness. To
grape growers I would say plant your first vine-

yard with the '"Concord" entirely, your second

with the same, your third likewise, and if you
ever plant any other variety after that, I will be

greatly mistaken. It is certainly the grape for

Southern vineyards. Healthy, free from mildew

or disease of any kind, good bearer, fine flavor,

and requiring but little manure iu its cultivation,

it stands without an equal iii our catalogue of

grapes. To those liking a variety, the ' -Catawba''

and '•Weller'sHalifax," recommend themselves

—

the latter the most productive vine I have ever

seen, bearing even to the very tips of its

branches. It originated with the celebrated Mr.

Weller, of Halifax, and was. I believe, one of

his pets of the vineyard.

Let me add, in conclusion, a few words for

our much loved fruit—the pear. But few in our

section know its value and all fear to plant it

'•because it is so long coming into bearing and

so often dies with the blight." My friend you

are very much mistaken. I have fifty-one varie-

ties, and many of them have already fruited

—

four years old—and I have only lost three out of

my whole lot, aud those three I fear through ne-

glect. You can't raise your baby without care

and attention, and you can't raise corn without

labor, your pear trees, as well as your other

asking nothing more at your bands :

if you will give it to them, they will change the

one into many a pleasing dish on your table, and

delight you by the pleasure and gratification

they give the other by your winter fireside.

Pan.. Woodlky.

Raleigh, X. C, Nov. -

Rats are swarming in the Xorthwest of

Ohio, destroying corn, potatoes, tomatoes, and

even climbing fruit trees and destroving the fruit.
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An Essay on Blackberries.

lawtox, wilson's early asd kittatixxt.

Nearly every day of this fast generation offers

a contradiction to the assertion of Solomon,

'There is nothiDg new under the sun." AboTe

the sun vre grant there may be a certain monot-

ony of events, but assuredly the earth beneath

us is teeming with novelties.

Think of the first apple, undoubtedly the most

bitter of titter '-crabs.'' and then turn to the

Newtown Pippin, Greening and Northern Spy of

to-day ; of the pears that puckered the throats

of our great grandfathers, and then count if you

can the endless sorts of luscious varieties now

growing within arm's reach of baby America.

We see constant change and progress in veg-

etable life, where its susceptibility to improve-

ment is met by man's necessities, and his God-

given gifts of intelligence and spirit of enter-

prise, and nowhere do we see it more than in

the small fruits once deemed quite outside the

pale of gardening.

For the past twelve years the culture of the

blackberry has attracted a great deal of atten-

tion. Previous to that time the consumers drew

their supply from the wild bushes in neighbor-

ing woods. There were few persons who con-

sidered the fruit of sufficient importance to de-

vote any portion of their tillable lands to its

culture. A change soon came—a Mr. William

Law ton, of New Rochelle, found growing on

his form a blackberry of very large size, pro-

ductive, and of excellent quality. The tacts

were made known to the public, in due time,

and with the high prices the berries brought in

market, created such a demand for the plants,

tbat Mr. L. soon retired with a handsome for-

tune.

There are now hundreds of acres planted

with this fruit, for market purposes, in New
Jersey alone. One grower at New Brunswick

sends to New York daily sixty bushels. Mr.

Win. Parry, at Cinaaminson, has twenty-five

acres in blackberries, and many of his neigh-

bors have an equal number. At Hammonton,

150 acres are planted, producing on an average

eighty bushels to the acre. The culture of the

"Li.ivtuu" is extensively pursued at Yineland

and other places in the State, and instead of the

market being overstocked, the prices average

higher than in former years. The demand stilj

exceeds tLe supply. All this, however, has been

regulated very much by the well-worn adage

—

'•Where ignorance is bliss, 'tis folly to be wise."'

If all the men. women and children, who. being

ignorant of blackberry possibilities, forced them-

selves to consider the "Lawton" '-'perfectly deli-

cious" in spite of its one serious drawback, had

waited for something better, all this thriving

trade, to say nothing of the consequent gastric

enjoyment, would have been as nought. Tlie

one "drawback" is no mystery, all America

knows, for has not all America suffered? The

"Lawton," beautiful, treacherous berry that it

is. and occasionally offering a flavor which

would have made new wine for the gods, has,

nevertheless, a phase of sourness, to which no-

thing but the word demoniac can be applied.

Everybody knows that when an ordinary black-

berry is green it is red. and in this they find

their safeguard : bat the "Lawton" sets every

rule of color and propriety at defiance by being

very green, to all intents and purposes, even

after it is unequivocally black.

It is now no longer a folly to be wise on this

subject. The great question—''Have we a black-

berry among us ?" can at last be answered in the

affirmative, without mental reservation.

New Jersey can now claim the honor of pro-

ducing on her soil, two varieties of high bush

blackberries, that are all that can be desired,

being most valuable acquisitions to the list of

choice fruits. The first is "Wilson's Early,"

found growing in the sand, near Morristown. a

few years ago. and is at present being propa-

gated by several fruit growers in this State. It

is an excellent berry, and even more productive

than the Lawton. The second is the ^ittatinny,

named after the mountain at the base of which

it was found growing, about fourteen years ago.

The P.c-v. ClarksoB Dunn procured some plants,

and set them in his garden at the Rectory at

Newton. Here attention was first called to them;

the size of the berry, quality and productiveness,

soon attracted public notice. Four years ago

the whole stock of plants were placed in charge-

of Mr. E. Williams, for propagation, and intro-

duction to the public. From here plants were

put on the grounds of Mr. Corson, to test them

in field culture for market purposes.

On August 1st a party of gentlemen visited

Newton, and examined the original plants in

full bearing. The party numbered thirty per-

sons, among whom were some of our most dis-

tinguished horticulturists. Having had the good

fortune to join them in their excursion, I am
tempted to report somewhat of our experience,

believing that the tidings of the arrival of a new
blackberry, answering all the established re-

quirements of size, productiveness and beauty,

and in flavor going beyond the fondest hopes

of those who have suffered in the sourn-?.-
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King Lawton, will be bailed with general de-

light.

On Thursday morning our party started from

the hotel to examine the blackberries on Mr.

Corson's grounds. Our walk of a mile and a

half, under an August sun, was fully compensa-

ted for by the sight of the Kittatinnies. The

crop of berries was more abundant than I had

any idea of seeing. The variety is a very strong

grower—the berry is quite as large as the Law-

ton ; more fruit could hardly be put on the

bushes, and tbe fruit is perfectly sweet wben

ripe, melting in the mouth, and leaving no core.

We were more than satisfied—there was not a

dissenting voice in the party. One and all pro-

nounced the Kittatinny to have all the good

qualities of a first-class berry. It was very evi-

dent the plants had received no extra care, for

in parts of the beds the weeds were permitted

to grow as high as the blackberru-S.

Our party returned to New York ou the after-

noon train, Thursday, pleased with their visit

among the hills of Sussex, which, by-the-way,

are not looking as well as usual this year, in

consequence of the drouth.— Working Farmer.

ly shouldered. Berries large, oblong, round.

Color, dark purplish; almost black when fully

ripe; covered with a light blue thick bloom.

Flesh dark, with a fine white outer concentric

line next the second cuticle, and red on the stem

formation next the seeds. Pulp small, rich,

vinous; slightly harsh, or of native aroma.

Seeds whitish-yellow. Skin like Isabella in

thickness. Ripens with or before the Concord
;

or say, in Northern Ohio, from 1st to 15th of

September.

—

Horticulturalist.

Sogers' Hybrid—No. 4 Grape.

BY F. E. ELLIOTT.

For six years past, I have been examining the

various hybrid grapes sent out by Mr. E. S.

Rogers, of Salem, Mass. I have examined many

of the numbers yearly, and made my own note-

book comments, with little regard to the clouds

and shadows cf public opinion that, from some

unaccouu table cause have long overshadowed

them. I find, on referring to my notes in 1862,

when I saw the fruit on vines in four different

States, and twenty-seven different localities, on

sand, gravel, loam, and clay .soils, that I have

written—"As a table grape, ripens with Concord,

is larger in size of berry, equally handsome in

bunch, and of a superior quality."

From that year to this present season, I have

had opportunity of seeing the vine in fruit in

various localities and soiis, and my note-book

yearly confirms above remarks.

In vigor of growth and hardihood of vine, I

see but little, if any, difference between No. 4

and Concord: and as neither, in my opinion, can

rank as first-class wine grapes, and as the size and

quality are points to meet the public market de-

mand for table grapes. I cannot but think that

cultivators err when they plant out Concords to

exclusion of Rogers' No. 4.

Bunch large, pretty compact, generally slight-

Grapes in City Yards.

BY CHAS. W. EIDGELY, BALTIMORE, M. D.

After three years of patient waiting, at last I

have eaten my osrn grapes, grown in my city

yard, and proceed to tell the reader how they

taste here in the "Border States," and howl
made room for so many kinds in my diminutive

domain.

The Iona is prince of the hardy grapes. Com-

press two or three berries gently with your

tongue, and your mouth is filled with juice, rich,

sweet, pure and vinous. You miss no desired

ingredient, you detect nothing unpleasant in the

taste; you spontaneously say, "that suffices: I

seek uothing better." Besides its excellence, it is

early, prolific and the most beautiful of grapes.

The Delaware comes next ; were it of equal size,

and not so wonderfully sweet, it would rival the

Iona. The saccharine element is in such excess,

that it seems almost to have candied, and the

grape tastes as if you were eating sugar. Some-

times a bunch may be found juicier than the

rest, and not so sugary
;
quite as pure and vin-

ous, but sweeter and more delicious than the

Herbemoat. The Israella is large, early and

very sweet, with a thick skin. Every one should

have it; but I have not yet fully decided where

to place it in my list. If it has not attained to

the "first three" it is certainly "honorable

among the thirty." Diana is very rich, vinous

and sweet, with an agreeable peculiarity of

flavor. Allen's Hybrid is sweet and pure; but

it seems deficient in "vinous refreshment." It

improved, however, greatly, the last few weeks ;

and in a warmer season, no doubt, would reach

a much higher excellence. Rebecca is excellent;

ripening thoroughly, even to the skin ; and In-

some is preferred to the Allen. Elsinburgh is

the smallest of grapes : rich, sweet and pure

;

too raisinish for my taste, but worthy a place in

every choice collection. The Herbemonts are

maturing; and about the 25th inst., if patiently

waited for, will be on hand with a flavor as pure

as can be found on the face of the earth, and a
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vinous energy which no one can forget who has

been refreshed and exhilarated by them as ofteu

as the writer, Mj ripened as well this

season as they ever did : but retained the tough,

acid centre; and the Isabellas, insipid as ever.

making me marvel at the avidity with which I

] devour them.

About twenty-five of these vines are growing

in my yard, of thirty feetby twenty, clear space,

in which, after due concessions to domestic

claims. I laid off a grap border about forty-five

feet long and three wide, beside the west and

north fences: and another border, twelve feet

by five, a little in advance of the latter fence.

Having selected the ground, my first business

was to take up the stiff clay soil to the depth of

-.-:. and thoroughly incorporate it with a

liberal proportion of old field sods, street-serap-

.ister, coal-ashes, cellar-dirt, and sand.

Then I procured from Dr. Grant, of lona, >~ew

York, a selection of his choicest vines, and

planted them agreeably to bis instructions.

They all lived and made satisfactory growth in

I some reaching a height of ten feet. Cut-

ting them back to two or three eye3. the second

season I permitted one shoot to grow on each

;

and when these had reached the proper elevation,

pinched off the terminal buds, to develop the two

highest laterals, "and from them grow the perma-

nent arms of my vines. After testing various

other plans, I submit this as the surest and

readiest mode of obtaining the arms.

spring, having in most cases obtained the

two arms for each vine, I cut these back, permit-

ting each arm to produce only two or three

fruit-bearing canes ; two are preferable, unless

the vine has remarkable vigor ; and now. at the

end of the third season, most of my pets are

occupying the portion of the trellis designed for

them, haviDg produced as much fruit as they

could safely matare. and with ample reserve

space in which to grow and expand for the next

five years.

me one may wish to know how I

could find room for these vines in so small a

space, My method was to plant the vines about

two-and-a-half feet apart, and to train them in

four courses on the trellis, one above another

;

setting up stout posts to support the four hori-

zontal bars, the first placed one foot from the

ground, and the others above it at in--

two feet. Each vine was grown, as to height of

arms, ic, with special reference to the position

it was to occupy on the trellis. And they were

so arranged that those of the third course should

be just over those of the first, and those of the

fourth just over those of the second ; each vine

for the higher courses being carried up to its

place behind the horizontal bars, so as not to. in-

terfere with the lower vines.

Each thus has a space on the trellis nearly ten

feet long and two feet in height. By careful win-

ter trimming and summer pinching-in, almost

any vine, when old enough to fruit, can easily

and profitably be confined within this space.

And should a long-jointed Isabella or Herbemont

aspire to reach its neighbor in the next higher

course, it may safely be passed behind the bar as-

signed to the other, and permitted to expatiate

at pleasure. The arms may be lengthened by

two or three buds each season ; but this must be

done intelligently and cautiously. If too great

an addition be made, the older spurs on the arm

will suffer, as the Bap seeks the extremities. In

everything that pertains to the vine, fi

:ne of the best maxims we can foilow.

—

Hort&ultiiritt.
•*

New Jersey Lands—Its Fruits.

CRANBERRIES.

Wm. Perry, in a paper read before the Penna.

Horticultural Society. Eighth-month 6th, MM
representing New Jersey fruits, thus speaks of

cranberry culture in that State :

•The cultivation of cranberries is now claim-

ing much attention, and to one not acquainted

with the magnitude of operations in this branch,

it must appear perfectly marvellous to witness

the stupendous efforts in this branch of Agricul-

ture. At Manchester. Bricksburg. Tom's River,

and other places, wherever there is a piece of

land worthless for other purposes, it is cleared.

and cranberry plants set out. From the best

data at our disposal, the Ocean Emlhm states

:

;We will venture the assertion that there is at

least one million dollars invested in the culture

of cranberries in the county of Ocean.' In

Monmouth and Burlington eonntk-s, the cultiva-

tion of them is still more extended, and rapidly

increasing. E. Humphreys, of Shamony. s:

that cranberry culture seems to have been made

a specialty with the owners here, they apparently

having paid more attention to that than to any

other kind of fruit culture. Fortions of the

bog have yielded at the rate of 220 bushels ;*r

acre.

<; This. at the price of cranberries last fall,

would give the modest little sum of $1250 per

acre. Cranberries, both cultivated and wild,

grow in large quantities on every side of

The amount of land in this county, suitable for

cranberries, is unknown, but it must be immense.

•Win. P.. Braddock, of Medford. has about one
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hundred acres planted in cranberries, twenty of

which were in fruit last year, and yielded an

average of one hundred bushels per acre ; in all,

two thousand bushels, which brought him, clear

of all expenses, $3 per bushel, amounting to

$0000 from the twenty acres in bearing.

"Theodore and Alfred Budd purchased five

years since, a tract of cedar swamp soil at $10

per acre ; they set out cranberries, and since have

been offered $600 per acre. Last year, twenty-

eight acres of it produced 1800 bushels of fruit,

worth $4 per bushel, amounting to $7200.

"Jos. Hincbman, of Medford, has fifty acres

nicely graded, turfed, and banked for flooding

the plants, most set with cranberries; those in

bearing last year produced about 1500 bushels;

they appear to increase in productiveness for

seven or eight years before attaining their

greatest yield, as the first lot of ten acres planted

seven years since produced last year 800 bushels,

and from present appearance, will yield 1000

bushels this year.

The harvesting is usually done by hand, each

one picking from three to four bushels per day,

for which they receive about forty-five cents per

bushel."
OTHER BEHRIES, FRUITS, ETC.

In the paper alluded to above he further says :

"New Jersey is justly noted for producing

choice fruits, and it is that which, gives the high

value to her farm lands. The census report of

1850, shows that the farming land in the State of

New Jersey, was worth eleven dollars per acre

more than the farming land of any other State

in the Union ; and the census report of 1860

shows that the same lauds had advanced so

rapidly' as to be worth twenty-one dollars per

acre more than in any other State. Hence, we

find that people who desire to follow the inter-

esting, healthy and profitable business of raising

fruit for the market, come from other States,

from the east and the west, to settle here, and

take hold of our uncultivated lands, subdue

the forest, aud make it to blossom like the rose,

yielding abundance of fruit and flowers. As an

illustration, I may name the thriving towns of

Hammonton, Elwood, and Egg-Harbor City, on

the Atlantic Railroad; Vineland and Frauklin-

ville, on the "West Jersey Railroad, and Man-

chester, Bricksburg, and others on the Raritan

and Delaware Bay Railroad. Places that have

sprung up within a few years, and siuce the

construction of the new railroads on which they

are located, laid out in small farms, of from five

to ten acres each, especially for the purpose of

growing fruits, which they are doing successfully.

"At Hammonton, they commenced cultivating

strawberries in 1863, and in 1865 the crop sold

for $32,500; this year, as in other places, the

strawberry plants were badly injured by the

extreme cold and late frosts, and did not yield

so well. They have 160 acres cultivated in Dor-

chester and New Rochelle blackberries
;
some of

which yielded ninety bushels per acre last year,

and are doing well again this year.

"Four years since, (in 1862,) I rode over the

groutfd now occupied by Vineland, then a forest,

with but one dwelling-house within many miles,

in company with the enterprising proprietor, C.

K. Landis, who informed me that he proposed

to lay out and build a town there. This year I

again visited the same place, and saw some of

the wonderful growth and advancement of that

new settlement, where but four years since, it

was all a wilderness, aud now a large, thriving

town with broad avenues, lined with shade and

fruit trees, intersecting each other at right angles,

and extending from six to ten miles in either

direction, so that it would require a drive of

over two hundred miles to see the improvements

already made. Stately mansions, beautifully or-

namented with gravel walks and flowery lawns,

adorn the place, with no rude fencing for divi-

sions or inclosures as seen elsewhere, as cattle,

swine and inebriates are not allowed to run at

large and destroy the property of others.

"Their municipal regulations are so correctly

formed and strictly enforced as to invite moral,

intelligent and enterprising people- to settle

among them, but offers no inducements to those

of a different character. Large foundries and

factories with heavy steam-power are being

erected. Churches and school-houses, with the

most ample provisions for the thorough education

of all their youth, are well attended.

"A Horticultural and Agricultural Society and

a Fruit-Growers' Association, have their weekly

meetings attended by over five hundred members,

and discuss in an interesting manner all matters

pertaining to fruit-growing, gardening and farm-

ing, the proceedings of which are regularly

published in the Vim-land Weekly, a document

of eight pages, and thus placed before all the

inhabitants of the town, numbering now over

seven thousand five hundred persons. Where

shall we look for a parallel to this?

"The amount of fruit now grown there and at

other places in New Jersey is immense, and in-

dicates what may be expected when the resources

of our State shall become fully developed. Lo-

cated between the two great cities of New York

and Philadelphia, with the most favorable soil

and climate that can be obtained, the value of

New Jersey lands for fruit-growing must still
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advance, and it become the garden spot of our

Union.''
«-•-»

The Feeding of Stock as a Branch of

Farm Management.
BY PROFESSOR AXDEF.SO.V O? EDIXBCRG.

Properties of Feed.—Practically, the problem

which the feeder has to sol re is, how to supply

his cattle with such feed, and in such quantities,

as to insure the largest amount of increase with

the smallest possible loss. And for this purpose

it is necessary, not merely to select the largest

quantity of nutritive matters, but to attend to

the proportions in which they are mixed, and to

restrain, as far as possible, all those functions

which are productive of waste.

All the different kinds of feed consumed by

herbivorous animals, are found to present a gen-

eral similarity in composition. They are com-

posed of a nutritive and an indigestible part;

the latter consisting chiefly of woody fibre, which

appears to be quite incapable of assimilation. It

is most abundant in the herbaceous parts of

plants—as in the straw of the cereals and the

stems of the grasses, and is almost entirely ab-

sent in the grains when deprived of their outer

husk, as for instance in wheat flour. The nutri-

tive part always consists of a mixture, in very

variable proportions, of several substances, which

may be separated by different chemical processes.

However much the relative qualities may vary,

every feed is found to contain at least three dif-

ferent substances which are members of the three

great classes into which the nutritive constituents

of food may be divided, and which have re-

ceived the names of the nitrogenous or albumi-

nous, the saccharine or starchy, and the oily sub-

stances.

The classes of feed constituents perform two

different functions. The nitrogenous matters

are employed to counteract the waste of the tis-

sues, and to increase the quantity of lean flesh or

muscle ; and hence have been called the flesh-

forming substances. The fatty and saccharine

compounds, on the other hand, serve to maintain

the process of respiration and the animal heat,

and for this reason have received the name of

the respiratory or heat-producing elements. They

supply also the fatty matter stored up in the

body, which, as we shall afterwards see, form a

very large proportion of the weight of the animal.

It is sufficiently obvious that, as the two great

functions of nutrition and respiration must pro-

ceed simultaneously, the best and most economi-

cal feed will be first, that which contains its con-

fute in the most readily assimilable form;

and, secondly, that which contains them mixed

together in the most suitable proportions. The

importance of a proper balance between the rela-

tive quantities of the two great classes of nutri-

tive constituents must also be sufficiently obvious.

If, for instance, an animal be supplied with feed

containing a large quantity of nitrogenous and a

deficiency of heat-producing compounds, the re-

sult must be, either that it languishes for want

of the latter, or it is forced to supply the defect

by an increased consumption of food ; in doing

which it must take into its system a much larger

amount of nitrogenous matters than are requisite

for supplying the waste of the tissues : and thus

there is an unnecessary and wasteful expenditure

of these substances.

The proper adjustment of the relative propor-

tions of nitrogenous and non-nitrogenous feed is

the foundation of successful feeding, and its im-

portance has of late years been fully recognized

by chemists.

Importance of Warmth, Cleanliness and Venti-

lation.—The other great source of loss of feed is

the maintenance of the animal heat. It has been

already observed that an animal may. in certain

respects, be compared to a furnace, in which a

quantity of fuel is burned to produce the animal

heat. It may, in fact, be stated as a general

rule, that the warmer cattle can be kept the more

rapidly will they fatten, all other circumstances

being alike. The cleanliness and proper ventila-

tion of the houses should be most carefully at-

tended to, and the state of the dung observed,

care being taken that the excretions are regular,

and every tendency to scouring, or the reverse,

immediately corrected.

Importance of Bulk in Feed.—Although the

presence of a sufficient quantity of nutritive mat-

ters in the feed is naturally the most fundamental

matter for consideration, its bulk is scarcely less

important. The function of digestion requires

that the feed shall properly fill the stomach ; and

however large the supply of nutritive matters

may be, their effect is imperfectly brought out if

the feed be too small in bulk; and it actually

becomes more valuable if diluted with woody

fibre, or some other inert substance. On the

other hand, if feed be too bulky, the sense of re-

pletion causes the animal to cease eating long

before it has obtained a sufficient supply of nutri-

tive matter. It is most necessary, therefore, to

study the bulk of the feed, and to consider how
to mix the different substances in such a manner

as to adjust the proportions of nutritive matter

to their bulk. If we examine the nature of the

mixed feeds most in vogue among feeders, it will

most generally be found that a very bulky feed
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is combined with another of opposite properties.

Hence, turnips, the most bulky of all kinds of

feed, are used along with oilcake or beanmeal

;

and if, from any circumstance, it becomes neces-

sary to replace a large amount of turnips by the

latter substance, the deficient bulk must be re-

placed by hay or straw.

Farm Crops : how best and most economically

used as Feed.—The question is then, however, so

far limited, and reduces itself to determining how

the crops commonly cultivated on the farm can

be most advantageously used for feeding cattle.

and whether they are best used alone or supple-

mented by foreign feed, by which we mean sub-

stances not forming part of the usual farm pro-

duce. These crops are hay, straw, turnips, man-

gels, potatoes, beans and peas, and the inferior

qualities of the cereals ; and they include those

most remarkable for their bulky nature—the

turnip, for instance, containing less than eight

per cent, of nutritive matters. All of them are

also remarkably deficient in fatty matters—the

bean, which is much richer than any of the

others, rarely containing so much as five per

cent. The result of all feeding experiments leads

to the conclusion, that animals cannot be brought

to the highest degree of fatness on turnips, or

even on hay, alone.

A peculiarly interesting series of experiments

by Wolff have shown that sheep, which, when fed

on hay of average quality, attain a weight of

about ninety pounds, will gain an additional ten

pounds if rape-cake, or some other feed contain-

ing a large quantity of nutriment be given them.

As a general rule, such substances as oilcake,

rape-cake, and bean meal, &c, greatly promote

the fattening process, and they operate partly by

supplying a larger quantity of nutritive matters

within the bulk which the stomach requires,

and partly by increasing the supply of nitro-

genous matters, in which they are particularly

rich.

Proportions of "Flesh'' and " Heat'' Producing

Elements in Feed.—All, however, depends upon

the ratio of flesh and heat-producing elements

being the right one ; and it would appear that

this proportion differs according to the object of

the feeding. Wolff, who has directed much at-

tention to this subject, states, as the results of

his experiments, that for maintaining animals at

a moderate weight they should be as 1 to 8, for

young cattle as 1 to 7, and for fattening as 1 to

5 or 6. He found by actual experiment that the

production of milk was largest when the two

classes were in the ratio of 1 to 7 ; but his con-

clusions with regard to fat cattle must be taken

with some reservation.

Value of Rape- Cake as a Feeding Substance.—
The most important point which he has brought

out, is the very high value of rape-cake ; and it

is interesting to know that in this respect his re-

sults bear out the repeated recommendations

which chemists have given of that substance. He
has shown that one pound of rape seed will produce

one pound of milk, and, under favorable circum-

stances still more ; and its effect was better than

that of an equal weight of grain. It appears,

also, that in feeding it is equivalent to more than

twice its own weight of hay. The great diffi-

culty which is encountered in the use of rape-

cake is that the cattle dislike its taste ; and if

they are supplied with a full quantity of turnips

or straw, they will consume just a sufficient

quantity of these feeds to maintain an average

weight, and reject the rape-cake offered them.

The way in which this is to be avoided is a very

simple one. Of course it will not do to diminish

the quantity of other nutriment given to the

cattle, for that would defeat the object of the

feeder. But a part of the more bulky feed, such

as turnips, must be replaced by some substance

such as grain, containing the same amount of

nutriment in a smaller bulk ; and then the crav-

ing for a sufficient quantity to fill the stomach

will induce the animal to consume the rape, and

after a few days they become completely accus-

tomed to it.

Elements of Cattle Food.

The following summary showing how the

proximate elements of food are severally applied

in the animal economy, is taken from Professor

V;vlckers 'Chemistry of Food." It should be-

come familiar to every one who has any iuterest

in the matter of feeding cattle, for no one who
would manage his business with due intelligence

and judgment, should fail to make himself ac-

quainted with it, in its principles. The leading

elements of our food-producing plants, and the

part they play in the animal economy should be-

come subjects of study and interest to all grow-

ers of stock, who hope for profit as the result of

the economical use of the large amount of mate-

rial dealt out by them in the course of the year :

1. The earthy substances contained in food,

consisting chiefly of phosphate of lime and mag-

nesia, present the animal with the materials of

which the bony skeleton of its body principally

consists. They may be called, therefore, bone

materials.

2. The saline substances—chloride of sodium

and potassium, sulphate, and phosphate of pot-

ash, and soda, and some other mineral matters

occurring in food—supply the blood, juice of
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2esh. and various other animal juices, with the

necessary mineral constitue.

Himen, gluten, legumin, and other nitro-

gen containing principles of food, furnish the

animal with the materials required for the for-

mation of blood and flesh : they are, therefore,

:

4. Fats and oily matters of the food are em-

ployed to lay on fat, or to support respiration

and animal heat.

sugar, gum, and a few other non-

.nces, consisting of carbon,

hydrogen ar I re used to support respi-

ration, (hence they are called elements of respi-

or they produce fat when given in excess.

6. Starch, sugar, and the other elements of

respiration alone cannot sustain the animal body.

7. Albumen, gluten, or any other albuminous

matter alone, does not support the life of her-

biverous animals.

8. Animals fed upon food deScient in earthy

phosphates, or bone producing principles, grow

and remain weak in the bone.

9. The healthy state of animals can only be

preserved by a mixed food which contains flesh-

forming constituents, as well a3 heat-giving

principles, and earthy and saline mineral sub-

stances in proportion, determined by experience

and adapted to the different kinds of animals or

for the purposes for which they are kept.

;ggestion is an important one, and

from it arises the occasion for change of food

frequently insisted on by experienced feeders, or

for some variety in the kinds of food used.

All the elements needed for the several purposes

of making flesh and fat, and for respiration,

must be supplied in abundance, and though

found to some extent in combination in some of

our leading articles of food, it is usually the

case that one or the other so preponderates that

a proper balance is to be found only in occasion-

al change. All experienced feeders, therefore,

i _k such variety, or such occasional

change as they well may, their observation

teaching them that the appetite is sharpened by
this means, and the animal more profited than

by long continuance of the same food.

jer the health, nor indeed the li""~

the same eminent authority above mentioned,

"of all our domesticated animals, can be main-

tained by food destitute of nitrogenized or flesh-

producing matters. Though absolutely neces-

sary to the very existence of animal life, long ex-

perience and direct experiments have proved

alike that food consisting entirely of muscle-

producing matter cannot support the life of her-

biverous animals forany length of time. Thus a

goose, it has been found by experiment, when

fed with albumen or white of eg^, died after

forty-six days, her original weight of eight

pounds and one ounce having sunk to four and

a half pounds. Similar experiments have shown

that herbivorous animals, when fed upon nitro-

genized food, containing no starch, sugar or

other non-nitrogenized substances, notwithstand-

ing the liberal supply of the highly nutritive al-

buminous matters, became emaciated, and died

almost as soon as others fed upon food contain-

ing no nitrogen at all/' Instances of this latter

sort have been long familiar, where it has been

attempted to preserve animal life for a length of

time on food capable of making fat and support-

ing respiration. It is found, therefore, that there

must be full supplies of these very different sorts

of food, though they may not be needed in the

same degree. The nitrogenized substances have

been considered of most importance, and have

been thought the measure of the feeding, and

even of the fattening, qualities of feed. But this

opinion does not seem to have been sustained by

any practical experiments. Food rich in nitro-

genous matter, though more costly, does not

appear to produce so much butcher's meat ; and

more money is probably made by the purchaser

of food, rich in oil, starch, or sugar, than in the

purchase of food which contains an eyess of

nitrogenous matter.

But, again, nitrogenous matter is not to be

looked at merely as flesh producing. A
large proportion, unassimilated, is returned in

the shape of manure. This return is variously

estimated by chemists from one-half to three-

fourths the amount used ; hence the great value

of the manures obtained from the oil cike. rape

cake and such other articles of food, resorted to

by the cattle feeders of Great Britain. The ni-

trogenized manure is of the highest value, and

the compound contained in the fertilizing ma-

terial thus produced contains perhaps every ele-

ment of plant food which we get in our best

yard manures, with the super-added value of a

good sprinkling of Peruvian guano

.

Preservation of Meat by Sulphureous
Fumigation.

We had an opportunity on Thursday last, of

seeing a fowl which bad been preserved for more

than a week, in excellent condition for the table,

by being subjected to fumigation with sulphur,

according to a process recommended by Dr. De-

war, of Kirkealdy. The process is similar to

that which Dr. Dewar has recently practiced,

with great success, for the prevention of cattle-

plague, and consists in simply placing the meat
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to be preserved in a room in which sulphur is
|

burned, and which is closed as far as possible

against the admission of fresh air. The process !

has been repeatedly tested within the last few :

weeks, and always, we are informed with the 1

most satisfactory results. A sheep's head was

kept fresh for thirteen days ; a crab, which is

well known to be a peculiarly perishable edible,

was Kept perfectly sweet for eight days ; and a

lamb's head and pluck, after having been kept

four days and a half, was prepared for the table,

and pronounced to be in excellent condition.

The plan succeeds .quite as well with fish—had-

docks which had been fumigated two or three

times, having been found quite fresh after seven

days. It is evident that a process so simple and

so easily practiced will confer a great benefit

even upon private households, while, if found

equally efficacious on a more extended scale, it is

calculated to produce an entire revolution in the

preparation and preservation of what are now
known as salted provisions.

—

Scottish Farmer.

*••

The Science of Agriculture.

Among the many branches into which the ad-

vance of civilization has divided the pursuits of

mankind, there is none more important in its re-

lations to the welfare and existence of the human

race than that of agriculture
;
yet there is scarce-

ly one to which the term "science" is less gener-

ally applied. The practitioners of medicine,

chemistry, and even of law. and students and

devotees of the countless systems which are

evolved by the constaut attrition of modern

ideas, claim the term as belonging to their dis-

tinctive professions, while that of the farmer is

often spoken of, and, in fact, regarded merely as

an occupation requiring little more than manual

labor and a steady adherence to methods already

established by usage and experience ; but no be-

lief could be more fallacious or more injurious to

the true interests of the art of husbandry.

To gain, directly or indirectly, the greatest re-

turn from the soil, for the least outlay of labor,

is the primary object of farming ; and this object

can be perfectly obtained only by a judicious use

of natural and organic forces, the knowledge of

which constitutes ,-science" in its broadest sense.

From the first bursting of the seed to the yellow-

ing of the harvest, the plant is subjected to the

active agencies of heat and moisture, as well as

to that exerted by the character of the soil ; and

the influence of these agencies can be fully un-

derstood and made available only by an acquain-

tance with some of the greatest of modern dis-

coveries. So, in like manner, the care of stock

involves some of the most important axioms of

physiology ; to effectually remedy the ravages of

insects there is required a knowledge of entomo-

logy : while the almost universal introduction of

machinery into farming operations necessitates

a by no means inconsiderable familiarity with

the principles of .mechanics. Not only these,

but many other branches might be enumerated,

a knowledge of which is requisite to the most

successful farming; and which, molded into a

whole and directed to a common object, consti-

tutes the science of agriculture—a science which,

like every other, has grown up by slow grada-

tions from comparative rudeness, and is still

capable of indefinite progress. That this pro-

must result directly from the efforts of the

farming community itself is undeniable, and

that it must arise from the careful and extended

application of scientific truths to the every day

affairs of farm life is equally beyond a doubt,

for there is no more potent or unerring agent

than hard, practical common-sense, guided by a

competent understanding of the laws of nature
;

and the most obvious field of improvement is not

more in the adaptation and employment of the

best known methods of performing the varied

duties of the farm and the use of the most favor-

ably known machinery, that in the improvement

of such methods and machines in their details

and minor points, so as to adapt them more per-

fectly to particular purposes and to the special

want3 of different localities ; and such improve-

ments are far more likely to arise from the active

brains of the scientific farmer than from that of

one who regards his profession as a simple and

unpretending occupation. None are so likely

to adapt their crops to the quality of the soil as

he who has made the nature of that soil a study
;

and none so apt to apply the proper manure at

the proper time and in the proper manner as he

who has made himself familiar with the compo-

sition of fertilizers and their effects upon differ-

erent plants. No man i3 so likely to make a

really valuable improvement in an agricultural

machine as the farmer who, while using it, sees

its defect, and possesses the mechanicsl skill and

training to originate and construct. It is, in

fact, from the efforts of men like this that the

real advancement of agriculture must be derived
;

and by further improvements in the management

of crops and of stock, in machinery and in

manure, farming will be brought to claim its

true dignity, and become in name as it is already

is in fact—a noble science.

—

American Artisan.

A horse has been imported into New Jer-

sey from Belgium, which is said to weigh 2368

lbs., and to be twenty hands high.
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Cost of Lamb and Mutton, Veal and
!

Beef.

Our prospects of meat supply for the winter

have been damaged, so far as they depend on I

home sources, by the protracted rains of August,

and especially of September, which have serious- !

ly reduced the root crops for wiuter provender.

We have learned, however, from experience to
j

look abroad, and to fill our larders from the I

shiploads which the Dutch, Belgian, Baltic, and
j

French ports are ready to discharge upon our

coasts. It will be remembered how, in 18C6,
j

when the rinderpest was at its height, and, owing :

to the then absence of efficient regulations, the
j

panic which it inspired was greatest, the price of !

meat was by importation reduced as low or

lower than it had been in 1865, save for the finer
\

qualities of mutton. There seem to be some
|

reasons for now reopening the question, which,

owing to the extortionate prices of butchers in !

London, reached a paramount interest last year.

In taking stock, however, of home resources,

or, indeed, of the resources of any grazing coun-

try, there is a point of economy to which we

wish to direct attention. The common practice

of butchers, and probably graziers, is to charge

high for lamb, and proportionally low for mut-

ton. Lamb, being esteemed a luxury, is charged

according to the price which people are willing

to pay, rather than in proportion to the cost of

keep and outlay on the animal. A lamb which

has been let grow six months has perhaps cost

6d. per week, or 13s. has gone into his carcase

during the half year. He will then weigh, say,

six stone (butchers'), and sell for 6s. the stone;

that is to say, the outlay of 13s. has produced a

return of 36s., or a profit of 23s., being 177 per

cent. Let him go, on the other hand, for three

months more, and his keep will have risen from

6d. to 9d., or lOd. per week. He will have cost

in all about 24s., will weigh nine stone, and sell

for 54s., or 125 per cent, profit. Under these

conditions it will be seen that the profit has

fallen 50 per cent, by grazing the animal three

months longer. In the same way, calculating his

keep after nine months at Is. per week, if that

expense let run on for nine months more, the

animal slaughtered at 18 months will have cost

a little over 62s., and may be estimated to weigh

112 lbs., and to fetch 84s., yielding a profit of

21s., or hardly more than 30 per cent. These

figures seem to show that, viewed as a mat-

ter of avoirdupois and hard cash, the creature

has been simply "eating his head off" ever since

he was six months old. The same reasoning will

hold good as regards veal as compared with beef,

the rather as beef is not considered mature till

three years old. Teal, however, seldom differs

from beef in price so much as lamb differs from

mutton. The prices at which we have set the

stone of lamb or mutton are indeed "topping"'

prices, but they are equally so all along, and

therefore that consideration does not affect the

result arrived at on the whole. The proportion

of profit will be manifestly the same.

As a set-off against the apparent advantage of

consuming lamb instead of mutton, there should

be taken into account the value of the fleece in

shearing. Putting this, however, as high as it

can reasonably be put, it can go but a little way
to balance the exceedingly rapid rate at which

the expenses of grazing tend to diminish the

grazier's profits on the adult animal. Some
would perhaps contend that there is a greater

incidental value in the manure of the adult ani-

mal than in the case of the lambs which under

the system of slaughtering would represent him.

The experiment has not probably received suffi-

cient attention, or been tried on a scale sufficient-

ly extensive, for any opinion to be confidently

pronounced upon the question. Assuming, how-

ever, that from the value of the fleece, and from

any supposed advantage in manuring, the profits

on the sheep of 13 months were doubled, or that

60 per cent, profit were realized upon the whole

results, yet even this, which, we think, must be

allowed to be a tolerably liberal margin, falls

far below the 177 per cent, at 6 months, or the

125 per cent, at 9 months, which we have shown

may be expected on an exclusive system of lamb-

grazing.

The conclusion at which we arrive, then, is

that a pound of lamb can be produced for very

much less cost than a pound of mutton, and that

the continued grazing by which a lamb of 4S

pounds is transformed into a sheep of more than

double that weight, would be far more economi-

cally applied in producing another lamb, or

rather a lamb and a half, in the same time.

The grazier's problem is simply to produce the

maximum of meat from the minimum of food,

and he finds his account in bringing to market

the greatest weight of edible flesh for the expen-

diture which he is obliged to make in grazing.

If there is any truth in the figures which we

have adduced, our sheepmastera go out of the

way to diminish their own profits. Instead of

"following nature the best guide," as a wise an-

cient habit, they adopt an artificial standard and

neglect a truly economic system ; and the result

is the same a3 if so much herbage, root crops,

&c, as represents the difference between the

profits on a sheeep and the profits on two-and-a-
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halt" lambs were burnt, or thrown into the sea.

It further follows that we habitually pay the

butcher for lamb and mutton in somethiug like

the inverse ratio of the cost of their production.

It is old meat which should be dear and young

meat which should be cheap, if the value ex-

pended upon the animal ruled the market price

demanded. It may, of course, be answered

that, by taking one with another, the total re-

sult of the transactions upon a whole flock bal-

ances any such seeming disproportion in detail.

And if the question were merely as to the relative

adjustment of prices, the existing system remain-

ing as it is, this might be a sufficient answer.

But it is further obvious that the consideration

of the comparative scarcity of lamb in the mar-

ket enter3 into the question of the fancy price

which is put upon, and paid for it. That which

might be plentiful and cheap is made artificially

scarce, and consequently dear : and the artificial

price thus kept up for lamb is therefore worth

dwelling upon as a specimen result of the whole

artificial system. As regards the figures them-

selves we feel some confidence in their accuracy,

as they are based on the experience of some of

the largest Wiltshire sheep-masters. And al-

though they might probably require some cor-

rection for other districts, yet we cannot think

that any such allowance on this score would be

required as seriously to invalidate the conclusion

to which they point.

—

London paper.

twelve inches, and well laid over. The dragging

was, most of it, performed by them, with a 31

tooth harrow, being assisted, a part of the time, by
a pair of three year-old steers. The breaking

was done with two and three-year-old steers to

assist the oxen (one pair of each) and sometimes

with a pair of horses instead of the steers. The

oxen, however, travelled every furrow with the

plough, and did more than three-fourths of the

whole dragging, much of it being done in hot

weather. They now weigh 3096 pounds. In

addition to all this work they drew all the hay

and grain, and performed much other work.

The keeping, during the spring months, was

hay and three pecks of rutabagas each per day

;

after the roots were gone, twelve quarts of oats

with hay fed regularly, and watered three tiines

per day. They were tied up in the stable with

as much regularity as the horses, and the yoke

taken off at noon to rest them. When grass be-

came of good size, so they could fill themselves

in an hour or so, no grain was given, and they

continued in good health and spirits. Whereve

and whenever oxen are used, they generally do

most of the hard work, while the horses get the

lion's share of the grain. I am well satisfied

that the ox, for agricultural labor, is underrated,

because he is unfairly dealt with."

—

Iowa Horne-

stead.

Dutch Cows.

Oxen and Horses.

The comparative value of oxen and horses for

farm labor is not so well understood as it should

be by our Western farmers. We were brought

up among the granite hills of New Hampshire,

where little or no agricultural labor is, or ever

has been imposed upon the horse. The ox is the

universal beast of burden for farm labor, while

the horse is, in the main, only used as a roadster.

We have seen enough, both East and West, to

establish the economy of a more general use of

oxen on the farm, here at the West.

A farmer friend gives us some statistics in re-

gard to the labor performed by a single yoke of

oxen, which should interest every farmer. His

experience is conclusive, that the ox, well taken

care of, is equal to the horse for the purpose

named. He says

:

"I am satisfied that such is the fact, from the

amount of labor performed by a yoke of oxen I

have had during the past summer. They plow-

ed 53 acres of land, only six of which were old,

or land in crop the previous year, the balanee

being heavy sward land, broken deep, nine t -

The editor of the New England Farmer recently

visited the farm of Mr. Chenery, near Boston,

where he saw some of the Dutch cattle imported

by Mr. C. He gives the following account of

what he saw in the stables

:

Entering the stalls we found a man milking

one of the Dutch cows. She had been milked

twice before during the day, and while we stood

by he filled a common water pail and commenced

upon another, the milk still flowing as freely as

it did into the first pail ! A cow stood near that

had dropped a calf a few days before, which

weighed at birth 113 pounds! And another

brought twins which weighed at birth 153

pounds ! A three or four-year-old heifer stood

by for which Mr. C. had been offered $1200 and

declined it ! All were as splendid specimens of

cows as we ever saw. Two noble bulls of the

same breed, large and of most exact symmetry,

were also present. Their weight must be some

1700 pounds each.

What is the difference between a summer

dress in winter and an extracted tooth? One is

too thin and the other tooth out

!
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Stying and Feeding Pigs.

At Farmers" Club meeting in Ireland, a

speaker said, "Pigs require dry floors, fresh air

and cleanliness. Foul air encour.ig

cold air consumes food in making h:

ought to make fat. It would not be practicable

to put in a growing store to take fat, nor would

it be judicious to put in a coarse dwarf to make

a srood bacon hog. Tou must have a full-grown,

fair-co:: - *t lea£ ' some

of the principal points to which we have already

alluded, and with this and proper attention, it

is not easy to conceive the rapidity with which a

pig will fatten. There should not be more than

six kept in one sty. The farmer has five princi-

pal ingredients for this purpose, viz., grain,

mangels and cabbage. The

roots well boiled and well bruised, the grain also

well boiled—take equal parts of Indian and oat-

meal, and any of the grains mentioned you may

have, as crushed beans, peas, vetches, rye or

with a little pollard and salt, made in

_:uel, added to the roots, and left to fer-

ment and sour, and always given in a lukewarm

state at regular hours three times a day. The

itement or annoyance the better, and a

for sloth and sleep encouraged by watch-

ing his comforts, and the words made applicable

that are sometimes used with some easy-going

and quiet dispositions :

"To eat and drink and sleep : what then ?

To eat and drink and sleep again."

The Weight of Cattle.

The Canada Farmer in reply to a correspon-

dent says : Many experiments have been made by

graziers and salesmen to ascertain the net weight

of cattle by measurement and a number of rules

and tables have been formed of the results ob-

tained. Xone, however, can be regarded as ab-

solutely correct. With the most accurate meas-

uring is required a practical acquaintance with

the points and forms of the animals, and allow-

ance must be made according to the age, size.

breed, mode and length of the time of fattening,

etc., conditions which requires a practical eve and

long experience to appreciate. We have found

the following method to lead generally to trust-

worthy results : Measure carefully with a tape

line from the top of the shoulder to where the

tail is attached to the back ; this will give the

length. For the girth, measure immediately be-

hind the shoulder and fore legs. Multiply half

the girth by itself in feet, and the sum by the

length in feet, and the product will give the ne

weight in stones of eight pounds each. For ex-

ample, with an ox or cow five feet in length and

seven feet in girth the calculation will be as fol-

lows :

Multiply half the girth by itself in feet 3 5
3.5

12.25

Multiply by length in feet 5

. t in stones 61 25
Multiply by ?. . >"o. of pounds in a stone.).... 8

Weight in pounds 499.00

Tobacco Prospects in Viiginia.

In regard to the efforts made in Virginia by

farmers to retrieve their fortunes by cultivating

tobacco, the Danville (Va.) /

The farmers have labored constantly and faith-

fully by it. from the plant beds to the barns, and

thousands of them are now keep::.
\

"igils

over their fires and psrt of their treasure, guard-

ing and seasoning it with the most tender care.

But the larger portion of the crop is yet upon the

hill, sweetening and mellowing in these warm
September suns. Under a favorable Providence

our industrious farmers will soon have their

hopes crowned with fruition ; their pains and

labor rewarded with the well-earned price.

The Register is jubilant over the prospect of a

revival of prosperity in that section of Virginia,

and says :

Danville ought to. and no doubt will, manufac-

ture the most of it for distant markets, and if so,

the business of tobacco manufacturing in this

place will employ a vast deal of labor and capital

next year. A gentleman well acquainted with

these things, says it will take two hundred thou-

sand dollars to pay for the labor in the tobacco

actories of Danville the coming vear.

The Foreshadowing of Rain*.— Just before rain

flowers smell stronger and sweeter, because the

vapors of the air prevent the scented particles

of their perfume from ascending, as they would

in a drier atmosphere. Instead of rising above

the earth, the odor is disseminated by the mois-

ture. Because the plants are stronger in fra-

grance just before a fall of rain, we see horses

stretch out their necks and sniff the air in a pe-

culiar manner. Animals are more observing

than men. and nature speaks to them in a silent

manner. They thus are able to prognosticate the

coming storm with unerring signs, while man
stands bewildered and lost in doubt.— Tur/,

Field and Farm.
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Butter Making.
In the New York butler market tlie Orange

county product holds the highest rank and com-

mands extreme prices always. Its excellence is,

me measure, to be attributed to the superi-

ority of the pasture lands of that region over

most, if not all, other sections of the State, but

more particularly, perhaps, to the greater care

much valueless matter, combined with a little

grain, is converted into the choicest human food.

They need warm quarters and low roosts, and a

place for roosting devoted to themselves where

will be undisturbed. In raising chickens we

should notice that it is wet that destroys more

than all other causes, especially is this the case

with turkeys. The best plan we have tried is to

and attention bestowed upon the manufacture of confine the mother bird inside a house or shed

the butter and its preparation for market,

numerous springs of soft and cool water gushing

from the hills in Orange and contiguous counties,

afford admirable sites for spring-houses—a great

and important aid in the manufacture of butter

—an advantage that the western section of the

State is but partially possessed of. In the process

of manufacturing it is presumed there is but little il

any difference between that pursued in Orange

county and other sections. In hot weather, after

the butter is salted and worked over it is taken

to the spring and immersed in the water, where

with a lattice which allows the chicks to go out.

But this they are not allowed to do until the dew-

is thoroughly dried off in the morning; not at

all when it rains, until they arrive at the

when they become sufficiently strong.

Young turkies should be fed the curd of

lobbered milk cooked rather hard, and young

chickens, scalded Indian meal. In all this there

is a good deal of trouble, and a great deal of

profit. It should be remembered that after all,

a gieat item of the profit of farming is summed

up in the item, "support of family." and that

it remains during the day, when it is worked and ' all these little matters of which poultry and eggs

packed. For winter butter a small teaspoonful ! form so important apart go a great way towards

of pulverized saltpetre and a large taMespoonful :
that end.— Ulica Herald.

of white sugar are added for twenty odd pounds

of butter at the last working. As a general

Thing no coloring matter is used in factory but-

ter. The working is done on an inclined slab

with bevelled sides running down to the lower

end, and within four inches of each other, at

which point a woodeu lever, fitted into a socket,

is attached as a working instrument—performing

the office of the butter ladle. The firkins for

packing are of white oak, carefully and neatly
J

made, and well soaked in cold water before being
\

used. When filled they are headed up, and I

strong brine poured into the top—a hole being

made for the purpose— filling up any empty

places that remain after packing. Thus prepared

it is ready for market.

—

Rural New Yorker.

**

Poultry.
The value of the poultry and eggs raised in

France annually, is §20,000,000, and in Encland

onlv §4.000,000. Tn this respect we are doubtless aP"*i tbe bot,om of round Poles t%v0 iacbes

far behind our French cousins. The English cli- "V"4
.

tl,e t0P of a board
-

Place this in a com "

Fattening Fowls.
All summer long the farmer and his family-

have fussed with the poultry ; the young chickens

and turkeys need care in the long rain storms

and protection against nocturnal depredators.

Just as they are fully grown out of danger, the

shrewd huckster makes his appearance, buys,

fattens, and prepares them for market, and pock-

ets the profits for his smartness.

Obviously the farmer had better fatten his

fowls and send them to market himself. He can

do it with less trouble, perhaps, than he ima-

gines. Feed liberally at all times, so as to keep

them growing thriftily, but about twenty days

before being slaughtered feed them in this way :

Make a coop for one dozen fowls : more should

not be put together. The coop should be three

feet long, two feet wide, and two and a half high.

.Make the sides and ends of bars about three inches

mate is against them, but ours is doubtless as

favorable as that of France or any other country.
!

Many good farmers seem to suppose that poul-

try and a garden are inconsistent, and yet a little

expense in fortifying the garden fence with

pickets, or a few laths, will remedy that at on»e.

In cities, hens may be kept confined, but this is

not the profitable method. Give them a wide

range for grass and insects, and you will find no

investment |pay half so well, and for this very

reason, if for no other, that by their means so

fortable room, elevated two feet from the floor

in the barn or poultry house, where the cold

winds will be kept away, and where the light

will be dim. Attach feeding troughs all around

the oulside. Commence feeding very li;_r ht. giv-

iug-little but water the first day. Then feed

regular three or four times per day with the rich-

est food, as oat meal mixed with milk, boiled

barley or corn. Observe the utmost cleanliness,

and give a supply of fresh water. In twenty-

days the poultry should be killed, and for such

the farmer would find plenty of greedy buyers,

willing to pay the highest price.

—

Rural

Yorker.
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BALTIMORE.

Maryland State Agricultural Society,

For the Promotion of Agriculture, Horticul-

ture, and the Mechanic and Household Arts.

A number of gentlemen met together on the

14th of November, on the call of John Merry-

man, Esq., President of the old State Agricultu-

ral Society, to take into consideration the organi-

zation of a new Society. We were pleasantly

impressed with the reunion there exhibited, and

reminded of "the good old days" of the past,

when white men walked about free in Baltimore,

and were generally allowed to be masters of the

situation. This gathering of the true men of

Maryland for the peaceful purposes of getting up

State Agricultural Society gave us the most

realizing sense we have yet had, that Provost

Marshal Fish is safe, with other thieves, in the

New York Penitentiary, and that Gen. Grant,

at least so far as Maryland is concerned, has

really "bottled up" Gen. Butler. Indeed the

General-in-Chief is on such pleasant terms with

us. that he comes over to give us his friendly ad-

vice in our little family jars, and they being

happily settled, comes again to our Horse Fair to

see the race3. We are sure the American Farmer

has interest enough with James Young, Esq.,

President of the Board of Police Commissioners,

to have an order issued that he shall not be ar-

rested for ''fast driving'' through the streets;

we would give him this evidence of our apprecia-

tion of his kind offices.

Bnt to return, not exactly a nos moutons, as

the French say, but to our own keepers of flocks

and herds, our Maryland farmers, who have

come together in the spirit of the old times to

consult for the good of the great foundation in-

terest of the State. The Convention was pre-

sided over by Allen Bowie Davis. Esq.. of Mont-

gomery county. In a remarkably appropriate and

happy address, which we hope to be able give

our readers, he stated the object of the gathering,

and urged an energetic effort to establish the

Society on a permanent basis. He alluded to

the convention in Baltimore many years ago for

organizing the old Society, in which so many o*

the best men of Maryland took part, made spe-

cial remark of the laborious and successful ser-

vices of the first President of the Society, the

late Charles B. Calvert, Esq., and of the late

Judge Glenn, of Baltimore, who presided over

the convention. When Mr. Calvert was in doubt

about issuing the premium list for the first Cattle

Show, Judge Glenn settled the matter by that

high-handed liberality for which he was noted,

and guaranteed funds to meet any amount of

loss.

Gen. Tench Tilghman, formerly President of

the United States Agricultural Society, and T.

C. Peters. Esq., an ex-President of the New York

State Agricultural Society, now settled in Mary-

land, in the course of the evening, made valuable

suggestions as to the government of the Society,

and especially as to the importance of having an

Agricultural Hall in Baltimore, and a permanent

Secretary with a liberal salary, who, like the

able and now venerable Secretary of the New
York Society, should give his whole attention to

the duties of the office.

Boss Winans, Esq., whose eminence as a ma-

chinist has for many years- been recognized

throughout the country, and who is, as well, an

enthusiastic farmer, stock grower, and fruit

grower, was unanimously elected President of

the Society. The other officers were as follows :

Vice Presidents—Col.Billings'.ey, of St. Mary's :

Dr. R. S. Stewart, Anne Arundel; Colonel A.

Bowie Davis, Montgomery; J. Howard McHenry,

Baltimore county ; Dr. W. H. DeCourcey, Queen

Anne's; C. B. Calvert. Prince Georges' county
;

Ramsey McHenry, Harford; W. M. Knight,

Cecil ; J. W. Jenkins. Charles ; D. C. Blakiston,

Kent, W. J. Aydelotte, Worcester; John Lee

Carroll, Howard ; Wm. Devries, Baltimore city :

Col. E. Lloyd, Talbot; Wm. Dodge, Washing-

ton ; Dr. S. P. Smith, Allegany: Dr. G. R.

Dennis, Somerset; Col. George R. Dennis, Fred-

erick; S. T. Brown, Carroll: Col. Jas. Wallace.

Dorchester; T. B. H. Turner, Calvert: Daniel

Field, Caroline. General Sec' ry—B.H. Waring,

Corresponding Secretary—E. Law Rogers, Execu-

tive Committee—Jame5 T. Earle, Col. E. Wil-

kins. Gen. Edward Shriver, Col. Oden Bowie,
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E. G. Ulery, Chas. M. Dougherty, X. B. Worth-

ington, Ezra Whitman, John Merryman.

A committee consisting of A. Bowie Davis,

James Pentlancl, and Charles M. Dougherty was

appointed to inform the President of his election.

Messrs. John Merryman, Win. H. Purnell and

Oeorge R. Dennis were appointed a committee to

obtain a charter from the Legislature. The

thanks of the society were returned to the chair-

man, and on motion the meeting adjourned.

Garlic, Sorrel, and Ox-Eye Daisy.

A correspondent in Clarke count}', Va., asks:

"What is the best mode of getting rid of the

garlic or wild onion ? Will grazing close de-

stroy it? I have a quantity of it to contend

with, and pulling it up seems to be an endless

job."

Garlic, with many other pests of the farm,

gives way, usually, before good cultivation, and

the attendant occupancy of the ground with

clover, and cultivated grasses. Sorrel, which is

so great a bugbear, and upon the destruction of

which volumes have been written, is not the

enemy so many take it to be. It occupies ground

which is on some account unsuitable or unfriend-

ly to the growth of a better class of plants, and

is a plain indication of that unsuitableness. D
may be excess of water, or want of thorough

ploughing and exposure to the action of the air,

or want of lime, or some other fertilizing element.

Whatever it may be, and whenever the remedy

is applied, the sorrel gives way to cultivated

plants. It does not of itself drive or keep them

tint; it occupies till the circumstances become

favorable to their holding possession.

The famous pest, the Ox-Eye Dais;/, or Caro-

lina Pink, is thought by most persons to be in-

eradicable. An enthusiastic friend once under-

took to get it out of a favorite lot of a few acres,

by hiring a large number of children from the

neighboring village to pull it out by the root,

and declared as the result that for every plant

pulled out, a thousand new ones followed. In

the month of June how many thousand of acres

of our arable land are snow-white with the

weed. Yet this evil which is tamely submitted

to from ignorance, or indifference, may be surely

subdued by a few years of steady, thorough cul-

tivation. Put the land gradually into condition

to produce heavy crcps of clover and orchard

_rrass, and take off these crops in proper time

before the weed seeds, and it will soon succumb.

Or even with the timothy crop, whenever the

land is brought to a degree of fertility that will

yield two tons of hay, it will not be long in the

way. In the meantime, it is a satisfaction to

know that the stems cured into hay make an

acceptable fodder to some sorts of stock.

With regard to Garlic, a correspondent of

The American Farmer wrote some years ago, that

the lands of Chester county, Pa., were many
years ago, very much infested with it, and now
entirely rid of it, wherever it had been improved

by lime or other means, and made to produce

luxuriant crops of clover.

The late G. M. Eldridge, Esq., of Cecil county,

one of the most intelligent farmers of the State,

said to us : "I well remember when it was diffi-

cult to find butter in the Philadelphia market,

made from upland pasture, that was free from

the taste of garlic ; now, I understundit is rare-

ly to be met with." Mr. E. then goes on to say

that thirty years ago, the lands around Philadel-

phia were as poor as any of the lands in Mary-

land. About that time the system of improve-

ment commenced, and with it the destruction of

the garlic. "Tlr's may have been in several

ways : garlic like the garden onion is a biennial,

when permitted to go to seed, as the root or

bulb then dies ; hence when land is improved to

grow good grass, and that not pastured too young:

the cattle when biting off the grass must also

take with it the seed stalk of garlic. The same

takes place also in mowing. Once cropping, or

mowing, however, will not destroy it; for if you

examine the root, you will find a number of

cloves around, and attached to the principal

bulb, each I believe next year capable of putting

up fresh stalks. But by cutting or grazing them

off, several years, after the seed stalks are formed,

I believe they may be destroyed. But pasturing

before the stalk is formed, I do not think will erer

destroy them. It must perform the work of re-

production before the bulb dies, or it will remain

perennial."

We can only, therefore, suggest the general

method of getting rid of all these weeds, by such

improvement as will occupy the ground with

valuable plants, and cause it to be submitted to

a course of thorough culture. We have no spe-

cial modes to offer our correspondent to get rid

of his garlic, but assure him that "pulling it

up," will not pay.

Replies to Correspondents.—Inquiries from

correspondents on agricultural topics do not.

sometimes, receive direct replies, because the

points inquired about, sooner or later, are treated

of in the general matter of the paper. Several

of these, however, with reference to use of lime,

gas house lime, and difference in value between

stone and shell lime are this month crowded out.
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Landlord and Tenant.

The following letter from Allen Bowie Davis,

Esq.. opens a subject which must become, neces-

sarily, of abiding interest in the old slaveholding

States. Nothing is better settled than that land-

holders will not sell except upon compul-

sion. A great many must sell, but all who can.

will hold on to their possessions of lands. But

they cannot work them as heretofore. They

cannot, if they would, have large gangs of lab-

orers, who, under their own direction, with the

help of overseers, will till broad fields. All this

is past. The laud owner will satisfy his own

love of his pursuit by confining himself to fifty

or a hundred acres, more or less, according to

circumstances, and the remainder will be put

into the hands of tenants. This will be the gen-

eral result.

The matter opened then by Mr. Davis is one of

great importance in its bearing upon the future

prosperity of the slave States, and the suggestions

he here makes are timely and wise. Everything

in such a system depends upon the character of

the tenantry, and 'this will be ultimately very

greatly affected by the treatment received at the

hands of landlords. The tenantry of this coun-

try, generally, has been of the poorest description,

chiefly because land has been so cheap, that only

the poorest class of the population were not

themselves landholders. But those who hold

the land should deal liberally with their tenants,

and, as Mr. Davis suggests, give them comfort-

able aud even tasteful places of abode, and

in all respects, as far as practicable, such con-

veniences and accommodations as they may re"

quire. The tenant should also be made to under-

stand that his lease is to be a permanent one;

that the property is to be, iu fact, his home for

life, if he fairly and faithfully fulfill his part of

the contract. The long leases of English land-

holders are impracticable as yet, until we can be

better assured of the character of tenants, and
this is to be the work of time. In the mean-

time, everything should be done to make their

occupancy permanent, and to increase their per-

sonal interest in the improvement of the pro-

perty.

On the other hand, the tenant should begin, at

once, to understand, that the wretched, skinning

system, which has brought renters iuto disgrace,

is to be stopped at once. He must learn to feel,

and to make it appear to his landlord, that it is

not his first object to get everything possible out

of the land, and to put as little as possible back.

He must show that he considers the landlord's

interest his own, for it is his own true and per-

manent interest to care for, and improve the

property. If mutual good will is set up between

the two by fair and liberal dealing, the best re-

sults may be expected to the interest of both.

But we have only designed to glance at this topic

as brought to notice by Mr. Davis, and commend

his views to the consideration of those concerned :

Greenwood. August 20, 18G6.

Messrs. Wortkington $ Lewis:

Gentlemen : For my delinquency in not ac-

knowledging the receipt of the first number,

present series of the American Farmer, I send

vou enclosed six dollars for my own and two new

subscribers. Address below.

These two new subscribers are my tenants, to

whom I thought I could not render a better ser-

vice than by furnishing them the instruction

and entertainment with which your columns

abound. This brings me to the important sub-

ject of the relations between landlord and ten-

ant, now to enter so largely into the practice and

policy of Southern agriculture. It is a subject

which I desire to call to your attention, and

to invite to its discussion your clear and able

pen. The laws governing the subject, the prin-

ciples which should control, and the practice, so

far as it has entered into our system, are questions

which undoubtedly will be interesting to your

readers. I now have eight tenants, where, under

the old system of involuntary servitude, 1 man-

aged and directed myself. Sufficient time has

hardly elapsed to form a just comparison of the

relative advantages and profit of the two systems.

Its discussion, too, would now be of no practical

value, as the one is inevitably abolished, and

the other, by the force of circumstances, fixed

and unalterable. My experience, thus for, has

taught me that it is to the interest of landlords

to provide comfortable, and I would also add,

attractive houses for their tenants, and also good

stabling, and convenient farm buildings, as soon

as practicable. This, I am aware, in many in-

stances, and perhaps generally throughout the

South, will/ntail a heavy tax upon landlords,

but the sooner it is met, the sooner will they be

able to command sensible, iudustrious and gen-

teel tenants, and with such it ought to be the

aim of every landlord to surround himself. In

this they have the best guarantee for good far-

mers, and an active and intelligent co-operation

for mutual benefit and improvement. I say

mutual, because, in my judgment, both landlord

and tenant should learn to look upon each other

as tenants, in common, or co-partners in busi-

ness. The terms between them should be ar-

ranged so that both can prosper, and find it
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their interest to augment the productiveness, and

improve the value of the hind cultivated.

illy to accomplish this, capital is necessary.

In this it is to be regretted, tenan's for the most

part, in this country, are deficient, and the bur-

then talis upon the landlord. Thus, in addition

to the funded capital in the land, the landlord

has also to advance an undue proportion of the

working capital. This augments his burthen

and diminishes the interest the tenaut should

feel iu the commou stock.

But I find myself saving more than I intended,

which was simply to call your attention, and

that of your many intelligent correspondents to

the subject.

With my congratulations upou its revival,

and best wishes for a future of uninterrupted

prosperity to the old American Firmer,

I am, truly yours.

A. B. Davis.
»•-• —

Book Table.

Diseases of American Stable, Field ahd Farm

Yard. By Robert McClure, Principal of Phila-

rinary Colleye.—We noticed briefly

last month the receipt of this work. It is a most

valuable book, gotten up especially for the far-

mer, stock breeder, and amateur. We can safely

recommend it as an able assistant in the treatment

of stock. It does not agree with the common
system of treating animals—is intended to in-

clude a familar description of diseases, their

nature, causes and symptoms, the most approved

methods of treatment, and the properties and

uses of remedies, with directions for preparing

them. It makes a volume of 400 pages, price

(5.00. We give on anothe.- page the authors

very sensible views on the healing powers of

nature, and should have given further extracts,

but did not get the book in time from a friend to

whom we snbmttted it, as more capable than

ourselves of forming an opinion of its merits.

War Poetry of the South. Edited by W.

GSmore Stems, L. L. D. New York, Richard-

son Jf Co., 550 Broadway.—The imprimatur of

Mr. Simnis is a guaranty of the literary merit

of this collection of Southern Poetry. The

book is a volume of nearly -. elegantly

bound and beautifully printed. To use the

words of the editor :

:-
It constitutes a contribu-

tion to the national literature which is not un-

worthy of it. and which is illustrating the degree

of mental and art development which has been

made, in a large section of the country, under

circumstances greatly calculated to stimulate

talent, and provoke expression through the

higher utterances of passion and imagination.
-

'

The American Journal of Science .-.-

cted by Profs, SUliman ,v Dana, X- 11 •

ven—Contents of November number: William

Rowan Hamilton : the Vowel Elements in Speech:

Conclusive Proofs of the Animality of the Citrate

Sponges, Caricography ; Index to the Species:

On the Oil producing Uplift of West Virginia

:

Remarks on the Drift of the Western and South-

ern States ; New locality of Meteoric Iron in

Cohabuila, Northern Mexico; On the Spectra

and Composition of the Elements ; Contribution

to the Chemistry of the Mineral Springs of Onon-

dagua county, X. Y.; on some new Manipula-

tions; Experiments on the- Electro-motive Force

and the Resistance of a Galvanic Circuit ; On the

tram of a new Star in Corona Borealis; On
the Source of Muscular Power.

(»hio Agbicultural Report, 1865.—We are

indebted to Secretary Klippart. of the Ohio

State Board of Agriculture, for this volume. It

coutains his owu valuable report on the agricul-

ture of Germany, with notes on the agricultural

institutions of France, and French horses, the

results of Mr. Klippart's travels in those coun-

tries in the spring and summer of 1865. We
hope hereafter to give some interesting extracts.

We are indebted to Sandford Howard. Esq..

for catalogue of officers and students of Michigan

State Agricultural College for 18£ .

Surry of Eagle's Nbst; or, the Memoir-

Officer serving in Virginia. i the

manuscript of Col. Surry. By John Eften Cooke.

New York, E. J. Huntington <r Co., 452 Brome

We have not had time to give this hand-

some volume a careful reading, but the title and

the name of Mr. Cooke will commend it more

strongly than any praise of ours.

Nameless. By Fanny Murdough Downing.

Wm. B. Smith j- Co., Field and Fireside Pub-

lishing Biouse, Raleigh, X. C.—This book is su-

perior to the great mass of matter for light read-

ing, issuing from the Xew York press. The plot

is well laid and well sustained, the characters ad-

mirably and distinctly drawn, and the style.

clear, simple and elegant. It marks the author-

i a woman of genius, and of true, womanly
culture and piety. It is in all respects a good

book, and we regret that our limits do not per-

mit us to speak more fully of its merits.

From the same publishers we have Lee's Last

Campaign. By C"]>t J. C. 6. A historical nar-

rative of the final events of the war in Virginia.

Also, The Deserter's Daughter. A story of

ir in North Care

Also, Castine. A novelette of charming in-

terest.
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From Richardson & Co.—We have their Edu-

cational List of important and valuable text

books, for schools and universities, prepared by

distinguished scholars and friends of education

in the South.

The Westminster Review for October has

papers on "The Irish Church," "The Apostles,"

"The English and their Origin," "The Abbe

Lamenais on Dante," "The Canadian Confedera-

tion and the Reciprocity Treaty," "The Dog

—

his Intelligence," "Our North Pacific Colonies,'

"The Forrest of Fontainebleau, and the usual

review of contemporary literature.

Blackwood, for October, contains the continua-

tion of '

'Sir Brook Fossbrooke, '

'

' 'Nina Balatka, '

'

and "Cornelius O'Dowd," and also "Concerning

Salads and French Wines," "Light and Dark

Blue," "Allison's History of Europe, 1815-52,"

and " Lectures on the History of the Jewish

Church."

The Land we Love.—This able Magazine, edited

by Gen. D. H. Hill, at Charlotte, N. C, is getting

we trust, the liberal support it well deserves.

The November number, besides a great variety

of other matter, has two excellent agricultural

articles, "The Nutrition of Animals," and "Red

Clover."

Godey's Lady's Book, for November, is a

good number, with beautiful engravings, and in

its literary department well sustains the reputa-

tion of this old and very meretorious Periodical.

Our lady friends can be thoroughly posted up in

all the elegancies of dress and fashion through

the Lady's Book.
»•

The Mails.—A snbscriber, writing from the

neighborhood of Newbern, N. C, expresses dis-

appointment that he has failed to receive our Oc-

tober number. We can only say to our friend,

and to others who have the same complaint to

make, that it is no fault of ours. Every subscri-

ber's paper is properly addressed and punctually

mailed, but, we are sorry to say, there are too

many instances of failure to reach their destina-

tion, especially when directed to North Carolina.

It can be only the fault of the mails, but how it

is to be remedied we do not see.

Dressing Poultry for Market.—Messrs. Hal-

stead & Putnam, Produce Commission Merchants,

New York, inform us that the article in our

November number on dressing poultry, credited

to the Canada Farmer, was first issued from their

house, and send us their circular containing di.

rections for putting up various articles of coun-

try produce for the New York Market, from

which we will hereafter make extracts.

The Maryland Horse Fair.

An association under this title with John Mer-

ryman, Esq., as President, held its first exhibi-

tion and trial of speed beginning on the 13th

day of November, on the Herring Run race

course. The occasion brought together some of

the most celebrated trotting horses of the coun-

try^Dexter, George 31. Patchen, Silas Rich, Dan.

Sleepy Davy, Ned Forrest, Lady [Guilford, War-

rior, Maryland, Belle of Baltimore, Hector, Fly-

away, <yc. No betting was allowed, the best

order was preserved throughout, and everything,

so far as we can learn, went off well. We give

the result of the trials of speed as follows :

FIRST DAY FIRST RACE.

Purse $250, mile heats, best three in five to

harness :

Br. h. Ned Forrest Ill
B. m. Lady Guilford distanced first heat
G. h. Warrior distanced second lieat

Br. m. Maryland distanced second heat

B. m. Belle of Baltimore 3 3 3
Br.h.Hector 2 2 2

Time: 2.36£, 2.36, 2.36£.

SECOND RACE.

Purse $200, mile heats, best three in five to

harness

:

B. m. Lady Warwick 1 2 2 3

Dun. g. Sleepy Davy 111
Bl. s. Flyaway

Time: 2.38J, 2.38.}, 2.38, 2.37.

SECOND DAY FIRST RACE.

Purse $500, double teams, one mile and repeat,

to wagons

:

Lady Guilford and Hector 1 1

Belle of Baltimore and Baltimore county Maid. 2 2
Bill and Sam, (withdrawn.)

SECOND RACE.

Premium $4000. free for any horse, mare or

gelding in the world
;
$1000 to the second horse,

$500 to the third, best 3 in 5 to harness

:

Br. g. Pexter 1 1 1

S. s. Silas Rich 2 2 2
Br. s. G. M. Patchen 3 3 3

THIRD DAY FIRST RACE.

Premium $200 for colts of 5 years and under,

mile heats, three best in five, to harness :

B. c. Whitefoot 1 1 1

B.f. Estella 2 2 2
BI.O. Prank; \ Withdrawn.Omck, )

Br. f. Mary Over age.

Time: 3.06J, 3.18, 3.02.

SECOND RACE.

Premium $2000, |$500 to the second horse,

free for all horses not in the larger purses, three

miles and repeat, to harness :

S. g. Silas Rich . 1 1

Br. 8. George M Patchen • 2 2
B. g. Dan 3 Z

Time: 1.57, 8.02.
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Of the fourth day's proceedings, we give the

following account from the report of Daily Sun :

The horses took position, Flyaway at the pole;

Warwick second and Davy outside. They got

off well, but soou Davy drew ahead, which po-

sition he maintained to the close, making the

mile in 2.39^; Warwick second and Flyaway

third. In the second heat, with Davy at the

pole, a good start was had, and a closer race en-

sued, the horses throughout keeping very close

together, Warwick coming in winner by a length

in 2.35$, Davy second.

In the third heat Warwick had the pole, and

an exciting race was had, the rush down the

home stretch, at the close, being desperate, War-

wick and Davy passiug the judges' stand almost

neck and neck, in 2.36—Flyaway trailing. The

heat was declared dead by two of the judges,

General Grant being of opinion that the heat

was won by Davy. In the fourth heat, Warwick

at the pole, Davy broke badly immediately after

the start, and did not fully recover throughout

the heat.

The contest was close between the mare and

Flyaway, the former winning by a length in

2.38J, Davy narrowly escaping being distanced.

In the fifth heat a good send-off was effected, and

the friends of Sleepy Davy were sanguine of his

success. The race was close to the half mile,

when Lady Warwick broke, losing ground con-

siderably, and falling behind Flyaway and Davy,

the latter coming in a winner by half a length,

amongst the shouts of his admirers, in 2.40, Fly-

away being second. The latter, not having won

a heat in five, was, under the regulations, ruled

out by the judges, the contest thus narrowing

down to Daw and Lady Warwick, the odds on

the track being one hundred to eighty in favor

of the former.

In the sixth and last heat the horses got off

well, Davy having the pole, the mare ahead to

the half-mile pole, when she broke, but getting

down again, got the lead of the home stretch,

apparently determined to win, but Davy not be-

ing very sleepy, crept up, and crossed the line

ahead by two lengths, in 2.30, winning the heat

and the race. He was immediately surrounded

by his admirers, who lavished all kinds of praise

upon him.

The Dexter race took place between the second

and third heats of the preceding race. The fa-

mous horse was brought ou the track to trot to

lie against a running horse to beat his unri-

valled time of 2.18. This magnificent animal

was ridden by Bud Dobell, and appeared to be

:>leudid condition, extoriing expressions of

admiration fsom General Grant and other admir-

ers of fine horses.

After some delay Dexter got off well, closely

followed by the running horse, trotting the mile

without a break in 2.27}. A second trot was

made, Dexter making the half-mile in 1.09, but

broke shortly afterwards, and came home in

2.2-lJ, which, considering the raw weather and

heavy track, is said to be extraordinary time.

Our Correspondence.

The tenor of our correspondence, in its kind-

ness of expression, and the hearty cheer with

which it gives us encouragemant, may be thought

somewhat monotonous. For the sake of variety,

as well as for candour sake, we show the other

side. Indeed we are not willing to miss the

fan, of exhibiting to ardent Southern friends,

some of the cool, refreshing qualities of our self-

elected critics. Here is a specimen from a man,

who, it will be observed, is not a subscriber, and

has never been, but writes out of the mere over-

flowings of his self-sufficiency and impertinence.

He thinks it a part of his mission to lecture the

American Farmer gratis. The gravity of our

offence in the article alluded to, was, that we

took in vain the names of Hon. Thaddeus Stevens

and some of his compeers, and did not speak

with due respect of the late John Brown, who
was righteously hanged by 'the neck by Gov.

Wise. If we could exhibit the manuscript of

this writer, literatim et spellatitn, it would add

richness to the suggestion about school-masters

and mistresses:

Philadelphia, Oct. 9, 18G6.

Editors of the Farmer : I was out in Chester

couuty, this week, and picked up your paper

which had been sent as a sample, and. after read-

ing it, observed I was very much pleased with

it, and should subscribe for it, as the articles

seemed better adapted to our wants than some I

was taking. Having a farm in Kent county,

Delaware, one of my friends asked me if I bad

read an editorial on "Homes,'' I said, no; he

read a part, and I was surprised I took the

paper, and read the article, and I must confess

that to find such a mixture of sense and nonsense,

proper advice, and really wicked suggestions,

from the centre of Baltimore is astounding. If

vou will make such selections as are in your

August number, and write nothing yourselves

until the writer of that article arrives at age,

and can write for readers of good, common
sense, your paper will do ; but don't send any

mure north until that is the case, and if your

Southern readers want such food as that article
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ies, then in mercy, stop all papers and send

schoolmasters and mist sses uad fit them to

judge for themselves, for with such leaders their

condition will continue to be miserable.

Respectfully,

E. Hun*.

A philosopher who hails from Lincoln. Loudon

•... enjoyed the courtesy of our columns

in years past, in giving the world some lessons

of wisdom on topics agricultural. He was ten-

dered likewise the courtesy of a free copy of our

paper, which he did not decline. These courte-

s'es being now renewed, a? he says, we might

have anticipated a civil response from a ••Virginia

gentleman," but our correspondent being a phil-

:er, (natural.) aud a free quoter of Scrip-

ture, does not see the necessity of being a gentle-

man too. He writes us. at large, through two

closely written pages of his fool's-cap, doing,

all the time, various damage to the Queen" s Eng-
:

.n the several circumstances of its Ortho-

;y. Etymology, and Syntax (An editor

should no more be abused in bad English, than

a soldier shot with a rusty pistol.) He classes us

with "Secessionists." -State's Eights men."' and

other wicked people, says our "conduct has

given the lie to our professions,"' that "the hope

of the hypocrite, ( meaning ourself) shall perish."

that "Divine justice will give every one their

(his?) due,*' and proposes to t>e its pious instru-

ment on the Americm Farmer. Our correspon-

dent, it seems, met with losses by the war "to

the tune of thousaids.'" which is a sad thing to

think of. seeing nobody else lost anything, and

will not support the President's policy or make
any terms, with those who "caused the loss

"without having some evidence of repentance."

We Botaee ourselves under this infliction, with

the words of cheer of a Christian gentleman, on

the opposite shore of the Potomac, in Frederick

county. Md. :

EMMiTTsr.rr.G. Md.

Mr. Editor: I am very glad to see again the

"American Farmer."' 1 have received the three

last numbers, which I have found very interest-

_ ind instructive. Every farmer or tiller of

the soil should be a suliscriher—ix he wishes to

conduct his business surely and profitably.

I am but a small farmer, haviug only 50 acres

nd. yet I find, in every number of your

valuable monthly, instruction and information,

worth a year's subscription.

I enclose you two dollars for the year's sub-

scription. Very respectfully,

James D. Hickey.

G. W. G., Memphis, Tenn., who has kindly

added several names to our list of subset;

says: R. G. C. Esq., takes great interest in the

Farvier, and will exert himself in its behalf.

Please send us a number of specimen copies for

distribution. He will take his commission in

extra numbers to be distributed to get more

scribers. We are determined you shall be patro-

nized.

TV. T. T.. Charlotte C. P.., Va—1 send you

two dollars for the American Firmer, for whose

welcome presence I return you my sincere thanks.

I have ever had a particular regard for the suc-

cess of your valuable paper, as I am one of the

old subscribers when under the control of tbe

late lamented Mr. Skinner. I had the pleasure

of forming the acquaintance of Mr. Worthington,

one of the present proprietors in the city ot Bal-

timore, in 1SJ5. when he first became a partner

in the paper, aud under whose direction it has

done such valuable service to the agricultural

interests of our country.

Prof. W. H. D.. Green shnrg, La.—A friend

was so kind as to lend me a copy of your most

excellent magazine. I read it carefully, came to

the conclusion it was the best agricultural publi-

cation I had ever seen, and hasten to transmit to

your address, two dollars.

J. T. D., Thomastown, Leake county. Miss.

—

At tbe close of the war I was left so poor, that I

concluded I could not indulge tn luxuries.

Though I thought of you, I had not the courage

to enclose two dollars. I find so many places for

the application of this small sum. Yet your

kindness and liberality in sending the three num-

bers without hearing from me at all has tri-

umphed, aud I have no doubt all of your old

subscribers will sooner or later respond in the

same way. Our farmers should rally to the sup-

port of the old American Firmer, as to that of

theold American Constitution. Some publishers

have made a mistake in dropping some of their

very old suhscri' ers, supposing that everybody

South was hopelessly poor, or could not be

trusted. I hope soon to send you somes

TV. L. YV\. Loretto. Va.—Permit me to return

you my sincere thanks for numbers of the Far-

-• nt. It was most cordially receive! as old

friends always are.

S. H. B . Ch.irlestowu, Va.—Pardon me for

not having sooner acknowledged the receipt of

your very valuable and highly iuteresiing paper.

It was with real pleasure I looked upon the face

of my old familiar friend. There is no periodi-

cal that I read with so much pleasure and profit.

I think I can send you some new s

before long.
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W. S. K., Brunswick City. Va.—Two numbers

of the American Farmer have been handed me by

neighbours. Although I have never been a sub-

scriber to that valuable work, my earliest recol-

lectiona are associated with it. and it was so

long the only agricultural publication known to

me, that it seems as it* the sole right to that

branch of industry belongs to the name. American

Farmer. Send it to me.

B. R. M., Chaptico, St. Mary's comity.—T was

surprised and delighted yesterday, by the receipt

of three numbers of the .1 rmer, with

a receipt for one year's subscription. T!ii^
'

work of some kind, thoughtful, and sensible

friend, who knew my wants better than I did

myself, and was better able to supply them. It

was the very thing I wanted, and I heartily

thank my unknown friend for his (or her?) kind

consideration.

Dr. II. W. D.. Manchester, Chesterfield county,

Va.—A short time since I received from you a

copy of that most valuable and time-honored

periodical, the American Farmer. Would that eve-

ry farmer in Virginia was able and willing to sub-

scribe to it. It is the only object of real beauty

and pleasure I have received from north of the

Potomac since the war. Could you be instru-

mental in instilling a true agricultural spirit

into our people, you will do more good to Vir-

ginia than by any other means, for our fortunes

are now to be dug out of our native soil. If we

cannot govern our land as we wish, we may,

perhaps, he allowed to cultivate it as we choose.

J. L. M., Charlottesville, Va.—Please find en-

closed two dollars, along with my hearty thanks

for your paper. It comes just at the season that

I most need it, but any time would be a pleasant

reminder of our ante-bellum communicatiui

it is also a perfect type of what such a paper

should be.
»•»

Farmers' Convention at Richmond.—We have

not received in time for notice this month any

account of the proceedings of the Convention of

the farmers of Virginia, assembled on the call

of Hon. Willoughby Newton, President of the

State Agricultural Society. We do Dot doubt

it was an important gathering, and that happy

results will follow it for the agriculture of

Virginia.

Hessiax Fly.—The Practical Etymologist gives

the following rule for eluding the Hessian fly,

which appears to be a good one : Notice in each

neighborhood at what date the latest sown wheat

that is taken by the ft v was sown, and sow for

the future a little later than that particular

Business Notices.

To SrnscRiBERS.—Our friends, to whom the

Firmer has been sent for now six months, will

note that we have not dunned nor hurried them

in their payments. We prepared ourselves in

the beginning to wait patiently, knowing that

with a great many there would be need to wait.

Where there is real need of it, we can wait still,

but we are very well assured that the least prompt

to pay are often those who are most aide. There

is some evidence of this in the fact that our Mary-

land subscribers are much behind those of more

southern States. It is not, certainly, because

they are unable to pay, but on the principle, we

suppose, that those wdio live nearest to church

are most apt to disturb the worship by coming

in late. Let them not think, however, that they

will want a welcome, or in the least disturb our

little church by coming in at any time. But now

is a great word in matters temporal as of those

of greater import, you- is just the time we most

want the small amounts due us. Sow, when the

Christmas times are coming.

Agencies and Helps.—A host of friends have

done us valued service in making additions to

our list ofsubscribers. We are under great obli-

gations to all these. We are sure a great many
more can help us in the same way, and we beg

our friends everywhere to remember how great

the benefit to us would be, if each subscriber

would but get us another.

We will pay liberally those who give tbeir

time and attention in acting as agents for the

Farmer. We know, at the same time, that a

very large number among our subscribers who
will not receive commissions, can, by a friendly

word said in season, render us the aid we need.

It will be noticed that we do not resort to the

method used by very enterprising contempora-

ries to force up extraordinary subscription lists.

We want very good rather than very large lists.

That is, we want appreciative readers, and those

who need the services we otter them. We want

the solid, substantial men scattered through the

country, rather than unwilling readers, who
may he begged or offered an inducement to sub-

scribe by an indefatigable drummer.

OOB Exchanges.—We are under the greatest

obligations to our country exchanges for their

very friendly notices of the Farmer, especially

during the month past. We wish it were in our

power to thank each one specially and by name.

We cannot doubt that while they do us a valua-

ble service by their appreciative notices, they

do'ng good service, too, to their several

communities.
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e of the Maryland State ~|

. and Mechanical Association, >

ltimore, November 23, 1866. J

Offic
Agricultural

Ba

The first quarterly meeting of the Executive

Committee of the Maryland State Agricultural

and Mechanical Association will be held at the

office of the Association. 67 W. Fayette street,

ou Tuesday, 4th December, at 11 o'clock.

B. H. Waeing. Gen. Secy.

Remarks of Col. A. Bowie Davis,

At the Meeeing to organize a State Agricultural

Society.

I beg to return you my thanks for the honor

you have done me in calling me to preside over

this meeting of the farmers of Maryland. It is

doubtless owing to the fact that I am, perhaps,

the oldest member of the late Agricultural So-

ciety present. I attended the first meeting,

called by the late lamented Calvert, to consider

the best means of promoting the farming inter-

est of the State, in 1848. The meeting was

presided over by the late Judge Glenn, then the

president of the Maryland Farmers' Club, origi-

nated and sustained exclusively by the liberality

and energy of that lamented jurist and farmer.

From that meeting sprung the Agricultural So-

ciety of Maryland, of which Mr. Calvert was the

first president, and all of us know with what

zeal, ardor and ability for several years he dis-

charged the arduous and important duties of that

office. Its early growth was slow and discour-

aging to so earnest and energetic a presiding offi-

cer as Mr. Calvert ; and for want of funds to offer

adequate premiums and defray the expenses inci-

dent to the first agricultural exhibition, he

hesitated to announce a cattle show for the first

year. Judge Glenn, hearing of this state of

things, with his characteristic public spirit and

liberality, immediately stepped forward and offer-

ed, ou his own individual responsibility, to

guarantee the success of the exhibition, or to

make good any deficiency, either in premiums or

expenses, which might result from failure or only

partial success. Thus assured, the exhibition

was announced by the president, and resulted in

complete success. Not only did the farmers of

Maryland come out with their stock—horses, cat-

tle, sheep and hogs, mules and oxen, the produc-

tions of the farm, the dairy and the poultry yard,

with fruit in tempting and various kinds and

excellence, but also were present the mechanic

and the manufacturer, with all the skill and in-

genuity peculiar to the genius of the American

character. Also were present other States—little

Delaware challenged old Virginia : the Keystone

State was here to cement the arch, and the grc.it

Empire, with her representatives, to see what was

to be seen—and to report what she did see. The

merchants and hotel keepers of Baltimore, with

a few honorable exceptions, had hitherto been

indifferent, standing aloof from the enterprise;

but now, seeing that there was reality and ad-

vantage in the undertaking, came forward and

tendered for ten years the use of a lot on which

to hold the future exhibitions of the society—thus

securing to Baltimore the vast incidental advan-

tages growing out of the anuual meetings and

commingliugs of the great body of farmers from

this and the surrounding States. Such were the

fruits of the little meeting (far kss than this
J

presided over by Judge Glenn, which, led on and

carried out by Charles B. Calvert—names ever to

be honored and held in grateful esteem and re-

spect by every farmer of Miaryland, and whose

zeal and public spirit it is ardently to be hoped

will animate and influence this meeting in the

object for which it has assembled.

That object, gentlemen, is the reorganization

of the Agricultural Society of Maryland, inter-

rupted and broken up by war—a war which

turned our beautiful show grounds into recruiting

stations and military encampments, and called

our members from the peaceful plow handles to

the terrific furrows of battle, and fiom our golden

harvest to the bloody harvest of death.

Happily for a common country and a common

interest, war has ceased. It becomes us, as farm-

ers and conservators of the laud, to heal up the

wounds and to smooth down the rugged places.

I rejoice to meet you here, brother farmers,

upon a common platform, broad enough and

strong enough to take in and sustain all classes

and all interests, and where neither sectarian

bigotry nor party hate can fiud food or rivalship

upon which to pamper and fatten. To advance

a common interest, and through it the whole in-

terest, is the great object for which we have

assembled, remembering that to feed the hungry

and to clothe the naked is the high and noble

mission of the farmer.

Monster Pumpkins.—Mr. Jacob Fehl, of Con-

estoga township, Lancaster county, Pa., raised

on his farm this year a pumpkin which measures

seven feet and four inches in circumference, and

weighs 170 pounds and 4 ounces. The same

vine which produced this monster bore six more

pumpkins, two weighing together over 200

pounds, one 12S. another 12S, and the remain-

der little less than 100 pounds each.
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[ From M'Clures Diseases of American Stable, &c]

Vis Medicatrix Naturae, or how Diseases are

Cured without Medicine.

Intelligent persons have no difficulty in recog-

nizing in the constitutions of animals and men

a power of self-restoration, which is capable of

resisting tfae influence of disease. It is this

power that heals wounds, unites broken hones,

and supplies lost substances. Diseases are not

unfrequently efforts in this direction, and to stay

the action of hurtful material when admitted

into the system. If the eye, for instance, receives

a particle of sand or bay seed, the weeping of

the secretions of pus are remedial measures to rid

the eye of the offending body. Poisons are good

examples of the manner in which animals will

cure themselves. When poison is taken into the

stomach, irritation of the bowels is set up, fol-

lowed by purging, as an effort to get rid of the

poison. Nature, however, is not always success-

ful, and the animal may die from the violent

action set up. Again, a sprain will be cured

by this very power, provided absolute and entire

rest be allowed to the sprained part, without

any interference from medicine or art.

The remedial powers of nature often require

assistance, as, for instance, in cases of debility,

when the blood is becoming too watery. A few

doses of iron, and in many cases a little extra

food, will enable the sanative powers of the con-

stitution to effect a complete cure. Often the

removal of an animal from the sphere of exciting

causes of disease, will cause the effect to cease,

and the power of nature will cure the affection.

Hence, many persons reflect upon the many in-

stances when apparently severe cases of sickness

were cured by some simple substance, and much
credit giveu to a power it never possessed.

Where the powers of nature are left to perform

a cure, let the strength of the animal be main-

tained, because if that fail, where is the chance

of recovery? Blood-letting and physicking are

powerful and depressing agents, so much so, that

when carried to any extent, few, if any animals,

by the little power that may be left, will cure

themselves. It is this knowiedge that enables

llomcepathists to continue their practice; for if

it were not for this power in the constitution in

each and every animal, Homoepathists would

have long since ceased to practice their peculiar

art. If fanners and owners of horses and cattle

will only cease to bleed, and pour nostrums down

the throats of their stock, and learn to rely more

upon the great curative that God has implanted

in the constitution of all His creatures, as a pow-

er in protecting their lives when attacked by

disease, it will surely be infinitely more profitable

and pleasant to them. In curing disease, medi-

cine and art should be directed to assist the

powrers of nature to overcome disease—nothing

more.

Breeding Horses.

There is much said pro and con, in papers de-

voted to Agricultural interests, on the propriety

and profit of farmers breeding horses, that is

those especially adapted for speed. Most farmers

keep but one or two brood mares, and hence have

only occasionally ahorse for sale, still it is ofmuch

importance whether that one shall be a profitable

one. Fancy horses, that is those that pos

style and speed, or those that possess extraordi-

nary speed, although having neither beauty nor

style, are the ones which command the highest

prices in the market. Speed, in this fast age. is

considered a desirable quality, and for all light

work on a farm, such are generally well adapted.

A horse whose natural formation gives him a gait

of ten or twelve miles an hour can perform dou-

ble the amount of labor with the same expendi-

ture of vital power, as does the one who can

only go five or six miles in the same length of

time, and hence for traveling purposes should be

of double the value, because, time is money.

There are, however, some objections in breeding

for this kind of stock. Injuries, some disc:

defects and blemishes detract much more from

their selling value than docs the same in the

heavier class of draft horses. Light and ill-

formed and incapable ones are always unprofita-

ble; other objections are sometimes urged why
farmers should not raise fast horses, that is, that

it often draws them outside of their legitimate

calling and leads to racing, gambling and dissi-

pation. We can see however but little force in

this conclusion, for almost uniformly a com-

manding price changes the ownership. Therefore

we conclude that a good ciass of roadsters of

pure blood will very likely prove the most pro-

fitable.

There is another suggestion in connection with

this subject that we conceive of some importance,

that is, to have the foals come in the fall, instead

of the spring cf the year. There is then com-

paratively but little labor for the dam to do

during the suckling season, and the colt can be

weaned and reared on good spring pasture, and

avoid the stunt generally given at this important

period, by winter fodder — Weekly Ttlc<jram.

Fixe Stock.—Let Southern farmers who want

fine stock take notice of the advertisement of that

enterprising stock breeder, S. W. Fieklin, 1.

Charlottesville, Va.
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Pure Southdowns.
Henry Webb, son of the late Jonas Webb, the

celebrated breeder of these sheep, alludes to a

correspondent in the Field, in writing thatjour-

as follows: . _ ham flock,"

the writer appears to imply that tbey were not
' :pure Southdowns," thereby leading your read-

ers to infer that Mr. W I off his flock as

••pure" when such was not the case. The article

— ••After Ellman'e death we lose all positive

evidence of the parity of the Southdowns."

Now this I must correct, as I have in my own
the pedigrees of the I Bock,

commenced by my late father prior to the death of

Mr. Ellwan. and kept uninterruptedly by him
with great accuracy up to the time of the dis-

:i of his well-known flock, which was

: nally raised by him from sheep purchased

of the late Mr. Eliman, and other eminent Sussex

a breeders. I personally asisted my
r many years, and am acquainted with every

detail relative 10 the rearing and management of

• eep, and I am enabled to speak positively

from my own memory, as well as from inv

fathers books, as to every ram used.

Salt awd Ashfs for Horses.—Those keeping

s should, twice a week, throw in a handful

h of salt and ashes. Mix them by putting

in three pans of salt to one of ashes. Horses
relish this, and it will keep their hair soft and
fine. It will prevent bote, colic, etc. A little

ground sulphur mixed with salt and ashes, and
given once in two or three weeks, is also benefi-

cial. All domesticanimals will be thus benefited.

Mutton must have age in order to be good.
In this respect it is different from beef. Five

years is the time held in Europe to be the best

—

an age which our wethers seldom attain. It is

all lamb with us and young mutton. We can
taste of nothing better than well matured sheep,

in which case the muscle is tender and solid, the

succulent juices all in perfection.

Cotton Crop in Virginia.—The only crop of

cotton raic Richmond in thirty rears
has been raised by Dr. Blair Burwell. Jr. It

planted in 210 acres, and yielded 2J."> pounds
to the acre. This is a good commencement, and
we hope that cotton-raising will be regularly

pursued in Virginia —Richmond Dispatch.

We may certainly conclude that God
would not remove good men out of this world,

were this the happiest place.

Young Trees in Winter.

We copy the following sensible and •

hints upon this subject from the Ame:
cullvrixt for I

. ::y person? - think that v

have set out fruit trees, they have don-.- I

and if the trees do not flourish, the blame is laid

to the nurseryman, or they conclude that their

land is not suited to fruit. Besides neglect,

have active enemies, both biped and quadruped.

A good fence, with gates securely fastened, is a

great protection against the larger animals, no

matter whether they have two 01 ;
. If

one has trees in grounds usual:; j by

a curved path, they stand . nee when
snow is on the ground. There are certain hea-

thens who will strike a bee line with I
-

\

and sleds from the gate to the house, and if there

are any young trees in the way, so much the

worse for the trees. We once suffered very se-

verely in this way. and when remonstrance was

made, all the satisfaction we got was the in J
^

i

tion that there were no roads when snow covered

the ground. We know of no way of de

efficiently with 1hese two-legged brutes, but there

are some small four-legged ones that net

after, and whose deprepations can be warded off.

Mice are often troublesome ia a young orchard.

If clean culture has not been followed, it is n I

too late to remove all dead weeds and other rub-

bish that can harbor mice. The little fellows like

to work under cover, and the remains of weeds

and grass afford them convenient shelter. They
have a grand time under newly fallen snow

it is well to head them off by tramping the snow
firmly around the trees. Among the various

preventives of the attacks of rabbits, none are
perhaps mere easily applied, or more efficacious,

than that proposed by Dr. Warder, at one of our

pomological meetings. The rabbit is rather fas-

tidious as to its food, and has a . rie to

animal matters. Indeed it was long ...

mended to shoot a rabbit, split it open, and rub

the tree with its body, as a warning to

Dr. Warder's plan is to spatter the tree with

blood. Blood is readily obtained wherever

slaughtering is done, and with a vessel of this

and a swab invde of corn husks tied to a stick,

one can bespatter a young orchard in a short

time. Dr. W. states that a single application

suffices for a whole winter.

'E One Says.—The simplest way to prepare

bones for manure is to break them into ;

pieces with a hammer and mix with an

quantity of earth or i

'. de-

compose.
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Housekeeper's Department.

COFFE H

.

Baron Liebig, the great chemist, gives us at

length, a scientific exposition of the mystery of

coffee making. He is not without cooking ob-

servation, it" not experience, and assures us of his

opportunities in this regard as a boy in a ducal

kitchen, presided over by a French cook. "I

watched,'* he says, "with the greatest interest

the process of roasting a joint from the first when

it was put raw on the spit, till that consumma-

ting moment when the fire had imparted to it a

rich, brown covering of sweetest savor."

I observed how the roast-veal was sprinkled

with salt, the capons wrapped in slices of bacon
;

nothing escaped my eager boyish attention.

Hence I have retained a taste for cooking, and

in leisure hours occupy myself with the mysteries

of the kitchen ; with the preparation of articles

of human food, and all thereto belonging, in

which are not unfrequeutly included matters of

which chemistry knows next to nothing.

We hope our lady readers will give their best

attention to the principles of coffee making here

laid down, and save the waste of so precious a

commodity, and the necessity of resorting to the
[

hy the influence of air, increases to such a de
many poor substitutes that have come into com-

|
g

.

ree that at jagt thev take fire spontaneously
nion use.

Be the method of preparing coffee what it may,

it is first requisite to sort the berries. Foreign

substances are frequently fouud among them,

bits of wood, feathers, and usually a number of

black mouldy berries, which must be taken

and the beverage prepared from these does not

deserve the name of coffee.

The berries of coffee, once roasted, lose every

hour somewhat of their aroma, in con

of the influence of the oxygen of the air, which,

owing to the porosity of the roasted berries, can

easily penetrate.

This pernicious change may best be avoided

by strewing over the berries, when the roasting

is completed, and while the vessel in which it lias

been done is still hot, some powdered white or

brown sugar (halt an ounce to one pound of

coffee is sufficient.) The sugar melts immediate-

ly, and by well shaking or turning the roaster

quickly, it spreads over all the berries, ami gives

each one a fine glaze, impervious to the atmos-

phere. They have then a shining appearance, as

though covered with a varnish, and they in eou-

sequeuce lose their smell entirely, which, how-

ever, returns in a high degree as soon as they are

ground.

After this operation, they are to be shaken out

rapidly from the roaster and spread on a cold

plate of iron, so that theyr may cool as soon as

possible. If the hot berries are allowed to re-

main heaped together, they begin to sweat, and

when the quantity is large, the heating process,

away
;
for our sense of taste is so delicate that

the smallest admixture cannot escape notice.

Berries of dark or green hue are generally

dyed ; and these must first be washed in a little

water and afterwards dried with a warm linen

cloth
;
with those of a pale color this is unneces-

sary.

The next operation is the roasting. On this

depends the good quality of the coffee. In reality

The roasted and glazed berries should be kept iu

a dry place, because the covering of sugar at-

tracts moisture.

If the raw berries are boiled in water, from

23 to 24 per cent, of soluble matter is extracted.

On being roasted till they assume a pale chestnut

color, they lose 15 to 16 per cent., and the ex-

tract obtained from these by means of boiling

water is 20 to 21 per cent, of the weight of the

unroasted berries. The loss in weight of the ex-

tract is much larger when the roasting process

is carried on till the color of the berries is dark

brown or black. At the same time that the

berries lose in weight by roasting they gain in

volume by swelling; 100 volume of green berries

the berries should only be roasted until they have
j

give, after roasting, a volume of 150 to 160 ; or

lost their horny condition, so that they may be two pint measures of unroasted berries give three

ground, or, as is done in the East, pounded to a
j

pints when roasted,

fine powder. The usual methods of preparing coffee, are,

Coffee contains a crystalline substance, named
j

first, filtration; second, by infusion; third, by

caffeine or theine, because it is also a component boiling. Filtration gives often, but not always,

part of tea. a good cup of coffee. When the pouring of

This matter is volatile, and every care must boiling water over the ground coffee is done

be taken to retain it in the coffee. For this pur- slowly, the drops in passing come in contact

pose the berries should be roasted till they are of
,
with too much air, whose oxygen works a change

a pale-brown color; in those which arc too dark in the aromatic particles, and often destroys them

there is no caffeine; if they are black the essen- i entirely. The extraction, moreover, is incom-

tial parts of the berries are entirely destroyed, plete. Instead of 20 to 21 per cent., the water
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dissolves only 11 to 15 per cent., and 7 to 10 per

cent, is lost.

Infusion is accomplished by making- the water

boil, and then patting in the ground coffee; the

vessel being immediately taken off the fire and

allowed to stand quietly for about ten minutes.

The coffee is ready for use when the powder

swimming on the surface falls to the bottom on

slightly stirring it. This method gives a very

aromatic coffee, but one containing little extract.

Boiling, as is the custom in the East, yields

excellent coffee. The powder is put on the fire

in cold water, which is allowed merely to boil

up a few seconds. The fine particles of coffee

are drunk with the beverage. If boiled long,

the aromatic parts are volatilized, and the coffee

is then rich in extract, but poor in aroma.

As the best method, I adopt the following,

which is a union of the second and the third :

The usual quantities both of coffee and water

are to be retained ; a tin measure containing

half an ounce of green berries, when filled with

roasted ones, is generally sufficient for two small

cups of coffee of moderate strength, or one, so

called, large breakfast-cup (one pound of green

berries, equal to 16 ounces, yielding after roast-

ing 24 tin measures [of \ ounce] for 48 small

cups of coffee.)

With three-fourths of the coffee to be era-

ployed, after being ground, the water is made to

boil for ten or fifteen minutes. The one-quarter

of the coffee which has been kept back is then

flung in, and the vessel immediately withdrawn

from the fire, covered over, and allowed to stand

for five or six minutes. In order that the pow-

der on the surface may fall to the bottom, it is

stirred round; the deposit takes place, and the

coffee poured off is ready for use. In order to

separate the drugs more completely, the coffee

may be passed through a clean cloth ; but gen-

erally this is not necessary, and often prejudicial

to the pure flavor of the beverage.

The first boiling gives the strength, the second

addition the flavor. The water does not dissolve

of the aromatic substances more than the fourth

part contained in the roasted coffee.

The beverage when ready ought to be of a

brown-black color ; untransparent it always is,

somewhat like chocolate thinned with water;

and this want of clearness in coffee so prepared

does not come from the fine grounds, but from a

peculiar fat resembling butter, about twelve per

cent, of which the berries contain, and which,

if over-roasted, is partly destroyed.

In the other methods of making coffee, more

than the half of the valuable parts of the berries

remains in the "grounds," and is lost.

To judge as favorably of my coffee as I do

myself, its taste is not to be compared with that

of the ordinar\- beverage, but rather the good

effects might be taken into consideration which

my coffee has in the organism. Many persons,

too, who connect the idea of strength or concen-

tration with a dark or black color, fancy my
coffee to be thin and weak, but these were at

once inclined more favorably directly I gave it a

dark color by means of burnt sugar, or by add-

ing some substitute.

The real flavor of coffee is so little known to

most persons, that many who drank my coffee

for the first time doubted of its goodness, be-

cause it tasted of the berries. A coffee, how-

ever, wtiich has not the flavor of the berry is no

coffee, but an artificial beverage, for which many
other things may be substituted at pleasure.

Hence it comes that if to the decoction made

from roasted chicory, carrots, or beet-root, the

slightest quantity of coffee be added, few per-

sons detect the difference. This accounts for the

great diffusion of such substitute. A dark mix-

ture, with an empyreumatical taste, most people

fane}- to be coffee. For tea there are no substi-

tutes, because everybody knows what real tea is

like.-

What is Progressive Agriculture ?—The New
York Obsirver answers this question in few

words but very comprehensively, as follows :

Under its influence spring up tasty and con-

venient dwellings, adorned with shrubs and

flowers, and beautiful within with the smiles of

happy wives, tidy children in the lap of thought-

ful age—broad hearts and acts, as well as words

of welcome. Progressive agriculture builds

barns and puts gutters on them, builds stables

for cattle and raises roots to feed them. It grafts

wild apple trees by the meadow with pippins or

greenings—it sets out new orchards and take3

care of the old ones. It drains low lands, cuts

down bushes, buys a mower, house tools and

wagons, keeps good fences and practices soiling.

It makes hens lay, chickens live, and prevents

swine from rooting up meadows. Progressive

agriculture keeps on hand plenty of dry fuel and

brings in the oven wood for the women. It

plows deeply, sows plentifully, harrows evenly,

and prays for the blessing of heaven.

_%^~ To fatten geese, the Irish Farmers' Ga-

zette says, put up three or four into a darkened

room, and give each bird one pound of oats dai-

ly, thrown on a pan of water. In fourteen days

they will be found almost too fat. Never shut up

less than two together, as they pine if left alone.
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Sunday Reading.

Our Lord hath many Divine resemblance? in

Holy Scriptures, or names to express His nature.

. . . But this name Jesus includes all: for in

this Re shows, not so much what He is in him-

self, as what He is to us. seeing: He vouchsafeth

to carry our benefits in His name. It is a name

of intercession, of invocation, of remission of

sins. The Apostle saith. that "at the name of

Jesus every knee shall bow." not only the knees

of our heart (which at His name should bow and

bend indeed) but "every knee;" He that cre-

ated the body should have reverence of the body.

Tut why at this name of God. above all other?

Because this name cost much, when it was bought

by the blood, by the honor, by the life of the Son

rod himself: and seeing it cost such a price,

we ought with all reverence to be thankful for

it : He humbled himself in procuring it ; and we

therefore in receiving it. Jescs a Saviour : there-

fore God. Christ, anointed : and so, " the Holy

one of God;" Jescs in Hebrew for the Jews.

Christ in Greek for the Gentiles : Jescs, to save

sinners, and Christ, in respect of us, to kill sin.

as Bonavintr.ra saith. It is the property of a

Saviour, first to encounter with the enemy : se-

condly, to help with counsel : thirdly, to give

strength ; fourthly, not to save once, but still

:

fifthly, not one, but many : sixthly, not for time,

but for ever : all which our Lord Jescs fully ac-

'•oraplished.

This sweet name (Jescs) contained in it a thou-

sand treasures of good things, in delight whereof

St. Paul useth it five hundred times in his epis-

tles, as Genebrardus observes.

Lord, be pleased to shake my clay cottage, be-

fore Thou throwest it down. Make it totter

awhile before it doth tumble. Let me be sum-

moned before I am surprised. Deliver me from

•sudden death;" not from sudden death in re-

spect of itself, for I care not how short my pas-

•; lire be, so it be safe. Never any weary traveller

complained, that he came too soon to his jour-

ney's end. But let it not be sudden in respect

of me. Make me always ready to receive death.

Thus no guest comes unawares to him, who
keeps a constant table.

Happy the man. whose goodness is always

progressive, and whose virtues increase, with his

years, who loseth not. in multiplicity of world-

ly cares and pleasures, the holy fervors of his

"first love," but goeth on burning and shining

more and more, to the end of his days. The
church, like her representative, Sarah, is now
•well stricken in years:'* but we hope that,

like her, she will "still bring forth more fruit

in her old age ;" we look for many more " chil-

dren of promise " to be born unto Christ, both

from among the Jews and Gentiles.

For as a man. who bath stared too freely upon

the face and beauties of the sun, is blind, and is

dark to objects of a less splendor, and is forced

to shut his eyes, that he may, through the de-

grees of darkness, perceive the inferior beauties

of more proportioned objects : so was old Sime-

on: his eyes were so filled with the glories of

this revelation, that he was willing to close them

in his last light, that he might be brought into

the communications of eternity ; and he could

never more find comfort in any other object, this

world could minister.

The nature of Christianity stand? in opposition

to all other professions in the world : comforts

the philosopher, silenceth the scribe, strikes ora-

cles dumb, cries to every man in the world to go

out of it. It doth in a manner bid defiance to

the whole world. It tells the Jew his ceremo-

nies are beggarly : the wise man of the world,

that his philosophy is but deceit, and his wis-

dom madness. It plucks the wanton from the

harlot's lips, tumbles down the ambitious from

his pinnacle, disarms the avenger, strips the rich.

They, who mean to be doctors and teach oth-

ers, must in their first accesses and degrees of

discipline, learn of those whom God and public

order hath set over us in the mysteries of religion.

We see what small heed is to be given to the

judgment of the world, concerning small sins.

Those, that the world counts little sins, mv
great and heinous in the sight of God ; for God
"judgeth not, as man judgeth." He is a spirit,

and therefore, spiritual sins and provocations,

such as inordinancy in the thoughts, desires, and

affections, are sins, possibly, that are more hein-

ous in God's sight, than more carnal and gross

sins are.

They that have learned of the Lord Jescs to

be lowly and humble in heart, profit more by

meditation and prayer, than by reading and

hearing.

The eyes, that have seen Jescs. find all ob-

jects but Jescs, unworthy of their regard.
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A Kansas Wheat Chop.—The Smpon i iW >

• that M. Wockman, of Pike township, Kau-
recently thrashed the wheat harvested from

13| acres, which yielded au aggregate of four

huudred and ninety-two bushels, or nearly thir-

ty-six bushels per acre. This is said not to be

an exceptional case for that region, as hundreds

of fields were equally as good aud some better

thau this one, though not yet thrashed.

Baltimore Markets, Nov. 22.

Coffee.—Rio, is>£al9)£c. gold, according to quality.

ra . and Java cts. gold.

Cotio.v.—We quote prices as follows, viz :

';r»des. Upland. Gulf.
Ordinary 27 —

28 —
Low Middling 31 —
Middling 35 —
Fef.tilizers.—Peruvian Guano, none in the market,

nominal. $95. California, do. $65; Rodunda Island. $25;

Reese 4 Co's. Soluble Pacific Guano, $65; Flour of Bone,

$60; G. Ober's ( Kettlewells) AA Manipulated, $70; A do.,

$60; Ammoniated Alkaline Phosphate, $55; Alkaline Phos-

phate. $45; Baltimore City Company's Fertilizer, $40; do.,

Flourof Bone, $60; do., Ground Bone, $45; do., Poudrette

$20; Baugh's Raw-bone Phosphate, $56;—all per ton of

2.000 lbs.; Pure Ground Plaster, $13.50a$14.00 per ton.

Shell Lime, slacked, 6c., unslacked, 10c per bushel.

Fish.—Mackerel.—No. 1, $21u23: Xo. 2. $18a21;

large new, N'o. 3. $14.75al5.25. Herrimjs —Shore- none.

Labrador, $5 00a9.00; Potomac and Susqueh'na, $8.50a9,

Codfish, new. |7

i.—White. $1.12a$1.20; Yellow, $1.14a$$1.18 per

bushel.

Flour.—Howard Street Super and Cut Extra, $11 25a

r5; Family, (14.50ala.00; City Mills Super. $11.00a

11.25: Baltimore Family, $17.00.

Eye Flour and Corn ileal.—Rye Flour, new, $7. 25a

7.50; Corn Meal, $5.25a5.50.

Grain.— Wheat.—Good to prime Red. $2 90a3.00;

Choice White—scarce—$3.00
;
good to prime. $3.00a-»3.25

per bushel.

Rye.—$1.25 per bushel.

Oats —Heavy to light—ranging as to character from 57

a65c. per bushel.

Hat and straw.—Timothy $27a30, and Rye Straw $28

per ton.

Beaxs.—Common, $2 50a3 00 as to quality.

Potatoes.—$4 00a4 25 per bbl.

Provisions.—Bacon.—Shoulders, 16al6J£ cts.: Sides,

16,J£al8f Hams, plain bagged, 18 cts.; sugar cured, 20 cts.

per lb.

Salt.—Liverpool Ground Alum, $2.20a2. 30; Fine, $3.10

*3.25; Turks Island. C2Kc. per bushel.

Seeds.—Clover, held ai $9.25a9.50; Timothy, $3.50a3.75

Flaxseed. $3 15

Tobacco.—We give the range of prices as follows:

Maryland.
: d to common $2.50a 3.00
d common 3.50a 4.00

Middling 6.00a s!oO
(i. >od to fine brown 10 OOalS.OO
Fancy 17.0Oa25.0O
Upper country 3.00a30.00
Ground leaves, new 3.00al2.00

Ohio.

Inferior to good common... 4.00a 6 00
Brown and spangled 7.00al2.00
Good and fine red and spangled 13.00al7.0O
Fine yellow and fancy 20.00a30.00

Whiskey—$2. 3sa2. 42 per gallon, in barrels.

Wool —We quote: Unwashed. 28a39 cts. per lb.; Tub-

was!, ed. 4^j51 c - IS c.s.; Pulled,

So. 1. 30a35 cts.

Cattle Market.—Common. $5 00a$6; Good. ;

_
" 2

Prime Beeres, $7.50a8.00 per 100 lbs.

Sheep—5X^0 cents per lb. gross.

Bogt—$7.7ba&.75 per 100 lbs., net.

"Wholesale Produce Market.

Prepared for the American Farmer by Ellicott & Hkwks, Produce

-.mission Merchants. G7 Exchange Place.

Baltimore. Oct. 20, 1866.

Bctter —Ohio, in brls. and kegs, solid packed, 20 to

25 cts : Boll, 35; Virginia and Pennsylvania ia kegs aud

tubs, 20 to 25: Glades, 30a45; Goshen, 45.

Beeswax—45 cts.

Cheese.—Eastern. IS: Western. 16.

Dried Fruit.—Apples, 10: Peaches. 17.

Eggs—In barrels, 35 cents per dozen.

Feather?—75 cents for good Southern.

Lard.—Brls. 15, kegs 15, jars and other country pack-

ages 16 cents.

Tallow.—lljf cents.
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CHRISTMAS.
No war. or battle's s"un<i

Waa heard the world around:

The idle spear and shield were high up-hung

;

The hooked chariot stood,

t'nstained with hostile blood;

The trumpet spake not to the armed throng:

And kings sat still, with awful e.ve.

A 9 if they surely knew their sovereign Lord wa< b>j

J -A. HKT XJ A. !FtY

.

When now, unsparing as the scourge of war,

low blasts, and groves dismantled roar.

Around their homes the storm-pinched cattle lows,

Xo nourishment in fror.en pastures grows.'"

Farm Work for the Month.

We enter now upon the duties of the new
war, with the experience of the past to instruct

i*. and with fresh expectations, and new hopes.

The engagements of the future will command
iur best attention. The plan of operations tor

,

the year must be thoughtfully considered, and

carefully arranged. Determine what crops are to
j

be cultivated, the extent of ground to be allotted !

to each, and its particular location. Avoid espe-
\

< ially, under the present uncertainty of labour,

the evil of over-cropping. Ascertain what

amount of foreign fertilizers must be added to
;

your home resources, and arrange for their sup-
j

ply in due season. Examine all implements,
i

supply what is wanting, and make repairs when
|

needed. Look carefully to your accounts of the

past year, and start with the determination to i

have them kept strictly the coming season.

If you have not yet done so, take an inventory

of the personal effects necessary for carrying on

the farm. Have horses, cattle, hogs, sheep, im-

plements of every description valued at their

cash value—also the crops on hand. Have your

farm and improvements put at their Gash value,

and require that they pay you six per cent, in-

terest, and the personal effects ten per cent.,

after paying all necessary cost of labour, feed-

ing- &c, for the year. It is very advisable too.

to keep accounts with separate crops, and with

the different kinds of stock, that .you may deter-

mine, at the close of the year, which has paid

you best. Such accounts will give an important

insight into the business of the farm, and prove

of inestimable value if properly kept, and ad-

hered to for a sufficient length of time.

WHEAT FIELDS.

If the wheat fields have been infested with tin-

Hy during the fall, it will be advisable to graze-

closely with sheep and other stock, during frozen

weather. Keep water furrows well opened, that

excess of surface water, which causes so much
winterkilling, be avoided.

TOBACCO CROP.

Continue to "strip,"' whenever the weather is

suitable, look to the careful handling of Un-

bundles when tied, as well as the proper assort-

ment of qualities, and despatch the work of pre-

paration for market. Get in readiness material

lor hogsheads. The timber for hoops should not

be cut until about to be used, as it will not work

so well.

SOWING SKKDS.

Tobacco seeds may be sown whenever the

ground can be got in good order, and this not

unfrequently occurs in the month of January

When this is the case, the opportunity should

not be lost. The burning of beds is a laboriou-
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and expensive process, and since the use of guano

has been found to be a substitute for it, has been

very much dispensed with, unless the necessary

burning material is abundant and near at hand.

Guano (the best Peruvian) is used at the rate of

800 to 1000 lbs. to the acre, and the preparation

of the ground is made as thorough as possible

without burning. It is chopped in, mainly,

during the hoeing of the ground, a light dressing

being put on in immediate connection with the

seed. When brush is to be used for burning,

have it cut early, and got together, to avoid de-

lay when the grouud comes in order. If guano

be not used, a good compost of stable and other

manures well rotted, and free from grass seeds,

should be chopped in at seeding time. Get this

compost in readiness now. An experienced

planter, of St. Mary's county, top-dresses his

bed, when ready for sowing, with the freshest

stable manure—wheat straw alone having been

used in the horse-racks—and sows the seed on

top of this dressing.

STOCK

.

Give stock of every description the best care.

.Sows becoming heavy with young, should be

separated from other large hogs for fear of acci-

dent. As ewes approach the lambing season,

see that they are kept well up in flesh, though

they need not be fat. Let them have a little

grain if necessary. Fill up deficiencies in your

working stock. Look to it that young hogs

have no opportunity of lying in heaps of fer-

menting manure.

WORKING IMPLEMENTS.

Keep them, of every description, out of the

weather. If you have not heretofore prepared pro-

per shedding, or house room for everything, see

now the necessity for doing it. and use the present

leisure for the purpose. Have gearing, of every

sort, overhauled, repaired, and occasionally

greased. Give blades of scythes, the knives of

reaper and mower, and everything about your

agricultural machines or implements that is like-

ly to suffer from rust, a thin coating of grease

and beeswax, melted together. Have ice-hooks,

leather mittens, saws and axes, all ready for a

speedy gathering of the ice crop.

CLOVER FIELDS.

Be sure to protect these from the hoofs and
noses of intruders. Let nothing touch them,

till the proper grazing season come.

FENCING AND WOOD.

Have full supply of wood for next winter cut

and corded. Cut early, all the fencing material

that may be needed.

PLANTING TREES.

If trees are to be planted in spring, take any

opportunity of the ground being in order to dig

the holes; the earth will be the better for expo-

sure to frost. Set stakes near trees planted out

in autumn, and fasten the trees to thera with
l

ropes of straw. Turn overall piles of weeds.

and other trash, and kill the field mice you will

probably find there. Fill a bag with straw for a

cushion, and go on your knees, with knife and

probe, to hunt out the destroyers of your peach

trees.

MANURES.

Gather from every source, material for manures

Save very carefully, and compost the rich manure

from the pens where your hogs were fattened.

See that the spouting around your farm pen takes

the water well off, without carrying a strong

solution of the manure.

LIME AND ASHES.

When these are needed, and can be obtained,

get them, and spread at once upon the surface of

any ground you propose to apply them to.

Lands to be ploughed for spring crops, however,

need not be dressed before ploughing.

The Vegetable Garden.

Prepared for The American Farmer. by Danikl Babker
Maryland Agricultural College.

J" A. 1ST TJ -A-H "Y.

Drain ! drain ! drain ! These words should be

repeated again and again in every agricultural

and horticultural journal and magazine, through-

out the year. We believe that about nine-tenths

of the diseases of fruit trees, the non-production of

strawberries, raspberries, &c, the ravages of the

potato disease, &c., are the results of a wattr-

loijyed condition of the ground, during the fall and

spring months. The crops are planted in the midst

of damps, we were going to say swamps, and

taken up after the fall rains have soddened the

produce. So by canker, and moss, on fruit

trees, abundance of bloom but no fruit ; a cold

state of the ground in spring, which renders it

impossible to raise the early vegetables, fruit,

&c, and a general failure accompanied with mil-

dew, and an unsatisfactory condition of almost

everything grown. " These things ought not so

to be."

If, therefore, any part of the garden be wet.

drain it effectually, making the drains from 2\ to

3 feet deep, and from 15 to 20 feet apart, accord-

ing to the nature of the soil ; use tiles, and place

six inches of brick ends or stoae upon them, as
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slated in article upon "renewing orchards," in

November number of Farmer, page l.'.G.

CAULiFr-owBus.—Give all the air possible to the

plants in frames. Watch for mice, and see they

do not injure the hearts of these plants as they

are very likely to do during the winter months.

Asparagus.—Whenever the weather may per-

mit, make preparation for new plantations by
marking out the ground, and trenching from 20

to 24 inches deep. A light, sandy iuaiii is the

best soil for asparagus, and a soil almost wholly
-and is better than one most wholly clay, because

when highly manured the sand will suit it ad-

mirably, but without plenty of manure will be

useless. lu a deep, fertile loam, a moderately

heavy manuring will suffice, the manure being

well mixed with the soil, and under all circum-

stances have the ground well drained. If no
other than a clay soil, lay on six inches of sand,

•tud spade it La to a depth of twenty inches,

mixing it well with the soil, letting the ground
remain in that state for three weeks ; then spade

again and manure liberally. If it be intended,

merely to sow for transplanting, a good manur-
ing, one full spade deep, will be sufficient.

Gahraue.—Young plants arc apt to die off

unless kept dry; a little dry sand, and wood
ashes, will !.e useful to sprinkle amongst them
where they are suffering from damp. If the

plants are too crowded they will kill each other;

it is best to thin at once if necessary.

Lkttuce—On protected borders and in frames.

See that they are properly protected and looked

Over upon all favourable opportunities, removing
all decaying matter, and covering up when the

weather is very severe; keep the surface about
them constantly stored whenever it is sufficiently

dry.

HoRSK-nADisii.—Make plantations of this ne-

glected but useful plant, in deeply trenched and
well-manured soil, if you would have it fine.

Manuring should now be proceeded with, and
plots marked out. Get ready for sowing as soon
as weather permits. Take advantage of every

open day to push on all kinds of out-door work.
Plow and ridge up vacant ground to the frost.

During frost, empty manure pits, wheel out
manures, and when the ground is not too hard
frozen, turn over the plots that have been spaded
up to expose a new surface to the frost. When
ground work of all kinds is suspended through
severe weather, jobs may be found in repairing

fences, buildings, wet bed soil, clearing up rub-

bish, collecting material for walks and roads,

burning weeds, refuse, kc.

The Fruit Garden.

Whenever the weather is open and dry, plow.
dig, and trench up all vacant ground which has
not been done during the fall months, or an<
that may have been cleared of crops. In frosty

weather wheel dung on plots intended for plant-

ing during the spring mouths. It is very im-
portant that all operations that can be performed
this month should lie completed, as the two fol-

lowing will each bring their own cares, and re-

quire all the labour and care which can be In-

stowed on them. Attend to all plants which
may suffer from frost. At the end of the month
prepare dung for wet beds, to lie ready against

the next month. Cut the dead wood out of

raspberries and blackberries: prune currants and
gooseberries. If any fruit trees, grape vines,

&c, remain to be planted in spring, they should
be looked after the first favourable opportunity
If it is worth while to occupy the ground with
fruit trees, and incur the expense of planting
them, it is certainly worthy of serious considera-

tion whether the ground is in the best state of

preparation for being planted with fruit trees,

and to incur the expense and trouble which may
be requisite, in order to render the ground as

suitable as can be made for the kind of tree with
which it is to be planted.

To do this is seldom a work involving much
direct outlay, for if the ground be well drained

there is little else required except labour. It

will prove a great disappointment to plant trees

where there is not a fair prospect of their doing
well, and be it remembered that it can be much
more conveniently, cheaply, and efl'iciously made,
previous to planting.

The Flower Garden.

Time's stream Hows on—now fast, .vet fair it flows

How .sweet life's flower upon its margin grows;
And lie wtio plucks its tender blossom here,

Gathers with hope, yet touches them with fear,

Will flnd their fragrance and their hloom will last,

When tiie fair hounds of fading earth be past.

A.\.m:ai.s sown in boxes towards theend of the

month, and placed in a green-house or frame

where frost is excluded, will make a good star!

for early bloom
; the seeds should be sown thin-

ly, the boxes or flower-pots have plenty of drain*

age, and a light, fibry soil should be used.

Mignonette is one of the most useful to sow now
,

as it will come into bloom by the time \'w-

weather is sufficiently genial to allow of the pots

being placed in windows. The beautiful rarif-
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ties of "Phlox Drummondii'' offers the gayest

flowers for early display in the green-house,

sitting, and drawing rooms.

Bclbs.—Of hyacinths, Tulip?, crocus, fcc.,

pushing the ground, should be covered by short

manure some two or three inches deep.

Fuchsias should be looked over, and those

wanted to bloom early should be re-potted and

placed in a warm, light part of the green-bouse

cr window.

Azaleas and Camellias.—Take care that they

enough water, and. as the blooms open, re-

move them to a cooler atmosphere, to prolong

the blooming.

Evergreen Shrcbs had best not be trans-

; '.anted, or in any way disturbed for the next

three months. We prefer not to remove them

till April or May. Where hardy shrubs have

« ecome unsightly through the loss of the lower

i ranches, layering may be practicable whenever

the weather permits. The operation is a very sim-

ple one: draw down a suitable branch and peg£it

10 the ground to mark wbere the tongue should

;t. then enter the knife on the under side and

make an incision half through the wood, and turn

the knife towards the tip of the shoot, and cut a

n inch long: remove some of the soil and

peg the branch down with a peg inserted in the

cut to keep it open, and peg it down firm, cover-

ing the tongue two or three inches deep with

soil. It will, during the summer, emit roots,

tind may be left to produce new growth for the

purpose of increasing the bulk of the specimen.

or be removed to form an independent plant.

Pits and Frames.—These should be well pro-

tected in severe weather, and abundance of air

be given to ten week stocks, mignonette, pansies.

violets, fee. The early potted tulips and hya-

cinths under sashes, &c, will now begin to grow,

and should be removed to the cold pit, or frame,

for a short time previous to placing them in a

higher temperature.

Hardy Herbaceous Plants.

ADAPTED FOR THE GARDEN OF TBE FASSER.

No. 1.

—

Perennial Phloxes.—There are few

hardy, herbaceous flowering plants, superior.

or equal, to the improved varieties of phlox

decussata, combining, as they do, fragrance,

beauty, and size of flower, with a richness and

variety of colour scarcely surpassed by any oi

the many beautiful varieties of hardy, herba-

ceous plants : they are also gifted with a hardi-

hood that enables the most delicate of the new
and improved varieties, with very slijrht protec-

tion, to withstand the rigor of our winters with

impunity ; they are alsd very readily propagated

by the young shoots in spring : tbey are also

readily multiplied by division of the root when
from one to three years old. The phlox delights

in a light, loamy soil, with a moderate coat of

leaf mold. I would here observe one marked

feature in the successful treatment of them, which

increases very materially these large heads of

flowers, as also the well-being of the plant gener-

i ally. They should at all times be in a position

where they are shaded from the mid day sun. as

from the very delicate texture of the petals they

;
are very readily scorched. In the February

number of the Farmer I will give a list of a few

\
of the best, from notes, when in flower, upon the

unique collection of Mr. John Saul, Washington,

D. C.

The Wheat Crop in Europe.—Returns from

hundred localities in England show that the

wheat crop for the present year is an average one

i;i ninety-six cases, over an average in twenty-

one, and under an average in sixty-three places.

In a word, the crop is deficient about a fifth in

both England and France. In Germany about

:m average: same in Turkey. In Russia it is

a great crop, and far above an average, but

whether to make the crop an average throughout

Europe is doubtful.

Hog Cholera.—The veterinary editor of the

North British Agriculturist recommends the fol-

lowing treatment

.

As the disorder is so rapidly fatal, remedial

measures are seldom of much avail. The stom-

ach and bowels should be unloaded if the pig is

tolerably vigorous, by an emetic of sulphate of

zinc : a dose of castor-oil should afterwards be

given : and if there is pain and scouring, the

physic may be united with a little laudanum.

A warm, comfortable, clean bed is essential; the

diet should consist of milk and water, or well

boiled gruel. We have seen little pigs benefited

in the earlier stages by a warm bath
; spirits and

water, or ammoniacal stimulants, should be free-

ly used to sustain the failing strength. The pre-

vention of cholera will be effected by cleanliness,

comfortable housing, and proper diet, avoiding

especially all putrifying food and filthy water.

A Scotch farmer finds by measurement that

his cattle drink over twenty-five pounds of water

each dav.
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Far the "American Farmer."

Curing Broom Corn.
My attention lias been called lately to an article

the culture, harvesting, and fitting for mar-

keting broom corn.'' The writer gave Bach min-

ute instructions that nothing more need be added.

But in the curing he says :
" The brush is taken

into an open, dry house, and spread upon slats

to dry. It is turned from time -to time, and if

the weather is good will dry out and cure in a

couple of weeks. * * * Inall thcoperations

with the brush before it is cured, care must be

taken that it be not piled together in any con-

siderable quantity so that it will heat, since that

would destroy the color and injure its sale."

What a world of trouble is involved iu all

this. Now cau it not be cured artificially as it

comes from the field, even though wet from rain?

I believe it can. Heat alone will not do; that

has been tried ; it parches the straw and makes

it brittle. But a strong current of warm air.

meeting the brush first at a low temperature, and

gradually increasing to a higher degree as it

parts with its moisture is quite a different matter.

and exactly suited to the purpose. » Such is the

drying tunnel, advertised in this paper.

Imagine a tunnel built on the surface of the

ground, of brick, or of lath and plaister, eight

feet wide, seven feet high, and in length from

fifty, to one hundred feet, according to the quan-

tity to be dried in a day. It is fitted with a

double track of railway and train of cars. Over

the entrance is a chimney twenty inches square,

and twenty feet high, made of four boards nailed

together. Near the exit is a furnace throwing

hot air into the tunnel, thus creating a strong

current, in fact, a warm, windy, Bummer's day

intensified. The degree of heat is regulated by

a thermometer. I find that 135 degrees is enough

for fruit and vegetables, and you will remember

the beautiful, dried peaches, and green corn, that

I brought to you in October, 18(50, cured in

twenty-four hours, and a specim n of inch

boards, green from the log, seasoned in forty-

eight, it having lost sixteen per cent, the first

;ind four per cent, the next. This is the

utmost that the brush can require, and if a

second day be necessary, in order to keep the

work going you have only to widen the tunnel

to receive another track, and perhaps add some-

thing to its length.

The process is very simple. The first day is

occupied in filling the tunnel ; after this, as a

loaded car is entered, a dry one is taken out and

immediately passed to the press.

Will one of your correspondents describe the

machine used for stripping off the seed, the price

for those driven by horse-power, and also by

hand, and where they can be procured—none

are to lie had in Baltimore. Your patrons on the

Eastern Shore will engage largely in the culture

next year, and want all the information you can

give.

A gentleman in Northampton, Va., planted

this year, sixty acres in broom corn, and was

offered $3000 for it as it stood but refused. There

came a rainy spell after he had housed it. and

mildew was the consequence, which reduced its

value one-half. This would have been prevented

by the tunnel. Francis H. Smith.

For the " American Farmer. -
'

Feeding Stock in "Winter.

Editors Americas Farmer: In your last num-

ber I notice Major George Taylor's mode of feed-

ing bullocks. Years ago 1 kept a large dairy.

(120 cows.) My stables were arranged in such

way as to allow the manure to remain in them

for three days. Twice a week the manure was

hauled by teams from the stable to the field, and

spread behind the wagon. During the cleaning

of the stables, ten cows at the time were let out

to the water, remaining out-doors about twenty

minutes. The other days the cows were watered

in the stables, by letting water run in their

troughs. Oncleauing days I always had consid-

erably less milk : this showed me that cows lose

milk by being exposed to a colder temperature

than that of the stable. It is an absolute re-

quirement for cows, and also other cattle, to be

kept in a uniform temperature, as any sudden

change affects them. (Cows will even give more

milk if they get lukewarm water to drink, as

they thereby are induced to drink more, and the

more a cow drinks the more milk she will give.

)

The proof of this I had by altering my method

and cleaning the cow-stable every morning, with-

out letting the cows out ; since then I keep my
cows iu the stable from the day they are put up

until the day 1 let them out on grass. A cow

stable can hardly be kept too warm, provided

there is a proper ventilation above. The same is.

the case with fattening hogs, whereas the horse

stable has to be kept at a much lower tempera-

ture, say 55 degrees. The cow stable will nor

be too warm at 75 degrees. To give cattle dry

meal I also cannot approve. It certainly is an

established fact, by the experience made in differ-

ent countries, that meal, mixed with cut hay,

straw, or chaff, scalded with hot water, has a far

greater fattening and milk-giving property

than raw meal; besides, it induces the cattle to
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' hay, straw, or chaff, in larger proportions

than if each is fed by itself. Even if tl*e straw

or other inferior feed does not increase fat or

milk, still it is necessary to fill the stomach.

1 acknowledge, that feeding: as above, gives more

trouble and requires more attention from the

fanner himself, but he is amply paid for it by

the better thriving of his s4ock and *!,•

quantity of food he uses.

•Keep year cattle through the winter in an

even and warm temperature, well-ventilated

;

keep them clean, give them nothing bat chopped

led, (except at night a little hay

Straw,) and I will guarantee your success in

fattening and milk production.

L. A. Hansen.

Clifton, Fairfax county. Ya.. Nov.. 18

From Edinburgh Journal of .Agriculture.

On Ventilation as Affecting the Health and
Feeding of Animals.

The quantity of carbonic acid present in the

atmosphere exists just in sufficient quantity to

supply food to plants without inflicting any

injury to animals : but whenever it acquires con-

siderable increase in confined apartments, it be-

comes highly noxious to every breathing creature.

Carbonic acid is given out largely by every ani-

not only by the breath, but by the exhalent

pores of the body. It is also the product of

i Dmbnstion of wood. coal, or any other fuel, and

.>f decomposing straw, litter, or vegetable mat-

ter. Although Carbonic acid gas is beneficial to

the stomach, and constituting one of the prin-

ciples of wine, and every vinous beverage, and

tutting as a most wholesome ingredient in

water we drink, it is nevertheless a deadly

poison to the lungs, unless largely diluted with

atmospheric air ; and when we are aware that a

human being emits through the lungs and the

pores of the skin no less than 40,000 cubic

inches of carbonic acid gas every day, we will

readily see the importance of attending to the

; roper ventilation of all buildings, whether for

the abodes of human beings, or that of the lower

animals.

Certain other gases are constantly emitted from

the bodies of living animals, in the form of ex-

halation or insensible prcspiration, and are the

products of useless, injurii jected por-

tions of their bod and organism, and which are

thrust out of the system in a manner strictly

similar to excrementation ; and act more or less

?onously on every species of animal, but most

lII on individuals of the same species as those

by whom they were emitted.

The chief of these gases are sulphuretted hy-

drogen and phosphoretted hydrogen, and

ammonia, substances constituting in a high de-

gree animal fetor.

It is a remarkable fact that hydrogen ga?

lighest of all knowia substances, quite colorless

and odorless, and an antiseptic, should neverthe-

less be one of the compounds generating putrid

disease. Salphuretted hydrogen is a union of

hydrogen gas with sulphur ; it is an inv>

gas. heavkr than common air as 36 to 30, and so

dreadfully poisonous the: oae part of it mixed

with 249 parts of air would destroy a hots

breathed by tbatanimal. It is known that 6

individuals give out so large a quantity of this

gas as to destroy white paint. Its odor, when
inhaled by itself, is that of rott*

to the emission of sulphuretted hydr__ .

owe their odious stench. Hydrogen and phos-

phorous form several combinations equally offen-

sive. The phosphoretted hydrogen isat:

colorless gas, having, when free, an odor resi

bling putrid fish. Anvnoni

in all animal bodies, and plays an import

part in the dangerous action of animal exh

tions upon the human frame. The constituents

of ammonia are hydrogen and nitrogen, and the

latter of these is the immediate agent of all de-

composing action upon organized matter, from

the first vinous fermentation decomposing sug

to the putrid carcass Nitrogen acts as a ferment

upon all dead vegetable or animal matter, v.

once in a state of decay or putrefaction, commu-
nicates its condition not only to any I

matter in contact with it, but to living

within its influence, often producing those dread-

ful fevers and putrid sores which in all . s

towns sweep away so many human being* every

year, and, in some other countries, generates I

more horrible diseases than are at all knov

this country.

The awfully sad and fatal effects of the crowd-

ing of human beings could be ten times multi-

plied, by alluding to the abodes of many
;

and wretched families, which from want of ven-

tilation are little better than the abodes of d-

and to many crowded assemblies, the atmosphere

of which is of the most dangerous nature, where,

besides the exhalations of healthy persons, there is

also that of ihose actually diseased, and also the

fumes of half digested ales and spirits, with

odor of tobacco. &c, sufficient to ge:. -

ease even in the most robust and healthy. A
knowledge of si. as been the means of

directing the attention of architects and D1

to discovera more improved system of v-

in human dwellings and public assembly rooms.

Much vet remains to be done for the abod
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poor, and also much requires to be done in

.bodes of the lower animals, for precisely the

• mie laws apply to both. Ami when we consid-

er the crowded state in which most of our do-

mesticated animals have to exist, especially during

winter seasons—in too many eases imbedded, as

it were, in their own excreta, and without the

slighest regard to ventilation—need we wonder

that a typhoid and pestilential disease should ex-

ist ? Seeing that such is the ease, and that as yet

certain of these maladies prove more than a match

for all the veterinary art of Europe, we may well

inquire, is our ventilation perfect? Is it possible

foul air, and fermenting dung and urine, and

other vegetable and animal matter, together with

torrents of air highly impregnated with poisonous

-. rushing from underground drains ami sew-

ers, could be the united means of generating

leadly pestilence? Opinions are divided; and

although it is quite true that many of the most

filthy and worst ventilated of all our towns'

dairies escaped, it is no proof whatever that the

• attle plague did not first orignate in such places.

;ra" for a good many years back has been

pointing directly to the filth and want of ventila-

tion which exist in town dairies generally, not

tie in ten of which lias been clear of "pleura"

for many years ; hut from the fact of a well-condi-

tioned animal being- marketable even in an ad-

vanced stage of this disease, it has been much
i<ss disastrous, and public attention has been lit-

tle directed towards it. But in •'rinderpest" we
have got a remembrancer—a lesson taught at a

n-.irfulcGst,not only to owners of cattle, but to the

nation at large. And the question of ventilation

and cleanliness will more than ever force itself

'i all intelligent minds, and particularly on

those who are owners of stock. Having this in

. we have been induced to note down some
of our own ideas in regard to the ventilation and

lrainage of farm offices, in many of which no

irttficial mearts whatever hare been used, and in

some natural outlets very much interfered with.

In the generality of buildings a hole below the

door, or an open window some two feet from the

ground, as inlets, and another hole at the ani-

mal's no*e, and in the very best arranged, an

opening in the roof as outlets for foul air, com-

plete ihe ventilation of the present state of im-

proved farm-buildings. One moment's reflection

will point out rhe fallacy, nay danger of such an

arrangement. In the first place it will be neces-

sary to consider what the foul air we have got

teal with constsla of. The chief element, we
know, will be carbonic acid ga«. given forth by

'lie breathing of the living inmates. Besides

•hi-.- poisonous gas we have a few more still more

poisonous. These latter arise chiefly from fer-

menting urine and excreta, foul drains, &c, and

will consist of ammoniacal sulphurretted hydro-

gen, and phosphorretted hydrogen gases. All

these gases are most poisonous, but particularly

30 to those animals front whom they are given

forth. It is generally believed that foul air is

lighter than pure or atmospheric air. This,

however, is by no means the case. Af least we
know that carbonic acid gas is one-half heavier

than common air when both are of the same

temperature. All gases, however, as well a.-

common air, expand with heat, and condense

with cold, so that carbonic acid, as produced by

the breathing of animals, will be at a tempera-

ture which will admit of its rising even in a vol-

ume of common air, and hence the advisability

of providiug an outlet in the roofs of buildings

to admit of its escape. The other foul and more

dangerous gases will naturally rise from tin-

floors of the buildings, from the fact of their be-

ing generated by fermenting urine and solid ex-

crement, foul drains. &c. They are all in union

with hydrogen, which, by itself, is upwards of

14 times lighter than common air, and these will,

of course, quickly rise. Our chief attention,

therefore, ought to be directed to the creation of

j
a current towards the roof, but of course as

much out of the way of the animals as possible.

instead of past their noses, as is generally the

\
case; and in order to carry out this most effectu-

ally there would require to be funnels insetted in

the roof, instead of mere openings ; these funnel.

to l« not less than from four to eight feet in

length, according to the height of the building,

and from two to four feet wide at their base, ta-

pering towards the top. They might show

about one foot outside the roof; to have one side

open, and constructed so that the portion of

the funnel shown outside would turn by a vane.

keeping the opening always to the lee side,

which would not only favor the outlet of the air.

but would also prevent snow or rain from being

driven in.

It is obvious from what has been said, that a

i strong current of air could thus be maintained

i on all occasions, and would, no doubt, requite

to be regulated by a valve at the upper end cf

the funnel, to be wrought from below by a cord,

as at times a stronger draft might l>e produced

than was necessary. Next may be noticed the

openings required for the admission of pure air.

It would not be advisable to have these inserted

at a lower elevation than the extreme height of

any animal likely to be kept within the build-

ing, which would prevent the possibility of such

animal being exposed to the draft or current.
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At the same time the current would certainly

gradually draw oft' the light and heated air

which would be found surrounding the warm

bodies of the animals, and the vacuum at once

would be filled up by a portion of the cool and

heavier air which had just been admitted. And

by having the building quite shut up below, all

extremes of temperature could be avoided. The

idvantage of this mode of ventilation will be at

once seen when compared with the prevailing

'•ustoui of admitting fresh air by openings in

the door or lower part of the windows, whereby

some of the animals must stand in a cold draft,

otherwise some will be overheated, breathing

the same poisonous atmosphere over and over

again. A most reprehensible practice all but

universally prevails in stables of having openings

in front of each animal, when a current from be-

low the door, or some such opening behind the

animals, is kept up. earning every foul gas gen-

erated in dung and urine forward to the noses of

the animals, as if such were necessary as agents

of health. This cannot be too much condemn-

ed. It is evident that the poor animals thus

live in a constantly poisonous atmosphere, which

must be prejudicial if not dangerous to health.

Nothing—wholesome food excepted—can tend

more to promote the health and vigor of animals,

preventing very much all attacks on the lungs,

and all diseases of a typhoid nature, than an

abundant supply of pure and fresh air. It is

important to have a perfect system of drainage in

i-onnpction with farm-buildings, otherwise it is

impossible to get the benefit of pure air. as the

surrounding atmosphere will be lessor more sur-

rharged with the gaseous vapors arising from

stagnant water run from the roofs of the build-

ings, and afterwards filtered through the dung
courts, occasioning two-fold mischief by washing

out the most soluble and valuable portion of the

manure to be evaporated as a deadly gas. This,

and the most dangerou3of all gases which escape

from badly working drains and sewers, ought to

be at once attended to by farmers or others in

harge of stock a^il buildings, otherwise it is

impossible to have pure air in or about farm-

buildings, whatever mode of ventilation exists :

aud the serious loss in manures is scarcely less

important. It will, no doubt, be many years

yet before all our homesteads are roofed in. al-

though such a proceeding would be one of the

greatest improvements that could well be carried

• it in connection with the comfort of farm-

buildings, and the proper management or making

of manures.

Every farmer, however, can have proper roans

or spouts along the eaves of all his buildings, so

that every drop of roof-water may be carried off,

and by proper attention to levelling and packing

of the dung-heaps, so as to prevent fermentation,

and a slight covering of gypsum applied now

and again over the whole heap, and daily ovci

the floors of byres and stables, piggeries,

would cause every gas valuable as a manure, yet

dangerous in the atmosphere, to be fixed : ami

become eTer after an inseparable ingredient in

the manure ; and the whole premises would thu-

be kept clean and sweet, and much of the very

pith of the manure saved for its legitimate use.

From McClure's American Stable. Field and Farm Yard.

Abortion in Cows.

Abortion.—This is the coming away of the

calf, at so early a period, and before it is perfect-

ly formed and matured, that it cannot live, and

occurs at any time from conception, to within »

few weeks of the full time of calving.

Cause*.—The frequency of abortion, the ap-

parently epizoouc form which it sometimes as-

sumes, together with the immense loss which

thereby occurs to the farmer, and through him

to the country at large, makes the cause of abor-

tion in cows one of the most vital of subjects.

The theory of sympathy, which someautbors and

farmers favor as a cause of abortion, is not to be

entertained for a moment by any one having any

pretension whatever to a knowledge of physio-

logy, and the pathological anatomy of cattle, i

have known a whole herd of cows, with but one

or two exceptions, abort, and yet not one of

those cows ever saw one another. Some of those

cows came from the Stale of New York, and ye;

they were kept separate from those already upon

the farm. The owner had for this cause, and

for the second time, sold every cow on his farm.

The first herd of cows, however, were allowed

to associate with one another. The second herd

was, as has been already stated, kept Bepai

but fed upon the same grass and hay. the pro-

duce of the same farm. So much then is this

against the theory of sympathy, not to speak of

the utter impossibility for a cow to posse

-

power wisely withheld and denied to the highl-

and- lower orders of animal kingdom. For it

this were not the case, how long could we be

assured of the perpetuation and continuance of

our own race, and of other species in the animal

world?

Having thus denied the possibility of sympathy

as a cause of abortion, let us now inquire what

are the more immediate cai>ses, and after which

we will endeavor, as best we can, to elucidate

the more remote causes. The immediate cause? oJ
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abortion are the separation of the appendages

and attachments of the calf from the womb, and

the contraction of the womb itself, whereby the

calf is expelled to the outer world. The remote

causes of abortion are few, and we will state

them in the order of their importance. First,

and by far the most important, and the one

which is most likely to produce abortion in an

epizootic form, is weakness and debility of the

cow. This debility is the result of irritation of

the fibrous, serous, tissue of the body, occurring

at seasons of the year, which generally produce,

and gives rise to coughs, colds, and throat dis-

eases. Hence, the epizootic form of abortion, so

often seen, and attributed to sympathetic causes.

This irritation and debility is of frequent occur-

rence, aud is so insidious in its character, that

even those persons most about the animals are

not aware of anything being amiss with them.

This is not strange, for we have heard, read and

seen animals in the worst forms of pleuro-pneu-

monia, and nobody thought of, or had seen any-

thing wrong, worthy of observation or remark.

It is but the other day, one of the papers of

Philadelphia announced that a certain farmer

had lost Si 500 in a week or two by the death of

some cows which were not thought to be sick.

It is only the true medical man who can estimate

aright the consequences of even slight irritation

of the white membranes of the body. In this

connection, it may be well to state, that cows in

calf are more susceptible of debility than cows

which are not in calf, for the simple reason that

a great quantity of blood is required for the

growth and maintenance of the foetus.

This fact goes far in destroying that which

nature so strongly endeavors to make perfect, or

in other words, nature in this case defeats her

own ends. Debility from the cow being in calf,

and from the irritation of the shining membranes

of the body, more especially of the windpipe,

are the true causes of epizootic abortion in cows.

The solids of the body become relaxed, soft aud

flabby, the placenta, or calf attachments separ-

ate from the fundus of the uterus, and the death

of the calf from starvation, it is then a foreign

body, the womb contracts and expels it, and this

is called abortion. Farmers and others should

not deceive themselves by thinking that when a

COW is fat she is not weak nor out of order.

Cows of this description are most likely to be

the victims of irritation of the throat, and its

train of consequences. Having thus defined

what I believe to be the true cause of epizootic

abortion, and which will, I think, upon fuller

investigation of the subject be fully borne out, I

will now speak of the causes of sporadic abor-

tion, or abortion occurring in single or isolate!

cases. A cow may or may not abort after bavin:;

suffered from an accident or injury, which will

depend whether the calf or womb has been in-

jured. A kick from a horse, or a gore from ano-

ther cow, is often the cause of abortion. The

eating of diseased grass seed is another cause of

abortion, but not so much, nor so often the

cause as many persons suppose. For a cow will

readily and without injury, take one outn

the strongest and best ergot of rye to be found

in the market; now where is the cow to get on"

ounce of ergotized grass seed or any other dis-

eased seed ?

There may be, however, other cryptogam

causes which we are not as yet acquainted with,

and if we were aware of the existence of such,

we are still ignorant of their action, if any,

upon the uterus of the cow; so I think we may

as well dismiss this as being utterly untenable

also. There is still, however, one other cause to

be considered before we close the subject, and

that is, a cow having once aborted is ever after

liable to do so again, and at about the same

period of the previous abortion. The causes of

this are local and confined to the womb itself,

such as distention, dropsy, physometra, tubercle,

fibrous tumor, polypi and hypertrophy of the

womb ; one or other of those diseases singly, or

combined, are often seen in the womb of cows

subject to periodical abortion.

Prevention of Epizootic Abortion.—When one

or more cows have slunk their calves, the other

cows without a day's delay should have the fol-

lowing powder mixed in their feed night and

morning for a week, and commence again and

give every alternate week for a month or so.

Powdered sulphate of iron, two drachms; pow-

dered gentian root, half an ounce; mix and

make one dose, to be given as above directed.

This will be a powerful tonic, adding richness

to the blood, strengthening the mucnous sur-

faces, and imparting health and strength to the

whole system, thereby enabling the animal to

carry her young to its full time. Good and gen-

erous feeding is also a preventive by itself, but

better in conjunction with the above powder.

t'ows having aborted from weakness and general

debility, can be prevented from aborting again

by maintaining a high standard of general good

health.
. »•«

^®*T. C. Peters, of Maryland, says that the

average yield of wool, from an ordinary flock of

sheep, will be about 1 lb. to 20 lbs. of carcass,

live weight, and that if more is obtained, it must

be paid for in better care and keeping.
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Winter Management of Stock.
Prerequisites for properly wintering stock are,

good stock; 2d, proper kinds and quantity

of fodder; 3d, convenient, comfortable build-!

To enter into all these prerequisites would '

extend this article beyond the limits of a single

paper, and exhaust the patience of the general

reader. I shall, therefore, confine myself to the

general management of farm stock. The health
|

omfort of all stock is of the first import-

ance in good management: to secure this, suffi-

cient room and good ventilation are indispensa-

ble. A certain degree of warmth is also desira-

ble ; to insure this, tight floors and buildings are

:y. Ventilators should be supplied, so as

to carry off all the foul air without contamina-

a the fodder ; and to give the stock pure, fre^h

without subjecting them to a draft of air.

The wintering of cattle and stock embraces their

treatment, from the time they are brought from

the pasture in the fall, till turned away again in

spring. Milch cows and cattle, intended for

fattening, will need to be brought up and fed

earlier than other stock, although they may be

allowed the run of the pasture during the day.

When the fall frosts affect the feed, or when it

becomes short, a little hay and grain should be

fed night and morning till it is time to shut them

up ; and here many are apt to err in letting the

cattle run too long before bringing them in. Of-

ten the feed that they get does little if any good,

merely stuffing them without increasing flesh,

which is very essential for their well-doing in

cold weather. It is often practiced to give out

the poorest feed first, and then gradually keep

improving. This feeding dry straw only, when
first from grass, is a sort of torture that should

ibandoned. Some succulent food should be

given to keep the animals improving, and gradu-

ally accustoming them to the change, thus keep-

ing them improving, instead of checking their

thriftiness. Regularity in feeding is of the first

importance in keeping stock improving : a much
less quantity of feed is required to keep cattle

thriving than when fed irregularly. When fed

:it irregular intervals or periods they are often

hungry, and on the look-out for a supply, caus-

ing uneasiness. This is not the case when fed at

regular intervals; they then eat their feed with

a relish, ruminate and rest contented till the time

i

for the next feeding comes around. All stock

should be fed three times a day what they will

eat up clean, and at a regular hour; be watered

three times, morning, noon and night, with good

fresh water at the yard, not driven to the pond,

or stream, to push each other, and perhaps get

lamed, by slipping upon ice. etc. Rock salt

should be kept where they can have daily access

to it; they will take no more than they need,

and it will tend to keep the blood cool and the

system healthy. A variety of food is as well re-

lished, and is as desirable for dumb animals as

for their masters. An occasional change from

cornstalks to hay, and vice versa, will tend to

keep up their appetite, or a change of kinds of

hay ; an occasional feed of roots is also desira-

ble, tending to keep the system healthy, as well

as giving a relish. For milch cows, carrots,

parsnips and beets are preferable to turnips, as

these roots do not affect the flavor of the milk

unfavorably.

All animals should be kept cleanly, as cleanli-

ness is essential to health. The skin performs

some of the most important functions of the

body : keep it clean, and in good order, by card-

ing at least once a day. I once knew a man who
fatted some of the best stock sent to market in

those days, who made a practice of taking a

card in his hand, and using it every time he went

into the yard or stable; the result was. as might

be expected, his cattle were always clean, quiet,

healthy, improving and gentle, expressing the

greatest satisfaction on his appearance. A good

bed of straw will aid in keeping animals warm
as well as clean. A few hours spent in the yard

daily in pleasant weather, will greatly promote

comfort, and whatever promotes comfort, tends

to keep animals thriving. The different kinds of

stock should be kept separate, not allowed to oc-

cupy the same yard at the same time.

—

Stock

Breeder.—Rural American.

Mashes for Horses.
The following receipe was given me by a cele-

brated steeple-chaser— I never knew any horse-

refuse it: Take a feed of oats, a double handful

of liiidseed for each horse, and boil for three

hours ; then turn into a large tub or earthen-

ware pan, and add as much bran, with just

enough warm water to moisten the whole through;

put a cloth over it, and let it stand an honr

;

then mix it well, and feed as soon as it is cool

enough. This mash is very useful when horses in

hard condition "dry up" and grow thin, in spite

of continual feeds of corn. I give it once a week

all the year round, but oftener if required by any

particular horse. A few beans may be boiled

with the corn if the horse is in a very low con-

dition.

—

London Field.
»c-» •

Hog Cholera.—Mr. Miner: I send you a safe

and sure cure for the hog cholera. When a hog
has the disease, throw it and give two large ta-

blespoonfuls of the common pine tar, and it will

cure it if not dying.—S. Reynolds, Brooklyn,

lad.—Rural American.
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The Fast Nags.

The fastest time : 'on record," at all distances,

is as follows :

1 mile, pacing, Pohahontas 2.1 7.\

1 mill-, trotting, Dexter 2.18?£

•J miles, trotting, Flora Temple
:; miU.'s. trotting, Dutchman

~

I'i miles, t rot tins. Prince 50

J'i miles, trotting. Trustee
'

I'm mil>-s. trotting, Conqueror S5fw62

100 miles, doable, Master Bnrke and Kobin ...1017.22
1 mile, running, Henry Perrisl 1-4.,'.,

4 miles, running, Lexington 7 1 " \

— «»

Warts ok Houses.— II. H. Howe, of Nebraska,

informs the Rural New Yorker how to cure warts

on horses: ''Mix equal quantities of spirits of

turpentine and sulphuric acid, stirring slowly in

a tumbler and afterwards bottle the mixture.

Rub grease around the base of the wart and then

apply the medicine to the wart with a feather

once or twice a day; it will gradually eat them

off. I have thus taken them off a horse's neck

when as large as a turkey's egg."

Dr. H. Hinkley.

We regret extrcmeiy to hear of the death of

this gentleman, so well known to the agricultural
j

press of the country. He died in Green county,

Alabama, about the 20th November, before the

following letter, the last, perhaps, he ever wrote

for the press, was published.

Dr. II. was a most enthusiastic agriculturist,

and lover of improvement, and while busily

occupied with a large cotton plantation, found

time to communicate his intelligent views of

matters of interest to the agricultural commu-

nity, through all the leading journals. For very

many years he has been a correspondent of The

Farmer, and was one of the first to greet its re-

appearance. He was a native of Baltimore, and !

in his last letter to us expressed his earnest desire

t<> get back <o his old home in Maryland, and

spend here the evening of his life. He has been

cut off in the mid-day of his career, being but

forty-five years of age.

Cotton Culture—Costs and Bisks.

BY H. HINKLEY. M I). . ECTAW. fj REEN'E COU.XTT, ALABAMA.

"Timothy Bunker. Esq.," (page 316, Sept..)

. one into big figures in his estimate for a cot-

ton [dace, and his figures may be considerably

reduced. His estimate of yield takes for grant-

ed a crop is certain. But cotton is one of the

precarious crops grown, and lias numerous

enemies. A man in Sumter, ten miles from

here, who planted 600 acres of cotton, will make
one bale to 50 acres: cause of failure rust and

worms. His loss will be over $20,000. This is

but one case in many this year. 1 planted

acres, expecting to make LOO bales cotton. Rain.

rust, boll worm, and caterpillar will cut the

yield off so I shall be glad I ales. Oth-

ers are better or worse, as the case may be. Tim
Bunker pats down 60 hands for a 500

place. Forty bands are plenty, and 30 is all I

want. I cultivate this year Moo acres com. and

300 cotton, with 1.8 hands: will make G or 8,000

bushels corn, and had it not been for <

above mentioned, would have made 100 bales

cotton. I have 16 mules, run eight double

plows part time, and part time six. I worked

corn and cotton with Sulkey cultivators. Wages

per month, and doctor's bills. Rations

lbs. bacon and one peck meal per week. Three

thousand bushels of corn do the plantation one

year. .Mr. Bunker only enumerates wages for

j

10 months; it takes the whole 12 on a cotton

place, and sometimes 13 could be used np.

There is no rest or intermission in work for

cotton.

Land is scarce that yields one bale to the acre :

the majority of cotton lauds yields only half a

bale—much land one bale to three acres ; a bale

j

is 500 lbs. Land can be rented at less than $10

per acre—for all except the very best. Five hun-

dred acres land worked in cotton, could be

stocked and worked tor $15,000 per annum for

first year, by any white man with brains, very

easily, after first year: cost of stock and imple-

ments to be deducted, and seed also.

Half a bale to the acre would yield 250 bales of

500 lbs., at 30cts. per lb. worth $37,500 00

Deduct $30 per bale for rope, bagging, hauling,

wharfage, insurance, tax. commission, etc. 7,500 00

Leaves
:

Less ezpenses of plantation 15,000 00

Leaving a profit of §15,000 for first year, pro-

vided nothing happened to injure the crop, etc.

White men who improve their own land, work

improved machinery, and work better than ne-

groes, may do better even.

There is no need of rushing at the thing so

largely.. Why not be satisfied with one or two

hundred acres? The cotton fever is likely to kill

some, some never recover, and some are not in-

jured by it. This year it will kill a good many.

A New York General has thrown up a !

plantation in disgust, and gone back to New

York
; others are weathering the storm.

hiring six months there were exported

from Canada 15,000 horses, 103,810 cattle and

158,000 sheep.
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Plank Drains—Suggestions about Draining.

I notice a correspondent, p. 336, wants more

information, &c. A neighbor of mine had quite

a quantity of draining done, some six or eight

years since, thus

:

The ditch was dug ahout two-and-a-half feet

deep and fourteen iuches wide at the bottom.

Then a V shaped channel was cut in the centre

of the bottom about five inches wide and the

same in depth, leaving about four-and-a-half

inches flat surface on each side of the channel.

Hemlock slabs were then laid over the channel,

and a little waste straw or leaves were then put

over the joints where two slabs meet to keep the

dirt from falling through the loose joints, and

then the ditch is filled up.

The drains have been in constant and very

useful operation since, without any repairing.

I have just had thirty-five rods of draining

made in the same way, except that I sawed the

slabs into pieces fourteen inches long, and laid

them across the channel, after having the sharp

edges hewed off and straightened.

I am inclined to think that where the bottom

of the ditch is "hard-pan," and the descent not

very rapid, so as not to ivash or yulley out, this

is a cheap way of draining that will pay; and
in such a case as mine it will pay every three

years—though I hope it will last twenty-five

years. The descent is only one inch to the rod,

but water runs freely, and there was a percepti-

ble alteration in the surface soil within forty-

eight hours.

I think there is much discretion needed in

laying out drains, so as to accomplish the best

effects with the least amount of draining. Very
many, if not most of the wet lands, are made
wet by the springs which ooze out near the foot

of the hills which lie about them ; consequently,

if this water is conducted off before it disperses

itself through the porous soil of the flat, that

soil will not be affected by it. In order to do
this, the ground must be examined at different

seasons of the year, springy places noted, then

drains must be laid out, just below them, as near

parallel with the hill as will afford sufficient de-

scent, somewhat as eave-troughs are arranged to

carry the water off from our houses, so that the

door-yards will not be ail wet.

It would be very easy to show by diagram
and mathematically, or rather philosophically,

that as water observes the laws of gravitation,

the above is a correct theory of laying out drains
;

and practically there is any amount of proof of it.

Of course, where there is a large spring, so

large as to keep for itself an open channel, the

most direct route to the river is the best; but in

all other cases, one drain, properly located,

nearly parallel with the hill, will affect more
than several located vertically, or in the direc-

tion of the apex of the elevation, which answers

to the ridge of a house roof. No one would

think of adjusting troughs every two or three

feet, running from the eaves in the same direc-

tion of the rafters, for saving the water or pre-

venting the door yard from being overflowed.

—

Rusticcs.— Country Gentleman.

The Fishes of the Valley of the Amazon.

BY PROFESSOR AGASSIZ.

The following extract from a brief report of

lectures of Prof. Agassiz, will be read with in-

terest, as indicating the extraordinary wealth of

the waters, as well as the lands, of the regions

of the Amazon. The Professor reports 1800

varieties of fish in the waters of the valley,

against 100 in the Mississippi, while the rivers of

the old world, have, with few exceptions, little

more than 60, 70, or 80 varieties. The curious

will be amused to learn that some of these

varieties, sit on, and hatch their eggs, like hens
;

taking to the land, and even climbing trees. We
are indebted for this report to the Boston Culti-

vator.—Ed. Am. Far. :

Professor Agassiz then proceeded with an ac-

count of the most common varieties of fishes,

illustrating his descriptions of their peculiar

formations and characteristics byr means of draw-

ings. He began first with the families of the

Mississippi river, saying that, with the exception

of two families, none of them had representatives

in Southern waters. One of these families was
the Silurid<je, known as the catfish, bull heads,

and pouts. These were also found in the

rivers, on the Atlantic coast, and sometimes in

the Arctic regions, but not in Europe, excepting

in the Danube river. The characteristics of the

family were delineated brieflyr

, and a description

of the sturgeons given, and compared with the

catfish—the points of difference being explained

by means of drawing. The family of Gonio-

dontes, which was found in the Mississippi, was

not represented in South America. The most

numerous family in the Mississippi river was that

commonly known as suckers— Cyprinidoz. These

differed from the Siluridce in the absence of teeth

in the mouth, and having them at the entrance

to the stomach. The largest were found in the

Missouri river, where they grow to a weight of

sixty pounds. Not one of them could be found

in. South American waters, while there were as

many in Europe as in America, and they were

also found in the islands in the Indian and
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Pacific oceans. There was another kind of fish

somewhat similar in form to the Cyprinidce, but

with teeth in their mouths, and having their

heads flattened. They were called Ci/prittidontes,

and the common minnows were of this kind.

The next family was the perch, which had repre-

sentatives among us. They differed from the

others in the formation and position of their fins,

and were found in Europe and Northern Asia,

hut not in South America. Another family with

us was the pickerel, the chief characteristic of

which was the position of the dorsal fin. Of

this family we found nothing in South America,

hut they were yielded in Europe and Northern

Asia. The trout was next taken up.- The family

was distinguished by a very small fin on the

under part of the body near the tail, and was

common in northern countries. The white fish

and lake herring were of this species. They

were never seen in warm latitudes. There was

i species called Characines, which frequented

waters nearer the temperate zones, while the fish

in the more northern waters were called Sal-

monidie. Herring were considered as not being

properly a freshwater fish, and only in the Ama-
zon were they permanent inhabitants of fresh

water. Eels and cod were also briefly mentioned.

The lecturer then stated that every river system

had its own kinds of fish, and that the fishes of

i lie southern waters were not the same kind as

those in northern rivers. The fish which gave

character to the North differed in kind from those

<>f the South. In Europe there were three great

river systems-*-the Rhine, the Rhone, and the

Danube—all rising iu Switzerland, and flowing

in opposite directions. At their sources these

three rivers yielded the same species of fish, but

in their lower courses these head-water fishes

disappeared, and the varieties were different in

the rivers. In Europe the perch, pickerel, trout,

and eel differ from those of America. They

were corresponding, but not identical, and the

<ame was true of all fish in every locality—with

the exception of the salmon, which was a sea

more than a fresh water fish.

The Goniodontes were peculiar to South Ame-

rica, and not to Asia, Africa, or Australasia.

In the Amazon they teemed in many species,

combining the characteristics of the pout and

sturgeon. The kinds varied in the different

places in the valley, no two localities yielding

the same kind. They were also found in other

rivers in Brazil, and even north of that country

in South America. They were to be found iu

the mud, and in hollow trees in the water. One

of the species took care of its young as no other

fish did, being provided with apron like appen-

dages on their jaws which extended along half

the length of the abdomen. On this they deposit

their eggs, and carry them about until the young
arc hatched. Another kind bored holes in the

river bank three or four feet in depth, and de-

posited their eggs therein iu round bunches.

In the tenth lecture of Protessor Agassiz's

course on Brazil, the lecturer began by Baying

that in his public lectures he had usually aimed

at giving general results, rather than showing

how those results are obtained. Hut the growing

interest in natural history warranted him iu

giving the modus operandi of naturalists at work.

Supposing they had fishes to examine, they first

determined if they really were fishes, or whether

they were aquatic reptiles, such as star and craw-

fishes, which, though usually designated as

fishes, really belong to a different branch of the

animal kingdom. Naturalists now design;!

fishes those marine animals which agree with the

mammalia in general structure. They go a step

farther, and divide these into orders, as, for in-

stance, the Gotiiodontei, whose peculiarity is an

imperfect mouth : and other orders with other

characteristics marking them. Next to the or-

ders are groups called families, not having -.<

genealogical relation, but related by form.

Slight differences in detail characterize still ano-

ther division called genera. The lecturer gave

illustrations on the blackboard, of these differ-

ences, marking the genera, mainly in the forms

of the fins, tail, bead, and scales, not changing

the general outline giving the family character.

The Professor then described several families

of the Goniodon'fs found in the waters of Brazil,

remarking that he gave these details to satisfy

his hearers that the animals of Brazil are entirely

different from ours, and as having an important

bearing on the question whence they come, and

how animals are distributed on the globe. One

was the family of Cullicthisis, characterized by

two rows of scales upon their sides, with a de-

pression between them. These fish have the

peculiar habit of leaving the water at times ; and

the Professor said he had frequently, found them

on dry land three miles from the water. They

deposit their eggs in a cavity, after the manner

of the stickle-back, and hatch them by Bitting,

as it were, upon them. They ascend trees, and

the same shot of the sportsman which brought

down a parrot has been known to dislodge one

of these fishes.

The next family mentioned were the Doradet,

mainly distinguished by a single row of scales

on each side, though some of the genera have

two and three rows. Another family, the . !•/</;<

-

rides, lay their eggs and then pass over them,
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llie eggs becoming agglutinated to the under

- cf their bodies, and remaining held there

..: until hatched. Still another

Family possesses a peculiar property whi

I bj the Indians to embellish their pet parrots,

the fish being given as food to I .hose

Screen plumage is thereby tinged with yellow

spots. Some of the parrois seen in our cabinets,

the Professor remarked, which were considered

to be distiuut species, were really specimens of

".he bird I . .led in color by the Indian

method of feeding.

The lecturer described several other families

of this order, with their peculiarieties of form,

color, and habits, remarkiug that several of these

families have hitherto beeu unknown to the

naturalists. He then passed to another order,

the Char^ anting in the tropic waters

our salmon. The peculiar construction of the

mouth marks the different families of this order,

some of them being entirely toothless, others

having teeth only in the upper jaw. and others

having both jaws armed with teeth. These

ilies also differ so much in color that the

combination of lines seems almost endless, though

there is a general plan in the colors as much as

in the form. One of these families is a most

formidable ng a wide mouih. armed on

sides with pointed, serrated teeth. A horse

' jw falling into the river would be devoured

in one hour by these greedy fish. A mac would

no better.

The Professor briefly and rapidly sketched

other families of this order, one of which he said

comprised forty genera, only three of which

were before known. One of these three was the

electrical eel. so highly charged with electricity

as to be able to give several shocks in quick suc-

cession, without sensibly diminishing its power.

These eels are caught, as related by Humboldt,
by driving mules into the water, to receive the

shocks until the eel becomes perfectly ham'.

triple event. Her engagements :'ur 1867, are:

The One Thousand Guineas Stakes, of 100 8

each: the sovs. each, and the

: Surrey Foal Stakes sovs. each.

added : Epsom. Summer : the Prince of Wales'

Stakes, of GO sovs. each. 1000 added, and the

Coruatiuu S Ascot, Sum-
mer : the Great Yorkshire Stakes, of 10 S

each, with 10'J added.

25 sovs. each, at Doncaster.

—

Mat*. Ploughman.

'Achievement, the two year old prodigy of

the English turf, continues to meet with success

in her career. She won the Champagne stakes at

Doncaster, thus making her total winnings, this

far for the year $41,335. She has been worth
more than a gold mine to her fortunate owner.

Col. Pearson, and if the promise of her present

age is transmitted to and preserved in her three

year old form, her name wil descend to posterity

linked with the undying honors of the English

tnrf. Achievement is a sister to Lord Lyon, the

winner of the St. Leger. and the hero of the grand

Facts in Farming.
There are some things in farming that are

established, namely

:

That manure must be applied, not only to get

up land, but to keep it up. That wet soil must

be drained, either by ditching or otherwise. That

sub-soiling is good. That grain should be sowu
earlier than it generally is: that it should be

harvested earlier than it is done ; that grass should

be cut when in blossom : and never when i

unless for se.d. That our soil is not snfficie

worked, especially in hoed crops: that stirring the

soil and keeping it well pulverized, is a partial

guard against drouth. That the most advanta-

geous grain for horses is the oat ; that it improves

fodder to cook or steam it. That warm shelter

in winter saves fodder, and benefits stock. That

the best blood is the most profitable. That there

is much advantage in selecting the best see :

earliest matured-and the plumpest. That in-and-

in breeding is not good in close and consecutive

relationship, but must be carried, on by foreign

infusion of the same blood. That warm qu

a

and good treatment are necessary in winter to

produce eggs from most hens. That top-dressiat:

grass lands should be done with fine, well-r.

manure, applied close to the ground. That it is.

in general, best to sell produce as soon as ready

for market. That blackberries require rich soil

:

strawberries and raspberries vegetable mould

—

such as rotten leaves, chip manure. &c. That

more lime should be used. That salt, in some

is good for laud—also plaster, the phos-

phates, guano, frc. That fall ploughing is the

best for clay lands : that land should not be

ploughed wet. That young orchards should be

cultivated. That compost heaps are a good in-

stitution. That clay and lime, rather than

animal manure, be employed in raising fruit.

That manure should be rotted before it is used.

That agricultural papers are an advantage to the

farmer. That a cultivated mind is requisite to

high farming, and that a good refutation exerts

a good influence on the fanning community.,

—

Ru-
ral World.
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Poultry Yard.

HATCHING CHICKENS.

To such iin extent is the system of poultry

raising carried on in France, that in some parts

of that country the hatching tonus a special

trade or business carried on by a class of persons

known as Coupeurt or Hatchers. These people

hatch for farmers a1 all times of the year at so

much per egg, or purchase the eggs in the mar-

ket, and sell the chickens, as soon as hatched, at

from six cents to twelve cents each, according to

i he season of the year. The hatching-room is

kept dark, and at an even temperature in sum-

mer aud winter. In this room a number of

boxes, two tlet long, one foot wide, and one foot

six inches deep, are arranged along the walls.

—

These boxes are covered in with lattice or wire

work, and serve for turkeys to hatch any kind

of eggs. Similar boxes, but of smaller dimen-

sions, are provided for breeding fowls. The bed

of the boxes is formed of heather, straw, hay, or

cocoa fibre; and the number of eggs for a tur-

key to hatch is two dozen, and one dozen for

hens.

At any time of the year, turkeys, whether

broody or not, are taught to sit and hatch in the

following manner ; Some addled eggs are emp-

tied, filled with plaster of Paris, and placed in a

nest, after which a turkey is fetched from the

yard, and placed on the eggs, and covered over

with the lattice; for the first forty-eight hours

she will endeavor to get out of her confine-

ment, but soon becomes reconciled to it, when

fresh eggs are substituted for the plaster of Paris

ones. They will continue to hatch, without in-

termission, for three to six months, and even

longer ; the chickens being withdrawn as soon

as hatched, and fresh eggs substituted. After

the third day the esrgs are examined, and the

dear eggs withdrawn, which are then sold in

the market as new laid ; but as they may be

soiled or discolored from having been sat upon,

they clean them with water and silver sand to

restore their original whiteness. The turkeys are

taken off the neat once a day, to feed and to

remove the excrements from the nest; but after

awhile they cease self-feeding, when it is neces-

sary to cram them, and give them some water

once a day. "At one place we observed," says

Geyelin, in his account of a visit made but a

few weeks ago, which we alluded in the last

number of the Ploughman, "sixty turkeys hatch-

ing at the same time ; and we were informed that

during winter and early spring, M, Auche bad

BOtnetinee upwards Of one hundred hatching at

the same time, and that each turkey continued

hatching or setting, as we term it, for at leasl

three months."

"At a farm near LtZieux," says lie,
,:

I saw a

turkey that was then sitting, and had been -

upwards of six months ; and, as I considered n

rather cruel, the hatcher, to prove the contrary,

took her off the nest and put her in a meadow,

and also removed the eggs : the turkey, how-

ever, to my surprise, returned immediately to

her nest, and called in a most plaintive voice for

her eggs ;
then some eggs were placed in a cor-

ner of the box, which she instantly drew under

her with her beak, and seemed quite delighted.

Moreover I was informed that it Was of g]

mica I advantage to employ turkeys to hatch.

as they eat very little, and get fat in their Si

of confinement, and therefore fit for the market

any day."

The extraordinary advantages of this singular

system appear in its cheapness—the sitting bird

covering nearly double the number of eggs that

we commonly put under a hen, and at the same

time getting fat for market instead of famishing

in the process; in the uninterrupted succession

of chickens—the hatching being completely inde-

pendent of a broody condition in hens, which is

often delayed or interfered with by wintry

weather; in the wide margin for hatching, and

the certainty of none but huge broods coming

off at every three weeks ; and in the power to ger

chickens from the "live hatching machines.'

any season, and thus time them as adults for the

high prices of spring and early summer, without

any troublesome and expensive provision of re-

lays of pullets of different breeds ami a

which must otherwise be kept for the purpose.

We think this method well worth a careful

trial with us. We shall describe the mode of

raising the chickens hatched in this way in our

nex t n u ml >er .

—

Matsach usi'ds Ploughman

.

Profits ok Poultry.— Meters. Editors: In I

I kept fifteen hens—three of which were eight

years— five were three years—seven were one

year old—began laying .March 9th—laid till Sep-

tember 30th—stopped laying on account of moult-

ing. We used for cooking for a family of three.

which I did not keep account of. We packed

seventy-two for winter use, raised forty-five

chickens, aud sold seven hundred ami thirty-two

eggs.

Average price per dozen, twenty one cents $12 Bl

Sold thirty-three chickens—weight eighty-three

pounds, at thirteen cents per pound lu ""

Total $23 fit)

It cost me for keeping fifteen kens and one cock... 10
'"

Ki.r CMN and profits

This is an exact account. The hens were not
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fed during the summer—they ran around the

barns and picked up their own living.—A Far-

mer Boy, Lewis Co ,
X. T.

We give the above as an example to farmer's

boys in account keeping. Who of them that

reads the American Farmer will take account of

the cost of keeping, and the product of their

hens for a year?

—

Ed. Am. Far.

Charcoal for Fattening Turkeys.— " ITaving

made an experiment in feeding charcoal to fat-

tening turkeys, the result surprised me," Bays a

writer. ''Four turkeys were confined in a pen

and fed on meal, boiled potatoes and oats. Four

others of the same brood also, at the same time,

confined in another pen and fed on the same ar-

ticles, but with one pint of very finely pulverized

charcoal mixed with their feed—mixed meal and

boiled potatoes. They had also a plentiful sup-

ply of broken charcoal in their pen. The eight

were killed on the same day, and there was a dif-

ference of li lb. each in favor of the fowls which

had been supplied with the charcoal, they being

much the fatter, and the flesh greatly superior in

tenderness and flavor."

[Did the use of coal tend to promote digestion.

and, therefore, thus to increase the nutritive ex-

tract from the feed? What say poultry-feeders?

—Mass. Ploughman.']

The Mineral and Agricultural Wealth of
Southwestern Virginia.

There is, perhaps, no portion of our State

which contains within itself more of wealth than

the section known as "Little Tennessee." The

fertility of the soil, the salubrity of the climate,

;tnd the varied mineral deposits with which the

earth is liberally filled, combine to render it one

of the most interesting and attractive regions of

the State. With the exception of a few miles

immediately contiguous to the line of the Vir-

ginia and Tennessee r.tilroad. the great area of

this beautiful country is litterally a terra incog-

nita to enterprise and capital. The distance from

market and the absence of many facilities for

developing the agricultural resources of the coun-

try, combined with the natural adaptation of the

soil to the production of grasses, have conspired

to make the inhabitants of this section of Vir-

ginia rather a pastoral than agricultural people.

Lying in the great limestone region, which

,-tretches from the St. Lawrence to the Gulf, it

partakes in a high degree of all the characteristics

of this favored formation. Consisting of valleys,

and groups of valleys, alternating with moun
tains rich in mineral and clothed with verdure-

this region throughout its whole extent presents

remarkable uniformity in its geological condi-

tions. Throughout its extent we have the same

productive soils, everywhere bounded by the same

great geological formations.

Through New York and Pennsylvania the

whole of this beautiful region is crowded with

a dense and prosperous population, with cities

and towns springing up like magic ; with fur-

naces, and mills, and factories in full blast,

teeming with wealth, and glorious in its beauty.

But in Virginia and Tennessee and Georgia, it

is comparatively a wilderness. Three-fourths of

the country remains in original forest, and in

many sections the solitudes are as deep and un-

broken as if the foot of man had never intruded

upon them. Why should not this section of Vir-

ginia rival the prosperity and wealth of corres-

ponding portions of Pennsylvania? She is

blessed with a more delightful climate, equally

fertile soil, and mineral deposits not inferior in

richness and variety to those which have secured

to the latter State such a degree of prosperity.

The great need is capital and enterprise. With

these, properly applied, Southwestern Virginia

would, in a few brief years, rival the most favored

regions of the Keystone State. We must there-

fore invite this capital to investments here. We
can and must so present the advantages and ca-

pacities of our State as to command the attention

of capitalists, and court the fullest and most

searching investigations into the resources of the

country.

—

Lynchburg News.

Coal Ashes.

Coal ashes in England have been found to be

excellent top-dressing for clover and grass lands,

especially on dry, sandy soils. The quantity

used is from fifty to sixty bushels per acre, spread

either immediately after harvest, or during the

winter or early spring. The qualities of coal

ashes are said to be improved by covering up in

every cart load of ashes one bushel of lime in it?

hottest state, for about ten or twelve hours, when

the lime will be entirely fallen. The whole is

then mixed together, and turned over three times,

when the cinders or half-burned pieces of coal,

which would otherwise be of no use, will be

found reduced to as fine a powder as the lime

itself. The coal ashes should be kept perfectly

dry, and when thus prepared with lime and ap-

plied to swampy soils, is said to improve them
very materially. Dry coal ashes, applied to

night soil, from time to time, frees it from un-

pleasant odor, and forms a highly concentrated

manure, which is in proper condition to be carted

away.
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Much of the coal used for fuel in England is

the soft coal, but we have no doubt good results

would follow from the use of ashes of American

coals. Indeed, in proof that they have consid-

rable manurial value, we have often seen

squashes and other vegetables growing in great

luxuriance upon a heap of coal ashes which had

been thrown out from the grates, and entirely

free from a mixture of earth or manures. The

consumption of coal in the inland cities and vil-

lages is becoming every day more extensive, and

the ashes for the most part are thrown away as

useless material.

To those living within the reach of cities and

villages, it would be well worth while to collect

this waste rubbish and experiment with it upon

grass lands, with a view of determining its

real value. It is a mine which may be well

worth working, and one which the practical far-

mer should not overlook.— Utica Herald.

A Great Invention in Bee-Culture—How to

Empty Combs.

The Bee papers of Europe and this country are

tilled with accounts of the discovery of a German
Apiarian, of a method of emptying combs of

honey without injurying them. The process is

exceedingly simple, and consists only in slicing

off the caps of the cells, and then causing the

combs to revolve on the periphery of a wheel or

cylinder, which empties one side of honey ; then

the other side is turned and emptied. Liquids,

upon bodies which are whirled or revolved, tend

to fly off by what is called centrifugal force. In

this case the revolution is so graduated that only

the honey flies off, and dead bees, bee-bread, &c,
remain behind, so that not only is the comb

saved, but the honey is purer and better than

that strained. The temperature requisite to suc-

cess, is about 80° Fahrenheit, which is gained in

i warm room, or on a summer day.

The value of this invention may be the better

ippreeiatcd when it is known that it requires the

consumption by the bees, of 15 to 20 pounds of

honey, (estimates vary, ) to make 1 pound of

wax. consequently, that the comb requires for its

onstruction the use of just about as much
honey as it will contain when filled. It may be

found that in the economy of bee life, it is essen-

tial for the bees ,to make or excrete a certain

amount of wax in order to remain in good

health ; but this is hardly probable, for it has long

been the practice of bee-keepers to save empty
or partly filled combs with scruplous care, and
give them to the bees. And no bad results have

°ver been noticed.

—

American Agriculturist.

Manurial Values.

Fertilizers purchased for agricultural purposes

have been a fruitful subject of discussion, arising

from the discrepancies that often exist betweei

their value in the market, owing either to cost ol

production or to a demand for other uses—and

their value on thefarm—what they will actually

bring out of the ground in increase of produc-

tion. Prof. Anderson writes a letter to the

Scottish Farmer, in which he refers to saltpetre.

as an example of the kind—an article which,

commercially speaking, is of so much greater

value than it is iu a manurial point of view, thai

no farmer can afford to purchase it; because, al-

though to a certain extent it is a valuable fertili-

zer, yet the results produced by it would be ton

dearly purchased at the price which it is Avortb

in the market. After mentioning this, the Far-

mer adds :

On the other hand, the commercial value of a

fertilizer may be considerably increased, simph

because its manurial value is such that the far-

mer can afford to give more for it, and the de-

mand which arises for it from this cause will, as

a matter of course, increase its commercial value.

which may be still further heightened if the sup-

ply at any time falls short of the demand. In

the latter case the commercial value might become

too great to allow it to be used profitably as a

fertilizer. Again, there may be a difference even

in the manurial value of a fertilizer, as an article

may be more advantageously used as such on

certain soils, and under certain conditions than

in other cases, and thus the manurial value will

be greater to some farmers than to others.

From all of which we may safely conclude,

that when the chemist, after completing an anal-

ysis of any fertilizer, goes on to give an estimate

of its money value, he ventures on what must, of

necessity, be subject to constant fluctuations, and

if correct for the time and place for which it is

calculated, may be quite erroneous—when quoted

ata different date, or in another country.— Court-

try Gentleman.

Signs of a Skvere Winter.—Says the Lyuch-

burg Xews : The phenomena which usually pre-

sage, according to the notions of the very ob-

servant in such matters, the approach of a hard

winter, are becoming very marked as the season

progresses. Hives are overflowing with honey,

the husk of corn are declared to be of extra

thickness, and the furs of animals are pronounced

exceedingly rich and heavy. It is observed, tor

that the squirrels are making arrangements on a:,

increased scale for storage of nuts.
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Chiistmas and New Year.

We greet our erywhere.

:
• • Peace and

Let the New Year take up tbe

words of love, and carry tbem outside <: f

nd into tbe fields, where tl

1 them. Lei them go . :uen

.-

rds merely., but as powers, to do the works

of peace. It is the noble privilege of man, to

speak the words, and do the works

_ 3] its of God.

I - —A Philadelphia frieno

; would like hi^

would drop all porn;:-;. The Farmer

\ _ -tion in the spirit by which

s prompted. A too keen remembrance of

-h humour," it may be

oned down to a becoming um-v

exhibited occasionally in tbe prosecution of

our proper work—instruction in agriculture.
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-.nes.'" and who feel, and mean, kindly to

. whom he had Bjmpathu

I there is no heart that goes out with 1c

or more of brotherly kindness, than

this old Farmer t. Would that be had the
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make the people North and South feel

all, thev are bro'hen.
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Society. 07 West F John Mei
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office of Pi
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• ..
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kindred tor
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The Agricultural College of Maryland.

ELECTION OF FRESIDEXT AND PnOrESsOKS.

A meeting; of the Board of Trustees of the

Maryland Agricultural College was held in Bal-

• [more on the 10th of December for the purpose

'rctiiig Professors for the reorganization of

'die College.

There were present: Gov. Swann, Lieut. Gov.

' 'ox, and Rev. L, Van Bokkelen, representing

the State ; and Hon. James T. Earle, President of

the Board. Rev. Dr. William Pinkney, Hon.

Charles B. Calvert. Col. Edward Lloyd, OthoH.

Williams, Esq., and Col. William 11. Purnell,

representing the private Stockholders. Preelec-

tion resulted as follows

:

Gen, Ccstis Lek, President, and Professor of

Mathematics and its Applications, and Military

Science.

N. B. Wokthix(;tox. A. M., Professor of Moral

: I Mental Philosophy, and English Literature.

Da. Jas. HlGGMJS, Professor of Natural Sciences

"id Agriculture.

Battista Lobuto, L. L. D., Professor of An-
.' and Modern Languages.

Mr. Daniel Barker had been previously an-

ted Practical Agriculturist and Horticulturist.

Other Professors and Assistants will be ap-

pointed as the exigencies of the Institution may
require it. The College will be reopened on the

•'h of February.

Farmers' Clubs.

We do not suppose that there is in any portion

rf the country, so much apathy as to agricultu-

ral interests, as here in Maryland. States de-

vastated by the war have had great agricultural

gatherings, and numerous counties in those States

iiave had neighbourhood meetings for the discus-

sion of their affairs, and have organized associa-

tions, and appointed stated times of meeting. In

New Orleans there has been one of the most im-

Dg gatherings, with a spirited exhibition of

agricultural and mechanical productions. In

Richmond, there has been a great convention

of her farmers, and a discussion of many days,

upon the important topics presented by ths pre-

Bent condition of the agricultural affairs of the

State. North Carolina has had her agricultural

State convention for the same purpose. In these

in other States, there have been many asso-

ciations formed in neighbourhoods and counties,

which indicate a spirit and energy that make us

very hopeful of the rapid revival of Southern

agriculture.

Here, in Maryland, we have, indeed, organized

a State Society. This is, at least, a good begin-

ning. Let this first step be followed up. Let

the Society be, by all means, encouraged. Let

every Marylander, who calls himself a farmer,

become a member, and give it his personal in-

fluence and support, and let us have a State As-

sociation of farmers that we may be proud of.

But what wc would call attention to, especially,

in these lines, is the lack of neighbourhood as-

sociation—farmers' clubs. Where is there now
one in the State, but the time-honored association

of Talbot county, the dub that for so many
years has held its monthly meetings, going from

farm to farm, and eschewing all topics of con-

versation and discussion, but those especially

pertaining to the order of the day—a good din-

ner, indeed, being always" discussed as not out

of order. Why should there not be in every

county of the State a half dozen such clubs .'

These should then unite in a county association,

and the county associations should be the earnest,

active, allies of a great Slate Society. We earn-

estly commend the matter to the consideratioi

our friends throughout the State, and hope

leisure of the winter months will be taken ad-

vantage of to get up farmers' clubs in every

neighbourhood.

Labour.

Many sermons have been written on the

nity " of labour, and much pains has been taken

to persuade young men that it is "dignified" to

roll up their sleeves, and toil and sweat in the

dirt. Has any one been persuaded that this is

"true preaching,'' and, if so, has he be^cn

prompted by it to go to work? }\o. No i

e\vr worked because of the dignity of labour,

and the argument may as well be dropped.

Most men work from necessity, or what seems

to them so, all should work because it is their

duty. This is the wind—DOTT. It is dr.

himself, his friends, his country, and, above

to Him who gave the faculties and the power I >

work, that every young man should take hoi

once of that which lies before him, and do it

with his might.

We like, therefore, the preaching of Gov. Wm.
Smith, of Virginia, who, in his speech al

Farmer's Convention at Richmond, is report

follows : " When he got home after the war. h •

found citizens of the village standing a1

corners of the streets, the young men idle—but

he reminded them of their duty. He told them

if they could not earn a dollar a day then they

ought to take less, and they would have the con-

solation of knowing they had done their duty.

That was the principle." This is indeed

"principle'
-—the very beginning of all right-
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doing, that a thing be done because it ought to

Le done.

But, alas for our weakness ! this first law of

duty does not often sufficiently constrain us, and

He who "knows what is in man," has hemmed

us about with necessities, real or supposed,

which whip us to our work. The necessity of

food and raiment for ourselves, and those de-

pendent on us. the supposed necessity of provid-

ing a home of our own, of keeping our position

in society, of making a good show before the

world, of laying up some fund for a future day,

of supplying the thousand wants, many of them

imaginary, which press upon us day by day:

our pride, our vanity, our ambition, our avarice,

our love, our honour, all supply us with motive

power to do what we often persuade ourselves is

done from a sense of duty. Labour in the call-

ings of life i3 right and good in itself, without

reference to the imperfect, or even vicious, mo-
tives which prompt it. God's work in the

world is often done by evil agents, and through

vicious promptings. There are motives, too,

other than duty, that are amiable, and lovely,

and of good report. But the "principle" of

duty, to begin, or be moved to, a work because

it is good, because it is right, because it is the

very work which has been set us to do, while it

does not change the character of the action

makes the doer God-like. Let us tell our young
men, then, not that labour is "dignified,'' but

that it is right—that it is their " duty.''

President of the State Agricultural Society.

At a meeting of the Executive Committee of

State Agricultural Society, held on the 4th of

December, a communication was read from Ross

Winans, Esq., declining the appointment of Pre-

sident of the Society. This was matter of great

regret to the committee, as it will be to the com-
munity, for no man in the State could more
worthily and efficiently fill the position. It de-

volves now on the Executive Committee to fill

the office from among the Vice Presidents, and a

suitable selection will, no doubt, be made from

BO respectable a list of Maryland gentlemen.

Orchard and Herd's Grass.—A correspondent

in Augusta county, Va., inquires :
" How much

seed to the acre of these grasses?'' Orchard
grass is very light and chaffy, and when sown
alone not less than two bushels is required. Of
Herd's grass one bushel per acre. If mixed,

halve these quantities
; and so when sown with

clover or timothv.

Old Virginia.
" 'Twas my forefather's hand

That placed it near his cot,

There, woodman, let it stand.

Thy axe shall harm it not."

The thoughts upon the holding of our home-

steads, and the value of our lands, which we have

poorly, but earnestly, expressed in the Farmer,

in months past, are nobly and powerfully uttered

from the late Farmers' Convention at Richmond,

by the President, Mr. Willoughby Newton, and

ex-Governor Smith. To preserve the old homes

and the old land-marks, that not a house be

alienated nor a tree cut down, should be the

prompting of every true Virginian ; not from

hostility or unfriendliness to any outside of the

Old Commonwealth, but that the identity of her

people may be preserved, and that the sons and

the grandsons of her present and past genera-

tions may not fail of their inheritance in the

future wealth and grandeur of the noble old

State. And more, that this great future may be

the work of their hands. It is a rich heritage,

and a noble work. Let others come from every

quarter, for there is room and verge enough, who
would make new homes, and take part in the

great work, and be adopted as sons, but let the

Old Dominion be still the land of the old Vir-

ginians. We make the following extract from

Mr. Newton's address :

"To sum up my advice in as few words as

possible, I would say : Hold fast to your lands.

Do not sell them under any circumstances except

at a fair price. Do nothing in haste—await de-

velopments. You had as well be ruined by in-

terest, as by the voluntary sacrifice of your pro-

perty. Do not refuse to sell your surplus land at

a fair price to pay just debts ; but cling to the

homestead. Whether it be the bumble cottage

or the stately mansion that has sheltered you and

your fathers, let it continue to shelter your chil-

dren and your children's children. Teach the

rising generation to preserve the land-marks, to

venerate the 'patrimonial oaks,' and be sure to

love each shrub and tree planted by their fathers

as if it were a sentient being. You will thus

cherish a sentiment stronger than law, by which

your homes will be preserved to your posterity.

"If your estate is large, divide it with your
sons, and keep them in the State ; for one of your
young men of proper spirit is worth a hundred
immigrants. You may retain a thousand acres

of arable land, which may be cultivated under

your own eye with entire convenience, with the

aid of a bailiff, according to the English system
of managing large farms. As an illustration, I

cite the Netherby farm, in Cumberland, England.
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uuing 1290 acres of arable land, exclusive

of parks, of the operations on which a detailed

report is given in the Library of Useful Know-

ledge. Smaller farms of 500 acres, or less, may
iltivated with equal success, under the man-

meat of an active and intelligent proprietor,

with the aid of a bailiff. To the highest degree

.(.cess, lime, grass, stock, labor-saving ma-

•hinery'aud manures—home-made and bought

—

ire indispensable. The truth that poor land

lannot be cultivated by hired labor without loss,

must never be forgotten. This makes improve-

ment a matter of necessity, if not of choice, and

may, in the end, prove ample compensation for

the loss of our slaves.

"The soil of Virginia is kind, and easily culti-

vated ; the climate genial, and the variety of her

productions greater than that of any other re-

gion. In addition to all the productions of

Great Britain, we have the important staples of

cotton,, tobacco, and Indian-corn. We have

abundant water-power, boundless mineral re-

sources, free navigation, and open markets with

all the world. Why, then, should our lands, not

have a high market value, and be capable of

profitable cultivation by hired labor?"

Governor Smith said :

"He agreed with the President, that large

(arms could be managed better than small ones,

if there was capital to do it. When a man had

a little farm he became like one of his own cat-

tle, for he had to work incessantly, and there

was no time for the improvement of the intellec-

tual man. He had earnestly impressed on his

friends not to leave the country. Where would

they go? Virginia was the place for them, after

all. Let every Virginian say 'this is the spot

for me; here is my ancestors' home. I will die

here, and I spare no effort to restore my native

State!' Where could they go? To Mexico?

No. To Brazil? To the West? Xo. For there

they would be overwhelmed by hordes of for-

eigners. He had travelled much of late, and

tOok occasion to converse with the people. He
anie to this city, and saw palatial residences

going up. And for what? To sell other peo-

ple's industry in. Thousands of dollars were

(bus spent, when, if they had been applied to

manufacturing purposes, other people would be

buying from us. He had been to Danville. He

there a water front of a mile and a half,

which could be devoted to manufacturing pur-

poses, but he fouud the merchants there putting

up fine bouses in the country, where they spent

some of the time which ought to be devoted to

business. He saw hue stores going up here, in

uhich to sell shoes and hats, from New England,

wine from the Rhine, and silks from France

:

whilst in place of them new factories shonl I

established, in which the Confederate soldi« : <

could get employment. He looked forward with

hope, though the signs of the times were omi-

nous. Let us look forward with hope, and let

us go to work and do our duty."

Experiments on Potatoes.

The distinguished agricultural chemist, Baron

Von Liebig, has published a paper containing

the records of a series of experiments on the

growth of potatoes, and analyses of the result-,

which arc worthy of attentiou. The soil selected

for the experiment was a coarsely powdered tin:'.

One of these was left unmanured, the otl

were manured. One received a copious dressing of

phosphate, sulphate, and carbonate of ammonia
;

the other was supplied abundantly with the

phosphates of potash and soda, carbonate of

potash and gypsum. The result of this upo i

the soils of the three boxes is represented in the

following table, of which Xo. I. expresses the

unmanured box : Xo. II, that treated by the salts

of ammonia ; and Xo. III. that supplied with the

:C phosphates and gypsum :

I. II. III.

Phosphoric acid 2.20 1.96 O.9."

Potash 1.10 .... 28!
Soda. 0.23 0.44
Lime 11.08 .... •

-

CI. 1. nine O.o9 .... ....

Silicic Acid 22.45 .... ....

Sulphuric Add 1.21 0.9.S COS
Magnesia 0.90 .... ....

Sesquioxide of Iron and
Alumina 2ii.40

Nitrogen i:4.ao 1 ">l

Jn addition In additi i

to contests to a
of Xo. I. of No. :.

The ammonia appeared at first to retard vege-

tation, the shoots of the potatoes making their

appearance above ground two days later *in the

turf which had received the ammonia than i i

either of the other boxes. The shoots in Xo. II .

.

grew much more rapidly than in the others, but

towards the close of vegetation, the shoots i:i

Xo. II. were quite as luxuriant as those in N I.

lit., though the latter had to the end a brighter

colour. Flower buds made their appearance four

days later in box Xo. III. than in box Xo. I .

Soon after the stalks began to wither, the pota-

toes were dug with the following results

:

Box I. Box II. Box III.

Turf With \\ i

tcbers. . ammonia, ami
Grammes 2520 »2 ttOl

Proportion 1"" 1-'

« tubers planted.. 9.7 21.7

TOPS.
Grammes 1887
Proportion 100
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The average yield per acre would hare been

is* aaocwt.

tbe best arable land producing about 180 cwts.

Calculated dry. the results vary a little, as

-:e seen by tbe following table

:
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Book Notices.
The Southern Cultivator for December, en-

larged to Forty-eight Pages, contains the follow-

ing' interesting articles:—Farm Work for De-

cember ; Agricultural Implements and Machine-

ry : New Hroccss for Dissolving Bones; Chinese

Tea ia North Carolina: Rice Culture; Possible

Number of pounds of Cotton to the Acre; The

Dawn of Day in Southern Agriculture; No

Profit in Cultivating Poor Land; Guano; Pas-

tures and Forage Crops; Manures; Economical

Farming ; Sea Island Cotton : Gardening vs.

Farming; The Garden; Culture of Vegetables

;

Mexican Pea ; The Flower Garden ; The Orchard :

How to Plant a Tree; Grapes; Brinly Plows:

Guinea Fowls; Food for Chickens ; Curing Meat;

How to Cook and Make Sausages; The Dead

Wife's Portrait, (Poetry,); Mrs. Huckster , Wil-

lie's Journey to Heaven
;
besides Editorials, &c,

&c. The 25th volume commences January. 1867.

Now is the time to subscribe. Win. N. White,

Athens, Ga. $2. 00 per annum.

Publishers wishing to club with the Southern

Cultivator, are supplied with it at $1.50 per

annum.

The SofTMERX Review.—A Quarterly to be

called The Southern Review, will be regularly is-

sued in Baltimore from and after January 1,

1867. The Review will be edited by Albert Tay-

lor Bledsoe, L. L. D., one of the profoundest

thinkers, most vigorous writers, and ablest schol-

ars of the South. As a lawyer, a mathematician,

a linguist, and a man of letters, he is surpassed

by few in any country. The contributors to the

Review are all gentlemen of high scientific and

literary attainments.
»•»

A Wonderful Microsccv-i:.—The editor of the

New York Sunday School Advocate—Rev. Daniel

Wise, D. D.—says:

'•The simplicity, cheapness and great magni-

fying power of the celebrated Craig Microscope

struck me with surprise. Then I was examining

a fly's eye by its aid, and was struck with won-

der at the skill and power of the Creator which

is displayed in its structure. When I saw a

Statement in an advertisement that this micro-

sco; 1 one hundred diameters, or ten

thousand times, aud could be bought for $2.50,

I thought it was one of the many humbu

the hour, for I had paid $20 for a microscope not

long before. Hut now I find it to be a really

valuable instrument which I should like ti

introduced into the families of our readers in

place of the manifold use! hich please

for an hour and then aredestroved. This micro-

scope would both amuse and instruct them, and

I advise eveiy boy and girl who wishes to know
the wonders which lie in little things to save his

money nntil he has 82.75." and send it to Geo.

Meade, Racine, Wisconsin, and you will promptly

receive this beautiful new microscope by mail,

postage paid.

*•«

Poudrette—How to Prepare it.—A corres-

pondent at Greeneboro', North Carolina, wants

information on this subject. There is no book or

publication that he can resort to. The practice

is, mainly, to haul the raw material to some spot

where it may be spread and dried in the sun. and

to mix it with earth, ashes, or any refuse that

will help to dry it, and make it fit to handle. It

makes most valuable manure, and should never

be wasted where it is possible to put it in condi-

tion for use. Tomakeit portable, itisimportanl

to use the least quantity of drying material thai

will answer the purpose : but, if it is to be hanled

short distances only, it is of less consequence.

^S~The experiment of sowing oats in Febru-

ary, made by our correspondent of Baltimore

county, is a striking and useful one. It is well

known that there is great advantage in the ear-

liest possible sowing of this crop consistent with

its safety, aud which the preparation of tin-

ground will allow. If further trials, on the sug-

gestions made, shall show similar results, a great

improvement may be made on our common prac-

tice. D will greatly favour too the clover seed,

if it can be sown thus early on land prepared in

the fall.

How to Select Fowls.—In view of the fact

that the holiday season is at hand, when poultry

is more frequently on our tables than at an-

other time during the year, an exchange submit-

the following rules for selecting good fowls : A
young turkey has a smooth leg and soft bill, and

if fresh the eyes will be bright and feet moist.

Old turkeys have scaly, stift' feet. Young fowls

have a tender skin, smooth legs, and the

bone yields readily to the pressure of the fmgei.

The best are those that have yellow legs. Tin

feet and legs of the old fowl look as if they had

seen bard Young ducks are tender un-

der the wing, and the web of the foot is transpa-

rent. The best are thick and hard on the breast

Young geese have yellow bills, ami the feet arc

yellow and supple; the skin maybe easily bro-

ken by the head of a pin : the breast plump ami

the fat white. An old goose is unfit for the hu-

man stomach — Ex.
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For the "American Farmer."'

The Study of Agricultural Facts.

BY DR. DA.MEL LKE\

In the December number of the American Far-

$95* a ton :

while such appears to have been the demand for

:ertilizer that the market is bare* of the ar-

Common cow manure, formed by the con-

sumption of wh rye or oat stra

not worth more than a dollar a ton for agricul-

tural purpose;. How many farmers or plant

thoroughly studied the causes of this re-

markable difference in the price and value of

anees, both of which are largely used

;is plant food? Mr. David Dickson, of Hancock

ounty, Georgia, made a fortune by early mas-

a problem in agriculture, and largely

utilizing the material facts which it discloses.

Why should the dung of sea-birds be worth

from fifty to one hundred times more, pound for

pound, than that of cattle? Both are animal

ments, both nourish agricultural pi

Why then is the imported manure worth so much
more than the homemade? There are good rea-

rer this difference, and every farmer ought

to understand them.

If the constituent elements of both v.

-aaoe in quantity, condition, and necessity to be

applied to tilled land, any essential difference in

would be absurd. On the contrary, if the

manure is composed mainly of substances

b rain water and atmospheric air can sup-

rops. and has only a trifle of as-

similable nitrogen and phosphorus, while Peru-

vian guano has very little of those elements

which air and water furnish, but is rich in ..

able nitrogen and phosphorus, (which are defi-

ient in most soils.) we have only to prove the

necessity of nitrogen and phosphorus to plant

th, to explain in the clearest manner why
the one manure is worth so much more than the

other. All reading farmers are so well satisfied

the necessity of assimilable nitrogen and

•horus in the healthy organization of p

and their seeds, that no space will be occupied in

Virmer in discussing that point. It is vast-

. jre important to learn, if we can, how to

nlrate homemade manure, and give to a

ton of it the same agricultural power and value

which exist in the best Peruvian guano. Mr.

Lson purchased annually ten thousand dol-

worth of this and other highly concentra-

ted manures, mainly because with them twelve

hundred acres of land were readily fertilized for

•This was an oversight, and the price shouldhave been

i>6 per ton.

cotton or corn before planting. To make good

cowpen and stable manure enough for twelve

hundred acres, and apply it before plant

every year, would be a formidable, not to

an impracticable undertaking. The latter ope-

ration he did not attempt, while the expense of

annually manuring twelve hundred acres, so far

as the labor of distribution was concerned,

comparatively small, and the profit large.

When a man makes four hundred pounds of

clean cotton on an acre, and sells it. some:

than one pound and a half of nitre

°

(which is so valuable in guano,) leaves his plan-

tation. The bale of cotton contains also about

four pounds of incombustible salts. For tin

sake of round numbers, call the loss in both six

pounds. Let us assume that to each acre pla

in cotton he applies one hundred pounds of Pe-

ruvian guano, and thirty-three and a third

pounds each of potash, common salt and c;

and that the surface soil gains as ranch

moving water bringing fertilizers into it, .

loses by washing or leaching. In this case the

acre receives two hundred pounds of agriculural

salts a year, and p.irts with six pounds, ha

a clear gain of one hundred and ninety-four

pounds per annnm. A thousand acres of

Dickson's piney woods plantation, treated in this

way ten years, would lose, on producing a bait

to the acre, of four hundred pounds on an aver-

age, sixty thousand pounds of agricultural -

and gain one million pounds of Peruvian guano,

and the like weight of potash, common salt and

epsom sa'.ts. The excess of gain over the los^

would be one million nine hundred and forty

thousand pounds.

With this enormous balance in favor c:

tilizing atoms applied to the soil, should not Mr.

Dickson's home plantation grow rich quite as

jtvikt ': This plantation contained,

when I saw it. some nine thousand acres ; and it

is pertinent to inquire whether a man, who buys

ten thousand dollars' worth of highly concen-

trated manure a year, may not so use it as to draw

fertilizing elements from what were before in-

soluble silicates, phosphates, sulphates and chlor-

ides in the ground, as well as carbon, nitric-

acid and ammonia from the atmosphere? Is it

not a part of the
\

_-ct econou.

nature that manure, as well as the seeds of
|

and all animals, shall be reproductive of more

food for plants? If s ictive

function a matter of rtance to

all tillers of the earth, who need plant food as

much as bread?

A little phosphate of potash, extracted from a

granite rock, by a few cells of moss growir._
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it, enables this plant to produce, for plants of a

higher order, much more assimilable potash and

phosphoric acid derived from this adamantine

.. Explain this phenomenon as you p]

to my mind it is highly instructive. Can there

be a : loubt that a little manure of the

right kind, often sends the needy roots of corn,

and cotton, into fresh pastures beyond what they

would reach without this acid ?

If the countless rootlets of plants have any

power at all on the earthy matters that surround

them, whether chemical, vital, electric or any

other, the extension and increase of these

rootlets must augment their peculiar force. A
fertilizer that contains no carbon often develops

cotton, corn and wheat plants, that have three

or four times more carbon than those growiugon

the same soil, but not fertilized at all. In the

same way a few pounds of gypsum applied to

an acre may send clover roots into fresh pasture,

and thereby give to this renovating plant twice

or three times more sulphur than the gypsum
contained. Soluble phosphoric acid and potash

have the same recuperative and reproductive

power.

Viewed by the light of undeniable facts, good

manure has substantially ttye reproductive func-

tion of good seed corn ; and the painful fact

should not remain hidden under a bushel that,

while most farmers save their seed-corn with

commendable care, they waste seed-manure as

though it had no value whatever. Two hundred

pounds of manure will fairly seed an acre, if it

is sound, and of the right sort. It was this kind

/ that enabled Mr. Dickson to raise three

times more cotton seed on an acre than would

grow without it : and this excess of cotton-seed,

used as a manure for corn and field peas, more

than doubled his crops for feeding hogs and cat-

tle. From these he produced meat to sell on a

cotton plantation, and such heaps of hog manure of

the richest kind, as might rejoice any owner of

piney woods land. Deep plowing enabled his

first seed manure, his cotton seed manure, and

that from hogs, cattle and mules, to operate with

double effect on both soluble and insoluble salts

in the soil.

. Knox county , Term.

"An agent is now in England pure'.

brood mares and young stock for the King Wil-

liam Stud Company, at the Cape of Good Hope.

In that extreme point of the world they are giv-

ing great attention to the breeding of horses.

•At $150 per bale the South will realize

from her cotton crop alone about $225,000,000.

For the " American Farmer."

Sowing Oats in February.

Clairmont. Baltimore county, Md.

Messrs- Editors : By reference to books on the

subject of agriculture, and the monthlies, I have

yet to learn that oats have been sown in February,

neither have I heard the practice verbally

I. Believing the object could be profitably

accomplished, I prepared in the autumn of

small strip of tolerably rich clay loam, h:

an easterly exposure, and, on the last snow in

February, I sowed it down in oats, at the same

lime the land was top-dressed, at the rate of

twenty-two horse cart loads of barn-yard com-

pel- acre.

If there is a sufficiency ol I or animal

matter on the land, and manure made on

farm is not sufficient for the crop, guano

other fertilizers may be resorted to, and with a

saving of 100 to 200 per cent, over and al

-: of carting manure from the city.

For the process of covering the seed and ma-

nure, I relied on the honeycomb state of the 1

aided by the melting snow and spring rains :

I anticipated, the seed germs started vigorously

aud promised success : when the plants v

sufficiently grown aud the land dry, I p

a common dray harrow over it. folio

v

roller. I ploughed, manured, and manag

three acres under similar circumstances, and

sowed the oats about the tenth day of the follow-

ing April. Now to the result. The oats sown

in February produced a heavier crop, _

weight of grain and straw, and was ready for

the scythe upwards of two weeks earlier than the

April crop, thus affording not only an incrc

yield, but an opportunity of gettiug the crop in

market early, and obtaining the highest price.

Clover and other grass seeds may be sown in .

ruary, at the same time of seeding the oats. In

preparing laud for oats, or any other spring crop,

it should be ploughed in the autumn, for rei.-

that every" observing farmer understands. I

strongly in favor of the propriety of surface ma-

nuring : to gain the utmost by the pra<

manure should be spread after ploughing, and

thoroughly incorporated by repeated cross-har-

rowing. With those who are opposed to

practice, and prefer to plough the manure under

iu the autumn, I will compromise by propi

-

that the land be cross-ploughed and subs. :

the following spring, after which harrow

land till it is harrowed enough, then harrow

once more. The subsoil plough should be rua

sufficiently deep, to elevate the manui

in the autumn. If the sub-stratum is rich, and
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the upper stratum impoverished, the subsoil

plough may be run as deep as possible. Again,

on the contrary, if merely pulverizing the sub-

Btratum is the object, it will be necessary to re-

move the elevating slide. By the free use of the

subsoil plough and cultivator, drought (under

ordinary circumstances) need not be feared.

As ground plowed in the autumn is seldom or

ever harrowed, the oats may be sown without

that preparation, and with fair success.

Yours, respectfully,

RlALCN'IS.

Productiveness of North Carolina Lands.

Dunk's Rock, Transylvania co., N. C,
December 10, 1866.

Messrs. Worthington <$• Lewis, Baltimore.

Dear Sirs : You have conferred a great favor

upon your friends by reminding them that the

•American Farmer" not only exists, but that

its constitution is in no degree impaired by the

long course of alteratives we hare all, nolentes

volentes, been compelled to take.

Greenbacks are very scarce, and it is only be-

cause I confidently indulge the hope that the

many practical hints given in your monthly, will

do vastly more than replace the outlay, that I

have brought my resolution to the sticking point,

to renew my subscription to my old friend, the

Farmer.

I observed in your November number, a long

letter setting forth in glowing colors the benefits

to be derived from a settlement in the pine hills

of Georgia. Allow me to say a few words in

behalf of that section of country in which I re-

side, and which is commonly known as the Val-

ley of the French Broad.

About twelve or fifteen years ago, a friend of

mine, an experienced rice planter and a thorough-

ly practical man, whose health had broken down
from too earnest a devotion to agricultural pur-

suits, on the coast of South Carolina, deter-

mined, if possible, to find a home in some region

where productiveness of land was not incompati-

ble with the enjoyment of robust health. After

a careful and prolonged search, the desired loca-

tion was discovered in this valley, and, to prove

that the decision arrived at was a wise one, I

will add that the health of my friend which had

suffered severely from, I think, twenty-seven

attacks of low country fever, was, in three or

four years, so thoroughly re-established, that no

finer specimen of athletic manhood could be

found anywhere. So much for climate.

The lands of this valley require no auctioneer's

puff; their productiveness is simply a fact, but

because it is so, and because the wretched system

of renting by the year has long obtained, somev

of the lands thus wanting the supervision of the

owner have deteriorated.

This was the case with a considerable portion

of the large farm, or rather collection of small

farms, purchased by the gentleman I refer to.

His practical eye, however, saw no discourage-

ment in this, and the impoverished soil soon,

under his skilful management, brought forth

abundantly—if a crop of corn, in some instances,

averaging over seventy-five bushels to the acre,

can be said to prove it.

This land was "brought up" by nothing ex-

cept stable yard manure, and lime. The latter

can be procured in any quantity, at about fifteen

cents per bushel, delivered, and when applied

upon worn-out land will ensure a return of from

forty to seventy bushels per acrp, thus repaying

the outlay in the first year after the application

of the lime. From forty to fifty bushels of lime

to the acre is requisite.

On virgin land, without the addition of any

fertilizer, the following fact will show what can

be done : From thirty-three acres of land just

reclaimed from the forest, a crop of corn, averag-

ing eighty-seven-and-a-half bushels of corn per

acre, was harvested. This was the natural re-

turn for the ordinary processes of ploughing and

hoeing.

So far, I have written only of the river bot-

toms, and I should fail in giviug a fair descrip-

tion of this region of country, if I omitted all

mention of the uplands.

The richness of low lands has, for many years,

caused the value of the adjoining second bottom,

and uplands to be disregarded, and they have-

generally been thrown in to the purchaser, at

from one to three dollars per acre.

I will content myself, as before, with :

Appreciating, perhaps, more than some of my
neighbors the combination on a farm of a variety

of soil, I proceeded, on purchasing a few years

before the war, to clear some of my lull slues.

On a field of about ten acres four good crops of

corn have been made, and last spring I sowed

this field in oats, and harvested eight heavy

stacks from one, and a half of which I threshed

out thirty bushels of prime quality oats. The

same field is now in rye and promises well.

As I have no land to sell, and my only object

in addressing the Farmer, is to call attention to

what I consider a very desirable location for any

one searching for health and plenty, I will only

make one or two necessary remarks in conclu-

sion.

The late unhappy war left its mark here as
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everywhere else. The owners of some of the

finest farms were ruined, or nearly so, and a set-

tlement that promised to be (excuse the word)

unique, was rudely broken up. Our lately built

Episcopal Church is closed, but only waits the

advent of more settlers to throw open its doors.

Our new county-town of Brevard is endeavoring

to recover from the fall that retarded its growth

while yet in swaddling clothes, and all that is

now wanting is intelligence and capital, to give

our reviving settlement a push forward.

There is abundant water-power for all pur-

- ~, and one farm now. I think, on the market.

- a mill building, just finished before the war,

and designed for a saw mill, grist mill, and wool

carding machinery combined.

.Messrs. Editors, our work is all before us, and

it is a great work. Let us not flinch from it.

God has given us abundant material. Let not

the necessary intelligent energy be wanting to

become co-workers with Him in the noble effort

to regenerate our now prostrate and struggling

ttry. Ri'sticcs.

late use. If you will inform us you will do the

country service.

Root crops must, in this section, to a great ex-

tent, take the place of cereals; and, I hoj

tween this and spring, you will tell us sonic

about beets, carrots and parsnips, as well as

turnips. Respectfully,

PI. J. D. Clark.

We cannot speak confidently of a remedy for

the difficulty mentioned by our correspondent,

but will suggest that it may be met by allowing

the crop to stay in the field unharvested, taking

up not more than a week's supply at one time.

Turnips will stand pretty hard frosts, and in the

latitude of our correspondent may preserve their

, feeding qualities through winter. A pasture of

early sown rye should be provi '.

Ed. Am. Farmer.

Rotting of Turnips.

Xf.wbeux. X. C. Dec. 1. 1867.

Editor An.

Dear Sir : I have recently been reading a

!se on <: English farming." and find that in

some particulars it might be applied with profit

to the eastern part of this State. We hate the

finest summer pasture for cattle, sheep and hogs,

lut they get poor in winter, because cotton and

Indian corn is the chief product of this section.

The one they cannot eat, the other commands too

high a price, (so the producer thinks.) and in

this way stock is poor in spring, if iudeed they

survive until that time.

Turnips, as I read, has revolutionized hus-

bandry in England. Man and beast fare sump-

tuously on them, and so it could be here, and is

SO for a short period.

Little attention and labor produces large yields

on almost any land.

Sow them broadcast among corn on our swamp
lands, and the lands will be literally acres of

i>s; yet they profit us little, from the sim-

ple fact that we have not yet learned how to keep

them for winter use. I have put them iu dry .

re, they shrivel up. and become dry and use-

cfore spring. I have banked them in I

as we do sweet potatoes, and they invariably

heat and rot in a very short time. The article I

allude to, as having read, only teaches the culti-

vation
;
we have no difficulty on this part. It

says not one word of the mode of preserving for •

Wheat Binders.

Having had occasional inquiries about Wheat
Cinders to operate by machinery, we addressed a

line to Messrs. Emery & Co., of the Prairie far-

mer, and, by their courtesy, have the following

reply

:

Office of the Praiiue Farmed

Chicago, Illinois, Dec. 8th, 1866.

Mum. Worth ington a- Lewis. Baltimore. Ml.

Dear Sirs : We are in receipt of yours of the-

3d, and noted the same. There have been quitc-

a number of inventions got up in the West for

binding grain, to be attached to a reaping ma-

chine. The most successful machine is the in-

vention of W. W. Durson, Rockford, 111. This

machine binds with wire, and has been quite ex-

tensively used, but is not growing rapid',

favor.

The best, and most practical machine for cut-

ting and binding we know of, is called Marshes'

Harvester. The grain is cut and carried 1

endless apron, up to a platform, where two men
stand and bind with straw, as on theground. We
have seen one man alone bind on the machine an

acre in fifty -five minutes, leaving the field cleaner

than by any seven mowers of hand raking and

binding. The proprietor of this machine is J.

D. Easter, Chicago, 111.

The objection to the binders attached are va-

rious, the expense of wire or twino being one

of the principal : and then the mechanism is

complicated, and requires skilled hands to ;.

age it. Yours truly,

EilEJIY & CO.
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Lime Kilns—How to Make.
Christiaxsecrg, Montgomery co.. Va.

Dear Sis : Allow me to ask of you some in-

formation in regard to burning lime. I wish to

try the system practiced in Pennsylvania and

Maryland, of applying lime in clover sod, to

improve my farm, which is a small one, well

adapted to the growth of clover and other

. i have the finest of limestone marl at

hand. Wl ..to know is, bow to build

what is called the perpetual kiln, in which the

lime, as soon as burned, is taken out below with-

out - the fires. Can this kind of kiln be

used with wood instead of coal? If not, can

you direct me how to build a stationary kiln ?

By this I mean a kiln, the walls of which are

built either of sandstone or of brick, that will

I Sre. having flues below for the wood, and
the lime to be taken out when cold. The only

advantage. I presume, of this kind of kiln is.

that it will burn all the stone put into it. instead

of leaving a wall all round of unburned lime as

in the ..ed kilns. J. R. G.

Will some friend do us the favour to furnish

an answer to the above.

—

Ed.

New Brunswick, New Je?.-

Please inform me whether the Scuppernong
grape succeeds as far north as the latitude of

Baltimore : and, if so, would it not do well in

New Jersey. I would like to purchase

- -uppernoug vines, 1 or 2 years" old. Can
you tell me where I can get them ? I have read

-::cleupon- "..y J. Van Buren. Is"

he a nurseryman?—H. K. II.

- uppernong does not succed so far north

Lade of Baltimore, and the plants are

not to be had here. Mr. Van Buren is an expe-

rienced nurseryman in Georgia ; his post-office

address we do not know.

—

Ed.

Mt. A:?.y. Halifax Co.. X. C.

December 3d, 1S66.
• of the American Farmer:

Though somewhat late in doing so,

permit me to congratulate you on the reappear-

ance of your valuable journal, which was wel-

comed by all of us with unmixed pleasure. In-

deed, like the fabled giant of old, it seems to

gained renewed strength from its temporary

prostration.

With many apologies for the delay, for which

the state of the times is my only justification,

please see enclosed the amount of subscription.

Very respect' ly. and with all good wishes,

Your friend and ob't serv't.

C. b.'e.

Peach Orchards.
Gentlemen: You would do good service to a

large interest in Maryland and Delaware, if you

could publish some good, practical articles, on

the management of peach orchards, particularly

with reference to the prevention and cure of the

yellows, which is destroying us in Cecil county.

The article in your last number, on landlord

and tenant, by Mr. Davis, is good as far as it

goes. The changed social condition of the 8

will, no doubt, much increase the class of ten-

ants, and whilst it is of great importance to en-

courage in every way their improvement, some-

thing, too. should be done, to protect the

interests of landlords against them, more •.

cially as they outnumber and outvote the farmer,

and are likely to possess, even more than now.

controlling influence in legislatures and court-

houses. I may, perhaps, if agreeable to you.

send you something on this subject. L. S F.

Shall be glad to hear from our correspondent

on this or any other topic. Will not some friend

give us the desired article on the managem-;

peach orchards.

—

Ed.

From a lady friend of the " Farmer," Cecil Co.. lid.

Fdiior of the American Farmer.

Dear Sir: My heart indited a letter of warm
welcome to the :- Farmer,' ' upon its first appear-

ance after its long, sad absence; but the " thief

of time,"' whose hold grows stronger upon nu-

as I advance in years, has prevented my clothing

thought in words. Believe me, you will always

be, as you have always been, a most welcome-

visitor. I enclose two dollars for one year's

subscription, for Mrs Wilson's Depot.

Crimea P. 0., South Side Railroad, Dinwiddit

county, Va.; a dear friend who has suffered

greatly by this wicked war, and two for our-

selves; the beginning of a subscription n

again, I hope, to be interrupted.

With best wishes for your success in this and

every undertaking, I am yours, very truly.

Lime on Wheat.
November 7. 18(

Messrs. Editors : You will please tell me.

through the old time-honoured American Farmer.

what you think of giving a wheat field, which

was a heavy clover fallow, a dressing of lime.

I have an idea of applying it through the winter.

The next crop will be corn. My mode of farm-

ing is four fields. I commenced the four field

system about fifteen years ago : before that time

I had but two fields, wheat and oats, after corn,

and verv little made of either. In 1840 I be-
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came a subscriber to the American Farmer, and

through its instruction, I hare made my farm

produce more than five times as much as it did

before. You will also tell us how to make

cheese, for we have been Yankeeized, and we

will have to learn all the small things, even to

the wooden nutmeg business. Yours, resp"tfully.

There can be no objection to putting on lime

as proposed by the writer, if done when the

ground is firm. It may not materially benefit

the crop of wheat, but will be just right for the

coming crop of corn.

—

Ed. Far.

Care of Long-Wooled Sheep.—Experienced

breeders of Cotswold and Leicester sheep say

that these sheep should not be kept in the same

pasture with Merino sheep. They say that the

odor from the bodies of the Merino is not only

offensive, but hurtful to the English breeds. The

long-wooled sheep are little disposed to roam over

the pastures; they eat what they want, and

then lie down. The Meriuos. on the other hand,

are much disposed to ramble all over the pas-

ture, picking a little here and there. The con- I

sequent trampling of the grass, and scattering of

the droppings of the sheep, seem to effect unfa-

vorably the Cotswolds and Leicesters, so much

so that it is advised, even where they are kept

alone, that at least three pasture lots be kept, so

that the sheep may have fresh pasture frequently.

Canadian farmers, who think highly of the

long-wools, claim that the prejudice which ex-

ists against them in many parts of the United

States, is owing to this mismanagement of those

who own them.

Cashmere Goats.—Mr. J. B. Akin sold a pair

of beautiful, pure blooded Cashmere goats to Mr.

Green Jones, of Lincoln county, a few days ago.

The large quantity of cashmere goods now worn,

and the high price these goods command, and

the erection of factories in the United States for

their manufacture, is an indication that the in-

trinsic value of the Cashmere goat is appreciated.

Our fine cashmere shawls, cashmere trimmings

used by ladies for mantillas, dresses, ic, are

made of the wool of these animals. They are

superior in almost every respect to sheep. They

require but little care, are secure from attack of

dogs. We would advise our farmers to look to
j

their interest, and secure some of this stock.— '.

Dinville Advocate.

In this connection we will state that Mr. Jas.

(J. Colmesnil, near Shepherdsville, Ky., will fur-

nish a few half breed Cashmere kids at reasona-

ble prices, if application is made before Christ-

mas.

Compounding Manures.
There is no soil so fertile, naturally, as not to

be improvable by the application of some ex-

traneous substance. The best constituted soils,

when chemically examined, exhibited some defi-

ciencies. These are quite prominent and obi

in their character, and are supplied by the addi-

tion of some of the primitive earths, as sand,

clay or lime, or by the admixture of

animal organisms which are in fact composed of

each

.

When manure is to be made from various

materials, we should endeavor to ascertain whe-

ther it is required that the base should be sili-

cious, argillacious. or calcareous : if the former,

sand must be the principal ingredients used : if

either of the latter, lime or clay. This fact as-

certained, a sufficiency of the requisite article-

should be obtained and duly prepared, and the

work commenced. All green vegetables, and

all substances, whether vegetable or animal, as

well as many mineral matters, come in here to

aid and assist us. The mould which reposes be-

neath the forest : the dark muck that is exposed

in the beds of ponds and lakelets : the refuse

vegetable productions, and the decomposable

substances which are presented everywhere, are

all adapted to the purpose of making manure.

Having spread your basis material ou the sur-

face of the soil, in a convenient place, say six

inches deep, spread over it a stratum of forest

mould, muck or other material proper for such

use, and so on till the heap is finished. When a

large number of ingredients are made use of, it

will be well to mix them together in order that

the perfected article may possess as homogeneous

a character as possible, as well as to facilitate

the operation of composing it. When the mass

has remained for several weeks, it will be in a

condition to be turned, or ; 'cut down." a pro-

cess performed by commencing at one side, and,

beginning at the top, cut clean down through

the strata, with a shovel, and throwing the ma-

terial into a heap, where it is allowed to remain

for an equal period of time undisturbed, to mas-

cerate and decompose. When the compost is do-

signed to be used on sandy lands, the percentage

of clay in compost intended for its permanent

amelioration, should not be less than fit";

sixty parts of the entire mass, and incases where

the sandy constituents greatly preponderate over

the others, the percentage of clay should be even

greater than this. The more complete the ad-

mixture of the components is. the more efficient

as well as more immediate will its action be on

the crop. When such materials are mixed, fer-

mentation to a greater or less extent, alway J
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takes place; the heating of the mass breaks up

the physical texture of the materials, aud the

play of chemical affinities induced thereby, and

distantly going on in the mass, tends to solve
.

and prepare the same for the use to which it is

ultimately to be applied.

Of the almost infinite variety of materials used

in composting operations, there are few which

require any previous preparation : they are all

of a character rendering their immediate addi-

tion to the mass of other ingredients practi-

cable, and when so added the chemical changes

they experience, gives them the conformation de-

manded for the exertion of their powers both

upon the soil and crop.

.Muck is often found to contain an acid princi-

ple which is easily corrected by the alkalescent

matter in the other ingredients, or by the fer-

menting process which is engendered thereby.

The other iugredients of a purely or semi-vege-

table character, decompose readily under the

chemical influences to which they are exposed,

and become homogenous and soluble in a high

degree.

No substance is perhaps more conducive to the

health and rapid development of vegetation

than good compost. It is almost invariably

much more pure than simple animal excrement,

contains a greater number of the essential ele-

ments of vegetable nutrition, as well as a more

liberal quantity of those mineral matters which

act mechanically on the improvement of the soil.

In all cases where much crude vegetable mat-

ter is used in composing, a considerable quantity

of caustic lime will be required, not only to ac-

celerate decomposition, but to neutralize the

native acids they contain, often in large quanti-

ties, and which are in their nature uucongenial

to the life of plants. Muck that has been formed

by submarine action or decomposition is almost

invariably impregnated with an acid principle

which, if not corrected, will be found highly

detrimental to vegetable growth. Most of the

plants belonging to the lower orders of vegeta-

tion, require to be thoroughly decomposed before

they can be rendered available as a manure, and

this, where there is not a powerful fermentation

in the mass, is, as a result, often found to be at-

tended with considerable difficulty, unless assist-

( d by the decomposing action of lime.

In forming composts from green vegetable

substance of all kinds, sulphuric acid should be

freely used. Sprinkling the heaps daily with a

gill of acid diluted with two thousand times that

quantity of water, will add greatly to the effi-

ciency of the compost by absorbing and fixing

the ammonia and carbonic acid which are always

copiously evolved during the process or decom-

position by all kinds of manure.— (ran. Td.

Stone for Stable Floors.

The use of stone in the construction of fk

for stables, we believe, is not common in Ar-

ea, at least not in the central counties. We
found them in universal use abroad, and they

presented quite a marked feature in contrast with

the plank floors which are so common with us.

In some of the best stables both for cattle and

horses, cobble stones are bedded into the ear:

a similar way that pavements are made in the

cities. At first they looked as if they might

uncomfortable, especially for horses, but we were

assured no bad results followed from their use.

and the uneven surface was regarded as a::

vantajre, as it served as a preventive to the ani-

mals slipping. Immediately back of the an::,

the floors are made to descend, forming a cur

ditch or alley for conducting the urine. In

looking at these stables, the thought often oc-

i curred whether similar structures could nc

J

profitably introduced with us. The first cost

may, perhaps, be a little more than plank, but ia

the long run they are infinitely cheaper. There

is another advantage—the saving of room and

the prevention of accumulated filth underneath

the floor, quite common where plank is used.

An objection might be urged, that in our cold

climate stone floors are liable to become frc

thereby rendering cattle uncomfortable and prov-

ing injurious ; but in properly-constructed sta

it is doubtful whether any inconvenience would

result from this source. Being lower down than

plank, and upon the ground, there would be

exposure to winds and cold from beneath, an I

when timbers were properly underpinned with

wall, the heat from the cattle must pre

freezing in all ordinary winter weather.

At Alderman Mechi's farm near London,

stables for cattle have floors composed of

not quite two inches apart, the slats being three

inches thick and four inches wide. Below

floor is a tank built of brick and cemented water-

tight for the reception of the manures, both

liquid and solid. The tank which is some three

feet deep, has a bottom that slopes toward the

centre, and is connected with pipes to the large

cistern outside, and JVom time to time water is

let in to liquify its contents, so as to be conducted

off in the cistern referred to. From this reser-

voir the liquid is forced by steam through differ-

ent parts of the farm and the crops irrigated.

Under the system of irrigation adopted by Mr.

Mechi, grand results have been obtained, but
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this plan of floor is more adapted to his peculiar

svstem of husbanding manures.

Slatted floors, however, as a matter of conve-

nience, could be adopted with good results in hog-

pens, and also for young calves in spring, which

must be stabled until the weather is warm
enough to turn them out. In both cases they

would serve the purpose of keeping the animals

dry and clean, a consideration which adds great-

ly to their thrift. In raising calves, every one

must have observed how difficult it is to keep

the stables dry, requiring constant attention, in

change of bedding, which soon becomes foul.

With slatted floors and conveniences for remov-

ing the manure below from time to time, would

not only lessen labour out by the use of muck
or other absorbents to take up the liquid as it

passes through the slats, would add considerable

to the compost heap. For hogs Mr. Mechi's slats

are three inches wide, and one-and-a-quarter

inches apart. For calves, two inches thick, three

wide, and one-and-five-eighths apart.

We saw floors in England that had been in use

an hundred years with little or no repairs, and
which were likely to last one hundred years

more. The time will come when stone floors in

many parts of our country will become a neces-

sity, and it is a question whether their adoption

upon farms where stone may conveniently be had
would not now be far more economical than

wood.— Utica Herald.

English National Horse Show Association.—
It is proposed to establish a Grand National Horse

Show Association, holding its shows annually in

the city of Hereford. The Hereford Times says :

Even such an exhibition as that afforded by the

Bath and West of England Society, is tame and
insipid compared with the incidences of a horse

show, as we have now come to interpret the term,

viz : a show in which the horses are exercised in

what we may call their "trades;" that is, the

hunter crossing the country, taking "bullfinch-

es,'' gates, water leaps, and such other ob-

struction as come in the way of the huntsmen;
the hack, well mounted and showing his step-

ping powers, whether his calibre be that of a

lG-hander, a cob, a pony, or for carrying a lady

;

the harness horse driven in harness, and proving

the style iu which he can do his ten or twelve

miles an hour, without any risk of coming

•'down." These are what we now regard as

the leading elements of a horse show, and it is

such a show that the promoters of the Grand
National Association are desirous of establishing'

in Hereford.
,

Alsike Clover.
Mr. Chauncey Miller, of the Shaker Family,

near Albany, furnishes us the following state-

ment of his experience with this plant for the

Country Gentleman :

We find the Alsike Clover a very superior

grass in the following plants :

1. For its value as a hay crop, on a great

variety of soils, being of a growth, in height,

varying according to quality of soil, from ten

inches to two-and-a-half feet, and yielding from

one-and-a-half to three tons per acre, according

to soil ; thus comparing with our best red clo-

vers, though, of course, not so high as the great

western pea vine clover, but, with us, one-third

higher than the small, southern red clover.

2. For fineness of stalk, or haulm.

3. For its multitude of sweet flowers, bloom-

ing, perhaps, three or four times as much as red

clover, making, when in bloom, literally " a sea

of flowers.''

4. Its adaptation to heavy soils, clays or heavy

clay loams, as well as sandy soils, not being so

liable to heave out by frosts in winter and spring,

as red clover, on account of the root being more

fibrous, partaking somewhat of the character of

the white clover, (trifolium repens, ) being the

product of a cross between the red and white

clovers originated iu Germany.

5. To all farmers who keep bees largely, the

crop would be of great value, as bees can work

upon the flowers equally as well as upon white

clover, as they are about the same size, and pre-

cisely the same habit, as the latter, but are much

more abundant in honey ; bees appear as fond of

the flowers as of mignonette, and, in its season

of flowering, which lasts about six weeks, ar !

continually upon it, from dewy morn until dusky

eve.

C. To those farmers raising clover 9eed for

market, the Alsike clover, in our opinion, would

be of great value, as it seeds enormously, and

the seed threshes easily, by flail or machine, leav-

ing a beautiful quality of hay, the stalks retain-

ing their greenness, when most of the seed is

quite ripe.

7. It holds many weeks in bloom, thus giving

the farmer lee-way of time and weather, in re-

gard to securing the crop.

In the past the three years we have spent about

sixty dollars for Alsike clover seed to sow upon

our lauds; we have tried it upon a variety of

soils. We like it so well, that should all circum-

stances favor the enterprise, we think of seeding,

next spring, in considerable quantity to this

grass, and, if practicable, it is possible we may

import pure seed from Germany for that purpose,
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not raising enough of our ow seed to sow : as

we find, on trial, that much of the seed of this

plant, which has been imported into this conn- '

ber than through the Patent Office Depart-

has been largely adulterated with other

cloven -itber before or after
j

:::ig this country ; possibly tee may not be

able to obtain pure, even in Germany, but we*
hope to do so. We mention this incidentally, as

much futile inquiry has been made by formers,

riparians and seedsmen, where pure seed could be

obtained, and we fear it is to be obtained only !

rmany. A party in Vermont has affected
;

to distribute much Alsike clorer seed to apa:

within the past three rears, fire dollars worth of

which we tried, and found it did not contain

..ousandth part cf Alsike clover seed, but

was quite pure white clover seed.

i _ in, we would say to farmers that we have

found it to be neeessarv. in order to be sure of

seed, to order it in the fall, or early winter, as
'

the demand is generally such that it is all sold

off before sowing time in the spring. If we are

ssfol in sowing in larger q will

again report, and we propose to try it on a great-

er varietv of soils.

The Wool Crop of California, for 186'

far marketed, is about 5.000,000 pounds, of

which 3.000,000 pounds have been purchased for

the mills in San Francisco, and the balance ex-

ported to the Atlantic States. Oregon this rear

produced notfarfrom 1.800,000 pounds of wool.

1,100,000 pounds being taken by her woolen

mills. 300.000 by San Francisco mills, and the

balance exported. The wool used by the Pacific

coast mills varies in value from sixteen to two:

seven cents per pound. Oregon wool being

cleaner and of finer quality, brings the highest

price. California wool loses about fifty-five

cent., and Oregon forty per cent, in cleaning.

j^"*The following remarks on the advantages

-reping, are from the Phrenological Jour-

nal .-

"If the internal revenue shall rcuse farmers,

manufacturers, all classes to ' keep accounts ' of

incomes and outgoes, and for what, we think it

will be worth millions to the country. The pres-

-s'aod manner' with many is ruinous.

How few there are who know exactly how thev

stand—whether they are gaining or losing ! and
how almost universal is the habit of crying : hard
times,' when, if the great leaks were stopped, all

would go well and each have plenty. One : saves

at the spigot and wastes at the bunghole,' and
for want of accurate aceou - sensible as

to the causes of hi3 being forever ' short of means

'

to carry on his work. Another becomes thrifty

and forehanded by careful attention to his ac-

counts. Every man ought to have his business

recorded that he can tell in a moment
to a fraction exactly what he is worth, what he
is making or losing on each particular item, be

. v.n. fruits, flesh, or other productions. But
how few there are who do it. If the book un-
der notice will serve to systematize this thing;

if it will enable and induce men to keep ac-

counts, it will, we repeat, be worth millions to

our country in dollars: and that which money
cannot buy, namely, that peace of mind which
results from a perfect knowledge of our affairs.

le Cotton Plar." of Georgia

met at Milledgeville a few days ago. The follow-

ing named officers were elected for the ensuing

year : B. C. Yancey, of Clark. President: B. B.

Moore, of Thomas, is: Vice-President; J. B.

Jones, of Burke, 2d Vice President : T. J. Smith,

of Hancock, Treasurer, and Capt. H. L. French,

of Schley, Secretary. A resolution was adopted

providing for the introduction of a bill in the

l. _ islatnre to change the name of the body from

"Cotton Planters' Association'' to "The Agri-

cultural and Manufacturing Association of the

State of Gec:_

The Cotto>* Chop.—We have very good reason

to believe that in Maury county there never was

before raised in one year as much cotton as has

been grown this year. Some large farmers may
have raised more in other times, but there never

was a season when so many acres in the county

were devoted to cotton. Every farm in the coun-

ty almost has a patch of cotton on it this year.

As a happy resnlt, everybody that now farms, is

getting in a little money, and the merchanls are

.:. I trade generally is brightening

up. The depression in the cotton market, how-

ever, is disappointing everybody very sadly.

—

Columbia (Tenn.) Go:

'A new andfatal disease is killing the hogs

in Fleming county. Kentucky. Mr. D. Johnson

has lost one hundred and forty-eight hogs

what he calls c He says be examined

them very closely, and found a yellow thick sub-

stance around the windpipe, and nothing wrong
with their entrails. They run a bloody sub-

stance from their ears asd nose. He foots up his

loss in hogs at over one thousand dollars.

—

Dan-
ville Advocate.
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Sunday Reading.

Religion is a generous and noble thing in re-

gard to its progress ; it is perpetually carrying

u that mind, in which it is once seated, towards

perfection. Though the first appearance of it

upon the souls of good men may be but as the

wings of the morning, spreading themselves up-

u the mountains, yet it is still risiag higher and

higher upon them, chasing away all the filthy

tnists and vapors of sip. and wickedness before

it, till it arrives to its meridian altitude. There

is the strength and force of the Divinity In it;

and though, when it first enters into the minds

>f men, it may seem to be "sown in weakness,"

yet it will raise itself "in power." As Christ

was in His bodily appearance, He was still in-

creasing i7i wisdom and stature, andjavor with God
and man, until He was perfected in glory,- so is

He also in His spiritual appearance in the souls of

men ; and accordingly the New Testament does

more than once distinguish, of Christ, in His

several ages and degrees of growth in the souls

of all true christians.

As in the first institution of nature, and the

propagation of corporeal essences, it was enact-

ed und yet continues, that "every thing should

'ring forth fruit, after his kind ;" so I find it in

the propagation of virtue and vice; they bring

forth fruit "after their kind." Virtue begets

rirtue, vice begets vice. And it is as natural

:'or a man to expect a return of virtue out of vir-

tue, and a return of vice out of vice, as it is for

him to expect an elephant should beget an ele-

phant, or a serpent a serpent. Nay, not only

the germs but the very species holds, and often-

times the proportion of that species too. ... He

that sows iniquity must look to reap it. Did not

David's murder and adultery bring the sword

and incest into his family?

The soul of the true Israelite is as "a garden

by the river's side," not only lowly and situate

where she may have the advantage of springs

and rivers as well as rain from heaven, (i. c., all

the means of grace,) but be well fenced and en-

closed, both by the discipline and the orders of

the church, and the conseqent favor and protec-

tion of Providence. . . . Her verdure is conspicu-

ous and ever constant ; whether in the summer

of prosperity or the winter of adversity, her ac-

tions and principles are ever upright and fair;

her hopes and affections and desires are ever as-

cending towards the noblest and most sublime

objects, the things that are above, the glorious

things of heaven The deeper the soul is

rooted in humility and grace, tue higher will its

affections ascend towards heaven, and the wider

its branches of charity extend towards men.

How manj- thanks and praises do we owe unto

Him for this our salvation, wrought by His dear

and only Son Christ ! who became a pilgrim on

earth to make us citizens in heaven ; who be-

came the Son of man to make us the sons of

God,- who became obedient unto the law to de-

liver us from the curse of the law ; who became

poor to make us rich ;
vile to make us precious

;

subject to death to make us his forever ! What
greater love could we silly creatures desire or

wish to have at God's bands? . . . Therefore, let

us confess Him with our mouths, praise Him with

our tongues, believe on Him with our hearts, and

glorify Him with our good works.

Can we think that Holy Scripture thus tells us

of the sacred childhood of Jesus, and means us

not to reverence childhood? Feel we not (at

least if we be not deadened by this world's van-

ities) a drawing forth of our inmost hearts to-

wards them, a tender love, a reverence for them,

which, alas! we cannot have for ourselves, and

often not for others of riper years?

Our Lord sanctified every age of life by His

• \\ n susception of it and similitude to it ; for He

ame to save all people through His own person
;

all, I say, who, by Him, are born again unto

God—infants, boys, children, young men and

old. Made an infant, He sanctified the state of

infancy; and being Himself a child, He sancti-

fied the state of childhood.

It is fit that the Word, being more precious

than gold, yea, than much fine gold, a priceless

pearl, should not be laid up in the porter's lodge,

the outward ear, but even in the cabinet of the

mind.

Good men are always walking on from strength

to strength, till at last they see God in Zion.—

Religion, though it hath its infancy, yet it hat'.i

no old age: while it is in its minority, it is al-

ways in motu: but when it conies to its maturity

it will always be in quicte: it is then "always

the same, and its years fail not, but it shall en-

dure for ever."

The empyrean heaven saved not the angels,

who in that heaven committed sin. The terres-

trial Paradise saved not Adam, who in that Par-

adise committed sin. And dost thou presume to

hope in the church for impunity of those evils,

which in the church you perpetrate?
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Baltimore Markets, Dec. 22.

CorrEE.—Rio, lS#al9Xc gold, according to quality.

Laguayra ,
and Java cts. gold.

Cotton.—We quote prices as follows, viz:

Grades. rpland. Gulf.

Ordinary -'

Good do -9
—

Low Middling sl

Middling 35 —

Fertiuzebs.—Peruvian Guano, $80; Reese k Co's.

Soluble Pacific Guano. $65; Flour of Bone, $60; G. Ober's

(Kettlewells) AA Manipulated, $70: A do., $60; Ammo-

niated Alkaline Phosphate, $55; Alkaline Phosphate, $45;

Baltimore City Company's Fertilizer, $40; do., Flour of

Bone, $60; do., Ground Bone, $45; do., Poudiette. $20;

Baugh's Raw-bone Phosphate, $56;—all per ton of 2,000

lbs.; Pure Ground Plaster. $13.50a$14.00 per ton. Shell

Lime, slacked, 6c., unslacked, 10c- per bushel.

Fish.—Mackerel—No. 1, $19a20; No. 2, $lSal9;

large, ;No. 3. $14.50al5. Herrinjs —Labrador, $6.50a7.50;

Potomac and Susqueh'na, $S.50a9; Codfish, new, $7a$7.50.

Corn.—White, $1.00a$l
r05; Yellow, $1.05a$1.0S per

bushel.

Flocb.—Howard Street Super and Cut Extra. $lla

$11.55; Family, $15.50al6.00; City Mills Super, $10. 50a

11: Baltimore Family, $17.50.

Rye Flour and Corn Meal.—Rye Flour, new, $6.25a

6.50; Corn Meal, $5a6.00.

Gbain.— Wheat.—Good to prime Red, $3 15a3.30;

Choice White—good to prime, $3.25a$3.40 per bushel.

Bye.—$1.25 per bushel.

Oats —Heavy to light—ranging as to character from 57

a62c. per bushel.

Hay and Sibaw.—Timothy $26a28,and P.ye Straw $28

per ton.

Beans.—$3.50a3 75 as to quality.

Potatoes.—$4.00a4 25 per bbl.

Provisions.—Bacon.—Shoulders, 12al3 cts.; Sides,

a2al3; Hams, plain bagged, 19 cts.; sugar cured, 20 cts.

per lb.

Salt.—Liverpool Ground Alum,.«2.15a2.20; Fine, $3.10

13 25; Turk's Island. 62)$c. per bushel.

Seeds.—Clover, held at $9.25; Timothy, $3.50a3.62;

Flaxseed, $2 90.

Tobacco.—We give the range of prices as follows:

Maryland.

Frosted to common $2.50a 3.00

Sound common • 3.50a 4.00

Middling 6.00a 8.00

Good to fine brown 10.00al5.00

Fancy 17.00a25 00

Upper country 3.00a30.00

Ground leaves, new 3.00a5.00

Ohio.

Inferior to good common... 4.00a 6.00

Brown and spangled 7.00al2.00

Good and fine red and spangled 13.00al7.00

Fine yellow and fancy 20.00a30.00

Whiskey—$2.30a2.35 per gallon, in barrels.

Wool —We quote: Unwashed, 25a27 cts. per lb.; Tub-

washed, 45a57 cts.; Fleece, common, 40a4S cts.; Pulled,

No. 1, 27a32 cts.; Merino, 35a37 cts.

Cattle Mabket.—Common, $500a$6; Good, $6. 50a

$6.75. Prime Beeves, $7.50a8.00 per 100 lbs.

Sheep—4)£a6 cents per lb. gross.

#o0t_$S.75a9.5O per 100 lbs., Det.

"Wholesale Produce Market.
Prepared fvr the American Farmer by Ellicott i Hkwks, Produce

and Commimion Merchant!, 57 Exchange Place.

Baltimobe, Dec. 22, 1866.

Butter.—Ohio, in brls. and kegs, solid packed, 20 to

25 cts.; Roll. 35; Virginia and Pennsylvania in kegs and

tubs. 20 to 25; Glades, 30a45; GosheD, 45.

Beeswax—45 cts.

Cbiese.—Eastern, 18; Western, 16.

Dbied Fbuit.—Apples, 10: Peaches, 17.

Eggs—In barrels, 35 cents per dozen.

Feathers—75 cents for good Southern.

Labd.—Brls. 14, kegs 15. jars and other country pack-

ages 16 cents.

Tallow.—11 ¥ cents.
»•«
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^®*\Ve direct the attention of our reader?,

particularly those who are troubled with the

high price of cigars, to the advertisement, in

another column, of the "National Cigar Ma-
chine." The machine will be sent prepaid to

any address on receipt of $3, and will, no doubt

if purchased, save you many a dollar in the course

of a year.
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" Forth goes the woodman, leaving unconcerned

The cheerful haun*0»f man; to wield the axe,

And drive the weage, in yonder forest drear.

From morn till eve, his solitary task."

Farm Work for the Month.

WORKING STOCK.

If the working stock has not had the best care

through the months past, all must now be espe-

cially looked after. It is mistaken judgment to

suppose that horses, which must go through the

heavy farm labour of spring and summer, may
be properly supported through the winter months,

because they have comparatively little labour,

on hay, or corn fodder. Horses whether at work

or not, should have the same care, and the same

kind of food, though during the leisure of win-

ter the quantity of grain may be diminished.

As the spring approaches they should have food

enough, and of such kind as will put them into

the very best working order. We do not doubt

the economy of feeding horses always with

ground and chopped food. Use comb and brush

Jreely, and regularly, and see that they have

water at least twice a day. Uxen that have

heavy spring work to do. must have the same

kind of attention.

Cows, in milk, must be fed regularly with

?«ch food as will keep up the flow. Well-cured

corn fodder, orclover hay, and some roots, with

a little corn meal, should be the staples of their

daily diet. Those that are to, have young in

early spring, must be kept, not fat, but in full

health and strength. Any approach to weakness,

from want of proper food and protection, is

likely to prove fatal to the mother and her young.

EWES.

Ewes will require constant looking after, as

[

the time of having their young approaches.

Any showing falling off in flesh, should be sep-

arated from the flock, and fed more liberally.

All should have a moderate supply of grain.

HOG-S.

Give hogs food enough through the winter, to

keep them in thriving order. Do not allow them

to lose flesh, and When the grass begins to start

in spring they will grow rapidly, and get the

full benefit of the whole season's growth.

>*o hog, male or female, should be used for

breeding purposes, before one year of age. A
neglect of this advice has had the effect, very

possibly, of lessening the physical stamina of

our best breeds, and inducing disease.

Do not fear that breeding sows will get too

fit. There may be possible evil from it, but it is

not very probable. Much greater danger lies in

the other direction.

tcoo.

Get on as fast as possible with the preparation

of the old crop for market. As the spring wea-

ther approaches, bulks that have laiu through

the winter must be looked to frequently, and on

any approach to getting warm, must be shaken

out and hungup, or laid lightly in another bulk.

Prepare beds as the weather and condition of

the ground may permit, looking to our s:;j_

j

tions of last mouth. Be sure to sow a sufficiency

of seed, and ground, but more sure to have it

well done.
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MANURES.

Let stock, of every kind, have all the litter

necessary to make them, good bedding, and to

keep them dry. Beyond what is necessary for

such purposes, the coarse material of the farm

may be taken directly to the ground it is intend-

ed to fertilize, aud thrown at once over the sur-

face. The stalks from a large corn field should

be fed on some turf land, whenever it is firm

enough to bear the tread of cattle.

The Vegetable Garden.

Prepared for The American Farmer, by Dasiel Barker
Maryland Agricultural College.

FEBRUAR "^_

-

Whenever the weather permits, the operations

that peculiarly belong to this month should be

proceeded with. Digging, trenching, and ma-

nuring should not be delayed. Every piece of

unoccupied ground should be turned up. if only

to destroy weeds and insects.

Asparagus.—Prepare the ground for new plan-

tations, which should be done with the greatest

care, which, if properly done, with due attention

afterwards, will last, in good condition, for many

years. The principal requisite is a good, sandy

loam, and rotten dung. Our method, informing

new beds, is to lay on four inches of good, rot-

ten manure upon the surface ; trench the ground

two feet deep ; then add as much more dung,

and dig in as deep as for ordinary crops. The
beds are then marked off, four feet wide, leaving

a pathway two feet wide ; then mark out the bed

for three rows, one in the centre, and one on

each side, a foot from the centre. Lay a ridge

of good loam, dung and sand, where each row

is to be, about two inches high, upon which

plant the plants with an equal portion of roots

upon each side of the ridge. We then place

about two iuches of white sand upon the roots,

and above that four inches of good, rich soil,

and about the first week in May give a good

mulching of rotten manure, which keep the beds

moist, and help the plants well through the

summer.

Early as the ground is in good working order,

there should be no delay in getting ready every

inch of ground intended for summer crops.

Have all plots requiring manure ready early as

possible, as it is much better to have the ground

prepared in advance, that the manure may be

more completely incorporated with the soil, then

to sow or plant immediately after manuring.

Ground for cauliflower, brocoli, cabbage, peas,

beans, onions, and spinach, should be liberally

manured, and deeply spaded. Where onions are

only grown upon a small scale, mark out the

beds four feet wide, and leave the surface quite

rough by so doing; at sowing time the surface

will be well pulverized through exposure to the

air, and the seed can be sown clean, and rolled

in firm, which cannot be done when the ground

is pasty, or has been recently turned up. Choose

for potatoes such ground as was the last season

planted to cabbage, cauliflower, celery, &c, and

for which the ground was well manured ; make
up good, rich borders, under walls, fences,

buildings, &c, for early lettuce, radish, &c. On
dry soils, plant a few early potatoes ; on wet

soils, the planting must be deferred until the

season is more advanced. For a few early pota-

toes a very simple method is to make up a slight

hot bed with fresh horse manure, and leaves, and

if not convenient, to place upon it a frame and

lights, cover it with straw mats, or any kind of

covering, sufficient to keep out the frost, and by

the time the tops appear, the season will be suf-

ficient!y advanced to admit of the covering being

taken off by day, putting it on at night whenever

there is danger of frost.

Cabbage asd Cauliflowers.—Plant out from

the frames all the young plants before they be-

come too much crowded: make fresh sowings in

very slight hot beds.

Lettuce.—Sow a crop of the early French

Silesian in frames, to succeed those planted out

last fall.

Peas.—Where the climate, or soil, is too cold

to sow in the open ground, cut fresh sod about

one foot long, and five inches wide; turn the

grassy side downwards, and make a channel

along the centre of the upper part, in which sow

the peas as you would in the open ground, pla-

cing them in the cool grapery, green-house, or

frame, from where they can easily be transferred

to the open ground whenever the weather is fav-

orable, when the plants will root through the

sod into the soil, and will sustain but little check.

Spixach.—Soon as the ground is in good

working order, run the hoe through the fall sown

crops, and pick away all decayed leaves and

weeds.

Whatever arrears of winter work remain

should be completed as soon as the weather per-

mits, or the consequences will be serious ; fortu-

nately, the weather has kept things in their

places for some time past, for which those who have

delayed their fall work may be thankful. Make a

thorough clearing up of all the vegetable plots,

if not already done
;
plant all the old stumps of

I
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cabbage close together, to furnish sprouts during

early spring. Soon as the soil becomes sufficient-

ly mellow, let all coming-on crops have a tho-

rough hoeing, or surface stirring: this is of the

utmost importance at this period ; it must not,

however, be done until the ground is in good

working order.

Do not omit to collect a quantity of tree

leaves : they will be very useful for helping to

make up hot beds, and for making leaf mold, so

r.seful in potting window and many other kinds

of plants: but, in collecting leaves, if regarded

only in the light of manure, we think it would be

a very expensive material, if all the trouble of

raking, hauling, ic, be duly considered. We
have used many loads of them in a half rotten

upon the vegetable garden, but never

found them to produce monstrous vegetables,

but generally afford those of a superior flavour.

For heating purposes, we think much of them,

but not as much when used alone as when mixed

with about an equal quantity of well-fermented

dung.

Do not allow the soap snds to be wasted, as

they may be most beneficially poured upon the

manure heap, or upon any vacant plot of the

vegetable or fruit garden, and over aaparag

and rhubarb beds, in the growing season : they

•Jso be poured between the rows of any of

the cabbage tribe when growing.

permits, have plenty of air, plenty of light, and

plenty of water. Tepid manure water will ma-

terially assist in augmenting the size of the

berries, but for good flavor and color there must

be plenty of light and air.

Refer back to the directions given in this de-

partment for the past three months. Complete

pruning, planting, trenching, draining. 4c. tc.

early as possible ; lightly fork over vine borders,

and avoid cropping them as much as possible.

The Flower Garden.

'• I know a garden where in magic bowers.

Enchanted spring most rare and wondrous flowers,

Kept by the charm that on the garde a

Invisible to cold, unlovin;

That so from those who walk in scorn, and pride,

Each floweret seems of its own self to hide;

But when they come who know the blessed spell,

That bids each bud to life and fragrance swell,

Beauty awakes where'er they turn thei-

And rarest perfumes at their call ari?

The Fruit Garden.

When the frost is not too severe, proceed with

pruning apple and pear trees. Any gooseberries

and currants not previously pruned should be

forthwith attended to. See that fall planted

trees are properly staked and mulched, and after

high winds it will be necessary to look around

them, and press the earth gently around the base

of each tree.

Where there is any plant' ng to be done let it

be performed as soon as the ground is in a fit

state for the purpose. In planting do not make

the mistake to induce by rich manure the promo-

tion of gross, long jointed wood, in any state of

the existence of any kind of fruit tree. Wood
of that kind is seldom well-ripened, consequently

non-productive, and with peaches, in particular,

is liable to gum, and canker, and premature death

.

Ground intended to be planted with fruit trees

>>t" any kind should be efficiently drained, and

trenched, or plowed from sixteen to twenty

inches deep. Thereon depend in a great measure

the success or failure of the plantation.

Strawberries in pot3, placed in the green-house

or forcing pit, should, whenever the weather

Continue to plant and prune hardy trees and

shrubs whenever the weather permits : the pro-

tection afforded tender trees and shrubs should

bp looked to. and kept in good order, as it is not

unusual for such plants to sutler as much the

present and next month a3 any time during win-

ter. When the ground is in a proper state pro-

ceed with the planting of hardy roses. If the

plants are strong the knife must be used '•

caution ; if weak, cut all the shoots back to

three or four eyes. Shorten all long roots and

cut away all such as.may be bruised or broken. If

the ground has not been well prepared, we would

dig good-sized holes for each plant, using six or

eight spades full of good, rotten stable manure

to each, and by all means avoid deep plantiug.

If any plants in beds have been raised by the

frost they should be fastened, and a top-dressing

of leaf mold or manure given to them.

Tulips axd Hyacisths. the great favourites of '

the ladies, should be protected by covering them

with three or four inches of leaf mold or well-

rotted manure. When planting hardy, herbaceous

perennials, the object should be to have as much

variety of colour, and succession in the border

throughout the season as possible. Complete all

new work early as the weather admits.

busy season will soon be upon us.

In the arrangement and planting of shrubbery,

all trees and shrubs which are to remain perma-

nently should be planted first, and at such a dis-

tance from the walks and drives, and from eaci

other, as not to interfere with either the one or

the other for years to come, being careful to give
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them every chance to develop their proper char-

acter, la planting, this is too unfortunately lost

sight of. and instead of having our beautiful

trees and shrubs in detached groups, and single

specimens, giving each ample room to stand

forth in all their beauty of outline and tree char-

acter, we find them huddled together without

form or arrangement, a mass of incongruity,

which, to the lover of the beautiful, is painful to

behold. The intervening spaces between those

which are to remain permanently, may be filled

up with mere common sorts, and as they en-

croach upon those which are to remain pemanent-

ly, should be removed. Trees and shrubs man-

aged in this way will need but little pruning

and spading about their roots, which we con-

sider a very bad practice. We think the beauty

t of the grounds around trees and shrubs very

much enhanced by a beautiful lawn, one of the

most beautiful examples of which may be seen at

the experimental gardens, at Washington. D. C.

Kentucky Agricultural College.

This department of the university is fast filling

to the capacity of accommodation. Ther

about eighty students, and a finer and more gen-

tlemanly set of young men are not to be found

in any college in the country. It is a handsome

sight to see them on parade with their new uni-

forms and martial air, stepping with the precis-

ion of veterans to the drum and fife. There are

no students taken under sixteen years of age.

and those now entered are fine grown, athletic-

young men, in the very picture of health. They

present a marked contrast to most college stu-

dents, with their sickly bent forms aud cadaver-

ous countenances. This is the result of the out-

door exercise and work which they do. The

drill which they go through straightens their

forms, and their mental discipline deprives them

of the brutal expression which is observable in

the mere soldier. We confess a partiality to this

department, and Regent Bowman has shown
admirable judgment in the manner in which he

has organized it. Mr. Bell, the landscape gar-

dener, has supervision of the manual labor de-

partit ent, and he sees that no idle bread is eaten

bj those under his charge. If any of our

readers wish to pass a pleasant hour, let them

go out to Woodlands any evening at four o'clock

and witness these boys on parade. They can

there judge how completely bumpkins can be

trained into graceful, stately youths, by the skil-

ful manipulations of Major Arnold and President

Williams.

—

Lexington Gazette.

For the "American Farmer."

The Theory of Agriculture.

Editors of American Farmer :

Ge.ntlemex : In the October number of your

valuable periodical, I notice the conclusions of a

remarkable essay, by "J. G. McVicar, D. D.

—

Moffat," on the true theory
#
of agriculture. Such

an article when read over carefully several times.

and well studied, will repay the reader for at

least one years subscription. The conclusions

are of the same kind that I published in the fol-

lowing propositions, that I gave a manufacturing

chemist of your city in November, I860, (who is

now out of business,) together with a formula

for a manure based on these principles—as the

occurrence of the war prevented the introduction

of the article—and the great principles upon

which it was based, do not seem to be appreciated

by the manufacturers. It may be that the agri-

cultural community are at fault here, as the

manufacturers will always produce what the

people demand. It has become customary to use

lime, kc, in large quantities alone, aud most of

our fertilizers contain only one or two elements

in sufficient quantity to produce any good effect.

If you think the republication of the enclosed

printed propositions with their date and address,

will prove that they have been sustained more

than six years since in Maryland, and there pub-

licly taught, then they are at your service, with

the hope that they may assist in the advancement

of rational agriculture.

Yours faithfully,

David Stewakt, M. D.
December 29, 1866.

1st. Plants require certain elements to exist in

the soil, which areas much their food, as they,

themselves, are the food of man—manures should

supply the full proportion of all these elements,

that are removed by cropping. Ammoniacal Ma-

nures.—Phosphates, and especially super-phos-

phatts. must always be expensive manures when

applied alone, and their full influence as fertili-

zers can never be insured, except by association

with a proper proportion of all the other elements

of plant food.

2d. The relative proportion of Nitrogen

monia in Peruvian Guano is too gro.it.—It uses up

the plant food that the soil naturally contains,

and consequently exhausts it, and a double quan-

tity of Peruvian guano is required to repeat the

effect once produced. This is now generally ad-

mitted; see the seven years' experiments o!

Lawes and Pusey : they call it a self-evident

proposition :—That ammonia ceases to produce

its full effects as a manure, when frequently ap-
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plied to the same land, unless other plant food is

combined with the ammonia.

3d. A compound containing more nitrogen

than manipulated guano, and presenting all the

Beven elements of plant food in due proportion,

must excel other manures, if concentrated so as

to reduce the expenses to a less per cent.

4th. Not only the germination of the seed, but

also the more rapid development of the plant, its

earlier maturity, and the health and productive-

ness of the whole plant are insured by the pre-

sence iu full proportion of all the elements of

plant food, as near the seed or plant as possible.

5tb. No plant canever be expected to continue

to pay twenty cents per pound for ammonia (the

price now paid for it iu Peruvian guano.) for

each successive crop, and the consequent exhaus-

tion of the soil. Therefore, all fertilizing com-

pounds should be adapted to insure the growth

of clover, and forward the permanent improve-

ment of the soil.

Gth. A manure that is adapted to insure the

success of clover, sown on wheat in the spring,

and that can be relied on to refund its cost in the

tcheat cr.p, is the safest and best investment;

because a crop of clover will add more ammonia
to an acre iu one year, than was ever added by

Peruvian yuauo in seven years.

David Stewart, M. D..

Chemist of Md. State Agric'l Soc'y.

St. John's College, Nov., I860. Annapolis.

Compare the above with the conclusions of

the learned Dr. McYicar :
" The storing of the

toil with food for the plant ; that is. with those

concrete air and earth elements of which the

plant under cultivation consists. * * « The

reduction of the bulk of manure so that it may

be carried like seed, and sown with it. as the

great object which the enlightened agriculturist

ought, at the present day. especially to aim at.'

The Doctor calls the leaves of a plant its "otr

and the spondo'es its earth roots.'' 1

would prefer the analog; of the leaves to the

lungs of all animals, and the spongioles to the

peculiar attachments of the calf to the uterus of

its mother, by a sort of foveoli. The question

is. whether the analogy should be carried out,

viz
, whether the earth supplies the stomach

of the plant, digests its food, and supplies it in

the nascent form exebt The Doctor -

to favor//*//' idea that occurred to me some twelve

or fifteen year? since: I wrote an essay on the

subject for ••The American Farmer," and it was

copied into the " Annual of Scientific Discovery."

entitled •• nascent manatee." The parenthesis

which he introduces iu the following sentence,

seems to endorse one of the seven propositions I

published, (in the New York Observer, on the

10th December, 1861, with regard to the action

of lime as a manure ) ''Even nitrogen, as I

believe, where it meets with highly tectonic ele-

ments, such as lime and potass, in the presence of

oxygen, tends to become concrete along with

them, and to form beautiful efflorescences. But

whether tin's be granted or not," ??— I reasoned

from the following facts—nitrogen is the con-

gener of phosphorus— it is always present, dis-

solved in every drop of rain, and may be sup-

posed to give water the properties of an acid.

Phosphorus is preserved under cold water ; the

water may be boiled, the phosphorus melts, but

is incapable of decomposing the water, although

it has a strong appetite for both of its clemeuts,

(in order to form phoephureBed hydrogen and

phosphorous acid, ) under these circumstances add

a lump of quick lime, and immediately, in the

presence of the lime, the phosphorus gaius power

to decompose the water, forming a most brilliant

and instructive experiment. So I argue that

lime may enable nitrogen to decompose water,

and form ammonia, or nitruretted hydrogen in

the soil, especially in the pretence of the spon-

gioles of a plant that requires it as its specific-

food. David Stewart. H. D.,

Port Penn, Delaware.

For the " American Farmer."

Building Lime Kilns.
Paoli, Chester co., Pa., Jan. 4, 1?GT.

. Worlhington £ Lewie

:

Dear Sirs : Your correspondent. J. R. G. Chris-

tiauburg. Montgomery county. Ya . in the Jan.

number of the Farmer, wiites for information in

relation to lime kilns. Experiments on kilns for

lime burning, involve both expense and skilled

labour. The general forms of all kilns are simi-

lar; it is in the email . that are found

the true causes of magnificent failures and sue-

To mark those small differences, and to

make them plain, would require a volume, as

well as a draughtsman. I would, therefore, re-

commend him, on the score of economy, either to

employ the skilled labour of his vicinity in the

plans in use there, or visit for a week or two

some locality where different kilns and plans

in use, and observe accurately the forms and

plans most approved of, taking particular care

how he endeavours to improve them, unless he

has money to lose. An apparently trifling

change in forms I have ktiown to produce a total

failure.

I would recommend him to visit this neijrh-
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bourliood, where be can see, in their most per-

fected condition, more different kilns and modes

of burning, in full practice, than anywhere else

I know of. They are the result of long expe-

rience, talent and capital.

Yours respectfully,

John D. Evaxs.

N. B. Paoli is twenty miles west of Philadel-

phia, on the Pennsylvania Central Rail Road to

Pittsburg.
»*

For the "American Farmer."

Improvement of Poor Lands.

Mr. Editor: In your October number, a cor-

respondent from Dinwiddie county, asks for some

advice in regard to making "permanent improve-

ment of poor lands." You have probably an-

swered his inquiry more fully and satisfactorily

than I can do, in subsequent numbers which I

have not seen. Be this as it may, I am willing

to contribute my mite towards "making two

blades of grass grow where but one grew before."

I might further premise, that I have had some

Acquaintance with the worn-out lands of the

South.

The first operation is to plow the ground well

;

subsoil it if convenient ; if this cannot be done,

plow deep, five or six inches at least ; then put

on about thirty-three bushels of lime to the acre.

Sow with oats, not too thick, not over two bush-

els to the acre, cover with a spike harrow and

sow clover seed immediately after the dray, about

six quarts to the acre. Make a drag of light

brush, and brush in the clover seed. The sow-

ing of clover seed should follow that of the oats

before there is any fall of rain to form a crust.

Pass a roller over the ground if the soil be light.

This is merely the starting point, and very much
depends upon its being done well. I have seen

plowing done, in the South that I could not call

plowiDg at all, it was only scratching
; in fact, I

have not seen a plow iu the South that would

cut and turn over a furrow slice as it ought to

be done.

When the crop of oats is taken off, let the

young clover grow on until fall, without any

stock running on it, and it will start nicely the

next spring. Let it grow on the next summer
until about half the bloom has turned brown,

then turn it under with a good plow. Give it

another coat of lime, and let it lie until the fol-

lowing spring, then put it through the same

course again with oats and clover, and after this

crop of clover is plowed in you may seed it with

wheat, or wait until next spring and plant it

with corn.

Be careful not to sow the oats too thick so as

to smother the clover. The object of sowing

oats with the clover is merely to protect it from

the scorching rays of the sun, but it will never-

theless help to pay expenses. "When the land is

worn out or naturally poor, the farmer must

grow a feav crops first for the good of the land,

before be begins to grow any for profit to him-

self, and be will find no system so cheap and

effective for the purpose, in my opinion, as the

one here recommended.

In regard to the lawn, permit me to add a few

words, for I delight to look at a well-kept lawn.

The soil must be enriched by top-dressing—lime,

guano, phosphate, poudrette, or any other kind

of manure— it must have a plentiful supply, and

that repeated. This is the first grand requisite-

The next is, mow, mow, mow, from spring until

autumn, whenever the grass is six inches high.

and you will sorin have nothing growing on it

but what ought to grow there—grass of a lively

green. A poor lawn is an unsightly thing.

Westchester, Pa., Jan., 1867. A. M.

For the '• American Farmer."

Hop Cultivation.
Cliftox, Fairfax Co., Ya.

January, 1867.
Editor American Farmer

:

Looking over the different numbers of the

"American Farmer," I noticed an article on
" Hop Culture in England/' in the November No.

As I have not tried the method mentioned, I can

neither advocate nor condemn it; but having

planted hops some twenty years ago, in a coun-

try where the best hops were grown, (proved by

obtaining the highest prices,) I cannot refrain

from giving a description of the mode of culture

followed there, particularly as it is in direct op-

position, in every respect, to the methud men-

tioned in the article referred to.

We considered it immaterial if the land selected

was rich or poor; our main object being to se-

lect a field well sheltered from north and east

winds, with a subsoil of light clay or marl.

The field selected, the land was laid off in rows

six feet apart, and crossed by other rows also six

feet apart. At every crossing a hole was dug

(in the fall) two feet square, and from five to

six feet deep. In throwing out the dirt, the top

soil was laid 'on one side of the hole, and the

subsoil on the other. Early in the spring the

holes were filled with fresh horse and cow ma-

nure, about one foot and six inches from the bot-

tom. On top of the manures the top soil was

thrown, and about two feet of the hole left open

for planting. Three weeks after the manure had

been deposited in the hole, the hops were planted
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and surrounded by the subsoil, which, by expo

sure to the air, sun, frost, and rain, through the

winter, had lost its offensiveness to vegetation.

In every hole only one plant. The first year the

vines were tied to small poles, to enable the la-

borers to clean properly around the plants. The

next year, and so on for every year, early in the

spring, the dirt was removed from the main root,

and all side roots cut off close to the main root,

and the dirt then put back. As many of the

wiltings as required for next spring's planting,

were put in ditches one foot deep, kept clean

during the summer, and planted the next spring.

On the head of the hop-root only two or three

fves were allowed to grow into vines, the bal-

ance nipped off, so that only one pole was re-

quired for every hill. These vines grew stronger,

made more hops, and twice as large fruits, (I

have had them four inches long, ) than any other

hopvines I ever have seen. As soon as the vines

have reached the top of the poles, about twelve

feet, their heads are cut off by a knife tied to a

long handle. Between the hop-rows were planted

potatoes to put the land in good order, and after

the potatoes caraway seed, which will bear for

three years without replanting, if kept clean and

cultivated. By this method I have made as

much as $200 per acre, besides the hops. Many
may object to this mode of planting hops, as it

requires a larger outlay of work in the begin-

iug, but a field planted in this way will remain

in full bearing for sixteen to twenty years.

The main object is to produce ample nourish-

ments in the depth of the soil, the nature of this

plant being to seek the depth. I have dug old

hop plants whose roots extended nine feet in the

ground. The object by planting the subsoil

around the plant is, to prevent it from forming

side roots, which, invariably is the case, if the

soil around the plant is rich. It is a very bad

practice to cover the roots in winter with horse

manure, as it enrichs the land. Either cover

them with leaves or straw, and remove in spring,

as soon as no more heavy frosts are anticipated.

L. A. Hansen.

Deodorizing Privies.—An occasional applica-

tion of coal ashes and common soil, to the con-

tents of privies, will do away with the offensive

odor arising from them, while it will form a

compost readily removed, and of great utility in

the production of garden and farm crops.

—

Working Farm* r

.

J^J-Pounded glass mixed with dry corn meal

and placed within reach of rats, it is said will

banish them from the premises.

From Edinburgh Journal of Agriculture.

Effects of Temperature on the Feeding of
Animals.

All who are acquainted wtth the habits of our

domesticated animals, and who have been accus-

tomed to minister to their wants, will readily

know from their external appearance whether

they be in the enjoyment of the ordinary corn-

forts of life, and whether they are suffering from

the privations of cold or hunger. And if such

apply generally to domestic animals, it does so

particularly to those that form the subject of this

note—viz., our various breeds of cattle. Almost

every one is familiar with the crouching position

and strong coat of a cow or bullock exposed

outside in a stormy day, and are very ready to

remark that such exposure tends to waste the

flesh off their boucs, which is perfectly true; but,

few take the trouble to consider what portion of

the animal's food, even in ordinary circumstances,

goes towards the production and maintenance of

animal heat within the system, far less to con-

sider the increased quantity required when ani-

mals are exposed to extreme degrees of cold.

This is, however, a matter of much importance,

and far too little thought of. It is much to be

regretted that farmers, more than any other class

of men, are so backward in adopting principles

which scientific men have satisfactorily proved

to be of the greatest importance to them, and

which might be applied to very many depart-

ments of their profession, but to none more

directly than to the sheltering and comfortable

housing of cattle.

Animals not only require food for nutrition,

but also for combustion, or the production of

beat- within the system. The organized consti-

tuents of the animal system, such as blood,

muscle, skin, all the cellular tissue?, and a large

proportion of bone, &c, are all nitrogenous;

and hence the necessity of supplying the animal

with nitrogenous food in sufficient quantities, iu

order to increase or maintain, as may be desired,

its size and strength. Starch, gum, sugars, oils,

<tc, contain no nitrogen, and, supplied alone,

would only support life for a short time. In re-

spiration, however, much of this oil, sugar,

starch, &c, is actually burned, and otherwise

undergoes a nice chemical transformation, which,

as understood and described by scientific men, is

sufficient to account for the production of animal

beat ;
and hence the animal frame has been

viewed as an apparatus of combustion.

Although it is well known that oil, starch,

sugar, gum, &C, are heat-producing constituents

of the food of animals, they are also the chief

elements in the production of fat, and by far the
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most expensive and not least important portion

of food. Were animals to be supplied with ni-

trogenous food only, they would be quite desti-

tute of fat. They would have large bones and

muscles, lean flesh, and, although possessed of

plenty of hide and hair, could not exist in a

cold climate. These facts ought to be fully un-

derstood by all who undertake the feeding of

cattle. They have been much overlooked in

almost all experiments as to the progress cattle

will make upon different kinds of food. Stock

ought to be kept, if possible, in a temperature

sufficiently high to prevent a wasteful expendi-

ture of animal heat by radiation into the atmos-

phere which surrounds them, otherwise an extra

quantity of the most valuable portion of their

food will be required to produce beat in lieu of

that lost by radiation ; for it has been satisfacto-

rily proved that the amount of nourishment, or

at least the amount of carbonaceous and hydro-

genous elements, such as oil, sugar, and starch,

required, are proportionate to the expenditure of

heat generated within the system, whether that

expenditure has been accelerated by breathing

and increased perspiration by exercise, or of ex-

cessive radiation occasioned by the relatively

low temperature of the atmosphere in which the

animal lives and moves.

Want of attention to the power of external

heat or to the effects of temperature on cattle

—

fattening animals in particular—have utterly

vitiated multitudes of experiments respecting the

feeding properties of different kinds of food, and
occasions throughout the nation a stupendous

amount of constant wastefulness of winter food.

A farmer could have no more profitable or inter-

esting study than the wonderful organization of

the animals he is so desirous of bringing to the

utmost value aud perfecticn. The wonderful

and intricate process of assimilation of the food

by the harmonious arrangement of the whole

animal structure is particularly instructive and
important ; and the careful study of it might be

turned to profitable account. Were this carefully

studied, we would no longer see cattle of all

ages, of all classes, and in every condition of

comfort, fed in that indiscriminate manner which

so much prevails. Every farmer ought at least

to know that there are two great classes of com-

pounds of which the food of cattle must consist,

viz., that containing the saccharine and oleagi-

nous substances, which are necessary for the

production of fat and animal heat, and the

albuminous or protein compounds, which are

necessary for the production of flesh and muscle,

&c. He ought to know also to what extent these

substances generally prevail in every plant culti-

vated as cattle-food. Such a knowledge would
enable the farmer to see the propriety of supply-

ing young and growing cattle with a different

diet from that supplied to fattening stock and
milk cows, and aged or matured animals, with

one differing from those given to both the former

classes. It will not do for a farmer to say that

he supplies his cattle, young and old, with the

same description of food, and that all are thriving

alike, and quite to his mind ; because if he give

food in abundance, such may really be the case,

but a great daily waste will at the same time be

taking place, which might well be avoided. Wo
know that cattle will, and do, consume large

quantities of food not required for assimilation,

and, of course, that portion not required will bo

rejected in the form of excrement ; in proof of

which numerous instances might be given.

It has long been known that the excrements,

both solid and liquid, of young stock, are much
less valuable than those of mature age, as the

nitrogenous and phosphatic portion of the food

of young and growing animals will be almost

wholly taken up for the production of bone and

muscle, &c, and their excrements will be found'

almost wholly destitute of such; while it is

equally well known that these two valuable

manurial ingredients will abound largely in the

excrement of full-grown animals, and might

have been dispensed with, in some measure, in

their food, as they can be procured as a manure

at a much cheaper rate. In like manner, cattle

kept in a very low temperature will consume a

very large quantity of food, which, if highly

nitrogenous, will be almost wholly rejected in

the excrement, being unsuitable in the production

of heat; but even if oleaginous food was sup-

plied, the quantity which would be consumed

would be much greater than if the animal was

kept comfortably warm ; for says Professor An-
derson, of Glasgow, " We know a certain qnan-

tity of food is capable, under certain circum-

stances, of producing a certain quantity of fat;

but if the temparature falls, an additional quan-

tity of fuel is required to sustain the animal heat.

And science has shown that the elements so con-

sumed or burned off are exactly those which,

under any other circumstances, would go to the

formation of fat. It is obvious, therefore, that if

we keep the animal warm, we do what would

otherwise be done by a portion of the food with

which we supply it. And we might be inclined

to say that the warmer it is kept the better; but,

practically, there is a limit to this. There is a

certain range of temperature which is natural

to the animal, and though, in the process of fat-

tening, we place it, to a certain extent, in an
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unnatural condition, we cannot carry this too far

without producing various derangements of the

system, which would speedily end in positive

disease and death." We have also in support of

the same law the testimony of Liebig in stronger

language than that of Professor Anderson. He

says, of man, " If we were to go naked like cer-

tain savage tribes, or if. in hunting or fishing,

we were exposed to the same degrees of cold as

the Samoyedes, we would be able with ease to

consume ten pounds of flesh daily, and perhaps

a dozeu of tallow candles to the bargain, as

warmly-clad travellers have related with astou-

ishment of these people ; we should then be

able to take the same quantity of brandy or

train-oil without bad effects, because the carbon

and hydrogen of these substances would only

suffice to keep up the equilibrium between the

external temperature and that of our own
bodies." In some parts of North America the

natives are so well aware of the importance of

using fat largely in their food during the cold

season, that they also, in extreme seasons of cold,

mix fat broth largely with the vegetables they

give to their cattle; and the Russian boors, as

well as the natives of Iceland, Faroe Isles, Ork-

ney, and Norway, have long known the advan-

tage of using dried flesh and fish ground down
and mixed with oats or other graius in the feed-

ing of their horses, so as to render them capable

of resisting the severity of the trying winter sea-

sons which prevail in those regions. But our

remarks are intended to apply chiefly to cattle.

It may be noticed that the hardier breeds, such

as the Kyloe or West Highlander, and the Gallo-

way, will live and thrive in a climate where the

softer breeds, such as the short-horn and Ayr-

shire, would pine and starve. But in the case

of the most hardy breeds, warmth and shelter

tell very forcibly upon their weight and early

maturity. No practical or experienced man
would recommend that young cattle during the

winter season should be pampered or kept close

and warm. Such stock should have a short run

outside every dry day. Nothing can be more

beneficial to young animals than a gallop upon a

piece of suitable ground ; it will excite the

healthy action and full play of the lungs, and

increase the growth and strength of the muscles,

and in every way promote the vigour of the

constitution. But on no account should stock

be kept out in cold weather any longer than they

seem to enjo\- it. and keep moving about. And
when housed, they should be kept in dry, well-

ventilated, comfortable stalls or sheds. Fatten-

ing animals during the winter season, of course,

require to be constantly tied up. Turning such

stock out for exercise would certainly be inju-

rious; as when they get into forward condition

they lose much of their former activity, and

could not take exercise sufficient to keep them in

heat without risk of injury to themselves: and

besides, they would become more unsettled in

their stalls. The temperature of a feeding-byre

ought to be carefully attended to, and maintained

at as uniform a degree as possible That best

adapted for short-horn and cross-bred cattle will

be found to be about 55° Fahr. ; but all who are

acquainted with the care of cattle are quite

aware of the difficulty of maintaining a proper

temperature consistent with necessary and pro-

per ventilation. And, however absurd the idea

may at first appear, the day is not far distant

when properly constructed feeding-byres will

have the temperature maintained by artificial

means. The cost would be but trilling, and

ventilation could then be more perfectly carried

out. These principles are receiving daily more

and more attention from the most intelligent of

farmers; and it is hoped that such will continue

to be the case. There is no profession which can

be compared in importance with that of agricul-

ture, for to it belongs the prodnction of food for

man and animals. No other profession prac-

tised by man includes a greater variety of opera-

tions, or involves a greater amount of scientific

and correct principles, than that of farming.

Yet almost every other profession of any impor-

tance is regarded as much more of an art, much

more technical and complex, and requiring far

higher qualifications for its successful prosecu-

tion. Nothing could be more erroneous than

such an idea ; for from the moment the farmer

casts the seeds into the ground until his crops

are ready for ingathering, it is important that be

should watch every progressive stage of the

plant, and be prepared to aid and govern nat-

ural laws bj the application of scientific prin-

ciples. And this does certainly apply even more

so to the breeding and management of stock,

so that this country may continue to hold that

advanced position it has attained amongst other

nations in the production of prime beef; and we
hesitate not to say that from the principles which

ought to regulate the adaptation of breeding ani-

mals to one another, and those by which the

feeding of young and growing animals through-

out the various stages of their growth should

be directed, to those which ought to regu-

late the cooking of the carcass, thcro are

none of more importance than a proper regu-

lation of ventilation and temperature in all the

different modes of housing cattle ; for there

cannot be a doubt but that to the neglect of
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these latter principles may be attributed the

origin of all diseases of a typhoid character, and

also the serious aggravation of many others.

We are unwilling to admit that the fell disease

which has recently menaced the whole cattle

tril.e in this country, has in this case broken out

spontaneously within our shores ; but notwith-

standing its perplexing and subtle movements,

passing by some of the most filthy and worst-

ventilated cowhouses in crowded cities, and at-

tacking healthy herds many miles isolated, we
have only to look at the nature of those coun-

tries where rinderpest is the perpetual scourge of

the stock-farmer, where the poisoned atmosphere

arising from decomposing vegetation in those

vast marshy plains is known to produce and fos-

ter the dreaded pestilence—to be convinced of

the dangerous influence, imperfect drainage, and

bad ventilation, has on all diseases of a typhoid

or inflammatory character, and that such dis-

eases will break out spontaneously when animals

are confined continuously in a poisoned atmos-

phere. »<
Secure the Leaves.—The woods are now full

of leaves. Indeed they appear to be more abun-

dant than ever, but farmers do not value them

as highly as we think they should. For barn-

yards especially they are profitable to haul in.

They are obtainable too when there is little

pressing work on hand. Gathered up in heaps

they can be readily loaded in carts and wagons
with close shelvings by using either a cloth some
two or three yards square, or with a wooden
rake and the arm. Hogs are very fond of them
for litter, so are cows ; and for compost they are

excellent. As oat straw is now usually fed to

cattle, and rye straw commands a high price in

the market, there is nothing left for the purpose

of littering except wheat straw. Hence forest

leaves should be held in higher estimation than

they commonly are.— Germantown Tdtgraph.—

-

«*«

Apples as Food.—The importance of apples as

food has not hitherto been sufficiently estimated

or understood. Besides contributing a large pro-

portion of sugar, mucilage, and other nutrkive

compounds in the form of food, they contain such

a fine combination of vegetable acids, extractive

substances, and aromatic principles, with the nu-

tritive matter, as to act powerfully in the capaci-

ty of refrigerents, tonics, and antiseptics, and
when freely used, at the season of ripeness, by
rural laborers and others, they prevent debility,

strengthen digestion, correct the putrefactive

tendencies of nitrogenous food, avert scurvy and

probably maintain aud strengthen the power of

productive labor.

—

Lubig.

Grape Culture.

BY A. S. FULLER, EIDGEWOOD, X. J.

Read before the Pr7insylvania Horticultural So-
ciety, Xoccntber 6th, 1866.

LOCATION OF VINEYARDS.

That the location of a vineyard is often the

cause of success or failure, no one who has in-

vestigated the subject will deny; but that every

location which is pronounced to be favorable,

even by those who are supposed to be good

judges, is so, in fact, is not equally true ; for

there are many things which cannot be learned,

except from experience.

Elevated positions, with a free circulation of

air, for warm climates, and elevated, protected

ones for cold latitudes, are to be preferred. There

is more danger from frosts in the latitude of

Philadelphia than that of Albany. There is also

more danger from mildew, sun-scald, aud insects

in the former than in the latter. But in one the

late grapes may be successfully grown, while in

the other none but the earliest are valuable.

Therefore, it is apparent to even' observer that,

specific, experimental knowledge is required more

than that which is speculative or theoretical. I

do not wish by these remarks to convey the idea

that grape culture must be confined to prescribed

limits, nor that particular towns, counties or

States, are the only locations where vine culture

can be made profitable; but that there are cer-

tain locations in every section of the country,

which are better adapted to it than others.

To determine these locations requires observa-

tion and some little experience.

I now refer only to sections where grape grow-

ing is to be made a specialty, and prosecuted on

a large scale.

Declivities of hills and mountains have been,

in all ages, chosen as the best sites for vineyards
;

and probably, all things considered, they are

better adapted for the purpose than plains.

In such situations, a more perfect circulation

of air is secured ; besides, in sections where in-

creased temperature is desirable, it can be ob-

tained by planting on hill-sides inclining to the

south.

In the Northern States such situations are

preferable, but are not always absolutely neces-

sary for success. We suspect that the time is

not far distant when every one who owns a rod

of ground will grow his own grapes, whether

his location is favorable or unfavorable. If the

soil is unsuited, he will remedy the defect, and

overcome other obstacles by skill and perseve-

rance.

The question of soil is another which is open
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for debate, and is likely to be for some time to

come ; for all the theories and speculations of

wise-acres are so often set at naught, that one

often doubts if there be any really practical rules

or facts which may be guides to the novice in

selecting a soil for a vineyard.

In one section we find vineyards planted in a

stiff clay, producing abundant crops; in other

sections similar soils are found to be utterly

worthless for grape growing. Just so it is with

all other kinds of soils—sandy, gravelly, or

loamy— in each of which we find vineyards that

are successful, and others that are failures. We
have, therefore, to judge from the majority, and

this, I believe, is on the side of a calcareous,

gravelly, or stony soil. The most successful

vineyards in our country are in the limestone re-

gions, although there are a few that do finely in

soils of an opposite character.

The grape requires a firm soil, not too heavy

or too light. Many sandy soils are so light, that

too much air penetrates, and not sufficient re-

sistance is ottered to the growth of the roots to

keep them healthy.

One ancient author says, that the vine-roots

require labor to strengthen, and doubtless it is

true.

If the soil is not deep, make it so by plowing

or trenching, for there is no one operation that

will add so much to the healthy growth of the

vine as a deep and thoroughly pulverized soil.

There are but few locations where it will be

necessary to trench the soil four feet deep, as is

sometimes recommended ; but there are few soils

that do not require deepening to twelve or eigh-

teen inches.

If the soil is not naturally rich, it should be

made so before planting; for we cannot expect

a growth of wood or fruit, unless the material to

produce them is in the soil.

Over-manuring is nearly as great an abomina-

tion as the want of a proper amount.

The application of a large amount of fresh

manure will often cause disease and feebleness

in the vine to as great an extent as a poor and

unfertile soil. To produce fine, healthy vines

and fruit of good quality, a deep but only mod-

erately rich soil is required.

1 am quite certain that many vineyards have

been ruined by a too liberal application of ma-

nure, while many others have failed for want of

a proper amount.

When vines grow rapidly, say six to ten feet

per year where they are allowed to grow un-

checked, it is all that is necessary. 1 have often

seen three year old Delawarts making fifteen to

twenty feet of growth in one season ; but such

wood is seldom, if ever, as well ripened or

healthy as when one-half of this amount is pro-

duced.

It is, therefore, important that those who are

new beginners in vine culture should use largely

their own judgment, instead of following im-

plicitly the directions of any one who is not on

the ground to examine and ascertain by expe-

rience how much or how little manure is required.

One writer will tell you that five hundred or

one thousand two-horse wagon-loads of compost

are required per acre, and all this may be true

with him and on his particular soil (if so, we
pity him); but upon your own, one-half this

amount might be ruinous.

Again, there must be discrimination made be-

tween varieties. One will require (in fact, de-

maud) a very rich soil, while another would

"ne almost uncontrollable under the same condi-

tions. Delaware will starve where a Concord

will thrive, and Taylor will take what the Con-

cord rejects and flourish splendidly. Therefore,

I have long since come to the conclusion that

there was very little positive knowledge con-

nected with grape culture, and what there is,

was, and is obtained by local experience.

MANURES.

What kind of manure is the best? is the ever-

recurring question.- The only general answer

which I am able to give is, the kind which you

can get. I prefer, for general use, barn-yard

manure, composted with two parts muck to one

of manure. This compost, for sandy soils, is as

good a manure as has ever been invented. For

a heavy loam or clay soil, the order might be re-

versed, and two parts ot manure to one of muck,

always adding one to two quarts of bone-dust to

each vine at the time of planting.

There are many kinds of concentrated manures

that are good, and I have experimented with

many of them, but, so far, with the single excep-

tion of bone, I prefer the barn-yard compost, ton

for ton.

others think differently, and practice accord-

ingly, which only proves the truth of my pre-

vious remarks, that only local experience can be

depended upon.

CULTIVATION OF VINEYARDS.

Clean cultivation, frequent stirring of the sur-

face of the soil, or, in very light, sandy, or gra-

velly soils, applying a liberal mulch.

My personal experience or knowledge will

not warrant me in advising anything additional,

except as a warning, or what not to do. Do

not grow any vegetables or fruit-bearing plants
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among your vines, no matter who may advise

you to do so. If you cannot afford to give up

the soil to the vines, you had better not plant

them.

To what Extent shall we Employ
Artificial Manures?

Some recent inquiries in regard to artificial

manures—where they may be obtained, what

their qualities are, &c.—lead us to a careful con-

sideration of the question which we have put at

the head of this article.

It has been said that he is a wise man that

profits by his own experience, while he who pro-

fits by the experience of others is a happy man
—the fool alone refusing to profit by either. We
therefore turned to the experience of some of our

best agriculturists with a view to obtain by a

cheaper method than actual experience the infor-

mation desired.

Naturally we directed ourallention to England.

We thought that the best country in the world

from which to find out what we wanted, would

be that in which the greatest amount of money

is spent per acre on the land. Nor were we dis-

appointed. But what was our surprise to find

that some of the best farmers in England buy
very little artificial manure.* And it further oc-

curred to us that those men, who as tenants com-

mence farming with a capital of $75 to §125 per

acre, and obtain by the most skillful management

a return of only 10 per cent, on this investment,

while a very slight deviation from a judicious

system entails not only a loss of profit, but of

capital, must be men whose practice, if uot wor-

thy of imitation, is at least worthy of considera-

tion. Many of these men use no artificial

manures. A Scotch writer in the "Agricultural

Gazette," says that super-phosphate seems to

have lost its power with him, and does not do

well on his land, though a few years ago it pro-

duced marvellous results. And another gives

his experience thus : "My bailiff says that guano

does no good now—you cannot see where it goes,

whilst fourteen years ago the smallest dusting of

it showed a marked effect." Pie cannot be made
to understand that the land was then undrained

and full of poverty, (like too much now in our

neighborhood) whereas now drainage, cultiva-

tion, and plenty of manure from stock, have

* This statement is not contradicted by the fact that

the total amount of artificial manure annually used in

Great Britain is steadily increasing year by year. It is

unq lestionably true that the use of these manures is

yearly becoming more general, but at the same time

some of the best British farmers, giving up the use of

artificials, are depending more and more upon the home
production of manure.

filled it with an enduriug fertility, which renders

the action of guano comparatively inoperative.

He further says : "I know a farmer within a

few miles of me, who always allows his 1,500

fattenning sheep one pound of beans per diem

when feeding in the field ; the consequence is a

general and progressive enrichment of the soil,

which almost compels him to take an extra crop

to tame the land. In my own case I generally,

on one field, annually, which has become saucy,

take five or six quarters of Rivett wheat per acre

after a similar crop of ordinary wheat."

Now, we know that Liebig offers a very plau-

sible explanation of all this—an explanation

which has been very generally accepted. It is

this—that when we use guano or super-phos-

phate, the land is stimulated to take up all those

other elements which are available as food, and

until these elements are restored, a good crop is

impossible, the want of any one of the inorganic

food elements being fatal to success. That this

is true to a certain extent, we have no doubt, but

it does not apply to the case we have just men-

tioned. In these the implied proposition is that

while on poor land the application of guano and

super-phosphate produces most marked results,

on rich land they do not produce a correspond-

ing increase in the crop. There are two reasons

for this. The first is that it is always more diffi-

cult to ascend from seventy bushels per acre to

eighty, than it is to ascend from 50 to 60. It is

something like the steamboat—if 100 horse-

power will drive a boat five miles per hour, 400

horse-power will be required to drive it ten miles

in the same time.

The second reason is that the artificial manure

has very little influence over the physical condi-

tion of the soil. That this is true, there is no

doubt, and so well is it understood in England,

that at Earl Fortescue's the following plan is

adopted : One man, having a dibbler of the or-

dinary form, about the size of half a large pine

apple, presses his foot on it, and leaves a hole

large enough to contain one pound or pint of

animal excrement, (free from straw.) A womam
follows with a box of manure and a half-circu-

lar trowel, which contains just a pint of manure,

which she deposits in the hole made by the

dibbler. Another woman, with a supply of

super-phosphate of lime, mixed with fine mould

or ashes, uses a large extinguisher,* with a

* As in these days of petroleum some of our readers

may have forgotten the old extinguisher, we would say

to our younger readers that it was a hollow tin cone,

which was put over a candle to put it out. The "extin-

guisher mentioned in the text was doubtless a large

hollow tin cone, somewhat like a cornucopia. A figure
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handle, which she presses into the dung, and

then empties its contents into the opening made.

This extinguisher contains three drachms of

super-phosphate of lime mixed with fine earth

aud ashes. A child then follows and deposits a

pinch of seed in the seed-bed of the extinguisher,

pressing it gently in, and if the adjoining earth

is fine, pushing a little over it.

The combined operations, though tedious in

description, are rapid and easy, as I can testify.

The result is an unfailing plant of either ninu-

gold-wurzel or Swedes, without regard to the

condition of the surrounding soil or weather.

The seed-bed derives moisture from the manure,

and the plant, having its food at immediate

command, grows rapidly aud luxuriantly.

But when applied alone, the artificial manures

are not in sufficient quantity to have any great

influence upon the physical character of the

soil : that is its mechanical texture and its rela-

tions to heat and moisture. Hence to produce

the best results, we must depend largely on barn-

yard manure, and this can only be obtained

cheaply bj manufacturing it upon the farm.

Of course, under ordinary circumstances, few

farmers can afford to employ both to any very

great extent, and in many cases the "artificials"

have an obvious an important use. Thus where

a farmer has not capital to obtain much stock.

he may be compelled to procure guano, or the

super-phosphates, in order to obtain results which

will pay the cost of working the land. The

market or truck gardener, too, the value of

whose crop is proportionally very great, may
use artificial manure either alone or in combina-

tion with barnyard manure, to an extent which

would be imprudent in the mere producer of

wheat, corn or pork. For ordinary farmers.

barnyard manure must ever remain the great

reliance.

An interesting experiment would consist in

attempting to raise the largest possible crop by

means of. first, guano; second, good barnyaui

manure ; third, both combined—the amount of

manure being in each case unlimited, and the

culture in all cases the same. A careful note

should be made of ibe character of the soil, as

it is well known that concentrated manures, such

as bone dust, are frequently much more efficient

in light soils thaa in clays. This obviously de-

pends upon the fact that in such soils the physical

conditions are already suitable to the growth of

plants, and all that is required is food, while in

the case of the heavier clays, food is not so much
wanted as tillage. We are aware that to the

of an extinguisher is to be found in the new illustrated

edition of Webster under that word.

above, as to all other general propositions, are

marked exceptions, but we believe that the great

body of our agricultural experience coincides

with the statements just made.— Country <,

lleman. Arator.

Action of Lime on Soil.

The distinguished chemist, Boussingault, ha?

just read before the French Academy of Sciences

a paper on the employment of lime in agricul-

ture. It has not yet been published, but H.

Barral gives the following as the substance of it,

which we translate from the Journal a" Ajricul*

.—12c

" Lime introduced in an arable soil very quick-

ly sets at liberty a certaiu quantity of azote in

the state of ammonia; the azote elements were

before united in insoiuble combinations, not as-

similable to plants—the action of the lime

them free, and permits a part of the capital

buried in the soil to be utilized for the next crop.

If this was the whole effect of lime, of which the

experiments of Boussingault afforded evidence,

small doses of it at once ought to be counseled,

because the quantity of ammonia produced does

not increase in proportion to the quantity of

lime used. But as heavy limiugs produce iucon-

testible effects in certain case, it must consequent-

ly be admitted that lime exerts an action of some

other kind upon the elements of the mold.

Boussingault thinks that certain mineral mat-

ters, such as potash and siliac, may be liberated

in the soil by the lime; that other substances,

injurious to plants are destroyed or modified by

the same agent, and that to these effects is added

moreover a physical action, changing the consti-

tution of the land. The action of lime is thus

excessively complex, and its good effects car.

only be explained by studying attentively the

special circumstances under which they are pro-

duced. The grand fact proven by the present

researches of this agricultural >wiHad is that there

exist in mold, as well in the form of organic

matters, a host of substances completely inert

for Tegetation, until the moment when some
proper agent renders them assimilable by plants.

The continuance of experiments tpon the method

devised by Boussingault can alone clear up these

excessively complex facts, and point out to our

agriculturists the most effective processes. The

discovery of methods which conduct to truth is

often the greatest service that can be rendered

t j science and to art.

»•*

'The man who takes no pains to make or

save manure, will not find farming a very profit-

able business.
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On the Action of Salt on Peruvian Guano.

Dr. Voelcker, in a recent article in the Royal

Agricultural Society'
1

s Journal, has the following :

"A distinct proof is here given that common

salt has the power of liberating ammonia from

soils that have been highly manured from rotten

dung, Peruvian guano, and other ammoniacal

manures, which, in sandy soils especially, exist

in feeble combinations, that readily undergo de-

composition when brought in contact with a so-

lution of salt. In the case before us, a portion

of chloride of sodium acted upon these feeble am-

monia combinations, producing on the one hand

soda, which became fixed in the soil, and on the

other, chloride of ammonia, which passed into

solution.

"This analytical result throws light on the

function of salt in agriculture. It is well known

that salt is most beneficially applied to light

land after a good dressing with farmyard ma-

nure, alone or in conjunction with Peruvian gu-

ano, and that its application under these circum-

stances is particularly useful to wheat and grain

crops in general. Practical experiments on a

large scale have shown, indeed, that by salt alone

a large increase of grain was produced on land

in good heart—that is, that had been previouslj'

well manured. In this case the application of

salt evidently has the effect of liberating ammo-

nia, and rendering it available for the immediate

use of our crops, which we know from experience

are much benefited by it. On land out of condi-

tion, salt must not be expected to produce such a

favorable effect, and as this manure no doubt is

sometimes put upon land exhausted by previous

cropping, in which therefore, it does not find

ammoniacal compounds upon which it can act,

one reason becomes evident why salt is ineffica-

cious as a manure in some cases, whilst in other,

its beneficial effects are unmistakable. Peruvian

guano and salt is a favorite dressing with many

farmers, and justly so. It has been supposed by

agricultural writers that the benefits resulting

from this mixture are due to the property of salt

To fix ammonia. I have shown, however, else-

where, that good Peruvian guano does not con-

tain any appreciable quantity of free ammonia,

and, moreover, that salt does not fix ammonia.

Whilst theory has erred in ascribing to salt a

power which it does not possess, the practice of

mixing guano with salt is one which can be con-

fidently recommended. So far from fixing am-
monia, salt rather tends to liberate and dissem-

inate through the soil the ammonia contained in

the Peruvian gnano applied to the land, which

then becomes fixed by the soil."

Saving Manure, Subsoil Plowing, etc.

The manure and offal of the farm should be

placed in a cemented inclosure; this inclosure

should communicate with a cistern : the urine of

the cattle should be collected in the cistern and

from time to time pumped over the inclosure.

In preparing the manure heap, to every twelve

inches of dung cover with four inches of earth
;

the best earth is ditch scrapings ; the earth

should be aluminous. Continue until the inclo-

sure is filled. The manure should be thrown

out of the inclosure before using, and after being

well turned over can be scattered over the field

like poudrette, or the whole can be reduced to

liquid and used in that form. Four or five bush-

els of lime per acre should be spread over the

land every third year, the fall being best time.

Early in spring sow two to three bushels salt

over the limed field ; this treatment alternated

with plowing in clover, will keep the land in a

condition of continual improvement will lessen

weeds, worms, blight, rust, and increase and

sweeten the productions of grain, hay, fruit, &c.

Underdrain'ng and subsoiling a worn-outfield

will renovate the land, enabling oxygen, the life

of all things, to find its way to the roots of the

plants. Too much moisture is looked upon as

injurious ; where the oxygen of the water is ab-

sorbed by plants, that water is like air in a close

room, the oxygen of which is converted into

carbonic acid gas ; the result of this change is

death to the persons occupying such rooms.

Water cannot be supplied in too great abundance

to plants, provided it contains oxygen. A plant

immersed in an air-tight jar, absorbs through its

roots all the oxygen, if fresh oxygen is not ad-

mitted the plant languishes and dies.

The roots of plants absorb oxygen, the leaves

carbonic acid gas
; feed the roots, and the leaves

will take care of themselves.—P. J. H.— Work-

ing Farmer.
•*

Plaster of Paris.—We have repeatedly sug-

gested, of late, the importance of care and nicety

in the bedding and carding of stock at this sea-

son of the year, and the use of sufficient absorb-

ents in the shape of dry muck, loam or sand,

not only to promote the comfort of animals, but

also to add materially to the extent and value of

the manure heap. We want now to add to the

advice already given, the use of more or less

plaster of Paris to be sprinkled over the floors

and lean-tos where cattle are tied, as a means of

purifying them and of absorbing and fixing the

ammonia which might otherwise be lost. A few

barrels of good fresh ground plaster will go a

great way in keeping down the strong odor
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which so often arises and escapes from the cattle

stalls, and which is especially observable in the

morning. This odor, or ammonia, is one of the

most valuable products of the manure, when
properly saved. Plaster not only purifies the

atmosphere, but performs valuable services in

saving manure. Use it freely under the hen-

roosts also every few days.

—

Mass. Ploughman, i

How to Make a Lawn.

The preparation of the soil for a lawn can

hardly be too elaborate. It is cheapest to do

the work thoroughly at the outset, to save

disappointment and expense hereafter. If the

ground is inclined to be wet we should say drain-

ing was essential. If it is gravelly or sandy,

that is a soil that does not suffer from standiug

water, that expense might safely be omitted.

Next we should say trenching would be very

important, and if that amount of labor and ex-

pense seems too great, possibly the subsoil plow

might be substituted, though trenching thorough-

ly would be most effectual. Before beginning

either of these operations we would cart on a

liberal supply, say not less than four cords of the

best of manure per acre, spread it as it is dug or

ploughed in. and at the same time put on plaster

of Paris at the rate of five hundred pounds to the

acre. We would trench fifteen to eighteen iuches

deep. To do this rightly a trench should be

opened on one side of the proposed lawn, say

two feet wide and a foot and half deep. Wheel

the soil thrown out of this trench to the farther

side and dump it along where the last trench will !

c^ome ; it will be needed to fill that up with when

you get to it. Then open another trench along-

side of the first of the same width and depth,

throwing the earth into the first trench, and at

the same time mixing it well with manure

and plaster, and so continue with the whole

lawn.

That is the true and lasting mode to go to

work to make a permanent and satisfactory

lawn, and it will leave the soil in a condition to

withstand the effects of our terrible droughts, as

no other mode will. Now you have a smooth

and even surface, with your corn stumps all

buried in the trenches, together with all sods and

coarse lumps of earth ; the stones, if any, having

been left on the surface and removed. The

manure which was trenched in may have been

common barnyard or stable manure. If the

soil i3 naturally stiff we would not be particular

to get it into a finely rotted condition, as the

coarseness of it would help the mechanical con-

dition of the ground. If, on the other hand, the

soil is light and open enough already, we should

prefer to have fine and well rotted manure.

Now you want, also, some manure near the

surface. You may use either Peruvian guano,

spread on at the rate of 150 or 200 pounds per

acre, and immediately harrowed in, or good su-

per-phoshpate at the same rate, mixed with an

equal amount of plaster. These manures may
be spread and worked in with the grass seed, if

preferred, though we would put them on first.

The work might be done, and the manure ap-

plied, as soon as the ground is fit to work in the

spring.

Yon are now ready for the seed, and it is im-

portant to get the right kinds. You want no

coarse herbage, nothing that will not endure

close and repeated cropping. The perfection of

a lawn is to have a fine, velvety, close and soft

turf, and the object is to attain that end as soon

as possible, and have it last when you get it.

If it were August or September, when you

were proposing to sow the seed, instead of spring,

we should say use no grain with it. Success

would be more sure without it. But with our

annual liability to droughts, we should not ven-

ture to sow in spring without, at the same time,

providing some protection which some grain

crop affords. You may sow about three-fourths

of a bushel of barle3', or spring rye. Either

would be better than oats, or you may sow mil-

let at the rate of ten to fifteen quarts of seed to

the acre along with the grass seed. You want

to sow the grass seed a good deal thicker than

you would for an ordinary seeding down.

Now as to the kinds and quantities. Get half

a bushel of Kentucky Blue Grass, half a lushei

of Sweet Scented Vernal, one bushel of Red Top

or Fine Top, and about six pounds of White Clo-

ver. If you don"t mind a little expense, you

have time to send by your seedsman and get some

crested Dog's-tail and some Sheep's Fescue or

Hard Fescoe ; both are excellent. You will find

various mixtures for Lawns recommended in

Flint's Grasses and Forage Plants, the only trou-

ble being to get some of the kinds best adapted

to this purpose without ordering them from

abroad. We would exclude Timothy because it

does not endure close shaving, and is coarse.

Common clover is coarse, and is annual.

Sow as evenly as possible, and rake in with a

short toothed iron rake, and roll carefully,

with a heavy roller, if the land is light. The

grain will be thin, of course, and will not inter-

fere much with the young grass. In about four

or five weeks, or when the grain is a foot high,

cut it not very close, or say three inches from

the ground. It will start again and grow rapid:
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if you didn't let it stand too long before cut-

ling the first time. In three or four weeks it

should be cut again, and in Aug S :-:a'oer

a third time.

be managed

by top-dr• \ ling, and frequent cu: _

The proper top-dressing for a lawn is old. finely-

rotted manure, spread on evenly and raked in

with fine toothed iron rakes, working the rake

back and forth, so as to get the fine manure

down around the grass roots, and all the t

- of the manure taken off again directly and

removed from the lawn. Xo coarse manure

should remain on the lawn, and no manure

should remain to make coarse and uneven patches.

Finely rotted manure worked in as indicated,

will give you a lawn soft as velvet in two or

three years, and one that will be beautiful from

the first. Then, after a turf is formed, shave it

with a lawn-mower once a week, or ten I

during the summer.

—

Mas-*. PlcHghman.

Dutch or Edam Cheese.
The Scoiti in the course of one or

two recent article on this subject, rem.;:

When our Scottish farmers read of the enorni-

• iai annually expended by France in itnport-

beese from Holland, let them remember that,

substituting Great Britian for France, the same

folly is chargeable on us. In 1S»32 we imported

703,909 cwt. of cheese, of the computed real

value of £1,550.094, and in the same year

". cwt. of butter, of the computed real

value of £4.923,100. If, fired with the ambition

of provisioning the marines with Dutch cheese,

the British farmer resolves on making it like the

long-keeping cheese of Edam, there is nothing to

hinder him.

The proces

a

The milk i-

ally curdled by means of muriatic acid or spirits

of salt, and great care is taken to extract the

whole of the whey, and to prevent fennenution.

The curd is repeatedly broken and pressed, and
before being made up in the round shape in which

--.sually sold, the broken curd is well soaked

in a strong solution of common salt, in v ber,

which effectually represses fermentation, and so

insures that the cheese will keep long.even in warm
climates. When the cheeses are finally pressed,

all the remaining whey is washed out with the

brine, they are rubbed with the salt over the out-

~nd set aside on shelves to dry in a cool place.

French writer is quoted, who contrasts

the mode of cheese making in vogue in France.

with that of the Hollanders, very much to the

advantage of the latter. We condense the fol-

lowing :

The making of cheese has been carefully

studied by the Dutch, as is evident from the pro-

s employed ; frem the cleanliness of all the

uttnsiis, and the manipulation of the milk—

:

the precautions in regard to the temperatur

the curds and the aim —from the w;>.

preparing the curd, and the manner in which it

is kneaded, placed in moulds, and so pressed as

to be deprived of all its whey—from the mode in

which the cheese is treated until presented for

sale. Their operations are uniform, regularly

carried out, following the corresponding season

of each year : the effect of this considered proce-

dure being the invariable production of the same

results.-

The Dutch cheese never weighs above 4^ lbs. :

15 litres milk (about 6\ gallons) gives a cheese

of 2 kilogrammes (4 lbs. 6j oz.) on its removal

from the press. It is then laid upon spars in a

igbted. weli-ventilated dry room. In this

room, which is a kind of drying room, the cheese

loses part of its moisture, which, no doubt, helps

to give it the propriety of being kept long for

vitualing. We can every day make a Dutch

cheese weighing not more than 2 kilogrammes

(4j lbs.,) though we should not have more than

15 or 16 litres of milk (about 6\ gallons.) This

would be a great advantage to small fanners,

who, being able to keep but a small number of

cows, canuot possibly make cheeses of 110 lbs.,

according to the custom of the country.

Profit i>" Beb-Kekpixg.—As a proof that bee-

keepicg, as a business, pays as well as or better

than any branch of horticulture, I would state

that I am now offered for my bees, $1500 cash.

It is not
]

rs since I paid $20 for the

four stands with which I commenced the business.

I have never bought a hive since. So this is the

increase of tny cipital in five seasons, saying no-

thing of the bees, honey and wax sold in the

meantime, or the pleasure derived from the

H w that I have so many hives, I find the

profit increasing every year, without requiring

more time and labor than I bestowed on a few.

So far from there bring any danger of over

stocking, I find that my bees have done better

the two past pc than many have done

where there were but a few hives kept in one

place, and I am convinced that where they are

managed rightly, hundreds of colonies will do
well where one will. To accomplish this, how-
ever, it is indispensable to have them strong and

vigorous in spring, that they may take advan-

tage of the whole honey harvest.

—

Ellen S. Tap-

per in Ioica Affricuhuril Report.
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Latakia Tobacco.

This new variety of Tobacco may notcoiive up

to the full measure of the praise here^given it.

but it may be well worth while for our Tobacco

growers to make a small trial of it. Our friends,

-. Evans i Co.. at York, can furnish the

seed in small packages.—Lus. Farmer.

Some months Brace an article appeared in the

papers regarding the Latakia or Mount Lebanon

tobacco seed, which had been brought from Pa-

lestine by Bayard Taylor. We were recently

-hown a letter from a gentleman iu New Jersey.

who had grown a s:uaJ
.l crop of it. He goes into

. ies over its good qualities. He says it is en-

tirely different from any other sort ever grown

on this continent. It has a short, yellowish

green blossom, bc-rne in dense clusters. The

8 are not quite as long, but more than

twice as broad as the Connectieut Serd Leaf, of

an egg shape, and have petioles or stems which

other varieties have not. Thes-talk is very thick,

ridged, and viscid. The leaves are of a firm,

velvety texture, a beautiful dark green color, and
when they ripen assume a golden yellow tint.

and fairly sparkle aird glisten iu the sun. At
•he same time they exhale a delicious odor, simi-

lar to that of the Marsh Magnolia, and when
dried, ver. "•• in fragrance dried

rose leaves.

"Of course." the writer says. *' my little crop

of leaves are not yet cured—indeed hardly dry

—

yet the flavor is so delicious when smoked, even

in this state, and the effect so delightful—exhil-

arating without intoxicating or nauseating—that

I am rapidly acquiring a distaste for oilier varie-

ties. Competent judges who saw my plants

while growing, told me that it would oat
all other varieties. It grows and comes to per-

fection in a little more than half t!ic time re-

quired for other sorts. My Beedfl were planted

about the last of June, were an inch high in two
weeks, transplanted in August, and vet ripened

their seeds perfectly. Every lover of the weed

who has had a puff or a snuff of the smoke,

ommends it highly."'

He thinks it incomparably better than the

-; Yara or Cuba ever grown, and it does not.

the latter, deteriorate by being grown here.

"out retains all its delicious eharaclerisii -

fectly. He says, until Mr. Taylor procured the

r-eed and raised a small garden crop last year,

and published an account of it, it was almost

entirely unknown in this country.

He thinks it will ripen two full crops of leaves

in a year. After the 6rst crop is ripe and cut

the euckers will shcot up. and long before trot'

mother full crop of '•fragrant golden

We are assured by good authority that there

is no mistake about the quick maturity of this

variety, and if half the account of its other good

qualities be correct, it will pr^e a great acquisi-

tion. Our Western tobacco growers -

_^®~The Richmond Fsaiieiner, regardint; 11. ...

facturcs iu North Carolina, says : "Til ;

wide awake, r'aveiteville has always be 1

manufacturing town, and before the war there

were over a dozen OOtl s there, and in

that vicinity. At Raleigh a factory is to.be

built for the manufacture of woolen and cotton

goods of a fine quality. At Charlotte is the

Rock Island Manufacturing Company, whose fac-

tory turns cut the best cloths and 1

The R _ iiuel has seen samples of these,

and declares that they are superior to imported.

This mill runs 2,5< spindles, turns out 2

yards of cloth a week, consumes XuOO pout,

wool weekly, or from 120,000 to lu"0,000 pounds

.:. The oid North State, too, has various

factories scattered here ami there throughout

her territory."

Colonel Wildkr.— .1 M pliment.-*-

Bullock, in a speech, delivered by hi

tin- Norfolk County Agricultural Fair, thus

speaks of the labors of President Wilder, who
- given for a long life, his wealth, inn:.,

and energies, to the dissemination of horticultur-

al knowledge and horticultural acqoisitii

•
1 meet here to-day the members of this youth-

ful and prosperous society •

'

sitting and

rejoicing under the presidency of one. ^the Hon

all P. Wildw, • who has applied the results

of well-earned commercial fortune to the

velopment of the c. the cart!

largely and so lil erally that in every household

and at every fireside in America, where

golden fruit of summer and autumn 2

side-board or the hearthstone; his name,

generosity, and bis labor? arc known

ored."

P), 1 01 Egos.— "Le ''• '':-' a Fi

paper, recommei - method fi 1

preservation of JSOlve four

.ix in eight ounces of warm olive oil

this put the tip of the finger and anoint lb

all round. The oil will be immediately

by the shell, and the pores rilled up with

If kept in a cool place, the eggs after two
.

will be as good .
- laid.
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President of State Agricultural Society.—

At a meeting of the Executive Committee of the

Agricultural Society, held on Friday evening,

ldth January, William H. Devries, Esq., of this

city, was unanimously elected President. Mr.

Devries is a merchant of Baltimore, but has a

large landed property near the city, which he

farms, and to which he gives much personal

supervision. It is not doubted that his energy

of character, personal influence, and other high

qualifications, will make him a very efficient offi-

cer, and tend largely to the success of the Society.

»* 1

Communications.—The communication of T.

8. P. on the cultivation of cotton in Southern

Virginia, will.be read with profit by those inter-

ested in the matter of which he treats. Our

correspondent is a writer of great intelligence and

experience, and we hope to hear often from him.

The large amount of communicated matter this

month, with which our friends favor us, and

some of which we are obliged to postpone, ex-

cludes, to some extent, editorial and other mat-

ter on hand. We commend them all to the

attention they deserve.

»•»

Maryland Agricultural CoLLEGE.-Unavoida-

hle circumstances have made it impossible to

announce, with certainty, the day of reopening

of the Agricultural College. It is supposed it

will not be later than the first of Mrrch. Those

who have business with the College, or inquiries

to make, may address, in the meantime, N. B.

U'orthington, Register, at the office of Arrnrkan

Farmer.

Mode of Using Fertilizers.—J. M. S. says,

"I wish you would publish an article on the

mode of using the various fertilizers," Ac. All

the commercial fertilizers, except Peruvian gua-

no, may be had in a finely prepared powder al-

ready prepared for use. For that a wire seive is

needed, through which the finer part is sifted,

leaving the lumps, which must be pounded on

the barn floor to a powder. On all drilled crops,

the practice is to sow in the drills, and broadcast

on broadcast crops. The quantity used varies

from two hundred to three hundred and fifty

pounds, for most of the prepared fertilizers. To

make it go evenly over the land, it is necessary

that one not familiar with their use should lay

off his land as for grain seeding, aud make sub-

divisions of the quantity to be sown, putting so

much by weight to each land.

Dr. A. Snowden Piggot, Analytical and Con-

Hilling Chemist.—In reply to occasional inquiries

for an agricultural chemist, we take pleasure in

referring our friends to this gentleman, to whom

we are under obligations for frequent advice and

assistance in the line of his profession. His labo-

ratory is at 59 South Gay street, nearly opposite

the Farmer office.

— »•

Destroying Sassafras.—A friend in Delaware

wants to know how to destroy sassafras bushes.

We know nothing better than frequent cultiva-

tion, and close grazing with sheep, which will

keep the foliage constantly cropped. If any one

is better informed will he let us know?

Basket Willow.—Any one having plants or

cuttings of the basket willow for sale, will fin d

it to bis advantage to advertise them in our col-

umns. We will furnish, next month, informa-

tion as to the management of the crop.

Broom Corn.—We shall give, next month, an

article on broom corn. In the meantime, any of

our readers familiar with its treatment, will ob-

lige us by giving their views on the subject.

Sorgo Convention.—The Maryland Sorgo As-

sociation is announced to meet in Baltimore on

Tuesday, 12th February, at 10 o'clock A. M., at

Gilmour's hotel, 124 West Baltimore street.

Rotary Spade Digger.—This implement, we

would say to a correspondent inquiring, has not

yet been so perfected as to make it desirable for

ordinary farm use.
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Advertisements.

Commission Merchants.—We do not under-

stand why commission merchants, among whom
there is so active a competition, fail to see the

advantage of keeping their names constantly in

the eye of the
,

producers, the men from whom

they get all their business. We commend to

their notice, as an example, and to our country

friends, who want reliable and attentive agents,

the advertisement of our friends, Ilewes and

Warner.

Express Accommodation.—The attention of

parties interested is called to the advertisement

of the Morris Express Company, (Europe, Ha-

vana, and California,) office, No. 50 Broadway,

New York.

Fertilizers, Implements, kc.—Our advertisers

speak for themselves in all these matters, and we

hope our readers will read carefully what they

have to say.

Book Notices.

Cotton Seed for the Amoou River.—Mr. Ed-

win A. Lewis, whose Business Agency is in the

office of the American Farmer, has just shipped a

barrel of cotton seed, the product of Accomac

county, Va., to the agent in New York, of the

Governor General of Siberia, for experiment in

the Russian colonies upon the A moor river.

Farm Implements for Buenos Avres.—The

same gentleman has forwarded also in the past

month, one of Bickford and Huffman's valua-

ble grain drills, a sulky cultivator, and other

implements, also, some choice seeds to Buenos

Ay res.

Meadows.—Top Dressing.—On most farms

there are portions of meadow land whose pro-

duct of bay is very small compared with others

in the vicinity. These sections can be much
improved, without breaking up the sward, by a

liberal top-dressing of lime and salt. These

will invigorate the growth of the aftermath,

and if repeated the ensuing spring, will render

the poor spots equal in productiveness to those

by which they are surrounded. The experiment

is worth trying, unless it is deemed desirable to

break up the whole meadow for the purpose of

receding at a future day. Nearly the same re-

sults can be produced by the application of

loached wood ashes as a top-dressing where the

material is attainable for that purpose.

Landreth's Rural Register and Almanac.

18G7.—We are indebted to Messrs. Landreth For

a copy of their very instructive annual. It con-

tains a description of the seeds raised on their

extensive grounds, or imported by them for sale.

with a monthly calendar of useful hints and

instructions, which will be found especially use-

ful to the inexperienced gardener. It is distri-

buted gratuitously, and the proprietors say that

they sent out last year two hundred and tifn

thousand copies.

Bloomsdale, the seed grounds of Messrs. Lan-

dreth, near Philadelphia, contains six hundred

acres of land devoted to seed growing, and fat-

exceeds, in extent, any other such establishmeni

in the country, while its business is said to be

conducted with great skill and admirable system.

We copy from the Register the following:

estimate of farm seeds for an acre.

Wheat, broadcast IX to 2 bushel 1.

drilled IX
Rye, broadcast 1 X
" drilled IX "

Barley, broadcast 2 to 2X '*

drilled IX to 2

Oats, broadcast 2 to 3 "
'• drilled 2 "

Timothy, when sown with grain, in au-
tumn, to be follhowed by clover in

spring IX to 2 gallons.

Red clover, sown ou grain in spring in

connection with timothy, (without
timothy, double quantity) IX to 2 "

Herds or Red Top 1 to IX bushels of 14 lb«.

Kentucky Blue Grass 1 to IX " " 14 "'

Lucerne, drilled 10 '"

Dutch White Clover, broadcast .8 "
" drilled 6 "

Lawn Grass 2 to 2X bushels of 15 "

This is an approved admixture, designed to produc*
permanent lawns, growing richer with age, and uniting

beauty with utility. It is alike adapted to the smaller
town plat or extended lawn.
Millet Xto 1 bushel.

Corn, in lulls 1 to IX gallans.

Sorghum, or Chinese Sugar Cane 2 to o quarts.

Buckwheat 1 bushel.

Beets and Mangold WurUel 4 to 6 lbs.

Carrots 2 to 3 "

Turnips and Ruta Baga lib.
Parsnips 4 to 6 lbs.

Beans, in driNs, 2X feet apart IX bushels.

I'otatoes 12 "

American Educational Monthly, devoted to

popular instruction and literature.—This is the

title of a monthly of forty-eight pages, ably con-

ducted, and should be in the hands of teacher-

especially, and all interested in the important

work of education. It is published by J. W.
Schermerhorn & Co , 430 Broome street, New

York, at $1 50 per annum.

Farmers' Advertiser, St. Louis, Mo.—Pub-

lished by Plant <fe Bro. Sixteen pages, twice a

month. Price $2.00, in advance. This is an

ably edited Journal, adapted to the very impor-

tant agricultural region in which it is published.
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A Few Things to be Thought or Before Pno- mthly ecu

ckedixg to Plan Bctlddccs F02 twenty pages, edited by Samuel

AcKiCTLTuaAL Cclleges. is ihe title of a pam- ington. D. C. Its specialty

uhlc-t, published by Fiederick Law Olmsted. Es;. same indicates, and no one periicnl

of the firm of Olmsir Co.. land- I in that brand ry, should

architects. New York. with so useful a _

Being called in as adviser to the Board of The subject of bee i .'d command a

Trustees of the Massachusetts Agricultural Col-
,
great deal more of the attention of fami'.i

lege, in planning and locating their buildings, • the country than it lias done, and to this end it

and laying out the grounds, the division at we should be more fa;:

disposition of Ian Captation of the con- with it. Such a journal

structions to be erected to the special ends of the readers well poste-1 in all that r : ind if

institution, this report is the result of llr. 01m-
j
well distributed, would tend greatly to v..

crease of a rcry impc: in our ruraleel the views of the Boarr..

contains not only a special plan for the X
_• . but discusses the whole sr.

in a manner that will prove interesting and in-
j

structive to all who may be concerned in such

institutions. We are much indebted to the po-

...f the author in forwarding to us several

copies of the report.

The Richmond Eclectic.—A monthly maga-

zine of foreign literature. The selections f i

January number are from Black

lectu Sunday

Journal^ Saturd The Argosy. Cornhi't

Ma h, All The Terr Round.

Tcrf. Field, and Farm.—We acknowledge on r and St. James 31 7

remissness in failing to make favorable noiiee valuable addition to the 1;: roes of on

r

sooner, of this able and valuable weekly. The
j
Southern friends . in a home m g

department of the farm is edite-1 zine, the range of all the be-

-
: nner, the only surviving mem" he Terj small $4, in advance. I

immediate family of John S. Skinner who have known tL

well known as the founder of the in this respect, and the Boston Ecleclx

mer, and as one of the most intelligent and earn- appreciate ihe advantage of this new re-

publications, uader the direction of Rev.

Iloge and Brow:. oad.

est men of h.- U that pertains to agri-

cultural improvement. This Oli -

especial interest, therefore, in the 6eld depart-

ment of the journal named, and, in all

partments. it will not fail to commend itself to

ihe intelligent reader who may be interested in

'he matters, of which it chiefly treats. Published

by Bruce k Millard, 37 Park Row. Kew York.

S j.OO.

Th? Practical Estomolog;-

son, Philadelphia.—The fearful, and constantly

increasing loss to the farmer, fror.

of insects, should lead to more careful -

their habits, and to more efltctive preve:

their depredations. This paper is devoted espe-

cially to these objects, is famished a: the ex-

tremely low price of fifty cents a year, and de- -aertiser, is the title of a moi
- a very extensive circulation. A man may Journal, edited and published by Pascball Mor-

mltirate his land poorly, and thus keep himself ris, Phil.i. Marrhfa

poor withojt particularly injuring his neigbl»ors, ' Rvral Adctrtirer heretofore p .

"iut one who makes his farm a breeding place! one of our roost valued exchanges. P
lor destructive insects, injures not only himself,

J

hut his fellow men. While all kinds of know- The Lad;^ Bon — I

. . .

:atios of B —J
:' West Chester. P:»... favours us

a copy of this report, cootalniug. am
_ | roceedings of ;: ~eral

valuable papers, on subjects conne

fruitgrowing. That of Mi

of the General Fruit Committee

question, Do varieties rnn out

ihe affirmative with

argues the necessity of pro-:

ledge that will enable us to increase the produc-

-.iveness of our fields are desirable, that which

relates to the protection of what is produced is

even more important.

gant weekly, published at A
varied irr. 9outhera womanhood.

$£ per ai -ce. Thos. S. Pow-
ell, Proprietor: Mrs. L. Virginia French, E /Hires?.
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Thi Masonic Review.—Is the title of a i

weekly royal octavo paper just started in our

he first number of which is illustrated by

.hi excellent likeness of the Hon. Benjamin C.

Howard. P. G. M.; also, engraved views of both

the old and new
'

mples—the latter now

tries street. The general

contents of this number are highly entertaining

to the fraternity, and from the abi!:'

ia] corps engage a promised 'con-

tributioDS from some of the most eminent talent

belonging to the craft in Maryland, subscribers

have a good augury for its continued intr

The publishers, Messrs. W. U. Richardson and

•F. I>. lb se, evince a spirit of enterprise in

work that entitles them to the general patronage

of the Irate:

Journal of Applied Chemistry.—Devoted to

chein - lied to arts, manuract

culture, &e. Published by Pexter H Co.. No. IT

Spruce street. X. Y. $1.50 in advance. No one

interested in the subject of chemistry, in an

rious applications, can well dispense •

such a publication as this. We observe that

hemist in the Agri-

cultural Department at Washington, has become !

ate editor of this Journal.

North British Review and Blackwood.—We
are in receipt of these valuable republications.

for December, from the Leonard Scott Publish-

_ lompany. For terms, fee., see advertisement

in January.

The Land we Love.—We are in regular re-

of this able Southern Magazine, edited by

General L>. H. Hill, at Charlotte. X C We are

much pleased to learn that it is very prosperous.

Price $3.00 a vear. in advance.

ioats furnish a small supply of very

rich milk, and as their food costs little, they

have been found very profitable animals by fam-

lt little milk. Some of th.

\ ield three quarts per day, but generally from

three to four pints.

Pea straw is richer in oil, albuminous

or flesh-forming matter, than the straw of the

cereals. The woody fibre is also more di

ble. This fully accounts for the repute in \\

Id as fodder for sheep and cattle.

'If - ::i poor condition now. they

'< roui'ht up; feed oats in the

sheaf, a and some roots and good hay.

Let all have the rang? of dry yards or fields, and

Weed and Staple of the Cotton Plant.

A correspondent, writing from Joynes' Depot.

N. '.. says: "I would be pleased, as no doubt

many others would be, if you would publish in

the Farmer the analysis of the cotton plant, that

we may see and know better, what kinds of ma-

nures i re lest adapted to the growth of the weed

and likewise the staple. Some of our lands will

produce 'weed ' in abundance, but will not pro-

duce the lint to any amount worth mentioning.

Again, some will produce abundance of lint, it

we can only get the weed to grow high enough

to bear the bolls in large numbers."'

In reply, we would say that where the growth

of the "weed" is deficient, and the bolls art-

still well-filled, the deficiency is probably in the

organic matter of the soil. Any manure that

furnishes abundance of nitrogen would be appli-

cable to such a case. Peruvian guano, ground

bones, fish guano, would all stimulate a growth

on such land, but none of these fertilizers should

be looked to for permanent improvement. If

they facilitate the development of the crop.

all can be expected of them.

In the other case, the cause of the deficiet:

prob;. -nee of the mineral constituents

of cotton seed and fibre. What these are may
be seen by reference to the composition of :

products as given by analysis. It is useless to

cousider the composition of the stalk: as that

always is. or always ought to be, returned to the

soil. What is taken ofi' should be considered.

X '.v, the proportion of ash in the ii

per cent., and in the seed 4.03 per cent; aud the

composition of that ash is as follows :

Fibre. B
Potash 35.26

."> 11 1.10
Lime 6 00

Peroxide of lion 0.55
Silicic .Acid 026 I
Phosphoric Acid .".;.'

Sulphuiic Acid 3.96
CMo-ine
Carbonic Acid 3 09

loo.oo loo.uo

If now we consider what a crop of cotton re-

moves from the land of the more important of

these constituents, the following table will accu-

rately represent in pounds the quantity carried

lowing the product of the fibre to be .

and those of the seed GOO pou

Bv fibre. I' In all.

' .-

lime " 4 9

ic Acid 01 -

Sulphuric Acid
Chlorine 0.166 Olio

It will not answer to return these substances
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'o the soil in the quantities above named. There

must be a very much larger amouut added, that

he roots may find a supply in whatever direction

they extend themselves. The ingredients them-

selves must, however, be furnished. ITnleached

wood ashes, with plaster and salt, would supply

the potash, soda, lime and sulphuric acid, while

a manure containing at once the soluble and

bone phosphates of lime, with a sufficiency of

ammonia to promote a vigorous growth, would

supply the remaining constituents, except the

magnesia, which is probably sufficiently abun-

dant in most of our Southern soils.

The Sulky Cultivator.

In reply to inquiries we give below a descrip-
j

lion of the Sulky Cultivator. We learn from
,

reliable sources that it has been sufficieutly tested

to determine its working value, in the hands of

an ordinarily intelligent workman.

The driver, it will be observed, takes his

in his sulky, and may whistle all day through

his corn field. He drives two horses, one on i

each side of the corn row. and the working may
be continued till the corn is shoulder high—which

is long enough. The description here given is
j

that of the manufacturer.

'* Tkose who have used the Cultivator, will

heartily agree with us, that the work is well and

thoroughly done by the use of the adjustable
I

shanks and reversible shovels, whereby any rea-

sonable quantity of earth can be thrown either

to or from the corn
;

that the shauks are so
|

attached to the frame that the shovels can be

arranged to run close together, or distant from

each other; and that while the front shovels can

be adjusted to throw the soil either to or from

the corn, the rear shovels can be an..:

operate the reverse, plowing either deep or shal-

iu\v. as may be desired.

•• The driver can easily and readily guide and

turn the Cultivator by the use of his feet, having

botn of his hands free to manage the team : by

pressing on the stirrup with either the right or

left foot, the machine will turn either to the right

or kft. as the case may be : and when neither

foot is uied, the Cultivator will follow the direc-

tion of the team.

We fully appreciate the necessity of having

agricultural implements strongly built and well

proportioned, and have spared no pains to make

the Stafford' simple, durable, and substantial,

using nothing but the best material, and employ-

ing the best mechanics and workmen.
" The draft is as light as that of any cultiva-

tor built, in this respect excelling many now

offered for sale. We have but to sav that it is

not hard work for two horses, as evidenced by

the thousands that are in use, all of which have

been operated with the ordinary farming teams

of the country.

"By the use of this Cultivator mnch manual

labor is saved, one person—riding on the plow

—doing the work of two 3ingle shovel plows, or

of four men with hoes, completing his labor

with but little fatigue.

•• The maiu frame rests on an axletre4 support-

ed by high wheels, running four feet apart.

The frame is about two and a half feet from the

ground, and to it are attached four plows—two

passing each side of the row to be cultivated.

It requires but one man to operate the machine.

••The driver controls the direction of the

Cultivator with his feet in a very simple and

effec'ive manner, having both hands free at ail

times to manage the team. The process is as

follows : The tongue is pivoted to the front end

of the frame woik, and extends two feet back to

the point where it is pivoted; on the rear end of

the tongue there is a circular arm, which rests

and slides on a corresponding circle attached

to the frame work; four stirrups or projections

are placed on this circular arm, on which the

driver rests his feet ; and thus, if he presses his

right foot, he changes the line of the dralt, and

the machine turns at once to the right: if he

presses his left foot, the machine turns to the

left : if he presses neither foot, the machine fol-

lows the direction of the team. By this simple

arrangement the machine is guided quite easily,

while the team keeps on a straight course.

•• Attached to the Cultivator is a feuder, which

effectually prevents the small corn from being

covered. This is so constructed as to be readily

put on or takeu off. as the size and growth of

the corn may demand. This fender is self-ad-

justing, accomodating itself to uneven ground,

and to the direction the Cultivator may be

guided.

•• The application of ; self-adjusting plows,' to

this Cultivator, is so novel, that it has excited

the surprise and admiration of all who have

seen or used it. All farmers are aware that if

the common plow strike au unseen obstacle, such

as a root or a rock, the obstacle must either give

way or the team be brought suddenly to a stand,

or the plow or harness or both must break ; and

the trouble and expense accruing from such acci-

dents, are important considerations. In Stafford's

Cultivator this objection is entirely overcome.

The shauks to which the plows are attached are

pivoted to the frame work, and to the front

shank is attached a chain, which goes forward

and passes around a pulley and then lack to the
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rear shank, the point of the plows being back

of a perpendicular line from where the shanks

are pivoted to the frame. Now when the front

plow strikes an obstruction, it raises itself until

it clears the obstruction, while the rear plow,

remaining in the ground, brings it to its place

again. The rear plow operates in the same

manner, except that the front plow remains ia

the ground and brings it to its place immediately.

" Throwing the plows out of the ground, is

done by means of a joint in the frame in front

of the axletree. The driver, by rising partially

from his seat, and throwing his weight on the

front of the frame work, causes the joint to go

down, and raises the rear plow entirely out of

the ground, while the front plows fall back un-

der the axletree. The plows should always be

thrown out before turning round.

" The plows are made of the best cast steel, of

an oblong shape, and can readily be so arrauged

as to make a wide or narrow furrow, or so as to

throw the soil to or from the corn. The depth

is easily gauged by lengthening or shortening

the chain mentioned previously.

'A prominent feature is the ease with which

the Cultivator is turned. It can be turned around

in one-fourth the space required for otlur -wheeled

cultivators, without cramping the team or straining

the machine. It will also operate in all kinds of

ground.'"
»•«

Ammo.yia fhom the Atmosphere —We are in-

debted to the Journal cf Applied Chemistry for

the following item, which indicates a discovery

in chemistry, ihe importance of which to agri-

culture can hardly be over estimated :

Production of a Valuable Manure from the

Air.—The highly important agricultural prob-

lem of the fixation of the nitrogen of the air in

the form of ammonia has been solved by MM.
Marguerite and De Sourdeval. Their process is

founded ou the cyatuzatien of barium, and the

subsequent decomposition of the cyatri&fi oy

steam. A mixture of carbonate of b.;r\ ta, ire-'a

filings, refuse of coal tar, and saw dust, is first

calcined through an earthen retort; through the

porous mass thus obtaiued, a current of air is

passed, the oxygen of which is converted into

carbonic oxide, while its nitrogen is transformed

in the presence of charcoal and barium into

cyanogen, and produces considerable quantities

of cyanide of barium. The calcined mixture is in-

troduced into a strong iron cylinder, and a

current of steam at a temperature less than 300°

is passed through it. All the nitrogen in the

cyanide is disengaged under the form of ammo-

nia. It is impossible observe the authors, to

foresee all the results of this discovery. Among
other things it suggests the production of nitric-

acid from the air by oxidising ammonia.

Excelsior Wheat Cleaner.
Since our last issue, a machine under this

name has been exhibited at the warehouse of

Henry M. Warfield k Co., Spear's Wharf. On

the only day, on which we had an opportunity

of inspecting, being the first after its arrival,

there was some accidental derangement which

interfered with its operation. From what we
saw of it, however, we can readily suppose that

the following account from a contemporary, of

its subsequent operation, is a correct one :

" Several samples of wheat were poured through

the machine, and every particle of dirt, garlic,

cockle and smut removed, leaving the grain

clean and bright. It made no difference how
the grain looked when it went into the hopper,

it came out worth fully seventy-five cents per

bushel more thau before for the lower grades,

and the best wheat tried was declared fully thirty

per cent, better. This machine was invented in

1860, improved iu 1866, and at the Agricultural

Fairs at Auburn and Saratoga, Xew York, car-

ried off the first premium over all competitors.

The wheat, ou being placed in the machine, is

subjected to the action of a revolving wooden

cylinder, garnished with rows of iron teeth,

which promptly scour the wheat from smut and

brighten it. It next passes ou between a large

sheet iron covered cylinder, (which occupies the

centre of the machine) and a series of five

wooden rollers, packed with felt and covered

with coarse cloth, in which the cockles are

caught and removed by a series of stout, bristly-

brushes, fixed at one end of the machine. The

large central cylinder is turned by the friction of

the smaller cylinders, which are pressed up to it

by springs, which yield sufficiently to prevent

the grain from being crushed or bruised.

•The wheat, after passing the lowest roller,

(by which time every cockle has been separated

from the grain,) comes in contact with the blast

from the revolving fan, which blows away tlx

chaff, cheat, garlic, and light, extraneous sub-

stances, the hiuge-board being set in accordance

with the weight of the wheat. Worked by hand-

power, this machine will make forty revolutions

per minute, and cleanse ten bushels of wheat per

hour, to each set of rollers one foot in length

—

the capacity of the machine can, by lengthening

the rollers, be increased to any extent—and where

horse-power is applied double these results can

be obtained.

" This is a matter which deeply interests every
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•wheat growing farmer in the country, as it will

certainly so cleanse the wheat that the enhanced

price which it will command in the market will

far more than compensate in a single rear for the

cost of the machine."'

—

E..

The machine was exhibited here by th

*ior Wheat Cleaving Cotapautf. who prop :

seil State and Connij Rights. Col. Freder:

z.er, who is one of the company, hai

in charge. The office of the com;

1 13 Broadwar. New York.

For the " .Americas Farmer."'

Log Drains vs. Plank Drains.

Wrsi Jan. 8lb, IS ~.

Rusticus. page 203. January norabe:

furnishes a correspondent with some Terr good

- - on drains, under the caption of

"plank dn - i if economy and des

i>e the object, as well as utility and durability,

perhaps "suggestion' 7 No. 2. might furnish cor-

respondent aci >o. witb a pian much
cheaper, combining utility and durability, and,

at the same time, economy, compared to R -

r-lan. Therefore, to drain springy lands,

and especially, if the subsoil is of a " bard-pan."

which is rarely the case in springy places, or of

and not subject to curt or " gully

uueh running, or concentratior:

surplus of water in rainy seasons. I would

?. much cheaper and more effectual pian tLan

.ms, which, however, is very good, but for

the additional labor and unnecessary expe::;

tending it.

My plan—and I bare had many drains cut on
said plan—is to cut the ditch in the form of .

:rom the beginning, digging from two to four

:eep. according to soil, or depth of springs

oozing from the hillsides. The ditch being fin-

:. I have firm sapHugs. as nearly a size as

possible, from eight to ten inches in diameter,

cat from six to eight feet long, and split ia two,

having the pieces hauled and dropped along the

ditch, end-and-end : lake them and lay them in

the ditch horizontally, levelling the pieces all

slong, and butting the ends as closely as

which, by-the-bye. should be sawed, and so

continue to proceed till the work is finished, fill-

ing up the ditch at the same time, and breaking

the joints if larger. To have this kind of drain-

age done well, the pieces should be ready and

laid down as soon as the ditch is cut, for, in case

. heavy rain, or freezing, tlie sides would

tumble in, or the water would cut ugly gashes,

thereby rendering the work twice as di^

and not half as effectual. In laying dowu the

pieces, pot the bark side downward, and they

should be, if possible, pe: straight, and
split

'

'.*ich the work i3 expedited and
better doL- 5 fitting c.

to the it ward banks of the ditch, which should

be cat true and even, prevent them from bu'._

inwardly when n glut of water se'.iles at that

point, as woold be the ease in all heavy rains.

If pine is not convenient. aDj (hat

would split true will answer, asd if none cm

had that will split true, the round log is j -

good, with the exception of double the timl

hauling, cutting, handling. &c. If correspon-

dent, or Rusiicas. wishes to know bow long they

will last, as they, no doubt, already know.

vide<i ways kept wet, so long wil.

last, or, at least an indefinite time ; and if there

is descent enough, and their lead ditchesar>

open and well eleaned oat, so long wiil these

blind dteJ-c* 'as we in North Carolina call In

keep open, provided they are fed by spring. This

plan, Rusticus, no doubt, will admit to be the

cheapest, and I knots it to be. by a thousand

cent, better, having tried and seen tried by my
father bis plan for twenty-fiye years : f.r. as in-

credible as it may seem, yet, to the contrary not-

withstanding, they will fili up in acorapara:

short time. I would advise all farmers h .

shy lands to ditch, after cutting ditches to be

left open, where their own good judgment

prompts them, to use this plan in draining such

lands. By this mode, they would greatly en-

hance the value of the land, besides avoid the

trouble and expense of keeping their c

open, and the miring of turn in mod:
springy places (called gatt*) such as we meet

wiih in all marshy places. To illustrate my
point, Mr. Editor, if I am not already tax .

your patience and time, I will give you n.

perience in low land and hillside drainage.

father had a very rich piece of low grounds,

which be ditched, (so he said) and cleared, and

and which :: his ditching, (from one-

and-a-half to two feet) did produce ma.

yielding from forty to fifty bushels corn per acre :

but, after a little, alas ! alas I while it produced

just as fine a growth . some hoc'.:

crook, it was all more or lees -It-re was a

dilemma.—doty corn—heavy expense to r»:-

(for, mark yon, he had not plowed this land only

with oxea, and then only in spots, and even then,

sometimes, they and their driver and leader

would all be floundering in the mire togt'

TVhat must le done? Very naturally, for the

want of thought, he concluded to abandon it, and

so he did. Fifteen years afterwards, then a per-

fect mire, all grown over in bnllrush and
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a fit residenee for foxes and serpents, it fell to my
charge. I write this not with a view of blowing

ray own tramp* an re af-

fected by this mode of under-drainage, in the

. e of a better.

_ iinst the protestations of my lathi

ditched it deep, deep, deep, going through the

soil to the Band, in some places, five or six feet.

These, of course. 'hen commenced

Ian of under-drainage. What now is the

It? Why, it is the only reliable piece of

land, during a long, dry spell, such as we had

last summer, I have cu my premises, yielding

from sixty to eig els corn to the acre,

and perfectly arable at any time with horse or

male, and never filling cf a fair crop, and
•'. alike indifl or drouth, not

even rolling during a drouth of seven weeks last

oer. Again, in this marsh was an awful

gall, (springy place) some fourth of an acre, and

yet there was no water visible, but to all a]

;

ances as dry for three or four inches, and as fer-

tile as any other part of the marsh. On this

1 flourish, until it g to the

t of eight or ten inches, when it would be-

turn yellow in streaks, and thus continue

till it had grown per'. two or thret

The extremities of the blades, meanwhile, drying

up, when il Idenly fall and die, mighty

litch on the

above plan, som? four feet deep, about mi i

of which was a subterranean slough, full of

water and mire, locked up by the surrounding

soil, which might be sliced up like cheese, imper-

vious to light or air. In a few days this place

began to shrink, (for this was the highest spot

around) and continued to sink, until it became

like the surrounding land, and now, wonderful

to tell, produces as fine com, and - well

as any other part.

Apropos; plank drains, if Rusticus, or corres-

pondent, has caving! ich they wish to

drain, the best plan is to cut ditches in the above

mentioned form, and have plank, four or five ins.

wide, nailed together in the shape of a V triangle,

and laid in the bottom of the ditch, and not be

too nice about the joints, but even leave wide

joints, or bore inch holes every two or thro

apart along the box. on all s;d<.s. The water

will naturally seek a passage, and perco'.

through the sand, will, as a matter of course,

fin 1 vent through these holes or joints.

.iSTiox?. No. 2.

;S?" The hop crop in England was more than

ordinarily good and was saved in good order, as

reported by the Kentish Gazette.

For the ".American Farmer."

Storing Turnips—Eoots for Stock.

Mtitrt.

In your last. January number, I notice an in-

from Mr. Clark, of Newborn, N. C, n

to storing turnips, provender for stock, fcc. I

have had some practical experience relative to

the subject under consideration, and will

as well others, my mite towards a sol

of the difficulty. As the common white turnip.

Dg to their moist nature, the most diffi-

cult to preserve in a solid state) I would not

cultivate them, except for culinary

sufficient for winter and spring use. They ought

to be packed in a cool, dry cellar, (the ther-

mometer ranging at 40 to 45 degrees) in bins or

- the turuips mixed and covered with dry-

sand or with a light dressing of airslacked lime

on each layer of roots, exclude tig beat

and air. The cellar or a vegetable house should

have an opening near the ceiling, or through the

roof, for the escape^ of '.he gas arising from the

vegetables.

For out door storage, draw the turnips during

weather, and before fr. top them

to the bulb: form pits on a declivity four

inches deep, two feet wide, and any length re-

quired ; lay down five inches of dry straw or

stalks, throw in the turnips carefully, form-

ing a roof-shaped pile; between r of

roots mix sand or lime as previously described.

lay on six ir.c;. . dry shucks, or

inverted corn fodder, and on the straw place a

small angular wooden spout, the open side down,

the end of the spout jutting out at the east or

south end of the pile, for the escape of dan.

and the gas. Finish by a covering of about

sixteen inches of dry earth, leaving a water

drain six inches below the foot of the pit. The
following are considered the most nutricious and

profitable vegetables for feeding stock. They

keep about equally well and may be stored in

" pits, and as directed for the white tur-

nip, viz. yellow rata baga, white sugar beet,

mangold wurtzel, large white and orange carrot,

parsnip and Irish potatoes. Cashaw pumpkins

aud what the lager beer brewers call " Grains

and Dough'' are excellent and cheap (seven cents

p~r bushel) feed for horned cattle and swine.

Ilorso eat raw carrots with as much avidity

as they will corn, also parsnips and 1

cattle, sheep and swine, either of the roots n imed

comes not amiss. For these however the roots

should be sliced and mixed with cut fodder, corn

chop; or crushed corn and cob. The parsnip

should be fed sparingly to horses. Again, broad
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cast Indian corn and sorghum for soiling, or

tiey may he cut in the flower and cured; aiso

rye. rape or German greens, sunflower and waste

regetable leaves for soiling. The white field

bean and cow pea may be cooked for cattle and

swine. Sheep will consume the pea and bean

hulls and vines. Now. presuming Mr. Claik

grows all or half the crops named, he can afford

to cure the grass he alludes to for winter and

spring use. Stock, like ourselves, (human be-

ings) require a change of food. They must have

some grain, dry fodder and salt, in addition to

roots and green fodder. If corn commands too

high a price, invest a small amount in the pur-

chase of farm machinery, crush the corn and cob

into chop, thus saving 33 per cent, of corn, and

making more nutricious food than corn alone.

There is a diversity of opinion relative to the

value of corn cobs. Grauting they contain no

nourishment, do they not serve to extend the

bowels and correct acidity? A horse will eat

his manger, a cow pine shavings, if deprived of

dry fodder. Without seriously deviating from

the subject, I will add that the Irish potato

planted at the south should be matched, which

will tend to keep the crop cool, moist, and insure

a fair yield. The sun flower will yield eight

tons of green fodder per acre. Horses and :

eat the entire plant and seed with as much avidi-

ty as the best hay.

Turnips left in the field after frost sets in will

perish—not caused by frost so much as by alter-

nate freezing and thawing.

If sheep are turned on the crop it should be

done previous to severe weather. 1 will add.

speculatively,that roots stored in pits north of Ma-

Eon and Dixon's line can lie preserved with less

covering than south of it. In this latitude we
have alternate light snows, severe frosts and

thaws, consequently have to guard against frost,

heat and wet. Were I a Northern or Canadian

farmer. I would not hesitate (with straw sur-

roundings) to cover roots under a snow drift, or

- Dthero planter, in a grotto. We find in

this (Baltimore) county some difficulty in pre-

serving the sweet potato through the winter.

Will Mr. Clark enlighten us on the subject?

During the summer or fall months, a heap of

dry sand ought to be put under shelter for vege-

table storage. Cut straw, chaff and saw dust

are good substitutes, especially for transportation

in barrels.

Again, for swine, plant a lot in Jerusalem

artichoke, and the ground pea or pea nut either

will stand frost and wet uninjured. Swine turned

on either crop will thrive without other feed.

B. S.

For the " American Farmer."

The Division of Farms.

Queexstowx. Queen Anne s co.. Md.

January 9, 1867.

Editors of American Farmer :

I salute you with the compliments of the sea-

son, and wish you many happy returns ! Your

old friends, with one accord, greet your reappear-

ance as another harbinger of the hope that, in

reality,

" Grim-visaged war has smoothed his wrinkled front."

At no period was there ever a greater need of

agricultural journals, as a means of communica-

ting and exchanging views in regard to the al-

tered condition of affairs, and of suggesting

modes of adaptation to meet the changes that

have occurred. It may almost be said that the

whole system of agriculture in the late slave-

holding States, has been entirely changed. A
free interchange of opinions and suggestions may
enable us the more readily and profitably to meet

this changed condition of affairs.

There is a very prevalent idea that the great

remedy for our present enibarassments lies in the

subdivision of estates, and complaints of the

difficulties of the times in regard to the want

and unreliability of labor, are most apt to be

met with the friendly advice, to '"cut up your

farms.'' This, in my view, is an heroic remedy

of relieving one, of both his means and his

miseries by the same short process, and as of

rather better adaptation to the philanthropic idea

of '• conferring the greatest good upon the great-

est numbers," than of especial benefit to the in-

dividual landholier. Just now, onerous taxa-

tion upon all you make, and all you sell, stands

much in the way of such broad pbilanthrophy.

We will suppose a farm of six hundred acres,

divided into four or five fields, and yielding,

under present disadvantages, fifteen bushels of

wheat, and forty of corn, per acre, will the

owner be compensated for the outlay in meeting

the buildings, fences, fcc, necessary to subdivide

it into three farms? By the advocates of the

doctrine of homcepa'hic farms, it is generally as-

serted that they should uot exceed this number of

acres in size. (In fact there has been a mania

for " ten acres enough. ') In my opinion, unless

these products are more than trebled, he will not.

It must be recollected that to each subdivision

a proportionate quantity of grazing land is ne-

cessary. There will, therefore, be a much small-

er portion of the whole area under grain cultiva-

tion, and it is upon this species of product that

the landlord's revenues ace usually based. It is

argued that the land will be much more readily
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improved. This may be the case if you are for-

tunate enough to get a tenant who dees not

think his only business is
: 'to get his living out

of the lands," and leaves but little life in it.

Tenants are frequently as sorely put to it. for

want of labor as the proprietors. It must also

be remembered that for these so-called improve-

ments you are apt to be severely taxed. What
then is the remedy for the present difficulties?

Is it better to sell off a portion, or to attempt a

system of grazing? To follow this successfully

a certain portion, at least, of your land, must be

in condition to produce good crops of hay. I

will remark that this clamor for small farms is.

in my view, one of those erroneous notions pro-

pagated by our proximity to Yankee laud, and

not at all adapted to our situation. In New
England and the Northern States, it is rare to

find^the owner of several hundred acres of land,

exclusively engaged in attendiug to its cultiva-

tion. Perhaps he has his finger in a half dozen

other pies. He may be interested in a manufac-

tory, a tannery, a hotel, or during the winter

months be engaged in shoe making, patent medi-

cines, clock cleaning, or perhaps as a member of

Congress. Now we are not yet up to these facili-

ties of helping along the farm. What then is best

for us to do?

I have hastily thrown together these views, in

the hope of eliciting suggestions from others,

who, perhaps, as well as mysalf, may have ex-

perienced the difficulties of the times. I hope

the subject will, in the cant phrase of the day,

be ' ; thoroughly ventilated." D. E. C.

For the "American Farmer."

Cotton Culture in Virginia.

Your excellent journal for January contains

an interesting letter from the late Dr. Hinkley,

on the profits of cotton culture in Greene county,

Alabama. With your permission, I propose to

compart the profits attending the cultivation of

this plan! in Virginia, with those of the boasted

cane-brake lands of the former States. Your

correspondent furnishes the requisite data in the

. and you will have to depend on the

veracity of the writer of this for the necessary

details in the other.

Cotton has been grown in the counties border-

ing on North Carolina for many years—say in

Southampton, Sussex, Greensville, and Bruns-

wick. Wherever the soil suits, it is one of the

staple crops. To what extent it is cultivated in

the counties farther east, whose commercial rela-

tions are with Norfolk, I am not particularly in-

lormed, but the soil and climate are equally fav-

orable to its production. Last year it was ex-

tensively planted in Dinwiddie and Prince

George, and, in fact, up to the very banks of the

Appomattox river. "Within a mile or two of the

city there was one field of a hundred and thirty

acres, and more or less on almost ererj farm.

Our lands being poor in comparison with

those of Alabama, it is necessary to make free

use of guano, or some other active fertilizer.

From 250 to 300 pounds is a liberal application ;

less will do when the land is in good hear:.

With such a dressing, the planter may count

with reasonable certainty on a bale of 400

or 450 pounds from two acres. Under less

favorable circumstances, a bale from three acre^

is about a fair yield.

This is precisely the product, according to Dr.

Hinkley, of the Alabama lauds, only that the

Southern bale is fifty or seventy-five pounds

heavier than ours. But there this product is

from the natural soil, while here it is from the

improved soil ; and improved at a cost, say of

twelve to fifteen dollars. But, on the other

hand, the capital necessary for the purchas-

stocking of a cotton plantation in Alabama is

very great. Indeed. Dr. Hinkley expressly states.

that good land is worth ten dollars per acre rent.

Here, on the contrary, land is so cheap and

abundant, that the rent in the one case, aud the

preparation in the other, may fairly be put in

opposite scaies without a material preponderance

on either side.

Dr. Hinkley furthermore states—what indeed

every intelligent man knows—that in Alabama,

cotton is the most precarious crop grown. It

has enemies to contend with every year, as the

boll-worm and the caterpillar ;
and it is liable to

a formidable disease known by the name of

rust. Some seasons are much worse than others,

but the plant is seldom wholly exempt from at-

taek by one or the other.

In Yirginia, on the other hand, these draw-

- are unknown, and cotton is as certain a

crop as corn, wheat, or tobacco. Even in the

last very peculiar season, which was exceaeii

wet in spring, followed by a long-continued

drought in summer, the product was very little

below the usual average. The staple was a little

shorter, aud the grade not quite so high, but

there was no other difference.

These comparative results may be quite unex-

I tu a stranger, but they are nevertheless

reliable. If the cotton plant here does not attain

the large proportions it does in Alabama, the

difference is made up by the increased number of

plants—just as the small Northern corn, bj

son of the greater number of stalks, is fully a-
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productive, indeed more so, than the gigantic

growth of the South.

The culture of cotton in the Southern States

attracted lust rear many adventurers from the

North, the most of whom, it is believed, sunk

money. Such persons will doubtless be shy of

engaging in the business again. Should any of

your readers, however, be disposed to make a

trial, it might be to their interest to acquaint

- with the advantages which are offered

in Virginia.

The soils best adapted to colton in this section,

of a light and sandy structure. The same

will produce good crops many years in suc-

a with an annual application of fertilizing

• rials. Some planters follow this plan ; oth-

plant the same ground in alternate years.

The peparation and cultivation should be very

careful. In the early stages of growth, the plant

is liable to be drowned by wet, or choked by
grass. Good draining, and the free use <>f the

hoe should be diligently practised.

Petersburg has long been a cotton market, and
is one of the best in the South. Owing to the

demand, both here and in Richmond, for

the consumption of the factories, the price is

always within a very narrow margin of New
York quotations.

"When the great advantages of tide-water Vir-

ginia come to be better known, we may reasona-

bly expect it wili be an object of attraction to

strangers. It has capacities of soil and climate

which will render it, at some future time, the

u spot of the Atlantic coast. Penetrated

by numerous fine streams, every portion is ac-

cessible, and navigation is carried within a few

miles of every man's door. The people are

proverbially kind and hospitable, and will ex-

tend a cordial welcome to emigrants, notwith-

standing all that has been said to the eontrarv.

Ptttrzlurij, Va. T. S. P.

The White Willow for Fences.

I have seen the white willow growing in many
places in this State and the West, and wish to

.icthing regarding its value for fencing.

Those who pronounce it a humbug are g
of that class of men who expect nearly al! kinds

of shrubbery and fruit trees to grow vigorously

and do well with a little or no culture or pruning.

Such men should not plant the willow, or even

any kind of hedge plant, expecting to make a

i;ood fence. I speak advisedly and positively

when I say the white willow is not a humbug.

It is suited to making stockades or tree fence*,

nfit for hedges. But verv few of those

who try it succeed in making a good fence—per-

haps not more than one in twenty.

Want of care is the great trouble. It is often

neglected for want of knowledge as to its man-

agement and not getting it started rightly.

I will give a few simple directions for making

a fence or stokade with the white willow.

Plant your cuttings in nursery rows and culti-

vate them as well as you would so many rows (if

cabbage. After one season's growth take thern

up and plant them on the fence line, where they

are to remain, taking particular care to have them

stand j-icrfcctbj upright or perpendicular, leaning

neither to the right or left. In nearly al! cases

where the cuttings are planted on the feace line,

at first the \'0tmg shoots diverge in many ways

from a perpendicular, and it is very difficult to

make them grow straight up as they should.

Hence they should be set in nursery rows one

season, and then when replanted on the perma-

nent fence line they can be set so as to avoid thus

diverging, in various ways, from the proper up-

right position so necessary to make a decent look-

ing tree fence. They should be well cultivated

with a horse on both sides of the row for two

year? at least after being set on the fence line—as

much care as a farmer would give to a row of corn.

All the lower limbs should be carefully trimmed

off twice during the season and ihe young plants

encouraged to run up tall an! straight, and no

browsing from cattle or horses. In this way

good durable feuee can be made, which will, in

a few years, be quite a screen or shelter from the

wintry winds.

To make a fancy or ornamental tree feuce and

windbreak—set evergreens : Norway spruce, red

cedar, white pine, are among the best, and white

willow. Set about three evergreens, then a white

willow, and so on alternating. Keep the willows

trimmed up high so as not to interfere with the

evergreens, and they will fill the entire space be-

low, while the willows will shoot up much high-

er, their trunks being but little iu the way of the

evergreens. This style of fence if well cared fjr

would, in a few years, be an ornament to any

plantation.

—

Ex.

- Syracuse, X. Y. A. Babcock.

On the great grain growing region of

the Campagna, near Rome, where the extensive

plains afford the finest field in the world for the

use of the reaping machine, the old sickle is still

used, and the horse " that treadeth out the corn"

is the onlv threshing machine known or believed
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A Short Sermon on Stables.

The rcceut improverueuts in American archi-

tecture have not reached the stables, to the ex-

tent that could be desired. Brown stone fronts,

high ceilings, marble mantle-pieces, costly fur-

naces for warming and ventilating the dwelling,

may please the eve aud promote the health and

comfort of the occupants, while the valuable

horses of the proprietor are suffering from a

poorly constructed aud poorly ventilated stable.

The fault ofteu lies iu two directions. The

stable may be too tight, or two open. A horse

needs light, as well as air and suitable warmth

and i'ovX— the vegetable structure hardly needs

light more than he does. Pure air is essential.

His blood cannot become purified, while the air

which inflates his lungs is full of foul gases from

fermenting manures. Nor is it enough to keep

the stalls clean, if they are so tight that the

horse is obliged to breathe his own breath over

and over again. Digestion is interfered with,

and all the functions of life are impeded. Lazy

grooms declare that a close, warm stable, helps

to make a horse's coat line aud glossy in winter

as well as in summer. Bat, in winter, such a

coat is not to be desired. Nature provides the

aoimul with longer hair and more of it, to de-

fend him from the cold. If the horse is well

groomed and blanketed, his hair will be smooth

and glossy enough all the year round. The in-

dolent groom ought himself to be shut np for

twenty-four hours in the hot, steaming air in

which he would confine his master's horse, and

i.e how he would like it. Open the doors o'

such a stable in the morning, where several

horses are kept, and the hot air and the harts-

horn are almost sufficient to knock a man down.

What wonder, then, that horses so used should

suffer from inflamed eyes, cough, glanders, and

other ailments ! The wonder is that they bear

the abuse so long and so well.

Xow the ''improvement" to our sermon is

•imply this: vtntUatelhe stables. Ventilate, both

in w inter and summer. The outer air should be

brought in at certain places near the floor, but

not in the immediate neighborhood of the horse,

to cause hurtful drafts of wind directly upon

him. Impure air must be ejected, as well as

pure air brought in. This can be done in sum-

mer very well by leaving several windows open

iu different parts of the barn. But a better way

ie to insert ventilators in the highest part of the

buildings, into which ventilators (square wooden

tubes) shall lead from the stalls, and which can

bo opened or closed at pleasure. These ventila-

tors should be covered with a cap, to prevent

downward currents and the beating in of rain.

By this plan, the foul air is carried off direct! 1
.

from the stall without mixing with the hay in

the lofV—"Loicef Canada Agriculturist.

Poultry Yard.

Poultry Paragraphs.— It is a fact that .

old women who live in cottages know better

to rear chickens than any other persons; the}

are more successful, and this may be

the fact that they keep but few lowls, and there

fowls are allowed to run freely in the bouse, to

roll in the ashes, to approach the fire, and to

pick up any crumbs or eatable morsels they may
find on the ground, and are nursed with

greatest care and indulgence.

The aim of every one who keeps fovrls should

be the possession of first-rate stock, whatsoever

the breed may be. Every breed has its

of excellence, aud it is desirable to have thai

standard raised as high ns tho most approved

system will carry it.

Every one should be made acquainted witl

fact that some hens are more prolific in i:?-'-

and that in some kinds the flesh is much superior

in richness than in others: and that some ar<

large in size and more hardy than others.

By warmth and judicious feeding a hen i

be made to lay as many eggs in two years as she

would under ordinary circumstances in three
;

and every one knows, or ought to know, that a

fowl fatted at two years old, is much more tender

and palatable than one that i3 older.— C. X. B<-

ment, in Country Gentlemen.

Large Poultry Establishments.—Atar-

meeting of the New York Farmer's Club, several

members stated that every attempt that had bet u

made in this country to keep fowls in I

bers had failed. One gentleman made the follow-

ing statement :

1 have probably .-pent five thousand dollars in

persevering attempts to raise poultry upon u

large scale. I have tried it in Westchester,

Orange, and Columbia counties, N. \'., where i

could procure cheap food from the city. In one

case, the cost of keeping a thousand fowls wan

$1100, and the net results $950. ! changed mj

location twice, hoping for I Tl •

I concluded to go to Illinois, where grain

cheap. Tiie result was the same. 1 have -

my time &\n\ money, and made a "lamentable

failute.'
1

I have come to the conclusion that

raising poultry upon a large scale in this country

is not profitable. If others think it is, they can

easily try it.
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How to Make Hens Lay.—Many persons feed

liens too much for laying. To keep twenty

hens through the winter, give them three pints

of corn and two quarts of oats or buckwheat

per day ; also, about twice a week, give them

shorts or bran wet with warm sour milk, of

which they seem very fond ;
make it quite wet

f

and put in a large spoonful of ground black

pepper. Give them all the green stuff that can

he had, such as cabbage leaves, parings of ap-

ples, cores and all, etc. So fed, with comforta-

ble quarters, they will lay all,winter. Keep only

early spring pullets. Change cocks every spring.

In proof of the above, we will merely observe

that a neighbor had, among a lot of hens, one

that would not lay under any circumstances ; and

as such hens are not profitable to keep, she was

considered a fit subject for the pot On dressing

she was literally filled with fat, instead of egg

ovaries.— Country GcntUmm.

Keeping Fowls.—Mr. Albert C. Vose, near

Manville, pursues what seems to us a reasonable

and profitable course in keeping fowls. He has

enclosed an acre and a quarter of land with a

high fence ; and in the enclosure he keeps about

a hundred and fifty hens. He informs us that

during nine months of the year these fowls gave

a net profit of two dollars per day, or say five

hundred dollars per year. Is not this keeping

fowls to some purpose ? In Mr. Vose's enclosure

is a running stream and fruit trees. The trees

afford shade, while their fruit-bearing is improved

by the fowls.— Woontocket Patriot.

Who Says Hens are not Profitable?—

A

neighbor of ours has one hen (a native) who has

in eight months, commencing January 20, 186G,

and to the 29th of September laid nine dozen of

eggs, brought up two broods of chickens, the

last litter, ten in number, being now two months
old, are weaned, and the hen is now laying her

tenth dozen of eggs. The first brood, four in

number, were marketed when four months old,

and averaged one dollar and twenty-seven cents

a piece.

—

Portsmouth (X. II) Chronicle, Sej>t. 4,

1866.

Waterproof Composition for Boots and
Shoes.—Take boiled oil, one pint; oil of tur-

pentine, black rosin and beeswax, of each three

ounces. Melt the wax and rosin, then stir in

the oil, remove the pot from the fire, and when
it has cooled a little, add the turpentiue.

The Profits of a Crop of Trees.

We find in Fuller's " Forest Tree Culture,"

much new and interesting matter, both of a prac-

tical and somewhat speculative character. Few,

he Bays, have ever calculate 1 the value of an acre

of oak, chestnut, hickory, or white ash. Grow-

ing as they do, in their native forests, they are

generally mixed with other trees that are often of

little worth, except for fuel; but assuming that

an acre could be planted exclusively with some

of the above varieties, one would almost be as-

tonished at the amount and value of the yield.

Taking hickory—which is always in demand for

hoop-poles, (for our latitude the same calcu-

lation could be made with white ash,) Mr. Ful-

ler proceeds to figure up the profits of an acre of

land as follows. His calculations are at least

interesting, and we doubt not reliable:

"Now the young one or two year old plants,

or even the nuts, may be put in rows four feet

apart, and the plants one foot apart in the row
;

this will give 10.800 to the acre. At this distance

they should reach this size in five to eight years,

according to the soil and the care they receive.

Then they should be thinned, by taking out

every alternate tree ; this should be done by

cutting them off near the ground. We there-

fore take out 5445 trees suitable for hoop-poles.

Their value will of course depend upon the mar-

ket, but we will say four cents, or $40 per 1000,

which would be a low price in New York ;
this

would give §217 80 (two hundred and seventeen

dollars and eighty cents) as the return for the

acre's first crop. In three or four years they will

need thinning again, and we take out, as before,

one-half, or 2722 ; these will, of course, be much

larger ; and if they will reach ten feet, and are of

good thickness, they will readily bring ten cents

each, or §272.22 for the second crop. In a few

years more they will require thinning again, and

each time, the trees being larger, will bring an

increased price. But we are not by this means

exhausting our stock—far from it, for those we
cut off at first have been producing sprouts which

have grown much more rapidly than the origi-

nals; and if a little care has been given them so

that they shall not grow so thickly as to be in*

jored thereby, we can begin to cut small hoop-

poles from the sprouts of the first cuttings before

we have cut our third or fourth thinnings of the

first crop ; consequently we have a perpetual

crop, which requires do cultivation after the first

few years. As soon as the leaves become numer-

ous enough to shade the ground, no weeds will

grow among them, and the annual crop of leaves

that fall will keep the soil rich and moist."
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Sunday Reading.

It is truly a most christian exercise to extract

sentiment of piety from the works and appear-

ances of nature. Our Saviour expatiates on a

flower, and draws from it the delightful argu-

ment of confidence in God. He gives us to sec

that taste may be combined with piety, and that

the same heart may be occupied with all that is

serious in the contemplations of religion, and be,

at the same time, alive to the charms and loveli-

ness of nature.

A perpetual calm would hinder the fructifica-

tion of flowers. Let this console us under suffer-

ing. By doing the proper duty in the proper

place, a man may make the world his debtor.

The results of "patient continuance in well-

doing" are never to be measured by the weak-

ness of the instrument, but by the omnipotence

of Him who blesseth the sincere efforts of obe-

dient faith alike in the prince as in the cottager.

I do not mean to affirm generally, that reason

is not a judge in matters of religion; but I do
maintain, that there are certain points concern-

I
ing the nature of the Deity, and the schemes of
Providence, upon which reason is dumb, and

I

Revelation is explicit; and that, in these points,

I there is no certain guide hut the plain obvious

meaning of the written Word. The question

I concerning the eternal duration of the torments

!
of the wicked, is one of these.

Learn, my sou!, to confess a truth, though
never so much to thine own diminution. Learn
to advance the honor of God, though to thv own
disparagement. Learn to decline the applause of

men, and banish from thy thoughts all conceits

of thine own worth. Learn to speak lowly of

thyself, aud to mean, as thou sayest; and seek

not thy praise from men but God.

There will come a time when three words ut-

tered with charity and meekness, shall receive a

far more blessed reward, than three thousand

volumes written with disdainful sharpness of

wit. But the manner of men's writing must not

alienate our hearts from the truth, if it appear

they have the truth.

What is thy profession, or thy place, office,

trade, or occupation? Art thou priest, or pro-

phet, captain, or counsellor, publican, physician,

tentmaker, purple-seller, fisherman, carpenter?

What need I reckon more 1 The Gospel hath ex-

amples of some saved of all these.

If Christ will cast those men into hell, that did

not visit His people, when they were in prison,

j

into what a hell will Christ cast those men, that

cas* his people into priton 7 If want of mercv

;
will condemn men at the day of judgment, what

: will acts of cruelty and unmercifulness do?

The law of God was not to be written on the

doors of the temple, but upon the posts of thine

own doors, and thou to meditate upon it. not

! only in going to the church, but in the field : in

thine house, with thy children, in all the turn-

ings of thy life and calling.

What sculpture is to a block of marble, edu-

cation is to a human soul. The philosopher, the

aunt and hero, the wise, the good and the great

man very often lie hid in the plebeian, which a

proper education might have disinterred, and

brought to light.

Men should know, that the noble power of

tuff, ring bravely, is as far above that of enter-

/-rising greatly, as an unblemished conscience,

inflexible resolution, are above an accidental

flow of spirits, or a sudden rush of blood.

The vine, olive, and fig tree, in Jotham's par-

able, will not leave their wine, fatness, and sweet-

ness to gain a kingdom
; Herod his nerodias to

save his soul ; nor of corrupt minds the corrup-

tion of their manners, lor a blessed reformation.

N'ext to the devout exercises of religion, per-

haps nothing will more completely remove sad-

ness and disquietude than the silent eloquence of

flowers, and the vocal music of birds.

Mortification and prayer must ever go togeth-

. or prayer will degenerate into formality.

Many men take a great deal more pains for

this world than heaven would cost them; and
when they have it, do not know how to live to

enjoy it.

The glitter of riches often serves to draw at-

tention to the worthlessness of the posses?*

the light emitted by the glow-worm reveals the

insect.

Whatever God himself has pleased to think

worthy of His making, its fellow-creature, man,
should not think unworthy of his knowing.

Nature has perfections, in order to show that

she is the image of God ; and defects, in order to

show that she is only His image.
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' Who was it that so lately said.

All pulses in tliy heart were dead— '

Old Earth, that now in festal robes

Appearest. as a bride new wed?
Oh, wrapped so late in winding sheet.

Thy winding sheet, oh! where is fltd?

I."! ' tis an emerald carpet now
Where the young Monarch. Spring, may tread.

He comes, and a defeated Kjng.

Old Winter, to the hills is fled."

Farm Work for the Month.

With the opening of spring, as the wintry

weather clears up. and March winds dry off the

ground, everything must be put in motion, and

nothing omitted from the necessary preparations

lo make a fair Btart, and keep pace with the

movements of the season. The first great work

of the year's operatic-

PLOUGHING.

This embraces the proper breaking up of all

aid. and all such as may be prepared for

ng down to grass for two or more years. It

is to be borne in mind, constantly, that it is not

mere cropping and its results that we are aiding

at, but progressive and lasting improvement,

mid that of this, the very foundation is good

ploughing—n thorough breaking up, of that

which we cultivate, and breaking from such a

depth as will continually increase the bulk of

fertilized soil. Below the very deepest we hare

yet reached, there is a lower depth which we
need not fear to invade one or two inches farther.

This for the permanent improvement of the land.

For the present crop, and as a point of mere

labor-saving, one good, thorough ploughing is

equal to three, imperfectly and indifferently ex-

ecuted.

In any ordinary soil, we should not be con-

tent with less than seven inches, and the nearer

we can approach twelve the better.' The sub-

soil plough will readily break to the depth of

fiftpen inches. There may be soils that form an

exception to the rule of deep ploughing, and
which, from some hurtful property of the sub-

soil, need to be deepened gradually, but they

are so rare, we think, as not to give any concern

in our ordinary operations. Where there is risk

of harm, the ground should be deepened in the

fall.

A deep soil is the very first requisite for the

successful cultivation of almost every crop.

Summer crops, so very uncertain in a shallow

soil, are, in a deep one, almost insured against

the vicissitudes of the season. Planted in a bed

of twelve inches, our all-important corn crop,

would not fail of a good yield, one year in

twenty.

Except on the lightest lands, three horses to a

plough are necessary to break sod-land properly.

As ample strength of team, as well in number
as condition, is most necessary to the success of

farm operations, see to it now, that any deficien-

cy is promptly supplied.

The master should bestow the most careful su-

pervision, to ensure that the plough, the gear-

ing, and every other requisite be in proper order,

and that his work be not slighted by the plough-

man.

On a tobacco plantation, the land devoted to

that crop should be the first sod broken, and

broken so deeply, that the turf shall not come
again to the surface, during the after working.
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OATS AND BARLEY.

These crops are usually sown upon such lands

as have been cultivated the previous jear in corn

and other hard crop, and nut thought suitable

for wheat. As clover seed is usually sown with

them, or should be, unless under the system

which makes wheat to follow oats, at least a

hundred weight of some good super-phosphate

should be sowu on the surface in immediate con-

tact with the clover seeds. Sow at the very

earliest time that the ground may be in order,

ploughing in the seed with a light furrow. Tbeu

sow immediately, clover and grass seeds and the

fertilizer, and follow with a heavy roller.

CLOVER SEED ON WHEAT FIELDS.

If clover seed has not yet been sown on wheat

fields, wait till the frost is out of the ground,

leaving it cracked and open. Then sow and fol-

low with roller. This implement will cover the

seed sufficiently, and be very beneficial to the

wheat. Six quarts of seed to the acre is not at

all too much. It is a wasteful practice to put

this costly seed upon land not properly prepared

for it, but otherwise no price would justify its

omission from an ordinary rotation of crops.

ORCHARD GRASS.

Sow seeds of this valuable grass at the same

time that clover seed is sown, and put it in by the

same operation ; this is the best of the gr

adapted to our soil and climate, when a strong

and permanent sod is wanted for grazing, as

well as for a crop of hay. It makes good hay,

little inferior to timothy if not allowed to

too ripe. It starts very early in spring, endures

drought well, grows late in fall, makes a large

aftermath, and bears close grazing, \'-

makes the better pasturage by it. It is fit for the

scythe at the same time that clover is, and the

two should be sown together. A bushel o:

to the acre is the usual quantity, sown with

other seeds, but two bushels is not too much to

ensure a thick sod. It is too expensive, however,

for seeding in an ordinary rotation : but where

hay and pasturage is needed for a succession of

seasons, it is indispeusible.

TOBACCO BEDS.

If tobacco seed be not yet sown, let there be

no delay in getting the ground ready, and put-

ting in the seed as heretofore suggested.

HANDLING TOBACCO.

The stripping should be finished as

possible. That in the bulks will now require

careful looking after. It is liable to heat and

mould, and acquire a bad smell, which it will

not get rid of by any after care. Examine the

bulks frequently, and whenever there is the

warmth, ami, indeed, whenever it is found to be

getting very soft, it should be, at once, weH

shaken out, and hung up for a thorough drying,

or laid lightly in another bulk. The most ex-

peditious and effective way of getting the crop

into i- condition.'" that is. fit for packing is

hang it up and suffer it to be well drie

then to take the first opportunity when it soften?

sufficiently for sale handling, but before the

heads get soft, to put it into a large bulk and

cover with tobacco sticks and heavy weis

exclude the air, till ready to pack.

Give stock of every sort especial attention in

accordance with suggestions of last month.

The Vegetable Garden.

Prepared for The American Farmer, by Daniel Bareeb
i!;;rv!and Agricultural College.

ivta-Roiei.

"We hope soon to have arrived at the most fa-

vorable time of the season for seed sowing, and

upon the right use of it will depend, in a great

measure, the success of keeping up a plentiful

supply of vegetables for summer, fall and win-

ter use. Those who have not yet commenced to

make hot beds for the sowing tomatoes, pep-

pers. &c, should lose no time in doing so. and

whenever the weather is favorable, and the ground

in good condition, preparation should be made

for the planting, sowing, ic, of the main crops

of early spring and summer vegetables : much

has been said of artificial manures, of unfavor-

able seasons, blight, mildew. &c. But we in-

cline to think the grand secret lies in the proper

preparation of the soil, more particularly in

sub-soiling and effective drainage. Manures of

whatever kind applied to Ian I in an ill-drained

condition, we think, is very frequently the cans*

of disease, and the crops become the prey of in-

sects.

Asparagus Bros should be lightly forked over

and dressed with salt, at the rate of about one

pound to the square yard—sow seeds for new

beds.

Cabbage.—Crops of all kinds, unless previ-

ously removed, will now begin to cumber the

ground, and should be removed at once, if there

is any fear of the supply runuing short until

spinach and kale come in. Plant tbe best of the

old stalks in a border bv themselves, and they
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will produce a few good dishes of tender greens.

Sow seed of Brussel's sprouts, Scotch kale, and

Bavoy, for fall use. Sow. also, early york and

Winingstad cabbage on a slight hot-bed or warm

border. Soon as the ground is in good condi-

tion plant out cabbage from the fall sown beds.

Cauliflowers, under glass, will begrowingnow

that the weather is milder. Remove the lights

in warm weather, and give them the benefits of

warm showers, but cover up at night when

there is any danger of frost. Towards the end

of the month prepare to make plantations of

those which have been kept under glass during

the winter—transplant those raised in heat in

January and February under glass. Sow as di-

rected for cabbage ; the early Paris for an early

vrop has succeeded best with us.

Cble;iy.—Transplant the early sown into

boxes, or on a slight hoi-bed, and sow for suc-

•eession ; the early white and red solid we can

recommend for the '•Farmer."

Lettuce.—Towards the end of the month.

some of the best plants that have been wintered

in covered frames may be planted out upon a

warm border, and others npon a more exposed

situation : bow for succession. The ouly kind

we cultivate is the true " Paris Silesian."

Onions —Sow the main crops as early as the

ground is in good condition ; for very large

ones we plant the small bulbs of last year, or

the fall sown plants in very rich ground. The

"yellow Dauvers"' and large red we are well

satisfied with.

Potatof.s.—Do not neglect to plant for the prin-

cipal crop early as the ground is in good work-

ing order. We prefer that the sets should be

hard, dark green ; and the sprouts (should any

hive made there appearance) a dark purple ; we
• -r about four inches, so that the hoeing and

ploughing between will add to the depth about

«ight inches of soil.

Rhubarb, may now be forwarded by placing

hand-glasses, or boxes over it, with a little ma-

nure round the bottom to prevent the ingi

cold winds. This plant is greatly benefited by

copious waterings of liquid manure during dry-

weather; it delights in plenty of moisture and

good living
;
now is the time to make new plan-

tations ; choose deep, rich soil, trench deep, ma-

nure heavily, and plant good roots of good va-

rieties, such as Hyatt's Linmeus, or Salt's crim-

son perfection. We have on trial upon the col-

lege grounds, some twenty varieties, which we

hope to report upon in due time.

Radish.—Mow upon a warm border the early

short top, and red turnip varieties.

P] as.— Fur the first crop, sow the Daniel

O'Rourke, or Carter's "first crop." If there is

any fear of the seed being attacked by the wire

worm, it is an excellent plan after they are sown,

an i previous to covering them up. to water

them well with a solution of spirits of tar, in

the proportion of one pint to six gallons of

water.

Pai 3ow for the main crop on good,

deep, rich soil, early as the ground is in good

working order; we believe the old hollow-

crowned, or Guerifsey, to be the best yet.

Paksluv.—A sowing of the double curled

should now be made; clean and cultivate the

ground well between the rows plaated last sum-

mer.

Spinach.—Sow on rich soil for succession the

round-leaved
;

cultivate frequently between the

rows to prevent the growth of weeds, and the

plants running to seed.

The Fruit Garden.

See that all fall planted fruit trees are securely

staked and Well protected against high winds :

take advantage of a dry day to draw away the soil

from the stems of goose-berry and currant bushes

to the depth of three inches, and about three

feet in diameter; sprinkle over the space cleared,

soot, quick-lime, and wood-ashes, returning the

soil : this has a material effect upon the vitality

of the gooseberry-caterpillar, and we find pre-

vention better than cure, and it also acts as a

stimulating manure.

Any old trees intended to be headed down for

grafting should be done at once, and all young
stalks should be grafted as early as circumstances

will admit. All operations in this department

should be finished as soon as the state of the

ground permits
;
should the weather prove dry

towards the end of the month, see that recently

planted fruit trees are not suffering for want of

moisture, as is sometimes the casein early springy

a circumstance which will raiely happen except

in dry porous soils : and in such cases the ground

should be mulched with decayed manure, to pre-

serve it in a uniformly moist state; (jive the

strawberry beds a top dressing of rotten dung if

not done in the fall, and as soon as dry weather

in, give the beds a good watering of liquid

manure. Fruit trees, as far as we have been

to examine them, appear to be well supplied

fruit buds, so that with favorable weather, we

may expect a bountiful supply of fruit.

Strawberries, under glass, will now require

frequent and liberal supplies of water al the
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ts, and sprinkling over the foliage: they will

be greatly benefited by occasional applica-

tions of manure water at the root, particularly

while swelling their fruit? : strawberry

should be uncovered soon as danger of frost is

past, and a sowing of guano applied, which we

have found to have great influence upon the crop

of fruit.

Plant a gdbd supply of strawberries, raspber-

blackberries and currants, and by do means

neglect the grape vine, which succeeds almost

everywhere; in planting the raspberry, cut the

s down nearly to the ground, by which

means you will obtain good strong cams for

year; old grape vines may be renewed by

laying some good, well-ripened shoots two or

three feet irom the stem of the parent plant.

Pruning of all kinds should be completed early

as practicable. Set out in a partially shaded

1 'Order of well prepared ground, cuttings of

grapes, currants and gooseberries, of about three

eyes each ; set about four inches apart in the row,

and one foot from row to row
;
press the earth

well to them and keep free from, weeds. See that

in cellars do not spoil by rotting.

The Flower Garden.

Mowing and dressing lawns will soon require

attention. Lawns having a hungry, sandy soil,

and liable in the summer to burn, should have a

dressing of manure every fall. We have found

:ig of well pulverized clay obviate in a

great measure the tendency to burn. Where the

Boil has become compact in flower beds, dig ?t

i. [i for the beneficial admission of air : finish the

planting and alterations in grourd work as early

as possible ; also, the pruning of shrubs.

During the present and next month is the best

time to plant, roses from pots
;
young plants of

China, Tea, Bourbon, and hybrid perpetuals,

will bloom finely in the fall_if planted now in

good rich soil.

Box edging planted now will do much better

than when planted in the fall. If the weather

prove dry after planting, keep newly planted

beds well watered • few plants die. the

edging will appear very unsightly during the

Mimracr.

Divide and plant herbaceous plants, as many
of the Astors, Phloxis, Veronicas, and many
other strong growing kinds throw up too manv
fiower shoots, it is best to thin them out when
about three inches high not only to obtain fine

heads of blooms, but also to increase the strength

of the remaining shoots. Plant out wallflowers,

Sweet Williams. Canterberry bells, &c, not for-

getting Delphinium formosum. one of the most

showy of herbaceous plants. The early bloom-

ing kinds will soon becoming into flower, and,

if choice kinds, may be propagated from cutl a

as soon as the bloom is over.

Sow the seeds of early annuals in patches : a

slight covering will be sufficient. Mark the

places with small sticks, which will be a guide

to prevent any other thin. '.anted too

near them.

Pansies in beds should be spread out, and their

long stems covered with rich earth to within two

inches of the ends, these will root and flower

finely. 9ow seed ; filled with light rich

earth. Plant out those in pots.

Bedding Plants, such as verbenas, geraneums.

heliotrope, &c, cut-

tings of all may be put in pots, or boxes filled

with Light sandy soil, and placed under glass

upon a slight hot bed. Tender annuals for early

blooming, such as ten-week stalks, mignonette,

balsams, cockscomb, amaranthns, German and

French asters, phlox, 4c., should be sown on a

slight hot-bed. and brought forward in pots.

To pass in review all the annuals worthy a place

in the Flower Garden, would take up more space

than could be spared for the purpose. I will

therefore only name those which we consider

most worthy of a place in the garden o:

" Farmer.
"

SELECT LIST OF HARDY ASBfUALB.

Ageratum Mexicanum, Alyssum sweet. Am-
ranthus Hypocondriacus. Amaranthns Melan-

cholicus Rubra. Amblyolepis Letgera. Arteme-

sia Annua. Bartonia Aurea, Galliopsis Coronata.

Ctllishoe Pedata. Canary Bird Flower, Candy-

tuft, sweet scented; Candjtuft, new Rocket:

Canna in variety. Chrysanthemum Burridgean-

um, Clarkia Bleg :ia Pulchella Gran-

diflora, Dianthus Heddewiji, Eternal, or Ever-

lasting Flowers. Godetia Lindreyana, Helichry-

sum in variety. Larkspur. Dwarf Rocket. Lim-

nanthus Donglassii, Marvel of Peru, Minonette,

Nasturtium Tom Thumb, in variety: Nemophila

in variety, Anothera Drummondii, Phlox Drum-
mondii, in variety; Portulaca, in variety; Ta-

getus Signata Pumila, Ziunea, the fine double

varieties.

Food for Hogs.—A writer for the Western
Rural argues in favor of concentrated food for

hogs. He says he never knew a slop-fed hog to

grow and keep healthy and make as rapid growth,

as one allowed the range of good pasture, and
given dry feed, such as corn, or oats and corn, or

barlev meal.
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For the "American Farmer. 1 '

Inflammation of the Spleen—Carbuncle of the
Spleen—Spleen Disease of Cattle.

This disease has often been taken for Pleuro-

pneumonia, and I therefore take the liberty to

furnish sonic explanations in regard to it.

It attacks all kinds of domestic animals, and

amongst them even poultry; is highly dangerous,

and destroys the majority of them in so short a

time, that often death ensues before anything

can he undertaken to prevent it. Inflammation

of the spleen mostly appears with cattle, swine,

and sheen, but not so frequently with hi

The disease is more prevalent in warm regions

than in cold, and appears mote gene; ally in

summer than in winter. It was known in the

most remote times, and in nearly every country.

Thus we find in the Iliad a narrative of the de-

tions caused by this disease among the

cattle herd of the Greeks.

The progress of the disease is extremely rapid

and destructive, requiring the speediest help of

an energetic and careful surgeon perfectly ac-

quainted with the nature of the symptoms. After

these general remarks, I beg leave to offer the

following speeial information in regard to

I. Spleen Disease in tattle.—Spleen fever,

which often makes very rapid progress, the ani- :

mal, which hitherto appeared perfectly healthy

and sound, is suddenly taken sick during its
'

work or at the trough, and even while eating :

it drops down as if Stricken by lightning, and

death from convulsions ensues in a tew minutes.
|

Sometimes the attack is of a longer duration,
|

twelve to sixteen hours. In such cases the ani-

mals appear to be weak and sullen : ci

eat; si I reals; is either Stupefied or

excited and wild, and runs from place to place,

_ and bellowing iu great agitation. From
.'couth and nose there Mows a slimy froth, often

mixed with blood ; the eyes are red and covered

with tears, standing wide open and emerging

from the sockets; upon different parts of the

body convulsions are perceptible, and the ani-

mal at last expires under these eonvulsious.

Shortly after decease a black, tar colored blood

is often seen to emerge from the mouth, nose and

rectum ; the genitale curl up and show a dark,

red or bluish color, and the carcass is rapidly

;
.cd by putrefaction.

But it is not always that inflammation of the

spleen is attended with such rapid pro

this; in soue lib does not ensue until

a lapse of from eighteen to thirty-six hours.

In such cases the disorder begins with trepida-

tion and convulsive fits, perceptible on different

parts of the skin. The diseased animal retire-;

. the crib or trough, or slowly and he

ingly follows the herd inopenair; if keeps the

head down, is sullen and lazy, pays no attention

to others, and moves its feet in an irregular

manner; appetite and rumination generally dis-

r entirely.

.Milch cows cease to give milk, the animal

shows very little or no desire to drink ; it is

fearful, and looks wildly around; the surface

of the body, the ears, horns and mouth repeat-

edly change from warm to cold ; the eyes, at the

beginning red and fiery, become dull, and often

blood flows from the nose and rectum, the

mouth is filled with foam ami froth, the respi-

ration difficult, forcible and wheezy, accompa-

nied with gnashing of the teeth ; the pulse rises

from seventy to one hundred in a minute, and a

Strong and vehement palpitation of the'heart is

perceptible. During the last stages the surface of

the body becomes cool and the animal dies ;i

eonvulsious. During my practice, I have wit-

nessed a ease where the disease, after a duration

of five days, resulted in death ; but Oris is only

to l»e considered as an exception, and to

ascribed to a very powerful bodily constitution.

II. Carbuncle of (he Spleen.— In many, if no;

in most cases, there appears in the beginning, or

luring the progress of the inflammation of the

spleen, swellings or protuberances, called car-

buncles, on different parts of the body, especially

upon the head, neck and shoulders, the flanks

or buttock, and even the shanks become coveted

with carbuncles.

These carbuncles mature very rapidly, feeling

hot in the beginning, extending perceptibly in

height and width, and becoming, in most i

cold and hard. Upon incision, a yellow,
g

tinous matter shows itself under the skin.

The carbuncle has been considered a beneficial

and natural formation, but it increases the dau-

ber when it appears upon the head and neck.

rendering respiration more difficult or even im-

le. Another danger arises from the :

that theychange into inflamraed ulcers of the most

malignant character. If these ulcers recedi

is in most cases an indication of death, because

other parts, especially the lungs, then beco

infected. In many eases inflammation of the

Spleen, an accumulation of thickened, tar colored

I takes place iu the rectum, which is

inonly called loin or marrow blood. These

itoms have been erroneously regarded a

special whereas they are only incidental

to the inflammation. This inflammation of the

rally a most da:
I

which destroys most of the infected animals, i-
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is important not to confound it with other

disease.

When it happens that one or more cattle sud-

denly die, especially in summer, without any

previous visible indications of disease, the preva-

lence of inflammation of the spleen is always

strongly to be suspected, although it may be

mistaken for another disease called "blowing

up," which is always the consequence of over

feeding, especially on clover.

As soon as the spleen disease makes it appear-

ance among a herd, the healthy animals should

be separated from the sick, and the cattle con-

fined to spacious, cool, shady and well ventilated

sheds. Sultry heat, as well as fetid or cor-

rupted stable air, must be carefully avoided.

The best and most reliable remedy, as 1 have

found by numerous trials in my practice, con-

sists in pouring cold water upon the animal

until it shows a violent trembling. This can

be done by pouring the water, in a bucket, from

a moderate height, upon the back of the animal,

and every two hours one-half ounce of sulphuric

acid, in a half pint of water, must be given to

the animal to swallow. A still better inward

remedy consists of chloride of lime, of which I

give one-half ounce mixed with flour and water

every half hour, until improvement is observed.

The carbuncles have to be opened and cleansed

with water or a solution of vitrol of zinc, by

means of a syringe, after which butter of anti-

mony is to be applied, with a small brush.

This operation requires the greatest care on the

part of an experienced person, and it is therefore

better to entrust it to a skilful veterinary sur-

geon. In case of constipation, two ounces of

saltpetre and three quarters of a pound of glau-

ber salts should be given inwardly, and salt,

soap and warm water applied outwardly. Upon

the breast lappels, a fontanel of thirty grains of

hellebore must be applied. If improvement

appear to be felt after twenty-four or thirty

hours, the following powder is to be given twite

a day with bran fodder—two outlets gentian,

one ounce saltpetre, one-half ounce powdered

calamus, eight drachms of gold sulph. antimon.

li is very dangerous to eat the 11- sh of an

infected animal, and although this effect bus not

been felt in some cases, there are numerous in-

stances where the eating of such meat, or even

the juice or gravy, has beeu followed with deatb

or the most alarming symptoms. The milk of

the affected animal is likewise dangerous, al-

though not to such an extreme degree.

Persons who are entrusted with the treatment

or care of diseased animals, should be very

cautious not to touch or handle any of the blood

or raw flesh, without first covering the hand.

When a blfeter or fontanel is to be applied, or

medicines to be put in the mouth of the animal,

the hands of the person ought to be veiled or

covered with gloves, and immediately afterwards

every soiled spot of the skin carefully cleaned

with soap, water or a solution of chloride of

lime. Contagion follows very rapidly, and in-

stances are recorded where the blood of an

infected animal, even when received into the

human system from the sling of a fly, has proved

most deadly in its effects

.

The disease caused iu the human body, if not

the result of eating the flesh of animals affected

with inflammation of the spleen, is called "black

pox," which appears upon the affected spot,

producing an itching or burning, and iu a short

lime a small bunch arises, containing a liquid

fluid; this spot becomes of a red, brown, and

at last of a dark purple color, and changes into

a hardened knob.

Several days afterward a general and painful

swelling, accompanied by disease of the whole

body, takes place. The affected person complains

of headache and nausea, fever and ague appears,

with extreme and burning thirst, and dry, itch-

ing tongue ; the mind of the patient becomes

disturbed, and after repeated attacks of fainting,

he dies in the greatest agony.

I have witnessed two cases of this horrible

disease, one in the dominions of Count Dolgrow,

in Russia, during 184ti; and the other upon the

farms of Count Pontales, in Prussia, near Ber-

lin, during 1S40. Eoth these eases resulted in

death, although the most renowned physicians

were consulted. Dr. Henry Gu>K,

Late Chief Vitrinary Surge* 'i S. -!.

312 Crown sheet, Phila.

Grease the Wheels.—Oil and black lead is

supposed to be the best substance, but we have

always found lard and flour apparently as good.

If the wheels are kept well lubricated, very "lit-

tle difference will be found between the case of

running wooden and iron axles in ordinary farm-

work. The smaller the axle, the less will always

be the friction, other beings being eq.tnl ; but be-

cause the spokes have a greater purchase, the

friction being the resisting force, and being near-

er the end of the lever when the axle is small.

Amount Produced.—The aggregate produc-

tion of wool in the whole globe is estimated as

1,616,000,000 pounds, or a pound and a quarter

to each inhabitant, reckoned at 1,200,00Q,0C0

people.
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Kcr tie " American Farmer."

Trees.

It may appear absurd to the owners of large

tracts of woodland, that the trees of small

dens should be admired and thought worthy of

as much care as we often find bestowed upon

them: and. perhaps, there may he those who

ider the leafv giants altogether out of place

in such situations, and feel no regret at having

them laid low. to make way for some cramped

op flower led. or may he for a potato or ca

patch. We have been grieved in passing through

Duntry, to see the want of taste and feeling

shown on this very important subject by almost

all classes concerned in the building of resi-

dences. To judge by the unsparing use of the

••woodman's axe,"' by those who are selecting

Dg houses, be they mansions or

cottages, one would think that the noble trees

of our woods and forests were a nuisance, to be

put out of sight as quickly as possible; and that

no piece of ground, whether of one hundred

acres or only one, c ady tor building

upon, or laying out as a garden, lawn. ic. un-

ery tree had been rooted out and the ground

made bare as a blasted pasture.

Then the pathways, where we have walked

under the shady maple and the spreading elm :

for their shadowy branches uow ! Poor

comfort for those who admire those noble mon-

s of the forest, to be told that the pathway

will be much drier, and the roads may be kept

in much better condition ; that now the sun and

wind will dry up all mud. and that there will

be no accumulation of leaves and litter. It is

Sad to recall the rural beauty of some of those

wild woodland scenes, where we have wandered

with loved ones "now gone," in search of the

wildlings of the wood. We remember one old

by-road, with its avenues of wide, spreading

rican Elms,
i Ulmia Americana.) which we

think one of the mo?t graceful and beautiful of

nil our native forest trees, on each side, and

bounded on the south by a beantifal a .

grove of the lovely Hemlo
'

Camdensit)

.

Beyond were the sweet, green meadows, gay with

wihl flowers, while every here and there upon

its undulating surface were natural clumps of the

beautiful evergreen
; and the scarlet ma-

ma,) where one might sit and

. it was within one mile of

fa flourishing aud populous city. But

the beautiful spot, not unlike many others of a

—
the woodman's axe. in laying low that beautiful

i of hemlocks; still the branches waved

overhead in the beautiful meadow beyond, and

the green resting places remained : but, ere long,

. the woodman's axe was doing its work,

and all the trees, young aud old, were laid low:

tnd meadow " broken up." and the park-

, and what a beautiful site it was lor a

public park !) grounds surrounded by a Virginia

••snake fence." The surface of that beautiful

is now covered over with blackened stumps,

and the prospect over the whole is one of deso-

lation ; and the old by-road is turned into as

dull and uninteresting a highway as ever con-

tractor rejoiced in. There may be situations

where flue trees are in the wrong places, aud

must be removed. If too close to a dwelling,

or where they shut out distantand desirable views,

or where crowding upon other more valuable

-. but, in general, the enjoyment, as well as the

1 eauty of a small [lace, is very greatly enhanced

by the surroundings of fine and noble trees.

Few in number, we believe them to be, and often

in the way, it may be thought of flower beds,

walks, &c.; but for such things, who, with any

taste for the beautiful, lias either eye or heart to

sacrifice a noble elm. oak. or maple, or a horse

chesnut. with its magnificent snowy spikes of

flowers, a beech, with its foliage alike beautiful

in the greenness of early spring, or in the rich,

deep, red and yellow, glory of the fall ; a wild

cherry, with its racimes of beautiful flowers, and

its carmine brightness in decay, or the "queen

of the wood," the graceful, silvery birch, trem-

_ to every passing breeze, and its leaves of

golden hue covering the grouud, when the win-

ter winds have stript the branches, leaving them

almost as beautiful in their winter barrenm -

when clothed in their fragrant summer foliage.

" Woodman spare that tree.'"

In the sultry days of summer, who does not

value a tree for its grateful shade, as well as for

uity? But it is in the fall when the latter

quality is in its glory. In the gloriousness aud

sity cf coloring, we have never witnessed

^inour wanderings) anything to equal the autum-

nal foliage of the American forests. To the

real lover of trees, the interest is not departed

even when the winter winds have BWept the

y out of the landscape, in the eyes of the

ordinary observer; for not only is the form but

the tree characteristic of each tree then Been.

Then it is we witness the sheltering spread of

the beech, the light playfulness'of the birch with

Itrength and grace of the ash. ft •.. ,\r •.: each

and all have a claim on our admiration. We
then find enough in the color of the bark, varied

is from purple hues to silvery gray, and
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marbled from root to branch with many interest-

ing kinds of moss and lichens, which, even to

an unartistic eye. can but appear beautiful. Nor

does the snow storm deprive the landscape of its

beauties, as is clearly evinced from the window
of the room in which we write, the prospect

from which is varied, rich, and beautiful. The

trees are now bending beneath or bearing up

their feathery burdens; a contrast which renders

them more clearly defined— the evergreens more

ially. The pine and cedars, with their hea-

vy loads of snow. (January 12, ) standing out so

noble here and there among the bare stems and

branches, and now. frequently, when a sudden

frost comes on during the night, and the s

of the morning are again being opened, when,

lo ! all the trees are sparkling as with diamonds,

the dripping moisture changed to brilliant jew-

els, beautiful emblems of the depressing trials

of the true Christian—meekly and nobly borne,

not unfiequently changed to blessings, and the

garment of praise given for the spirit ot heaviness.

Well may Buskin say that no one can be far

wrong in the way of life, or right temper of

mind, if he loves the trees enough
; if human

life be cast among trees at all. the love borne to

them is a sure test of its purity. Each individ-

ual that loves trees at all, has. most probably,

some one special favorite, the preference cot un-

frequently determined by early associations, but

whether it is the noble oak, or the graceful I

it matters not, ".he longer we know and study

our favorite, the more do we value it, and the

playfellow of childhood becomes the friend of

riper years. It has been suggested, that some

of the trees in the immediate front of our col-

lege should be cut down, and perhaps it may be

done to advantage; but few things are more

perplexing to the lover of trees than the decision

as to which shall fall, either in a wood or upon

the lawn, or where a view may be opened or

light and air admitted to the dwelling. .No one

who merely looks upon trees to be cut down, can

understand the hesitation and alternate cb

of plan between summer thought and winter

thought of our cherished trees: and is it not

wise to ponder and look at the question on all

sidi-s. and remember that cutting down a Iree i?

an irretrievable step ? But when a tree is doomed
to fall, it is best to make its removal a source of

pleasure instead of indulging in vain regrets, as

it must be admitted that by the timely and judi-

cious removal of some, even noble irce, additional

enjoyment is gained. But we would spare and

cherish every tree whenever and wherever prac-

ticable, whether it be upon the farm, garden or

lawn. &c. Many of our beautiful trees are fast dis-

appearing in the same way as they have done

in other countries. Fiance, says M. Thuan, will

disappear, as many flourishing countries have, if

she does not follow the example of Cyrus, who
planted forests in Asia Minor. It is only the

abuudance of forests and water that en

China to support her 300,000. COO of inhabitants,

because in this empire there are more trees

planted than destroyed. Spain, so densely popu-

lated, and so highly cultivated, at the tin

the Romans, the Moors, and Charles A", owes her

desolate aspect at present to this waste of wood.

So it will be in this country, unless we plant trees

to supply the place of those we cut down.

Daniel Barkbb, Md, Aj. College.

For the "American Farmer '

Estimating Corn in Crib.

I frequently see in agricultural and other pa-

pers rules for estimating the quantity of shelled

corn in cribs on the ear, without making any

difference in the division for large or small cob

corn. The presumption is that the seller means

only to give five bushels shelled corn to the bar-

rel in ears. The buyer of course cannot demand

more than measure. I have bought and

corn by the following measurement, which has

given satisfaction. If the studding or framing

is inside the crib or house, and the cob of the

corn is of fair size, divide by eleven. If no fram-

ing but flush sides and ends, and the corn be deep

grained with small cob. divide by tcu. After

leveling the corn, multiply the length, breadth

and depth together, and divide by eleven or ten.

as before stated.

EXAMPLES.

12 feet long.

11 feet broad.

132

t> feet deep.

11)792 cubic feet.

72 barrels shelled corn.

5 bushels in a barrel.

360 bushels shelled corn.

12 feet long.

11 feet bi

132

G feet deep.

10)792

79T
Z
jy

barrels and one bushel shelled :

Yours, very respectfully,

D. H. Lose.
Princess Anne Co., Ta , Jan. 17th, 181

"
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For the "American Farmer."

Drainage of Flat Lands.

Chaptico, St. Makv's Co., Md.

January 16, 13GT.

Gentlemen*: "'
I am -• - Horace,

and so say I

— " cribjx I, and confined,"

as at present I am. I.y the silent falling of the

silver flakes, until it seems that shortly, " Pe-

Kon upon Ossa," must.be the result : and, were

it not that [ fished out, from under the garret

and rubbish of the former proprietor of these

acres, a whole lot of " old Fanners,'' running

away hark into tbeclassic timrs of Edmund Ruf-

fin, Horace Capron, Ed. Stabler," "ilidotRne

genua"— 1 say. were it not for this fortunate

"raid," I should probably, on such a day as

this, find myself "whistling for the want of

thought ;" for my select library, a cherished in-

stitution, which sprang into being with my boy-

hood, am! grew with my growth, away down iu

the Palmetto State, was most barbarously " Sher-

manized," and, for the first time in my lite, I

find myself both without books and without

money to buy. Think of my choice Roman en-

gravings, and volumes, printed and purchased

iu the very land of the Dantes, Petrarchs ami

Tassos—Michael Angelos, Raphaels and Titians

—all - to make "a Yankee Holiday."

We may forgive—'tis more than mortal to for-

get, ise this digression, but it is dif-

ficult to avoid •• harping on my daughter," and

I must now face the music, and tell you why I

have had tic presumption to address you at all.

in the rice regions, where ditching

is the "iu I having located myself here,

if not a. .i.i in the swamp, still upon very wide

fiat 1. _ immediately upon the ban .

the Wycomico, I suddenly found myself, after

the first heavy fall of rain, surrounded by wa-

ter—yea, "water, water everywhere, and, (many)

;> to drink "—and, in the total absence of

drains, there it stood, freezing and thawing, and

thawing and freezing, alternately, to my most

pert i;d a fatal premonitor that uo

crop could live ui ler such circumstam

Thin'.. • perfect drainage of my old

rice field-. determine to introduce the

I ly off the tie-Ids after " that

jjly, as soon as I could put

and, I struck off my flat

fields into beds, thirty feet wide, and with Minor

& Ii nd very !a:

threw i the centre; which immedi-

atelj rowns about twelve inches, and

depi' down to the bottom of the

roporlionately. A second plow-

ing, in last autumn, for wheat, on the -

principle, has now'raised these beds about ei

teen inches on the crowns over the fall of the

water furrows ; and the late heavy rains of Oc-

tober so thoroughly put my Bystem to the I

that I could exclaim with impunity, " Fiat jtu-

•r COt htm.''

But, imagine my satisfaction when, upon rtira-

1 over those old mutilated "Farm is," I

came upon an article from the pen of the immor-

tal Ruffin, entitle'!: • Various Essays on Prac-

tical Fanning." Among these. I found one

voted precisely to my system of wide b

unfortunately, both of the numbers are 90 m

lated, that more than half of the article is lost.

I think, gentlemen, if you can lay your bauds

on those numbers, ''July and Augu

and, also, the >• Farmer's Register, volume vi..

and insert them in the Farmer, you

will be doing not only me, but many more of

your valuable reader?, an important service.

Perhaps, if desirable to yon, 1 may send you a

diagram illustrating how the drainage is effectu-

ally performed.

What do you think of barley—would there be

much certainty of making a crop in this reg

the soil being a sandy loam? It was broken up

last spring eiejit inches deep for oats—will be

broken again the same depth for barley, ami re-

ceive about 150 pounds Peruvian guano per acre.

May it be threshed in the ordinary wl

thresher? Is Baltimore a certain market for it,

or must it lie shipped elsewhere? Let us have

ui article on '• Barley." Iu these days of ex-

pensive labour, on the 'New England idea''

plan, I am casting about for sometbinf

on the old pasture fields, instead of keeping up '

that old style "rotation;" and I would like to

know how it would auswerto bring on "Flax''

- rotation : say after corn or oats. It' not

demanding too much, I wouid like to see an ar-

ticle ou " Flax Culture." My own idea is this :

if, as I am informed, there are mills which will

buy the straw, after it is threshed, without rotting,

to raise it. and ship it to market in that comlt-

wlll the wheat thresher again answer

iiig out the seed, and a hay press for the

straw ?

With many apologies for intruding so m;

tilings upon your attention, I remain.

Your most obedient servant,

•• Palmetto."*
The editor of the Mobile (Ala.) /

thinks the principal advanl e

Northern farmers over those iu the South is in

the better implements used by the former.
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Artificial Manures.
BY W. WALLACE PTFB.

[A Lecture delivered to the students, of the Royal Agri-
cultural College. Circenc

From the contrast of value presented in our

last lecture between animal and mineral manures,

excellent as some of the latter can be rendered

by comminution and chemical solution, you must

have felt the ii. finite superiority of the former

a- a resource of fertilization. The truth is. that

the value of animal manures consists less in the

amount or quality of their inorganic constituents,

than in their ammoniaca] contributions to the

pies of plants. The gluten in

wheat, being its principal nitrogenised constitu-

ent, may unquestionably be increased or dimin-

ished in quantity according to the quality of the

manure. Thus Herrnbstaedt gives a table show-

ing that

WHEAT YIELDED

Glnten. Starch. Pr '

Without manure 9 J 6ti 7 threefold.

With vegetable matter 9 6 65.9 fivefold

dang 12.0 623 sevenfold.
12.2 63.2 ninefold.

' horse dang 13 7 61.6 tenlnld.

- ;i 9 4J 4 twelvefold.
_ it twelvefold.

d night-soil 33.1 414 fourteenfold.
il od 34 '-! 413 (bo

" human urine 35 1 33 3 twelvefold.

Theoretically, vegetable manuring, or the an-

tique practice of "greeu manuring," extensively

practiced by the ancient Romans, who grew

many crops for no other purpose, ought to prove

more beneficial than it is ever found in practice.

It is. however, frequently resorted to by the

skilful farmer when he perceives it necessary to

.t the organic constituents of the soil.

Mr. Campb 11, of Craigie. found no better way
of manuring for wheat, after turning, than by

ploughing in the tops while yet green, and in-

deed as soon as the turnips could be moved from

the land. Sea-weed is the only thing, in the

fa plant, excepting, possibly, rape-cake,

that is attended with great success in manuring,

and being of marine vegetation, it furnishes most

valual Ii :.:s to the land, such as car-

bonates, phosphates, sulphate of lime, and com-

mon salt .Mr. Wilson has well illustrated the

result of applying various substances experi-

mentally on pasture land near Largo, in Fife-

shire. tiowu and reaped together.

A CROP OF HAY TCRXEI) DOT—
re- Am.

rnm^nured 3360 lbs.
-. in

lime from gaswoi ka
-.. wood oharca d

ledust 5544 '
;

- nitrate of potash
20 1b-! nitrate of soda 6272

•

- sulphate of ammonia >""

— gallons of liquor from gasworks.,, 7560 "

This is as fair a trial as could possibly lie of

the contrast betwixt the stimulating powers of

specifics, as applied to one particular crop ; and

I select the example because it perfectly accords

with the theoretic value of the manures applied,

and does not exhibit that sort of miscarriage in

experiment, from whatever cause arising, in

which we see the unmanured plot equaling or

exceeding, in some instances, those supplied with

known fertilizers. When such is th * result, we

may rest assured that there has been some mis-

management somewhere. Although we do not,

iu our practice, manure the plant, but the soil,

Mr. Lawes and others have so far indicated the

'approaches of science towards rendering crops

of different kinds its patients as :o have laid

down the following rules for treating plants with

manures, recording to the specific objects of their

cultivation. Lie' ig has distributed plants into

three classes—silica, lime, and potash [.hints—ac-

cording to the predominance of these items in

their ash. including, under the first, the ordinary

cereals, wheat, barley, oats and rye : under the

second, the leguminous, as peas and clover; and

under the third, tubers, as turnips, potatoes,

beet root, and the Jerusalem artichoke. Liebig

commences his rotation under the potash plant,

say with turnips, because, immediately after

manuring with farm-yard dung, such plauls

would absorb the soluble active alkaline in

and prevent their being dissipated by rains and

because these matters, being less required by

other crops, would have to remain in the soil,

unless first used up. Potash plants, moreover,

should commence the rotations, because they

would admit of portions of silicic acid, which

other plants require, being separated and rendered

soluble in time for the silica plains—wheat, for

instance—which would come next in the rota-

tion. Very well, as neither the potash plant, in

the first place, nor the silica plant, iu the next,

will be fouud to demand much lime, the lime

plant—clover, for example—will come in admir-

ably as the third rotation : and the land, during

the growth of this plant, will, iu a great mea-

sure, obtain rest after the exhausting action of

the wheat or silica crop. Besides, although the

silica plant may have required phosphates in ad-

dition to the silicic acid, it will he found that the

lime plant, coming in succession to it. will benefit

likewise by the phosphates, and yet leave enough,

and no more, in the ground to mature the sr-eds

of a fourth crop—oals or rye. Thus, therefore,

we have the four-shift rotation, founded on the

purest principles of science. Regarding the ap-

plication of artificials in the promotion of specific

crops, the following may be recommei: •
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1. That for plants cultivated !or their primary

us, leaf and stein—meadow grass, clover.

cinqe-foil, tare?, cabbages, and other fodder

nta—the manare should 1 e substances yielding

ammonia : h as Peruvian guano, sul-

phate and muriate of ammonia, nitrate of soda,

dung from stall fed cattle, salts of lime, with

ate of ammonia, sou;

J. For plants cultivated for their intermediate

_ :is. that is bulb or tuber, us turnips, man-

.. the proper manures are pbos-

phatic guanos, of which the best is Phospho

guano, as it contains sufficient ammonia to give

the plant R rt, super-phosphate of lime,

and weH rotted I

3. Fur ts Itivated for their ultimate or-

- w heat, barley,

beans, tares, clover seed, & .-.. the phos-

phatie manures are the best, or any or.

r slowly yielding ammonia, as. for instance,

residuum from highly manured green crops, rape-

cake, dung from - ra\e.

Johnston, who tested some of these last

.s, fouud the returns

FROM ONE BUSHEL Or

—

ry. Oi:-.

Rloort 14 10 12J< 14
! te >il 13 U.'s 13Jj

: . . 12 16 14 13
Horse duu.^ 10 13 14 11
1 - . - 10 1-2 9
Cow dung 7 11 1(5 9

manure 3 7 13 6
Wiilioui manure. 4 5 4

A variety of circumstances, some of them the

failui • me the improvements in agricul-

ture—c'.ov - on the one hand, and deep-

ening -cultivation on the other—are, however,

driving out our rotations from four to six-

intervals. We shall therefore consider what
might be the ordinary application of mam.:

a six shift rotatiou. Suppose that a crop of or.ts

were the first in the rotation. This would re-

quire very little manuring, if coming after pre-

viously manured preen crop, lea, or. as frequently

happens with this crop, after the breaking up of

old
|

hich have been kDown to yield,

invariably, the largest oat crops. .Mangold and

potatoes might follow next—the last wool

quire to be manured with vegetable and animal

manure »*rom the previous!;- . long heap,

at the rate of from twenty to thirty tor.-

acre, according to the quality and condition of

the soil ; the former with a mixture of animal

and vegetable matter, which should be applied

at the same rate per acre, in a well decom:

condition. The culture of wheat, after these

fallow crops, is a simple process, and for manure,

it would be chiefly dependent on the r<

-

from these, with additions of substances slowly

yielding ammonia. For turnips, carrots. &c,
the land is to be limed at the rate of thirty

- ells per acre, after removal of the n

crops. Lime, although, as we shall see presently,

an important agent in promoting the fertility of

the soil, by calling into action its nutritive prin-

ciples, and greatly improving the quality of

pruduce. must be employed, however, in numer-

ation, because over-doses too often inevitably

>!on scour. I ultimately bar-

renuess. In the six-shift rotation, the quantity

mentioned can be applied only once, and in this

manner : The lime shells are carted to the firm

luring the summer, aud there mixed wi

equal bulk of earthy matter, c and

other weeds, for decomposition—road -

ditch scourings, the earth and r. f old

lands and old hedgerows that may have

I—everything adds to the variety,

for this purpose there is good in even I

This mixture is of far easier application to the

land than mere earth mixture, and the lime more

easily managed iu windy weather. This appli-

cation of lime is not. however, manuring :

turnips— it is a mere amelioration of the land

for the ensuing rotation. The turnips are to be

manured from previously prepare 1 and well

decomposed dung heap, at the rate of twenty-five

tons per acre for Swedish, an 1 twenty tous for

other descriptions, laid in heaps in the hollow

of every fifth drill, at nine feet intervals

spread out equally in the hollows of all the five

drills, with light three-pronged forks, so as to be
' immediately covered in by the double mould board

plough, splitting the drills down the centre. Ry
harr. rorruer drills of root crops

a rich soil for barley is diffused over the un-

dunged intervals, and agists materially its pro-

duction as fifth in the rotation, since its sn

like that of the grasses generally, depends more

on pulverization than on fresh manuring. Grass

-liling and hay, having been sown down
with the barley, may be depastured wl

with one of the most enri.-hing things known,

the sheep, whose "golden feet*' will do it no

injury, whilst those of cattle would poach and

d stroy the young plants. Nor must sheep be

suffered to crop the herbage to bare. Bince, if

stinted of food, they would eat the crown spikes

of the young plauts, and destroy their vitality.

This is the common and natural mode of a;

ing manures, but few are the farmers who ran

rd to stop here. They

apply in addition and in aid of these old-world

manures, the artificials of the day, or lag behind

in the race of production. In addition to the

imported substances treated of in our last lecture
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we have the nitrate of soda, a white saline sub-

stance, found in Peru, applicable as a top-dressing

to grass lands and young corn. It is frequently

adulterated with common salt, which, however,

will crackle, whilst uitrate of soda, as well as

nitrate of potash, (saltpetre.) will simply flare

up, if a pinch be thrown into a hot lire, so that

the adulteration can readily be detected. Nitrate

of sod i ought to be composed of nitric acid and

soda in the proportions of fifty-four to thirty-one.

It is therefore valuable in affording a supply of

nitrogen and soda to growing crops, wheu ap-

plied in spring as a top-dressing, at the rate of

one to one and a half cwt. per acre.

Sulphate of ammonia is now better understood

and more highly esteemed by the farmer, as a

top-dressing for cereal and grass crops, and as a

mixture with phosphatic manures for root crops.

Many, indeed, prefer it to nitrate of soda as a

top-dressing, being considered less injurious to

the young plant whilst in a tender state.

But, next to farm yard minure and guano,

bones are the grand resource of the enterprising

British farmer, as their yearly increasing con-

sumption, whether in a raw or manufactured

state, complete!; proves. At present, the largest

portion of our supplies are drawn from South

America, the -Mediterranean, and the Baltic ports,

and, although the Baltic bones are most in de-

mand, because they bulk largely when ground,

owing to the barbarous habit of selling buues by
measure, and their consequently producing more

bushels to the ton, the bones from other quarters

are found fully as rich in mauurial value. In

purchasing by weight instead of by measure,

farmers could thus secure a manure, as good in

all respects, at from 3s. to lus. less per ton.

Bones may be rendered more immediately active

by boiling, to remove the fat ; and we have in

the College Museum a specimen oi' steamed bones,

but nothing is equal to their conversion into

super-phosphate.

With reference to this subject, I cannot help

citing the passage from Baron Liebig, 10 which
I referred in a former lecture. It is incredibly

fierce

:

" England," he exclaims, " is robbing ail other

countries of the conditions of their fertility

Already, in her eagerness for boues, she has

turned up the battle fields of Liepzic. of Water-

loo, aud of the Crimea; already from the cata-

combs of Sicily she has carried away the skeletons

of many successive generations. Anuuallv she

removes from the shores of other countries to her

own the mauurial equivalent of three millions

and a half of men, whom she takes from us the

means of supporting, and squanders down her

sewers to the sea. Like a vampire she bangs on

the neck of Europe, nay, of the entire world,

and sucks the heart blood from nations, without

a thought of justice towards them, without a

shadow of lasting advantage to herself.

'•It is impossible," he proceeds to say "that

such iuiquitous interference with the Divine or-

der of the world should escape its rightful

punishment: and this may, perhaps, overtake

England even sooner than the countries

Most assuredly a time awaits her, when all her

riches of gold, iron, and coal will be inadequate

to buy back a thousandth part of the conditions

of life which for centuries she has wantouly

squandered away."

No more extensive manuring practice, apart

from the ordinary routine of fertilization, is

known in agriculture than the application of

lime; and no wonder, its effects are marked, and

indeed marvellous. So great a stimulant is lime,

that an overdose of it. as it is called, is a well

known method of raising scourging crops, and

producing exhaustion and sterility in the soil.

I mentioned that Liebig designates one class of

plants as -: lime plants.'' They are represented

by lucerne, clover, beans, peas, and even pota-

toes ; but lime is found ouly in the leaves of the

potato ; very small traces occurring in the tubers,

which belong, under Liebig's classification, to

the potash plants. The clover sickness, to which

we have so frequently referred, is sometimes oc-

casioned by deficiency of lime in the soil: BO

also is anbury or finger-and-toe in turnips—

a

disease which rends aud rots the parenchyma of

the root, in consequence of its being obliged to

send out shoots and tap roots in search of lime

for its skin. A crop of two tons of clover re-

moves one hundred and thirty pounds of lime

from the soil ; and the best application in clover

sickness has frequently been found to be super-

phosphate of lime. Gypsum or sulphate of lime

is also found highly beneficial. Lime absorbs

moisture from the atmosphere with incredible

rapidity, and a ton of quicklime, when slaked,

acquires three times its original bulk, and weighs

twenty-five cwt. The only advantage, however,

gained by slaking lime, is its reduction to a fine

powder, which enables it to be mote evenly

spread. But slaked lime very soon attracts

carbonic acid from the atmosphere, and becomes

once more carbonate of lime, the condition in

which it usually exists, and whence the most

abundaut supplies are obtained by driving off

the carbon iu burning the carbonate of lime or

mountain limestone in kilns, as one hundred

pounds of this, when pure, contains forty-four

pounds of carbonic acid and fifty-one pounds
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of lime. Lime, therefore, by the process of

burning, lose* the whole of its carbonic acid,

and a ton weight is reduced to eleven and a quar-

ter cwt. The general opinion regarding the

presence of lime in the soil, is that an arable

soil ought not to possess less than one per cent.

of lime, and that eight tons of burnt lime per

acre would impart this proportion to six inches

of soil. After a heavy liming no farther addi-

tion will however he requisite for six or eight

years. A crop, at the utmost, removes only from

one to two bushels per acre of lime; and the

land, at this rate, gradually reverts to the con-

dition in which more lime is required—faster

—

for the lime, by its own specific gravity, uniformly

descends below the active soil, and there, upon

digging a section, layer upon layer of each suc-

ive liming the land may have undergone will

he found deposited. Lime not only enables crops

of superior quality and bulk to be produced, it

enhances the effect of undecomposed manure, by

calling into action that which may have been

lying dormant. Manure, however, ought never

to be laid upon the land immediately after liming,

because quicklime will drive off all its ready

formed ammonia. Lime destroys marsh and

heath plants, such as moss, heath, bent, and

sour grasses, brings up sweet herbage with natu-

ral clover, and completely renovates the herb-

age. All fodder is found more nutritious when

grown upon land sufficiently limed. The quan-

tity of lime required varies in proportion to the

dryness of the soil, its stiffness, and the amount

of vegetable matter it contains. Poor arable

lands are soon worn out by repeated liming and

cropping. To exterminate moss, sour grass, &c,

the lime must be applied in a live state. Gene-

rally speaking, the more completely and imme-

diately quicklime is incorporated with the soil,

the more effectually the slaking is accomplished

in connection with the soil, the better. In over-

spreading grass, however, where there is no

intention of destroying the herbage, it is better

first to slake the lime in the open air, reducing

it to a powdery condition and applying it in the

form of mild lime. In this state the quantity of

quicklime still contained in it should, however,

be sufficient to effect the necessary chemical

changes in the soil ; from this its ultimate effi-

cacy depends. Quicklime should never be ap-

plied to light or thin soils, sands or gravels.

Magncsian limestone has an effect similar to that

of the mountain limestone. It is a carbonate of

magnesia, in combination with carbonate of

lime, and becomes caustic in burning, but must

be used more sparingly than lime destitute of

magnesia, since it re-absorbs carbonic acid more

slowly and remains lunger caustic. Its applica-

tion is more properly made to arable than to

grass laud, as wln-at, barley, and all cereals re-

quire magnesia for the perfect development both

(if their straw and corn. Chemically supplying

to the plant both lime and carbonic acid, lime,

as an alkaline earth, neutralizes the humic and

other acids naturally formed in soils, converts

inert vegetable matter into stimulating food for

plants, and aids the mineral decomposition of

iron, maganese, alumina, potash, soda, ammonia,

and silica in oils. To it* perhaps over-stimu-

lating effects, in fact, may be traced the origin

of the adage, " lime enriches the fathers but im-

poverishes the sons.'' Lime, however, does not

necessarily exhaust the soil, unless applied with

unsparing prodigality. The apparent exhaustion

it produces is only perceptible in cases where the

sole application to the land has consisted in lay-

ing on successive doses of lime, and where the

supplies of other manure have been too scanty.

It is where lime alone has been applied that

abundant crops are followed by exhaustion, 'the

presence of mild lime in the soil assists in the

formation of nitrates; and the production of

nitre or saltpetre is dependent upon those proper-

ties of lime whereby nitric acid is engendered

from vegetable matter. That invaluable salt,

nitrate of lime, is always to be found in compost

heaps. "Under ordinary circumstances,'' says

Professor Way, (Royal Agricultural Society's

Journal) "and with the presence of moisture,

lime is capable of liberating one-half the am-

monia contained in a soil. In the case of

ammonia locked up in the soil, lime may be the

remedy at the command of the farmer, his means

of rendering immediately available stores of

wealth, which can otherwise only slowly be

brought into use. In this view, lime would well

deserve the somewhat vague name that has be. n

given it—namely, that of a stimulant—for its

replication would, in some sort, be an applica-

tion of ammonia, whilst its excessive application,

by driving off ammonia, would lead to all the

disastrous effects which are so justly attributable

to it. I do not wish to push this assumption

too far, but if there be any truth in it, it points

out the importance of employing lime, in small

quantities, at shoft intervals, rather than in large

doses once in many years."

[to bb continued ]

j?3J"*The State Horticultural Society of Iowa

passed unanimously a resolution approving the

decision of the Committee in New York, who

awarded the "Greeley Prize" to the Concord

( j rape.
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Home-Made Super-Phosphates.
_• the extent to which adulteratiou is prac-

ticed by super-phosphate makers, in common

with many other artificial manure dealers, the

farmer m feel inclined to manufacture

his own super-phosphate : and this be may do

both easily and profitably by attending to the

following directions. The most economical waj

is to begin some months before it is wanted : for

though bones may be rapidly dissolved by means

that is loth a somewhat dan-

gerous and expensive process. Bones, though

not readily dissolved 1 y water, yield rapidly to

the action of common salt, when mixed with

urine, gas liquor, or any of the salts of ammonia.

Let us suppose a farmer to require bones for

crop early in the spring : let him lay

in his stock of bone dust, say 2 cwt. per acre, in

the December previous. Let him mix these in a

shed, or any covered place, with the same weight

i to this add 20 bushels of finely sifted

coal asbee r them with gas liquor, or

liquid manure from his tank, if he have one. and

turn them over every week or ten days : the

quantity of liquor to use shonld be as much as

they will absorb. This process, repeated for

three months, will reduce them to a proper state,

«nd, bj the time they are required for use. he

will have, at least, so far as bones are concerned,

a sufficient supply to procure him an excellent

crcp. And now let us see the cost per acre :

£ =. d.

2 cwt. bonediut, at 6s. 6d 13
•_' c*t. fait, at Is 2

.
- - I Id 1 8

..ions gas liquor, at Id i

£10
3

£13
Here, it will be seen, at a cost of £1 3s., a far-

mer may supply himself with a sufficient quan-

of super-phosphate for an' acre of swedes,

turnips, or mangels, and if he only take care

that his bone dust is genuine, he has no occasion

to fear adulteration.

wever, as is too frequently the t

farmer will not <; taketime by the forelock,"' and
look out ahead, but prefer till the last

moment. e\ en then I would recommend him to

dissolve the bones he may require, sooner than

trust to the uncertain compound he often pur-
;

. as before mentioned. For this purpose,

time being short, he will be obliged to have re-

course to sulphuric acid. And here again he is

likely enough to be imposed upon : and as no
article varies more in point of strength, it will

be necessary for bim to be very particular in

making his purchase. He should, therefor

careful in ascertaining its specific gravity. If

under 1.720, it is not worth fd per lb. ; if 1.840,

he may give l^d. per lb. for it, that bei

the market price for acid of that strength.

Having procured his materials, he should proceed

as follows : In a large, square tub, say 5 ft.

ft. C in. broad, and 2 ft. deep, (lined

lead,) the bones should be srenly, and

upon them should be poured half their weight of

water : if hot, all the better : after steeping for

twenty-four hours, then pour out the same quan-

tity of acid : vis., h;t _ :.t of the t

These should now remain thirty-six hou

least, and be stirred at intervals during the time.

when they should be taken out and mixed with

ashes to such an extent as will make them suffi-

ciently dry for drilling. The more they are

i while under the acid the better, and the

more thoroughly they are mixed with the

the better also ; as, by so doing, the whole

becomes more thoroughly incorporated. Al-

though this method of preparing super-phos-

phate is more expensive than the former, I am
inclined to think that it is, for the genera 1

.:

preferable, seeing that the sulphuric acid

added is in itself valuable, as it forms an impor-

tant constituent in all it is often

deficient in soi!s. particularly in chalk la

where, by setting free the carbonic acid, it

bles piants to absorb it for their own benefi: es-

pecially ; and it also acts beneficially by dissolv-

ing other substances in the soil necessary to

etable uutri'.ion.— F-irinir.g.hy Thou. C. Eldcktr.

The Use of Lime.

To a correspondent in a distant State, who
wishes to know about liming land, and when
and how to use it, we have to remark that,

in the few counties around Philadelphia, within

a circle of fifty or sixty miles, so long a;

have had any knowledge of firming, the c

sional use of lime has been considered indispe»-

sable. On limestone soils it has been applied

with good results to the extent of even one hun-

dred bushels to the acre in a single season, such

soils both bearing and requiring more than other

soils not limestone. Fifty bushels, bowev

the more usual quantity on good land, and on

thin soils about thirty - enewed once iu

about eight or ten years. There are various

opinions, but not much difference in practice, as

to the condition in which lime should be applied.

Newly burnt lime is generally hauled out to the

fields at the most leisure season for the teams,

and deposited in heaps of fifty to one hundred

bushels, there to lay till it becomes slac
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. thus hauled in the fall or early winter, it

ad earl; in the following spring, but we

have known it to lav tor many months. The

the heap, under the outer crust, is tlun

found to be in a good state of pulverization, so

as to spread pretty evenly.

mode of using lime in this

section, but some farmers consider it very impor-

tant to slack the lime with water while fresh

from the kilu, and spread it while in the caustic

state. This has been done the past fall by two

of our neighbors—one of whom professes lo have

I oth plans. We know of one person who
went to the trouble of slacking his lime with

. and then hauling it in heaps for future

This was obviously v '.:ere could

be no intrinsic difference in the quality of the

lime, whether converted iuto a carbonate by a

slow or speedy process, if not immediately spread,

usually conceded that lime is not a ma-

nure, as this word is generally understood, there

small quantities of it in the t

and crops fur which it is mostly used. Its value

may consist in its effecting new chemical combi-

s in the soil, and in its action on inert or-

I matter, promoting decomposition and

neutralizing acids. Like many other phenomena

iu the farm and garden, its mode of operation

is uncertain, and there is as much difference of

II now as there was many years ago, when
?t began to use it. It is well known that

- act beneficially, aud this seems sufficient

for our farmers, who have a saying that the

main thing is to g-.t i( on, without caring much
about its condition or the time of year it is ap-

We have never kuowu powdered lime-

stone to be applied to the soil; and yet, in this

condition, previous to the carbonic acid

urning, it is chemically the same

qtesure to the air. Caustic, or

fresh iy-slacked lime, is in a finely pulverized

admitting of a very evtn distribution and

;oration with the soil, and it would seem

ible, that iu this condition, it might more

y act in the decomposition or"

matter. But, if this is the chief effect of caustic

lime, how are the extraordinary benefits to be

ined, of a perfectly effete carbonate of lime,

; has become so by a year's exposure to the

atmosphere before being spread? We ha^

qututly used it thus as a top-dressing, on old

green grass fields, with great advantage, and

is a very common practice when the]

well set with grass, and it is undesirable to plow

the.n up. White clover often sets in as a result

:

the green grass has a stronger growth and a

darker color, and Loth cows and feeding stock

eit it with a greater relish, and improve on it

faster. Pastures, by being thus top-dresse :

casionally with lime, become

Lime, where we resile, cos; twenty-four

per bushel, delivered on or near the farm, and

used in any form, or at any onsidered

lopay. A very popular time of

ground newly s-t with grass after the whi

removed. It is then washed down by rains

an open soil, in which it becomes thorough'

corporated, and the gras? the whole

benefit for rs till it is again plowed up

iu the regular rotation of the farm. Iu reg

to the inquiry about how it

is usually spread from the cart in shovels, aud a

skillful haud soon acquires sufficient dexterity to

evenly. A machine invented in I

county for spreading lime, distr istef

aud more regularly, but it^is not in general usv.

— Prt

Value of Manures.
The subject of manures, underlying as it doe-

all successful agriculture, has not :Vom

American farmer that attention it deserves.

Many of our farmers can scarcely be made to ap-

.te the moneyed value of iert':li>

same way as do the farmers of Europe.

one traveling abroad this feature presents itself

with marked force—the saving and husban

manures, and the investment of what we w
consider large sums in the purchase of fertil

adapted to special crops. We have seen I

in England upon which the rents and poor rati-s

alone were :
-.'. to the value of the whole

product turned off from some of our New York

farms of the same n tmber of act — -. too.

accounted good with us ana well man iged—and

if we should inquire how these expenses can be

met, aud a fair living proBl it will be

found that among the sec . iieiit

the question of manures is better understood and

their value more 1 us.

From an examination of farms through

dairy region, we find the proportion compara-

tively small that is able to carry more stock

now than ten years or more ago. It is generally

claimed that our dairy lands are improving year

ear. But can they or do tl more

stock.' Every farmer should ask himself

question, <ince if his acres are male to ji

larger product annually, some progress is being

made iu his management.

We suppose there is no better or cheaper way
of bringing up a farm to a high state of fertility

than through the agency of cattle. Let the pro-

ducts of the farm be consumed upon the farm,
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and all the manure carefully husban

:

dicionsly applied, and there is good reason to

hope that the land is being bettered in cone.

But if three parts out of four of the manures be

suffered to go to waste and are never returned to

the land, progress will not be found to be of

character which could be desired.— W
iner.

Soil and Manures for Hops.
Lawe's experiments with the hop hare shown

to ensure success with this
|

eces-

to manure liberally with bulky animal and

2 .tble manures. During the past summer, in

lamination of the hop gardens in the coun-

ty of Kent, and the manner in which the crop is

..ted in that noted hop district, we found

woolen rags, shoddy, skin clippings and fur

in extensive u«e in addition to farm-yard

manure. Mr. Lawe remarks that in farm-yard

dung the proportion of mineral matter, an.l of

3 inic matter yielding carbonic acid and some

other organic compounds in the soil, arecoi

ut the amount of nitrogen or

ammonia yielding n this

manure there should therefore be employed

woolen rags or skin clippings, which are rich

in ammonia yielding substance, but poor in

mineral matter. Rape cake he says is always

an exceeding good manure for hops, aivi Peru-

vian guano may also be used with advantage,

in addition to, but not as a substitute for the

more bulky manures.

The idea prevailed among hop growers in

nd. that soils made up of those constituents

ularly favorable to the production of fruit,

especially the culture of grapes, are the

l>est adapted to hops, and this suggestion would

seem to have some foundation, since the

hop regions in England are also the best for

In conversation with the English hop

iants of London, they claim that the Amer-

ican hop is far inferior in flavor to those grown

at home. That it has a peculiar raukness in

smell easily detected, and which carries with it

an unpleasant flavor in brewing—that this had

a damaging influence on prices, and they expressed

hope that means should be taken to obviate

the difficulty. There would then be a large de-

mand for American hops of choice quality, and

at top prices. If it be true that the Amei

hop lacks delicacy of flavor as compared with

grown abroad, it may be well to inquire

whether it results from the peculiar nature of the

soil on which it is grown, the manner of culti-

vation, the inferiority of the plant, or some other

• — Utica II: raid.

Food for Plants.
Mr. R. Warmington, Jr.. of Cirencester Col-

lege, in a lecture to the Xewbury Farmer's Club

on this subject, states :

A crop of wheat yielding thirty bushels of

corn will contain, besides water, about 1727 lb.

of carbon. 1800 lb. of oxygen. 242 lb. of hydro-

gen. 49 lb. of nitrogen, and 98 lb. of incombusti-

ble matter, containing 11 lb. of lime. 6* lb. of

magnesia, 33 lb. of potash, 19 lb. of phosphoric

acid, and 93 lb. of silica, with small quantities

of other substances. Now. from what sources

did the wheat plant obtain these in_

We know that all carbon (charcoal) was derived

from gas (carbonic acid) contained in the atmos-

phere and soil : that the oxygen and hydrogen

were obtained from water ; the nitrogen from

either ammonia or nitric acid—substances to a

very small extent in both soil and atmosphere :

the lime, potash, silica, and other incombustible

ingredients, we knew to be derived from the soil.

These plant-food were the same for crops : with

these in abundance, and suitable conditions of

climate, kc. any crop could be grown. Plants

had thus the wonderful power of producing such

substances as starch, sugar, woody fibre, g!

from a few simple gases, water, and the ingredi-

ents of rocks. The food of plants was. in this

respect, a simple subject : when practically con-

sidered, however, it was not so. The farmer

wanted to know what supply of food is afforded

by nature, and whethe r his

crops. and consequently what substances he should

apply as manures. As there was al ways sufficient

water to supply abundance of oxygen and hy-

drogen, we had only to consider what was the

amount of nitrogen, and ash constituents fur-

nished by nature, and whether this supply is suf-

ficient for the different crops. The quantity of

carbon required by different cr etty

uniform, amounting in most cases, for crc; -

tolerable luxuriance, to nearly one ton per a

The supply of carbonic acid in the atmosphere

was. however, amply sufficient for this demand,

excepting, perhaps, in the case of turnips, and

other root crops, which seemed peculiarly bene-

fited by measures yielding carbonic acid to the

soil. The lecturer in concluding his adi:

said that each kind of crop had its peculiar

strength and weakness—that it is much more able

to supply itself with some parts of its nece-

food than with others. In this truth, rightly

understood, lay the whole theory of special ma-
nuring. The farmer by special manures sought

to supply the particular substances that his crop

would have most difficulty in procuring. To

proceed successfully "the farmer must know : 1st.
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what food constituents his crop will require; 2d,

what is the previous history of the field
; 3d,

what is the composition of his manures.

What is " One Horse Power ? "

The use of the terra "horse power" is very

common
;
yet few, except good mechanics and

engineers; attach a definite meaning to it, but

regard it as indicating, loosely, about the power
which one horse could exert. It is, however,

when used in the sense under consideration, as

definite as possible, and means the power re-

quired to lift 33.000 pounds avoirdupois one foot

high in one minute.

A horse hitched to the end of a rope over a

pulley one foot in diameter, placed over a deep

well, traveling at the rate of about 2£ miles per

hour, or 220 feet per minute, will draw up 150
lbs. the same distance he travels. The force

thus
#
exerted is called, in mechanics, "horse-

power," it being an approximation to the aver-

age amount of continuous power it is fair to

demand of a strong horse. If we multiply the

weight raised (150 pounds) by the number of
feet it was moved per minute, (220,) the product
will be the number of pounds which the same
power would raise one foot high in the same
length of time, (33.000 pounds

)

The dynamometer is an instrument made
for measuring power particularly that exerted in

drawing. Those used for testing the draft of

agricultural implements are simply very strong
spring-balances, or spring steelyards, graduated
to indicate the power required to raise any
weight, within reasonable limit, at the rate of

2$ miles per hour. When we apply the dyna-
mometer in ascertaining the draught of machines,
if the index indicates 150 pounds it is shown
that the horse is required to draw just as hard as

be would do if raising 150 pounds out of a well
with a rope over a pulley one foot in diameter at

the rate of 2$ miles per hour, and so for other
weights.

The velocity at which a team moves is to be
considered, as well as the weight to be raised, or
the load to be drawn. If the horse travels faster

than 2| miles per hour, while raising 150 pounds
out of a well, he exerts more than one-horse
power. If he walks slower than this he does
not exert a force equal to one-horse power.

In ascertaining the draught of a plough or
mower and reaper, by drawing faster than 21
miles per hour, the dynamometer would indicate
more than the correct draught ; and by driving
slower, the draught would appear to be less than
it really is. In testing the draft of machines a

team should always move at the rate of 2

J

miles per hour, or 220 feet per minute, which is

the universally accepted rate with reference to

which dynamometers are graduated, and an easy
one to which to approximate in driving with al-

most any kind of team.—Portland Price Currati.

Flowers and Vines in the House.

There are many beautiful botanical experiments

which can be conducted in the parlor during win-
ter, which are not embraced generally in the list

of flowers and vines to be found in our parlors

and windows.

How many of the fair readers of the Telegraph

have the beautiful vine of the sweet potato run-
ning over their manileshelf? This pretty sight

can be enjoyed by placing a sweet potato in a
tumbler or other glass vessel, filled with water,

passing a pin through the tuber so as to keep the

lower end from one to two inches from the bot-

tom of the vessel. Keep on the mantleshelf, in a
warm room, and every day give it sun foran hour
or two, and in a few days rootlings will begin to

appear, aiming for the bottom of the vessel, and
in two or three weeks the eye will begin to shoot
and rapidly grow and run upon suspended twine
or any little trellis work prepared for it. The
dioscorea batatus is the prettiest for this purpose,
when it can be obtained.

The " Morning Glory " can be propagatecf in

parlor windows, where there is some sun, to per-

fection during winter; it flowers with its natural

colors, and the delicate little vine can be made to

run over the window. A hanging vase is the

prettiest for this.

Suspend an acorn by a cotton thread so as
nearly to touch the water in a glass vessel, (a

hyacinth glass is perhaps the best, ) set upon the
window and mantel, and let it remain there for

eight or ten weeks, more or less, without being
interfered with, except to supply the evaporation
of the water, and the acorn will burst, and as it

throws a root down into the water, a sprout or
stem will be sent upward, throwing out beautiful

little green leaves
; thus giving you an oak tree,

in full life and health within your parlor

!

There are many of the mosses which can be
very successfully grown in the house through the

winter, and with the foregoing form an interest-

ing and refined enjoyment for the feminines of a
family and real pleasure to all who have a taste

for the beautiful to witness. We trust to see a
greater inclination on the part of the ladies to

introduce into their houses this most agreeable
addition to their domestic pleasures.— German-
town Tdegroph.
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Our Correspondence as published in this

number will be found of unusual variety and in-

terest. We invite a free discussion of such

topics as our friends have introduced, and hope

that they, and many others who we know to be

most capable, will aid us in disseminating good

thoughts, and good words, among those who are

struggling to build up again the homes and the

fortunes, which have been stricken down by the

rude hand of war.

The suggestion of H. H., who writes from

Augusta, Ga., under the heading of " Large

Farms and Associated Capital," will command
attention. The points he makes are well taken,

and we hope the topic will be further discussed

by himself and others. There can be no doubt

that large bodies of land may be more economi-

cally worked than small, and in the present want

of capital in the Southern States, his plan will,

we think, prove in a great many cases, both

" practicable and practical"'—that is, it can be

carried out, and will prove very suitable to the

exigencies and circumstances of a great many
Southern land-holders. It will enable them to

do what should be first in their thoughts,—hold

their lands until time shall, in a measure, work

its remedies for present evils.

This article, Mr. Hansen's on reducing the

limits of cultivation, Mr. Gilmer's on the same,

and on the application of small quantities of

lime on wheat in the spring, F., near Richmond,

on the Improvement of Poor Land, "Palmetto"

on Draining and other topics, all aim at the so-

lution of the great Southern Problem, "What
shall we do with our lands?" It is a problem

which commands the hearty interest of even-

true man, and on which there should be the

freest interchange of opinion.

For the many other articles of direct practical

use, as that on Diseases of the Spleen in Cattle,

Trees, cultivation of Basket Willow, Specula-

tions on Potato Plantiug and others, the authors

have our thanks.

The Michigan State Agricultural College.—
We are indebted to President T. C Abbot for a

copy of his very satisfactory and interesting re-

port of the condition of this Institution. The
number of students during the year paet was 108,

filling all the rooms, and 3S were sent away for

want of accommodation.

A cargo of 6,600 bushels of wheat from

California, arrived at Philadelphia on 26th De-

cember, in good order, and said to be of excel-

lent quality.

State Agricultural Society.—A bill has

been reported to the Maryland Senate by Oden
Bowie, Esq., of Prince George's county, to in-

corporate the Maryland State Agricultural Socie-

ty, and to appropriate §23,000 for the purchase

of a permanent location for its annual exhibi-

tions.

We cannot doubt that the Legislature will

pass, without serious opposition, a measure in-

tended to foster and encourage the agricultu-

ral interests of the State. The advantages aris-

ing from such an association of the farmers of

Maryland are too palpable to need enumeration,

and its failure for want of requisite support by
the State Government, would be a reproach

upon the public spirit and intelligence of our

legislators, that we will not anticipate for them.

We look confidently for the passage of the bill.

Copperas.—A. C. S., Joyner's Depot, N. C, in-

quires " whether or not copperas injures manures

of any kind, by being dissolved or mixed with

them
; or does it add or not add anything to

their value for crops of any kind ?
"

Copperas is sulphate of iron, and when applied

as mentioned, acts upon the manure as gypsum
would, which is sulphate of lime, as a fixer of

the volatile gases. It has this good effect, there-

fore, besides adding sulphuric acid. It can do
no harm, and is an excellent deodorizer.

Application of Ashes.—A correspondent, at

Charlestown, Va., says "I have a large pile of

leached and unleached ashes. Would it be ad-

visable to sow it heavily, broadcast, on wheat,

or scatter it with a shovel."

They can be more evenly distributed by hand,

but ashes absorb moisture rapidly, and when
damp, soon make the hands sore. It is better to

throw them, broadcast', from the cart, with 8

shovel.

Col. H. T. Guion's Address.—A friend in

North Carolina favours us with a copy of this able

address, delivered before the Agricultural and
Wine-growing Association of Craven county,

N. C. We had hoped to make use of a portion

of it, but the press of other matter on our col-

umns has made it imposssible. The author is

very sanguine in his opinion of the profits of

wine making in the old North State.

On the pine lands of Georgia, which pos-

sess a quick, warm soil, two crops are frequently

obtained. A wheat harvest is gathered in June.

a corn crop is then planted which ripens by the

last of October.
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Gas House Lime — A correspondent, at Char-

lottesville. Ya., inquires as to the value of gas

house litue. We should be glad to hear from

those who have used this lime, as to their expe-

rience, and how they'have treated it. The gases

absorbed by it in the course of purification, are

hurtful to vegetation, and it should not, when

fresh, be brought into contact with a growing

crop. After exposure for some time, it loses

deleterious properties, and its effect upon

the soil is like that of other air-slaked lime, not

very active in its effects, but of lasting benefit.

We should consider it we'll worth six cents a

bushel, where the hauling did not exceed a mile

or two, but would apply it on sod land some

months in advance of ploughing, at the rate of

fifty bushels to the acre.

Our correspondent will conclude, too, from

what we have said, that the longer the time after

having been used, the better, provided it be not

lumpy, and is in good condition for spreading.

Book Notices.

'• The Confederate Bean.—The most valuable

variety in existence. Plant in very deep, rich

soil, in checks four feet each way, one (1) stalk

in a hill. Support with poles four (4) inches in

diameter, with strong cross pieces. This bean

will bear not only freely feut wonderfully, from

spring until frost. Please give it a thorough tri-

al in the grounds of the Agricultural College.

Brought to notice first in Shelby county, Tenn.,

by Rev. Mr. Holman. M. E. Church South.

Named by George W. Gift.'

'

We are indebted for the above to a valued

friend of the American Farmtr, at Me::

Tenn. We shall hand over the '. Btan

to Mr. Barker, at the College, and do not doubt

he will give it a fair trial, and make report in

due time.

Mr. Edwin A. Lewis hands us a package of

Chilian beans, reported to be valuable, to which

we shall give the same direction.

Scufpersong Grape.—A correspondent at Up-

per Marlborough, Md., informs us, that he

brought with him some years ago, from Alabama,

plants of the Scuppernong, which he planted.

They died to the ground the first winter, but in

the spring following put up thrifty shoots from

the roots, and have not since been damaged, bat

have bloomed and fruited regularly.

This grape has great value for wine in the

South, and if found hardy enough for this lati-

tude, will make a desirable addition to onr list of

wine grapes.

The Southern Review —We are in receipt of

the first number of this Review, published in

Baltimore, by Professors Albert Taylor Bledsoe

and William Hand Browne.

It is designed—to use the words of the edit-

ors— • to supply a need long felt in the South
;

the need ofan organ for Southern men of letters.

and of a high class of periodical literature for

Southern readers."

The number now issued •answers fully the

expectations of those, who looked for a publica-

tion of the highest order of its class, and we
commend it to the good offices of such as appre-

ciate a work of its character.

The contents are: I. The Education- of the

World. II. The American Viri Romae. III.

The Legal Status of the Southern States. IV.

Craftsmen's Associations in France. V. The

Daughters of De Nesle. VI. Mental Physiology.

VII. Earl Stanhope's Life of Pitt. VIII. The

Imprisonment of Davis. IX. Book Notices

It is published in quarterly numbers of 250

. So per annum in advance.

Blackwood for January.—We have this num-

ber from the Leonard Scott Publishing House,

with its usual variety of most readable matter.

The contents are—Our Naval Defences. Nina Ba-

. concluded. Sir William Parker, the Ad-

miral of the Fleet. Coningtou*s Translation of

the JEpeid. Cornelius 0' Do wd. The Camps

iu Western Germany. Women and Children in

America. Brownlows Part I. Who are the

Reformers, and What do they Want?

The Southern Farmer.—This is a new can-

didate for favor with the Southern Agricultu-

ral community, and we anticipate for it great

success. The first number gives assurance of its

quality, and it is under the guidance of one cf

the most experienced and intelligent agricultu-

ral writers in the country, Dr. M. W. Phil

The Farmer is in quarto form of sixteen pag -

Published at Memphis, Tennesee, at $2 per an-

num. Address M. W. Philips 1" Co.

Rural Journal and Field and FiSksidb.—W«
are iu regular receipt of these valuable journals,

the one a literary weekly, and the other an ag-

ricultural monthly, published by the enterpris-

ing firm of Wm. B. Smith & Co., Raleigh, N. 0.

We are glad to believe that publications of so

much value are duly fostered by our Southern

frieuds. The Field and Fireside, $3, The Ru-

ral Jqurnal $1 per annum.
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Southern Planter and New England Fa?.-

Two old friends and co-workers have simulta-

neously " renewed their youth.'' and come into

the field again after years of rest. We heartily

welcome both.

The Planter, at Richmond, edited by Charles

B. Williams. Esq.. bids fair for improvement on

even its former excellence. It is well filled with

good matter, suitable for Southern readers, and

useful everywhere. Published in Monthly num-
bers or' 64 53 per annum.

Ai England Farmer, published at Bos-

ton, is one of the best of the Northern Agricul-

tural Monthlies. It is published by R. P. Eaton

ft Co.

The Home Monthly.—Ediied by Prof. A. B.

Stark and Rev. Phelix R. Hill, and beautifully

printed at the Southern Methodist I

House. Nashville. Tennessee, is one of the hand-

somest and best family Magazines Su the coun-

try. We take great pleasure in the success with

which our Southern friends are getting up a

home supply of good reading. Price $3. Stark

& Hill, Nashville.

Turnips. Wyandotte a-nd Peabody Corn.—The

following is au extract of a letter from a corres-

pondent, at Waterford, Loudon county. Va :

"I will give a suggestion to your Newbern

correspondent with regard to turnips. The cold

snap having caught a portion of my turnip crop

in the ground where they grew—the turnips be-

ing sown in drills thirty inches apart— I used

_le horse aud plough, throwing ground up

and on to the turnips in drills. The ground be-

ing somewhat frozen prevented the work from

being as well doue as it otherwise could have

been ; but I a:u satisfied that if done when the

ud is in proper order, turnips can. in this

man:. r.red through winter, and with

half the labor of gathering and removing and

securing in any other way.
••

I would be glad to get information in

to the Peabody, Wyandotte, and other prolific

corn mentioned by the Farmer of March. I

It is surprising that corn so remarkably prolific

should not have become more generally known

by this time, unless forgotten amid the civil and

political revolutions occupying the public mind

so mauy rears. If not known to be a failure,

can you give information where such corn can

be obtained in small quantity for seed ?
"

i'C.

Barley.

Information is asked by a correspondent on
the cultivation and management of this crop. It

has been so little grown in Maryland, that it is

to be presumed there is some good reason for its

neglect, but what it is we are not prepared to

say. We should judge, from what we have an
opportunity of knowing, that it would be found

more profitable than spring wheat or oa

The seed should be sown as early in spiing as

the ground can be got ready, and upon fresh

.bed land. Two to three bushels is the

proper quantity of seed per acre, varying the

quantity with the strength of the soil.

A light, rich, loam is the best soil for it, but it

will do well on light soil, fertilized with guano

or super-] ': To make a full crop, the

land should be as rich as we would make it for

1 crop of wheat. It has the peculiarity of

yielding well on very highly manured soils, where

wheat and oats would fall, and fail to give a re-

turn of grain

The preparation of the ground is the same

that would be made for a crop of wheat or oats.

and it may properly take the place of oats iu

any ordinary rotation. It follows corn advan-

and may be followed by wheat.

It affords a much Letter covtr ;
•- seeds

than oats, and is a very suitable crop when the

ground is to be laid to g

It is harvested like other grain crops, and may
be threshed and taken care of in the same way.

There is ready sale for it in the Baltimore mar-

ket, at a fair price. For feeding stock it is said

to stand about midway between oats and corn,

g well relished by stock of every kind, and

making pork of as good quality as corn. The
straw is softer than other kinds, and preferred

by cattle. The yield per acre should vary from

twenty-five to s wording to the

l< ness and fertili"

With the present labor difficulties, it will be

found necessary that a portion of the land we
would devote to grain be cultivated in some crop

xpensive than corn, and while we do not,

" i'1'tser.t informed, advise too large a i

to barley, we think it may be tried, with the

prospect of proving a more profitable crop than

our other spring grains.

We hope our correspondent, and other-, will

find in the brief remarks we have here given,

sufficient information to guide them.

"The Detroit Tribune estimates the wheat

crop of Michigan, for 1866, at 12.000,000 bush-

els.

Attention is called to the opportunity

offered to obtain goats of fiuest quality, in ex-

change for other . ..-nt.
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Alkaline Phosphate.
We have been repeatedly asked for an opinion

upon this class of manures. This can be best

given by making a few statements of what we
believe to be ascertained facts in reference to

manures in general.

The active capital of the soil is the available

quantity of plant food it contains. We say

available quantity, because there is in every soil

a verj- considerable amount of plant food which

is not available. For example, the alumina,

which used to be considered a totally inert sub-

stance chemically, and to be valuable only as

conferring certain physical qualities upon the

soil, is now conceded to be a very energetic

chemical agent. It stores up in the arable crust

of the earth the important ingredients, ammonia,

potash and phosphoric acid. It withdraws them

from circulation, to borrow a phrase from the

bankers, and locks them up as an investment.

Consequently, every soil, in process of time, be-

comes more or less charged with these compara-

tively inert combinations of materials essentially

necessary to the growth of plants. They are

thus carried back to a condition analogous to

that insoluble mineral state from which they

emerged by the aid of the decomposing force of

,ir and atmospheric water. Upou these forces

they must again depend for their restoration to

activity.

How rapidly this locking up is accomplished,

we know from Way's admirable researches upon

drainage water. That distinguished agricultural

chemist discovered that the water drained off

from land heavily manured, season after season,

with salts of ammonia and super-phosphate of

lime, contained mere traces of ammonia and

phosphoric acid. It appears, therefore, that

much of our manure is thus invested year after

year. Now, such'combinations as these are not

available for the support of vegetable life : thus,

in the process of tillage, combinations of com-

parative insolubility are in constant process of

formation. It is true that these are not lost, but

may be rendered available by merely increasing

the facilities for decomposition ; for example, by

deep ploughing or finely pulverizing the soil.

It plainly then is necessary, if we would

maintain our lands in a uniform condition of

e'rtility, that we must steadily manure them

year after year. Every year a portion of the

active capital is thus withdrawn and transmuted

into a reserve fund. Hence we are obliged to

keep adding to our stock of active capital in the

way of manure, even although we take off each

year less than we put on.

It is very evident that we must add the three

substances which alumina withdraws, viz., am-
monia, potash and phosphoric acid. But a for-

tiori, we should also add those materials which

alumina does not retain, and which, therefore,

pass away with the drainage water or sink into

the subsoil below the roots of the growing plants.

such as soda, sulphuric acid, chlorine, kc. Every

one of these substances has its use in the economy

of vegetation, and cannot be dispensed with. It

is idle to say that one element of fertility is more

important than another. They are all. in their

relative proportions, of equal value. A chain is

only as stroug as its weakest link. If. for ex-

ample, a soil has nitrogen enough, available for

the purposes of the growing crop, to furnish for-

ty bushels of wheat to the acre, but has only

potash enough for ten bushels, ten bushels will

be the limit of its production, although every-

thing else may be present in sufficient quantity

for the larger yield.

It is plain, then, that no man can manure ju"

diciously who confines himself to two or three

ingredients, and trusts to nature to furnish the

rest. He must put back at least as much as he

sends away, or his soil will grow steadily poorer.

For this reason we are glad to see some attention

paid, by the manufacturers of concentrated fer-

tilizers, to other substances besides ammonia and

phosphoric acid. When alkalies are introduced,

in connexion with ammonia and phosphoric acid,

a twofold advantage is obtained. In the first

place, there is given to the soil a supply of indis-

pensable plant food to furnish the growing crop,

and to substitute that portion of the available

capital of the soil which has been retired during

the past season. Secondly, there is added to the

re-agents already present in all fertile laud,

another promoter of that decomposition which

brings out the constituents of the rocky frag-

ments that form the basis of soils, and which

renders them fit to play their part in the devel-

opment of vegetable organization. It cannot be

too strongly impressed upon the minds of far-

mers, that every irgredient of a soil is. in its

relative proportion, equally indispensable, and

that if they confine themselves to a few, under

an impression that they are of paramount im-

portance, they are pursuing a ruinous policy.

It may be true that the soil contains large quan-

tities of those neglected elements of fertility; but

even if it does, it is manifest that the removal

of them in the crop, without sedulously relum-

ing them, is surely and steadily, though it may
be slowly, impoverishing the land.

J^~Losses by cattle disease in England are

summed up at Si 7
;
S65,000 in gold.
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For the " American Farmer. "

Large Farms and Associated Capital.

Messrs. Editors : Will you allow me, iu re-

spouse to an article on the "Division of Farms "

in j
-our February number, to make a suggestion.

If it should not seem to your readers to be what is

commonly called a "practical" one, I think

it might be shown to be practicable at least.

The fact being, that, the impoverished people

of the South find great difficulty in obtaining

sufficient capital to work their lands, any induce-

ment that may be offered to capitalists to invest

in our undertakings becomes a matter for con-

sideration. I propose in the place of dividing

estates, to combine them. Let planters occupy-

ing a district of several square miles have their

lands appraised, and offer them at a fair valua-

tion as so much stock, to any parties able and

willing to form a joint stock company, and fur-

nish capital for their cultivation and improve-

ment. Why would not the advantages of an

intelligent direction, furnishing skilled superin-

tendents and overseers, and supplying the requi-

site capita], be as great in planting operations

as iu the management of railroads and factories?

I believe it would be much greater, and that a

larger dividend, on a smaller capital, would be

paid by an association for agricultural purposes

than for almost any other industrial pursuit.

The outlay would be less, and the return more

immediate and certain. Let me enumerate some

of the advantages.

Boundary lines would no longer put a stop to

suih improvements as are made by dams and

ditches.

Poor land would not be worked from want of

any other ; and fertile lands would not be un-

productive for want of capital, enterprize or

skill.

Larger capital would not only procure greater

skill, but more improved methods of machinery,

a division of labor would be practicable, and

skilled employees could be obtained in the vari-

ous departments of mechanics, chemistry, engi-

neering, &c, that combine to make the perfect

planter.

The amount of fencing would be much dimin-

ished, (an immense '-saving in itself.

)

The various crops would be dove-tailed to- !

gether under one direction with advantage, and

grazing on unimproved lands made possible and
profitable.

Villages might be located at suitable points to

contain reservoirs of labor. Negroes would
flock to such villages; and an enlightened ad-

ministration would make of them what they once

were, the easiest managed, and best class of la-

borers on earth. Iu this way the whole difficul-

ty of an uncertain supply of unreliable labor

might be removed.

Immense saving in the purchase of all the ne-

cessary supplies. But I trespass on your space.

Let me ask, have not such associations been

formed elsewhere? Has not much been done by

them of late years for the improvement of Ire-

land and in effecting the drainage of lands in

England, and in Europe? Is not the superiority of

English agriculture due to the large farms, and

the large means of English agriculturalists? Has

not the small farm system in France proved a

draw-back to agricultural prosperity and im-

provement?

In conclusion, let me say that I feel sure that

properly organized companies could obtain lands

here for a low rate of interest on a very mode-

rate valuation.

Augcsta, Ga., Feb. 8, 1867. H. H.

For the "American Farmer."

Spring Bank, near Alexandria, Va.,

February 6, 1867.
Messrs. Editors :

In the February number, just out, I have no-

ticed that your correspondent, R. S., states thai

" the sunflower will yield eight tons of green

fodder per acre," and that "horses and mules

eat the entire plant and seed with as much avidi-

ty as the best hay." Now this is a matter of

great interest to all persons in this part of the

country, where labor is so scarce and high.

Will you, or R. S., or some other correspondent,

give us an account, through the pages of the

Former, of the mode of cultivating the sunflower,

when to cut, and how to cure the same. These

particulars will be of great interest to, and will

much oblige A Subscriber.

" ,\ "No-Fence" Law.—The Alabama Legis-

lature passed a "no-fence" law for Montgome-
ry county. The act makes it unlawful for the

owner of any horse, mule, cow, hog, sheep or

gnat voluntarily to permit such animal to go at

large, and provides for a penalty for doing so."

We wonder that this matter of fencing has

cot received more attention. Do our Southern

people mean, iu their present circumstances, to

tax themselves with the enormous cost of renew-

ing all the fences that have been destroyed? Is

there any necessity for it? Should not every one

be required to keep his own stock within his own
enclosure?

—

[Ed. Fa km.

* Mr. Riddle eHimnted the cost of farms in Pennsyl-
vania at $100 000 000, and their annual expenses "at
$10,000,000. (The Plough, the Loom, and the Auvil.)
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For the ' American Farmer.,"

Labor Question Again—Change of Srstein.

Clifton. Fairfax Cousty, Ya.

Februar;

I lariean Firmer

:

The war has left us a comparatively small

number of hands, and I regret to say, this small

number is mostly very unreliable. The t

quenee is, that we, more now than ever, will

have to pay our strictest attention to obtain the

] rodacts from a snurikr area. To

t this result it becomes necessary to adopt

rotation. 'Without such, our manure,

produced on the farm, would never reach to

our land in a proper state of production.

I know it will require a good deal of self-com-

mand to throw out, perhaps half or more of the

open land, and be content to work only a compar-

atively small portion of the farm. But, I

me, if the system, which I am going

is fairly and strictly adopted, not one of my fol-

lowers will regret it. Of course, the system

cannot be jumped into, but has to be adopted

gradually, to prevent any sudden drawback in

the iacome.

Let us suppose you have been farm:

acres, as foil

;

.res with corn at 20 bushels = 1600
bushels, at $1 = :

.t 15 bushels = 1200
bushels, at 83 =

90 acres with clover and timothy at 15u0
bushels = 62 u .

- = 930

EXPf .

5 horses at 30c. per day =
6 hands at $2 _ . i board)

per month= 1,'

Wheat for seed. 160 1 -

Corn for - 10

blowing and curing 90
per acre =

- tons of guano at $80 = 320

3,306

Profits

You determine to reduce your farming to 96

acres. This 96 acres would be divided into six

fields, and the following, or a similar rotation,

according to soil, might be adopted. 1. wheat in

clover stubbles; 2. potatoes, (manured:) 3,

corn, rye and turnips, (white Btabble), sowed

with the last ploughing for pasture for sheep ; 4,

oats with clover and timothy : 5. clover and

timothy for hay ; 6. pasture, or if the land is

rich, again cut for hay.

16 acres wheat at 20 bushels= 320 bush-
els, at S3 = %

I

16 acres potatoes at 130 bushels (besi

p!ai:~
"" :'. = ....

16 acres corn at 25 bus. = 400 bus.

Si =
16 acres oats at 25 . . at

50c. ='. 200
32 acres hay at 2 J tons at

EXPENSES.

4 horses

3 hands 7-

32 bushels wheat for seed at S'3....

rn 2

Mowing and luring 32 . -.r... 62

acres = Profits = S. 522

Besides, you have left 150 acres for permanent

pasture, part of it pe; -o be converted

into meadow. This 150 acres will fatten your

sheep at a profit of
Profits of 96 acres 1

' --

Total profits

By the t
'

" —Pr< :: -

Profits in favor of si:

By the six field system your investment in

horses and implements is only half against the

old way of farming, consequently your risk and

interest on money invested, only half. By the

- >tem your land is enriched every

whereas by the old system your land degene-

rates. But. in my opinion, one of ti

advantages of the farming of a smaller an

the rtdue'.ion of hand3. You may certainly

more _ than six. It

relieves you of half the

1

and this I consider fu - any

other advantage. Let us stud

it is verily a set

iv.tmed by men like Liebigand

others, wilh practice, first eav id if

proved successful, bol

blessings to cur fellow men.
L. A. Ijansex.

»•«

^S^Th'. rde-

E Annual Circular,

saving that American chi

ion is really ch<

firsts. r by ordinary c :

-

— ••
>~A writer in the An.. - k Journal

says that costiveness and its accompa:

are the main cause ofsows destroying their y.

and that green and otl

: and cure.
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For the "American Farmer-"

Small Doses of Lime on "Wheat.

Dear Sirs : In looking over your number for

January, I find an article on lime upon wheat.

Thinking my own experience on that subject may

possibly be of some service to my unfortunate

brethren in these hard times, I will, if you think

proper, give it to thern through your paper. My

books and papers are so misplaced, I cannot now

refer to dates, as I would like to do so, but

must give it from memory the best I can. Some

years before our unfortunate war, I saw an arti-

cle, I think, in the Farmer's Register, from some-

where about Waynsborongh, Augusta co.. of this

State, giving the (as I then thought) marvelous

effects of lime sowed by hand upon alternate

beds of wheat. I did not believe it, and did not

try it. The next year I saw an article from Dr.

Charles Brown, of this county, referring to, and

endorsing that article from his own fair trial of

it. I saw the Dr., heard his account; knowing

him as I did, I believed it must all be true. I

tried it fairly myself and found it so true, I prac-

ticed upon my next three crops of wheat, which

were three of the very best crops of wheat 1 ever

made. The war came on, which stopped every-

thing of the sort with us. The war is now over,

but has left us all so poor, we can now hardly

do anything which costs money. Last fall I

purchased some seed wheat and guano of Messrs.

Peyton, Carey & Co., of your city, seeded it iu

good time, and it looked well when last seen

—

but covered with snow for five or six weeks, a

good prospect for a fair crop, yet I am disposed

to give it every chance to do its very best, for

we do need all it can possibly do, and I am now
contracting for four hundred bushels of lime at

Fishersville, Augusta county, to be delivered at

the Charlottesville depot, from thence to be wag-

oned over nine miles of rough mountain road, to

be slaked and sowed over my wheat crop next

mouth by hand. Now, sir, to do this requires

the strongest kind of faith gained by experience.

Hani as are the times with us, and doubtful as

is our labor now, I could not attempt to do this

on any man's say so : nor do 1 advise any one

to do it on mine. All I have advised any of my
friends to do is just to procure one barrel of lime

costing two dollars, slake it well, take it to the

field of wheat, step off one acre, and sow it him-

self, put up no stakes, nor marks, and if it does

not so loom up, as to cry out for itself, (Here am
J, ) then he can let it alone for the future. What
can we get lime in your place at, delivered iu

Charlottsville? This is written alone for the

benefit of my hard pressed and impoverished

brethren of the plough. Your "Farmer" has

reached me, for which accept my sincere thanks.

Yours, truly,

January 23, 1S67. Geo. C. Gilmer.

For the " American Farmer. "

Improvement of Poor Land.

If the land be stiff, plough deep in the fall

—

open all the bed and water furrows so that no

surface water shall lie on the land. In the

spring apply lime, twenty-five bushels per acre,

reduce the soil to a perfect tilth by rolling, har-

rowing and cross-harrowing, and plant in corn.

Cultivate this crop" thoroughly with the harrow

and cultivator until it is breast high—sow two

bushels peas per acre, cover with cultivator.

This completes the culture of the corn crop.

As early as it can be safely done, cut down

the corn and remove it so as to give the peas the

full benefit of the sun and air. When matured,

plough under the peas, vine, and all—roll, sow

wheat, harrow in, and before a rain, sow one

peck of timothy per acre. In the following

spring sow clover.

When the wheat is harvested, sow one bushel

plaster per acre—which repeat the last of the

following March. When two-thirds of the clo-

ver bloom has turned, cut and oure for hay—ap-

ply all the stable and barn-yard manure, and

straw as a top-dressing, and repeat the plaster,

and in the fall when the clover is ripe, plough in

and seed to wheat and timothy as before.* Let

the field lie in grass two years, when the round

will be commenced again by ploughing in the

fall for corn.

The cost at the ruling prices of last year is as

follows

:

25 bushels of lime at 20c. per bushel $5 00

2 bushels peas at S2 per bushel 4 00

\ bushel timothy at $5 per bushel 2 50

| bushel clover $9.50 per pushel 1 19

3 bushels of plaster at 50c. per bushel... 1 50

$14 19

I do not know the price of plaster, but I sup-

pose that 50 cents a bushel will be enough. The

total cost in money will be $14.19 in the course

of seven years, or $2.02 5-7 per annum.

This course differs somewhat from the system

advised by "A.M." in your February num-

ber, and involves a less outlay in money by

$1.38 cents per acre.

* If the money could be spared, 200 pounds of truano
anil bone-dust, in equal proportions, might be advan-
tageously put in with this crop of wheat, increasing the

crops of grain and grass.

X. B. All the manure that can be made on the farm,

should be applied to the clover and grass land.
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A " clover stand " in Eastern Virginia, even

upon well limed and highly cultivated lands, is

by no means a certainty, owing mainly to our

climate. A pea crop rarely, if ever, fails. On

lands like that we are now seeking to improve,

it would be almost a miracle to get a good clo-

ver stand, while on the other hand, we might

confidently look for a very respectable pea cover,

aided as it would be by the beneficial effects of

the lime.

The pea fallow is but little inferior to a

clover fallow for wheat—and on Dinwiddie

land limed, as suggested, with a moderate fallow

of peas, I would confidently look for ten or

fifteen bushels of wheat per acre. The smaller

yield at present prices, say $2.50 per bushel,

will pay all the expenses for the whole course.

Realizing by experience the repeated failures

in securing a clover " stand, " I have combined

timothy with the clover, so as to secure a cover.

If both the clover and timothy failed, I would

try asecond pea fallow. If the land be unsuita-

ble for timothy, I would substitute orchard grass,

a bushel per acre in the fall, and like quantity iu

the spring. Even on this poor land, with the

aids afforded, three-fourths of a ton of hay per

acre would not be too high a calculation. The

turning under of the clover and timothy would

add yet more fertilizing matter, and fifteen to

twenty bushels of wheat might be hoped for.

One other objection to "A. M's " system is

that Dinwiddie would have to wait rather luug

for the reimbusement of his outlay—a serious

matter with the farmers of the South.

I think ''A. M. " might improve his course

sensibly, if he would allow his first crops of clo-

ver to fall and plough them with his second crop

under. He would thereby greatly increase the

vegetable matter for the active employment of

the large dose of lime he administers. I can

but think that he loses much by fallowing his

clover in May and June, leaving a naked surface

exposed to the scorching suns of our summers.

Besides, very few farmers would find the time iu

May or June for so heavy a job.

It has been with great diffidence that I ven-

ture to give my views upon so important a sub-

ject as the permanent improvement of poor land :

but I made up my mind when I laid aside the

sword to do all I could to rebuild the broken

fortunes of myself and countrymen, and if I

have contributed anything to this end by this

communication, T shall have my reward. I thank

"A. M." for the Samaritan spirit which has

evoked from "Nazareth, " his kindly efforts in

behalf of Southern improvement. Blessings be

upon all who lend us, in our hour of need, a help-

ing hand : and the fullest success to my old

friend the " American Farmer. " F.

Near Richmond, Feb. 4, 1867.

For the " American Farmer."

Cultivation cf Basket Willow.

Many experiments have been made to culti-

vate the "Basket Willow" with more or less

success. The experiments and results of them

made by cultivators upou low swampy lands are

much wanted, and should be communicated for

the benefit of those who have lands compara-

tively worthless for any other purpose. The

willow is not only capable of being grown ou

low swampjT and meadow land, but on dry

banks and flat sandy land. But the best land

adapted to the successful culture of this desira-

ble addition to the farmer's products and profits,

are the low flat meadows bordering upon streams,

&c. There are iu Maryland thousands of acres of

land, that with good cultivation, (which consists

entirely of preventing any coarse weeds from over-

growing the plant,) would produce from one to

two tons per acre. The cost of raising the

"Basket Willow " consists iu selecting a soil that

it is always damp, and if flooded in winter and

spring it will not be. at all damaged. It has

been our practice to first draiu the land by cut-

ting open ditches about twenty-five feet apart,

three feet wide at top, from two to three feet

deep, and eighteen inches at the bottom. Then

remove all trees and brush which may be grow-

ing thereon, then plough the land, and by using

the cultivator, harrow, &c, reduce the land to a

good tilth, being careful to destroy all coarse

growing weeds, &c, before planting the cut-

tings. For this latitude we should advise plant-

ing in the month of April ; we have planted at

the rate of 11,000 per acre, two foot apart, which

will be found ample room for cleaning, cutting,

&c. We have used cuttings about eighteen in-

ches in length inserted two-thirds in the ground,

which have given every satisfaction. It 'is re-

commended by some cultivators to allow the

growth of a year before cutting. Our practice

has been to cut down to within two eyes of the

main cutting every shoot of the first season's

growth, thereby insuring a much stronger growth

the second season. The after management of

the plantation consist in keeping it entirely free

from weeds during the early spring months;

two thorough hoeings in spring, and one (if th«

land is sufficiently dry) in the fall, will be quite

sufficient for this purpose. Landon, in the " Ar-

bevetum Brilanicum" describes upwards of one

hundred and eighty varieties of willow. The
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late Duke of Bedford, one of the best farmers

and Arbeviculturists of his day, gave great at-

tention to the cultivation of the willow ; and in

the extensive Arberetum at Wilbour Abbey, in

Bedfordshire, England, there are grown upwards

of two hundred species and varieties, one of

which, Salix, Alba had its origin at that place.

But of the many varieties cultivated the "salix

viminalis" is found the most valuable' for the

manufacture of baskets, chairs, &c, and such

is the experience of the cultivators of the willow

in this country. There are hundreds of thou-

sands of acres of land which are admirably adapt-

ed to the cultivation of the "Basket Willow,"

and. which I am fully convinced, if properly

planted and managed, would yield an immense

profit.

I will most cheerfully give any information in

my power to any inquiries made upon the sub-

ject, by letter or otherwise.

Md. Ayr. College. Daniel Barker.

For the " American Farmer "

Speculations on Potato Planting, &c.

Occasional allusions are made in agricultural

journals to the subject of planting potatoes in

the fall.

I have no practical experience on the subject,

and write altogether speculatively. Were I to

experiment, after thoroughly preparing the land,

I would run out deep, bout furrows, north and

eouth. Plant the potatoes about the last of Au-

gust, which will afford time and heat sufficient

to start the shoots and partially decay the

tubers.

After planting, spread over the tubers four

inches of rough but well-decomposed manure,

and on the manure eight inches of unbroken rye

straw, (tangled straw will do as well but it is

more difficult to cover, ) and finish covering by

running an angular harrow turned up side down,

'•'broad end on, " which will draw to the centre

of the furrows a light covering of earth. Early in

November, or before the ground freezes, throw up,

on either side of the potatoes, (by a heavy wide-

breasted plow, ) a ridge ; then with a one-horse

plow lap those furrows, thus covering the pota-

toes, by the three applications, about twenty

inches, and on either side fifteen. The frost may
penetrate through the earth but will be arrested

by the straw. The ridges should be convex or

roof-shaped.

In the spring (early iu March) uncover down
to the straw. When the vines are fairly up,

Bub-soil on either side, running the share next

the potatoes which will allow a free circulation of

air and heat afterwards, cultivate as science and

practice dictate.

In the autumn of 'G5 I left a row of potatoes

(planted in April) ungathered : early in No-

vember I threw off the earth nearly down to the

potatoes with a double mould board plow, and

covered with straw, and earthed up as previous-

ly described. As soon as the frost was out of

the ground on the following spring, I dug up a

daily supply which lasted nearly till my extra

early crop was sufficiently ripe for use. Nearly

every potato was sound and as fresh as the suc-

ceeding early crop. Granting this experiment

to be a fact, it follows that we can have at com-
mand this almost indispensable vegetable every

month in the year.

As regards spring-forcing, see horticultural

books and the monthlies on the subject.

Without seriously deviating from the subject

I will add, that covering a summer crop of po-

tatoes with straw, or mulching, will add greatly

to the product. The mulch retains moisture,

prevents excessive heat, and holds the rich gases

arising from the atmospheric air. In our South-

ern States, mulching, as regards the potato crop,

is indispensable to success.

Again, to keep potatoes fresh and sound for

spring and summer use, select from the potato

pits, when uncovered in the spring, those that

are sound and unsprouted ; form, for example,

conical pits 6 inches deep, and 9 feet in circum-

ference : in these, throw the potatoes carefully
;

on each layer of potatoes sift a heavy coat of dry

sand or light loam,—cover with six inches of

straw, twelve inches of earth, and, when settle-

eel, sod the surface, and form drains twelve

inches deep around the pits, with an opening for

the water to pass off. The same object may be

accomplished by packing the potatoes iu dry

sand, and stowing them iu a drjr
, cool cellar.

By excluding air, heat, frost and dampness, I

believe potatoes may be kept in their fresh, ori-

ginal state, either during the summer or winter

months, or for an indefinite time. My theory is,

if we exclude the elements from the potatoes,

dormanc3r results.

For convenience of transportation during

spring and summer, pack in tight barrels with

cut straw, saw dust, bran, &c.

Were I a northern or Canadian farmer I would

not hesitate (if necessity required it) to cover

potatoes under a snow drift. Let one of your

sharp Yankee boys tie up in a coarse bag a half

peck of sound dry potatoes
(
globular form

),

then, when the snow is in a fit state, let him roll

it over the snow (as boys are wont to do) till it

becomes too large for his strength, then let him
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place the ball under a northern aspect, on the

approach of spring cover the ball with straw,

and over it a triangular chicken-coop, the closed

side facing the South, or cover with pine boughs

or brush to keep the straw in place, and to ex-

clude the elements. I will wager high that the

said boy will have the pride to present his mam-

ma with half peck sound potatoes for her 4th of

July dinner. If boys south of the State of

Maine wish to try the experiment, I advise them

to " break cargo " on next Easter Sunday.

My object is to induce my brother farmers to

think more, experiment, and with practice unite

science. It will be noticed that all 1 have said

is speculative. S.

Baltimore County.

For the "American Farmer."

Uses of Fruits and Vegetables.

Of the culinary vegetables which we cultivate

in our gardens, chemists tell us, that every ge-

nus possesses a virtue for the prevention and

cure of many of the diseases incidental to hu-

man nature, suited especially for the season when
it is in use

;
and the same is the case with fruits

when they are ripe. So that a well stocked gar-

den is a laboratory, filled with a great variety of

medicines suited to all our needs. We thiuk

but little of the value of wholesome vegetables,

while we have plenty of them; but when we

cant get them, the cravings of nature will soon

remind us that they are needed. What ardent

longiugs have people for fresh vegetables while

upon a long sea voyage ! Raw turnip and raw

carrot have been as sweet to our palate on ship-

board as the finest fruits have been upon laud.

Without the prudent use of vegetables, along with

grain, food, fish and flesh meats, we would soon

be covered with disease. Vegetables correct the

humors, and vitiating properties offish and flesh

meats ; and they cool .and moisten the heat and

drynees of grain food
;
yet all of these are needed

for our sustenanceand good health
;

it is the com-

bination of the various ingredients compound-

ed in the stomach, that gives a lively apetite, a

strong digestion and vigor and agility to our fac-

ulties. People who live much in-doors, and have

not much exercise, should use plenty of vegeta-

bles to prevent costiveness, and to keep the pores

of the skin open to the free flow of perspiration ;

but those who labor hard out of doors, must

use more grain and fish and flesh meats, to give

them hardiness and strength ; their exercises will

naturally keep their pores open for perspiration.

We should only eat such vegetables as suit our

palates ; the palate is the judge of what is suita-

ble for the stomach, and refuses entrance to the

unsuitable. It is the faithful watchman to guard

the gateway to the stomach ;
and whatever is

distasteful to it, should be rejected. The old

"Adage" that "one man's food is another

man'spoison," holds as true with vegetables, and

fruits too, as any other kind of food. Straw-

berries, cucumbers, melons, squashes, pumpkins,

tomatoes, egg-plants, &c, are all included in

this class.

All kinds of our cultivated fruit, contain an

essential virtue when ripe, for the preservation

of our health and prolongation of our lives.

They are all nourishing, and most wholesome

when fully matured ;
but, even then, they should

be used with prudence, as the immoderate use

of anything is injurious : besides, the greater

number of them being very wholesome and pal-

atable in their natural or raw states. There are

a great many ways of preparing and keeping

them to please our palates. There are jellies,

jams, syrups, stews. &c , made by our virtuous

wives, ; and men make of them—wine, cider,

perry, &c, which when pure, are all both

pleasant and wholesome. Then, there are the

aluisive uses of them, by adulteration and

over fermentation. They are made into bran-

dies, whiskies and vinegars

—

men-killers—but

by careful keeping, we can have both fruits

and vegetables to use in their natural states all

the year round. Those that come on in au-

tumn are easily kept sound all the winter through,

until others grow in the spring. How beauti-

fully the various species of fruits and veg-

etables follow each other in regular progres-

sion to give us a constant supply ! How won-

derful the foresight, and awful the conception,

that planned everything so complete.

Philadelphia. Walter Elder.

Our correspondent will find that we have used

the privilege he gives us to prune his article some-

what. He can furnish us, we know, good practical

articles on cultivating fruits and vegetables, but

there is a little disposition,, we find, among the

most practical to moralise and philosophise. As

our readers claim of us a very practical journal,

we are obliged to limit ourselves somewhat rigid-

ly in other respects. As to "brandy, whiskey

and vinegar. " we may not contend, perhaps,

with an Elder as to the first two, but is not the

other a good and wholesome condiment? How
about cucumbers without vinegar?

—

[Ed.]

^l**Twenty years ago there were no vine-

yards in the Department of the Indre, in France;

at the present time the extent under viueyards is

about 60,000 acres.
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For the American Fanner.

Tariff of Farm Wages.

Messrs. Wort/tinyton § Lewis.

Gentlemen : I enclose a blank proposition for

a tariff of prices for 1847, also resolutions on
the same subject taken from a Somerset county
paper upwards of a year since.

Your old and honored journal being the prin-

cipal mouth-piece in this State, devoted to the

interest of our farmers, prompts me to leave this

important matter in your hands—hoping for

prompt and early action. The subject has been
alluded to frequently by farmers in this district-
all unite in saying, there must be united action
before individuals should act. Men now are
comparatively numerous, and provisions re-

duced in price. Last year, wages were nearly
double that of days of yore. I wish that em-
ployees and employers shall be equally protected,
and act together for general success.

January 28, 186?. Plowman.

PROPOSITION.

That Baltimore and the adjoining counties
adopt the following tariff of prices for the year
18GT

;
due consideration being had in reference

to short days, price of provisions, and probable
price of products :

I suggest that, managers, overseers, and head
gardners be paid $... per month. Best farm
hands $... per month ; second rate hands $ .-..

per month. Female laborers on farm $... per
month. Cutting hard wood $... per cord ; soft,

ditto, $... per cord. Grubbing $... per 50 feet

square.

Hauling oak rails $ ... per hundred.
chestnut posts $... per "

" oak posts
!jj5... per "

" chestnut rails $... per ;<

Making new post rail fence, including dig-
ging, boring, morticing and pointing rails $...
per pannel; cleaning out old ditch 3 feet wide,
1 foot at the foot and half spit deep, $... per
50 yards. Other widths of ditch in proportion.
&&- Without a guarantee, I doubt the pro-

priety of hiring men by the year.

The following are the rates alluded to as adopt-
ed at a meeting in Somerset county :

For cutting oak wood 75 cents per cord, pine
60 cents per cord, for mauling oak rails $1 per
hundred, pine rails 60 cents per hundred, for
day labor on farm with board 62£ cents, without
board 87§ cents. For hands to work regularly,
per month with board $10, per year $120. For
female labor by the year $36, for cleaning old
ditch 3 feet wide, one spit deep, $1 per hundred
yards, 4 feet wide, one spit deep, $1.25 per hun- ;

dred yards
;

all other lengths and depths in pro-
portion. For grubbing $1 per square.

Resolved, That we recommend to the farmers

of Somerset county to decline to hire day labor
in any department of their business, when hands
can be more advantageously hired by the month
or year, believing that an ample supply of relia-

ble labor can be had in time for the spring crop

at reasonable rates, and such as the farmer can
well afford to pay.

For the ''American Farmer."

Inquiries.

Cmuberland Codnty, N. C.

January 14, 1867.

Messrs. Editors : Will you take the trouble

to give some instruction to one who has just be-

gun to devote himself to agricultural pursuits,

and whose knowledge of agriculture, either prac-

tical or theoretical, is very limited.

The land on which I purpose farming is river

bottom, originally of only medium fertility, and
exhausted almost to the point of absolute un-
productiveness by careless and improper cultiva-

tion. Much of the soil is stiff clay, and en-

tirely too Avet for grain crops without an
amount of drainage, which, I fear, would cost

more than the land would be worth. Now, what
I want to know is, can such land be profitably

converted into permanent grass land? and the

best mode of doing so. What is the best plan

of eradicating weeds and the native grasses

which are neither fit for grazing nor mowing 7

What kind of grass is best suited to such land?
Will it pay to use gypsum or any others of the

fertilizers advertized for sale, for the purpose of
increasing the yield of grass on such land, until

a stock of cattle sufficient' to make the quantity
of manure required can be subsisted on the

farm?

Is it profitable to keep cows for making butter

when it will sell for no more than thirty cents

per pound ? What breed of cattle is the best

for both dairy and fattening purposes ?

You will oblige me, Messrs. Editors, by reply-

ing to the above inquiries, and giving informa-
tion on any other point connected with grass-

growing, through yvour paper, to which I am
A Suescribbr.

Will some of our correspondents familiar with

the character of land here spoken of give us

their views in response to the above.

—

[Ed.

Every child that eats fruit should be

taught the importance of saving and sowing
seeds and rearing them up to fruit bearing.
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For the '•American Farmer "

Concentration of Forces.

[The following is the most material portion of

a communication, received at a late date, from

an experienced farmer and large landholder in

Albemarle county. We are not willing to omit

anything which will help our Southern friends

to the solution of the difficult problems involved

in the matters of land and labor.

—

Ed.]

" My own impression now is, since we can't

rely upon the present system of labor, we had

better curtail the area put in cultivation, and lay

out the little means now left us in concentrated

manures and labor saving implements, and apply

the one and use the other ourselves, as far as we

can, until our present wandering laborers shall

have grown tired of their idleness, and come to

their senses. Out of a field to go in com this

year, I have selected some twenty-five acres for

nay own cultivation, the balance rented out for

a third and a fourth to my white neighbors, to

cultivate with their own hands. This is a good

field, one-half being low ground; it would be

considered fair corn laud unaided by manures,

yet I have thought of so applying bought ma-

nures upon the whole of my part, as reasonably

to expect a first class crop of corn. Then iu its

last cultivation, seed it with turnips, rutabaga,

peas and buckwheat, to be fed off by stock pur-

chased next summer or fall. Then flush up all

of my own and my tenant's corn land, and seed

to oats ; then the oat lands to be flushed up, ma-

nured, with guano, and put in wheat and the

grasses ; my wheat, oats and grass, to be cut by

horse power, which I have. What grass I can-

not cut nor graze, will be left to fall upou and

fatten my lands. In this way, I think I can do

with much less labor and realize better profits,

until labor shall become more reliable. Without

a better system of labor than the one now among
U3, I deem it utterly impossible to keep up our

outside enclosures and the dividing fences. Ow-
ing to our miserable system of law making, and

law enforcing powers, we are compelled to keep

up, as best we can, our outer enclosures, to keep

out a few worthless, wandering stock, and 1 have

been thinking perhaps it might be better for us

to see after our outside enclosures, and keep our

own stock in an enclosed lot, or field, or wood
lot, (of which I have a very large one, of some

three hundred and fifty acres, now well enclosed,

)

having a lane to our barn or stable lots, where

we might so aid the deficiencies of our lots, by

»oiling,as to keep them in good condition cheaper,

and better than by hiring to keep up all of our

inside fences; and then watch our stock at night

to save them from the sad depredations, now of-

ten made upon them, by our retired laborers,

who sleep during the day, to enable them to go

out the more successfully, while all houest la-

borers are taking their necessary rest. Please

reflect upon these, my humble suggestions, made
for the benefit of our sadly oppressed people of

the South, and now and then, give to us, through

your valuable paper, a page or two of your good

suggestions, of which we all are so sadly in need,

and for which many of us will sincerely thank

you." G. C. G.

Albemarle county, Va.

For the "American Farmer."

Small Farms.

Reese's Corner, Kent Co., Md.,

February 11, 1

Editors of American Farmer :

At this time, when we are about commencing

our farm operations for the present year, and find

that we are a good deal troubled for want of

sufficient manual labor, it is advocated by many
persons to reduce the size of our farms. In

this opinion I am at variance with them, and
suggest that it will only increase the scarcity

of labor, as it will certainly require more force,

both of manual and animal, to conduct the

operation of three farms, each containing two

hundred acres, than it will to conduct one

farm, containing six hundred acres ; and I

find it less trouble to secure hands sufficient

to conduct the larger farm than it is the

smaller ones, for the reason that the negroes

prefer to have a number of hands together,

than to work in smaller numbers.

The expense of carrying on the operation of

the larger farm is also considerably less in pro-

portion to the number of acres in cultivation,

and the number of bushels of grain or nett sales

pro rata or per hand. The owner or overseer

can manage the larger force at the same time

that it would require him to oversee the opera-

tion of the smaller force. To work the farm of

two hundred acres would require at least six

horses, as it is necessary to have a spare one, at

least, for the use of the family, whilst twelve

will conduct all the operations of the larger one,

whilst it would require nearly the same amount

of farm implements for the smaller as it would

the larger farm, unless they would depend on

hiring reaper, drill, threshing machine, &c, as

needed, which is rather an uncertain way of se-

curing a crop.

What we need in our section of the country, I
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am satisfied, is a change in our system of farm-

ing operations: that is. to cultivate more grass,

both for pasture and provender, cultivating less

land in grain, making more manure in the farm

yard, and buying less imported : raising more
stock, and taking better care of it. Also, in

cultivating a portion of the land, lay one-eighth

in fruit, and pay dose and strict attention to it,

so as to compete with our Northern fruit grow-
ers, even in their own markets. More energy

and less complaining.

" Never dim joy's brightest rays.

By gloomy fears of coming sorrows

;

But always cheat the cloudy days.

With hopeful thoughts of happy morrows."

more valuable than lime, bushel for bushel : thev

coutain both lime and potash.

Hogs are now so liable to disease, that, we
think, the most profitable, for ordinary farm use,

is some healthy, thrifty country hog, crossed with
a close-made, Chester county hog, or almost any
improved breed of good size. • The "Little

Guinea"' is too small for profit, though an eco-

nomical feeder, and the "Big Guinea'' we are

not acquainted with.

—

Ed. Farmer.

For the "American Farmer."

Joyxer's Depot, X. C, January 18, 1867.

Enitors American Farmer

:

Will you please imform me, through the lar-

mer, how to prepare and manure, with bought

manures, (as home made manures are not to be

had) one acre of poor land for clover. The land

will produce only about ten bushels of corn in

irs present condition, and the clay is about fifteen

to eighteen inches from top of ground. I wish

to sow an acre in clover for a few hogs, and it

(the land) will not produce the clover in its pres-

ent condition, and I wish you to inform me what
kinds of bought manure is best, and how much
of each kind should be applied to make the land

produce good clover. "What is the difference be-

tween shell and stone lime for agriculture, as a

manure? Which is worth the most, a bushel of

ashes or a bushel of shell lime? How many
bushels of lime are necessary to be applied to an

acre of land? A. C. S.

Answer—Land that will produce but tea bushels

of corn to the acre, should have two hundred to

two hundred and fifty pounds of some good super-

phosphate—whatever you have found to do well

in your neighborhood—in order to get a good
growth of clover. A bushel to the acre of ground
plaster, (sulphate of lime.) should be sown upon
the clover when it gets the third leaf. The land

musfhave been well cultivated the previous sea-

son in corn, or other hoed crop. It is difficult

to get a set of clover on poor, and very sandy
land, without a top-dressing of manure, having
straw or other litter in it.

Ordinarily, shell lime is quite equal in value

to stone lime, weight for weight; fifty bushels

of slaked lime per acre is a medium top-dressing.

It will help very much to make light lands pro-

duce clover and grass. Good oak ashes, are

Maryland State Sorgho Convention.

The third annual Convention of the Maryland
State Sorgho Association assembled at Gil-

mours Hotel on Tuesday, 12th February, and
was called to order by the President, A. R. Dur-
bin, of Carroll county, who made some remarks.

He said there was no doubt that molasses and
sugar could be made from the sorgho, but
whether it will pay Maryland farmers to raise

the plant for their own use is a problem yet to

I be solved. During the past year the product
showed a marked deterioration, more than half

the cane having been worthless, though raised

from pure seed. He thought the annual meet-

i
ing of the cane growers will be productive of

good, and the members would do all in their

power to present to the farmers the importance

,
of producing their own syrups. The report of
the State Board was presented, and its questions

discussed. Fifty specimens of syrup, one of
granulated sugar, and several of mush sugar,

were exhibited, and a committee appointed for

the purpose made a lengthy report on their qual-

ities.

The following resolutions were discussed and
adopted

:

Resolved, That regular sorgho is the most pro-

ductive and valuable variety of cane for general

purposes, but that the Liberian, possessing some
peculiar qualities, is worthy of further culti-

vation. Offered by Mr. H. Ball, of Harford

county.

Resolved, That early and deep plowing, plant-

ing more seed than is intended to stand, the

plant then suckeringless. with thorough working
with cultivators, is the best method of cultiva-

tion. Offered by Mr. Kinsey.

Resolved, That any speedy market fertilizer is

more desirable to start cane than stable manure,

but that a well-improved soil is to be relied on

for its successful growth. Offered by Mr. Brus-

ter.

Resolved, That a light sandy loam soil, with a

trace of lime in its composition, is preferable
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to a clay loam or sub-soil. Offered by Mr.

Closd.

Best: _: of soaked or dry

seed is successful in proportion to the kind of

weather that succeeds said planting, and that a

mixture of soaked and dry seed is advisable, so

as to adapt its growth to any weather that may

follow the planting. Offered by Mr. C. C.

Kiusey.

Resolved, That a committee of three he ap-

pointed to experiment with canes, as follows:

Take pure seed, and plant free from contact with

any species of the millet family ; then plant Jhe

same kind of seed with broom corn and other

species : after the canes are matured, test re-

sults as to quantity, quality, and density, and

report result to next annual meeting. Offered

by Mr. Bruster.

That shallow and rapid evaporation

is attended with the best t J, that fire

is more convenient and durable than steam as

an evaporating agent.

That sorghum syrups should be cool-

ed down to a temperature as low at l?ast as 175

degrees as soon as possible after being removed

from the pan.

That Maryland farmers can produce

and manufacture sorghum syrup at a cost per

gallon not exceeding one-half the cost of corn

per bushel.

Resolved, That for ordinary domestic opera-

- in sorghum, vertical mills, being less ex-

pensive, and receiving the power more direct.

are the most economical and appropriate. In

large operations, requiring machinery of large

capacity, horizontal mills should be used.

A paper was adopted declaring, for the benefit

of all operators, that all taxes upon sorghum

syrup and sugar have been abolished; and that

manufacturers are only required to procure a

license when the whole product of the season's

operations exceed SlOOO.

Mr. Bruster, of Baltimore county, offered the

following resolution, which was also adopted :

:<f, That the State Board be authorized

to confer with the officers of the Maryland State

Agricultural Society with a view of introducing

and benefitting the sorgho interest in its various

branches by encouraging with premiums and

otherwise.

The Convention, after some conversational dis-

cussion, adjourned sine die.

Arrival of First Steam Plow at N. Orleans.

It will interest our planting friends, factors,

and others interested in the agricultural develop-

ment of the South, to know that one of the steam

plows of Messrs. Fowler & Co., Leeds, Englaud,

has arrived by the steamship Alhambra, from

Liverpool, consigned to Messrs. Longstreet, Ow-
en & Co.

We strongly recommend the attentiou of agri-

culturists to this tact, believing, as we do, its

introduction will at no far distant day prove it

an implement of the greatest importance in the

cultivation of our cotton and sugar" lauds, and

in the highest degree save a vast amount of ani-

mal and human la;>or in the production of our

products, sugar and cotton.

Messrs. Fowler i: Co. have introduced their

plows throughout England and in Egypt, and

we are informed hundreds of them are now be-

ing worked by the Arabs and Bedouins in the

valley of the Nile, preparing the soil for the crop

of this year. Mr. Eyth, the engineer, accompa-

nying the engine, informs us that as soon as all

the parts of the machine are landed from the

vessel, an exhil ition of its working will be given,

in the vicinity of the city, to afford an opportu-

nity for our planting friends and others to see it

in operation, aud to test its power and suitabili-

ty tor the great agricultural district of the Mis-

ralley.

—

Ne\B Orieemt !!'• khj Times.

Kickix i Cows.—J. J. Watson writes the New
and Farmer in this wise : I had a kicking

heifer—a perfect kangaroo. I, tried moral sua-

sion—no use; then retaliation—when she kick-

ed. I kicked— she grew worse and I no better.

I then ••tied her up." but that didn't affect her

hind legs—she spilled her milk—she jammed the

pail— she rapped my shins. I was then advised

to take up one fore foot and slip a short strap

over her knee, so as to compel her to stand on

three legs, being "tied up," of course. This

done, cut your nails, and milk at your leisure.

She can't hurt you, and will "come to her

milk," and give up kicking.

A Scotch paper says a farmer in that <jpun-

ty found two lambs in a culvert where they had

been, without any food, for twenty-one days. A
third lamb had died, but these two were still

alive, although very weak.

_^S~The Secretary of the Iowa Board of Agri.

culture claims that full one-third cf the receipts

of wheat at Chicago are from Iowa.

^5**The plan of planting a few acres with

forest trees, to be used as fuel, and allowed to

grow up again, thus furnishing a perpetual sup-

ply, is strongly recommended to prairie farmers

bv some recent writers.
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Sunday Reading.

Imagination cannot form to itself a more ex-

quisite and affecting piece of scenery than that

exhibited by Solomon in the book of Proverbs.

In his seventh chapter, he introduces the world,

by its meretricious blandishments, alluring the

tnwary to the chamber of destruction. In the

succeeding chapter, by way of perfect contrast,

appears in the beauty and majesty of holiness

the Son of the Father, the true and eternal Wis-

dom of God, with all the tender love and affec-

tionate concern of a parent, inviting men to sub-

stantial joys and enduring pleasures of immor-

tality, in the house of Salvation.

Had Hercules sat at home by the fireside, and

passed his life in effeminate ease and indulgence,

he had never been Hercules. They were tb«

lion, the hydra, the boar, and all those mob-
sters he so laboriously defeated, which exercise

his gallantry. What honor had he acquired, if

his virtue had not been thus dangerously em-

ployed? What benefit had mankind reaped

from so great a soul, if he had declined the oc-

casions of exerting it?

The high mountain and the pinnacle of the Tem-

ple seem to point to Satan's chief temptation,

the sin of pride, whereby he himself fell, and

wherewith he seeks to make havoc of our souls,

in things sacred, even in the very temple of

God. How difficult it is, yea, impossible to mor-

tal man, to stand unmoved on the high places

of the earth, so as to say, " I refrain my soul and

keep it low." '• Get thee behind me, Satan."

How is it possible for God to make an intelli-

gent creature to receive its happiness from any-

thing, but Himself, since this would not only be

giving His glory to another, but in some sort an

annihilation of Himself? For, whatever consti-

tutes, or confers our happiness, will, in the rea-

son of the thing, be our God, and we cannot be

persuaded to place our desires, to pay our hom-

age anywhere else.

Cousider four things ; Christ's baptism, His

departure into the wilderness, His fasting, and

lastly, His contest and conquest over the Temp-

ter and temptation. In the first, we call to mind

our regeneration in the fountain of grace ; in the

eeeond, our departure from the vanities of the

world ; in the third, the mortification of the

tiesh ; in the fourth, how to resist the enemy.

We are, by nature, half angel, half brute.

We must rise towards the one, or sink towards

the other ; and at length, associate to all eter-

nity either with angels or devils. To feed, to

strengthen, to exercise, the spiritual part of us,

is to rise. To feed, to strengthen, to exercise

the brutal part, is to sink and be lost forever.

" We lost the innocence and dignity of nature

by eating," says Athanasius, ''and must restore

ourselves by abstinence."

Before you begin your psalm of praise and re-

joicing in God, make this use of your imagnina-

tion : Be still, and imagine, that you saw the

heavtns open, and the glorious choirs of the Che-

rubim and Seraphim about the throne of God.

Think upon this, till your imagination has car-

ried you above the clouds, till it has placed you

amongst those heavenly beings, aud made voj

long to bear part in their eternal music.

I suppose, that in the baptism of Christ, the

mystery of all our baptisms was visibly acted
;

aud that God says to every one truly baptized,

as He said to Him, (in a proportionable sense, i

" Thou art my Son, in whom I am well pleased."

Jesus is cleansed ; and dost thou despise puri-

fication? By John, aud dost thou say ought

against thy teacher? At thirty years old ; DBt

dost thou in teaching precede thy elders ?

He. that brought ruin into the state of man,

began the same by eating ; but He, that brought

recovery into the ruinated state of Adam, began

the same by fasting. He fasted days and nights :

whence we may gather that we must be armed

;<gain9t the tempter, as well in the days of pros-

perity, as nights of adversity.

All the sayings, syllables, accents, and dots in

the Divine Scriptures are full of meaning.

Prayer is the way to have heaven upon earl ,

and to have some foretastes of the grapes of C
naau. whilst wc are in the wilderness of the

world, before we get a lull meal of them.

It is a great tteal easier to commit the second

sin than it was to commit the first; and a great,

deal harder to repent of a second than it was to

repent of the first.

Prayer tranquillizes and cleanses the soul, so

as to render it more fit for the reception of God's

Sifts.
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The Maryland Agricclttral College.—The

duties of this Institution will be resumed on Mon-

25th day of March. (See Advertisement.)

•Attention is called to the large public

sale at the farm of J. Howard McHenry. Esq..

near Pikesville, Md., on the 3d and 4th April.

See advertisement.

. * '

Baltimore Markets, Feb. 23, 1867.

Coffer.—Rio. 17)*al9 cts. g:ld. according to quality.

v UJgalSjf, and Java25a25* cts. gold.

Conos.—We quote prices as follows, viz

:

Grades. Upland. Gulf.

Ordinary 3 —
Good do 30 —
L>w Middling S1 ~
Middling SB* —

Fertilizers.—Peruvian Guano, f'i Reese k Co"s

Soluble Pacific Guano. $65; Flour of Bone. $60: G. Obers

gm .... aa M a ..;.

-"
I

Ammo-

I Alkaline Phosphate, $55; Alkaline Phosphate, $45:

iwnj'a I"r.-tilUer, $40: do.. T

«tV>. do.. Ground Bone. $45: do.. Poudrette. $20:

Baugh's Raw-bone Phosphate. $56; Maryland Powder of

$50; Andrew Coes Super-Phosphate of Lime. $60:

—all per ton of 2 000 lbs.; Pure Ground Plaster. $13.50a

114.00 per ton. or $2 50 per bbl. Shell Lime, slacked,

6-:.. unslacked, 10c. per bushel, at kilns.

TiSB.—MacVereL—Ma. 1. $19a21; Xo. 2. $16 50al7 50

;

large. Xo. 3. $14al5. Herrings —Labrador. $6a7: T

- .?queh"na. : Codfish. 5^a6>i cts. perlb.

Flour. Howard Street Super and Cu: Ex:r:i. $10.50a

$11.00: Family. $14.10al6.00: City Mills Super. $10.25a

11.50; Baltimore Family. $17.50.

Rye Flour and -V • —Rye Flour, new. $6.75a

• j- Corn Meal. $4 - I
"

• ,B.ki*.— Wheat.—Good to prime Red, fSOOaS.lO;

J3 30.

—$IJ
Oats.—Heavy to light—ranging as to character fr^m 55

z~T bushel—bulk.

_ Yellow. SOaoe c :s. per

bushel.

Hat ax» Straw.—Timothy $25a27. and Rye Straw $27

per ton.

3ei55—$3.00a3.25 as to quality.

Potatoes.—Jl.W per bushel.

PlffraiMre.

—

Baton.—Shoulders. Ilal2 cts.: ;

12al3: Hams, plain bagged, 16 cts.; sugar cured. 17 cts.

per lb.

Salt.—Liverpool Ground Alum. S2.20a2.25: Fine. $3 25;

Turk's Island. 60a63c. per bushel.

Seeds.—Clover, held at $S.50a9.50: Timothy. $3.75*

4 00: Flaxseed. $2 75a$2.«0.

Tobacco.—We give the range of pri*s as follows:

Maryland.

M to common $2.50a 3.00

Sound common 3.50a 4.00

Middling 6.00a 8.00

Good to fine brown 10 00al5 00

F\ncy 17.00a25 00

Upi-er country S.OOaSO 00

Ground leaves, new 3.00ao.OO

Ohio.

Tnfericr to good common 4.00a 6.0<>

Brown and spangled 7.C

Good and fine red and spangled 13.00al7.06

Fine yellow and fancy 20.00a30.00

Wbisket— $2 .25a2.30 per gallon, in barrels.

Wool —We quote: Unwashed. 25*27 cts. ]>er lb.: Tub-

washed. 45a57 cts.; Fleece, common, 40a45 cts.; Pulled,

Xo. 1. 28a33 cts : Merino. S7a40 cts.

Cattle Market —Co-jmon. $5 50a$6 25; Good. $7a

P _ - '
"M 00 per 100 lbs.

She?;— '
, - ntsper lb. gross.

Hogs—$10. 50all.25 per 100 lbs., net.

Wholesale Produce Market.

Prepared fcr t\e America* Farner by ELLICOTT 4 Htwa,Frnlt«

and (VmuriM Jlerctiaxtt, ST iire»n»7e Place.

Baltimore. Feb. 23. 1867.

BrTTiR —Ohio, in brls. and kegs, 28 to 25 cts : Roll.

30 to 33: Virginia and Pennsylvania in kegs and tubs, 2o

to 25: Glades. 25 to 43; Goshen. 45 to 56.

Beeswax—*3 cts.

Cheese— Eastern. 20: Western. 18

Dried Frith.—Apples. 10: Peaches. 17.

E .3 5— In barrels. 40 cents per doien.

Feathers—SO cents for good Southern.

Lart>—Brls. 13. kegs 13^ . jars and other country pack-

Tallow.—li * cents.

»i»
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" Fled now the sullen nurmers of the north.

The splendid raiment of the spring ]>etps forth;

Her universal green, and the clear sky.

Delight, still more and more, the gazing eye.

Wide o'er the fields, in rising moisture strong,

Shoots up the simple flower, or crews along

The mellowed ;oii."

Farm Work for the Month.

SOWING OATS.

The work to be first despatched is the sowing

of oats, and other spring grains not yet disposed

of. The wet weather continued so long into

March, has delayed the early spring work, and

redoubled energy will be needed to biiug it up.

Let the oats be sowed at the earliest period prac-

ticable, and the grass seeds at the same time,

immediately after the harrowing, and to be fol-

lowed by the roller.

CORN PREPARATION.

We should not wish, under ordinary circum-

stances, to begin the planting of corn during

this month, in this latitude. The first week of

May is time enough. But the work of prepara-

tion must be accomplished by the close of the

mouth, that there may be no delay when the

right time comes.

Let it be considered that a due preparation of

the ground now is not only much better for the

crop, but saves a great deal of summer work,

when time is more precious, and work more
oppressive. There is no fact better established

than the value of completing the work of the

corn field much earlier than is done in our com-

mon practice. If we only turn the sod, and

then make our marks for planting, a very large

portion of the proper work of preparation is reft

for the time in which the workiug of the crop

;
should be accomplished, and this is necessarily

carried so late into the rammer, that the crop is

damaged by the very means we take to make it.

This valuable crop is so accommodating, that it

admits of having liberties taken with it, and we
commit it to the ground on a degree of prepara-

tion which tobacco and other crops would by v.u

Hieans admit of. To do it ample justice, turn

the sod well, and roll and harrow till there is a

good seed bed. Then the laying off and crossing

is done without disturbing the bed, and the after

working is completed before the earing begins,

instead of being carried iuto and beyond the

wheat harvest.

To be able to plaut close enough to make a

full crop, early working and early "laying by

are essential.

MANt'KING.

Whatever manures are to be used, the earlier

they are got upon the grounl the better, that

they may be submitted to the solvent action of

spring rains. There is often, we think, much
loss by too long delay in this matter. Apply
early, and keep them near the surface. For ma-
nuring corn in the hill, some well prepared com-

post of plaster, ashes, and rich mould, or poultry

house manure, with little plaster, or good super-

phosphate, or mixed guanos, should be prepared.

Where it is not practicable to give the land a

sufficient broadcast manuring, it is very desirable

to have it manured in the hill. Indeed, under

any circumstances, and with seeds of every kind,

' a little fertilizing material in immediate contact

with seed is advisable, to give the young plan*

a vigorous start.
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TOBACCO BEDS.

As soon as the plants are started, give them a

dressing of rich compost, or some other fertilizer,

to be repeated every ten days. Their security

from the fly is dependent mainly on their vigor-

c us growth. When grass and weeds are well

ted, have the heds very thoroughly picked,

and follow with a top-dressing. The plants be-

ing well up. to dress frequently with small

applications of manure, and keep them free of

I S3, are the essentials of good management.

TOBACCO LS TBB HOC- 5.

Continue to prepare for market, as heretofore

:ed, taking care that the bulks do not heat

icquire a bad smell*, which no after treat-

i. ent will get rid of.

CLOVER SE^D.

Wheat fields, not yet sown with clover, will

Y e benefitted, when not too much crusted, nor

wet, by harrowing with a heavy drag. Im-

Ktelj after Ibis sow clover seed, and follow

with roller. On the oat field, sow clover seeds

ca the surface, after the oats are put in. and
:" '.low with roller.

PLASTKR.

Plaster should be sown, if possible, during

- jnonth, on last spriug's sowing of clover;

end on the new seeding, when it shows the

third leaf.

GATES AND FENCING.

Let there be no further delay in having these all

put in best condition. The safety of crops will

depend upon them, and the busiest working sea-

Si a should not be taxed with what should have

been much earlier done.

SWEET POTA TOE?.

There is no root crop so profitable, perhaps,

;,- the sweet potato, except for the difficulty of

preserving it for winter use. Where thei

enient transportation, or where it may get

the advantage of the summer and fall market,

the price which it commonly brings should make
i; a favorite crop, and the refuse may at all

times be profitably consumed by cows or hogs.

The potatoes from which plants are to be

u for future transplanting, should now be

laid down. If convenient to use glass, as it may
be where a siuill crop is grown, it will bring

them forward earlier : but this is not necessary.

A friend near Norfolk. Va., gave us, some years

his method of preparing beds for raising

plants for a large crop. We plough up the

] *.ace intended for the bed, six feet wide, running

-ngth east and west : this we plough up to

the depth of twelve inches, and throw out the

dirt on each side of the intended bed. This

trench we fill with leaves from the woods, corn

stalks, or wheat straw—the last being preferred.

This we have well trodden down, and put on

top of it fresh stable manure, about six inches

thick, which must also be well trodden and

packed. The sides are then straightened up and

dirt packed against them as high as the manure.

We then put on top of the manure about* two

inches of wood's mould, which being levelled,

the bed is prepared for the slips. Lay these

cross-wise of the bed, about an inch apart, and

cover with fine wood's mould about an inch in

depth. We usually have fine straw on each side

of the bed, with which we cover up every night,

or on the approach of rain, which it is necessary

to keep off till the slips have sprouted well. After

they make their appearance above the covering,

we add another inch of mould, and after they

appear through this, another still, which is

enough.

The Vegetable Garden.

Prepared for The American Farmer. by Daniel Baeses,
Maryland Agricultural College.

Continue to spade into the soil all refuse vege-

table matter, and where practicable, strew it over

with lime, to hasten the decomposition. It is

much better to bury all such matter at once, than

to lay it on heaps, where it loses all its most fer-

tilizing properties. When placed beneath the

surface of the soil the greater part of the gases

will be retained, till again taken up iu combi-

nation with water by the roots of the plants.

Seeds not yet planted should be got in as early

as practicable, otherwise a whole season may be

sacrificed. Great activity will now be required

in hoeing and cleaning; weeds will grow apace,

and the annual grasses, <kc, if allowed to gain

the ascendancy now. will scatter much seed and

be a constant annoyance during the whole of the

season afterwards.

Asparagus.—The young plants will now be

in a good state for planting in beds, which, ac-

cording to former directions, should be in a good

state to receive them.

Beets.—Sow the early Red Bassano. and the

Castelnaudary for a full crop.

Celery.—Sow on a warm border, which will

come up in good time to make good plants for

fall supply. Transplant, upon a bed three parts

rotten dung and one part loam, the plants from

the first sowing's.
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Cabbage.—A sowing of two or three kinds

now will furnish a supply of useful plants to

till up vacant plots, as summer crops are taken

off. The Wiuningstadt is a capital one to sow

now to fill up gaps, as it may be planted as close

wa sixteen inches. Premium, Flat Dutch, Stone

Mason, and Drumhead Savoy are kinds that

should be largely relied upon.

Cauliflowers.—Continue to plant out the

strongest plants from the stock kept through the

winter. Those which have been brought on un-

der glass will be getting sufficiently advanced to

be benefitted by applications of liquid manure,

to keep them in a free growing state. Let the

soil be constantly stirred about them.

Beans —The dwarf or bush varieties, such as

Early Valentine, Early Yellow Six Weeks, and

Dun Cranberry may now be sown. Sow also

a few in boxes or pots to make good any that

may miss in the rows. Also, from the first week

in the month, the pole varieties, such as the old

Red Cranberry, Scarlet Runner, and Indian

Chief, for stringing ; the Large Lima, Horticul-

tural Corn Dean, and Rhode Island Butter Bean,

for shelling.

Lettuce—Repeat the sowings of different kinds

and thin out and transplant those advancing, as

occasion may require.

Onions.—Sow the silver-skinned for pickling;

SOW very thickly and tread the ground very

firmly, using but little soil to cover them.

Potatoes, coming up, should be hoed. Pato-

toes may still be planted, and any remaining out

of the ground slrould be got in at once.

Parsley.—Sow in a rich border, very thin,

and cover the drills with hemlock or cedar

branches for about two weeks, then remove the

covering, and the young plants will be seen

peeping through. This plan hastens the germi-

nation of the seed, which is generally very slow.

Peas.—The Champion of England, and Dwarf

Blue Imperial, will be found capital kinds to

sow now. Hoe between the rows of advancing

crops, and draw the earth up each side of the

rows; put sticks to those that ai'e sufficiently

forward.

Radishfs.—Make sucecssional sowings of the

turnip rooted varieties, to succeed those sown

last month. Small sowings are best, each made

as soon as the other is up.

Spinach.—Sow the Round Leaved, to succeed

that sown in March. Sow for succession the

improved long, purple eggplant, the Early York

tomato, bellnose pepper, cucumber, melon-squash,

early sweet corn, &c. Give plenty of air to

hot-beds, and whenever water is needed, use it

in a tepid state. Transplant, or pot, egg-plants,

peppers, and tomatoes, and keep them growing

vigorously. Thin out all advancing crops as

soon as sufficiently advanced. This should al-

wa;> s be done in due time, and at two times; in the

first instance leave double the number you intend

to retain as a permanent crop, to meet accidents

to which young seedlings are liable, and then

thin them to the proper distance when such dan-

ger is considered over.

The Fruit Garden.

Where fine fruit is a desideratum, the thinning

out of the branches of peaches, if not previously

done, should be attended to forthwith, removing

all the foreright wood shoots. As blossom buds

appear very thick this year, it is very important to

take off a portion of those which are ill placed.

As the peach and nectarine advance in age, and

require a full complement of wood and circum-

ference alloted them, in order to insure fine fruit,

we have found it necessary to pursue the system

of thinning out, that the trees may be maintained

in a healthy fruit bearing condition, and not

weakened by crowding with too much wood.

Where disbudding is practiced, it should be pro-

ceeded with, more or less, according to the devel-

opment of vegetation ; and this we may expect

will now be rapid. Constant attention will be

necessary in order that the removal of shoots

may be gradual.

New plantations of strawberries (in dry wea-

ther) will require an abundance of water. Hoe

between the rows of old plantations, taking

away, where necessary, some of the longest of

the litter, <fcc, which may have been used as a

covering during the winter, then follow with a

dressing of lime, using it before an expected

shower, that it may be washed into the ground,

which we have found to be of great benefit in

destroying slugs, and benefitting the plants.

Strawberries, in pots, under glass, should have

plenty of air, (but no cold draughts) a dry at-

mosphere, and to be kept near the glass. Plants

in fruit must also have plenty of air, in order to

get a full flavor. Top-dress raspberries with

half decayed barn yard manure. Cut down the

autumn bearing raspberries, cut away all suck-

ers but two or three, and give them a top-dressing

of manure. These never succeed unless they are

kept quite thin. Look over grafted trees, and

remove all shoots below the scions. Complete

the planting of all fruit trees, strawberry plants, i

&c. Where grape vines, raspberries, blackben-

ries, &c, are laid down in the autumn, tlvit-
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3hould now be taken up and secured to stakes,

ic. Grafting, if not completed, may be contin-

ued during the early part of the month. Use

every means to destroy and prevent the attacks

of insects upon fruit trees, &c. After high

winds, look to newly planted trees, and have

them well secured to stakes and the earth made

firm around them. Apply soap suds and liquid
j

manure to strawberry beds, grape vines, rasp-

berries, peach trees. &c. Any person who has
|

applied liquid manure to his fruit trees, fcc, when !

in a growing state, can have no doubt of the

great benefits which they have derived thereby;
j

nevertheless it is surprising how few there are

who adopt it.

The Flower Garden.

" Return. Sicilian Muse,

And cat] the vales, and bid them hither east

Their bells and flowrets of a thousand hues.

Te valleys low, where the mild whispers use,

Of shades, and wanton winds, and gushing brooks,

On whose fresh lap the swart star sparely looks,

Throw hither all your quaint enamell'd eyes,

That on the green turf seek the honied showers,

And purple all the ground with vernal flowers."

All operations in the flower garden should be

concluded soon as possible; finish, if not already

done, the pruning of roses which may have been

left unpruned for the purpose of retarding their

bloom. Let all flower beds be prepared when

the weather is dry. Bedding plants, as verbenas,

geraniums, heliotropes, petunias. &c, should be
j

exposed as much as possible, night and day. Be

in no haste to plant out, as we may yet have
,

frosts and cold rains. Pot off plants newly

rooted, and if convenient, give them the benefit

of a hotbed frame, to induce new roots to form :

Hollyhocks, planted the beginning of the month,

will bloom well this season ; the soil for holly-
j

hocks should be deep and rich, and the plants

from seeds or cuttings planted last fall. Plant

tbe seeds of annuals, and thin out those sown

in March, and the straggling kinds will be bene-

fitted by topping. There are very few who know

all that may be done with annuals, by giving

a rich soil, plenty of room, and occasionally

pinching out the tops of tbe leading shoots.
|

Pinks and pausies—these should have a rich top-

dressing now, taking care to stir the surface of

the beds before it is applied. Take advantage

of favorable weather for the destruction of weeds.

&c, and to get flower borders well cleaned, it

will be advisable to run the hoe through these,

even if merely to stir the surface. Continue to

regulate the stems of advanced herbaceous plants.

tying them up if they require it.

Climbing vines, <fcc , should be frequently

looked over and regulated as they advance in

growth. Plant out in beds gladiolus roots.

[zias, Pcrravia, or Tiger flower. Tritornias, &c.

Continue to plant evergreens, taking the pre-

caution to water them well at the time of plant-

ing, and occasionally, afterwards, to well mulch

the surface, and, if but a few choice plants, to

sprinkle the foliage over in the evenings of dry

days. These attentions will enable late planted

evergreens to grow well in most cases

Grass lawns should now have every neccessary

attention, or the consequences will be a burnt up

lawn by June, and the predominance of coarse

grasses. Proper care of grass lawns not only prc-

i-rves their beauty for present enjoyment, but im-

proves their quality ;
frequent mowing tending to

waken the coarse grasses, and encourage the finer

kinds. A sprinkle of guano where the turf is poor

will be very beneficial now. Grass newly from

seeds should be handled very carefully, and not

rolled till after it bus been once mown. It is a

good plan to mow seed grass as soon as it is strong

enough, and leave the mowings on the ground :

the turf will look unsightly tor a short time, but

it will be immensely benefitted by the mulch of

its own material.

Dissolving Bones.—Bones dissolved, or redu-

ced by any process, are one of the best manures.

and every farmer can save and dissolve a great

many each year if he will only set about it in

the following manner : Get a large cask or box

— a sugar hogshead is as good as anything—set

it out where it will catch all the rain that fall--.

and into this throw your bones and ashes as fast

as you make them : the ashes should be tbe

greater bulk, so that the bones will be complete-

ly embedded in the ashes. The rains will keep

the mass moist, and the lye will act on the bones,

and completely dissolve them in from six to

twelve months. Should there not be euough

rain fall to thoroughly moisten the whole mass,

chamber lye should be added, or water sufficient

poured on to make up the deficiency. There

should be two casks or boxes, so that when the

one is full it may stand while the other is being

filled, and in the meantime the bones become

thoroughly dissolved. Some say that a little

caustic lime added to the ashes, helps to dissolve

the bones faster. This I have not tried, but the

former I have, and know it to be a good thing
;

and would advise all to save and prepare the

bones on their farms in this simple, easy, and in-

expensive way.— J?. A. Ri'hl. h; Farmcr't Ad.
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For the " American Farmer."

Intensive and Extensive Farming—Sheep in
the Southern States.

Frcuch writers, ou rural economy, find it con-

venient to divide practical agriculture into two

equally important systems of cultivation. To
one is applied the term intensive fanning, as in-

dicating the concentration of capital, labor and

fertilizers on a comparatively small surface,

while the other is called extensive farming, he-

cause labor, capital, and, sometimes, manure,

are employed over a wide area. Under favorable

circumstances, both systems may be combined,

as a brief review of the subject will satisfy the

reader.

The want of good roads to cities, on which to

convey graio, hay, vegetables and fruits to needy

comsumers in walled towns, early led to the

more thorough and intense working of the soil

near them, to avoid famine and the pestilence

that ever follows in its train. We know so little

of these scourges of antiquity that few appreciate

the necessity for improved farming and garden-

ing developed by the rapid growth of cities

and villages. While the physical wants of

any given number of people remain the same
from one generation to another, their social pro-

gress may call for a much larger supply per cap-

ita of agricultural products. When one sees

wool and cotton made into carpets for the million,

and leather into cushions and covers for carriages,

he has occular demonstration of arts and wants,

whose demands on rural industry are as bound-

less as human pride and ambition.

In this country, cities and villages grow much
faster than rural population, and as a conse-

quence, the market price of all articles of food

for man and beast, and of most raw materials of

manufacture, steadily advance from one decade

to another. Tbe advance would now be much
larger than it is if ibat part of the continent

which belongs to the United States were not so

highly favored by navigable rivers, lakes, bays,

and by more than thirty thousand miles of work-
ing railways. While these facilities for cheap

transportation greatly promote the most exten-

sive system of tillage and husbandry, they are

perhaps Still more efficient in building up both

old and new cities, towns and villages, which in

turn create local markets fox the products of the

most intensive farming and fruit growing in

their vicinity. The United States' Census Office

estimates our population at the close of this cen-

tury at something oirer one hundred million

souls
; and whether we study human progress in

Europe or this country, all the indications favor

the idea of a great advance in the market value

of real estate within the next twenty years.

Without disparaging the propriety of concentra-

ting capital, skill and industry, on a rather

limited surface, it may not be amiss to refer to

some of the advantages of improving large

tracts of land by sheep raising and wool grow-

ing in the South. r

In the first place all must see that we have not

capital nor labor to cultivate, with the plough,

more than a small fraction of the six hundred

million acres in the late slaveholding States, and

I respectfully submit to large landholders and

others whether it will not give a better income

from Southern soil and labor to cultivate tbe

best perennial grasses that grow in Texas, and

on the plains east of the Rocky Mountains, as

well as the Bermuda, Orchard, and Kentucky

blue-grass, (not to name others which the writer

knows to be reliable in Georgia and Teunessee,

)

and raise wool, sheep, and other stock, than to

cling to the old system of planting and wearing

out plantations? On all rich lands, planting

would now pay handsomely with slave labor.

But slavery being dead, the important fact can

neither be concealed nor denied, that all free

laborers, whether white or black, naturally pre-

fer the easy tasks of shepherds, in the care of

sheep and cattle, to the prolonged labor in the

field in raising cotton, rice, tobacco, or other

planting staples. In all hot, summer climates,

where tropical plants are extensively cultivated,

free men and women are found unreliable as

field operatives, and mainly because they are

measurably exempt from the stern necessity of

being both industrious and faithful to their en-

gagements, which exists in all cold climates.

Instead of complaining of this state of things,

and sometimes losing money by placing too much
confidence in the stability of freedmen, it is bet-

ter to adapt our agriculture lo the instincts and

idle habits of the persons with whom we have

to deal, and let them be shepherds and shep-

herdesses in our employment, rather than com-

mon field hands.

By a judicious selection of grass adapted to

one's soil and climate, permanent pastures may
be formed at little expense; and at this time,

fair sheep—say half-blood merino—may be

bought in the Northern States at about a dol-

lar a head, to be delivered after shearing. There

it costs a dollar a year, or more, to keep a sheep,

while the writer keeps them in East Tennessee

at a cost of some twenty-five cents a head.

Limestone, blue-grass lands are cheap here, and

equally well adapted to grazing to the best in

Kentucky. Poor land will pay better in Bermu-

da and other grass than in any hoed crop what-
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-.vbile rich land Days better iu meadows, Farming and Clover in Northwest Georgia.

in the South, than iu corn or cotton. The fact Editor* of American Farmer :

shou'd be borne in mind, that many cities iike Inclosed find two dollars ($2,) my snbscrip-

Atlanta and Colombia send a thousand miles tion ,-or tnat u ftn(j valuable monthly the Anter-

ior the hay yearly comsumed. With grass and
icj)i jr

; . , r Pardon me for not remitting the

recuperate all old fields, money sooner : I base been waiting to get sub-

aud soon double the value of almost any South- ambers is one excuse for the delay, and I hope

era lai •:•. la making annual crops of soon to send yon some new names, as I bave had
wool and mutton, sheep operate on the tne promise of several to whom the paper has

. of good husbandry—drawing nourish- teea Bnown. I am anxious to s - ireu-

ment daily from mountain sides, hills, plains, \-a\on of the Farmer iu this country. It will be

1 cores. Where they rest at night. f great vallie t0 tne farmers here now that they

folds, and drop the residuum of their n .lve tamed their attention to raising grain and
•or land it may be.) they foster the grasses instead of cotton.

- of tillage in r lover grows here to a greater perfection than

_ ... or cotton, by supplying largely the lest &ny pjaoe ] illlve ever seeilj keeping green and
manures, which cost nothing: and where sheep growing all winter, supporting cattle aud keep-

are properly kept, needs no hauling or spreading. }ng tneiB jn go0(j or(jer, with but very Hale of

: ifBcient to indicate other food. You will recollect that when I re-

i that either the Southern grasses of Texas
, nX)ve(i t0 this country from Maryland, my

and the West Iudia Islands, or those of Europe [neighbors tried to discourage me from raising

and the Northern will grow on nearly c iov , x \yxi j t xroa\d not grow in the

every acre of Southern soil, and pay a better South. Nevertheless, I a I it has far

income than planting ever can, take one year exceeded my expectations— growing on poor
with another, and depend on free laborers.

]alK] as „-<.'] as v i c
.i,

j a t ]lis COBntrj it is an
s of "mesquite," which evergreen, and grows all the year, and when once

deserve a trial in all tl>e 3 ites. The so^u ntrL.j not i,e repeated. The f:

writer has tried one of these, and Bermuda sowed are still beautifully set. Though tho-

rn Georgia, with sat!.- .Its.

.'.-. Kj.ojc Co , Ten*. D. Lee.

the '-American Farmer.*'

The Range of Bees' Plight.

is a subject of great importance to bee

keepers, as it has been supposed that bees Bj

only about three (3) miles when collecting honey,

consequently there was a fear lest the apiary

:ked

.

have been planted in corn, the culture of the

corn crup lias not destroyed its growth. If sowu

in wheat iu the fall, the clover comes up in the

. and yields a better sward than when first

sowu. It far exceeds cotton, wheat, or corn, iu

.-. .The crop of bay will bring more than

either the above named crop?. As a jutsture, it

is equal, and as a fertilizer, it is of more value.

than anything raised in the South. Many far-

mers I i in this country, from Virginia

and otii-r farmin - and I know of ut>Having ascertained that there was no 3 n

;e Erie.) iu the spring of country that offers icements ti g

we established an apiary of the Italians farmers than Northwest Georgia. You may

there, for the purpose of rearing more Italian hear from me a_

queens, and ascertaining the flight of the Italians Respectfu

for food. Iu less than a week after they con - K gston, Cass C% . G i. A. B. Best.

The ai>ove. from a valued correspondent, w i-.
menced living there. a the

opposite end of the Island, more than five (5)

- -

carry some of she Italians out on the water, in

a bee hunting box, aud ascertain just how far

work to and from the hives or

We are of the opinion, however, that they will

not work as far on the w . the land,

I continuous supply of Sowers to

lead them off from the apiary. We will report

further at the close of the season.

W. A. Flaxd-trs & Co.

Ohio, Ftb. 23, 18 1

..?. mislaid, aftc t, and has

just r This is the gentlemen we have

heretofore alluded to, who. when he went to

. -very

month in the year.'
1

until he ascertained the

right time. We hope to bear from bim again,

and often. [Ed.]

1 that the money los>

to England by the cattle plague has bet I

iu gc
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For the " American Farmer."

The Protective Tariff Bill.

Messes. Editors : There is at present no object

more worthy of public attention than tlie protec-

tive tariff bill, which our wise Congress is trying

to patch up. It is astonishing to me, that none

of our able agricultural writers have taken up

their pen to defeat this unjust, and for our coun-

try ruinous law. A protective tariff is a curse

to any country where ogricuUuv'C is dominating.

Read history, go to any country where such

exist, and you will find progress slow, or even at

i standstill. Can a more «></</«/ and .- ns Itss law-

be made than such as compels about 24.000,000 of

people to pay protective duty to enrich about

1,000,000 of manufacturers? Even the laborers

who work for them must, out of their scanty

earnings, pay the toll to enrich their rich masters

more and more. How much better would these

laborers and their families fare, if they went

West, where they, in a few years, by industry,

would gain an independence, whereas they in

their present position remain at the mercy of

their hard masters uutil the grave embraces them.

Why force our country to become a manufactur-

ing country? No country, with ample and rich

soil like ours, should ever attempt to favor manu-

factories beyond such as can exist without pro-

tection. The time to do so may arrive, but not

until hundreds of years have passed and the popu-

lation lias increased beyond the capacity of sup-

porting them by agriculture; then artificial means

are required to procure bread. Look at Eng-

land ! In spite of her riches and influence all

over the world, what would become of the queen

of the seas, if she was to be involved in a war of

years' standing? What would become of her, if

her artificially created industry did not find a

market all over the world ? She would perish to

leath by hunger ! And why? because her popula-

tion, kept at an unnatural height by her factories,

would not be able to maJce or find their bread in

their native country. What can induce a country

like ours to create such a state of things? No-

thing, gentlemen, but the individual interest of

of ihe men who advocate the protective tariff

bill. AoilICb'LTCRE IS THE MOTHEH OF 0JJE COL'N-

'itv ! It cannot be denied. Point at any man
in the United States, I do not care what his posi-

tion or occupation is, if agriculture fails, he is

bound to fail. Lawyers, doctors, merchants,

ministere, mechanics and laborers, all would

they now are living by the pro-

ducts of agriculture, direct or indirect. And why
now shall we submit to the more than unjust

treatment of this most important class of our citi-

zens, by a protective tariff for the manufactur-

ers? Frotective tariff men will say, we also

protect the agricultural interest by laying a duty

on wool, flax, hemp, &c., &c. No, you do no',

gentlemen; your protection of agriculture is a

mere humbug. By your protection you only

help the farmer to pay a small part of the high

rates he has to pay the manufacturers for their

articles. For instance, you give the farmer by

your tariff a prjteclion of 13 cents on a pound of

wool, which raises the price per pound to 40 cenrs

from 3.'! cents before the war. Well, before the

war he bought—to mention only a few articles

—

his calico for 12 J cents a yard, now he has to

pay 25 cents for the very poorest kind. Before

the war he bought a yard of cloth for $1, for

which he now has to pay $2.50. Before the war

he bought a keg of nails for $3, now he has \>

pay from $7 to $8. The average increase in price

for agricultural products does not exceed 75 per

cent., while his expenses, to obtain the same arti-

cles he used before the war, are increased from

100 to 150 per cent. Look at the labor he em-

ploys. Before the war he'could hire help at 8)2

to $15 per month, and have plenty. Now, as

the statistics of the Agricultural Department

show, he has to pay an average of $28 per month,

and scarce at that. Before the war, he paid a

mechanic from $1 to $1.50 per day. Now, he

has to pay $3. If this increase of expenses con-

tributed to improve the situation of the laboring

class, he would, any how, have some consolation,

but it does not. The laborer has to spend as much
more now than he did before the war as the in-

crease of his earnings. The reason? Because lie

has to pay about 100 per cent, more now than

then for the necessities of life. Doctors, lawyers,

•fee, &c, charge higher now than then, pleading,

as a very good excuse, the high taxes. Mer-

chants charge from one half to one quarter of a,

per cent more, pleading, for an excuse, enormous

taxes. So you see that the taxes on all other

branches of society fall back, direct or indirect,

on the agricultural population. But how are we

to obtain money for the Government treasury?

asks the protective tariff bill men. Very simply,

gentlemen, by comparatively free trade and d%

taxation! Our debt is, say $4,000,000,000, on

which we have to pay an average interest of about

7 per cent., makes $280,000,000 per annum. I

have not taken the time to ascertain the statistic

wealth of the United States, but I certainly remain

far below reality, if I put it at $! 00,001

Suppose a tax of one half of one per cent, per

annum was levied on this amount, it would make
the sum of $500,000,000, sufficient to pay the in-

terest on our debt and besides $220,000,000 an-
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nually of the principal. Through this system

we also would be enabled to abolish the ictersal

revenue, a still more hateful and injurious insti-

tution than the protective tariff. Also, this tax

falls back on tbe consumer. This would enable us

to do away with the whole host of internal reve-

nue officers and half of tbe custom house o'.>

who now absorb about 20 per cent, of all the

taxes now gathered, besides millions tbat are lost

by fraud. But the greatest Messing derived from
]

the abolishment of these heinous taxes would be

the improvement of the morality of the people.

The taxes abolished, the temptation to avoid or

break the law for sake of gain would be removed.

L. A. Hahssh, Sk.

. H . M re*, 18 i•
J"orthe "American Farmer."

Answer to Inquiries from Cumberland Coun-
ty. North Carolina.

Yonr case is rather a hard one, bst work and

pa'.ience will make von succeed. Although you

think draining will cost too mach, still it is the

of your operations for improvement. Even

if converted into a meadow, you will have to

protect the land from surplus water ; if not. the

artificial grasses you sow will be supplanted by

wild grasses, not St for cattte food.

Well, you have to eommeuee wUb draining

say a ditch eighteen inches wide and from twelve

to eighteen inches deep, every thirty feet, more

or less, according to circumstances. When dry

enough, treaeh-plouga in the fall, throwing the

furrow to the centre, and let the laud lie in this

rough state until spring. As soon as it is in

fair working condition, barro»v it perfectly even :

spread a good layer of lime and harrow again.

Let it remain in this state for about three weeks.

Then sow oats, two bushels to an acre, work

with a cultivator, sow three hundred pounds of

Peruvian guano per acre, and barrow well. If

the land is cloddy, roll with a heavy roller and

harrow again. This done, sow the following

mixture of grass seeds:

Phleara pretense, (timothy) Sib?.

Aira coespitisa, (hassock grass) B
'

Poa aquatiea (water mead - 8 "

Piialaris a-uD<iinaeea, (reed canary grass)... .. B '

Hotcus laaatus. (meailow soft grass, B "

Trifolium repens. (white clover) < "

and roll, if the land is not inclined to bake.

After the oats are cat, mulch tbe young grass

with some rotten manure or compost. This will,

if no particular unfavorable circumstances occur,

secure you a good stand of grass. If some spots

should fail, which you will be able to observe

after the oats are cut, yon may harrow such

places and sow some grass seed on these spots

before vou mnlcb. Cattle must, u&der ao cir-

cumstances, be allowed in the field. In fact,

cattle should never be grazed on fields intended

for meadow, but the aftermath be allowed to rot

on the land. It is manure, and protects the

plants against frost.

By securing a good stand of artificial grasses.

the wild grasses will disappear. To keep up this

meadow, you will bave to mulch it every other

spring. Fall mulching would be preferable, but

as the land may be subject to overflowing. '.:

would be o i waste of manure.

In regard to your questions about keeping

cows for making butter, I can inform you that

.1 pay even if you have to sell butter at

thirty cents a pound. My dairy-book shows-

that I have made a pound of butter from every

four gallons of milk. At a low calculation, a

cow, well kept, will yield six hundred gallons

of milk in eight mouths, so you can make your

own calculation. The best cows for milk are

the A yreshi res. For milk and fattening com-

bined, the Durham, crossed with polled Gallo-

irA again crossed with Durham.

I forgot to mention that if your land is located

so as to allow subsoil drainage, from two and

a half to ihree feet deep, it would pay better by

far than any surface drainage. But I suppose it

is too low. L. A. H.

Cli/u-'i. Fahfax Co., Va.

Effects of Pearlash.—If our friends can in,

any way teach their wives, daughters, or cooks,

to keep tbe pearlash out of their bread, all the

yellow people, especially the yellow children,

who are supposed to b« turned yellow by the fe-

ver and agae. and bilious feTers. will soon be

turned white. It is a great mistake to suppose

tbat the yellow countenances of the West come

from bile, wken it is the enormous quantity of

pearlash eaten in the bread that is reflected

through the skiu. Bread is tbe staff of life, it

is said—and so it is—but it is tl>e staff of death.

too. in this country. Bad bread kills aboal
many people here as bad rum. So many people
eat poisonous pearlash for bread that they die by
inches. Dyspepsia, that great monster di-

of the country, that deranges tbe liver, 1 .

on costiveness. and thus finally kills the human
victim, is half the time "pearlash." Here in

the East—out of New England—we have driven

off the pearlash-salaeratus cooks, but not alto-

gether. Pearlash lives h?re yet in.bread, hut in

cities and towns we have nearly whipped out the
murderers. In the distant Western tow:>
rond the good hotels of the lakes and rivers,

Peariasb. under the name of Salseratas, is King.
It is not any wonder, then, that the people of
the East turu yellow West, and sicken, not of

fever ani ague, bilious and congestive fevers.

but of pearlash three times a day.

—

Jaunt
Applied Chsmistvy.
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For the " American Farmer."'

What shall we do with our Farms ?

Mr. Editor.

Dinwiddie, March 1, 1367.

The unexpected and rapid revolution which

has come upon us of the South, in completely

changing our system of labor, has apparently

thrown all "at sen.," and no man seems to know
where he will drift. Some are looking in the

distance in anticipation thatsoaie craft may heave

in sight, and rescue a drowning man ;
others are

catching at every imaginary object which pre-

sents itself, allured with the hope of getting

something tangible, which may for the time at

least stay his approaching end ; others again, less

hopeful, are making only the efforts of the last

struggles, contending with the waves of disap-

pointment and misfortune, and must of necessity

soon perish. But there is a large class, whose

picture, although clouded by the sorrows of past

misfortune, can yet show at times a bright

spot, who have struck out for the shore, trusting

in the guidance and direction of a Divine Pro-

vidence, who will lead them to a haven of rest.

The Southern people are overburdened with laud
;

the taxes upon this land must be paid, the labor

to cultivate this land cannot be obtained, and

now the question is, what must be done? I have

not the vanity to believe that I can solve this

question satisfactorily to all, but as it is from

the interchange of views that great truths are

established, I propose to lay before your readers

what I conceive to be our better policy. There

are some questions of vital importance to the

laudholders to be propounded and answered be-

fore he enters upon the first principles of the

plan I propose. 1. Do his liabilities justify even

an attempt to retain all the land he has? 2. Is

it desirable or possible to be made profitable to

keep his land? If he gives a negative answer to

the former, then he should avail himself of every

opportunity to dispose of his land to the best

advantage of his creditors; for a man burdened

with debt is fur worse off than a man burdened

with land. If he gives a negative answer to

the latter, then let, him dispose of so much of his

land as will justify him in making the rest both

desirable and profitable. Suppose, however, he

can answer but in the affirmative, the question

arises what must be done? In laying before your

readers the plan ] propose, I am not unmindful

that I shall have opposition, for I see already,

iu the last number of the American Farmer, dif-

ferent views expressed. It should be the object

of every farmer at present to have as. much of his

land cultivated as possible, with an eye to its

future improvement, and to do this is the sheet

anchor of our future success. The man who

can devise the best means to this end, is our

greatest benefactor : and it must be done by

council or advice one with another. Our landed

estates must be divided into smaller farms, each

farm having a comfortable and neat residence

for its tenant; and every inducement we offer

in the way of conveniences tends so much towards

getting desirable tenants. Now, who must be

the tenants? Not the negroes, for it is an axiom

well established that they are incapable of success-

fully managing even a small farm profitably to

themselves and to the owner. They have never

been thrown upon their own resources, but have

only executed what was devised by wiser heads.

What they may in the future become, time will

only show ; but at present they are certainly un-

profitable tenants, when left to their own plans.

We must then look to a higher order of talent,

and a race imbued with a higher order of mora]

principles. The negro must inevitably be the

laboring class among us for the present, as the

whites of the South have not been accustomed

to the physical fatigue requisite for agricultural

pursuits; so the white man must plan and the

negro execute as in former times, until the whites

become accustomed to assume all the responsi-

bilities and withstand all the hardships of a

farm ; then they will be independent of the

negro, and rather than be vexed and annoyed

1) v them, will prefer, and even take pleasure, in

making his bread by the sweat of his own brow.

These small farms then must have white tenants

—sober, industrious and honest—who will not

only plan but work so far as he is able. He

can employ as many negroes as are necessary,

with his own labor, to work the farm successfully.

He must be encouraged by his landlord, by the

liberal inducements offered for improvement, and,

as before stated, all the conveniences that can

be readily furnished. He must have an inter-

est in the farm for at least three years, and

as much longer as possible. We must not expect

to get the full value of our lands the first year

in part of the crop or money, but must take into

consideration the additional improvements in

land, &c. It is useless to talk to us about the

success of Yankee farming ;
we must have a sys-

tern of our own, and we must have concert of

action ;
have our agricultural societies; go, and

carry our tenants ; read, and write fur our agri-

cultural journals ; theorise, and practice our prin-

ciples, and let our neighbors know, by precept

and example, what we are doing.

B. P. R,
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For the "American Farmer "

Potatoes—Seed vs. Butt Ends,

JiW< tome General Remarks.

Reader, have you ever tested the matter, to as-

certain which will yield the larger crop, seed or

butt earls, cut so as the weights will be about

equai. If so. you doubtless ascertained that the

butt ends had considerably ihe advantage,

in quantity and quality, and were also some two

weeks earlier. Why is this so? I answer, sim-

ply because the seed ends have more eyes and

send forth a superabundance of shoots,

years ago, I read in a P.-aent Office report where
j

a parcel of potatoes that had been cut three or
j

four days, and as a consequence considerably

shrivelled, exceeded largely in amount a
\

that were planted fresh. My curiosity being ex- I

cited upon this subject, I was led to try a num-
ber of experiments in order to ascertain the cause

of this singular phenomenon. Without giving a

detailed history of my operations. I i

-

that the cause was simply owing to the fact that

the shrivelled portion sent forth fewer t

Upon this same principle we can readily account

why butt ends exceed seed ends. Alter this. 1

improved my product largely, both in quantity

and quality, by throwing out the tubers, leaving

but a single stalk at a place. I have thus had

gle plants to fill a half bushel, eight

would heap it. and the joint product of two

'.even pounds. The extra tubers

can readily be transplanted and make a fine yield.

They are more hardy for transplanting than the

sweet potato, and yield equally as well

Potatoes, as a general thing, are crowded too

much for a large yield. A single tuber for even-

two feet square I think is sufficiently close, where

the ground is rich, and I am not certain but a

would not result ad van

The most, however, that can be done now is to

thin out your present ci

MANURES.

Common wood ashes and barn yard manure,

applied separately, perhaps suit the potato a-

as any other manure.

Ji'XE PLANTING.

In the province of Ecuador, in South America,

they, perhaps, raise the finest potatoes in the

world. The climate there, generally, is about SO

degrees, varying but few over or under through-

out the year. By planting in June, from the 15th

to the 20th, and littering heavily, so as to pro-

tect the ground from the heat of the sun, we ap-

proximate the requisite temperature of 80 degrees.

as the potatoes acquire the most of their growth

in September and October. Potatoes plan;:

this time, and covered with leaves or straw to the

depth of six or eight inches, will present a much
smoother appearance than those matini i

summer. I am also confident that the yield is

much larger, other things being equal.

PKEPAIiATIOX OF THE LAND.

A green crop of rye, oats, clover, or auy thing

of the kind turned under about the middle of

May, will greatly increase the potato crop. If

this same crop be guauoed heavily, so as to make
a large growth, so much the better. I have tried

guanoes for the green crop and barn yard manure

and ashes before planting, with the best of re-

sults. In fact, by this method of manuring

thinning according to directions elsewhere given.

I invariably took the first premium wherever I

entered my articles. For a large
j

planting has decidedly the preference.

Respectfully. & .. X. fj.

For the " American Farmer."

Fire-Fanged Manure.

This is manure that has been thrown in :.

••to rot." to use a familiar term of the farmer.

and has undergone a high process of heating, an 1

has assumed a whitish, mouldy appearance. It

is aiso very light as compared with other ma-

nures. Few farmers are aware of the immense

loss that is thus sustained. In a careful experi-

ment, I ascertained that unhealed barn yard ma-

nure iucreased a sweet potato crop a little over

100
[

while an equal quantity of fire-

i made no le difference. I am
clearly of the opinion that a snffi

.

- thus

sustained annually to pay the entire taxes of the

le, or at least in the Southern States, not

having much knowledge of what is done Xorth.

The fertilizing bonia,

are thus driven off. after which your manure is

an inert mass scarcely worth carting to a field.

Therefore use at once, or if it be necessary to

bulk, use loam as a compost, so as to prevent

heating. Respectfully. X. C.

.^heep—Haw Determined.—The

of sheep may be known by the front teeth. They

are eight in number and appear all of a size. In

the second year the two middle ones fall out. and

their place is supplied by two large ones. In the

third year a smf.ll tooth on each side. In the

fourth year the lajge teeth are six in number.

In the fifth year the whole begin to get worn-

In the seventh year the whole fall out or

broken. It is said that the teeth of ewes I _

to decay at five or six ; those of wethers at seven-
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Artificial Manures.
BY W. WALLACE FYFE.

[A Lecture delivered to the students of the Royal Agri-

cultural College, Ciicencester.]

[concluded.]

Sulphate of lime, or gypsum, is the most

abundant of all the natural sulphates of earths

or metals. Very large quantities of the pure

gypsum, quarried in Derbyshire, Mr. Parr tells

us, (Letters to the Farmers.) in an unburnt state

and ground to powder, are sent to London, not

only for adulterating flour, sugar, lozenges &c,

but for mixing with Peruvian guano, which it is

supposed, by some, to render genuine by taking

a pound or two of value ofi* the ton. This adul-

teration is carried to an incredible extent. Chem-

ically, the composition of gypsum consists of

twenty-eight parts lime, forty parts sulphuric

and. and eighteen of water. Hence it is capable

of supplying to plants lime, sulphur, and sulphu-

ric acid. In a burnt state, when it has lost all

its Water, it is the well-known plaster of Paris.

Burnt gypsum dissolves less readily than unburnt,

and much water is in both instances required,

since of water will not take up into

solution exceeding three drachms of unburnt

gypsum. A dressing of three cwt. per acre will

benefit clover in some kinds of land, as it will

other green crops requiring sulphur. As an ad-

dition to the dung heap, gypsum, in small quan-

tities, is an tin,
;

at iu h'xing ammonia.

It is, however, better suited as a fixer in the

liquid manure tank, since it acts only in the

presence ot an excess of moisture. Agricultural

salt, an article cheaply, extensively, and, it would

appear, effectively used as a top dressing upon

pasture, is by no means a pure material ; but

presented to us in the less concentrated form in

which it is thus mixed up with impurities, it is

the better adapted Jor a manure. Mr. Duckham
uses it extensively en his pastures iu Hereford-

shire; but he has informed me that, though the

results, in the appearance aud increase of the

herbage, have been very marked, the use of it

is attended with a serious risk to breeding ewes,

which cannot be too widely known. This fact

iu his experience he has had confirmed to him bj

that of- the agent for a nobleman in Wales, and

of another practical farmer iu a different pari of

the country ; ?o that there can be no doubt that

where salt has ben applied upon the pastures.

the cause of ewes either dropping their lambs

prematurely, or. if going to maturity, bringing

forth a diminutive and weakly offspring, has

been, in tla.se three instances, traced to the em-

ployment of salt as a dressing for grass. I hold

in my hand a most extraordinary pamphlet on

"The Use of Salt in Agriculture," being prise

essays published by the Salt Chamber of Com-

merce at Norwich, in which more than enough

is certainly said of the value of this application.

But without asking you to accept in its integrity

a commercial puff of this nature, some of the

positions advanced and the conclusions arrived

at may, with propriety, be metioned. Thus, it

is said that when common salt, through the me-

dium of tain water or otherwise, comes in contact

with earthy bases of ammonia, phosphoric and

silicic acids, potash, magnesia, &c., originally

in the soil, or carried into it through the rain

water or manures, it sets the ammonia,
j

phoiic and silicic acids, potash, &c, free, and

makes them at once available for the nourish-

ment of the growing plants. Hence the greai

importance of bringing salt into the soil to solve

or bring into action the dormant fertilizing pow-

ers of soil and manures, for larger crops will

inevitably follow its proper application. What,

then, is its proper application? The first c

ist says. "Salt should never be applied with the

seed. In cold, heavy, wet, undrained land, salt

cannot act by itself, nor in sterile laud
;
aud it

is only in conjunction with other manures

it may do some good in such unprofitable land.

Salt, applied with lime, will always assist the

efficacy of the latter. The application of salt

upon the breaking up of land, and then after-

wards top-dressing in small quantities at different

times, will be found the most beneficial and

economical way ; and it will also get worms,

slugs, &c, out of the grouud. Salt, applied to

compost and manure, will always repay itself

many-fold. The mixing of all manures contain-

ing either phosphates, potash, or ammonia, with

an equal weight of salt, can only tend to make

such manures more effective. Repeated

dressings iu spring in small quantities are far

preferable to heavy ones at one time.'
1

1 notice

that, according to Dr. Voelcker's analysis, in

some experiments on the growth of wheat, that

the manure which was most successful iu results

both as to straw aud grain was composed of one-

sixth common salt. Now, common salt, or

chloride of sodium, exists iu ail cultivated cr

especially roots—such as turnips and man.

wurzel — aud is therefore necessary to them,

especially in places remote from the sea, or

screened from the sea wiuds by hills. The usual

influence of the sea-spray is said to extend in-

shore through seven miles ofatmosphere, although

in sea storms tree leaves in the direction of the

wind have been found coated with salt crystals

at twenty miles from the sea. Applied as a top-
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dressing, salt invariably increases the weight

per bushel of reaped grain, and it is advantage-

ous to mix it with the farmyard manure or the

water employed in slaking lime. In the course

of our preceding recommendations, we have not

failed to commend the use of ashes obtained by
burning couch heaps, and even by paring and

burning hedge banks and fences, and in every

other way that ashes are to be obtained. But it

is to the experience of the American farmer that

we must have recourse, if we would know the

true manurial value of ashes, which, used in our

own system simply as an auxiliary, are most

conveniently employed in licking up the liquid

manure oozings, and ecouomising and distri-

buting their fertilizing influences in a form in

which they may thus be handled. A writer in

the "Albany Cultivator" mentions having ap-

plied forty bnshels of ashes per acre to a thin,

gravelly soil some years ago, to the manifest im-

provement of the product. The ground, he says,

was ploughed up the next spring for corn and
potatoes, and the benefit of the application was
plainly seen

;
the potato vines (as he calls them)

withstood the severe drought of that year per-

fectly, and gave excellent fair potatoes, and the

corn was equally benefited. The effect of the

application of ashes in quantity is felt for several

years. For composting muck, ashes are of much
value, nearly equal to lime, bushel for bushel,

hastening the decomposition of vegetable matter

and fitting it to benefit the soil. Wood-ash, as

Johnston points out, contains a portion of com-
mon pearl-ash in an impure form, with sulphate

also, and silicate of potash
; hence the extensive

use of wood-ash as a manure in every country

where it can be readily obtained. Applied alone,

wood-ash is beneficial to clovers, beans, and
other leguminosas. A common turnip manure,

extensively employed in this country, consists

of wood-ash mixed with bones in equal bulk.

The common potash of commerce being obtaiued

by washing common wood-ash with water as

long as anything continues to dissolve, the lixu-

rated or washed refuse which accumulates under

this process retains behind a large portion of

undissolved ash, containing silicate of potash,

mixed with silicate, carbonate, and phosphate

of lime, and this is found to be a manure re-

markably well adapted for oats, being, however,

most suitable for clay lands. Laid on to the

extent of one or two tons an acre, its effect has

been known to last for fifteen or twenty years.

In Germany they frequently burn rye straw, and

employ the ash as a top-dressing—the dry straw

being strewn over the field, burnt, and the ash

ploughed in. Johnston urges that the ash of the

husk of oats and barley now wasted would prove

a valuable top-dressing to meadow land, young
corn crops, bog oats, &c; and mentions one

miller in the north who makes two bushels of

ash a day from the husks of the oats he grinds.

The waste of this ash, he adds, long persevered

in, can scarcely have failed slowly to impoverish

the land. Dutch ashes are the ashes of peat

burned for the purpose of application to the

land. The best form of this application is pro-

bably, however, the far famed peat charcoal,

whose powers, as a fixer of ammonia and liquid

manure absorbent, are perfectly unrivalled. At

one time peat charcoal promised to have a run

—

and I know an eminent London market gardener,

Mr. Cuthill, author of "The Market Gardens

'round London," and numerous clever practical

gardening treatises, who swears by it still. My
neighbour, when at home, the Rev. Henry Moule,

of Fordington, in vol. xxiv., p. 1, of the "Royal

Agricultural Society's Journal," recommends a

system of earth closets, which has, after having

been successfully tried at many places, been

brought before the British Association and Social

Science Congress, as carried out at one of the

Wiltshire Poor-Law Unions. There is nothing

new in Mr. Moule's system, the power of soils

to absorb manure having been long familiar; but

he claims for himself the merit of having first

directed public attention to the repeated action

and use of the earth. He has patented an earth

closet for the purpose of carrying" this on, so that

the supply, admixture, removal, and drying of

the earth may be satisfactorily and economically

performed. But it is only iu towns, he observes,

where the delivery, stowage and removal of earth

are attended with cost and difficulty, that any

artificial aid for drying the compost would be

desirable. On premises not cramped for space,

the atmosphere, especially wiih the aid uf a glass

roof to the shed, would act sufficiently fast. The ,

illustrations afforded of the efficacy of night-soil

thus secured as a manure are necessarily minor

ones. A cottager at Bradford Abbas commenced

the system in his large cottage garden in the

spring of 1862- He applied the manure to

patches of mangold and swedes, and the land-

steward, who persuaded him to try it, never saw

such fines roots as were then grown. In 18G0 a

farm bailiff received from Mr. Moule one cwt. of

mixed earth from his stuck of three cart loads,

which had passed five times through a closet

used by fifteen persons, and had subsequently

occupied a shed for seven months. It was ap-

plied to a quarter acre of ground drilled in with

swedes, whilst to the remainder of the field of

four acres an equal dressing of super-phosphate
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was applied. The crop, though injured by the

rapid growth of weeds of that wet, trying sea-

son, was good. But the roots in the quarter

acre which received the mixed earth, when pulled

and weighed, exceeded by one-third any that

could be found in the rest of the field. In 1 SO 1

this same field was sown to barley. Thioughout

the growth of the crop the appearance of this

same quarter of an acre, with no additional ma-

nure, was manifestly superior to that of the

remainder of the field, and the bailiff estimated

the produce to be in the proportion of three to

four. Mr. Moule calculates that the manurial

value of a ton of dried earth, used five times,

might be £2, 10s., and used seven times, £3, 10s.;

and I have no doubt, if we can reconcile ourselves

to it, we haue here another cheap source of gu-

auo. The Chinese acknowledge the potency of

no other manure, and public laws and private

regulations are alike directed towards its preser-

vation as one of the great necessities of life.

We, who go upon the large scale of production,

cannot descend to the minute manuring of the

Chinese, however much more productive, because

we have not the same superfluity of surplus la-

bor to bestow upon it. But it is on all hands

admitted that night-soil, although the most dis-

liked of all manures, is, undoubtedly, in its dry

state, weight for weight, the most effective of all

known fertilizers—it contains so much of solu-

able saline matter; and being constituted from

the food we eat, and which we desire again to

grow, necessarily contains the elements essential

to the growth of plants. In Paris, Berlin, and

other great cities, the dried night-soil, with some

admixture of gypsum or lime, is manufactured

for sale under the name of poudrette, and trans-

ferred to all parts of the country around in

casks It is also dried and prepared for sale in

London; and what is the substance known as

animalized charcoal but night-soil, dried with

gypsum and mixed with finely powdered wood

Charcoal? Being generally allowed to ferment,

however, in the open air, without any admixture,

a greater waste of substance probably takes

place than of any other fertilizer of obvious

value
;
and I am happy to see that o:i this Col-

lege farm it is most carefully used up, although

perhaps the vehicle—coal ashes and culm—could

be altered and improved. Incidentally we have

once or twice had occasion to allude to the appli-

cation of fish and fish offal to the land. There

are few substances in which putrefactive decom-

position proceeds more rapidly than in fish ; and

often enough, when a large and unexpected haul

has occurred upon our coasts, inopportunely for

their disposal in market, sprats, herring, pil-

chards, mackerel, &c, have gone to manure the

land at something like sixpence a bushel. In

these cases they are, however, little other than

wasted ; and frequently applied as they are as a

top-dressing to pastures, are even deleterious and

dangerous to human health. At all events, 1

know one melancholy instance of a poor little

girl, who, in passing through :i field covered

with decayed herrings, unhappily caught up one,

and smelling It, inhaled the deadly poison of its

fumes, fevered and died. The manurial proper-

ties of fish and fish offal having, however, be-

come very apparent, unusual attention has of

late years been directed to the utilisation of the

large quantities of fish unsuited for human food,

and of the offal from large fishcuring places on

the coast. The beneficial effects obtained by far-

mers in the vicinity of these supplies was not.

denied; but the object in view was to convert

them into a portable state, and extend these

benefits over the country. It appeared, at the

same time, that in this event the supplies were

likely to be largely increased by creating a de-

mand, because the fishermen habitually cast away

all useless fish which thty capture. Numerous

patents for fish manures were consequently taken

out, but few of them have been carried largely

into operation. But the failure of these some-

times complicated processes need not daunt those

who simply seek to see waste fish converted into

a dry manure. The manufacturers, possessed of

a complete monomania for rendering things so-

luble, have, in fact, persisted in treating this,

like all other substances, with sulphuric acid,

whilst the strongest opinion exists that the water

once removed, all that needs to be done is to re-

duce the fish refuse to a powder, for commercial

purposes. A stove or steam flues to effect the

drying, and a mill to grind it, would therefore

be the extent of the apparatus required. Of the

fish manures that have come into the market,

without vouching for the process of production,

we find the composition :

i. ii. in.
Water 9 77 12 15 7.55

Organic matter 53.55 •>"> 27 87.05
Phosphates 4.78 6.44 55
Sulphate of lime 163 1.71caibon 0.45
Commonsalt 26 49 22 29 alkaline 2 55
Sand 364 2 14 1.45

100 100
Ammonia 6.20 7.68 7.20

The value of the first would be about £4, 12s.,

of the second £5, 10s., and of the third, about

£4, 16s. per ton. These were English samples.

In a Portugese sample, sulphuric acid had been

used in the manufacture, and we must value

it consequently the same a3 a super-phosphate :
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Water 14.04
.... 27

i>i phosphate of lime—7.00 bone earth made so'uhle. . 4 -4S

Insoluble phosphates 1 60

Sulphate of lime 3617
Alkaline salts 6 14

Sand 9 $8

Ammonia 2 10

The value of this manure, derived mainly

From the phosphate of lime, is only £3, IGs. per

ton. Vet fish manures have commonly been

ottered at £8 or £9 per ton. The manufacture

has, consequently, not been encouraged ; but it

lieved that firh refuse can be had at 8s. or

- a ton. and that four or five tons of raw ma-

terial could be made into a ton of concentrated

manure, at £2 a ton; and if the cost of manu-

facture were the same, £4 a ton, increased to £6

by retailers' profits, would bring it for that

figure into the hands of the farmer Dr. Ander-

son, w ho has investigated this point, is of opinion

that this might be accomplished bj the fishcurers

working up the offal and acting as manure man-

ufacturers, and a good fish manure provided.

Mr. Scot Skirving of Camploun, a gentleman I

have the pleasure of knowing very well, gives

the result of some experiments with fish guano

in East Lothian. The manure employed by him

was composed of the heads, bones, and skin of

fish (chiefly cod) dried in the sun, and afterwards

ground into fine particles by machinery, hi 18C0

Professor Anderson requested Mr. Scot Skirving

I test this Norwegian fish manure on the turnip

crop, which he did ;
and the result was so satis-

factory that he oidered a quantity from Norway,

and made a further experiment in 1S61, when it

was found that whilst Peruvian guano in one plot

yielded only at the rate of 15 tons 13 cwt. of

roots per acre, and concentrated manure 20 tons,

the fish offal gave 20 tous, 3 cwt.; but in another

instance Peruvian guano yielded at the rate of

26 tuns, 10 cwt. This experiment was made

with a crop of purple-top turnips. From uua-

vuidable circumstances, we are told the seed was

not sown till too late, (23d to 25th of June, ) and

the weight of crop was geuerally less than it

would otherwise have turned out. The actual

cost of the fish offal imported in small quantity

to Mr. Scot Skirving was £10, 7s. 6d. per ton

—

I>r. Anderson only valuing it at £8, 2s. In re-

parting upon this experiment, the former observes

that a mixture of guano with bones in some

form has generally given, in his experience, more

satisfactory results than when the guano was

used alone ; and no doubt the fish offal ought

also to be mixed with other manures ; but it is

when applied alone that the merits or demerits

of a new fertilizer can be most effectually tested.

In a financial point of view, I do confess that

things do not, however, look favorably for fish

manure.

I had still upon my list, for examination the

manurial properties of blood, soot, sewage-ma-

nure; but the parting word must now be spoken.

Gentlemen, I thank you for all your intelligent

indulgence, your kindness, your courtesy, and

attention. In all the audiences I have ever ad-

dressed. I have never felt myself more thoroughly

appreciated. I came to enter into your College

life, to test its discipline, and to add my quota

to the endeavors to promote its objects. A man
necessarily makes an attempt of this kind under

diffidence and difficulties: but you have, by your

admirable conduct, completely removed all hesi-

tation that I or any one need feel in coming

forward to address a body of intelligent young

gentlemen, excellently grounded in the sciences

that are taught here, and which really are the

tests of useful education. Gentlemen, I wish

you in rapid succession a series of lecturers far

abler than I can pretend to be, assured that you

deserve to have the best and highest of our men
of science and knowledge contributing to your

instruction and enlightenment. But this I know,

that go where I may, I shall ever look back with

gratification and delight to the days and hours

I have spent within the wails of the Royal Agri-

cultural College, and I shall carry away with me a

favorable impression of the generous and manly

spirit of fellowship that predominates amongst

you, and the solid acquirements which, 1 am
happy to tell you, your Rev. Principal is satis-

fied vou attain.

What Stock Most Enriches Pasture?

It is generally accepted as a fact that soil un-

der pasture grows fertile. When land is plowed

aud cropped, and pasture forms part of a sys-

tematic rotation, the soil under grass recuperates

in power to grow grain. This is due to several

causes, prominent among which is the thick turf

formed and plowed under, thus supplying a

quantity of manure for the succeeding crop. If

a field were left in grass for a long time, and all

the growth allowed to rot on the ground, we see

no reason why the soil would not increase infer-

tility so long as this practice was continued.

But were the grass removed in the form of hay

each year, aud no compensation made, no prac-

tical farmer would contend that the soil grew

richer when subjected to such treatment for a

long time. Land in grass, then, becomes rich

only in proportion as the growth of vegetable

matter from it—as roots, stems, leaves and seed

— is returned for manure.
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Land is enriched by pasturing for the produc-

tion of grain in two ways
J
the formation of a

sod to be rotted for manure, and the deposition

of the solid and liquid excrements of the stock.

important for the grain farmer to consider

the kind of stock which, feeding on his pastures.

will enrich them most. There is, perhaps, not

much practical difference in the amount of ma-

nure made by various animals on the same pas-

ture : but the form in which it is deposited, and

habits of stock in choosing their resting

places ought to be well considered. Horses are

the very worst fertilizers of pasture; they are

very close feeders, and they delight to graze the

summits of knolls, and all spots where the herb-

age is short and sweet. On such spots they are

continually feeding, yet they manure them very

little. The observer will find their droppings

mostly in rich hollows, places where the herbage

is rank and coarse, showing that the soil is al-

ready ferule above the average of the field. In

respect cattle have not the same instinct as

the horse, and they are neither so close nor so '

dainty feeders, but the objectiou holds against

them, as the horse, that their manure is not

scattered sufficiently for the good of the laud.

This is, indeed, the chief objection to employing
'

horses or cattle to enrich land by pasturing. If
'

the griss is turned into hay and fed to them in

'he yard or stable, the manure therefrom may
all be saved and applied judiciously. But this

course involves much labor. In the field every

servant farmer knows that the droppings of

horses and cattle seem to fertilize the soil but

little wheu their bulk is considered, and the best

effects are invariably seen not from the solid but

from the liquid manures that fall on the field,

hi pasturing cattle and horses, we conclude that

not more than one part in a hundred receives

any manure, while the ninety-nine other parts

ire impoverished as much as though the grass

were cut and removed in the form o! hay.

Without doubt sheep are the very best stock

with which to enrich land by pasturing. They

range over the whole field and refuse hardly any-

thing. Their manure is scattered in the very

form it could be applied as a top-dressing.

If they frequent the knolls where the grass is

sweet they also enrich them, and they choose for

t resiing places at night, and therefore fer-

::•?, the highest part of the field. In hot

weather they will frequent the shade trees, but

m such places the accumulated manure is

easily scraped up and distributed to other parts.

And the farmer who is mainly a grain grower

will find no stock more profitable and convenient

for all his purposes than sheep.— Exchange.

Prof. Mapes' High Pressure FarmiEg.
The agricultural editor of the New York

Times, having recently visited the Fruit and Ve-

getable Farm in New Jersey, of the late Professor

Mapes, gives the following account of the sub-

soiling, manuring, ic, which he found as prac-

tised there by Mr. Quinn, a faithful disciple of

the Professor :

The person who is familiar with different

kimls of soil, who has followed the plow and
wielded the spade for thirty years, where the

laud is heavy and the hard pan extends to the

second rail of the fence, is prepared to appreci-

ate the eminent advantages of the sub-soil plow-

in deepening the seed-bed for any kind of plants,

and in effecting that complete and thorough

pulverization which is essential to the production

of remunerating crops of cereals, graiu, roots,

grass, small fruits or fruit trees. The sub-soil

plow has wrought wonders on that farm. A
comparison of its condition previous to being

sub-soiled, with its present fertile and produc-

tive state, is exceedingly wonderful. .Mr. Quinn

assured us that when they commenced opera-

tion on that soil its greatest maximum yield of

oats was only seven bushels per acre ! Judging

from my own land of a similar character when

seventy bushels of superior oats grew ou a:i

acre, and from the fields of 3ome other farmers,

where the yield was ninety to one hundred

bushels of good oats per acre, I have no hesita-

tion in saying that any of the fields that have

been renovated by Mr. Quinn*s system of man-

agement by use of the sub-soil plough and

manure—will produce from ninety to one hun-

dred bushels of the first quality of oats, and

crops of other cereal grain in the same propor-

tion. The entire soil is a seed-bed for fifteen to

eighteen inches deep. Mr. Quinn examined i*

in places with a spading fork, and no h ird pan,

nor unbroken bars or ridges of sub-soil were

found. The entire ground was cleared of thou-

sands of loads of stones ; old, unsightly stone

walls, in some instances nearly one rod wide,

were removed ;
hedges of briars and bushes and

noxious weeds were cut up, and the roots ripped

up by the plow, and a system of most thorough

extermination and complete pulverization was

at once inaugurated. Wherever the natural

drainage was not complete, under drains wen
made at once, so that no disfiguring blotches of

wet swales were left unplowed, as is the usual

custom on many good grain farms. An untold

amount of hard work had to be performed which

; does not show advantageously to people who

have not been operators in carrying out similar

improvements. A farmer may bury a thousand
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dollars in ditching a few acres of land, and Sn

Sub-soiling and renovating it; and those who
have no faith in the soil 1—who have no confi-

dence in sub-soil plowing—who think it don't

pay to manure land—will never perceive how
the proprietor is ever going to receive an equiv-

alent for the labor and toil and money expended

in improving the productiveness of the soil for

any kind of crops or fruit. There are three

things which have made that farm what it now is

for productiveness, which are drainage, thorough

pulverization and manuring; and these three

things lie at the very foundation of all improved

agriculture. It is almost an endless task to take

such a farm as that Was and make it what it

now is. Yet such an enterprise always has paid

well, and ever will pay when intelligently con-

ducted, although it is attended with far greater

difficulty to render some soils more productive,

than others. No farmer can ever expect to have

his labors crowned with satisfactory success who
docs not begin right. A man may plow and

manure and pulverize and cultivate till his hair

is gray with old age, and never be able to make
farming, or gardening, or fruit-growing pay, if

he neglects to relieve the ground of the exces-

sive moisture which is injurious to vegetation.

" The sources of barn-yard manure have been

quite limited on that farm, as only a small num-
ber of animals was kept to make manure. But

more or less barn-yard manure was purchased

from year to year, at the stables in Newark, and

super-phosphate has been employed with excel-

lent results, about 400 pounds being sufficient for

an acre. Beside these fertilizers, lime has been

used occasionally, and Squanknm marl, which

supplies a large amount of potash to the soil.

The land has been ' under the plow ' every sea-

son
; and yet, with what plowing, harrowing,

pulverization and manuring the soil has received,

its productiveness was increased gradually, from

year to year. A liberal equivalent was returned

to every field for the crops removed. All the

crops and fruit trees assured the beholder that

the soil had received superior cultivation, and
that hereafter, the proprietor will receive a libe-

ral remuneration for the labor expended in years

past.

" The kinds of crops on the ground consisted

of a field of Indian corn, a field of some five or

six acres of superior cabbage, potatoes, carrots,

pie-plant and fruit trees. The potatoes appeared

exceedingly thrifty, and would yield, no doubt,

two hundred bushels per acre. Not a weed could

be seen among the tops, which covered the en-

tire ground, although the rows were three and
a half feet apart one way and three feet the

other, with level cultivation. Carrots were very

fine, and the great bulk of the cultivation of

root crops is performed with a root cleaner and

Knox's horse-hoe, either which will do the work
of twenty men With hand-hoes.

"There are now about five thousand choice

pear trees on the place, a portion being dwarfs

in full bearing, some having on, when we saw

them, not less than $10 worth of pears each.

Mr. Quinn sold from four Bartlett trees, the

present season $100 worth of large, nice Bart-

lett pears. The varieties most esteemed, and

which have succeed satisfactorily in that locali-

ty, are the Bartlett, Duchess d'Angouleme, Shel-

dou, Beurre d' Anjou and the Lawrence. Al-

most all the trees appeared exceedingly healthy,

and were growing luxuriantly. In many in-

stances the branches had grown upward and

laterally, the preseut season, over four feet. The

distance apart for planting the pear trees is

eight by ten feet for dwarfs, and twelve by fif-

teen for standards. Many of the dwarfs were

here being trained into standards. The entire

ground is kept as cleau as a summer fallow

among and beneath the trees, with the horse-hoe

and handhoes. In some parts of the pear orch-

ard, salt hay had been spread over all the ground,

about two inches thick, which had saved the

work required in cultivating and hoeing, had

kept down most effectually all weeds and grass,

kept the soil moist and mellow, so that the trees

grew more rapidly than bv any other system of

management, and the salt hay forms a soft bed

for the fruit to fall on.

"As the growth of the young trees is consid-

ered of far more value than the small quantity ol

fruit that a young tree can bear, almost every

specimen of the fruit is removed early in the

season, for the purpose of encouraging as large

a growth of brauches as is practicable. The

trees were transplanted with extraordinary care.

After the sub-soil plow had performed its accus-

tomed task of breaking up the hard substratum

all over the field, large holes were excavated

where each tree was to stand, and rich soil and

fertilizing matter were placed in the holes, and

the roots of the trees all spread out with much
care, so that there eonli be nothing to hinder

a luxuriant and healthy growth.
'• Between the rows of pear trees on one and

a quarter acres rhubarb has been cultivated; and

Mr. Quinn assured us that he had sold, the past

season, rhubarb from that small plot amounting

to $422.46 net profit; and, what was remarka-

ble, the trees in that part of the pear orchard

appeared healthy, and had attained as large

growth, as in any other place where no crops
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had been cultivateJ. In some parts of the

id currant bushes are cultivated between

the rows of trees. As soon as it is apparent that

;he space is required by the pear trees, the car-

rant bushes are removed. One acre of the pear

orchard was occupied with cr.rrant bushes be-

tween the rows ; and from the bushes on that

vne acre the currants sold for 8889.73 net profit

the past season. In one or two years longer the

rear trees will require all the space, 'when cur-

rant bushes must either grow iu the shade or be

removed.

"Some portions of the orchard are occupied

with Strawberry beds, and others with black-

bushes. A small portion of the orchard

is devoted to peach trees, and although the trees

were thrifty and heakliy. no fruit had appeared

en the branches the present season, as ll

vere winter had destroyed the vitality of the

buds.

• Mr. Quinn keeps aa accurate account of all

.rming operations, so that tlie end of each

year he is able to determine at a glance whether

farming has been progressive or retrogressive,

and whether more money has been expended in

the production of a given crop than it will com-

mand in the market. His books show that the

receipts for the products of the farm vary from

year to year. In 1S'3."» the total receipts amount-

ed to | on that small farm.

" We might extend these notes much further
;

but what we have recorded will be amply suffi-

cient, we trust, to establish one point, which is.

that farming cau be made to pay, when farmers

begin right and manage judiciously. Success

.;. s depends on the right sort of management.

A bad manager and poor cultivator will always

fail even on good farm. But a good farmer will

grow rich on a barren soil
"

A Vegetable Garden.
It has been said that a farmer's family may

get a great part of their living from the garden

and the pork barrel, and such is the case. It is

also a. fact that the produce of the garden will

help to fill the pork barrel, for beets and cab-

bages, parsnips, carrots and turnips, etc.. make
excellent food for pigs, and with sour milk from

the dairy, these vegetables may be turned to

very profitable account.

Every farmer should set apart a small field

near the homestead for the production of vege-

tables. In this field, which should consist of

from three to five acres, parsnips, carrots, beets,

rutabagas, etc., can be raised in drills and tilled

by horse labor. All the produce of this field

that is not needed in the house will be exceed-

ingly useful for hogs and cattle. Cabbages

should be raised extensively on every farm, when
properly managed they produce enormously, and

:e!lent food for milch cows iu the fall when
gs thrive well on cabbag

I
vd fine and mixed with milk. Parsnips

and carrots are nutritious food for cattiv

hogs.

In tills v <._-.- _ ;rden a rotation might be

established in which red clover and rye for soil-

ing should form a part, also early corn. Man-
aged in this way only a portion of the field

would require manure every year, and even this

part might be enriched by liquid manure, soot,

ashes, bones and other mauurial substances

which are suffered to go to waste about the

homestead. The refuse vegetable matter from
ihe garden will make a very important additiou

to the manure heap.— Western Rural.
-

Planting Orchards and. Fruit Garden.-.

The increasing demand for every kind of fruit

is encouraging many persons to lay out and
plant new orchards and fruit gardens. In the

vicinity of large cities the raising of small fruits

baa been found very profitable, as berries of all

kinds have been in great demand for the las;

f^w years, and as raspberries, blackberries, goose-

berries, currants, etc.. come into bearing iu a

very short time after planting, there can be no
objection on account of the length of time

these fruits take before they make any return for

the outlay.

Persons who plant orchards and fruil _

' now, have many advantages which the pioneers

of horticulture were not favored with. The ex-

perience of several years has pointed out the

varieties of fruit best suited to various localities,

and improved varieties have been introduced

which are greatly superior to the old.

We sometimes hear a man object to pin:,

orchards or gardens Localise the prime of his

life is past, and he thinks he may not live to en:

the fruit of his labor. The rapidity with which

currants, gooset grape

and dwarf pears come into bearing, should com-

pletely upset these objections. The strawberry,

raspberry and blackberry yield some frail

first year after being planted, and a full crop the

secoud year. The Concord grape i ine I ears well

the third year, and dwarf pears sometimes bear

a fair crop the fourth year from planting. It is

a good plan to plant standard Bariletts, Seckels

and Louise Donne de Jerseys, among the dwarf

pears, as they will be about coming into bearing

when the dwarf varieties 1 ive declined — W\ -

•:rn Rural.
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.Maryland Agricultural College.—Commu-

nications on College business should be addressed

hereafter to If. B. Worthington, Registrar, ITy-

attsyilleP. O., Md.
_. — »»r

Maryland £tate Agricultural akd Mechani-

cal Society.—It gives us great pleasure to be

Rble to say that the Legislature has passed the

1 ill chartering this society, and apprcpriating for

the purchase of grounds for its use, twenty-five

thousand dollars. The law places this fund in

the bands cf trustees, to be held for the benefit

t f the association.
.*

.

ICLiifois Agricultural College.—The Legis-

lature of Illinois has located the State Agricul-

tural University in Champaign county. It is

stated that four competing counties offered from

$950,000 to $450,000, for the advantage of hav-

i -it located within their limits.

Maike Agricultural College.—lion. Phincas

Barnes, of Portland, has been elected President

of this institution, at a salary of $3,000. Mr.

Frederick Law Olmsted, Landscape Architect, of

New York, makes to the Hoard a report on the

location of buildings and improvement of the

grounds.
•••»

JBS~ - 'A correspondent wants to know how to

destroy sassafras ; and some one advises to pas-

t re sheep; lint cattle are better, because they

C in reach higher, and therefore save you the

trouble of cutting down the shrubs. Will some

one please inform me how to destroy pet-

s'.-.iunoa?
"

J, A. R.

Condition of the South.—We are indebted

to B. M. Rhodes & Co., for pamphlet containing

a communication of T. C. Peter?, Esq., of this

State, formerly of New York, addressel to Gen.

Grant, on " Tfie Condition of fhe South with re-

gard to ifg reedsfor a Cotton Crop, and its Finary-

cial wants in connection therewith, as my// as the

S''J''U °f Temporary Loans.''

Mr. Peters, in a receut tour, passed through

Virginia, Z^orth Carolina, South Carolina, and

Georgia, visiting the commercial and business

centres of those States. He undertakes, from

what he saw, to refute the persistent lies which

have been so industriously and malignantly cir-

culated as to the security of person and property

in the South, maintains that labour is abundant,

and urges that the great need of the Southern

people is money, to pay wages, and furnish pro-

visions, and that the seenrity which can be given

to capitalists for advances is perfectly safe and

reliable. The purpose of Mr. P. is very praise-

worthy, and we trust his publication may effed

some of the good he proposes.

Agriculture of Maine.—S. L. Gocdale. Esq.,

Secretary of the Maine Board of Agriculture,

has favoured us with six volumes of his very

valuable Reports, running from I860 to the pre-

sent time. We find in them a great deal of ex-

cellent matter, most creditable to the State and

her able Secretary of Agriculture. When will

our State haTe such a Secretary, and furnish

such an annual report?

Hungarian Grass and Grasshoppers,

J. M. Miller, in Kansas Farmtr, says that Hun-

garian grass grows in favor with stock raisers-

every year One of bis neighbors sowed a few

acres on fresh broken sod, and reports that he

got three tons to the acre of spltndid hay. A
great advantage of this kind of provender is,

that it tatty be sown rs late as the first of July,

and make a crop. The grasshoppers being ex-

pected to come again in Kanen^, and destroy

''every green thing," the writer says, "I aro

going ahead, and if they eat up my corn, rye.

wheat, oats, &c, and then go away, which is the

general opinion, I am going to sow my land all

to Hungarian grass, and at least have plenty of

feed.

The Hungarian grass and other millets are

exhausting crops, and prosper in any rich, dry

soil. They come off the ground in lime for full

grain, which may be put in with the drill with-

out farther ploughing.
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The Agricultural College.
The Maryland .Agricultural College opens its

new session, which was announced last month in

wiir advertising pages, under better auspices than

have ever favored it before. It has a property

valued at about a hundred thousand dollars,

with all claims against it provided for, and has

had appropriated to its use the income to arise

from the sale of two hundred and ten thousand

acres of public lands : in accepting which endow-

ment the State of Maryland pledges itself to

maintain the College, by such support as may
;

e needful for its legitimate ends. The property

of the College is a farm of two hundred and

eightj-tbree acres, with a very commodious and

substantial farm house and servants' houses, of

brick, a comfortable house, in modern Style, for

the F resident, and the College building, of four

stories above the basement, a hundred and fifty

feet in length, and fifty in width, with very su-

perior sleeping apartments for a hundred and

fifty persons, spacious lecture rooms, and the

necessary housekeeping accommodations. A very

substantial and valuable stone barn, containing

nearly all the crops of the season, was destroyed

!»\ fire sometime since. This serious loss, and

the destruction about the same lime of a large

portion of the fencing by the army of General

Kurnside encamping on the farm, has tended

greatly to embarrass the farming operations.

This barn, it is to be presumed, will be now re-

placed by a new one of modern architecture, and

the farm put at once into such condition, and

provided with such equipments, as may adapt

it to its proper purposes.

With the improvement effected in its fiscal af-

fairs, aud the ability to make changes and amend-

ments, the necessity for which has been seen and

felt continually, there is added now the experi-

ence of the past to remedy the defects of past

management, and suggest improvements. The

difficulties hitherto encountered, have been such

is are incident to new enterprises, and do not

present any unsurmountable obstacle to full

sneceaa.

THE TKACfRXCe OV THE college.

It seems to us that, in entering on its new ca-

reer, it 3hould be more distinctly and generally

made known that in the first place it is not a

school of agriculture only, as our medical and

law schools are of those professions, nor is it. in

the second place, modelled after thec-ld fashioned

ols of learning, which Princeton and Yale,

Dur own St. John's and Washington Colleges

. followed. These latter answer all the pur-

poses of training for what are commonly called

' I:-: '.earned professions," but there is a grow-

ing demand and urgent necessity for schools of

science, and of science in its applications to the

industrial pursuits. Agriculturists, machinists.

engineers, ke., need instruction and training in

their specialities for which they cannot afford

the time and means, after the period of an ordi-

nary educational course, yet a course of liberal

education is more and more demanded by those

very classes. They need to be instructed in

those branches of learning which every educa-

ted man must master—in all that pertains to the

training of the man and the citizen. It is the

problem of the day to associate, in the same in-

stitution, what is strictly necessary to a course

of liberal education, with such special scientific

instruction as will educate the pupil in the prin-

ciples of whatsoever industry he may design to

pursue, and in their application. The Maryland

College, to our mind, is designed to be such an

institution. It has thus far, prudently, perhaps,

perhaps too prudently, adhered to the system

of the old schools, in presenting a full classical

course, but it must become a school of applied

science; first of agriculture, as the great leading

industry ; then of the mechanic arts, then of

military science—for all these are demanded by

the terms of the law which maintains it—and it

is manifest that as it develops these departments,

it must dispense with the unending demands of

the ancient classics, and such sciences as have

no direct bearing on industrial pursuits.

In pursuance of these views, not expecting in

the beginuing, all that we hope, aud may, we
think, reasonably anticipate of future develop-

ment, there is an immediate, imperative demand
upon the Trustees of the College to get into ac-

tive, effective, working order, all that belongs to

its leading characteristic, its agricultural depart-

ment. We know how the burden of an unbear-

able debt, and the casualties above mentioned,

have combined with other causes to repress the

best intentions in this direction heretofore
; but.

we know too, that the community outside has

not understood or appreciated these obstacles,

and that a reproach has attached to the manage-

ment of the Institution in this regard, which it

can only get rid of by the most vigorous and

prompt measures, to put the farm into such con-

dition, and to furnish it with such stock, and

implements, and needful appointments, as be-

come the character of the Institution, and will

make it the means of instruction in the improved

practice of the day, and in the application of thi-

principles of science, which should be taught as

well by lectures in the field, as by instruction in

the recitation room. We believe the Managers

arc as much impressed with this necessity as wr
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..ad we hope to see soon the result of their

convictions on this important point.

To the specialty of agricultural teaching, per-

. the sciences of chemistrj, geology, niiner-

zoology, meteorology, ic. The

principles of architecture, and mechanics, and

engineering, and their application to every de-

scription of farm building and farm implement,

and the making of roads, bridges, embankments,

drains, &c. These, and others, which we now

overlook, must come necessarily, to greater or

less extent, into an agricultural course, connected

with practical instruction in the various proces-

vbich enter into the daily working of the

:.\rm crops, as ploughing, harrowing, seeding,

harvesting, the care of the manure-heaps,rotation

of crops, management of pasture and meadow,

ihe dairy, the breeding and feeding of stock

Horticulture and fruit culture, and the

knowledge and culture of flowers even, should

be embraced in the practical course.

With this, the agricultural student should

combine the usual mathematical course, one

or more foreign languages, a thorough study

of his mother-tongue, the English language, and

familiarity with its literature, rhetoric, logic,

mental and moral philosophy, history, and the

philosophy of history. Such a course may

;a the ambitious student, and, well

mastered, should entitle him to the highest hon-

ors of the Institution.

he present, any course of study which the

student may prefer is open to him, but it shonld

be well understood, that the College is to be

rather a school of science than of classical learn-

in", and of science especially in its applications,

to agriculture, and then to the mechanic

arts.

corn : the foliowir .

clover, &c?
Reply—There being no difference between the

rotation alluded to by our correspondent, and

that he proposes, except that he sows o;

spring instead of wheat in fall, all that need bo

said is, wheat is usually a better crop to sow

grass seeds with than oats, and therefore to be

preferred, especially where there is diffieu."

gettir.

.

Soil and climate fav;-

clover grows well with oats. [F

subscriber at Milton. >\ C, writes

ws : " Your number of October, 1866, con-
\

tained an article upon the "Arrangement of

Fields/' Tour four field system begins with

corn; this is succeeded by wheat. The third

year of the rotation, the clover sown the year

previous attains perfection in June, and in Au-

gust the field is turned for the great crop—wheat I

on clover fallow ; which crop closes the rotation.
[

It is sown without grass seeds, and the following

the corn crop comes in again. This system
;

..practicable here, as we are too busy in the !

fall with tobacco to remove corn stalks and pre- :

pare for wheat. As to fallowing and harvesting,

plenty of team and a reaper overrides these difS-

eulties. Conld the system be changed, and

clover do as well, or do at all, in the following

:

Catalogues. Sec, Received.

Edw. J. Co., York. Penna. F

and Ornamental Trees. Strawberry Piasis. Bui

Grape Vines. Field and Carder. S

Potatoes, I

Ellwang- r, K. Y. Orna-

mental Trees, Shrubs. Roses and Flowering

Plants: Fruits. Green and Hot House PIant

W. S. Little, Roche?

Yines and Flow-

Jas. Tick, Rochester. N. Y. Hardy Bulls

Floral Guide.

J. B. Cline. Rochester. S. Y. Fruits

and Ornamental Trees.

Holtoc k Zundell, Haverstraw. >". Y. Gi

Yin?s.

B. M. Watson, Plymouth

den. Tree and Flower Seeds.

Theo. Ch. Wendell, Boston. Mass. Flower

and Garden Se-r^

W. D. Strowger & Co., Osweg N

Shrubs and Plants—illustrated.

R. H. Allen £ Co.. New York, City. Imj
-

Sheppard & Co.. Sew York City. Auk:

and Imported Seeds.

John S. Collins, Moorestowr. ~ •.raw-

berries, Raspberries, Blackberries. Vines and

Small Fru

Thos. C. Andrews, Moorestown. X. '

.

berries, Raspberries, Blackben '.

Small Fruits.

Randolph Peters, Xeirark

Plant?

R. Sinclair k. Co., Baltimore. Implec:

Machinery. Tools, Seeds. Trees. Plants, Ac.

Wm. Corse A Son. Baltimore. Trees, F.

Vines. Plants and Seeds.

Richard Cromwell. Baltimore, implem
Machines. Tools. Trees, Fruifc - . butts, .

Jci: a •"\shington, D. C. Trees, New.
rare and beautiful Plants, Everg:

If. P. L P. 0., Ci.

Co.. Penna. nog Breeder's Manual.
W. A. Flanders I Shelby, Ohio. I;

Bees.
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For the "American Farmer.'
-

Large vs. Small Farms—Economy of Asso-
ciated Capital and Labor.

Charles county Va.,

March 15th, 1867.

Messrs. Editors :

Your correspondent, II. II., of Augusta, Geor-

gia, has made some valuable suggestions in rela-

tion to the rehabilitation of the South, and I am
happy to see that you are directing the attention

of your correspondents to this important subject.

I hope you will hold it up before them until

the proper solution of this difficult problem has

been reached.

The same general principles apply to agricul-

culture, which control any other business; that is

to say, that the size of a man's farm, and the

number of acres cultivated, must depend mainly

upon the amount of capital at his command.

The capitalist, with his thousands, can as easily

cultivate his hundreds of acres as the poor man
his small patch. But the question is, which

can be most profitably tilled, the large or the

small farm, where the capital is adequate in

each case? Of course there are many modifying

circumstances, such as location, market facili-

ties, character of crop, soil, labor, &c, which

might vary the rule in each case, and of which

the practical business man would speedily avail

himself. But let the question be discussed with

reference to the great planting interest of the

South, cotton, tobacco, sugar and rice, for it

is to these that we must look for the restoration

of our section to prosperity once more. I affirm

that if the experience of the last fifty years has

developed any truth, it is that all great enterprises

must be accomplished by " associated capital and

associated labor." It is no less true in agricul-

ture than in commerce and manufactures. The

expenses decrease, and the profits increase, with

the augmenting capital and labor, until you

teach a certain maximum. This maximum is

varied by every variety of circumstance ; nev-

ertheless the law is the same. Let every practi-

cal planter look to the cotton, rice and sugar

plantations of the South, as conducted before the

introduction of the steam engine to the gin

house, the 6ugar mill, and the rice mill, the

change wrought thereby, and no further proof or

illustration will be needed to establish this fact.

I admit that free labor is not so easily associated

as slave, but free capital is more so. The capital

of the country is no longer locked up in the labor

of the country. Thedisenthralment of capital is

some compensation for the loss sustained by

emancipation. But the real, pressing want of the

South, at this time, is not labor, or the ability to

control it, but capital to command it. Capital

always has, and always will, both command aud

control labor; but the capital we have not.

There is no accumulated capital in the South
;

the fruit of two centuries' toil was swept away by

four years of war. We have nothing left now
but real estate—land—and the question is, how
shall this be made available? The universal an-

swer has been :
" You must sell your surplus

land, reduce the size of your farms, thereby se-

curing the capital to cultivate the remainder."

Moreover it is affirmed that this is the inevitable

tendency of free society. It may be the case

where a dense population exists, under demo-

cratic institutions: but we have none of those

things in the South—the reverse, a sparse popu-

lation and a military despotism. Moreover it is

folly to speak of cutting off our lands, those fine

old patrimonial homesteads, and selling off the

surplus, for if those who own land—the only-

property left in the South—can't hold it and

cultivate it, how can those buy who have noth-

ing left? Everybody, except the land-holder,

was swept clean by the war, nor have the few

exceptions to the rule, any disposition to profit

by the sad experience of their friends. Every-

body wants to go to the towns and villages and

live by their wits ; nobody wants to eat their

bread in the sweat of their brow. Yet the only

lands which have been sold in the South since

the war, have been sold to Southern people. The

unsettled condition of things, growing out of

the emancipation of the slaves, and the unfriendly

legislation of the Federal government, discrim-

inating against Southern products, has kept out

immigration, has kept out capital ; nor can it be

induced while this condition of things contin-

ues. For one, I do not wish to see foreign im-

migration. I fear it may prove an addition to

our already overgrown pauper population, and

fuel to the flame of fanaticism, which is now
scourging us. If we can get skilled mechanics,

and men with capital, who can buy our lands,

and add mechanical skill and enterprise to the

country, I shall gladly receive them
; but these.

are too smart to come here under the present

condition of things. Then what shall we do?

Why, rely upon our own brave hearts and strong

arms, as a gallant and chivalrous people should.

Let us realize the fact that we are miserably poor,

and at once adapt our style of living and busi-

ness to our circumstances, Whatever Congress

may do there is no escape from the galling yoke

of poverty, and when this fact is recognized, and

fully realized, there will be less difficulty in.

knowing what and how to do. Then I say to
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alleviate as much as possible the sufferings and

afflictions of onr bankrupt and broken hearted

people, let ns form as of capita!.

ciations of skill, associations of land, associa-

tions of labor, and ass of all combined.

There has always been too much indivic"uah

Uosslsg Ford.

Mississippi Grape Vine.

: emeu : In your November number I no-

ticed an article describing the wonderful grape

vine of Santa Barbara. I will give you now a

history and description of a wonderful grape

rine of Mississippi on the farm of Mr. William

Moore, cf Atala county of this State, a small

planter, a good citizen, and ev-: able,

.ited about twelve miles from the

geographical centre of the State, as laid down

on ••' Daniel's Masonic Map of the State of
.'

sippi." The greater portion of the surrounding

country is broken and hilly: soil light, mixed

with sand, and clay foundation. Mr. Moore has

but one Tine or plant. It is now thirty-four

years old, began bearing at three years old. and

'.anted in his yard for ornamental purposes

alone; has never been pruned, or cultivated in

manner, and never failed to make a tolera-

ble crop any year. Mr. Moore assures m.

he makes from fifty to one hundred gallons of

good wine annually, without machinery. Uis

plan is primitive and 1 ^is vine has run

and spread until it covers about one-quarter of

an acre of land ; the only attention it requires or

rks to bear up the still extend-

ing branches. When the fruit begins to ripen,

he spreads beneath a sheet, and gently shakes the

vine ripe fruit fails. It is then put into

a common wash tub and mashed with a wooden

a from the

I green, and squeezed or pressed in some

common home-made cloth. The balance of the

operation to make wine of the same sort. As the

grapes ripen he pursues the same routine. The

quantity made depends on the time he can spare

from bis crop. His neighbors have free access to

this wine. With him wine maki'_. ond-

.ad when he has nothing else to '.

.

gentlemen, you would be astonished on tasting

this wine. The flavor is fine, rich and pure. 1

know that the general impression is, that

made in the back woods in so common a way

must beer

if I can get conveyance I will send you a bottle,

so that you may jud..

.

Without

any aid, in its pure and natural state, I think it

is the strongest wine made. We make f. .

deal of wine from the wild grape of the forest.

which is all very . bis grape is the Scup-

pernong, and for the information of others, as to

the value of th the Sonth, I refer

them to an article in your October number over

the signature of J. Van Buren. This gentleman

understands the great value of this grape to the

South. I think, gentlemen sippi grape

beats the Santa I ne, and should gal

us that we need not send to foreign countries for

onr wines. Mississippi.

\tl:o. JRm . March 3 I

Timber akd Raisfall.—According to Rentzsch.

a German auth roportion of forest or

woodland required for an agricultural country.

in order to secure it a regular and sufficient rain-

fall without violent storms, is tweaty-three per

cent, in interior regions, and twenty per cent,

near the coasts. This estimate relates to Ger-

many. The same writer estimates that five per

cent, of timber is sufficie: : England. An
English authority. Sir Henry James, regards this

last estimate too high for England, deeming

: timber sufficient. It is proba-

ble that the percentage of timber required iu

Germany is less than would be : in the

level regions of our own s;

exert an important influence upon the amo .:

rainfall.

The following interesting account of the influ-

ence of timber upon rainfall and springs is taken

from Bouss ii _ :ral Economy :

•• The Wolf-sr: ig . Commune of Soubey,

France, fur: :markable instance of the

influence of woods upon fountains. A few

ago this spring did not the place

where it r. small thread of water was

~ed, after l ream

eared with the rain. The spot

midd " steep pasture, inclining to the

south go the owner of the land,

perceiving that some firs were shooting up in the

upper part of it. determined to let them grow,

and they soon formed a flourishing grove,

soon re well grown, a fine

peared in place of the occasional rill, and fur-

nished abundar. -

ght.

For forty or fifty years t° considered

the best r >. A : -'nee.

the grove was feiiej, and the ground turned

again to a pasture. The spring disappeared with

the wood, and is now as dry as it was ninety

- •*
^&-Feed your poultry raw onions chopped fine

mixed with otbei t twice a week.

belter than a dozen cures for chicken cholera.
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A French Statesman Feeds Chickens.
The distinguished diplomatist and statesman

of France, Mons. Druyn de Lhuys, who is looked

upon in that countiy as the head of the diplo-

matic profession, having successfully filled every

grade in it, from that of mere attache, and like

the great Cardinal, "soucded all the depths and

shoals of honor," has not "fallen from his high

estate," but has betaken himself to a farm, and

feeds chickens. The following account of a

visit to him by an acquaintance, is extracted

from an article which was translated from Le

Figaro for the Rkhman-d Eclectic*

"Mons. Drouyn de Lhuys quitted the Foreign

office in the month of May, 1855. As I owed to

him my first appointment and subsequent pro-

motion, I thought it my duty to take advantage

of his retirement from office to present him my
thanks. He was thea living in a smail countrj'

house, oa the banks of the Bievre, in the hamlet

called AmblainviUiers. I took the Orsay rail-

way for Caiaiseau station. Half an hour after-

wards I rang the bell at a modest iron gate. A
servant opened it, and I saw Mons. Drouyn de

Lhuys some twenty paces distant in the garden.

I had never seen him before, except in the State

drawing-room of the Ministry of the Boulevard

des Capucines or at some Foreign Ambassador's

or Minister's. You remember his aristocratic

air, his distinguished bearing, his elegant car-

riage? I saw before me at Amblainvilliers an

excellent country landlord, wearing a broad-

orimmed Gexible hat, a coarse frock coat, panta-

loons rolled above the ankle, for the ground was

muddy, and boldiag in one hand an earthenware

dish full of dough, which he distributed to young

chickens, cryiog "chick! chick! chick! here

chick!" in a voice which a Norman farmer's

wife would have envied. I dared not advance,

for I was afraid of being indiscreet in surprising

him amid his rustic occupations. But he saw

ine, and it seems to me I still hare before me
his courteous, frauk smile, as he came forward

"o meet me, with his earthenware dish in his

hands, and followed by all his chickecs.

"He said, 'Ah! good day, dear sir! How
kind it is in you to remember a jjeasaut of the

Bievre. Pardon me if I do not hold out to you

my hand in its present condition; but if you

will be good enough to go into the drawing room,

I will join you there—unless you prefer waiting

with me uutil I feed this little family. 1

" You may easily believe I stayed. There was

among the poultry a little cock, which seized

with avidity the biggest pieces; but he did not

cat them; he carried them first to one and then

to another hen. This sight interested Mons.

Drouyn de Lhuys. He repeatedly said to me :

'Just see how kind-hearted and generous that

little cock is !

'

"All this time I gazed on the man who, a few

months previously, held in his hands the whole

Eastern question, who had so ably prepared the

treaty about to be signed, who had left at Lon-

don, Vienna, St. Petersburg, such brilliant sou-

venirs, so great a reputation for honesty and

skill, and who there stood gravely and seriously

amusing himself feeding chickens.

"My astonishment was not less great when,

thirty minutes afterwards, a cart—a real country

cart—drawn by a little white horse, drove up in

front of the door, and a young wojnan nimbly-

leaped out of it. She wore a calico dress and a

broad straw bonnet. This young woman was

one of those whose grace and elegance have been

oftenestand most justly celebrated, whose dresses

were instanced as oracles of good taste. She

had just returned from visiting a poor woman of

the hamlet, and she still wore the wooden clogs

in which she had paid the visit. I was con-

founded by this simplicity."

Hen's Nests.

The nests should be on the ground—if possi-

ble, on the earth—and not in the same place

where laying hens have access to them. An ex-

ception must be made to the ground, if farmers

set eggs while hard frost is still iu the earth.

In this case you must be more careful not to for-

get to moisten the eggs with water when the hens

come off to feed. I prefer in cold weather to lift

the hen off, wet the eggs, and put her on again.

There is less risk of a chill. Many complaints

are made of eggs not hatching, though there are

birds in each. This is entirely caused by their

being too dry. Unless moistened, the inner

membrane of the egg becomes so hard and dry

that the chick cannot break through. This is

especially the case with the Cochins, and I have

often had to hatch half the eggs myself (by

breaking the shell with my finger, cot by sitting

alapoule) and let them out.

When a hen steals her nest, she goes out early

in the morning for food, before the dew is off the

grass, and returns with wet feathers; so that by

damping the eggs we imitate this natural pro-

cess. The eggs of ducks and geese will still more

require this attention.

I have found the most convenient way to set

hens was to get a common tea-chest or box, pat

a portable sloping roof to it, made of a few pieces

of board. Cut a hole at one end, like that for a

dog-kennel. In front of this put a wire pen or

a frame made of lathes. Provide the hen with
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food and water daily, and you need not be under

any anxiety about your hen leaving her eggs;

she cannot get out. and will return on the eggs,

if really broody, in a very short time. In this

way you would have them entirely under your

command. When the chickens are hatched. I

find these same boses answer every purpose;

only in wet weather, if a shed cannot be had,

they must have the frame covered with canvass

or boards.— Col. nassarcl $ address before Cana-

Uioa.

Broom Corru

On the rich alluvial bottoms of the Mohawk
river, in New York, and other similar localities,

broom corn, is very extensively and profitably

grown. It has never received much attention

as a market crop in Missouri. During the past

rear several large crops were grown, and recent-

ly there has been much inquiry for information

in regard to this crop.

Our deepy rich, river bottom lands cannot be

excelled for the purpose of broom corn culture.

Any of our moderately rich soils- will produce

very profitable crop? of it. It will pay well to

grow broom cora for the brush alone, at present

prices, roach better than corn or wheat. In ad-

dition, it will yield fully seventy-five bushels of

seed to the acre on good land, which is generally

considered quite as valuable as oats for feeding

to stock.

According to the census returns of Massachu-

setts for the year 1863. in one county of that

State, where broom corn is roost' largely grown,

there was aa average yield in value per acre of a

few cents less than one hundred and fifty dollars,

n such localities as the Mohawk valley, or our

river bottoms, the result would probably be much

greater.

Mr. M. A. Kitchen, of Harrisonville, Cass

county. Missouri, raised a crop of broom corn

the past year, and writes as follows ia regard

to it:
; 'Of the broom corn have had a fair

crop. My ground was deep and well ploughed.

My corn was planted three and a half feet by

twenty-one inches. I plowed it all one way.

I dropped the seed by hand and covered it the

same way. There was nothing peculiar about

the cultivation of the corn, more than it was

well done.

"In growing, the corn, or rather the seed,

was allowed to get fully ripe. The brush is now

a bright color, quite green, and very tough. In

gathering my corn. I broke it down in tables,

two rows together, one across the other, one man

breaking something over an acre a day. After

cutting, and as being cut. it was laid on the ta-

bles to cure. As soon as cured and dry, and

before rain, it was hauled and put under a shed,

with the seed on the brush, and there it remains

to some extent wet, perfectly cured, and in fins-

condition. I feed the seed to my stock, and re-

move it from the brush as I .iesd it for use. I

have fed my work horses on no other grain for

the last three months. My cows and hog-

all fed on it, and are all fat. I ds not know
just how much brush I had to the acre; I think-

nearly half a ton. The yield of seed is near

seventy-five bushels to the acre, and, according

to my experience, it is worth as much as oats, in

measure, for feeding to stock.

'• The yield of brush per acre, varies according

to soil and season, from three hundred pounds to

one thousand pouuds per acre. When well ri-

pened, the seed will average three or four pound*

for every pound of brush. It weighs about fifty

pounds per bushel, and sometimes a yield of on*

hundred a-nd fifty bushels per acre has been ob-

tained/'

—

Farmers' Adcertiser.

Bed tocu Stables.—A horse, remarks the

Rural World, wiil get tired of standing and

treading on a hard floor ; so will a cow, a sheep,

a man. A soft bed feels easy—give3 rest. And
yet we neglect the bedding of our stables to a

great extent. Injured limbs and other ailments,

especially of the hoof, are the result often of a

neglect here, as has been clearly enough shown,

and as any man can clearly enough see, if he

gives the subject a moment's thought. Bed

with straw, which is plenty, or saw-dust, or tan-

bark or shavings. The dryer these materials are

the better. Every day remove the moistened

bedding, and replace with new. Such a floor,

well bedded, adds greatly to the warmth of a

stable, and thus becomes a fodder saver. The

small holes and crevices in a floor, with a good

bedding upon them, will let Httre or no cold

through, and will drain the stable. Rather have

a ground floor than hard, naked plank.

A Goon Work Hcese.—The California Agri-

cultural Society requires that a first premium

work-horse shall be between fifteen aad sixteen

hands; quick, lively ears; bread between the

c-yes ; round barrel ; short loins ; well up in the

shoulder ; deep chested ; square quarters
;

flat

legs ; short between the knee and pastern,

and hock and pastern ; hind legs well under

him ; speed equal to eight miles an hour on the

road, and at least three miles at the plough
;

with sufficient blood to ensure spirit and en~.

durance.
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Calves " Brought up by Hand."
A member of the Circencester Farmers' Club

;efl a speciality of rearing calves, and has

read a paper before that association describing

his experience. He has been in the habit of pro-

curing the calves dropped on the farm of a

neighbor, and, with only four cars of his own,

raised fifty calves in 1SG4, fifty-five in 1865, and,

in 18GG, fifty-five wore weaned, but three have

. lost by mismanagement. He takes the

calves from about the first of March, when ten

flays old. paying thirty shillings each for them.

They have for the first three or four days two

or three quarts of milk at a meal ; then gradually

Mime food in the shape of gruel is added, and,

'•y degrees, water is substituted for milk. Mix-

ing oilcake with gruel is the secret of success.

I use half oilcake, the best I can buy. Take a

large bucket, capable of holding six gallons, put

into it two gallons of scalding water: then add

seven pounds of linseed cake, finely ground,

which is obtained by collecting the dust that

falls through the screen of the crusher, and pass-

ing it through one of Turner's mills. Well

stir the oilcake and water together, and add two

gallons of hay tea.

The hay tea is made bj pouring scalding wa-

ter in the morning on good sweet hay, in a tub,

the tea standing covered till night, and having

?even pounds of meal (wheat, barley and beans

mixed) stirred into a tubfull before use. The

same hay will bear a second infusion during the

night, for next morning. Two quarts per head,

with an equal amount of cold water, is enough

for a feed. The old plan of letting them suck

through the cowman's fingers is preferred, and.

as soon as they can eat, crushed corn, sweet hay

and roots are placed within reach
; vetches as

soon as ready, and mangolds, of which a supply

should always be stored if practicable. The

calves live in a cool, well ventilated house, are

kept very clean and quiet, supplied with fresh

water daily, and the manure frequently removed.

Fattening Hogs.

The editor of the German town Telegraph i

having made inquiries of a farmer as to the pro- !

tital k-ness of pork raising and the best way to

feed hogs, received a reply, the substance of which

w. i s

:

1. That feeding grain—especially corn—to hogs i

will pay better than would the same amount fed

to any other kind of farm stock. But this is

qualified as to the kind or breed of hogs fed and

the manner of treating them. The breed should

be the "'Chester White''—the uom deplumtof^

the writer—and they should be fed in such a

manner as to gain a pound a day. In other

words the hog, at a year old, should weigh three

hundred and sixty-five pounds. Greater weight

than this could be produced, but the increase-

would not pay the extra expense necessary to

procure it.

2. One bushel of good shelled corn, made into

meal, and fed to the hogs regularly, in such

quantity as to prevent them from fretting for

more, will produce from five to seven pounds of

pork during the months of October and Novem-
ber. After this season of the year more feed is

required and less pork produced according to the

quantity fed.

3. An important point is to keep the hogrs

growing all the time—not starving them to mere

hog frames, during the summer, and then attempt-

ing to finish off quickly on the arrival of cold

weather.

4. When put up in the fall—indeed during the

entire season—a comfortable shelter should be

provided so that the hogs may avail themselves

of it whenever a storm occurs, but when the au-

tumnal storms commence, the hogs should be

penned for good till ready for slaughter.

5. With the pure "Chester White" stock of

hogs, properly brought forward during the spring

and summer months, it is safe to feed eighty-five

cent corn on a basis of five cents per pound for

the animal fed. This feed for October and No-

vember should be corn meal, mixed with water

to the consistency of a thick slop.

—

Rural New
Yorker.

Does the Soil Need Rest?
Our fathers in Agriculture quite general iy

held the opinion that summer-fallowing greatly

benefitted the soil by the rest it gave. If the

land lay utterly idle through all the season of

growth, should it not recuperate its powers of

production? They believed it would. And this

opiuion prevails to some extent at the present

time among farmers.

But absolute rest obviously adds nothing to

the soil ; no food for plants descends from the

air above or rises from the sub-soil below. No
favorable chemical action is kuowu to be induced

by exposing a naked soil a long time to the

elements; on the contrary it may be apprehended

that the washing of the rain, the parching of the

sun, the evaporation of the atmosphere, remove

some of the volatile substances which are found

in a fertile soil. Rest does not impart fertility

to the sands of the desert, nor are arable soils

in a state of nature where they are increasing
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in fertility, ever permitted to be destitute of

vegetable covering.

The soil then does not need rest— requires

cultivation. By cultivation Ave mean here those

physical changes which may be made. It wants

deep and thorough working, so that the roots

of plants can reach every particle of soil ; it

needs draining, to draw off the stagnant water

which is poison to the roots of our cereals and

cultivated grasses. Deep, thorough, and frequent

pulverization of the soil, though it adds nothing

to the amouut of plant food, will, by making it

all available to the crops, cause the land to be

very productive. Then, except during the brief

period of this thorough working, the soil should

be producing, for it is by the sole agency of what

grows upon it that the former can hope to in-

crease the amount of plant food in his land.

But is not land constantly producing crops,

whether of grain or grass, exhausting itself?

Yes; if those crops are removed from the soil,

and no remuneration made therefor; but if the

whole produce of the ground is returned to it

the amount of plant food is increased. The soil

becomes richer for the reason that the substance

of the plant was only partly derived from the

soil, but largely from the atmosphere, and while

the soil receives again what it gave, through the

decomposition of the plant, it has iu addition

all that was drawn from other sources. This is

the reason why the plowing under of clover, or

other green crops, for manure, enriches the soil.

The crops have drawn only part of their fertil-

izing components from the soil—they have gath-

ered from the air likewise—and it is precisely

this which increases the previous richness of the

soil. And if all the manure which crops will

make by passing through the animal system be

returned to the soil, its fertility will doubtless be

maintained; enough will be returned to replace

the ash-constituents of the plant, which alone

were derived from the earth.

We conclude, then, that the soil does not need

rest to render it fertile. It needs cultivation and

cropping, not reckless, wasteful, unmethodical

farming, but that so planned and executed as to

grow large and varied crops, and dispose of them

in such manner as to return the extracted ele-

ments of fertility to thesoil.

—

Rural New Yorker-.

Ownership of Land in Gbeat Britain-
.—Mr.

Bright, in one of his late speeches, is reported

to have said that one-half of Scotland is owned

by twelve persons, and one-half of England by

one hundred and fiftv.

The Agricultural Report for December.

Taking the estimates given by the Agricultural

Department, in the report for November and De-

cember, there is every reason to congratulate

ourselves upon bountiful harvests. The crops of

the past year were ample, and there is nothing

discouraging in the future prospect. Notwith-

standing the sadly unsettled condition of the

eleven Southern States, they have produced a

good supply of food. 185,000,000 bushels of

corn are placed to their credit, while the yield in

the Northern States, exclusive of the Pacific, is

estimated at 079,000,000 bushels, and the grain

is of an excellent quality. The total amount of

corn produced in the United States for 1866. is

summed up at 880,000,000 bushels. In the

Southern States, activity also has been shown in

the cultivation of wheat, as the yield for the

year is estimated at 17,000,000 bushels, and the

whole quantity grown throughout the United

States, is assumed to be 180,000,000 bushels.

The potato crop, for the entire country, exclud-

ing the Pacific States, is placed at 104,000,000

bushels; the crop for the Southern States, not

including sweet potatoes, being 5,884.000 bush-

els. Notwithstanding that the potato crop was

almost a failure, in some sections of the West,

the whole amount produced compares favorably

with the estimates of other years. Iu the hay

crop we have a marked deficiency, the estimate

filling short of 21,000,000 tons, iucludiug the

eleven Southern States heretofore unreported.

For 1865, the estimate exceeded 23,500,000 tons,

excluding the Southern States. Though we have

less in quantity, the quality is said to be excel-

lent. The tobacco crop is more flattering than

has been reported for any year since the com-

mencement of our civil war. This is not sur-

prising, as the plant which constitutes a valua-

ble article of commerce is chiefly grown in thc

Sothern States. The following estimates are

given: For Virginia, 95,000,000 pounds; for

Tennessee, 40,000,000 pounds; for North Car-

olina, 30,000,000 pounds, and for Kentucky.

35,000,000 pounds; and the total amount is

summed up as 350,000,000 pounds. In regard

to the cotton crop the report says :

The estimates of the cotton crop made in our

October report, upon data of September 1st, and

subsequently modified by local losses, especially

in Louisiana, have been fully sustained in most

of the cottou States. From the data received in

the department, thc total estimate, including the

little grown in States north of the cotton regiou

proper, cannot be placed below 1,750,000 bales

of 400 pounds each. As compared with outside

estimates this inclines to lower rather than upper
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ranges of figures. Some cotton planters and

commission merchants make the total 1,250,000

bales, of 500 pounds each, which is nearer the

actual weight of Xew Orleans bales—a result

scarcely less than that arrived at in this depart-

ment. On the oilier hand, there are others who

assume a total of 2,000,000 bales. Our esti-

mates are not an average of a great many irre-

sponsible guesses of individuals in several States,

but the actual footing up of careful county esti-

mates, after close scrutiny and cautious exami-

nation. The following are the estimates for the

States below mentioned :

Carolina 91,000 bales.

South Carolina 1"2.000 "
Georgia 205.000 "

Florida 36.000 "

Alabama 220.000 '«

Mississippi 270.0C0 "

Louisiana 109.000 "

Texas 300.000 "

Arkansas 182,000 "

Tennessee 14S.000 "

1.663 000 "
Other States 87.000 "

Total 1,750.000 "

The above agures are very gratifying, as tbey

show that, in spite of a protracted and desolat-

ing war and present political excitement, the

people are fast returning to agricultural pur-

suits. The song of the reaper is now heard

where once lurked deadly foes, and where the

sharp repcyt of the rifle disturbed the calm re-

pose of nature. Though the war encouraged

thoughtlessness and habits of idleness, we be-

hold how eagerly labor has been embraced, and,

in an imposing array of figure:, have the results

of frugal industry. This we can only accej

another evidence of the greatness of our people.

and the fertile resources of our country. If agi-

tation should cease in political circles, the re-

sults would be far more gratifying for the fall of

", than they are lor ld-JO.— Turf, Field and

Farm.

Whbatbh Gbits.—Any one can be supplied

with this wholesome and palatable food, by

getting good white wheat and washing and

thoroughly drying it. Then grind it in a coffee

mill, kept for the purpose, setting it to grind as

coarse as possible. Place it in a six-quart tin

pail, and pour cold water to cover it; set this

pail into a kettle containing six or eight inches

depth of hot water. Set it to cook for four

hours. Btirring occasionally, and adding more

water as the wheat swells. Before taking up,

stir in salt to your tasts. Have ready your

moulds or dishes, (having first wet them.) and

pour the win at into them. When cool, they

should turn out like jelly, and be eaten with

cream.— Country Gentleman.

Top-Dressing Grass Lands.
By top-dressing grass lands we expect to effect

two objects. First, to protect the roots from the

effects of atmosphere, to which they are exposed

by frost and by drainage of the finer particles of

soil, which are too often removed by heavy rains,

leaving the roots of grass exposed to the chilling

influence of cold winds one day, and perhaps the

next subjecting them to the scorching rays of a

hot sun.

That such protection is necessary may be clear-

ly seen bj walking over the fields in spring after

the ground has settled or after heavy rains in any

season, for where the ground freezes, it expands.

The roots of grass are thrown up by this expan-

sion, and when the frost leaves the ground, the

earth by its own weight falls back to its natural

position, while the roots of grass, being lighter

than the earth, are left too much above it, and

are thus exposed. The very nature of the case

shows, then, that a protection is necessary in or-

der to secure a fall crop and prolong the life of

the exposed plants.

Nature, in top-dressing the fertile intervale,

makes use of the swollen stream to effect her ob-

ject, and the stream in its course brings down

the fine soil from the hillsides, decayed leaves

from the forest, and indeed every light material

that comes in its course, and spreads them even-

ly over the lands they are to enrich. So eco-

nomically is this arrangement carried on. that

eveu the heavy clay, washed from the worn bank,

is, by a continued intermingling of the waters,

mixed with other material, and turned to a good

account in the general deposit So nature teach-

es us that we need not depend exclusively on the

stable and barn-yard for means of improving our

lauds, but that we may go into waste places and

collect materials which are apparently useless as

they lie, and by giving them a
|

are,

make them very available in increasing the fer-

tility of the soil.

Although barn-yard manure may be the best

fertilizer for top-dressing, there are few farmers

that can afford to take it from other crops to

priate it in large quantities to this object. The

compost heap, if well prepared, will answer near-

ly as good a purpose, for it will give full protec-

tion to grass roots; and though the vegetal lc

food it affords may not show so great an efifecl

the abundance of the first and second crops, it is

not unusual for the good results to show ti

selves longer. So that in the end the balance of

credit will stand in favor of the compost. The

material to be used in composting for top-dress-

ing is abundant and within the reach of every

farmer, and to say what it is. we can only say
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every substance of a decaying or decomposable Whatever material used for top-dressing, it

nature. The compost heap may be composed of
[
should be of a character which will permit it to

all the odds and ends and offal found on or arouDd

the farm, and the more these odds and ends are

:ed and brought into a mass the more val-

I: becomes.

From general practice it may very safely be in-

ferred that public opinion is yet divided on the

proper time for applying top-dressing, especially

to grass lands. Within cur memory ther-

but one practice adopted, and that was, to draw

:• meadows such a portion of the manure as

the farmer was disposed to appropriate to the

meadows and place it in heaps, where it remain-

ed until spring, when it was spread probably as

even as circumstances would permit, no particu-

Are being taken, however, to reduce the hard

lumps which too often remained to dry up in the

sun and operate as vexatious nuisances to the

scvthe and the rake in baring time. This course

be spread evenly over the surface, and in order

to give an even spreading, we have succeeded

best in spreading from the load as it is drawn

out. Whether the application be of manure or

compost, it will require great care to spread even-

ly from heaps. In the matter of time, too, as

also of even spreading, it had better be done

from the load.— Country Gentleman.

Pennsylvania Farming.

A Cumbeiland county, Penn., farmer in

to the New York Farmers' Club of his way, on

this w: = i :

I plow clover sod in autumn or March, and

lime fifty bushels to the acre, and plant with

corn. This I harvest bv cutting close to the

ground, putting in shocks to cure. It is husked

is now, however, to a great extent done away ;
at the shocks, the stalks tied in bundles, hauled

with, though we yet see occasionally instances near the barn and stacked. In the spring the

of adherence to this erroneous practice. corn stubble is plowed for oats. The oat stubble

The provident farmer feels himself bound to is dressed with barnyard manure, plowed and

regard the comfort and future usefulness of bis

horse or his ox after a day of labor is passed.

He then supplies the animals with wholesome

food to repair its exhausted energies and afford

the protection which health demands. Il

and philanthropy both require him to do so.

There is an analogy between animals and

: harrowed and left till it is time to sow wheat

;

1 then go over with a large cultivator and after-

ward drill in the wheat. If intending to make

! the field into mowing land, I sow three pecks of

I timothy seed (per ten acres) with the wheat, and

• in the spring one bushel of clover seed. Our

1 farms in Cumberland countv are generallv so

plants. All are organized bodies aud derive • divided that we have two parts for corn, two for

their subsistence through organs adapted to them-

iike the horse or the ox, is nour-

ished and supported by aliment adapted to its

Like them, it has its period of labor in its

yearly growth, and when accomplished they re-

quire nutriment and rest.

When the meadow has been shorn of its strength

and the ,: harvest horns'' shouted through the

valleys and echoed along the hillsides, then it

may be supposed that the exhausted nature of

the grasses need food and rest, as well as protec-

tion, from the hot rays of a summer sun, from

which they were but recently protected by the

burthen of their own abundant growth. Hence,

although we favor the dressing at any time from

the removal of the crop in summer until the new

growth commences in spring, we give preference

to the time as soon as may be, after the crop is

taken off. We do so for the reasons stated, that the

roots of grass are exhausted from bringing forth

the crops : that they are exposed to. scorching

raja of the sun, and in a few weeks will be se-

verely exposed to cold winds aud pinching frosts,

and the earlier we guard against these exposures

the more successful will be our efforts.

I oats, two for wheat, two for mowing, and one

for pasture. This is our regular rotation. Our

crop3 are heavy, and generally forty to

fifty bushels of corn to the acre, forty to fifty

bushels oats, and fifteen to twenty-five bushels

wheat.

My farm is clear of foul weeds, and hay and

fodder are so plenty that I do not turn stock to

pasture before the clover is in bead, and I never

feed so close that I cannot turn down vegetable

matter enough to produce a good crop of corn

without any other manure. Still, we are care-

ful to make all the manure possible, which we

do by stabling our cattle the greater part of the

year. We also stall feed many cattle, preferring

to feed all the hay and fodder we make in the

stables, using plenty of straw and leaves for litter.

The dang heaps from our stable enable us to give

our wheat lands a heavy coat of manure every

year. By plowing this in deep, we have plenty

of wheat to sell and keep; and this is the way
we keep our land in good condition—never ex-

hausted, never in want of rest, never in a con-

dition that will not produce a good crop. Land

needs to be covered with a crop all the time ; we
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do not think clover seed expensive: we can al-

ways mike as much as we need and hare some
to sell. There is one thing the farmer must never
forget in this course of farming, that is. to use
hme as I have recommended, even- year upon
one portion of the farm.

MakiDg a Poor Farm Eich.
Some twenty-five or thirty years ago. I bought

a farm containing about one hundred and twen-
res of land. It had been man a \

for many years preceding the sale of it. Fence
rows, where hundreds of loads of stone had been
hauled off the adjacent fields, were from ten to

twenty feet wide, and were filled with cedars,

cherry trees, alders, sassafras, briers, rotten rails.

£ \ Getters were washed in various places, ex-

posing a s'ony, barren soil, that looked like

anything else than desirable farm land. An old

farmer, on the day of sale, remarked, in reference

to the galleys in the fields, that it mattered but
little if all such land was washed away. The
buildings were old and dilapidated and needed
immediate repairs, to render them at all comfort-
able far man or beast. This property, however.
had two redeeming traits— it was well wooded
and well watered.

As was the farm, so was the farmer—poor.

To better this state of things was the aim of the

writer, which could not be accomplished without
much hard work. This had to be done, and he
had to do it. Wood had to be cut and hauled to

the kiln
; lime to be burLed, hauled and spread :

fence-rows cleaned out. fences made, ic. I put
one thousaud bushels of lime on two ten-acre

fields, in the fall, before possession was given.

These fields were plowed ia the following spring,

and put in with corn, which yielded, when
husked, not over fifty bushels of sound corn al-

together. From one of them, however, I got
one hundred bushels of buckwheat, having
sown some seed among the sparse and puny-
looking stalks of corn about the middle of
July.

The next season both fields were put in with
oats, averaging forty bushels per acre. I sowed i

clover and timothy on the oats, and rolled them
,

all in together. The season was favorable, and
seed took well. I mowed these fields two sum-
mers ia succession, and had a very good crop
of hay. I then put five hundred bushels of lime
on one of the fields, and in the spring planted it

with corn, which yielded me four hundred bush-
els, without the offal. No manure whatever
was used fur the crop in addition to the lime.

excepting the corn was plastered in the hill.
'

Oats, wheat, (manured from the barn-yard.) and

two crop- blfowed. The ground
then lime; before, and I gather*
ensuing season els of corn per acre.
The other fields on the farm have been worked
as this, with about the same results, cx«
the corn, which I think has not been cqi

. There were but two acres of wheat on
the place when I bought it. as all the m
made would not cover a greater extent than this,

after sufficient was taken out for a potato patch
and garden. Two horses and three cows consti-

tuted about all the stock. Now there art

horses, and upwards of twenty head of cattle

kept. The manor* they make is sufficient for

twenty acres of ground annually. By the ir-

& productions of my farm, I have been
enabled to pay my debts, erect new build

and to give my children a good, sound educa-
tion.

So much for lime; without this fertilizer 1

could not have lived. I have never sold more
than three or four loads of hay, nor bought more
than three or four loads of manure,
times the wheat crop has yielded thirty bushels

per acre. I paid $31 per acre for my farm, and
have refused 8110.

I have written this to show that poor land
be made good with lime, and the inci-

amount of manure obtained as the consequence
of liberal application. Two Rood horses and a
yoke of oxen were all the working stock used on
the farm for several years. Young farmers
>'.o well to remember that oxen a ..uch

work as horses, eat less grain, require less ex-

pensive harness, can be geared in half the time.

can be managed more safely by boys, and in fine

are preferable iu very many ways.—Gemanlt . .

TtUgrapk.

The wool crop of California for 1-

far marketed, is about 5,000,000 pound;
which 3,000,000 pounds have been purchased
for the mills of San Francisco, and the balance
exported to the Atlantic States. Oregon this

\ear produced not far from l.SCO.000 pounds of
wool, 1,100,000 pounds being taken by her wool-
en mills, 300,000 pounds by the San Francisco

mills, and the balance exported.

•&•

The Oojuhg Summer.—French scientific men
predict that the summer of 18o7 will be col ';

wet, like that of 1866; and they base the pre-

diction on the fact that immense masses of ice

have broken, or are about to break, away from
the extreme north, and will drift to warmer seas,

where they will melt, producing cold and va-

pour.— The Farmer (Scottish \.
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Professional Students and Mechanics in the

South.

Uc we_ander the new order of things, «« ™
v ere under the old-to be overstocked in ^ ir-

Einiawitb "professional" men? There is some

ground to apprehend that we shall. We have

teen it stated that an undue pronorUon of the

students in some of our leading colleges are ta-

king the law and medical tickets. \\ e do not

set "ourselves up as advisers and directors, and

would not arrogantly interfere with the rights

or with the private affairs of our fellow-cU.zens

but we feel it to be our duty as journalists and

patriots to combat any practice, any principle,

or any idea that may prove prejudicial to the

interests of the commonwealth. We have now

more lawyers, doctors, and other non-producers

than are "needed: there are enough to last for

twenty or thirty years. Our great wants are

Producers and men of practical science, to aid in

developing the resources of the State, and to

tarn them to account when developed. Agri-

culture, the mechanic arts, and manufactures—

the honest, manly industries-are the great sources

of wealth. We want to see our young men turn

their attention and devote their talents to them,

and to let law and physic alone. The competi-

tion in these professions is now so great, and will

be for the next quarter of a century, that few,

comparatively, can attain the distinction and

prosperity which so many covet; most of them

will be but poor and proud gentlemen as long

as they live. Take an intelligent, industrious

young man, put him in an iron manufactory, for

instance, and let him learn the business thorough-

ly ;
then s«art him in life with a licensed lawyer

or 'medical graduate; and ten to one he will, in

fifteen years, be rich or in a fair way to make a

fortune, when the lawyer and the doctor will be

without any considerable practice, or at best with

only income enough to supply their commonest

wants. The same result will be attained, if, in-

stead of the iron business, any of the great

brunches of practical industry are selected. The

fortunes arc not made by the professional men

;

the great influence that propels the business of

life, and controls society and the destinies of

communities and countries, does not emanate

from them. The influence of the commercial,

mechanical, and agricultural cfa6.scs is every year

growing more potential. Formerly they were, as

compared with professional men, ignorant and

uncultivated ;
but at this epoch they arc the men

of expansive views, and the projectors of those

great enterprises that build up cities, and confer

wealth, power, and grandeur upon nations. The

men of ideas, of real intellect, and of supreme

influence belong, in this age, to those classes.

They are the men who wield the mighty influ-

ences of steam, the telegraph, and all those other

practical agencies that control the affairs of life

—the destinies of men and nations. If called

upon to define this power, we would describe it

as "educated labor." It is that which has built

up the wealth and prosperity of England, and

that has placed the Northern States so far in ad-

vance of the States of the South. Labor was

not honored here, under the old order of things,

,is U deserves to be honored. Almost every

young man of any pretensions studied law or

! medicine; or, being a landed proprietor, turned

! his attention to farming; or, if the son of a

i merchant, to merchandise. Only those who bad

no choice between pursuits became mechanics

and artisans. There were really not enough of

! them for the necessities of the country; and ct

the comparatively small number a large propor-

tion were ignorant and unskillful; many came

from the North—some from abroad. There was

in those days an indisposition among the educa-

ted young men of the South to engage in business

1 of any sort that was not connected with the

j

learned professions. The mistaken notion pre-

I

vailed that labor was degrading—a delusion

'

that, more than all other things combined, re-

tarded the growth and development of Virginia.

We fear that our young men are not yet eman-

cipated from the fatal influence of this delusion,

and that too many of the present generation will

follow in the footsteps of those cf the past gene-

ration only to reap a harvest of disippointment

-for the paternal wealth that supported so many

in respectable idleness no longer exists.

We rejoice to see so many schools and colleges,

and to know that such large numbers of our

young men and boys—much larger than we had

ventured to hope for—are attending them. One

chief object of education is to instill correct

ideas into the minds of youth, and to eradicate

false ideas and opinions. We hope that our

professors and teachers will not forget to combat

that pernicious and too prevalent error that la-

bor is not honorable, and that the mechanical

' occupations of life arc unworthy of educated

young men. Wc have known many instances

of boys who manifested remarkable mechanical

genius, and who, if put into the workshop, would

have made their mark in the world, but who,

under" the fatal influence of that delusion, have

been made ciphers and nonentities for life, in

consequence of the attempt, against their natural

bent, to make lawyers or doctors of them.

Every parent should give his children as thorough

an education as he can afford. The more tho-
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roughly they are educated the better .hey we I Robinson, Esq,, of New York ; -a member to be
;;

d for al t e pursuits and business of life, no designated by the Lake Shore Grape G werS
'

jitter what those pursuits or that business may Association, at their next meeting
; . meXrTobe The educated mechanic or artisan dignifies be appointed b, the American Wine Grow ^labor and removes the reproach of ignorance Association of Ohio, and Dr. C. W SpartZwhich so long existed. Education should em- of Missouri. At the meeting o the com'itt^ace the whole range of physical science, for in to award premiums, in case Lj are notTp.he new era that will soon daw„ U p0:i Virginia, sent, the members present, to fi 1 t e^we peak for our own State especial!,) her The award of the commit^ to beU^Slhitherto undeveloped resources in mines, minerals fry Gentleman.

and water power will be brought into requisi-
!

tion. Our young men should be prepared to
take the lead in this great work and profit by
its rewards. The time is not dis'ant tshm Vi'r- \

gan,C matcna,?
>
nQless these have been previously

wtil be filled vith w:rkshopS and mamtfacto-
'' P™"^"*1 b^' ,,le vegetable. The vegetable kiug-

Tiu of even, kind, and if our own people are not
|

??** therefore as Jean Mace says, is the vast

Flesh in- Grass —Animals can do nothing
(says a writer in All the Year Round) with inoi>

qualified to take charge of them, strangers will
come in and reap the harvest of fame and profit
which they will surely yield.—Richmond

f Va )

Whig.
K

''

*»*

Liberal Prizes Offered.—The question as to
' Which is the Best Grape,'—if premiums are
capable of settling it-ought to be in a fair way
of reaching a decision. At a meeting of Cin-
cinnati Horticultural Society. February 23d it

was resolved to hold an autumn exhibition' at
that city in connection with the ''American Wine
Growers' Association of Ohio/

-

at which show
the celebrated " Longworth Wine House" offers
for competition the following magnificent prizes ;

"A silver pitcher, two goblets and waiter, to
ost not less than $350, as the first premium

; a
siiver cup, to cost not less than $100, as a second
premium, and a silver cup, to cost not less than

as a third premium. The first premium to

en to the best general wine grape of our
whole conn try. The second premium to be given
to the best variety of grapes, for wine pur

kitchen in which are cooked the dinners of the
animal kingdom. When we eat the ox, it is the

i grass which be has eaten that actually nourishes
>.

us. For us, he is a mere intermediary, who
transfers to us inact the albumen extracted bv his

|

stomach from the juices supplied to him by his
pasture grounds. He is only a waiter in the
grand eating-house of nature. The dishes he
brings us have been put into his hands ready
prepared. Only, to appreciate his services pro-
perly, we must remember that the uutrious por-
tions furnished by grass are very small indeed
in their weight and dimensions, and that it

would be a weary task for our digestion to have

|

to elaborate them one by one. We might be
:
starved to death with our stomachs full, a°s hap-

j

pened to some unfortunate Australian explorers,
who found plenty of nardoo to eat, but nothing
else. The ox presents us with those little por-
tions concentrated in a heaped up plateful ; and
our stomachs are the gainers by his complaisance.

Method of Extracting Cream from Whey.—
Kilian Egger, of South Cortland, N.Y., has re-

poses in the State of Ohio, provided it is not
,

cen.ly obtained a re-issue of the patent granted towarded to the grape that receives the first pre-
[
him (Sept. 25, 1866) for an improved method ofn.mm in which case it will be giver, to the

:

extracting cream from whey. After the cheese-second best wine grape in the country. The
:

curt has been separated 'from the whey the
third premium is to be given to the ben table latter is put in tanks, which may be about one
grape for general purposes, in the country. Our

;

foot deep, more or less
; and to ten gallons (more

requtrementa are, that the plants, when general- or less) of whey a handful of salt is added. It
ly cnluvatcd, shall be perfectly healthy, hardy is preferable that the tanks above mentioned,nd productive, and the fruit shall produce a

;

should be made of zinc or have zinc bottoms,
vine of good quality as to flavor, strength and but they may be made of other materia! provided
quantity. The fruit shall be shown at the com- it is a good conductor of heat, or that the bot-
hag fall consolidated exhibition of the American toms are of good conducting material. TheseW me Growers Association of Ohio and Cincin- tanks containing the whey are placed in running
nftti Horticultural Society, in quantities of 10 water, or upon a cool cellar floor, and allowed
ibs., or more, with samples of the wines from to stand for a few hours, when the cream isMe competitors for the first two premiums, if skimmed off and churned. The churning is
practicable The committee to be composed of

;

performed at a lower temperature than is com-
W Aon. Marshal P. Wilder, of Boston : Solon monly used in churning butter from fresh cream
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Farmers' Gardens.
Perhaps there is no one thing connected with

the culture of the soil so badly and universally

neglected by farmers as their gardens. How
Many in your neighborhood, reader, have what

may be strictly termed a good garden from year

to year? How many grow an abundant supply

of small fruits for the use of the family? How
many have asparagus, radishes and salads plen-

tifully, or at all, early in the season ; melons, cu-

cumbers, squashes, tomatoes, cabbages, peas,

beans, green corn, &c, in the summer months;

and celery, vegetable oysters, parnips, turnips,

horse-radish, fte., in the fall, winter, and early

spring? All farmers can and should have them

;

nothing which they eat is cheaper, more grate-

ful or healthful than these, together with the

summer fruits. If we can persuade you to take

the pains, and incur the slight expense necessary

to their production, we shall be amply rewarded

for our labor by the gratitude and satisfaction

which we know those feel who are dependent on

you for support, and who eat daily at your ta-

ble.

Haveyoa a garden spot ? It should Lea choice

piece of laud; not large, but rich, dry, warm,

near the dwelling, and enclosed to prevent the

depredations of fowls and animals. If the soil

is poor you have the means at baud to make it

rich ; if heavy or wet, thoroughly underdrain it

—as it is small you can afford this expense. We
repeat, it need not be large, for a small garden,

well tilled, is much better, and less costly, than

a large one overrun with weeds, and cultivated

like your fields. Leaf mould from the woods,
with ashes, lime and plaster, are the best manures
you can use, unless you can spade or plough in

deep fine barnyard manure. This year you
should make a compost heap, and have it on hand
tor the next.

If the garden is small, it is best not to plough,

but rather spade. First of all lay it out well;
make a bed or border, as they are called, four or

five feet wide, all round the outside. Next to

this a walk
;
then one or two broad cross-walks,

and reserve the rest for beds and walks, as crops
-and circumstances shall dictate. Make up your
mind now to have a good garden this year

; and
in our next article we will try and tell you how
to start the early vegetables and seeds in a cheap
and simple manner.—Rural New Yorker.

^S" A Bingle thistle, dock, or mullein, if al-

lowed to perfect its seeds, and to disseminate
them without hindrance, broadcast over the soil

will entail a task work which it will require

much painful labor to perform.

Noxious Insects Naturalized in America.

No. 12, (September, 1866,) of the "Prad
Entomologist," (Philadelphia,) contains an i

teresting article by Mr. B. D. Walsh, on this su v
-

ject. From it we learn that fully one-half of the

worst American insect foes have been imported

from Europe. Tbus the Hessian fly, ( Cecidomyia

destructor^) was introduced nearly ninety yean-

since: the wheat midge, [Dipioais tritici,) about

forty-five; the bee-moth, (Gakria cereana,

the commencement of the nineteenth century

;

the apple moth,
(
Carpoeapasa pomoneila, ) the

currant clear wing, {TrochUium tipuliforme.) ti.e

meal worm, (Tenelrio mclikr.) the cockm
{Bla'ia orientalis,) at definite periods, and within

the last few years the asparagus beetle, ( Oriocerit

atparagi,) ruts made its appearance iu the State

of New York ; finally the gooseberry saw-fly,

{Nemalus vatlricosus,) has since 1362 showed it-

self in several places, and Las already proved

very destructive. Mr. Walsh doubts if even ti.e

so-called American cockroach, (Blatla Ameri-

cana,) be really indigenous, and suspects its im-

portation from Asia, Probably, with justice hi

states that the injury inflicted on Atneric

European insects is only reciprocated to a very

slight extent ; the chief iusect pests for v.

we have to thank America being the pea-weevil,

(Bruchus pisi,) and the now two-well known
house ant, [Myrmica moletta.) lie argues, there-

fore, that though populary known as the "New
World," the American continent being the old-

er, its plants and animals mostly belong to an

old-fashioned creation, and can no more stand

their ground against their more vigorous imported

European competitors, than the Red Indian

hold his own against the Caucasian race. Mr.

Walsh's theoretical speculations always deserve

earnest consideration, and. in this case, the facts

appear to bear him out. One of our common
white butterflies has already obtained a footing

in Canada, and perhaps eventually may prove

more destructive there than the indigenous PUri»

oleracea. N'or is America the only laud so situ-

ated, inasmuch as it seems ordained that the

European race, wherever it may locate i

shall take with it some of its natural pests. T

it is well known that some of our common weeds

flourish in Australia and Xew Zealand with

greater luxuriance than in Europe.—R. M'Lach-
lax, in the (English) ErdorvAogist' s Mo
Magazine.

<.*+—

Wool u Vermont.—Vermont produced this
year nearly 4,000,000 pounds of wool. She is

fifth in the loyal States in producing power—New
York, Ohio, Michigan, and Pennsylvania rack-
ing above her.
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Sunday Reading.

Because we are not always masters of our own

affairs, nor consequently of our time, therefore

ought we to have ever ready at hand a good col-

lection of texts, which contain in few words the

power and spirit of gospel motives, the perfec-

tion and beauty of duties, and the substance of

advice and counsel, and to fix these so in our

memory, that they may serve a3 a shield, for us

to oppose, as our Saviour did, against the darts

of the devil, and as a supply of excellent and

useful thoughts upon a sudden : so that, in all

the little interruptions of business, and the many
little vacancies of the day, the mind, which is an

active and busy spirit, may never want a proper

subject to work upon, much less lose itself in

wild and lazy amusements, or defile itself by

vain and vicious thoughts. But we must not

ouly take care that meditation be frequent, but

also that it be not loose and roving. To which

end it will be necessary to study ourselves, as

well as the scripture, and to be intimately ac-

quainted with the advantages and disadvantages

of our constitutions: so that in our meditations

on the scriptures we may more particularly have

an eye to those vices, we are most obnoxious to,

*nd those virtues, which are either more neces-

sary, or more feeble and undergrowa.

Home there be, that for extreme refuge in their

evil doings, do run to God's predestination and

election, saying, that, "if I be elected to salva-

tion by God, I shall be saved, whatsoever 1 do ;"

but such be great tempters of God, and abomi-

nable blasphemers of God's holy election ; they

<*ist tkcmselues down from the pinnacle of the tem-

ple in presumption, that God may preserve them

by His angels through predestination.

There were two remarkable periods of Christ's

life, His intrai .and His exit, His entrance into His

public ministry at His baptism, and His finishing

it at His Passion ; and at both we have the devil

fiercely.encountering Him. When the christian

is about some noble enterprise for God's glory,

then Satan will lie, like a serpent, in the way,

"an adder in the path, that biteth his horse's

tacls, so that his rider shall fall backward."

The devil and sin, in themselves considered,

are but weak and impotent; they cannot prevail

over that soul, which yields not unto them.

The evil spirit then only prevails over us, when

we ourselves consent to his suggestions; all his

strength lies in our treachery and falseness to

our own souls. Sin is nothing else but a degen-

eration from true goodness, conceived by a dark

and cloudy understanding, and brought forth

by a corrupt will ; it hath no consistency in it-

self, or foundation of its own to support it.

Mendacium non habet pedes ; it hath no feet, no

basis of its own to subsist and rest itself upon.

Let us withdraw our will and affections from it,

and it will soon fall into nothing.

His defensive weapons were principally three,

corresponding to the number of our three mor-

tal enemies. He used the wilderness, against the

temptations of the world
;
fasting, against the

temptations of the flesh
; and prayer, against the

Uuuptations of the devil.

Seeing God's providence is manifest in ordi-

nary means, it behoveth every man in his call-

ing to use them carefully ; and when ordinary

means be at hand, we must not look for any help

without them, though the Lord be able to do

what He will without means. Our Saviour

avoucheth it to be flat tempting of God, for Him
to leap down from the pinnacle of the temple to

the ground ;
whereas there was an ordinary way

at hand to descend by stairs.

With what fear, reverence, and holy joy,

should we open the Bible, the book of truth and

happiness, God's heart opened to man : and ye*

the whole, and every part of it, secreted from

him, and hid under an impenetrable veil, till !.-•

opens his heart to God.

It frequently happens that the enemy permit?

those, whom he has tempted, to continue some

time in quiet, that he may surprise them moT«-

easily, when they lea3t think of him, and makt

them fall into sin by some violent and sudden

attack.

A false interpretation of scriptures causes thai

the gospel of the Lord becomes the gospel of

man, or, which is worse, of the devil.

Poverty, predestination, and ambition are th*

three quivers, from which the devil drew his ar-

rows.

An adulterous sense crosseth the verity oi

scripture, as much as does the corruption of th*

text.

It is a fearful mistake to believe that, becaus'

our wishes are not accomplished, they can do Bo

harm.
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The Steam Plough at the South.—New Or-

leans papers announce the arrival there of one of

Fowler's English Steam Ploughs. We quote:

Mr. Max Eighth, formerly chief engineer on

the staff of Pasha Hahn, when that Pasha held

ihe vice- royalty of Egypt, comes with the ma-

chine to superintend experiments made with it

Having witnessed in Egypt the operation of the

plough, he is convinced that it will be as success-

ful here as it was on the Nile, and yesterday his

f.ivorite implement was tested on the fair grounds.

A large company witnessed the trial, among
whom were several gentlemen whose occupation

from boyhood has been that of a planter.

. —
Baltimore Markets, Mar. 23,1867.
Coffee.—Kio,lS^al9^-ts. gold, according to quality.

! aguayra . and Java25a26X cts. gold.

Cotton.—AVc quote prices as follows, viz :

Grades. Upland. Gxdf.

ordinary 25 —
liood do 26>i

—
Low Middling 2S —
Addling 30 —
Fertilizers.—Peruvian Guano $S0; PatapscoCo's$CO;

Reese & Co"s. Soluble Pacific Guano, $65; Flour of Bone,

$e0; G.Ober'stKetUewells) AA Manipulated.$70; A do.$60;

Ammoniated Alkaline Phosphate, $55; Alkaline Phos. $45;

Baltimore City Company's Fertilizer, $40; do., Flour of

Bone, $G0; do., Ground Bone, $45; do., Poudrette. $20;

Baugh's Raw-bone Phosphate, $56; Maryland Powder of

Cone, $50; Andrew Coe"s Super-Phosphate of Lime, $C0;

all per ton of 2,000 lbs.; Pure Ground Plaster, $13. 50a

$14.00 per ton, or $2 50 per bbl. Shell Lime, slacked,

tic, unslacked, 10c per bushel, at kilns.

Fish.—Mackerel.—No. 1, $19a21; No. 2, $16 50al7 50;

No. 3, $14al5. Herrings —Labrador, $5.50a6.50; Potomac

and Susqueli'na, ; Codfish, 5Xa6>£ cts. per lb.

Floor.—Howard Street Super and Cut Extra, $11.00a

$12.00; Family, $14.50al6.00; City Mills Super, $10. 62a

il.50; Baltimore Family, $17.50.

Ryt Flour and Corn. Meal.—Rye Flour, new, $7. 25a

7.75; Corn Meal, $5.20a5.25.

Grain.— Wheat.—Good to prime Red. $3 20a3.S0;

White, $3.40a$3.50.

Rye.—$1.35a$1.50 per bushel.

Oats.—Heavy to light—ranging as to character from 65

..70c. per bushel—bulk.

Corn.—White, $1.08a$1.10; Yellow, $1 06a$1.08 per

bushel.

Hay and Straw.—Timothy $26a32, and Bye Straw $28

per ton.

Beaks.—$3.00a3.25 as to quality.

Potatoes.—$1.00 per bushel.

Provisions.—Bacon.—Shoulders, lO&all cts.; Sides,

12al3&; Hams, plain bagged. 16 cts.; sugar cured. 17 cts.

per lb.

Salt.—Liverpool Ground Alum,.*2.20a2.25; Fine, $3 25.

Turk's Island, 62a65c. per bushel.

Seeds.—Clover, held at $9.00a9.25; Timothy, $3.75a

4.00; Flaxseed, $2.75a$3.00.

Tobacco.—We give the range of prices as follows:

Maryland.

Frosted to common $2. 50a 3.00

Sound common 3.50a 4.00
Middling 6.00a 8.00

Good to fine brown 10.00al5.00
Fancy 17.00a25 00
Upper eountry 3.00a30.00

'•round leaves, new 3.09a5.00

Ohio.

Inferior to good common 4.00a C.Oti

Brown and spangled 7.00al2.W»

Good and fine red and spangled 13.00al7.00

Fine yellow and fancy 20.00a30.«i

Whiskey—$2.25a2.30 per gallon, in barrels.

Wool —We quote: Unwashed, 26a28 cts. per lb.: Tnb-

washed, 45a47 cts.; Fleece, common, 12*47 cts.; Tulled.

Xo. 1, 31a35 cts.: Merino, 38a41 cts.

Cattle Market.—Common, $7. CO; Good, $8 08a$8.75;

Prime Beeves, $9.00a9.25 per 100 lbs.

Sheep—SaSJ^' cents per lb. gross—scarce

Hogs—$10.75all.50 per 100 lbs., net.

Wholesale Produce Market.
Prepared for the Amer

and Co^HV.i

i Furrier by Klucott 4 Htris, P

i Hrrckawtt, CT Kic'iarjc Place.

Baltimore, Mar. 23, 1867.

Butter —Ohio, in brls. and kegs, 20 to 25 cts ; Roll.

cO to 33; Virginia aDd Pennsylvania in kegs and tubr. .'«>

to 25; Glades, 25 to 30; Goshen, 35 t(

Beeswax—12 cts.

Cheese.— Eastern, 22; Western, l$»20c.

Dried Fruit.—Apples, 10; Peaches. 17

Egos—In barrels, 21 cents per dozen.

Feathers—SO cents for pood Southern

Lard.—Brls. 13, kegs 14. jars and other country
:

ages 15 cents.

Tallow.—II % cents.
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' Tis the season of tender delight,

—

The season of fresh-springing flowers;

Young Spring in thejoy of her beauty is bright,

And leads on the rapturous hours^

Fair Nature is loud in her transport of pleasure,

The woods and the valleys re-echo her lay;

The robin now warbles his love breathing measure,

And scatters the blossoms while tilting the spray
;

One impulse of tenderness thrills through the groves,

While the birds carol sweetly their innocent loves.

Farm Work for the Month.

The great delay in spring work, caused by the

Jong-continued rains, leaves little to be said in

advance of our suggestions for April. Extra

force, where needed, must be put on, and extra

diligence used to bring up the work to the season.

THE CORN FIELD.

Push forward the ploughing, if not yet fin-

ished, and make the necessary preparation of

the surface, with harrow and roller, bearing in

mind that this is a very essential part of the cul-

tivation, which must be done sooner or later,

and is much better done before than after plant-

ing, and puts forward the general working of the

crop. Look again to notes of last month, on

other points. Have the necessary fertilizers in

place, and plant at the earliest time practicable.

TOBACCO.

If practicable, get the old crop into market by

the last of the month. Look well to the hand-

ling, and be careful to have it in good condition

before it is put into the hogsheads. The peculiar

odor of well-conditioned tobacco should be fa-

miliar to every one who has charge of a crop,

ami none should be packed until it will bear the
scrutiny of a practised sense of smell.

Keep the beds for new crop clear of grass
and top-dress often as before directed ; forcing

the growth as much as practicable.

If sod ground is to be planted, the sooner it

is ploughed the better, and, indeed, it should be
the first turned of the season. It is well, un!ess

turned very flat, to follow with the roller or
harrow, to close the seams and effectually smo-
ther the grass. The first ploughing being com-
pleted, the after-working should not disturb the

sod, and should be done as required by the pro-

gress of the plants.

The manuring should be done after the first

ploughing.

POTATOES.

The principal crop of potatoes should not be
planted before the middle of June, yet many
persons may wish to take the chance of both an
early and late sowing. A good sod, well turned

now and manured in the drill, will give good re-

turn, if the season be favorable. The advantage

of the later planting, is the postponement of the

period of forming the tubers, beyond the usual

time of excessive heat and drought. The seed

potatoes may be cut at any time, and allowed to

heal over before planting. Spread them on floor

in a dry place for this purpose.

ROOT CROPS.

In proportion as we give attention to our

stock, will it be found desirable to increase the

crop of such roots as we may prefer. The sugar

beet is one of the best for milch cows, keeping-

firm and fresh till summer. The parsnip is es-

teemed, especially in the Channel Islands, for but-

ter-making cows. The carrot is found valuabl
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i r horses, and all are good, we believe, for

sheep and hogs. We are not prepared to recom-

mend them as yielding more of nutritive matter

from the land cultivated, than the corn crop,

ur.til there shall be a fairer test of quality, than

any yet known to us, but for the sake of such

i tetj in winter food, and for the value of the

change from dry to green provender, in winter to

some extent, and in spring more, the stoek-grow-

er should value them.

The planting of such crops, excepting the

ties of turnip, should not be postponed be-

yond the present month. They need a deep soil,

.r.d thoroughly prepared.

SORi •

"

This crop should be planted after the middle

of the month. Pour boiling water on the seed

and let it soak twenty-four hours. On every

enough might be grown to give a year's

supply of rich and wholesome syrup, provided

I here be a mi!! in the neighborhood to grind the

cane. The sorghum makes excellent food for

I _: in Septa *. nd a small quantity m
grown for this purpose.

mrXGABIAB GRA8B.

s. or some other variety of millet, wiil

make an ea stitnte for hay, if that fall

short. One of the best farmers of Baltimore

county reported to us some years ago, an average

crop of three tons to the acre on twenty acres,

of hay which his stock preferred to any other,

ich was fed to bis fattening bullocks.

It should be sown by the first of June, and

will be fit to cut in ninety days. The ground
i :ii prepared and abundantly manured.

A peck of seed to the acre is sufficient, bnt

double that quantity will not be too much, and

the fineness of the hay wiil l>e in proportion to

the measure of wed.

FIELD PEA.

This crop, whether sown for improvement of

I '.or the pens, should be got in late in the

month, or early in June. If sown broa

c»nc-nn 4,-a-half to two bushels of seed should be

sown, but, if in drills, two-and-a-half feet apart,

p! will be sufficient. The black pea grows

quickest, and is hardier than some others, but

re valuable. For the table, the small

black-cycd variety, known as " the lady pea."

haps, the best.

SWEET POTAT

Have a moderately rich loam prepared for

:ing this root. Lay the rows off three feet

apart and throw into ridges. Ther may be

planted on the ridges two feet apart, or hills

made at somewhat greater distance, putting a

single plant to the

pumpkins Am cnun.
Be ready to plant these the first of June.

SHEEP SHEARING.

At any time after the middle of the month, let

this work be done, and let it be carefully super-

vised by the master. Give shelter, should a cold

rain follow.

The Vegetable Garden.

Prepared for The American Farmer. by Daniel Barsee,
Maryland Agricultural College.

3Vt -A.TT.

Asparagus Beds should be kept clean, weeded,

and stirred with a fork, being careful not to stir

too deeply.

Cabbage ?:.ant= should be planted out in

showery weather at every opportunity, if only a

very few at a time. It will be a benefit to the

seed bed in giving the seedlings more light and

air, and prevent them from being too much
drawn up. Hoe and earth up those sown early.

Sow. for transplanting in June and July, se*>d of

the premium Flat Dutch, Stone Mason Drum-

head, Drumhead Savoy, &c.

Cauliflower.—Hoe between the growing crops

to destroy weeds, and to give the roots the full

benefit of showers. Those which were planted

close should be thinned out by taking e-

alternate plant, as soon as there is a small bead

formed : this will give a much better chance for

the production of fine heads upon those left.

Sow early in the month for a fall crop, continue

to plant out those raised in hot beds. When
heads appear, break the leaves and cover them,

which will protect them from the suu.

Beets —Towards the end of the month sow

for a winter supply. Thin out those already up,

and if there are any vacancies in the rows fill up

by transplanting.

Celery.—Plant out the more advanced that

were pricked out last month, and transplant

those sown in March, when sufficiently advanced.

Bsrorril.—About the last week make a sowing

for succession. Endive makes an excellent sum-

mer salad.

Peas.—Sow- for succession, Champion of Eng-

land, and Dwarf Marrowfat; these will be bene-

fitted by soaking in water a few hours previous

to sowing. Advancing crops will be much bene-

fitted by occasional application of liquid manure.
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Plant out tomatoes, egg-plants, peppers, and

anything that may be strong enough from the

seed beds.

Sow, for succession, pole and string beans,

turnips, radish, lettuce, (the Silesian) prickly

spinach, parsley, squash, cucumber, melon, wa-

ter melon, sweet corn, okra, and martynia, for

pickles, and do not omit the sweet herbs.

Thin out, in due time, every kind of crop

where there is anything like crowding; beet,

spinach, parsley, &c, are never as good when
left standing thick. When potatoes are above

ground, as is now the case with all forward sorts,

have the ground between the rows well cultiva-

ted, or deeply hoed, which will prove of great

advantage to the crops. Now, that most of the

seeds scattered over the surface of the garden

last summer will have germinated, let every part

of the garden have a deep hoeing in dry weather.

The neat appearance of the garden for the summer
will depend, in a great measure, on a complete

destruction of all weeds at the present time.

Spade up every vacant piece of the garden as

opportunity offers, for the first plantation of

winter crops ; spade deep in the first instance,

after which give a good coating of manure, and

spade it in, when it will be ready for planting

with cabbage, brocoli, Brussels Sprouts, Scotch

Kale, &c. Should we have a spell of hot dry

weather during the month, we would advise all

our readers to do, what we would like to do our-

selves—that is, to give cauliflowers, lettuce,

peas, celery, &c, a good soaking of manure

water; the liquid manure tank well managed

becomes a mine of fertility.

*++

Cost of Cashmere Shawls.—The best Cashmere

shawls, the long shawls with plain ground,

crimson, purple, blue, green, or yellow—green

are best—never cost lees than £135 a pair, and

are never sold singly. The next kind, or square

shawls, much more frequently imported into Eu-

rope, are either loom-worked or needle-worked,

needle-worked being the more original, and they

cost from £30 to £50 in the Paunjaub, without

freight or interest or profit to the importer—lit-

tle facts which we commend to the attention of

women who think they can buy the best Cash-

mere at £15 or even £10 a shawl. What they

do buy is either an imitation which never was

in India at all, or a Delhi shawl, very good in

its way, but no more approaching a Cashmere

shawl in beauty than in durability. A man
might lie on heather in a black Cashmere for

twenty years, and it would be as perfect as on

the first day, while every imitation whatsoever

will die out.

—

Enylish Paper.

The Fruit Garden.

The beautiful weather, which we may now ex-

pect, will produce a most delightful change in

the face of Nature. We cannot look upon this

marvellous change without the most pleasurable

emotions, feeling that all nature is rejoicing

in the name of its great Creator, and proclaiming

" the hand that made me is divine." The present

state of the weather by which we are now sur-

rounded, combined with the fine autumn of last

year, and our comparatively mild (though pro-

longed) winter, may reasonably lead us to hope

for abundant crops of all kinds of fruit. As re-

gards peaches we do not remember to have seen

fruit blossoms in a more promising condition.

(April 15.) Where fine peaches are a deside-

ratum, disbud (remove soon after they have

burst into leaves such buds as, if allowed to

grow into shoots, would be misplaced, or over-

load the two with young wood) the trees as soon

as possible, as the shoots will be crowding each

other, but be careful not to overdo it at once as

the leaves shelter the young fruit, and there may
be frost during the first few days of the month

sufficient to injure it. Circumstances permitting,

we should be careful to regulate the shoots of

all our peach, and nectarine trees, so as to give

all the light and air possible. Soon as the root*

acquire consistency, we are careful to remove

them with a sharp knife, as breaking them oft

would very much disfigure and injure the trees.

All fruit planted during the late fall and

spring, should have timely and careful attention.

After a tree has been transplanted, however well

done, the first step has only been taken as to its

ultimate success. Much will depend upon the

treatment it receives during the earlier stages of

its growth, more particularly the care bestowed

upon it during the first summer. As soon as

the hot weather arrives, or sooner, the ground

around the trees for several feet should be well

mulched with old straw, which we have found to

be about the best material for the purpose
; our

practice has been to put it on some four or five

inches thick, which keeps the top soil throughout

the dryish time in summer quite moist, thus pre-

venting the trees suffering from drought. It

moreover prevents the weeds giving any trouble

during the summer months, and artificial water,

ing for a tree thus mulched has never to be re-

sorted to. We remember a friend who had a

quantity of 3'oung peach trees, which had been

so much injured by drought as to cease growing,

and assumed a very sickly appearance, but by

stirring the soil in early spring, and mulching

around them for some six feet, in a very few
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ks tliey commenced to grow, and in the suc-

ceeding summer were in a very healthy condi-

tion, notwithstanding it was a very dry one.

We believe that keeping the ground in young

orchards well cultivated is very essential to suc-

cess. This system we have not failed to advocate

for many years, and have heard many exclaim,

we cannot afford to give all this attention to

fruit trees ; it will not pay ! Not pay ! to give

proper attention to trees after having paid a good

price for them. The best orchards in this coun-

try, those that are celebrated for their uniform

magnificent fruit, and which are paying or-

chards, we find to be those which are kept clean

by cultivating, harrowing, &c, in connection

with a svstem of ' : thorough drainage," and ap-

plication of manure whenever necessary, with

no vegetable or cereal crops permitted between

the rows. It is not unfrequently that there is

much difficulty experienced in cultivating be-

tween the rows of fruit trees ; a two-horse team,

with double whipple-trees are generally used for

the purpose, the result of which is lacerated

bark, and broken branches. Upon level ground,

and where it has not become hard, one horse,

with a very short whipple-tree, and the traces

considerably lengthened, will be found quite

sufficient, and with this the work can be very

easily and well performed. Strawberries ripen-

ing under glass should have a comparatively dry

air. and plenty of ventilation, or they will lack

flavour and colour. If a few fine strawberries

are preferable to many, let the first take the lead

and swell off, removing the greater part of the

Liter ones. This practice we consider of the

greatest importance in growing the fruit for its

seed, wherewith to raise new varieties. Where

strawberries have been grown in pots and the

fruit picked, instead of consigning the plants to

the rubbish heap, plant them in some well pre-

pared soil; keep them well cultivated and free

from weeds, give occasional waterings of liquid

manure during the summer, and note the result.

Run the hoe through the rows of strawberries

that no weeds be left ; soon as the fruit com-

mences to swell cover the ground with straw or

grass to keep it moist, and the fruit clean_

Make frequent applications of manure water to

grape vines, strawberry beds, fig, and other fruit

trees in pots and tubs. We have made it a prac-

tice to apply liquid manure to all kinds of fruit

trees, and growing crops, and with the most sat-

isfactory results. We advise varied and frequent

applications rather than a few strong doses.

House sewage in its full strength is too strong

for some crops, but with from two to three parts

of water added, it will answer admirable. In

no other respect whatever have we a word to say

against liquid manure. We have before stated

that by looking after the soap-suds, house sew-

age, <fcc, many of our crops might be doubled :

we hope to be able to soak our strawberry beds

with it, and expect our labor will be rewarded

tenfold. In all such waterings we are careful

not to wet the foliage any more than possible.

Now is the time to look well after the weeds, and

not allow them to obtain a footing; the best

way is to destroy them before they are one inch

high, which may be done with one -fourth the

labour required when they are more advanced.

The easiest and most economical way is to kee;

the surface clean of them at all seasons. Com-
plete all work in this department, as indicated

for the last two months, early as practicable,

more especially the planting of fruit trees. Wc
close our remarks with the advice of the old

laird of Dumbedikes, (in the "Heart of Mil

Lothian,") to his son just before he shuffles off

his mortal coil: "Jock, when ye hae naething

else to do, ye may be aye sticking in a tree; it

will be growing, Jock, when ye're sleeping.''

The Flower Garden.

SPUING FLOWERS.

A bunch of violets, culled when first

The showers of spring unfold them,

May be of small intrinsic wor:h,

And fade while yet we hold them;

Yet are they types of modest truth,

And may become a token

From friend to friend of kind regard,

That never shall be broken."'

From the first to the end of the month all

summer bedding plants may be planted out. -

as scarlet flowers, and other geraniums, verbe-

nas, salvias, heliotropes, petunias, sc. There

mar be a certain number of the above named

plants left after the beds and borders are

filled, which will do for making good any vacan-

cies which may occur. A few cuttings of geran-

iums taken now, and potted in small pots, and

placed tinder glass, will soon fill the pots with

roots, and make fine stout plants for fall bloom.

Any plants ^: the above named) from spring

cuttings, will be the better for being kept under

a hot-bed frame for the next two weeks. There

is nothing gained by planting them out until

they are well established. Planting out before

the plants have been properly hardened in their

pots, by full exposure to the atmosphere for some

days previous, is not unfrequently, ' ; love's labour

lost." Continue to sow, and thin out the

nuals sown in beds: thev should never be al-
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lowed to smother each other by being; too thick,

from three to six plants, defending upon the

habits of the plants, will be quite sufficient.

Should the weather be dry, roses will be greatly

benefitted by abundant supplies of manure wa-

ter. Green fly is sometimes very troublesome

upon rose bushes at this season of the year ; a

good washing with the syringe upon two or

three successive evenings, with diluted tobacco

water, will greatly contribute to destroy this

pest.

Rhododendron, and azalias. in old plantations,

would be much benefitted with a top-dressing of

well decomposed cow manure. Those planted

within three or four years are better without

artificial manure. Our practice has been to re-

move all the trusses of bloom from the rhododen-

dron, as soon as they lose their colour. Attend

to recently planted evergreens, by keeping the

soil moist about their roots, but not to satura-

tion. We have found watering overhead in

the evenings of bright days, to be of more ser-

vice in repairing the loss sustained by evapo-

ration than over-watering at the root, while

there is a deficiency of rootlets to absorb it.

Plant out the dahlias that have been kept in the

the cellar, or grown in pots ;
fill up the holes

with good compost and place a good stake to

each plant.

That everything may appear to the best ad-

vantage, activity and attention must be the

order of the day ; keep the hoe unceasingly

at work till all weeds are destroyed
; remove

everything offensive to the eye from all beds,

pathways, lawns, &c.

Supply of Country Milk to London.—The

monthly supply of milk from the country into

London is 508,000 gallons. The western coun-

ties contribute 140.000 gallons, the eastern coun-

ties 125.000 gallons, and the northern counties

95,000 ; Hants and Berks send 55,000 ;
and from

Other districts the daily supply is augmented by

18,500 gallons. Kent and Sussex are the lowest

contributing counties; and at the present daily

uv rages, 6,604,000 gallons of milk are annually

brought from the country to London ; and this

is increased by metropolitan dairymen to an ex-

tent of another third, and is daily retailed out

to about 260,000 customers. The aggregate sup-

ply of milk consigned to London is the produce of

20,000 cowg in the country. The wholesale prices

charged are at an average of 2s. per barn gallon

(eight quarts), and the value of milk brought to

London for consumption represents a sum of

£660,400 per annum.

—

Hark Lane. Express.

For the "American Farmer "

Stalling Cattle.

(a letter to k friend.)

Virginia, March 23, 1S6T.

My Dear Sir: I have but little experience

in keeping up cattle the year round, being con-

fined to one single experiment, forced upon me

some years ago under very disadvantageous cir-

cumstances, and never repeated because a like

necessity did not occur, and my other engage-

ments required for years my absence from my
farm. I regret very much that I do not possess

the information (you seem to think I have) re-

quisite to a positive response to your enquiry,

"can cattle be safely and economically housed

the year round?" Yet I have so much faith in

an affirmative answer that 1 shall repeat the ex-

periment next year, and if I find it successful

shall adept it as a system. In England, and in

many parts of the continent, it has been prac-

ticed for years—especially in Silesia—a province

in Prussia, where fences are unknown. With

partridge pea—oats—grass from an old meadow,

and two acres in green corn, broadcast, I sum-

mered my stock of horses and cattle, sixteen in

number, big and little, and they were never

more healthy nor do my teams ever perform their

work better, without an ounce of grain, or

pound of straw or hay. I had but recently

taken possession, and no crops had been grown

the preceding year. I can hardly conceive of an

experiment made under greater disadvantages.

I did not measure the land cut over, but I am
satisfied that it was less than an acre per head.

It occasioned me so little trouble or extra labour

that it was not noted. A middle-aged man, by

no means an active one, occupied about two-and-

a-half hours per day in cutting the green food,

which was hauled up at mid-day, and at night,

as the teams returned from the fields. The stock

were fed three times a day. The cows had three

airings a day when taken to water, and the

teams were worked only half time. Had I been

prepared, I have no doubt that I should lie per-

fectly satisfied that the system is practicable and

profitable.

The great amount of humbug with which the

soiling of cattle has been developed, has deterred

our brother farmers from even experimenting on

a subject of so much interest to them. To what

may lie required for the dairy farm, or the fat-

tening of cattle for the shambles, I can make no

response, for I have no personal knowledge, but

I do know that for all its practical purposes of

the farm, where cattle are mainly kept for the

improvement of the soil, that the summer feed-
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ing of cattle is about the simplest piece or" work
performed, and is fully within the capacity of

the most ordinary negro.

It is very true that the same care is not re-

quired for common farm stock as is for milch

cows or beef cattle, yet I presume much more

care and attention than 1 gave would meet with

profitable returns, especially when given to the

winter keep. Roots and hay are almost essential

if we regard the order of the stock, or the quan-

tity and quality of the manure. Our .

have rarely had, during the winter and spring,

other food than such as was afforded by wheat

straw, corn stalks, and a few shucks. Our aim

seems to have been confined to keeping the poor

animals alive rather than to bringing them to

the pasture in full condition. The character of

the manure made under such management, of

course, was correspondingly indifferent.

For a stock of eighteen cattle, and two hun-

dred s.ieep, I should deem five acres in turnips

and rutabagas amply sufficient (with the help of

the pumpkins raised in the corn-field.) for good
winter food, added to what is usually given.

The additional expense would be the cultivation

of the turnip, more, much more than compen-

sated in the improved condition of the cattle.

All of the rough food should pass through the

cutting box, and the corn stalks through the

masticator, the cost of which will be returned in

the enhanced value of the manure. The xerv

best market for straw and hay is afforded at

HOME.

For the summer feed—rye. sown with the corn

at its last working, clover, oats, grass from the

meadows, and broadcast corn, three-fourths of

an acre to each head. Tiiere is no loss in having

too much, the surplus can be converted into

good winter food. The expense of the broadcast

corn and cutting, with the necessary attendance.

will be repaid by the great bulk of manure

which will be made. Green weeds will aid you

much. Cattle kept stabled will eat much coarse,

green food, which in the : would not

touch.

This system, properly carried out, will require

a vast supply of litter, and since the most of our

woodland has been cut down by the contending

armies, we must rely on the straw we can raise.

How much straw will be required for each head

I cannot say from my own knowledge, but I find

in the Practical Farmer that three loads of 1400

pounds each is a full littering for an ox. I sup-

pose this would be found to be an ample supply.

How many acres it will be required to supply

this quantity, I am equally unable to state from

personal experiment, though I have been in-
'

formed that an acre of laud J ielding twelve

bushels wheat, will yield also 1500 pounds straw.

This I am rather inclined to doubt, but in the

absence of more reliable data, it may be assumed

to be correct. By calculation you can determine

upon this basis, the number of cattle which

your land ought to carry, comfortably to them,

and profitably to yourself.

I have seen it stated that the cattle on a farm

should be in the proportion of one to even-

three acres of cultivated land, but this was said in

reference to the Norfolk acres iu England, with

which ours will hardly yet compete. Yet 1

think you might risk one to five, especia

you will afford a moderate allowance of hay.

and avail yourself of the litter you cau get from

your woods, which I am glad to know have not

been despoiled. 1 shall have no present occasion

to test this point, having very few cattle left to

me, but I would be glad to Lave your experience

after a gear's trial.

I am unprepared to state how much manure

maybe manufactured, "per head per am...

where the animals are fully fed and littered.

But I have with me a very intelligent and exper-

ienced Prussian, in whom I have great confi-

dence, who informs me that iu Silesia, where

the cattle are stalled all the \ear, ..

and littered work-ox will yield ten or twelve

four-horse wagon loads of rich manure per an-

num, a cow lrom eight to ten, and that the

work-horse will yield six to eight, but he says it

will require much more straw for litter than

above stated.

The Practical Farmer, before referred to, says

that three loads of straw, of 1400 pounds e

will yield, when littered, to a stalled cow, nine

four-hcrse wagon loads of good manure, which

nearly accords with the Prussi i ..en;.

though, in my ignorance. I confess myself a

doubter. At least, I have never reached the

point claimed for horses, though I have diligently

looked alter their being at all times fully lit-

tered. 1 defer, however, to the .e of

others.

In Silesia, by the same authority, eight four-

horse wagon loads is deemed a full manuring.

I believe that in England and Scotland the

rage is about the same. But, in Silesia, as a

general rule, all the manure lrom the horse and

cittle stables are composted with rich earth and

other materials, systematically collected in the

proportion of two to one. and.wben so compost

one-hadf more is applied, »'. t.. twelve wagon

loads per acre. Manure, in the process of pre-

paration in the compost heaps loses, it is said.

about one-four::. -
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If then each bead will manufacture nine loads

of manure, which shall be composted with twice

its bulk of other materials, and the bulk of ma-
j

uure is reduced in the process one-fourth, we will

have, say twenty-four loads of rich fertilizing
:

matter equal, some say, to pure manure. This

will manure, under the Silesian system, two

acres of land, which is hardly credible. I would

be perfectly satisfied if I could make one head

manure one acre. Such, however, are the claims

by the advocates of stall feeding-, and the}' de- :

serve to be mentioned for refutation or confir- :

mation.

It has been stated that it will require three

acres of good pasture to carry a cow through

the summer, and that the same acres will carry

fifteen sheep, and herein lies the great argument

of the advocates of stalling. They claim that

one-half of the quantity for grazing will soil a

cow or ox. If this be true, (it is almost beyond

my credulity) then if the confinement shall not

prove injurious to the cattle, there can be no

room for questioning the propriety of adopting

the system as soon as practicable. The wool and

lambs will be a clear money profit. But when

we look to the improveraemeats to the land by

keeping a good flock of sheep, the benefits of

the stalling system are astonishing. In Silesia,

when folded on the land, two hundred sheep will

manure an acre in fourteen nights. We may fold

in Eastern Virginia at least thirty weeks during

the year, equal to fifteen acres. In England, a

flock of four hundred sheep will manure forty-

five acres, if folded all the year. A flock of oue

hundred and sixty sheep penned six weeks, with

a load of straw per week, and fed ou drawn tur-

nips, produced twenty-eight large loads of rich

manure, equal to one hundred aud twenty-one

ioads, or thirty four-horse wagon loads in six

months. These, I infer, were penned day and

night. Six loads of sheep manure are deemed

of equal ralue with eight of cow-pen.

To sum up this astonishing statement-.

18 head of cattle will mmare..,,.. 36 acres of laud.

200 '* slieep " " --

Now, if one-half be only true, still we have

the strongest inducements to give the system a

fair trial. I shall feel compensated if I realize

one-fourth of fifty-eight acres per annum with-

out the sheep.

But the advocates of this system go a little

farther, and say that in addition to all that is

rt.tted, more money can be realized in this way

than in any other. They say that the quantity

of milk is increased, and that the yield in wool

and mutton, or lamb, is a clear profit. They
advise milch cows, with only such oxen as are

necessary to the farm, and that the increase in

milk or batter will pay all the expenses of the

system, besides having enlarged the capacity and

consequently added to the value of the land

manifold.

I believe I have sufficiently responded to your

inquiries, and again express the regret that my
own personal experience would not allow me to

speak by "Me card." That the system is valua-

ble is clear, but whether it reaches the high point

claimed for it is more than problematical.

Truly vours, S. B. F.

For the " American Farmer."

Marl and Lime.
Editors American /

In several of your late numbers, the use o f

lime has frequently been discussed. Forty years

ago the use of marl was generally introduced in

Europe. Every farmer, claiming intelligence

and being able to obtain marl, even at great

expense aud labor, applied it to his land. The

results were astonishing. Where, with much
Ubor and manure, only a middling crop had

been obtained, the crop flourished after marl in

an absolutely astonishing degree. Barren, sandy

soil produced clover knee deep and more. Other

land, which produced good crops of grain, but

where no clover would grow at all, produced

from three to four tons of clover after marl had

been applied. These facts, established by prac-

tice all over the country, proved that marl, on

most every kind of soil is, in combination with

manure, the greatest fertilizing agent. But, at

the same time, it is a dangerous aud tempting

agent. Marl applied by itself, without the aid

of manure, in a year or two after its application

will, if you continue to crop the land, leave yo ;r

soil prostrated, and a prey for poor, wild grasses.

The reason is, that marl is no manure, but only

serves to dissolve and bring to life substances

resting inactive in the soil. This being the ca*e,

it is natural that the increased activity of the

soil can only be sustained by the application of

manure. Where it is not done, the soil will

wear itself out, like a spirited horse, if not kept

back by a prudent driver. The great benefit ol

marl is, that you may take a crop or two after

its application without manure, this crop enabling

you to produce the manure required fur the same

land in a year or two, whereas in the cornmou

course of farming it is the revert*, the land re-

quiring the manure before the crop is made.

Marl ought never to be applied oftener than
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every sixteen to twenty years,, except if tbe land

is treneh-ploaghed, when it may be repeated in

ten years. The principal agent in marl is lime;

its contents of lime regulate the quantity re-

quired per acre. There are two kinds of marl,

such where the lime is incorporated with day.

and such where it is incorporated with sand. If

choice is left, always bring clay marl on sandy

or light soil, and sand marl on clav soil. But

For the '"American Farmer."

Hints on Grass Culture and Dairy Farming.

Messrs. Klitors :

Believing in the idea of learning from one

another, which implies teaching one another

through the agricultural press, I will tell your

"subscriber" in Cumberland county, N. C,
how he may seed his impoverished land to grass,

even if there is no choice, and clay marl is to be
,

and make the production of butterat thirty cents

a pound a profitable business. He says: "The
land on which I propose farming is river bottom,

originally of only medium fertility, and exhaust-

ed almost to the point of unproductiveness by

careless and improper cultivation."

The fact that this land has been cultivated for

years shows that it is not naturally too wet for

applied to clay soil, and sand marl to sandy soil,

stiil it remains tbe great benefactor to the soil.

I. for my part, would give twenty dollars per

acre more for land where marl is found, than

for tbe same soil without marl. The amount of

marl to be used per acre depends, as I have stated

above, on its contents of lime. Of marl con-

taining fifty per cent of lime, twenty-five cubic
;

herds-grass, timothy, and other grasses. How
yards per acre will do. But, generally, marl to obtain a good stand of these in the cheapest

does not contain more than from twenty-five to
j

and D*st manner, is the first question to be con-

thirty-fire per cent. The proper way to apply i
sidered. First obtain the several grass seeds to

i: is. either to throw it up during the winter and |

be sown, sufficient for all the ground to be

cast it out in spring or summer, or to cast it out I

plowed and seeded in one year. The surface to

en the field at once in the winter and spread it. j
°e gone over depends on one's capital, teams,

Through the agency of frost, rain, wind, and :

laborers, and confidence in pushing a new enter-

sunshine, it will pulverize, and in spring, before
j

Prise - My confidence is such that I expect to

you want to plough it under, harrow it well, i

seed in £rass between eighty and one hundred

roll it, harrow again and roll, if necessary, until acres in the current year. Herds grass grows

you find it well pulverized and distributed It '-. wel1 on pretty wet land, makes good pastures

is the principal object to have it well pulverized and meadows, fine, nutritious bay, and yields

I L-fore it is ploughed under. Marl will act un-

der all circumstances, except where surface water

is allowed to remain on the land. Water, in un-

due quantity, neutralizes the effect of marl.

In Maryland, and some parts of Pennsylvania,

I understand much land has been ruined by too

frequent marling. The only course to redeem

this land is by trench ploughing, and careful

culture in future. L. A. Hansen.

Clifton, Fairfax co . Ta., March, 1567.

Beet-Root Subab in France.—An official re-

turn shows that the quantity of beet-root sugar

made from the beginning of the season (1st Sep-

tember to the end of December) was 155,333

tons, being 27.203 less than in the corresponding

period of the season preceding. Adding the

quantity on hand on 1st September to the make,

the total to be disposed of was 170,179 tons.

Of this 105,579 tons were taken for consumption.

seed in great profusion. Tbe latter is cheaper

and more abundant in the market than any

other. By going to the barns of farmers in

Cumberland county, who raise and feed hay, "a
subscriber" may find fresh seed, which probably

may be bought at a low figure in the chaff, and

sown as found. The writer raises most of the

grass seed sown on his land as a matter of eco-

nomy, and to avoid seeding his farm with pes-

tiferous weeds bought (their seeds) iu grass

seed. To check tbe growth of weeds in the soil,

it is important to sow grass seed with a liberal

hand, and evenly over all theground. One may

get a fine set of grass and clover by sowing seed

in the standing corn immediately after the last

working of the crop. On land rich enough to

bring a fair crop of oats, or wheat, grass seed

may be sown with either of these cereals to ad-

vantage. But on poor land, if anything is sown

with grass seed, it should be some fertilizer or

manure. "With me, grass seed, mixed with yard

and stable manure, never failed, but it is impos-

export, distilleries, or entrepots. In 1865 6, the
j

sible on poor land for beginuers to have a tithe

quantity so taken was 46,330 tons. The stock
,

of the stable manure, needed for seeding land by

remaining on hand was consequently 64,000! the one hundred acres, or even in ten acre fields,

in round figures. There were, besides,
;

Hence one sho.ild resort to tJtorouoh tillage in

40,G54 tons in the entrepots. preparing a seed bed, and wait patiently for
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time to develop the latent fertility in poor soils,

well supplied with grass seed, aided by such

help from plaster, wood ashes, lime, marl, bone

dust, or chips, or guano, as one may be able to

Grass culture is very simple, and pays a

larger interest on land and labor than any other

crop of equal value. Care should be taken to

mow all weeds and sedges before they ripen any

seed. Dig up all sedge roots with a hoe, as they

are generally perennial, and apt, ultimately, to

.1 and take the ground to the exclusion of

all better grasses. "When sedge gets largely the

advantage, the field should be plowed, planted

to corn, or sown to some small grain, and re-

seeded to grass. In this way sedge may be ex-

terminated for a few years at least.

To secure a reliable income from grass, one

should make the raising of grass seeds needed

on his farm a part of his business, that he may
have a plenty that is both fresh and clean to use

at all times, for filling vacant places in mea-

dows and pastures. In this way fields quite

free from weeds, bushes, briars, thistles, sedges,

and mosses may be formed, with an abundance

of nutritious herbage for all farm stock. Fight

bravely and exterminate all injurious plants,

while kindly treating such as put money in the

pocket. It would be easy to name a score of

different genera and species of grass, which the

writer has cultivated and tested in the South,

but it is not necessary. Orchard grass, meadow
fescue, tall oat grass, and blue grass, (both poa

sis and poa compressa) are most worthy of

extensive propagation in addition to those above

named.

There is probably but little difference between

Ayrshire and Scotch hornless cattle for dairy

purposes. As dairy cows and working oxen

need no horns for hooking sheep, and one ano-

ther, the hornless breeds should have a prefer-

ence on every farm. The Galloway, Angus, and

Aberdeenshire breeds are best known in Scot-

land, and the polled Suffolk breed in England.

It would require an extended essay to do justice

to the polled cattle of Great Britain and this

country. With judicious selection and manage-

ment, common herds will give a fair lot of dairy

cuws. To be profitable they must be well-fed or

or grazed every day id the year. They are ma-

chines for converting grass into money. A tho-

rough knowledge of these machines is important

to the dairyman and stockraiser. One of the

most enduring benefits that accrue from the

large production of butter is the facility it af-

fords fur improving a landed estate. Suppose
- ibBCriber" makes ten thousand pounds of

butter a year, and sells i: at thirty ceuts a pound.

or for $3000. This crop, made on grass has not,

like corn, wheat, tobacco, and cotton, required

any ploughing to pulverize the soil, and expose

fine particles of ciay-mould and sand to be

washed into brooks, creeks, rivers and the ocean

to the injury of the tilled ground. Tillage also

favors the leaching of all arated fields, to a

greater or less extent, and promotes that naked-

ness of surface and burning of the sun, which

greatly damage a good farm. Besides these ob-

jections to the excessive use of the plough, hoe,

harrow, and cultivator, there is raised less grain,

cutton, and tobacco on impoverished land, with

little stock, grass, and manure, than might be

grown on half the surface with proper attention

to grass, stock, and manure. English farmers

greatly excel us in raising large crops of grain

by a better balauced system of husbandry. The

agricultural statistics for the year 1866, of the

Cuited Kingdom of Great Britain aud Ireland,

have recently appeared in a Parliamentary paper,

from which the following statement is taken.

In England there are 22,261,833 acres of land

under every kind of crops, bare fallow and grass.

The proportion of live stock is fifteen cattle, and

sixty -eight sheep to every one hundred of these

acres. About one-third of this area (7,400,170

acres) is devoted to grain crops, yielding, the

writer is confident, more than three times the

amount grown on any equal surface in

Southern States. Agricultural history is phil-

osophy teaching by example. In selling ten

thousand pounds of butter from one's farm \ year,

uotoneouuee of nitrogen, potash, phosphoric, or

sulphuric acid, is lost to the plantation. The lit-

tle salt sold comes not from the soil. Pure butter

is carbon aud the elements of water, which

abound in the air. The sale of butter is the sell-

ing of organised gases of the cheapest kind

known to science. To organize air and sell it at

a large profit, and at the same time enrich one's

farm, by the steady accumulation of agricultural

salts in the soil, is to-day the true measure of

the best skill in the art and science of agriculture.

In England, a farmer pays as much annual rent

for the use of an acre, as will buy the fee simple

title to two acres here, sells butter at thirty cents

a pound, and then makes money. So soon as a

subscriber" gets grass to keep twenty cows

well, he should have a first rate dairyman to

work under him till the art is learnt, or longer.

Broadcast corn for soiling and winter forage will

pay handsomely. D. Lee.

Gap Creek, Knox county, Tenn.

Litharge mixed with lard is recommended

as a cure for chilblains.
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For the " American Farmer."

Green Sand and Copperas Poisonous
to Plants.

In the last number of the Far?ner, page 201,

there is a paragraph which asserts that "cop-

peras can do no harm." Allow me to correct

this error. Copperas, or sulphate of the pro-

toxide of iron is injurious to vegetation ;
never-

theless, it is used very frequently by the manu-

facturers of manures, and especially poudrette*

in destroying the sulphuretted hydrogen, or

offensive gases, that make them otherwise un-

manageable, and do not add at all to their vir-

tues, although ignorant persons think that the

value of a manure is in proportion to its sirong

odor. The copperas is not added to the manure

for any other purpose, as it is much more ex-

pensive than plaster, which is the proper source

of sulphuric acid, and the protoxide of iron, or

the base of copperas, is injurious to vegetation,

unless it is "weathered" for about one year,

or exposed to the air. It is thus converted into

the colouring matter of yellow clay, or that of

the " chocolate soil " of Virginia, or the colour-

ing matter of red bricks, viz., the auhydrous

sesquioxide of iron, the former being hydrated

or combined with a certain portion of water,

which constitutes their yellow colour, just as the

beautiful green colour of copperas is dependent

on its water of erystalization. Green sand and

other marl is often injurious to vegetation, be-

cause copperas is formed in it out of the iron

pyrites that it usually contains. In illustration

of this, the following quotation from the very

interesting circular of "the West Jersey Marl

Company" will suffice. On pages 52 and 53

they advise: "drab the marl on to the ground

in the autumn. * * * To pari with deleterious

properties, which (marls) often possess while

drawn from the pit." Why is this marl used

almost exclusively in Jersey, although they de-

liver it on tide water, at three dollars per ton?

It may be rendered immediately available for

any crop at a trifling expense, and without heat,

and it can be concentrated so as to authorize its

more extensive application. By the way, the

the analysis of their geologist, on page 5, seems

to overlook entirely one of the most important

elements of these marls-nascent or soluble silica,

which I have regarded as one of the most valua-

ble elements of leached ashes, and one of the

most important products by the application of

caustic lime to the soil. For, at least, fifteen

years I have taught the doctrine in the American

* X. B Although copperas is added to poudrette it

does not exist in it as copperas unless added in excess.

D. S.

Farmer, and elsewhere, that silicic acid, or quartz.

or sand, however fine the powder, is useless to

plants, unless reduced to the nascent or soluble

form, and a quotation from one of the recent

lectures of Baron Liebig, on page 272, of the

March number of the Farmer, calls " the cereals,

silica plants," whereas, "potatoes and turnips

are potash plants." On page 5, of the circular

referred to, one geologist gives about six per

cent. (6.311) as the proportion of potash in Jer-

sey marl ; whereas, on page 58, from twelve to

twenty per cent, is said to be the estimate of Prof.

Rodgers. If either of these are correct,, this

marl should be rendered available to all of the

lower portion of this peninsula, including the

counties of Delaware, Maryland, and Virginia,

embraced therein where ashes seems to be the spe-

cific food of plants, and the rcgenatcr of the soil.

David Stewart, M. D.

Port Penn, Del., March 12, 1867.

Our correspondent has misunderstood our re-

marks on the subject of " copperas." We un-

derstood A. C. S., whose question we answered

in our March number, to inquire whether the

application of this salt to fix the gases could be

injurious to vegetation. Of course we did not

expect him to drown his manure heap with cop-

peras, so as to leave an excess of that substance

in the manure. If he applied it, however, sim-

ply to deodorize, or even to keep down the odor

of ammonia, it is impossible that it should do

any harm. The carbonate of ammonia generated

during decomposition found with it, sulphate ot

ammonia and protocarbonate of iron, and tin-

latter salt, as no one knows better than Dr.

Stewart, passes rapidly into the state of sesqui-

oxide. There is no probability that the occa-

sional sprinkling of a manure heap with cop-

peras, can introduce enough of that salt to do

any mischief.

As for the deleterious character of iron pyrites,

we are aware that that is generally conceded.

There are some exceptions even to that rule. We
once knew a man who spread iron pyrites from

a neighboring mine over his gravel walks, with

a view of killing the grass, but the result was

that it grew there more luxuriantly than else-

where. Probably some potash mineral, mixed

with the pyrites, had been decomposed by the

sulphates generated from it, so that its delete-

rious influence was more than neutralized.

The Eureka Mills, at Houston, Texas, are

turning out drills and sheetings of good quality.

The machinery for the Houston City Mills, which

will be built in the spring, has been bought at

a cost of §80,000.
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For the "American Farmer." P. S. My experience iu pruning young trees

Old Peach Trees. is iu favour of beginning in the first summer
The renovation of old trees is a subject of with a knife, continuing annually, and rarely

much interest. Many methods have been sug- using any other instrument. These trees are not

gested, but it seems doubtful whether it is good allowed to waste their energies in pro'.

policy to apply the more costly and troublesome, branches merely to be lopped away. L.

which alone can be efficient to peach trees that *•*

have suffered any material decay. We cannot Large Farms and Associated Capital,

be sure of success ; and, besides, may not a Messrs. Editors :

feeble, superannuated tree, offer a weak point For

the entrance of some disease, which will pervade

the whole orchard?

1 have pursued a plan differing from any I

have seen described, by the introduction of a

Under the above heading I find an article in

your February number, signed II. H.

Mr. H. H's suggestion, to concentrate a larg

area of land under conditions proposed by him,

certainly valuable, although the execution will

new feature, the renewal of the tree by a sprout
j

be eery difficult. The principal obstacles

from the root. Cultivation and manuring are he: first, to find an able and honest superintend
matters of course. Then I prune away almost dent, for although there would be a board of
the whole head of the tree, leaving only a very directors, still the management must 1

law of the most thrifty branches, the number entirety in the hands of one man, if he has to be
left depending on their size and the condition of

the tree. This usually results in a small yield of

fine fruit, and a vigorous growth of shoots from

all parts of the tree. Of these one or more may

r sponsible. It will ;.ot be very easy to fir. I

overseers, but to find a superintendent, ca]

of directing and overlooking the plantii g

thousands of acres with cotton, rice, or tobacco,
be left, springing from the crown of the root; possessing the talent of properly controlling a

the rest must be removed. i number of overseers, and sufficient knowk
When these shoots are two years old, cut men to manage hundreds of hands, will

away the old trunk at or below the level of the
|

very, vry difficult matter. If, in spite

ground, and raise the earth over the stump,
! possible precaution, a mistake is made, the loss

around the young tree, which will then make
. will be very great before it can be remi

the most vigorous growth, taking firm root quite
j

The second principal difficulty would be hands,
independently of the old stump, and bearing a '

True, the disposition of the negro is social, but
profitable crop to the third year. I was led to i n opposition to this disposition he has another,
adopt this plan by observing that, in a natural and that is, of rambling about. Let us look at

iustauce of this process, the stump had, iu three ' Jamaica. The negroes there have been free

orfour years, so approximated entire dissolution,
j
since 183"), and, although they have had every

that its successor was, virtually, a new tree, opportunity to educate themselves, and although
'• But why not buy a scion, at once, and use it th e present generatian is free-born, with very few
by, or in the place of the old tree'.'" exceptions, still the negroes, as a who':

The advantages claimed for this method are:
|
entirely worthless, adhering to the principal trait

that the supply of fruit is never totally cut off, of their character, to ramble about. It is worse
or, at worst, for but one year; that the growth than useless, in our fanatic time, to explore this

of the shoot is far more rapid and its maturity
j
matter, but let us live for ten or fifteen yeiers

earlier, that it is within the reach of those to
|
more, and the fact that the negro, with few hon-

whorn money and nurseries are both difficult of I orable exceptions, is worthless as a laborer,

access. I need scarcely remark that iu budded will be proved.

trees, care must be taken to secure a shoot from You may succeed in obtaining the required

above the point of union, or, if from the stock, number of hands, but, although you bind them
to bud or graft with any desired variety. by contract, still you cannot depend on them
Tbe choicest fruit of my own orchard, has from one day to another. Now, loss of time at

been grown from the seed of other seedlings, certain periods in cotton and rice planting, c.in-

wbicb will always produce a fruit approximating not be redeemed by any other after work. I beg

the original ; sometimes not so good, but re- it to be understood that what I have stated

warding judicious and diligent culture by pro- above, both in regard to Jamaica and the state

gressive improvement. But only the seed of
J

of things here, are the results of personal

perfect fruit, from healthy, vigorous trees, should rioice, and no statement by mere hearsay,

be planted. L. But, in spite of all this, my hearty wish is,

Fluvanna county, Vs., March 11, 1367. that the experiment may be tried. If it should
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succeed, it certainly would become a blessing to

our country. L. A. Hansen.

Clifton, Fairfax county, Ya.

Editors of the American Farmer :

You will find enclosed three dollars, the

amount of indebtedness to July 1st, 1867; I

would have forwarded it before had not the ac-

count been mis-sent, and but lately come to

hand. In consequence of the recent change in

our system of labor, the division of our farms into

fields, the proper rotation of crops, the quantity

of team to the acre, and the number of hands to

the team are, at present, the subjects of most in-

terest and vital importance to the farmers in this

section. I would be glad if, in your journal,

you would enter more fully into these subjects,

especially the quantity of team necessary to each

acre in cultivation ; this subject is one of great

importance, and yet I have never seen any jour-

nal give it its proper consideration and attention.

There are some farms in this section, that the

lands are well adapted to grain as well as tobac-

co, if we could introduce such a rotation of

crops as would interfere but little with tobacco,

and yet gradually enrich the land, it would

much increase the profits of said farms. In at-

tempting to sow wheat on corn land, the wheat

crop is put in too late, and this has been the

cause of our continued failure in that crop. I

never, in this country, saw any wheat crop fail

that was seeded early on good ground.

I am about to make a division of my planta-

tion, and would like a reply to them in your

next number, if convenient.

Yours respectfully,

Caswell county, N. C. E. Hunt.

YVe have not been able to give the matter at-

tention this month, as suggested by our corres-

pondent, and shall be very glad if some of our

experienced readers will take them in hand.

YVe would say briefly, however, that we would

under no circumstances sow wheat after corn,

unless the land were very fertile, or we had com-

mand of abundant fertilizers. Much less should

we do so with a crop of tobacco on hand. We
should aim to manure heavily the tobacco land,

and sow that in wheat as fast as the crop is cut

off—without breaking the ground, except so far

as necessary to cover the seed. Other wheat

land wanted should be a clover fallow, or the

corn field of the preceding year, broken at any

time in summer when practicable, and got in

order for seeding before the time of housing to-

bacco. There is no greater folly than to under-

take to make wheat on poorly prepared land, or

when it cannot be seeded in due time.

—

Ed. Far.

Grape Yines fob Temporary Bearing.—Geo.

L. Pratt, Orleans county, N. Y.. writes the Ku-

ral New Yorker as follows on planting out grape

vines for temporary bearing :

" I would advise setting double the r.umber of

vines in the row that you intend to let perma-

nently remain. Fruit the temporary vines the

third, fourth, fifth and sixth years, and then

dig them out of the way. You can thus favor

the permanent vines by not fruiting them until

the fourth year, and then but lightly, giving

theni an opportunity to get well established for

a long-lived vineyard. The past season I set two

and one-half acres to Iona, Israella, Delaware,

and Clinton, planting the vines ten by twelve

feet apart. Between each vine I set an Isabella,

at a cost of five, dollars per hundred, with the in-

tention of fruiting the latter heavily for about

four seasons, then removing them and leaving

the first-named vines in full possession of the

ground. With my experience lam satisfied that

ten feet by twelve is near enough together to have

strong growing vines when they are seven years

old.

JZ£&~ About the first of May and after for two

weeks, Flowering Seeds should be sown, and a

dollar spent in procuring the best varieties, un-

less they should be on hand from the previous

season, will afford twenty dollars' worth of plea-

sure. These varieties should include, among
others, the Asters, Phlox Drommondii, Sweet

Allyssum, Blue Grove, Mignonette, Portulaccas,

New Golden Chrysanthemum, (summer flower-

ing.) Sweet Peas, Double China Pink, Convo-

lulus, Burridgis, Flowering Larkspur, Lupias,

Sulpiglossis, Erysimune, Peroffskyanum, Scabi-

osa Major, &c.

The ground for flower seeds should be light

and rich, and made as fine as possible. The seeds

should be sown very thin on the surface, and

carefully and lightly raked in. Of course no

one must attempt to cultivate flowers without

keeping the ground perfectly free of weeds, often

stirred, and if needed, watered —Ex.

Dons and Sheep.—The Commissioner of Agri-

culture says that according to the returns from

413 counties, 73. GOT sheep have been killed by

dogs within the last year, of the value of $331,-

609; the loss in Ohio from 1858 to 1863 inclu-

sive, was §70-1,758, and that 3,936,812 sheep in

Ohio gave an annual loss of $1 17,459, the

32,695,796 sheep in the northern states would

suffer an annual loss of §975 514.
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Philadelphia and Baltimore Butter.
The sul'ject of butter-making is of universal

interest: and of especial interest to a large num-

ber of our readers. A vast amount of the article

is made, but comparatively little is good, and

very little such as it might be; yet what a lux-

ury good butter is, and what a waste there is of

material, which, with good management, might

supply the largest demand. There is some good

butter made around Baltimore, which rarely

gets into market, but is bought up in advance,

at large contract prices, by families who will

have the best. Philadelphia butter has a fame

which takes it fresh by express to Washington,

New York, and other remote places, and gets

for it a very high price
;
but we learn, on excel-

lent authority, that there is really little good

butter in the Philadelphia market. That our

readers may become acquainted with the pro-

cesses of manufacturers of the very best butter

that can be made, we have brought together the

material parts of several articles, which contain,

we suppose, all that may be said on the subject.

The first was communicated, some years ago,

to the American Farmer, by Philip Physick, of

Germantown, who had taken, for several succes-

sive years, the first premium of the Philadelphia

Agricultural Society. He says :

I am not aware of anything new or uncom-

mon in my formula, and perhaps my success is

more attributable to a well founded system, and

entire cleanliness than to any other cause; but

however that may be, here it follows.

About one week before the day of exhibition,

I turn all hands that can be spared from other

work, into the spring house to wash, to scrub,

to white-wash, &c, in short to purify and clean

the Hour, the walls, the shelves, the doors, &c,

as perfectly as human means can prevail in ex-

tinguishing everything of a filthy nature or un-

pleasant smell. Do not suppose from this that

my spring house is neglected during other por-

tions of the year; on the contrary, it is kept in

more neatness and cleanliness than any other one

I know of. The tin pans are then put into a

large boiler and boiled for one hour, then t;tkeu

out and scoured with white silver sand and pure

hard soap, then rinsed off in pure clean water,

and put away for use. Three days before the

exhibition, the cows are brought into a clean pen

near the spring house , at day-break their udders

are washed with plenty of water and wiped with

a clean towel quite dry. Their milk is then

drawn into a tin pail that has been cleansed as

the pans were. The milk is then strained through

a perfectly clean muslin strainer into the pans

and placed in the spring bouse : the same process

is to be gone through at night, the next morning

and evening, which will make four milkings;

on the next morning the whole of the contents

of the pans

—

milk and crea?n
:
unskimmed— is

thrown into a churn, (this churn is one of the

common barrel kind, it has been rinsed out with

boiling water, with about one-quarter of a peck

of hickory ashes anl live coals taken directly from

a burning fire; this was stirred about for some

time by turning the crank—after which the ashes

and water were thrown out and the churn rinsed

several times with boiling water,) the cows are

then to be washed and milked as before, and this

milk strained and poured warm into the churn,

the operation of churning is then commenced : it

must be performed very, very slowly; the tenacity

and hardiness of the butter depends entirely upon

slowness in churning, to produce a first rate ar-

ticle; it should take at least three hours. When
the butter has thoroughly come, it should be

collected together with a clean wooden ladle and

laid upon a clean linen cloth, spread out as flat

as possible, and not more than two inches thick;

then take a cleau coarse cotton bag, large enough

to hold a half peck or more, fill it with ice, and

with a mallet smash it down flat, and about four

inches thick ; upon this place the linen cloth with

the butter on top, let it remain until quite hard,

then place it, if possible, upon a clean white

marble slab, add very finely pulverized salt to

taste, and then work out the buttermilk with the

wooden spoon or ladle, spreading the butter flat

again and again, aud sopping up the buttermilk

with the linen cloth. This operation must also

be performed very slowly; when entirely divested

of all buttermilk, make it up in forms of pounds

or half pounds.

I am well aware that all this is very trouble-

some, but what good thing can we have in this

world without care and attention?

As regards the best kind of cows, I am sorry

to differ with most of my Agricultural friends,

inasmuch as that, after an experience of more

than twenty years, I find that the beautiful and

stately Durhatns do not produce butter or cream

to compare at all in quality with the humble,

and, I must admit, very mis-shapen and ugiy

Alderneys. I have had no personal knowledge

of Dtvons or Ayrshires, never having owned

one. My Alderneys were imported some years

ago by Mr. Sarchette, from the Island of Guern-

sey— a different animal altogether from the

English Alderney, or rather from the Alderneys

that have been imported from England. I have

frequently had sweet cream upon my table from

these Alderneys so thick or rich, or whatever

you please to call it, that it could not be poured
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from a small mouthed pitcher without the aid '

of a spoou. The milk of one good cow of this
j

breed will impart a most beautiful yellow color !

to the milk of four or five cows
.;
they are exceed- i

iugly hardy, and stand our climate better than
,

any other imported breed. Should you deea

ommnnieati n of sufficient interest to pub-

lish it, please correct any inaccuracies, as I

not time to write it over.

I am very truly yours,

Philip Pi:.

N. B. New milk is the most effectual absorbent

of sulphuretted hydrogen gas, " et id omne •

genus.'' that I am acquainted with, which can !

led to old milk and cream for the purpose
;

of purif\ ing it without injury to the butter : this !

is my reason for adding the last milking quite

m from the cows to the old milk in the churn I

—T do not require my people to skim our milk,
f

ise it is a waste of time for one reason, and

for another because I think the milk washes all

offensive matter out of the butter ; besides the

buttermilk is sweet and not sour as is usual, for

I maintain that perfectly pure and sweet butter

(let the test be a chemical one) cannot be made

from sour cream.

For the following we are indebted to Morris's

Pradic d Farmer.

We took an opportunity recently to pay a

visit for information to the dairy farm of Albert !

Darlington, in Middleton township, Delaware

county, about twenty miles from Philadelphia,
'

who is one of our most celebrated butter makers,

whose butter last winter was all engaged before

taking to the ciiy at $1.00 per pound, who is

now delivering it to regular customers at eighty

to eighty-five cents. The details of his process,

so far as we can r: collect, are, that in the first

place butter making with him is a matter of busi-

ness, and all the minutiae receives hit pr.r tonal
\

attention. The quality of his butter would appear
j

to depend on a number of very small but very

important minute processes, not one of which is
:

ailowed to be neglected. The doing everything
j

in the right time and the proper manner is made
|

a system, which he thinks cannot be done by ,

proxy. One thing we learned, which we did not

know before, that butter made from sxceei er

uill not keep w<ll. Our frit-nd Darlington fully

demonstrated this when he first commenced

business as a dairyman, complaints being made

on this score by his customers, and the reason

of which he found out only after considerable ;

loss. Thirty -six hours is the average period for

the pan of milk to stand before being skim:

Till the milk sours, all the cream cannot be ob-
'

1

ta;„ed. and if left longer ranciditv ensues. A

small quantity of sour milk is usually put into

each pan to hasten this process, and to bring it

within this period. If. however, the weat".

such that the souring of the milk takes place

within the thirty-six hours, this addition is not

necessary. The skimming requires to be done

exactly at the right time. In winter the milk

pans are kept on shelves, in a small room, usually

kept dark, in the main dwelling, built for the

purpose, and adjoining a stove room. The tem-

ptr.-.ture, 62°, is regulated by a thermometer.

The cream, when skimmed, is put into tin

sels thirteen inches deep by twelve and a half

wide, and holding about twenty-two quarts.

These are kept in the spring house in water at a

low temperature. Regularly, twice a day. these

cream pots are stirred round thoroughly with a

wooden spatula. It is considered desirable to

keep them at a low temperature, no matter how
low, if above the freeziag point. This, of course,

is to prevent mouldines or rancidity. At churn-

ing time these cream pots are plunged into a

boiler of hot water, and stirred rapidly around

with a stick, till the temperature of the cream

reaches sixty degrees, ascertained by a thermom-

eter, when they are immediately emptied succes-

sively into the large horse-power churn. This

matter of a regulated temperature for the milk,

previous to skimming, and for the cream at

churning time, are. no doubt, important. Wbeu
the churning has progressed so that the butter

begins to break, or appear in small lumps, about

the size of shot or small peas, a quantity of cold

water is poured in, which tends to harden it.

and cause a more thorough separation of the

buttermilk. This is then drawn off and more

water thrown in. to wash any still remaining:

When the butter is finally taken from the churn,

there would not appear to be much buttermilk

left. The butter is put on the working table

and salt applied at the rate of one oun:

every three pounds of butter. Tb : ? is thorough-

ly incorporated with a plain paddle with two

handles, about twenty pounds at a time, any

remaining water or buttermilk being allowed

to run off. After the working, the butter is

laid in the water on a clean cloth, spread for the

purpose, for a couple of hours, when it is again

gone over with the paddle and weighed and

printed into pound and half pound lumps ready

for market. This, in a general way, is his pro-

cess of making a very fine article of butter, not

only tempting to look at. but delightful to taste,

and on cutting through a pound of it with a

knife, presenting a smooth, perfectly solid se?-

tion, without the trace of water, buttermilk or

streakiness. There would seem to be many
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small matters of detail which can hardly be to the cows in the 6eld with :'.. when

described, and which nothing but ixperience and pasture is getting short in October and November,

practice suggest. It is indispensable that butter by the cart load, care being taken to do it in the

should come hard in the churn. If it does not. corning of the day and after noticing, so there will

no subsequent manipulation can make a good be no taste given to the butter. For the two

article out of it. This is secured in warm wea- succeeding months ruta bagas are preferred, and

ther by ice, pounded fine ir» a bag, 'ting thrown subsequently sugar beets and parsnips. These

into the churn exactly at the proper time. This are never fed immediately preceding m.

mixes through the freshly granulate! particles Our friend Darlington is not yet, we think, quite

of butter, compacting and hardening them. We up to the mark in root culture, but on the I

learned here also that batter may be worked too

much, and enough to spoil it. The smallest

amount of handling or working so as to extract

the water and buttermilk would appear desira-

ble, and in poiut of fact, his butter gets but

comparatively little working because it does not

need it. Here perhaps is one of the secrets. At the

last churning before our visit, which yielded sev-

enty-two and a half pounds of butter, the amount

of buttermilk worked out was but one quart. At

scale he has tried them, thinks there is some

benefit, but is not yet so enthusiastic abou:

we would wish. He designs experiments with

them on a larger scale, and more accur

made.

Craig Biddie. Esq., writing on the same sub-

1 Philadelphia Butter,) in the Field and
Farm, gives us the following :

In our climate Indian meal is the perfection

of winter food. Plenty of good hay, and a

a previous churning, when the temperature of peck of Indian meal every day, mixed with

the churn being accidentally too high, owing to parsnips or carrots cut up in small pieces, if fed

the water with which it was scalded having re- to your cow, will give you as fine winter butter

mained in rather long and the butter consequently as can be produced. Of course, this food can

ramc soft, the same amount of butter yielded, on be modified with fair results; but the more you

being worked, over six quarts of buttermilk, and \

deviate from it. the less satisfactory will be the

then was not up to the regular standard quality. ! product. You may substitute for some of the

< >ther things being properly attended to. it would

seem as if the turning point of a decided hit on

churning day was that the butter should be ta-

ken out of the churn exactly at the right time

and in the proper condition.

meal, ground oats, or middlings, or chaff; you

may substitute turnips for the roots we have

mentioned
;
you may give second class hay. wad

yet have butter which is marketable. If you

wish, however, really fine butter, don't be se-

In answer to our inquiry we were informed duced from the path we have indicated :

that the seventy-two and a half pounds of butter ;
the flattering notices of oil cake: do not be de-

were obtained from one hundred and thirty quarts I
luded by cotton seed; scorn turnips and repu-

of cream. diate musty hay.

The number of cows is about thirty. We i
Having now a good cow, well fed and well

could not ascertain at the time of our visit the
|

taken care of. we are prepared to say a few

average yield of each for the past year. They ' words in regard to the comparatively unimpor-

were of what is called common stock, but occa-

sional crosses were observed of Durham blood.

They are kept to their milk

through the winter, and the feed for twenty-two

ows now in profit was prepared while we were

there. It consisted of three and a half bushels

tant process of converting cream into butter.

There is a secret connected with this operation

which we now wish to 001

for upon it the whole success of making fine

hutter depends. It is cleinlinas. Not that

cleanliness, the absence of which would be a re-

of pure corn meal, mixed with six baskets of cut proach : not the cleanliness attending most house-

hay. To this was added six large buckets of hold operations, but cleanliness to a degree of

boiling water, and the whole thoroughly forked
\

intensity almost bordering on the absurd,

up. This feed is given twice a day in addition churn, the pans and the butter bowl, should be

to hay, which is cut with a Telegraph Cutter,

No. 3, placed in the mow immediately over where

the cows stand, and operated by a one horse

power underneath.

Last season twelve hundred bushels of corn

meal and eight tons of bran were used. Purple

scalded after every use of them, and all towels

and straining cloths boiled thoroughly before

being used again. In cleaning, use soda in pre-

ference to soap. When the milk is brought in,

fresh from the cow, the first thing to be done, is

to strain it through a cloth or wire sieve, or bet-

top turnips are sown thick in the fall so as to ,

ter, through both. It should then be poured

make only a small size, and these are hauled out ' into shallow milk pans and placed in the milk
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vault. At tbe end of twelve hours it should be

carefully skimmed, as little milk being takeu up

as possible, and at the expiration of twelve more

hours skimmed again ;
twelve hours later it

should be skimmed for the third and last time,

even more carefully than before. Should the

milk, however, have turned sour before the third

skimming, it would be better to omit it. The

cream from the various skimmings should be

placed in a vessel and stirred thoroughly twice

a day until churned : this preserves a uniform

consistency throughout. As soon as you have

sufficient cream collected, churn—the sooner the

better. In no eveut, ke( p cream longer than

three days. The length of time required to pro-

duce butter depends a great deal on the tempera-

ture of the milk ; if allowed to become very cold

it will take some hours. As soon as the butter

is formed in small lumps, work the dasher back

and forth until the pieces become united into

lumps of some size before removing them. As

soon as your butter is taken from the churn,

work it thoroughly with the spoon in the butter

bowl, salting it at the same time to your taste.

Let it now remain two hours and work it tho-

roughly again ; by this time the salt will cause

the butter milk to run freely. After two hours

more, work it thoroughly for the third and last

time ;
form it into shape and print it. The ob-

ject of such thorough working is to get rid, en-

tirely, of the butter milk : the smallest quantity

of which, remaining, makes your butter rancid,

Don't wash it out ; it is easier, but it injures the

flavor of your butter.

There may be cheaper ways of making butter

—there may be other ways quite as good as the

one we have described—we have only under-

taken to tell our readers of one mode: by pur-

suing which we can guarantee them butter of

the very highest quality.

A Hint ib Breeding.—Mr. Torr. the well-

knewu breeder of Short-Horn cattle and Leices-

ter sheep, in the course of some remarks at his

recent letting of the latter, touching on breeding

in general, he said : "The way to establish uni-

formity or family likeness is to begin by putting

the best male to the best female, and to continue

to put the best to the best;" secondly, '-not to

put opposite characters together, or the traits of

both will be lost; but if any fresh characteristic

is required to be imparted to the issue of present

stock animals, this must be done by degrees, or

by that ciscrect selection which will yield a lit-

tle more wool, or size and substance, the first

year, and a little more and more the second and

third generations, and so on.''

Reason Why Bees Work in the Dark.

A life time might be spent in investigating the

mysteries hidden in a bee-hive, and still half of

the secrets would be undiscovered. The forma-

tion of the cell has long been a celebrated problem

for the mathematician, whilst the changes which

the honey undergoes offer at least an equal inter-

est to the chemist. Every one knows what honey

fresh from the comb is like. It is a clear, yellow

syrup, without a trace of solid sugar in it. Upon

straining, however, it gradually assumes a crys-

talline appearance—it candies, as the saying is,

and ultimately becomes a solid lump of sugar.

It has not b«en suspected that this change

due to a photographic action ; that the same agent

which alters the molecular arrangement of the

idoine of silver on the excited collodion plate,

and deteimiues the formation of camphor and

idoine crystals in a bottle, causes the syrup honey

to assume a crystalling form. This, however.

is the case.

H. Scheibler has inclosed honey in stoppered

flasks, some of which he has kept in perfect dark-

ness, whilst others have been exposed to the light.

The invariable results have been that the sunned

portion rapidly crystalizes. whilst that kept in

tbe dark remained perfectly liquid. We nov

why bees are so careful to work in perfect dark-

ness, and why they are so careful to obscure the

glass windows which are sometimes placed in

their hives. The existence of their young depends

on the liquidity of saccharine food presented to

them, aud if light were allowed access to this

the syrup would gradually acquire a more c:

solid consistency: it would seal up the cells, and

in all probability prove fatal to the hive.— Quar-
v ience.

English and French Horses.—Englishmen are

justly proud of their horses. The superiority of

their breeds of race and draft horses has long

been admitted by other nations. Indeed, the

French and Italians. Germans, Prussians,

have been for more than a century among the

best customers of the English breeders. This

has been ascribed to peculiarities of climate, by

some, but agricultural writers generally find a

sufficient cause for the great excellence of Eng-
lish horses in the care and skill of the British
farmer, in respect to selection, rearing and I

ing. "By these means.' says Mr. William Per-
cival, a lecturer and writer of note, "we have
progressed from good to better, losing sight of
no subsidiary help, until we have attained a per-
fection in horse-flesh unknown in the whole
world beside." With such claim to acknowl-
edged superiority in breeds, the late victories of
French horses on English ground have been ex-
ceedingly mortifying to English pride.

—

Ex.
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Experiments in Manuring.
Iu view of the fact that France obtains fifty

per cent, more wheat per acre than the United

Slates, aud England more than a hundred per

cent, greater crops, it is time that facts concern-

ing fertilizers and improved modes of culture

should be more carefully noted and better heeded.

Mr. J. B. Lawes, who has been making wheat

experiments in England for twenty-three succes-

sive years upon the same land, reports the result

in the year just closed, with comparisons with

three preceding years, and the average for four-

teen years as follows

:

ri/SHELS OF WHEAT PER ACRE.

Harvests.

How manured cacli rear

1 I g
i £ :

lS63:i?64:iS6o:lSG6 Z *

those obtained on my farm under ordinary man-

agement, I may mention that three separate fields

gave this year 40, 42 and 46 bushels per acre,

respectively, against 38, 48, 48 and 51 bushels

obtained in the four last years, thus indicating

a considerable decline in amount of produce.

On the other hand, the weight per bushel is some-

what higher iu each of the three cases this year

than iu either of the four last years.

"Upon the whole, I conclude that the wheat

', crop of 1866 will prove to be decidedly below

. an average, and, judging from the produce of

J

both my experimental and ordinary crops, and

the relation which has been observed between

them and the crops of the country generally for

many years past. I should estimate the deficiency

at not less than 10 or 12 per cent."

I'umanured 17* 10 13V 12,'a

Farm-yard manure 44 40 o7,'8 32\
Artificial manure 53* 45* 4!- 1

,, 29*
Artificial manure 55* 49 * 43% 32.!,

Artificial manure 55* 51.:

i'44 o2Jj

15*
35*
:
-''~

k
3S*
So*

WEIGHT r-ER BISKEL OF WHEAT.
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The Agricultural College.
It should be understood, that whatever opinions

we may express at any time, as to the direction,
|

control, or government of the Agricultural Col-

lege, do not assume to be ''official." As a

journal, devoted to the interests of agriculture

and agriculturists, the Farmer desires to hold no

relation to any Institution, Society, or Interest,

which may in any manner, or degree, compro-

mise its independence. It is, and has always

been, the earnest advocate of the College, as

a noble instrument for the advancement of agri-

cultural science in our midst, and. as a conse-

quence, of the interests of the agricultural com-

munity, and to raise the standard of culture and

enlightenment among those who till, and own
the soil.

We make this explanation lest what we said

last month, as to that which, in our opinion,

should be the general tendency of the course of

learning at the College, might be so misinterpre-

ted as to intimate a modification of the present

course, or to depreciate the degree and character of

classical instruction now given. We had no de-

sign of this sort. The curriculum as laid down
in the College circular, indicates a full classical

course, open to every student who may wish to

pursue it, and the gentleman recently re-appoint-

ed to the head of the Department of Classical

Literature has a reputation for learning, and for

success in his profession, which he, no doubt,

eminently deserves. We say, moreover, in pass-

ing, that, in our opinion, it were well that every

student could take this course for its advantages

of general culture, and postpone a special, pro-

fessional course, till it be finished.

But we must consider the fact, that much the

larger proportion of our young men have not

the time, or think they have not, for the two

courses. Necessity too often, and inclination

very generally, urge them to enter upon the

business of life at an age which does not admit

of the training we would give them. Hence

arises a necessity for a course of instruction, not

exceeding in length an ordinary college course,

which will combine general instruction, with

the special instruction demanded in the princi-

ples underlying the industry, or pursuit, which

the student may design to follow. What we

meant, therefore, to say was, that an institution

in which such a course becomes important and

prominent, becomes, necessarily, a scientific,
j

rather than a classical school. As its more es-
'

sential features become developed, it will be
;

rather after the model of West Point than of

'

Vale. Such an institution, substituting agricul-

tural for military science, our College must, we

think, become. If it is to follow, with unequal

steps, in the old paths which all our earlier Col-

leges took, it may become a very successful and

very valuable institution, but not such a one as

an agricultural journal need concern itself about.

The Sulky Plough or Stafford Cultivator.

George W. Gift, Esq., of Memphis, criticises

very sharply in the Southern Cultivator, this new

"jabor saving" implement.

We have said, in reply to inquiries on the

subject, what the testimony at our command
seemed to justify as to this cultivator, and have

recently a letter from an intelligent farmer of

Anne Arundel county, ,Md., as follows : "I used

a sulky plough last year with perfect success,

and consider it a great improvement over the

old cultivator—doing the work of at least two

cultivators, with the work quite as well done."

Mr. Gift says: "It is an agricultural hum-

bug. It is a retrograde in the science of agri-

culture; it is an inducement to slovenliness and

over-cropping, and as such should be cast out as

an evil spirit.

" We do not want any such tools for the

South. On the contrary, we want implements

which will force us to contract. Use heavy,

well-modelled, easy working steel ploughs—to

he followed by the subsoiler

—

every year, and

don't spare the manure; save it, gather it, buy

it—by all means have it. Plant small, very

small, areas, be pains taking and careful, patient

and industrious, and do not go astray after those

teachers who would persuade you, that a man
may cultivate fifty or sixty acres in corn, and

carry an umbrella during hot weather."
*•«

J^*" Mr. James J. H. Gregory, of Marblehead,

Mass., has favoured us with a package of valua-

ble selected seeds, for the Agricultural College.

We appreciate this act of courtesy, and assure,

him that the seeds are placed in careful hands,

and will, in due time, give a good account of

themselves. Mr. Gregory, we have reason to

think, is one of the most reliable as well as one

of the most intelligent and enterprising seed

growers of the country. This remark must be

qualified, however, hx the fact that we do not

find an advertisement of his business in the

pages of the Farmer—a failure which he will, of

course, find it necessary to rectify.

A correspondent from Smithfield, Va., in-

quires: " What is the best fertilizer for the pea-

nut crop? I wish to plant ten acres." Will

some of our Southern friends give our corres-

pondent the information he wants, and us at the

same time, the mode of cultivation, &c.
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The Use of the Field Pea.
We can hardly say too much of the value

of such crops as have a well established char-

acter as fertilizers of the soil in which thej-

grow. The method of improvement, by such

means, is so cheap, and, in all respects, econom-

ical, gathering so largely, by the expanding foli-

age of the plants, from the slow bounty of the

atmosphere, and pumping up from the depths of

the sub-soil what lay far below the range of the

roots of common plants, it illustrates that pru-

dence which uses wisely the means at hand, rather

than seek, in the ends of the earth, what is very

costly and not so effective.

Many of our cultivated plants have been highl v

commended, at different times, for their value

in this respect. Lucerne, buckwheat, Indian

corn, rye, oats, clover, and the Indian pea, have

all, in turn, had their advocates. Lucerne,

sometimes called French clover, does not seem

so to adapt itself to our soil and climate as to

answer the purpose. We have found that such

land as needs the improvement of a fertilizing

crop will produce much more certainly and

abundantly of our common red clover than of

lucerne. Buckwheat we have used, turning un-

der heavy crops, with indifferent results. Oats,

rye, corn—neither seems to have commended

itself to general use. We fall back, therefore,

on the red clover, and the field pea of the South.

On all limed lands, and on such as have been

brought to a certain stage of improvement which

insures a prompt germination and growth of the

seeds, clover commends itself on every account,

and is pre-eminent as an improver. Its peculiar

fitness for the purpose may be the reason that

other plants have not been more diligently sought

for. It may, and should, be sown on the ground

with the crop of wheat, or other small grain, and

requires no special preparation of the soil. The

cost of seed is small, not exceeding the average

of a dollar per acre. It makes no growth which

will interfere with the crop with which it is

sown, but springs up quickly after harvest,

making, before winter, a good covering for the

ground. The year following it comes early to

perfection, makes a dense mass of foliage, which

preserves on the surface that combination of

warmth, and moisture, and shade, which obser-

vation teaches is of itself very fertilizing; while

the plant itself, perishing where it grows, sup-

plies, when it finally rots, all that its tap-root

has sucked up from below the range of ordinary

roots, and that its wide spread leaves have gath-

ered from the atmosphere ; a rich store of plant

food, to be brought by quick decay into condi-

tion for readv use.

The Southern field pea, or Indian pea, is, per-

haps, quite as rich as clover in the elements that

make a good improver, and its value has been

as fully tested in Man Ian 1, and in the Southern

States, where it has been for a long time applied

to this purpose. It has these drawbacks as com-

pared with clover— it is an annual, and does not

continue so long its good offices, and does not

form a sod ; it is more costly in seed, and above

all it requires, except in the more Southern States,

a special plowing of the ground for sowing; there,

it is sown broadcast among the corn at its last

working, and has time to mature, which it has

not in Maryland. On the other hand there is

some advantage in the early maturity of the

crop; the seed may be economised by allowing

a sufficient portion of the crop to mature for the

purpose; and the pea is applicable to the im-

provement of poor and sandy lands, where clover

will not grow.

The chief obstacle to the use of this crop, for

improvement, is in that extra ploughing needed.

This difficulty may, perhaps, be overcome,' and

we purpose to make now a seasonable suggestion,

which we have already made in a private note.

in answer to the inquiries of a friend in Virginia.

It is known that in the South some of the har-

dier sorts of the pea will He all winter on the

ground, and being ploughed in when oat3 are

sown, come up and take possession after harvest.

This fact is not available generally, and especially

in more northern latitudes. Long before our

connection with the Farmer, we made a success-

ful experiment of this sort, which was commu-

nicated to The Plough. Loom and Anvil, when

edited by Mr. Skinner, with the suggestion that

further experiments be made. It failed, we be-

lieve, generally, when tried, because the pea

does not admit of being sown so early as the

oats. The seed would rot before germination,

or perish with the cold after. But if the seeding

could be postponed so late that the earth would

be warm enough to ensure the safety of the se.d,

we think that the purpose might be accomplished

of having the pea come on as a secondary crop,

make little progress till the oats should be har-

vested, but be in position then to take the start

of everything else, and cover the ground early

with its mass of vine and foliage.

The suggestion we would make in this con-

nection is, that after the oats have made some

growth, but still so early that they need be little

damaged by the operation, the peas be sown
among the crop with the wheat drill. Experi-
ments may be made on a small scale at little

cost, and if they shall determine that this meth-
od of growing the pea is practicable, a great
good will have been accomplished.
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Book Table.

Southern Review.—We are in receipt of No.

2. of this publication, and heartily commend it

to the favour of reading and thinking men. The

contents of the number are : Origin of the Late

War; Southern War Poetry ; The Teaching and

the Study of Geometry ; De Tocqneville on the

Sovereignty of the People; The Legend of Venus;

Recent Histories of Julius Caesar; Life, Character,

and Works of Henry Reed ;
Agricultural Chem-

istry
;

Victor Hugo as a Novelist ; The New
America of Mr. Dixon; Book Notices. Each

quarterly number contains about two hundred

and fifty pages. Price $5.00 per annum in ad-

vance. Bledsoe & Browne, Baltimore.

De Bow's Review.—In noticing this valued

exchange, we have to lament the recent untimely

death of its eminent chief editor, Mr. J. D. B.

De Bow.

The contents of March number are: Memories

of the War; England and the English; The

Southern Pacific Railroad ; Miss Evans' St. El-

mo: Monarchy in America; The Harmony of

Creation ; Virginia, her Internal Improvements,

Resources, &c. ; Department of Commerce; De-

partment of Agriculture ; Department of Freed-

men; Department of Miscellany; Department

of Education; Journal of the War; Editorial

Notes.

Edinburg Review for January, and Black-

wood for March.—We are in receipt from the

Leonard Scott Publishing Company, of their

very valuable and cheap re-publication for the

months named. Contents of Blackwood are:

The Army— Part II; Ferrier ; Hymns of the

Populace; The History of Scotland ; The Inner-

most Room; Co-operative Societies; Cornelius

U. Dowd
; Brownlows, Part III; The Ministe-

rial Resolutions. Contents of the Edinburg

—

Foreign Policy of Sir John Lawrence; Adam
Ferguson; The Private Business of Parliament

;

Kawlinson ;
Ancient Monarchies; Modern Glass

Painting; Tenant Compensation in Ireland;

Early English Texts; Meteoric Showers; Posi-

tion and Prospects of Parties.

The American Naturalist.—A popular illus-

trated Magazine of Natural History, Salem,

Mass. ?3 00 per annum. This makes a hand-

somely printed volume of more than GOO pages

in the year.

Mr. Wm. B. Smith, late editor of the Field

and Fireside, of North Carolina, announces that

be bag formed a business connection with the ex-

tensive and well known Publishing House of A.

S. Barnes & Co., New York, and proposes to de-

vote, in that city, his special attention to the in-

terests of those in the South who may require

books, or other articles connected with the trade.

An Important Mission.
A few days ago we were shown some beautiful

specimens of the Cashmere or Angora and Asiatie

(shawl) goat fleece by Hon. Israel S. Diehl, late

U, S. Consul in Asia. Mr. D. has collected

specimens of these animals from most all the

flocks and States in this country to exhibit at

the Paris Exposition, lie has been commissioned

by the Agricultural Department at Washington

to go to Asia and investigate the mode and man-

ner of the manufacture of those valuable and

costly fabrics made from the Asiatic goat's fleece,

with the view of introducing this branch of

wealth and industry into this country. For the

past eighteen years the raising of these goats in

America has proved a profitable and eminent

success, therefore the object is a worthy one.

Mr. Diehl also has been commissioned by the

United States Stock Importing Company— of

which Charles L. Brown, Esq., President of the

American National Bank, 80 Broadway, N. Y.,

is President—to select the most valuable and

beautiful of these animals with other valuable

Asiatic animals, and import them to this coun-

try, for more general introduction and breeding.

Mr. Diehl having spent three years in Asia, and

investigated the subject, which is shown by his

article on the goat iu the Agricultural Report of

18G3, and having been practically engaged in

raising these animals for a number of years, is

well commended and qualified for the mission.

We shall look for his reports on the subject with

great interest. Mr. D. will correspond with the

Turf, Field and Farm during his tour through

Europe, and his letters will prove a valuable ad-

dition to our paper. He sailed on Saturda}- last

from New York for Liverpool.— Turf, Field arid

Farm.

We had the pleasure recently of a visit from

Mr. Diehl; and the opportunity of inspecting

the specimens of wool here spoken. We wish

him all success in his important mission. [Ed.]

Tt is said that in no single instance has a

northern man made enough this year in growing
cotton or anything else down south to pay ex-

penses. Some mistake, or else something wroug
about W.^Stock Journal.

It cannot, of course, be the fault of the "nor-

thern man," and it must be owing to what Mr.

Greeley would call " the general cussedness" of

the land.

—

American Farmer.
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Sowing a Meadow.
A correspondent, writing from Halifax Co., N.

C, inquires as follows :

"The land which I wish to use for a meadow

is low ground on a branch, pretty well drained,

clear of stumps and shrubbery, and was culti-

vated in corn the last year. Please give me
some information on the fullowing points :

" 1. The Lest plan to break up or fallow the

land, whether in beds or not?

"2. What condition ought the land be left in

to receive the seed ?

" 3. What kind of seed to sow to make me a

good meadow to mow for hay?
'•4. How mauy seed to the acre?

" 5. The best time to sow the seed?

" G. Would it not be best to apply some gua-

no or phosphates, and how much?
" 7. What implement would you use after the

seed is sowed?"

To the 1st question we reply, put the land in

1 eds if it does not get rid of surface water freely.

To the 2d, make the surface very fine to re-

ceive the seed.

To the 3d, 4th and 5th, sow a bushel to the

acre of Herd's grass (Red-top) seed, early in fall.

To the Gth and 7th, use guano or superphos-

phates, two hundred to four hundred pounds per

acre, according to the requirement of the soil.

—

Ed. Farmer.

Farm Wages.
The following suggestions, as to rates of labour

in Baltimore county, are commended to us by a

friend as coming from "good authority."

Subjoined I give statement of what I think is

about right. For managers and gardeners, that

thoroughly understand all branches of their

business, $40 per month ; second rate, or ordi-

nary managers, $20 dollars per month; best

farm hands, per month, §15; second rate, S3;

female laborers, best, per month, §6 ; female

laborers, second rate, §4. I make a wide differ-

ence between first and second rate hands, but

think I am correct ; it costs as much to board

an inferior hand as it does the best, and his ser-

vices are not half so valuable to his employer.

I recommend for all farmers to hire by the month

or year, and board their own hands, it certainly

is the cheapest and most economical : by board-

ing your own hands, it is selling your farm pro-

duce at a good profit.

Yours, respectfully,

April 5, 18G7. R. S. C.

Cutting hard wood, per cord, Si ;
cutting soft

wood, per cord, 75 cents
;
grubbing, fifty feet

square, from $2 to $5; mauling o.tk rails, per

hundred, §1 ; mauling oak posts, per hundred,

$2 ; mauling chestnut posts, per hundred, $1.50
;

mauling chestnut rails, per hundred, 75 cents
;

making new post and rail fences, including dig-

ging, boring, mortising, and pointing rails, per

panned, 30 cents for three rails; cleaning out old

ditches, three feet wide, one foot at the foot, and

a half spit deep, S2.50 per fifty yards; other

width of ditch in proportion. What are freed-

men worth comparatively? From $10 to 8'"

per month. By R. S. C.

Circular of the American Pomological
Society.

Whereas, the meeting of this National Asso-

ciation was to have been convened last Septem-

ber, and whereas, this meeting was postponed to

the present year, therefore, the undersigned. give

notice that its Eleventh Session will commence

in the city of St. Louis, Mo., on Wednesday.

Sept. 11, 1SG7, at 11 o'clock A. M., at Mercantile

Library Hall, and will continue several days.

All Horticultural, Pomological, Agricultural,

and other kindred institutions in the United

States and British Provinces, are invited to send

delegations as large as they may deem expedient

:

and all other persons interested in the cultivation

of fruits are invited to be present and take seats

in the Convention.

And now that the rainbow of peace has again

spanned the arch of our Union ; now that our

Southern brethren, after a painful separation of

years, are again to be united with us in full fel-

lowship and communion; now that our meeting

is to be held for the first time on the "Father of

Waters," in the Great West, we invite all the

States and Territories to be present, by delega-

tion, that the amicable and social relations

which have heretofore existed between the mem-

bers of the Society may be fostered and perpe-

tuated, and the results of its deliberations, so

beneficial to the country at large, be generally

and widely diffused.

Among the prominent subjects which will

come before the Society at this session, will be

that of the revision of the Society's Catalogue of

Fruits. The special committee appointed for

this purpose are now, with the various State and

Local Cammittees, actively engaged in collecting

such information as will aid in determining what

varieties are best adapted to the different sections

and districts of our country ; and this informa-

tion, in the form cf reports, will be submitted

to the action of the Convention. In compliance

with a resolution passed at the last session of

the Society, the several State Pomological and
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Horticultural Associations are requested to com-

pile lists for their own States or Districts, and

forward them, at as early day as possible, to P.

Barry, of Rochester, X. Y., Chairman of the

Committee on the Revision of the Catalogue.

Members and delegates are requested to contri-

bute specimens of the fruits of their respective

districts, and to communicate in regard to them

whatever may aid in promoting the objects of

Society and the science of American Pomology
;

and as the fruits of the South and South West

will then have attained their size, it is especially

desirable that a grand display from these sections

be made.

Each contributor is requested to come prepared

with a complete list of his collection, and to

present the same with his fruits, that a report of

all the varieties entered may be submitted to the

meeting as soon as practicable.

All persons desirous of becoming members can

remit the admission fee to Thomas P. James.

Esq., Treasurer, Philadelphia, who will furnish

them with Transactions of the Society. Life

membership, tea dollars ; biennial, two dollars.

Packages of fruits, with the name of the cen-

tributor, may be addressed as follows: ''Ameri-

can Pooiological Society,'' care of C. M. Saxton.

corner Fifth and Waluut streets, St. Louis, Mo.

Mabshaix P. Wiidee, Pnsid^ni.

James Vies, Sttreturg.

Supply of Water.

It is often a matter of great importance on the

farm, in the absence of abuudaut supplies of wa-

ter, to preserve for dry seasons the water which

falls upon our farm-buildings. It is not difficult

to calculate the quantity that may be sufficient

for the live stock for a given time, and cisterns

of size to hold what may be needed may now be

made to catch the spring rains. A barn of thir-

ty by forty feet is estimated to supply annually

from its roof SG4 barrels, or enough for more

than two barrels a day yearly. If this were

collected and kept for the dry season only, it

would afford a supply of twenty to thirty bar-

rels daily.

A cistern ten feet in diameter and nine feet

deep will hold, it is said, 10S barrels, and this

is considered large enough for one. If the barn

be large, and more water wanted, two may be

made.

A cistern five feet in diameter will hold of

barrels to each foot of depth ; seven in diameter,

?2 barrels to each foot; eight in diameter, nearly

12 barrels: nine feet, 13| barrels; ten feet. 18}

barrels per foot of depth.

It is well always, when the expense can be

afforded, to have a job of work done well, and

so it is advisable to get a workman familiar with

such work, and wh.-re brick and water lime can

be commanded, there is no difficulty in the case.

Moderate sized cisterns may be very well made
of inch and a half plank, jointed together and

hooped like a barrel : the bottom to be overlaid

with coatings of cement, sufficient to make it.

perfectly tight.

In many localities, where the subsoil is of good

clay, a less perfect job, but one that will be a

useful make shift, can be made, by simply dig-

ging the cistern of any required size, as indicated

by the above figures, and having the bottom

and sides well puddled with the wnt clay, and

left smooth. Let the covering be not less than

two and a half feet in depth.

But a far better method than this, and still

adapting itself to the present state of extravagant

prices, as being within the power of rery un-

skilful workmen, is as follows: In excavating

the hole or pit, dig it some six or eight inches

on each side, more than the diameter of the in-

tended cistern when finished, that space being
allowed for the wall. Six feet diameter and
eight feet deep is a good size for an ordinary
family. With, light, inch plank, make a wheel
or circle, with a tread or periphery one foot

broad, the diameter of the wheel or circle being
that of the proposed cistern when finished. The
cistern having been dug sis or eight inches on
each side, larger than the mould wheel, place

the wheel on the bottom, exactly in the centre

of the excavation, so that there is a space of six

or eight inches between the wheel and the bank
of the excavation. Have ready a bed of grout-

ing, made thin, of gravel, mixed with one part

saud, and two parts of hydraulic cement or wa-
ter lime; fill the space arouud the wheel with
this.

If gravel cannot be easily procured, sand or

free-stone broken into pieces about the size o f

nutmegs may be substituted for it, and if neither

of these, any rock broken into pieces of about
two inches will answer the purpose. Fill the

spaces around the wheel with them, and grout
with one part sand and two of cement. In the

course of fifteen or twenty minutes, or while
preparing another bed of grouting, the first lay-

er will have set or conglomerated. Then raise

the wheel ten inches, leaving a lap of two inches

on the first layer, fill up as before, and so on till

fiuished. Wheu the circular wall six or eight

inches thick is thus made and dry, remove the

wheel, and fill the bottom of the cistern with the

same grouting six or eight inches thick. Plas-

ter the whole with two good coats of mortar,
made of one part sand and two parts cement

;

when this is dry finish with one smooth, thin

coat of cement only. This will make a very
tight and durable cistern. If drinking water
is wanted, make a division in the cistern by a
4.} inch wall of brick, laid in mortar. Let the
water enter into one division, and it will ooze
through the wall into the other, making a per-

fect filter.— Weekh
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Alderney Cows.
The following extract is from Dr. Twaddel's

report of his late visit to the Channel Islands

—

will be read with interest by- many of our stock-

breeders :

Three thousand Jersey cows and heifers, and

about 1200 Guernseys are exported from the

Islands every year.

The Jersey cow is of a medium size. Her

peculiar deer-like aspect distinguishes her from

the Guernsey. Her head is long and slender,

the muzzle fine, and usually encircled with a

lighter color; the nose is black, and the large,

dreamy eyes, encircled with a black band, occa-

sionally the no3e is of a buff color, when there is

a buff band around the eye; the horn3 are

usually short, small at the base, tapering, and

tipped with black.

The limbs of the Jersey are very slender and

fine, her hips broad and developed, her neck is

slender and rather long, and the body in the best

specimens rotund and approximating to the Short

Horn model somewhat, yet with sufficient ang-

ularity to insure milking properties.

The abdomen is well-developed, giving evi-

dence of sound nutrition ; the external abdomi-

nal or milk veins convoluted and prominent;

the udder broad, running well forward and well

up behind ; tents squarely placed, rather short

than otherwise, and of a fine yellow tint.

The Jerseys are of all shades of color, from a

pale yellow fawn, running through all the inter-

mediate hues, even occasionally to a red, an in-

termixture of black or gray, known as French

gray, and that merging into black with an amber

colored brand along the back, the muzzle invar-

iably shaded with a lighter color; and individ-

uals are often seen, black and white, or pure

black, unrelieved by any other color.

A yellow brindle is sometimes seen, but this is

by no means a favorite.

The darker colors are the most popular in

England, from the belief that they are hardier

in constitution and bear the climate better, but

this opinion does not accord with our experience

in America, where the alternations from heat to

cold are much more decided and severe. Here

f think I may say with safely, that no difference

lias been observed in constitution or ability to

endure onr burning summer heats, or the cold of

our Northern winters.

The care of the cows and dairy devolves en-

tirely on the female members of the family,

whilst the farmer attends to the growing crops,

or busies himself in the other duties of his little

farm.

The cows are tethered with a rope passing

round the base of the horns, with a chain and

swivel attached, and are fastened to pegs driven

in the ground ; they are moved to fresh grass

two or three time3 daily. Should they be pas-

tured in the orchards, an additional rope passes

from the halter to each fore leg, and thus tied

down, they are prevented from regaling them-

selves with the tempting apples which load the

low hanging boughs, under which they graze.

The method of milking the cows is somewhat

peculiar, the milking and straining the milk be-

ing done at one operation ; the milk-maid with

her tin pail, linen strainer, and sea shell, pro-

ceeds to the pasture; seating herself beside her

cow, she soon completes her arrangements; the

linen strainer is securely tied over the narrow

mouthed tin bucket, and placing the large shal-

low shell on the strainer, with vigorous hands

she directs the milky streams into the shell

;

quickly overflowing the shallow brim, the milk

passes through the strainer into the receptacle

beneath. This primitive method has been in

vogue for more than a century : they claim for it

the merit of perfect cleanliness.

Whilst overlooking the operation, I could un-

derstand the use of the strainer clearly enough,

but the employment of the shell rather puzzled

me, until the milk-maid informed me that it was

to prevent the attrition of the streams of milk

from wearing a hole in the strainer; this solved

the mystery.

The calves are kept stabled during the first

year, and fed on green food during the summer,

in the second year they are tethered out.

The heifers are allowed to have calves at about

two years old, and come in about April or May,

when there is more demand for them in the

English market.

The bulls are kept stalled all the year ; in a

large number that I saw not one was ringed,

and I understood that it is never done in the

Islands ; not one of those I examined was in any

way vicious. M. Le Gailez (the owner of the

prize bull of Jersey, for 1865,) an excellent

judge, told me that in his opinion it wa3 due to

their being constantly tied up and daily handled.

The bulls are slaughtered at three years old;

the opinion prevails there that the offspring of

young bulls have more vigor and stamina.

In the year 1840, the Roj-al Jersey Agricultu-

ral Society established a scale of points for Jer-

sey cattle as a guide to the judges in awarding

the premiums. Thirty-six points established

perfection. No prize can be awarded to a cow

having less than twenty-nine points, nor can one

be awarded to a heifer having less than twenty-

six points. A cow having twenty-seven points,
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and a heifer twenty-four points, -without pedi-

gree, are allowed to be branded, but cannot win

a prize.

The Guernsey is a larger animal, coarser in

the head and heavier in bone ; the horns are

longer and thicker at the base, not usually

crumpled : the rump is more apt to assume that

worthless. But latterly this feeling toward iheir

French neighbors has been wonderfully modi-

fied, and as the cnttnte cordiale is now firmly es-

tablished, anglo-Xorman cattle, among many
other products from across the channel, have

found favor in England. The English dairymen

have been induced to try them, and finding they

peculiar droop which seems a characteristic of produce more and better butter than the much

vaunted English breeds, have looked at the

pound sterling side of the account, and. per

consequence, have substituted the despised little

Channel Islands for the queenly short horn.

—

Stock Journal.
»^»

A Remarkable Cow.

Much has been written and said in regard to

the Alderney stock of cows not being the friend

of the dairyman. I have a heifer, bred by my-

self, that will be but three years old the latter

part of this month. She is a grade Alderney,

and was the first calf of a heifer whose dam was,

from her appearance, part Devon, and had but

little to recommend her at the pail. I kept her

until she had her second calf, and then sold her

to the butcher, not considering her to he a pro-

fitable cow. Her first calf, that I now have, was

sired by a pure Jersey (Alderney) bull; and be-

fore she was two years old, after her first calf,

made eight-and-a-half pounds of butter in seven

days. This season, after her second calf—say

four weeks since—we tried her again : and in

the figure and style of their animals, being sat- I seven days, or fourteen milkings, she made six-

isfied if the animal is a performer at the pail— ! teen pounds and one ounce of butter. She is a

the breed, and there is a want of that symmetry

and neatness of form that mark the highly bred

Jersey, but as a dairy cow she is fully her equal

:

for quantity of milk and butter she cannot be

excelled ; the skin is of a splendid rich yellow

hue, and the udder and teats are tinted with

chrome.

The head of the Guernsey is larger, and the

muzzle broader, and the eye not so prominent as

the Jersey ; the nose is usually of a rich yellow

or buff; the eye banded with the same color.

The colors of the Guernsey are fawn, rnnning

through the various shades to a deep red. an

umber brown, and a peculiar yellow brindle.

which is a favorite here.

Although larger than the Jersey, I do not

thiuk they fatten quite as kindly as the latter.

which has the advantage of a smoother and

more rotund form.

This thinness and want of condition, may be

owing, in a great degree, to the fact that the

pasturage is less luxuriant iu Guernsey, and also.

that the Guernsevmen are less solicitous about

small cow, much under the average size, and

fearing an error, after the lapse of one week I

had her again tried, this time weighing the milk

at each milking. The heifer was, during this

trial, given extra feed, which consisted of four

where she seldom disappoints.

The cattle of the Island of Alderney, (which

is the third in size of the Channel group) have a

want of uniformity, attributable to the fact that

they are the offspring of stock brought from

Jersey and Guernsey, crossed and recrossed until ' quarts of ship stuff and fine corn meal, mixed

all individuality as a breed is lost. ' in equal quantities, night and morning, being

Some are neat and deerlike : others are larger turned out at pasture during the day and at

and heavier, approaching the Guernsey type. night. At the expiration of three-and-a-half

The island is small and rocky, the pasturage days, or seven milkings, we found she had given

scanty, very few cattle are bred, and as a conse- one hundred and forty pounds of milk, and the

quence the breed does not receive the care and
\
butter made from it weighed nine pounds and

attention that is given on the other islands.

It is as a dairy animal that the Channel

Islands cow puts forth her claim for considera-

tion.

Comine into notice after several of the leading

British breeds had acquired a world-wide cele- :

brity, her advocates had to contend with preju- !

dice of English stock growers and dairymen,
;

who could not be made to believe that anything

not English bred could have merit. And for-
'

sooth, this stock, French bred, with true John

Boll antipathy, they at ence decided must be

scant one ounce, equal to eighteen pounds per

week, which I am now well satisfied is correct,

and have not a doubt but that, had the extra

feed been continued she would have made eigh-

teen pouuds in the week of fourteen milkings:

which, taking into consideration the size of the

cow, is greater than I ever knew.

The cow shows her Alderney stock very much.

She is a dark fawn and white, very rich yellow

skin, small head, and tapering muzzle, not at all

inclined to flesh, and. as I before stated, below

the vuediuru size, being a very small ccw. With.
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the exception of the extra food, there was noth-

iug djne to obtain the greatest yield of butter;

the cream was skimmed every third milking as

is usual. I call it extra feed, as our usual ]>rac- i

tice is to give but two quarts of ship stuff only,

night and morning ; in many dairies double

that quantity is given.

Do you know of a better heifer not three

years old? If so, where is she, and what can

lo? Your;

John R. Penrose.
— Morris' Rural Roister.

Another Extraordinary Cow—Challenge to

Owners of Cows.—I have an Ayrshire cow. ten

years old last spring, that has given a little over

eight hundred pounds of milk in ten days. In

seven days, during the month of June, we made
from her milk twcaty-eight-and-a-half pounds of

butter. At that time she ran in a pasture with

five other cows, and every night I gave her four

quarts of meal, and the average quantity of her

niiik was forty quarts per day. I have two hei- i

fers from this cow ; and one of them, during the

months of December, January and February,

averaged fifteen pounds of butter per week, and

was fed and watered but twice a day. I think

we shall make seven hundred pounds of butter

from her this year.

I challenge any one in America to match the

old cow for butter or milk, for the term of one

year, in a forfeiture of five hundred or one thou-

sand dollars, at the election of the person ac-

cepting thii

All publishers interested in the improvement

of our stock of cattle, are requested to give this

notice au insertion in their papers.

Stephen Scammon.

Stratham. X. H., Dec. 22. 1SGG.

Food foe Chickens.—A writer recommends
for chickens, for the first week after hatching, a

hard boiled egg, to be given, chopped nae. at

least twice a day, wheat steeped in milk, and

coarse Indian meal, bread crumbs, kc. A
change of food is necessary twice a week, sub- '

stituting cracked corn for wheat.

j^&^X female farmer writes from S. TV. Mis-

souri as follows: " Myself and two daughters,

besides doing all the other work of a 160 acre
\

farm, have harvested and sold this year $1700
;

worth of wheat at Si. 25 per bushel—not a man
about the place.

—

Exchange.

And none needed when women arc- so canly. I

.: /

Value of Clover.

Analysis qf Clover.—If evidence is wanted of

the nutritious qualities of clever hay, let us ex-

amine its chemical indications.

Prof. Johnson analyzed a first crop of clover

from an acre of laud, and fouud it to contain the

following ingredients:

Albumen, glutein and casein 430 lbs.

Fat. oil, &c 143 lbs.

Starch, sugar, gum and dextriue l.S25 1bs.

Fibre and husk 1 156 lbs.

3.554 lbs.

According to Boussingault, the elements of a

first and second crop of clover from an acre of

land are :

Carbon 2.757 lbs.

Hvdrogan 288
Oxygen 2211 lbs.

Nitrogen i

5.374 lbs.

The clover plant leaves a large per cent, of

ash on burning, the whole being 11.18 per cent
;

the leaves give 10.69, and the stems 8.02 percent.

The value of the ashes may be estimated by

the following percentage of its several elements :

Potash 12 164 per cent.

im 2 414 per cent.

Soda 30 757 i»er cent.

I ime 16.556 per cent.

Magnesia 6.262 per cent.

Phosphate of Iron 506 per cent.

Chlorine 2.159 per cent,

oric Acid 2 957 per cent.

Sulphuric Acid X|
i per cent.

Silica 1 968 per cent.

Carbonic Acid -- -cent.
Sand and coal 1.244 per c

. cent.

Clover as a Ftrtili-er.—These analyses show

the value of clover as well in its character as a

fertilizer as in its qualities for feeding. Opinion

varies very much as to certain practical points

in the application of the crop as a fertilizer, but

especially as to the propriety of plowing it under,

or leaving it to perish on the surface of the

ground. It will be remarked that the percentage

of carbonic acid is very large, exceeding the

sum of all the other acids. When green clover

is first turned under, heat is evolved by the

action of carbon, and the fermentation begins;

carbonic acid gas is formed, and. passing off,

forms a chemical combination with the mineral

as inorganic elements of the soil, rendering them

St to be assimilated and appropriated by the suc-

ceeding crop.

Some think that positive injury is don

-

plowing uuder a full grown crop of clover, ai _

ing that such a mass of green substance ]

:

rapidly into a state of fermentation, and becomes

so far decomposed as to produce the acetous fer-

mentation ; acid i» r'oraicd before the crop caa
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receive an j benefit from tbe vinous fermentation.

It is also claimed that the clover may be pas-

tured off, and half, or more, of the mass of

herbage be converted into manure, and left upon

the soil by the droppings of the stock, and this

will be equivalent to any supposed loss of the

clover fed off, and a saving be, so far, made of

the amount of food taken from the field, and a

farther saving of the labor required to turn

under the full crop.

On the other hand, it is maintained that the

full grown clover, containing the largest propor-

tion of sugar and the largest amount of herbage,

must yield the greatest amount of fertilizing

matter.

While very little has been done in the way of

experimenting, as compared with the great im-

portance of the topic, it cannot be denied that

the great weight of opinion favors the feeding

off of the crop to at least a great extent, and

treading the remainder so close to the surface

that the moisture will very soon induce deca}-.

As this method accords, too. very greatly with

the convenience of feeding the farm stock econo-

mically, it is not likely to be soon superseded,

at any rate until the contrary practice is shown

to be very decidedly better. It is for wheat that

its great fertilizing qualities are peculiarly valu-

able, and the wheat grower may have the bene-

fit of his summer's grazing for his stock without

any loss, it is maintained by practical men, of

the value of fertilizing matter ; and diminution

of quantity, which is small in any case, being

more than compensated by the covering of the

surface during the heats of summer, and the

better condition of the fertilizing material for

immediate effect-on the following crop. To get

the greatest benefit, it is thought desirable not

to turn upon the clov< r any considerable number

of cattle until it comes iuto bloom. Then they

will, of course, trample down much more than

they will consume. That which is thus trod

down and the droppings of the cattle together,

will make such a dressing of the surface in such

condition as will peculiarly suit the requirements

of the crop of wheat.

Cloier Soil.—While clover is the peculiar fer-

tilizer of wheat, it suits, too, especially the best

YrherU soils. Boussiugault says: <: Clover de-

lights in clayey soils; it thrives generally in

good wheat lands; in light and sandy ground it

gets bare and frosted." Any soil, indeed, which

may be considered good wheat laud may be con-

sidered good for clover, but there must be pre-

sent, in considerable quantities, lime and other

alkalies. Even sandy lands, after being well

dressed with lime, become capable of producing
:

good crops of clover. An analysis of the ashes

of clover by Prof. Horsford, gives, of potash,

16.101; soda, 40.712; lime, 21.714; magnesia,

8.289; showing clearly how important to its

successful gro'.vth must be a full supply of alka-

lies. To act upon these alkalies, so that these

essential ingredients may be made readily availa-

ble, the presence of sulphuric acid is important,

and this may be the secret of the value to the

clover crop of sulphate of lime, commonly called

plaster. Of all fertilizers, none equals this in

its magical effect upon the growth of clover, and

the marvelous improvement brought about, in

some districts, by a mere sprinkling of this fer-

tilizer, is well known. Another thing is, that

sulphate of lime fixes the ammonia that it comes

in contact with, the sulphuric acid being disci-

gaged from the lime and combining with the

ammonia, preventing its escape. Ashes furnish

potash, and salt chlorine, and soda, and there-

fore benefit the crop. The starch, sugar, albu-

men, gluten, &c, are composed of carbon, hy-

drogen, oxygen and nitrogen, which are sup-

plied, for the most part, from the atmosphere.

It is the capacity of the clover plant for foraging

lagely on the air, that constitutes its great value

as a fertilizer.

Fish as a Manure.
The editor of the Culturist, Philadelphia, re-

cently, on a visit to Cape May county, New
Jersey, had his attention specially directed to

immense quantities of king crabs or horse fish

which the farmers along Delaware Bay had se-

cured for manuring purposes. During the sum-

mer season numbers of these shell fish visit the

shores of the bay for the purpose of depositing

their eggs in the sand. The farmers watch the

opportunity, and while the crabs are on the sands

making their deposits of eggs, capture them and

throw them iuto large pens made of rails, where

the}' die, and are permitted to remain until

wanted for use. Scarcely a thousandth part of

the crabs that visit that locality are taken. This

is not because of any difficulty in securing them,

but the want of force sufficient to gather them.

The Delaware shore of the bay is, if possible,

more prolific of them than the New Jersey, and,

within the past year or two, the attention of the

Delaware farmers has been specially directed to

their value as a manure.

The method of preparing them for use is very

simple. After lying in the pens until thoroughly

dried, they are beaten to pieces with flails; though

a more expeditious and effectual method is to run

them through a machine similar to a thrashing

machine, only more powerfully built, and so ar-
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ranged as to be easy of transportation from farm

to farm. A large mill has recently been erected

on the shore, where the crabs are purchased by

roprietors, ground and sold to those who
desire them, or they are ground for those who
gather them.

The price per ton of the ground crabs, which

is known as Cancerine. is $16 at the mill. It is

in continual and ready demand—all being sold

that the mill is capable of grinding. The

in their unground state now command from

to $4 per thousand. From two to three

thousand are considered a sufficient quantity for

an acre— they being applitd broadcast, after

having been ground, of course. They produce

remarkable effects upon the wheat crop—no other

manure ever tried in that section equalling them.

The effect produced by cancerine upon the clover

crop is most singular. While i t seems to promote

germination, the clover is almost certain to die

after: :aed its third leaf. This is always

ise when the crabs have been com;

but is readily obviated by the use of lime.

Uses of Lime in Gardening.

Of all the mineral and eart'

employed in agriculture and gardening,

there is not one. probably, about which there

-. in the minds of most p&rsons, more

doubt and uncertainty as to its real value and i

action., than in respect to the simple article Lime.

ne is a rery important auxiliary to other

rnauurcs. It is in more ways than one a real

fertilizer, and i: ;ets free and org .

fertilizing qualities in other matters; but it

no means a universal manure or fertilizer.

I propose to set down, in a series of para-

.?, the most evident and important uses of

lime in gardening, and to call attention es;

ly to two actions which it possessi-s. which are

not generally recognized or understood.

1. Lime is an alkaline earth, (a sort of salt,)

and its first and most evident use is to sweeten

our toil.

lefurnisht; e which is present

in considerable quantities in the ash of nearly

all our cultivated plants and fruits. For this

?,. partly, lime is especially useful to pota-

The tuber of the i>otato shows but a trace

of lime ia a ton. and hence, some writers have

hastily concluded that lime, in quantity, is not

Qtial to this crop. But look at the a:

-
: there you will find nearly

three hundred pounds in the product of an acre.

t 7::sbly slacked : or caustic lime, :.

powerful decomposing agent, when in contact with

masses of earth or vegetable matter, setting free

many substances which before existed in forms

insoluble in water, and causing the natural de-

cay of organic bodies to be hastened.

4. Lime causes cold, dense soils, to become

more open and porus. and renders light saudy

soils more close in texture, or more adhesive.

5. Vegetable matter (that is loam. soda, stable-

manure and straw) is the food of lime. By its

decomposing power, it may almost literally be

said to eat up vegetable matter and loam. It

effectually decomposes and drives vegetable mat-

ter and manure out of the soil, when in the

caustic state. Hence where there is little loam,

there lime should be used sparingly.

6. Not only does lime decompose vegetable

matter, but when used in excess it renders the

results of decomposition insoluble in water.

7. Lime, in close proximity with decaying

nitrogenous matters in the soil, (as horse ma-

nure, hair, leather, ic.) becomes a real ammo-
nia-producing agent ; the lime and nitrogen unit-

ing to form nitrate of lime, is fully equal to

ammonia as a fertilizing agent, while potash and

nitrogen from nitrate of potash, (saltpetre.) the

money-value of which as manure, needs no ex-

planation.

8. Lime, when it has been burned and slacked,

and again becomes a mild carbonate, is then a

store-house of carbonic acid for the use of plants,

and ia a certain degree, has the same action

upon vegetation as carbonic acid evolved from

decaying vegetable matter. You will ask, how
- carbonic acid set free? I answer, in one

instance, by the actiou of carbonate of lime upon

silica or sand (which is chiefly an acid,) silicic

acid is liberated, which in its turn acts upon th

carbonate of lime, and large quantities of car-

bonic acid are let loose. Other changes, of a

similar character, take place in the soil, caused

by the actions and reactions of acids and alka-

lies, which result in the liberation of carbonic

acid, held in combination by lime, and thus it

serves, in a measure, the same purpose of vege-

table carbon, in its relation to pi

The last two sections (7 and 8) are those to

which I wish to direct the attention of the read-

er, as they describe the least known and more

important uses of lime.

My rule is to use lime in the garden constant-

ly, but moderately ; and especially to use it in

combination with hair, leather or any slowly

rotting nitrogenous matter:—and thus I secure

two or three important points in
;

- terra culture.'

—Wm. BRIGHT; in Gardner's Monthly.
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Advantages of Pulverizing the Soil.

The effects of pulverizing or stirring the soil

are numerous :

1

.

It gi^es free scope to the roots of vegetables,

and they become more fibrous in a loose than in

a hard soil, by which the mouths of the pores

become more numerous, and such food as in the

soil has a better chance of being sought after

and taken up by them.

2. It admits the atmospheric air to the spon-

gioles of the roots, without which no plant can

make a healthy growth.

3. It increases the capillary attraction or

sponge-like property of soils, by which their

humility is rendered more uniform, and in a hot

season it increases the deposit of dew and admits

it to the roots.

4. It increases the temperature of the soil in

the spring by admitting the warm air and tepid

rain.

5. It increases the supply of organic food.

The atmosphere coutaius carbonic acid, ammo-
nia, and nitric acid, all most powerful fertilizers

and solvents. A loose soil contracts and con-

denses them. Rain and dew also contain them.

And when these fertilizing gases are carried into

the soil by rain water, they are absorbed and

retained by the soil for the use of plants. On
the other hand, if the soil be hard, the water

runs off the surface, and instead of leaving these

gases in the soil, carries off some of the test

portions of the soil with it.

6. By means of pulverization, a portion of at-

mospheric air is buried in the soil, and it is sup-

posed that ammonia and nitric acid are formed

by the mutual decomposition of this air and the

moisture of the soil, heat also being evolved by

the changes.

T. Pulverization of the surface of soils serves

to retain the moisture of the subsoil, and to

prevent it from being penetrated by heat from a

warmer, as well as from radiating its heat to a

colder atmosphere than itself. These effects are

produced by the porosity of the pulverized stra-

tum, which acts as a mulch, especially on heavy

soils.

8. Pulverization also, as the combined effect

of several of the preceding causes, accelerates

the decomposition of the organic matter in the

soil aud the disintegration of the mineral matter,

and thus prepares the inert matter of the soil

for assimilation by the plants.

—

Journal of Ap-

plied Chemis'.ry

.

.^?"*Pre-niaturity of understanding is a bad

sign ; a man-boy is very apt to be a boy-man.

TJnderdrainage.

WHY IT MAKES SOIL MOISTER IX IT.Y WEATHER.

Every one can understand why the drainage

of land should leave it dryer after rains. It is

because the excess of water is carried off ttarc .

the tiles. Farmers experienced in the cultivation

of drained lands, who have drained extensively

and tried the effects, agree nem. con. that it makes

the soil moister in times of drouth. But why
this is so, they cannot exactly see. If we can

make the following understood, they will see

that, by the laws of nature, an increase of mois-

ture in dry times, is just as much a natural

consequence of drainage, as a diminution of

water in wet times.

All soils have, in different degrees, a retentive

power over water: that is, they hold a certain

portion of water, after all has drained out that

will. Sands hold the least. A moderately com-

pact loam holds twice as much as sand ; ;.
-

clay three times as much, and some peaty soils

four times as much. "When you supply a

with water beyond its capacity to hold it. the

excess flows off, if unobstructed, and leaves the

soil with only so much water as it has a capacity

for—in other words, leaves it saturated, aud no

more. Thus, if you pack four pails, each with

a hole in its boitom. one with sand, one with a

common loam, one with clay, and one with peat,

each of these soils having been thoroughly dried,

and then by slow degrees pour a pailful of water

on each, you will fiud that nearly all the water

will pass through the sand ; less through the

loam, still less through the clay, and very lit lie

or none through the peat.

In a heavy rain any soil is more than satura-

ted—has in it for a time more water than it can

hold—but the water soon drains off, in case no

obstruction is presented, and leaves the soil with

its appropriate quantity of water ; that is

much as it can hold and yet be in a sound con-

dition, such as to feel solid under your feet, aud

not to poach when the cattle walk over it.

But while the soil remains full of water. as

while a heavy rain is falling, the air is pressed

out; and then, as fast as the excess of water set-

tles away into the earth, the air follows aud

occupies its place. The soil examined in this

state would appear to be made up or" particles,

each particle moistened with water, and air cir-

culating through the intervening spaces. The

difference between this and a soil that is water

soaked, is that the spaces in one case are com-

pletely filled with air. in the other with water.

It is a well established fact, that air always

contains more or less watery vapor, varying
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from half to one and a half per cent., and aver-

aging about one per cent. The more air is

heated, the more water it can hold in solution;

and if it is suddenly cooled, it gives up a portion

of its water to any object it cornea in contact

with. For illustration, you set a tumbler of cold

water upon your dinner table, on a dry summer's

day. You may wipe the outside as dry as you

please, but soon it will be wet. The children

gay the tumbler sweats. But the truth is, the

heated air coming in at the door and windows,

as it passes by the tumbler, is cooled ; its capacity

for water is lessened; and it deposits a portion

of its water on the cool surface of the tumbler.

Just so, when a soil is open and porous, with

a free circulation of air among its particles, th?

air coming into the soil in a heated state, is cooled

by contact with the particles, and deposits on

their surface a portion of its watery vapor, pre-

cisely as on the tumbler, in the other case. It

will not do to say that these particles of water,

thus deposited, are too small to amount to any-

thing. On the millions of particles in a single

spadeful of soil, they amount to a great deal,

equal, throughout the body of the soil; in the

course of a day, to a pretty good shower, and

this is the reason why farmers who underdrain,

and plow deep, and stir the soil often, seldom or

never surfer from drouth.

—

Ind. Farmer.

A New Southern Staple.

A new plant has been added to the resources

of our tropical and semi-tropical regions—a new
textile, which will furnish the world with cloth-

ing and the means of knowledge. We have

seen, within a few daya, long skeius of a cotton-

like fibre, cotton-like in whiteness, softness, and

fineness, but much stronger, which is now pro-

duced at the rate of five crops per year in the

State of Yera Cruz, Mexico, where it has been

cultivated for five years by a Belgian naturalist

and botanist, who went there to pursue his fav-

orite studies and occupations in a soil and cli-

mate which favor them.

This plant, called the ramie, is a native of

Java: was introduced thence into the Jardin des

Plantes, at Paris, by some French savan, in

1844; was regarded then as simply exhibiting

the wonderful advantages of the tropics, being

too delicate for open-air culture in cold climates.

But having been planted and tried in warmer
climates than that of France, yet not so equato-

rial as that of Java, it has been found to do as

well in them.

It is due to M. Benito Roezl, formerly chief of

the Horticultural Institute of Belgium, now o r

Santocomapram, San Andres Tustla, State of

Yera Cruz. Mexico, that we can now pronounce

it a naturalized plant of this continent, and to

his present visit to this city will speedily owe its

introduction into the field culture of the Gulf

States, to which it will permanently pertain.

The ramie (its Javanese name) is a plant like

hemp, contains in its stalk the fibre for which it

is raised, and which is grown like the sugar

cane, from being planted in lengths or from it3

stubble ; with this advantage over the stubble of

the cane, that each succeeding year it grows bet-

ter, and that in Cuba and Lower Mexico it will

furnish five, and here at least three, cuttings in

the year.

By a new process and same simple machinery

invented by Mr. R.. the lint can be prepared from

the stalks, taken fresh from the ground, in twen-

ty-four hours. We all know that months of

labor and the entire discoloring of the fibre fol-

lows the treatment by the ordinary process of

flax and hemp, while the ramie comes out white,

clean, pure, and unhurt.

Eight hundred pounds of lint to the acre is to

be expected from each cutting of full growth in

fair land. The culture is similar to that of cane :

but as the plant, when once set, is hard to eradi-

cate, grows vigorously, and defies the influence

of grass or rival plants, cultivation is only need-

ed to promote it* growth. When ripe, it should

be cut; but neglect to do this causes no special

damage; so that it may wait days or weeks the

will of the free republicans of Mexico and the

Union. The fibre is long, fire and strong; the

plant easy to raise, and hardy in a southern lati-

tude ; its preparation for market is simple and

cheap in cost. Under these circumstances, we
may safely pronounce that it will at au early day

take high rank among our staples.

—

New Orleans

Picayune.

Immense Strides in the Progress of Agricul-
ture and Horticulture.

Calomelfor Fruit Trees.—A gentleman of this

city was lately in Saratoga county, and was

there shown an apple tree in fine, healthy condi-

tion, which had been ill. subjected to treatment

with calomel, and thoroughly cured. This tree

was afflicted with insect3, which were destroying

it, and rendering it unproductive. A hole was

bored into the body of the tree, nearly through

the sap. and two grains of calomel inserted. As

soon as this calomel was taken by the sap, the

vermin on the tree died, and it began to bear

fruit, and has done so for three years, to the en-

tire satisfaction of the owner. We are told that

camphor may be mixed with the calomel, and
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with good effect. It may not be new to them,

bnt it is new to us. Homoepathiats and Tbom-

sonians may object to the calomel treatment, but

if tbey do not like it, they may find among the

sugar pills of lobelia and red pepper a substitute.

—Rochester {X. Y.) Union.

There can be no doubt concerning the correct-

ness of this theory—of course not. The Far-

mers' Club of the American Institute, New York,

will endorse all of the above, and considerable

more of the same sort. We understand that a

plum tree belonging to Dr. Brand reth, covered

with lhat dreadful disease, the black knot, which

has so raged in the plum tree family, was " bored

into " and a couple of boxes of his pills poured

iu. The result was, that in ninety days even-

knot had disappeared from the bark, and the

tree in its trunk resembled a sapling ; so smooth

was the cuticle. There is another instance on

record of an old apple tree that had gotten past

its prime ;
shedding its leaves every year as early

as August, and was so feeble withal, that it

could not set the fruit, not having borne a single

apple in the past ten years, though each spring

it was filled with blossoms. The owner of the

tree, General Bombshell, purchased a bottle of

Jones* Immortal Invigorator, bored into the

trunk, and poured its contents therein, and the

result was, the next season fourteen bushels and

one peck of the most splendid fruit ever seen in

Monroe county. General Bombshell sent a spe-

cimen of the fruit to the Farmers' Club.

—

Xev:

York Day Book. •
The Quality of Eggs and the Hearing of

Chickens.

Few people ever think there is any difference

in the quality of the eggs they eat. Yet there is

quite as marked a difference as there is in the

tiesh of the fowls. Fowls that are fed on the

finer kinds of cereal grain furnish much better

eggs than those that subsist on grass and oats

and buckwheat. Wheat, or wheaten dough or

bread always makes the richest eggs. C. N. Be-

ment writes on this subject: "Though most

farmers keep fowls and raise their own eggs, there

are many who have not learned the difference

there is in the richness and flavor of eggs pro-

duced by well fed hens, and those from birds

that have been half starved through our winters.

1 here will be some difference in the size, but far

more in the quality. The yolk of one would be

large, fine colored, and of good consistence, and

the albumen or white clear and pure, while the

contents of the other will be watery and meagre,

as 'hough there were not vitality or substance

enough in the parent fowl to properly carry out

' and complete the work nature has sketched. In

order, therefore, to have good eggs, the fowls

should be well fed and provided with an abun-
; dance of fine gravel, that they may be able to

grind and prepare their food for digestion.

In regard to raising chickens, Mr. Bennett

says : It is a fixed fact that most old women
who live in cottages, know better how to rear

' chickens than any other persons ; they are more
: successful, and this may be traced to the fact that

i they keep but few fowls, and these fowls are

allowed to run freely in the house, to roll in the

ashes, to approach the fire, and to pick up any

crumbs or eatable morsels they may fiud on the

grouud, and are nursed with the greatest care

and indulgence. By warmth and judicious feed-

ing, a hen may be made to lay as many eggs in

two years as she would, under ordinary circum-

stances, in three: and every one knows, or ought

know, that a fowl fatted at two years old, is

much more tender and palatable than one that

is older.

Insects on Fruit Trees.

The editor of the Entomologist, in speaking of

a work on entomology, issued by authority of

the New Jersey State Agricultural Society, says

:

It may be briefly stated here, that in the case-

both of the curculio and the apple-moth, it is

recommended to destroy as quickly as possible

all the infested fruit that fills from the tree:

that, in the case of the curculio, jarring (not

shaking) the infested tree upon white sheets, and

killing all the "little Turks"' that fall thereon, is

the approved remedy ; and in the case of the apple-

worm, wrapping hay-bands round the trunk of

the infested tree, and destroying from time to

time the insects contained in the cocoons formed

on and in the bark beneath those hay-bands.

On the subject of these same hay-bands, I

cannot resist the temptation of quoting a short

passage, illustrative of the vein of quaint, dry

i humor which crops out every now and then in

i

the course of the work.

But some people will say, "It will take a great

I

deal of hay to go over a large orchard in this

way, and hay is very dear just now.'' I have
had a long fight with the insect enemies. There
has been a good deal of wear and tear of

patience. Job was a patient man—he bore all

; ihose boils with commendable resignation. I

;
am patient myself. A man who has fought the

! curculio for so many years, must be patient.

I

But when 1 meet a man who counts the cost of a

j

yard of hay-rope, when he sees the ground cov-

ered with worthless fruit under each of those

; trees which he has worked at so long and so

i faithfully, and with no apples, no pears, and no

j

fruit of any kind—why, then 1 lose my patience,
' and say—no, I won't say what I would say.
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' 0. there is ' tessing ia

a ay cheek,

Doth seem half conscious of the joy it brings

From the green fields, and from yon az

u

Editorial Gossip from the Farm.

Good Farmer: Happy in being away from

walled up streets and narrow alleys, abroad in

the wide fields, and green meadows, I propose to

write to you from "out here."' in free and easy

style, not up, perhaps, to the dignity of the

Chair Editorial. But country-men take off their

coats to dig and to plough, and why not lay

! dignity, if it be an encumbrance ? Why
should a farmer, when he makes a note of his do-

ings, be mewed up in a stiff-backed chair, and

not rather write from a stump, or the shade of a

tree, or perchance, if it suit him, "a sittin on a

rail?*' Let me then drop the conventional

.

."' and take leave to be personal and singu-

and free of thought, and free of speech,

currente calamo, I shall, at least, harmonise bet-

ter with my surroundings, with bees and I

and gentle breezes and babbling brooks, and all

May day life around me, humming and sing-

ing, gay and happy, going freely their own
;. doing busily the work that is set them,

obedient to law, and very careless of opin-

ion, or of admiration.

And now of my work—late work it is—for do

ycuknow how during March, it rained and rain-

ed—"water, water, everywhere," and up to

April Sth, no plough could touch the land.

Then we went into the sod ground, and soon,

with glorious, A ither, into the lighter

parts of the oat field, breaking well with two

mules, and harrowing both ways after sowing :'.:-

seed. Then into the sod ground again, turning

a tough turf full seven inches, and wishing all

the while for a subsoiler in the tracks, but too

poor. With short occasional delays, we come to

the 7th of May, and are ready to plant corn.

Ground in fine order, fertilisers at hand, an 1

just ready for a start, when again, such a rain,

and such a blow-—no corn to be planted for a

week to come.

This reminds me of those drains which I ought

to have, but have not. The corn-field slopes

well, with ample fall, but a ck se a . soil forbids

the sinking of the water : so the soil proper is

thoroughly saturated by the rain, which weeps

slowly away from it, or is evaporated sooner or

later {especially later) by the winds, while the

surface is baked into indifferent bricks, and so I

have a wet soil, a cold soil, a late soil, and a hard

soil to work, all for the want of drains to tak

water quickly away. "But why.
'

' you ask. ' -have

you not made the rmer, why
indeed ! You give us good advice and wise in-

struction
;
you gather up the newest and

ideas that are going around, and tell us of the

progress of science, and the improvements in im-

plements and machinery ; all very good, and

very necessary, but they go not to the matter of

making drains, because the first step there is to

drain somebody's exchequer, and ours

in another direction, and hasn't a fall this way ;

and you have'nt introduced us to your bank di-

rectors, who wont trust country people, at

rate, because their crops don't grow fast enough,

and don't mature, like their notes, in sixty, or at

the most, ninety days. Or to come closer home,

Old F. rmer, you'll remember, that when the

began you stopped work: you "'laid dovrn
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A and the boe."' Like Chief Justice Chase.

you stood upon your dignity, and would'nt hold

court in District No. 1. Indeed any attempt to

; the "lines'" to your general field of la-

bonr, would haTe subjected you to arrest for

giving "aid and comfort to the enemy.*' This

is only a sample of the reasons—their name is

_ a, all South of Baltimore—why our drains

are not made, and the waters loiter here in mis-

chievous idleness, that should be ten miles

away, helping the Potomac to keep the Chesa-

peake agoing.

What's to be done as we wait for the waters to

subside? Throw up the manure in the yards in

I
reparation for removing, and haul when we

can. Too much water again ; make a note of

it. and see how this matter can be arranged to

give the manure moisture enough to rot. and not

enough to drown it. and save, hereafter, the es-

e of carting surplus water to the fields,

where there is already too mnch,—folly upon

folly.

Then, we grind up the grass scythes, for there

is pert and forward grass upon the lawns and the

ands, that needs taking down ; Orchard

grass it is, where it should' Et be. We are not

answerable for introducing so coarse a grass,

where only the finest should have place : and the

coek's-fcot is a game old fellow that will not be

pat out, by any gentle means. If we do no
more, we can cut his comb to-day.

There are vacant spaces for evergreens on the

lawn which we may take the opportunity of fill-

ing up. "Why do not our country-ladies have

small nurseries of these on their grounds, from

which they may plant on all suitable times, and
increase a growth which tends to cheer so much
the aspect of the winter scenery. Ours are at

hand, and to-day we profit by it.

In the garden, Irish potatoes are breaking

ground—early Goodrich, Harrison, Peach blow :

we will have something to say of them by and
by.—Beans are of a golden hue, as well they may
be, when the. thermometer has been down to 34.

The corn is ytlloic corn. The peas are all right

;

sweet potato plantings ready for the hill ; toma-

toes not crowded into long, spindling pipe-stems,

but growing strong in pots, and ready for the

open ground, &c, kc.

Strawberries are in full glory, with richness of

leaf, and wealth of bloom, that is rare to see.

Hovey, and Triomphe, Jucunda, "Wilson, Fil-

tnore, Agriculturist, Russel, and what not.

What a serious discussion I mean to have with

these parties, ou the topics of quality and quan-

tity. A committee of Maryland ladies—men are

incompetent—must be called on for help, and

these matters must be settled without reference to

the "Farmer's Clut " of the city of New York.

And so of grapes—Delaware, Iona, Israella.

Concord, Rogers' Hybrid, Ives' Seedling, Clin-

ton, Harford, Prolific, kc, &c,—we must try

all and hold fast the good : the good to eat, and

the good to drink ; for, with all deference '.:

our abstinent friends, I reject not that which in

this "vale of misery.'' helps to make a "glad

heart," and a " cheerful countenance ;
" I do not

yet understand that a good gift used temperately

causes intemperance. With this sentiment we

close our first instalment of " Gossip from the

Farm."

Farm Work for the Month.

THE COP.5 FIELD.

The crop of corn must be now an object of es-

pecial care. Let the young farmer be warned

against the evil of what is technically called

"Getting in the grass." Every thing is grow-

ing that has the power and the opportunity, and

grass especially, in all cultivated lands. A long

i spell of wet weather, when the grass wont be

; killed, may give great trouble, so be sure that if

j
such a spell come, there be none that wants kill-

: ing. When the planting is done, keep cultiva-

;
tors, and as far as necessary, hoes busy, quite up

I

to wheat harvest, when the working should be

j so well done as to be safely stopped.

THE TOBACCO FIELD.

This is the great month of the tobacco crop.

Every hill set by the close of the month will pro-

bably ripen well before frost. But to fini;':

the end, the planting must begin in the early part

of the month—which is hardly to be hoped, how-

ever, in this untoward season for sowing seed.

The earlier in the month the plants are fit. the

more sure of planting seasons and prompt growth.

Be sure that the ground is in readiness, and if the

planting must be late, give the land an extra

working before planting.

If the season of planting must be protracted

long and late, especial care must be taken of the

plant beds, keeping clear of weeds and grass.

Use great care in drawing the bed3, that the

plants be not mashed or bruised, or hare the

roots much broken, and have enough baskets to

avoid the necessity of throwing large heaps into

the body of a cart. Give particular attention to

having the plants properly assorted in drawing,

to secure uniformity in size on the same lot of

ground. This is very needful both as to growth

and ripening. The careful setting of the p]

is very important, and becomes daily more so as
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the sun gets more power. Allow no racing or

emulation in this work. Some hands can move

rapidly and do their work well, and others that

would rival them in speed, crowd in, and double

up the roots, or leave them with no hold on the

ground. In either case they perish, and the

ground must be re-planted at great disadvantage.

As soon as the plants show that they have be-

gun to grow,, as they will by their centre leaves,

weed the hills, by carefully scraping away with

the hoe the whole surface from around the young

plants, leaving no vestige of weed or grass.

POTATOES.

The longest day in the year is the day to plant

the principal crop of potatoes, or about as near

that as may be convenient. Good sward land is

best, and better if manured on surface last year,

making nothing more necessary now, than a lit-

tle ashes and plaster thrown on the plant as it

comes out of the ground. Have ground in rea-

diness, and if it need manuring as is most like-

ly, a good dressing of rotted manure or compost,

or long fresh manure if need be, thrown on the

sets after they are placed in the drill—or a dress-

ing of super-phosphate, not less than three hun-

dred pounds to the acre, put on iu the same way.

Cut the potatoes, if large, a week or more before

planting, and spread them in a cool place to dry

and heal. Let them not be exposed to the hot

sun while planting. Open the furrow fresh, drop

and cover immediately. Potatoes planted in hot,

dry weather, often fail to grow for want of these

precautions. Beware of seed out of the hold of

t vessel.

HAT.

Orchard grass and clover must be cut this

month and made into hay. Cut too early, rath-

er than too late, but try to get just the right

time. It is said that the bees are good guides in

this matter, as they know best when the sugar is

developed, and the sweetest hay is to be made.

The common sign of fitness for cutting clover is

when a portion of the blossoms have turned

brown—some say a third, some more. We think

that too often the error is committed of begin-

ning too late—when the stem3 are hard, and the

leaves damaged by moisture. It is very desira-

ble to have the clover as free from water as pos-

sible when cut. Let it lie but a few hours in the

sun ; then throw it into cocks where it may fin-

ish curing. Before taking it to the barn, throw

the6e open for a few hours, when it may be safe-

ly housed. Orchard grass should be mowed
when it comes into full bloom.

HUNGARIAN GRASS OR MILLET.

Sow on well prepared and fertilised land, ear-

ly in the month. It grows rapidly and draws

heavily on the soil, and needs therefore plenty of

food at command.

FIELD PEAS.

These may still be sown, up to middle of the

month.
RCTA BAGA.

Get ground for this crop broken, but it need

not be put in before middle of July.

WHEAT HARVEST.

Make early all needful preparation for wheat

harvest. Engage hands sufficient for your pur-

poses. Secure at ouce a good reaper. This is

an easy matter among the many in the market,

and the price is soon saved in a harvest of any

extent. If the cradle must be used, see that you

have a good one, in good order.

But, especially, be in readiness, by pressing

forward with all other needful works, happy in

the pleasant summer weather; for though old

Sol makes his most direct advances now, good

mother Earth receives him yet awhile with a re-

freshing coolness.
«>»

The Vegetable Garden.

Prepared for the American Farmer, by Daniel Baeeee .

Maryland Agricultural College.

CTXJ3STE

Much may be done in every department of hor-

ticulture and agriculture by carefully considered.

systematic action, so that there shall be no doing

and undoing; no twenty weary step3, when five

would do; no tugging and toiling at weeds, day

after day, with the bush hook, when the dash

of a sharp hoe would enable a man to do more

in one day than he can accomplish with the bush

hook or scythe in a week. We have been led

into this train of thought by having been at

work endeavoring to root up some briars, &c,

which we are gravely informed have had the en-

tire control of the ground they stand upon for

several years. Where they were, is of no mo-

ment, they are not there now. Question—would

it not be well, under such circumstances, for

proprietors to cultivate a smaller space, and cul-

tivate it well? We are inclined to believe that,

in reference to the garden, a small one, well cul-

tivated, is far more satisfactory than a large one

in a neglected state. We know, from years of

practical experience, that so long as hope re-

mains, a man can, and will, accomplish a good

deal, and surmount many difficulties; but let

hope die, and he becomes discouraged, and suc-

cumbs to the feeling of the impossible at once.
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It may be said, what has all this to do with the

management of the garden ? As the labor ques-

tion is now an engrossing one, we answer much
—very much, as in our jottings for July we will

endeavor to show.

Embrace every opportunity, whenever the

ground is sufficiently moist, for thinning out

the early sown crops of beets, carrots, parsnips,

<ec: and, as it is presumed they are all sown in

rows, let the cultivator and hoe be kept at work

between the rows, not merely cutting the tops

of the weeds, but stirring the ground from two

to four inches in depth, which will effectually

destroy the weeds, and check rapid evaporation.

If former directions for draining, subsoiling. &c,

have been carried out in this department, it will

now present many agreeable and interesting fea-

tures. There shou'd now be continual hoeing,

forking, spading, &c, going on, which, contin-

ued with a favorable season, will tell well upon

the various crops, which we hope will be

abundant in the garden of every reader of the

Farmer.

Spading and planting vacant ground should

not be neglected whenever required, not omitting

to lay on the manure.

Keep all advancing young crops in a growing

state, by timely application of water whenever

they may require it. Our plan of watering is

not to give here a little and there a little, but a

good wetting once in four days.

Continue to plant out cabbage, Brussels sprouts,

savoy and cauliflowers for fall use.

Prepare trenches for the main crop of celery.

Make sowings of string and pole beans, for

succession, and thin out the advancing crops,

stirring the soil well about the roots.

H ike occasional sowings of the best kinds of

summer le'ttuee.

Continue to sow "champion of England.'' pea,

which has proved with us to be the best to sow
the early part of the month, and towards the end

we sow for a late crop the "Early Frame," or

Dan O'Rouke, after which time there is but little

chance of their coming to perfection.

Let tomatoes be well thinned, and kept tied to

a trellis.

Thin out turnips, and sow a few early purple-

top for succession.

Do not forget the application of liquid ma-
nure to the growing crops.

Spinach is an excellent summer vegetable, and
should be sown every month from March to Sep

tember. Whenever spinach begins to run to

seed, we never take the trouble to remove it, but

merely cut it up and leave it to enrich the ground.

For summer use we prefer the round-leaved, and

for winter the prickly-seeded.

Potatoes should be frequently cultivated and

hoed between until they receive their final mould-

ing up.

Continue to sow and transplant for succession

sweet corn, cucumber, melons, eggplant, radishes,

lettuce, endive, parsley, tomatoes, &c.

The Fruit Garden.

In the summer management of fruit teet

will be necessary to look over them carefully and

to pinch off or cut out any ill-placed or super-

fluous shoots, and where there are vacant places,

the next strongest shoots should be cut back to

three or four eyes, from which shoots will s: i

and fill out the head during the season. .

shoots infested with insects should be carefully

removed, unless much wanted upon the tree,

when the insects must be crushed and the shoots

well washed, as the remains are about as bad

as themselves to the health of the trees.

When the fig trees have made shoots about

six inches long, pinch off the points ; by which

means a more stocky and fruitful growth will be

attained than if left to grow.

Strawberries will now be making runners

freely, and whatever number is required should

be from the strongest only, which should be re-

moved, soon as they have made a few roots, and

planted out upon a partially shaded border 01

rich, light soil. Should the weather be hot and

dry, when practicable, the strawberry beds

should be thoroughly soaked with water. M
of our friends, who are anxious to grow straw

berries, complain that their beds are failures.

We think one reason is that the plants have not

moisture enough during the time they are in

bloom. A good soaking of water in dry wea-

ther often makes the difference between a full

crop of fine berries and a small crop of poor,

insipid ones. Our practice has been, after a

good watering, to mulch the plants with short

straw or grass, which not only prevents the fruit

from being soiled by the storms, but keeps the

roots cool and moist.

The hot weather, which is now likely to pre-

vail, will bring out the insect tribe in great

abundance: and they must be met with timely

remedies. To this end the best thing to do is

to subscribe for the Practical Entomologist.

Fruit trees, in pots or tubs, will be greatly

benefitted by frequent applications of manure,

water, and powerful 3yringings overhead.

Grape vines will need looking over, in order
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to keep the young growth tied up to stakes, we
lo not allow our young vines to produce but one

cane, and are careful not to remove the laterals

before the latter part of August. Upou the ap-

pearance of mildew, we dust the part affected

freely with sulphur, give a surface dressing of

about a handful of susper-phosphate in a radius

of about three feet to each young vine, and mulch

with straw or half decomposed manure, and du-

ring dry weather, a good soaking of manure

water or soap suds, about once in ten days, will

be of great benefit to them.

The Flower Garden.

Roses should have the garden engine or syringe

played upon them frequently, which will drive

away the fly as effectually as any method we
ever tried, and do the roses much good. Newly

made gardens can be planted with roses now as

well as at any time during the year. The flor-

ists supply good, strong plants, in almost all the

classes, in pots, at reasonable rates, and these,

planted out with care, in good, well trenched

ground, and liberally manured, will grow with

vigor and flower well during the fall. We pre-

fer planting roses, upon their own roots, (from

pots) in May or June, to any time of the year.

Roses, for flowering well in the fall, should now
be cut back to about one-third of their new
growth. The shoots then cut back will throw

out side shoots, and produce fine bloom late in

the fall. The rose is a gross feeder, and is much
benefitted by liberal application of manure

water.

Geraniums, verbenas, and other summer bed-

ding plants will require constant watching and

looking over, as under the best management

failures will sometimes occur, which should be

immediately made good. When display is not

immediately required, we pinch all the early

flowering buds off the verbenas, geraniums, he-

liotropes, &c, to encourage the plants to cover

the ground as quickly as possible. The strongest

shoots of chrysanthemums may now be layered,

which will produce fine dwarf flowering plants

for autumn flowering.

Plants growing in rustic vases, baskets, &c,
-hould be watched and well watered in the even-

ings of dry days. During the continuance of

hot, dry weather, frequent waterings should be

given to all recently planted evergreens, shrubs,

and bedding plants. Not a mere sprinkling of

the surface, but a thorough soaking. Plant out

and mulch dahlias with well decayed cow dung,

and give plenty of water in dry weather, keep-

ing them well tied up to neat stakes to prevent

injury in windy weather. Fuchsias, planted in

the open ground, are generally disfigured with

a superabundance of ugly sticks; whereas, if

planted with care, in good, rich soil, in a par-

tially shaded border, they need but little support,

one neat stake for the central stem will be found

sufficient. Specimen fuchsias, in pots, will now
require an abundance of water, and about once

a week a good soaking of manure water. Tri-

toma, uvaria, and varieties. These beautiful

plants, in dry weather, will require an abundance

of water. The genus tritoma is one of our es-

pecial favorites ; we have seen and admired it

many years since at the Royal gardens at Kew,

and many other places in Europe, where it is

generally planted in conspicuous places upon the

flower garden, and in the Shrubbery, where it

forms an attractive and beautiful feature during

the autumn.

During a visit to the experimental gardens at

Washington last fall, we remember to have seen

it in great beauty, and thought, at the time, we

had never witnessed it so fine. It is a plant

which we can recommend with all confidence to

all lovers of handsome herbaceous flowering

plants.

The end of the month is a good time to sow

hardy annuals for autumn flowering. Ten week

stocks, mignonette, himophelias, balsams, &c,

flower beautifully in the fall, if sown at that

time. Propagate the Russian and Neapolitan

violets by division and planting in good, light,

rich soil, in a shady border. Soon as the foliage

is decayed, take up the bulbs of hyacinths, tu-

lips, narcissus, crocus, &c, and to make sure

the bulbs are well ripened, lay them in a shady-

place and sprinkle earth upon them. The com-

mon practice of laying them in the hot sun soon

as taken up, is one cause why so many are worth-

less ever afterwards.

^^**"J. R. Glover writes to the New York

Farmers' Club, that he has been so engaged in

his experiments in hatching eggs artificially, that

he has not had his clothes off more than two and

a half hours, in any of the twenty-four for the

last three months. The results of his persever-

ing labors, he sums up as follows : "I have used

up about sixteen hundred eggs, and I have now

on hand, in good condition, sixteen chickens-*—

just one chick to one hundred eggs!" Still he

believes the thing can be done if we only knew

how."

J. R. G. would have succeeded better if he had

been an old hen, instead of the goose he appears

to be.

—

American Farmer.
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For the "American Farmer."

A Young Farmer's Work—Land Im-
provement.

[letter to a friend.].

Virginia, April 22, 186?.

My Dear

:

—Oar colored fellow-citizens having

taken holliday to themselves, affords me an

hour's chat with you. I pray you let politics

alone—in the name of all that is worthy have we

not had our quantum suff ?—and strive now to

build up the material interests of your State.

There is no danger of Virginia losing her prestige

—it would be safe with the negroes, who claim

alliance only with "the hots" as they call them.

The glory of our ancestry has been too lately

vindicated by our brethren and sons to fear

any loss of caste. Be content, therefore, in

the knowledge of the fact that we can never

be robbed of our birthright, and go to work

like a man, and show yourself worthy of

your high estate. You have fair land—a rea-

sonable capital—are free from debt—have a

young and admirable wife ; and doubtless will

imitate your forefathers in giving considerable

increase to the population of the State, and have

therefore, altogether, as fair a prospect for pros-

perity and happiness as any other unlucky devil

whose lot is cast in " Cis alpine Gaul," alias Dis-

trict No. I, formerly known as Virginia. Then

turn your back on court-houses, public meetings

and race courses, and devote your health and

mind to the improvement of the talent which has

been committed to you. I will do you the justice

to say that I have no reason to find fault with

your zeal and energy, tho' I am somewhat in-

clined to fear that you are too sanguine in your

expectations. This results, I am inclined to be-

lieve, from a rather willing mind to run off with

the theories of agricultural writers, and to as-

sume that all that come from respectable sources are

entitled to be followed implicitly. This will wear

off in time, and if you exercise a small degree of

prudence, the lessons you will have by experience

will be rather beneficial than otherwise. Among
others, I think you have placed too high an esti-

mate on the "rotation of crops," and have

claimed for it more even than your authorities

have ever demanded. I am very sure, however,

that you did not mean to be understood as going

to the length, your letter would seem to indicate,

that the mere rotation would eventually bring

your land to a high state of fertility. I am not

a scientific man as you know, and have less than

no chemical attainments, and I can only answer

you by what I have seen myself and learned of

others. In the rotation of six fields I believe it
''

is universally acknowledged by the best writers

available to me, that in England one full ma-

nuring on rich land is necessary to keep the land

up to its grade ; hence on land not fertile, and

not manured, we may readily imagine the result

of cropping on any kind of rotation. If we cul-

tivate (without manuring) for six years, al-

though in different crops, it is clear to my mind

that your land will be rendered materially of less

value that if you had cultivated for the like pe-

riod in the same crop. In the one case you rob

the soil of the ingredients necessary to that crop,

in the other, of the ingredients necessary to six

crops.

Do not misunderstand me—I am entirely con-

vinced that it is necessary to our ultimate suc-

cess that we should adopt a rotation best suited'
'•

to our respective soils—and I feel assured that if

we will exercise the same zeal, industry and

skill we used to exhibit as politicians, we will in

a few short years be enabled to cope with the

lands of any other part of the continent. I do

not know your land sufficiently well to lay

down a special rotation for you. I can only

say, that, from your description of your soil,

the six fields would suit you better than a

less number. I would commence it in the rota-

tion of six years with corn heavily manured

—

peas—wheat—clo. clo. wht. This rotation will

give you one full manuring from your stables

and barn yard, and two green manurings, upon

which lime would act like a charm, and in a few

years you will have your farm as rich as you can

well make it. You will observe further that I

avoid my own execrable practice of letting one

grain crop succeed another. You can afford

this—I cannot—for, unlike you, I have no

money, and am in debt. You must not neglect

to drain and lime. By heavy manuring you

may make a fair crop, but nothing in comparison

to what you would make if you let off all the

surplus water, and give a good dressing of lime.

Situated as you are, twenty-five dollars per acre

to thoroughly underdrain, will be doubly repaid

you in the increase of crops in the rotation of six

years, and then you will have so much more sat-

isfaction in your after cultivation. The outlay I

know is heavy, but the return will be certain,

and prove the very best investment you can

make. Why can't you be Alderman Mechi, Jr. ?

There is a gentleman near Baltimore who has

demonstrated that a wise application of money

to the fertilization of land pays handsomely. He
was called "a book farmer," "a high-pressure

farmer," &c, was pitied and laughed at altern-

ately. His scoffers had their day—now he has

his. For every dollar expended by him—and he
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spent it freely—he has drawn cent per cent., and

he had about the most unpromising patient you

ever saw. It was in the last stages of consump-

tion ; now it is in the best condition imaginable.

Stop your politics therefore, and "go»do like-

wise." Yours truly, S. B. F.

For the " American Farmer."

Notes of Western Travel.

On Monday morning I left Chicago, regretting

my inability to remain longer and see more of

this great city of energy, enterprise and magic

growth—and particularly to see and attend the

Illinois Agricultural Fair to come off that week

—and for which preparations commensurate with

the vastness of the great interest of which it was

to be the type and illustration were going

forward upon a scale and liberality such as

Chicago might be expected to provide. But

the urgency of my call westward forbade my
lingering to enjoy what to me would have

been a source of so much pleasure and satisfac-

tion. To have seen here a3 in a uut-shell, the

corn, rye, wheat, oats—roots and the sorgum

—

the cattle, horses, mules, sheep and 6wine—the

great plows and harrows—planters, drills, mow-
ers, reapers and threshers—teams, wagons and

carts—wielded and directed by the skillful hand

of industrious and well directed labor—as it

must have been to draw from good old mother

earth, such wonderful results and productions as

are here presented in the comparatively brief

space of time that this second Egypt has been

under the subduing hand of civilized man. I

say subduing—because man is literally called up-

on here to obey the first great scriptural com-

mand to " Subdue the earth." He appears here

to be called upon to do nothing else. Nature

has bountifully supplied and held together under

the tough and tenacious sod, covering those al-

most boundless prairies, such apparently inex-

haustible fertility, that man has only to break

the sod, and a rich harvest will most certainly

follow the sowing of the seed.

In my enumeration of the great variety of Il-

linois productions to be gq exhibition at this

wonderful gathering of Illinois farmers, I omit-

ted to mention that delicate fibre, cotton, the in-

nocent cause of so much bloodshed and waste of

treasure; but yet so necessary to human comfort

—and the loss of which during our unhappy

civil strife has quadroupled the cost of clothing

to our whole population—but which is most se-

verely felt by the great laboring class of our peo-

ple. To the laboring man, cheap food, cheap

clothing, and cheap shelter are his three first

wants, and the lawgiver who sports with or ne-

glects, or destroys either, is an enemy to the la-

bor of the country. Illinois has wisely begun in

the southern counties of the state the cultivation

of this important staple. May her experiment

prove successful, and she be able to contribute to

cheapen the cost of clothing, as she so largely

has contributed to cheapen the cost of food to

the labor of the country.

Starting out on the northwestern train for

Prairie Du Chiren, and in the omnibus which

took us to the station, I first encountered a tall,

fine looking gentleman, whose dress and manner

at once impressed me that he was from the south.

Having been so long cut off from all intercourse

and communication with the south, the tempta-

tion was strong to learn the true condition in

which war had left it—its present wants, and

prospects for the future. A few common place

remarks soon satisfied me that I was not mistak-

en, and that I was in the presence of an open,

frank and intelligent southern gentleman. Ht
told me that he was from Memphis—that he had

been largely engaged in building and managing

the rail roads of the southwest, and that he own-

ed a large cotton plantation in Mississippi—that

the rail roads were broken up, and communica-

tion with the interior destroyed, and that through

the whole country there were great destitution

and distress—that he, like most other planters,

had lost all of his effective labor, as well as his

horses and mules—and that he had had left upon

his hands between sixty and seventy women and

children, with a few old men, which he had been

supporting during the war—but he added, evi-

dently with feeling, " I am unable to do this any

longer." To my inquiry as to what would be-

come of this class of people, he replied they will

suffer—they must suffer—and thousands are now
dying throughout the south for want of care and

food—that their former masters, however so dis-

posed, and thousands of them were so disposed,

were too much impoverished to take care and

provide for them—and the effective labor was so

much scattered and demoralized by the war, that

there was but little hope from it—that there was

very little cotton planted since the war, and the

prospect ahead for the south was gloomy in the

extreme. I could but regret parting with so

frank and intelligent a gentleman so soon, as at

the end of our first hundred miles, which with

this, then, interesting conversation was swiftly

passed over. A glimpse of the country, how-

ever, as we passed along, did not entirely escape

me. I could scarcely though arouse myself from

the reflections this conversatiou naturally arous-

ed. That a country, whose immense extent I
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was then measuring at lightning speed, with re-

xa and productions almost sufficient for the

whole human family, with fields unexplored and

capable of yet greater productions, should, by
the wickedness and folly of its politicians, and

against the will and wishes of the greet produc-

ing class and labor of the country, be involved

in such a war, with such direful and yet unmea-
sured results, did seem to me to be beyond un-

derstanding or comprehension. It shows, and

conclusively proves, that when passion and arn-

bition get control, prudence, wisdom and patri-

otism are entirely dethroned and destroyed.

But, to my journey. Soon after leaving Chi-

cago, westward the country became more elevat-

ed and rolling. Here I saw the first hay rick

worthy of the name. Immense corn fields, which

my southern acquaintance assured me was the

case all the way from St. Louis to Chicago—in-

deed, he said the country almost presented the

appearance of one immense corn field. Sugar
cane was also growing to a considerable extent

upon nearly every farm. The Illinoians are thus

struggling to be independent of the south for
-; sweetening," as well as for cotton. The true

bond of union, however, is mutual dependence

and reciprocal benefits. >"ature has, undoubted-

ly, in the varied soil, climate, production, navi-

gable streams and water power, presented to us

this condition of mutual dependence and bene-

fits. May we never again, in the weakness and

foolishness of man, attempt to violate her laws.

For some distance the country way meets the

same aspect—until rising higher and feeling the

atmosphere to become cooler and more bracing,

I was informed by a gentleman near me, a re-

turned federal officer, who was about to exchange

Lis sword for the pruning hook, that we were in

Wisconsin—and in Rock county, the richest and
t est county in the state. A more beautiful farm-

ing country my eyes never rested upon. Clear,

open, rolling, without being hilly, well improv-

ed, for the west, better than I had before seen,

with rows of fine Lombardy poplar—reminding

me of old Virginia hospitality, of which they

were the beacon and true ensign. But my paper

is full, and I must reserve a further account for

my next. A Maryland Farmer.

For the il American Farmer/'

Sassafras and Persimmon Bushes.

I see in the April number of your valuable

Journal, that some one wished to know how to

destroy " S . 1 persimmon bushes." The
best way that I have tried is. to grub them up
during the months of May and August, and
cultivate the soil. S. S. X.

Macsey's Ferry, X. C.

For the " American Farmer."

Clover as a Fertilizer.

Messrs. Editor* : In regard to the above article

in your May number. I cannot refrain from giv-

ing some facts which apparently are not fully

understood, or which have not been ;

appreciated. In 1S52. Prof. Xesbitt. in England,

(a high authority in agricultural chemistry.)

showed by a series of experiments, that clover

must sot be pastured, if the field is intended for

wheat. He established the facts, that clover pas-

tured leaves over fifty per cent, less roots and fi-

bres in the ground, than clover that has been

allowed to blossom and then to be mowed for

hay. The fact is. that the amount of roots and
fibres correspond with the number of leaves and
stems allowed to grow. B; *he clover

is continually eaten t
: :ock, not be

permitted to grow to any extent, whereas by
mowing, the clover unfolds a multitude of leaves

and stems, before it is cut. Consequently the

roots and fibres are multiplying to a great ex-

tent: and they are fully as much fertil:

agents as the leaves and stems. After the clover

has been eut, no stock should be allowed to pas-

ture it, but the aftergrowth left undisturbed to

be ploughed under. If too heavy, roll it before

ploughing. Should any one doubt the fact, let

him dig a square foot of soil, two feet deep,

where the clover has been mowed, and a square

foot of ground of the same quality of clover,

where it has been pastured, take the soil, each to

itself, place it in a tub and wash it out, and he

will be surprised by finding more than double

the amount of roots in the former soil again=t-

the number in the latter.

Another advantage is. that the soil remains

porous, it being protected by the foliage of the

clover during the heat of the summer from the

scorching rays of the sun. It still would be a

greater advantage to the wheat, if the clover was

not even mowed, but the benefit to the wheat

would not compensate for the hay crop. The
argument by advocates for . that the

droppings of the cattle make up for the amount

of clover consumed, would be a very weak one

at all times, even if the pasturing did not dimin-

ish the amount of roots, as the droppings of

stock, exceept sheep, are of next to no value,

not being scattered sufficiently, and being ex-

posed to the influence of sun and rain for mc_
L. A. H.-:

Clifton, Fair/ax Co., Ya., J%. ]

^S"A. National Horse Fair is to meet at Tren-

ton on the 11th of June.
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For the " American Farmer."

Trouble about Vine Planting.

Editors of American Farmer

:

Allow a subscriber to trouble you with a re-

mark or two on the difficulties of selecting

suitable kinds of grape for a vineyard. As the

grape is just now engaging considerable attention

throughout the country, and as many are dis-

posed to plant vineyards who know but little of

the merits of the several sorts of grapes most

suitable for wine making, it is important that

they should have some reliable source from whence

to make sure that what they invest in this species

of culture is not lost. To accomplish this end,

the horticultural works published throughout the

country are resorted to, as well as the books,

catalogues, manuals, &c. published and sent out

hj the nurserymen who have vines to sell. The

trouble is, that by the time one kind of grape is

well "puffed," and its character pretty well es-

tablished, and the novice has made a selection,

and perhaps gone to the expense of planting his

vineyard, he finds all his pains as well as expense

thrown away, upon seeing in some paper or

pamphlet, a notice from the highest authority,

backed up by a cloud of tvitnesses, that the grape

he has selected is good for nothing but to make
vinegar. Now how is it that after all that has

been said, and as good as sworn to, by the most

eminent Horticulturist of the country, in com-

mendation of the Concord for instance, that we
now have it denounced in the manual of one of

the most extensive grape men of the country as

having no wine qualities, and none of any sort

except "hardiness." Is it possible that its ori-

ginator, and so many whose praises of it as a

grape of high qualities we have read are so much
mistaken as to its general merits ? How are we to

make a selection when these learned grape doctors

so widely disagree? I have only stated a case which

has actually occurred in this immediate neigh-

borhood. The grape has recently occupied much
of the public thought here, and some ten or fifteen

thousand plants have been set out already, mostly

of the Concord, Catawba, Hartford Prolific and

Clinton Grapes, and we now have it announced

that they, (the Concord and Hartford especially,)

have no merit, or at all events will not make
wine of any value, the very purpose for which

they were selected and planted. How are we to

know what kind to buy, or to whom are we to

look for information? It would perhaps be best

to apply to some one of our celebrated wine

makers, ( the Messrs. Longworths for instance,)

who buy the wine from all the kinds of grapes,

and who have no "axes to grind" of their own
in the case. Can ycu help us out of the difficulty,

if so you will confer a great favor.

Isaac G. Mask.

Moor
efi'eld, Va.

}
April 9th.

We appreciate the trouble of our correspondent

and will give him the best comfort we can. We
think he need not make himself unhappy about

the opinion of " one of the most extensive grape

men of the country " as regards the Concord or

other grapes. We do not charge, as We find is

often done, that such an opinion originates in

interested motives. It is nearer the truth we
think to say, that it is the opinion of one whose

taste in such matters is refined to a degree far

above that of the great public for whom we pro-

pose to work when we plant Concord grapes for

the market or for wine, and his taste gets the

better of his judgment, just as we see wine

drinkers who have so cultivated their taste that

they despise, or affect to do so, that which the

mass of consumers are content to take as very

good, and are glad to* get it. In the first plaee,

the Concord is of better quality in Maryland

than in -New York ; but acknowledging as we do

freely that it is inferior in quality to the lona,

Delaware, and some others, and does not please

the taste of the amateur, yet it is a good grape,

which pleases a great many people who want to

buy grapes, and makes a fair wine, which satis-

fies a great many people who want pure wine at

a moderate price. Tbere is, and is likely to be a

good demand for it in market, and that is the

first consideration. This demand is likely to be

continued because it can be supplied at a much
lower price than any now known grape, on ac-

count of its hardiness, its resistance of disease,

the certainty of the crop, and its great produc-

tiveness.

The Catawba has been the chief of native

grapes, and might be so still, but for the disease

which of late years has so blighted it. We
would not now plant it largely for this reason,

but if planted would give it the best care in the

hope that it might change in this respect. The

Hartford Prolific is a good grape, but not superior

to the Concord in any respect except its earlinesss,

and does not bear carriage as well. The Clinton

is very productive, and a very good wine grape.

Suppose that neither the Concord nor Clinton

makes as good wine as the Delaware or lona, if

it is produced with a great deal more certainty,

and in much larger quantities, it is nonsense to

say that for ordinary planting and unskilled

grape growers they have no value. For such

the Concord is the Grape.—[Eds. Far.
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_- :. :'..r " American Farmer.''

Proportion of Teams and Hands to Xumber
of Acres.

Clifton. Fairfax Co., Ya., May, _

Messrs

In your number for this month, several ques-

tions are asked by Mr. E. Hunt. Caswell county,

X. C, in regard to number of teams and hands

necessary on a farm. I would refer him to an

article in March number, headed ; ' Labor ques-

tion again—change of system," which will show

him that a horse is required for about every

twenty-five acres. It depends, of course, on the

mode of farming adopted, and how teams are

worked, to determine what amount of team is

required. If rational farming is carried on,

twenty-five acres are as much as a horse or mule

can attend. If the old mode of farming is fol-

lowed, a horse may attend from thirty to thirty-

five acres. The larger the farm is, the less team

is required in proportion, because they can be

worked to better advantage, having larger fields

and consequently not eo much loss of time by

going from one work to another. Besides a spare

horse for the fami'y is needed as well on the

small as on the larger farm. Altogether our

farmers are not careful enough in estimating the

loss of time generally occurring on a farm. How
easy are ten minutes lost every day by starting too

late morning and evening. Ten minutes a day by

one team, makes fifty working hours per year

or five days entirely lost, without the least bene-

fit to man or beast. The same is applicable to

other work. Always have a fixed place for your

tools and implements, so no time may be lost

by hunting for what is required when you want

to start work. More time is lost by not paying

the strictest attention to this point, as most are

aware of. With regard to system, I likewise re-

fer to the above mentioned article, which, mean
while, can be modified according to soil, climate,

location, &c, kc. Finally we come to the wheat

question. You are perfectly right in not advo-

cating sowing wheat after corn or tobacco.

Wheat, in our climate, requires, under all cir-

curr; be sown early to secure a good

crop. Sowing wheat after corn and tobacco not

only prevents early sowing, but the soil is too

loose for wheat. Loose soil will bake and wash

during the winter, if the wheat has not been

sown early enough to cover the ground per-

fectly. Wheat requires a rough and compact

soil. This is test obtained by either breaking

clover or timothy sod, or sowing wheat after

: nge to say, oats is a very good pre-

--:: for wheat in our climate, althoueh in

Europe it is established to be one of the worst.

If you grow potatoes or turnips, your corn and
tobacco land is the very place for them, as they

require mellow soil. After this crop sow barley

or oats, with clover and timothy, and you will

have the finest meadow or pasture you can ^ish

for. In our farming operations we must not

strive too hard for an immediate return of our

outlay, at the expense of our land, but have an

eye to the permanent enrichment of our soil,

which we can obtain in no better and easier way
than by a good grass sod. A good sod will

produce plenty of pasture and hay, the nece;

agents to procure manure, and if ever you break

this sod, you are sure of a good wheat crop.

L. A. Haxsz.v.

For the '"American Farmer."

Mildew in Grapes—the Yellows, &e.
Messrs. Editors

:

I iufer from Mr. Creed's communication, pub-

lished in the October number of the Gardener'

t

Monthly, that the sulphur remedy for mildew in

grapes is new and novel to the community gen-

erally. I have cultivated the vine, to a limited

extent, upwards of twenty-five years, and when
I dusted my vines with sulphur, at the first ap-

pearance of mildew, I always had an abundance

of sound grapes and green, healthy foliage. Id

my small way I dust by hand or with a dredging

box. A properly constructed bellows or a cen-

trifugal disseminator are, no doubt, the best (the

latter particularly) to use for expedition and tho-

rough work. I suggest that instead of a round

nozzel attached to the bellows, that it be two

inches wide and an eighth of an inch at the out-

let, thus enveloping a wide instead of a round

surface.

The origin of my information relative to the

value of sulphur as a preventative against mil-

dew in grapes originated in a conversation I over-

heard, about half a century since, by my late

father and brother-in-law, Dr. Lythe. Although

I was then a mere lad, I distinctly recollect the

Doctor said his vines were in a very flourishing

condition, and that he had an abundance of

grapes ; he also remarked that he dusted his vines

with sulphur, and applied some about the roots.

It is well known that sulphur is an active fer-

tilizer. It is also a certain remedy against mil-

dew in grapes.

ZHZ TILLO^-i.

What every one rays can't be done all exclaim

(except the enthusiast and Sam. Patch) "so say

I." As the remedy for the yellows is yet in

embryo, and I not being sure what the disease
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is, I -will simply say that in the summer of '64 I

noticed several small peach trees (planted in a

clay loam, tearing a northern aspect) were dis-

eased, and, apparently, dying. The leaves were

yellow or rather orange color, small protuber-

ances on the leaves, and all curled. I thought

of applying diluted sulphuric acid, coal or fish

oil, fumigating with sulphur and charcoal, or both

united, but on consideration I determined to try

mercurial ointment. It was melted in an iron

pan, and applied with gloved hands. The sum-

mer sun caused the oil to run down the body of

the tret s. I was apprehensive when winter ap-

proached that the frost, united with the oint-

ment, would cause death. A very short time

after the application, however, the leaves regained

their original foliage, were entirely healthy in

the year '65, and are to this day as thrifty as

any tree on my farm.

For large trees it would occupy too much time

to cover each branch as I did
;
probably the dose

I gave my trees was unnecessary strong. It

may be that highly diluted mercurial ointment

will act as well, it ought to be applied by a gar-

den engine. If diluted with (hot) water, fre-

quent or constant stirring will be necessary,

which can be done by a plunger attached to the

pistern or lever of the engine. For fumigating

trees or vines on an extensive scale, a small iron

furnace, an iron pot, several rubber or oiled

cloths, and two wooden lifters will be necessary.

By lifters, I mean two long ash poles with lj

inch cross pieces, 6 feet long, studded with

sharp pointed nails to hold and aid in plac-

ing the cloths over trees or vines. The cloths

ought to be large enough to reach below the

lowest branches.

Without seriously deviating, I would say that

fumigating poultry houses with sulphur and its

application to the birds is a sure remedy against

parasites. It also acts as a preservative if applied

to smoked or fresh meats, mixed with lard, an

admirable remedy against the mange, fee.

The C. Disseminator alluded to, may be pro-

pelled by horse or manual power. I have made

and used them as agricultural machines, for

spreading lime and other fertilizers. As an en-

gine of war nothing, I imagine, could be con-

structed more destructive to human life. A
machine made on the same principle (attached to

a man's body) for manual power, is valuable for

sowing grain and grass seed, dusting vines with

sulphur, &.C., also, by a quick turn of a crank, a

man (a police officer for example) could disable

(with round shot) a crowd, thus preventing the

disagreeable necessity of taking life.

>~ow, Mc=;!s. Editors, I have not taken out a

patent for these inventions, (if I may so call

them, ) neither do I intend to ; and will allow you

to use them and my communications with im-

punity. I feel quite obliged for the privilege I

have enjoyed of a place in your journal for my
scribbling. It has afforded me entertainment

and profit of which otherwise I would have been

deprived.

As the season for active, out-door work

arrived, I must bid you adieu. Plovt^an.

BaUo. Co.. Mi.

For the "American Farmer."

The Santa Barbara Grapevine, &c, &c.

In the April number of the "Farmer" a cor-

respondent— -Mississippi"—describes a S(

pernong vine, which he insists is of more won-

derful proportions than the celebrated vine at

Montecito, in Santa Barbara county, California.

I think he is in error. According to the descrip-

tion published in the November ('66) number of

the "Farmer," the Montecito vine yielded 8,000

pounds of grapes per annum ; which, in Southern

California, is equivalent to eight hundred 3

gallons of wine.

In the spring of 1860 I had occasion to

Santa Barbara, and went to Montecito for the

double purpose of bathing in the hot sulphur

springs and seeing the great vine. According to

the statements then made to me by parties of un-

doubted veracity, the yield, per annum, was Bel

down at 10, 000 pounds of grapes, from which 1000

gallons of wine could have been produced—ten

pounds of grapes of the same variety, and identi-

cal in quality, producing a gallon of wine

throughout the southern counties of California.

If Montecito looked down upon Chesapeake

bay, instead of the broad waters of the great

Pacific, the produce of this single vine would

readily bring fivt thousand dollars per annum !

Ye Baltimoreans, who have not crossed the Con-

tinent, are yet to see such grapes as are borne on

" the old woman's vine " at Montecito.

The mention of grapes and wine, carries me

back to Los Angeles, where more than fifteen

hundred acres are in vines : and to Anaheim,

with its thousand acres, and finally to "Lake

Vineyard," the splendid place of B. D. Wilson,

Esq., with its 200 acres of vines, its plantation of

olives, oranges, lime9, lemons, f". -
.

-id I

read with a smile of derision of the "Hermann

settlement" in Missouri, and think how easily

the whole concern could be lost in Don Matteo

Keller's huge vineyard, and how he used to sur-

prise all visitors by the immensity of his cellar,

and his own hospitality.

In conclusion let me beg this latter gentleman,
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llr. Wilson, or Col. Harasthy, to con:,

an article to the "Farmer " describing the vine-

3 and wine interest of California as it is

. us of all your fine places, of your
millions of vines, how the business pays.

ng in mind that few here hare any concep-
:" the immensity of the bus:

prQ, l: ::.

GIF

- ;r."

Immigration.

Can .
•: Co .. Va..

May 1st, : t.

or last number I hare read a very able

rge or small"farms," etc.. etc. The
= taken therein of our present situation are.

:k, correct, with exception of one point, to

which I most decidely object. It is this :

I do not wish to tec foreign, immigration. I
:.' mayprove an addition to our already ocer-

m pauper population, and fuel to the flame of

fanaticism, which is now scourging us." If the gen-

tleman had had the required practical knowledge

he nature of the laboring class of emigrants

without" capital who come to the United States,

be would not hare expressed the above senti-

ments. Out of one hundred poor laborers who
arrive here, at least ninety are industrious people,

willing and able to work, modest in their de-

mands, and neither willing nor able to meddle
with politics. Who, but the laboring class of

emigrants, have built up the West and Xorth-
-

: ? If we could be fortunate enough to ob-

: :::: . :
' _;_:

present troubles with labor would soon be over-

come. But although we have an ''Emigration

Society.
'

' supported by the State, still our hopes

for relief by thu .re very small. They

can or will not realize that they never will obtain

a sufficient number of emigrants without having

their very activ. _ .e to speak the different

languages, both abroad and in our principal sea-

ports. Every State of the West, Northwest and

. h, have their agents both abroad and here

;

but the "Emigration Society of Virginia," has

Editors American Farmer

:

Dsab Sirs : Enclosed please find two dollars

for your valuable assistance rendered me during

the past vear. Am sorry that I have been so dil-

atory, but it is the first moment since your

newal that I have had the money to spare. Mine is

the oft repeated tale of war devastation—he

enclosures, every thing but my land and timber

destroyed. I had to begin "de novo"—and
now just begin to see my way out of the woods.

I have now to do my own gardening, and as

I have no experience whatever, would suggest to

Mr. Barker that he would confer a great favor

upon my class, by telling us how, as well as when,

garden seed, of all kinds, should be sowed or

planted. I find much trouble in no:

how deep, how thick, &c, seeds should he sowed.

!:es for your success, I am
Very respectfully, yours, h

::. d.

Wh~i—ash foe Out-bcildixgs.—In response

to an inquiry for the best whitewash for barns

and out-buildings, the Massachusetts Ploughman

•'Take a bushel of well-burnt lime, white

and unslaked, twenty pounds of Spanish whi-

ting, seventeen pounds of rock salt, and twelve

pounds of brown sugar. Slake the lime and sift

out any course lumps and mix it into a good

whitewash with about forty gallons of water,

and then add the other ingredie: r the

whole together thoroughly, and put on two or

three coats with a common brush."

To make a cream color, add to the above three

pounds of yellow ochre; a fawn color, four

pounds umber, one pound Indian red, and one

of lampblack-, if a gray or stone color,- add

four pounds of raw umber and two of lamp-

black.

—

Ex.

Orleans Prict C.

list of the sugar plantations of Louisiana and the

products thereof last year, compiled with care,

and believed to be very near complete. The es-

timates for the entire crop range from 40,000 to

42,000 hogsheads. Of the number of acres

confined itself to obtain a few emigrants from i planted this year there is no positive informa-

England. The society lost, by not having the

required agents, a lot of Danish emigrants,

bringing with them $280,000 in gold. Certainly

:Id have been a benefit to Virginia if she

had got them. But so it goes. Things are

i and supervised by men not having the business of sugar making. The Price Current*

ical knowledge required, and too conceited estimate of li? roduct of molas

to take advice. L. A ' 65,000 barrels.

tion, but it is known to be much greater than

last year, and the coming crop estimates range

from 80,000 to 100,000 hogsheads. As high as

$200 per arpent has in some instances been paid

for seed cane by parties wishing to resume the
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Labor and Immigration.

Our Maryland readers need not to have com- I

mended to them the following able report sub-
|

mitted to the Senate of Maryland by Col. Oden
j

Bowie. The subjects are treated with the good
j

of a practical statesman, and the suggestion i

as to an agent of immigration, abroad as well as
j

at home, is one that has been strangely over-

looked. Our experienced and intelligent corres-

pondent, L. A. Hansen, well remarks, on another

page, upon the necessity of "very active agents

both abroad and in our principal seaports.
-

'

The Committee upon Labor and Immigration

beg leave to submit the following report

:

The Committe have given to the subject the

anxious and thoughtful consideration which its

paramount importance demands.

Since the sudden abrogation of our hereditary

and patriarchal system of involuntary seryitude,

greatly unsettling and demoralizing, as might

baye been expected, that hitherto useful and

contented class of labor, no subject has arisen

of more immediate and pressing importance to

the agricultural and planting interest of the

State.

The black man, naturally kind, amiable, and

submissive, is admirably fitted for the servile

condition which for two centuries he has so ad-

vantageously occupiel in this country, and under

which he has been lifted from a state of barba-

rism and heathenism to one of civilization and

Christianity. 'Whether in his new condition of

freeman, he shall be able in the great race of life

to cope successfully with the more active and en-

terprising white man, is a problem which time

alone can solve. If we compare his condition

in the free States, where for generations no im-

pediment has existed to his moral and intellectual

improvement, with rare exceptions, we must

conclude that a retrogade, instead of an advanced

condition, is his unhappy fate. Truthfully and

graphically as he was described by his liberator,

President Lincoln, "a houseless, homeless and

landless race,'' instead of bewildering and in-

toxicating his mind with ideas of learning and

literature, and social and political equality, he

had been taught that work— honest, faithful

work—was the first great lesson of life ; and that

by work, and work alone, could be gain an

honest livlihood, and lift himself from want and

degradation to independence and respectability,

our jails and penitentiary would not now be

filled, as they are, to repletion with colored crim-

inals, and this legislature engaged in the difficult

task of seeking foreign labor as a substitute.

As Marylanders, so long and so intimately

associated with this class of our community, we
cannot but feel a deep solicitude in their fb.1

welfare. Their present condition has been forced

upon them without any agency of their own.

They are not responsible for it. From former

services and dependence they demand our sym-

pathy and assistance, and all impediments, if

any exist, to such employments and avocations

as they are fitted for, should be removed. But

to admit the negro to social and political eqo

is contrary to long established habit—revc

to taste and judgment, and violative of the law?

of God, who, in His own wise providence,

placed the two races as far asunder as ligl

from darkness. The welfare of each den:

that they shall move in their appropriate Bph

When forced from it. commotion, agitation and

conflict will inevitably follow, and a war of

races, ending only in the extermination of

weaker, will be the end of the experiment.

Labor, then, being the key to produ

absolutely necessary to the cultivation or'

soil and its full development, it becomes in:

ing to investigate the nature of labor—wl.

accomplishes; what are its wants and

and how ought it to be dealt with.

WHAT IS LABOR?

According to Webster, labor is defined I

"physical toil.bodily exertion,muscular strength,

painful effort, directed to some useful end."' In

agricultural pursuit;, it encounters fatigue, ex-

posure to all weather—heat and col

dry, frost and snow. It has one never ending

round of duty, from sun to sun, from week

week, and from month to month. There is no

period of the year at which farm labor may not

be usefully and profitobly employed. I

what does labor aeeonv

Labor fells the forests; drains the swan

furrows and plow; the fields ; 6

harvests the crop; : threshes, cleans and pre;

them for market ; makes roads, dig

builds house-;, t res and cities. From

the sowing of the seed to the harvesting 1

1

crop—from the humblest cottage to

and full-grown city, this indispensable agent,

labor, is always i resent ; always toiling : all

necessary. Its wants, then, obviously bt..

the next subject of inquiry.

The wants of labor, primarily, are food, cloth-

ing and shelter. But since the system of invol-

untary labor has Veen abolished, and we now

buy labor like any other commodity in the

ket, its demands must not be neglected. In

age of scarcity and competition, not onl;

phvsical, but also the moral and u
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wants of labor must be supplied. The wages of

labor, like every other commodity, are regulated
j

by the laws of supply and demand. In this

country it is not likely to sink so low as merely

to supply the natural wants of man—such only

as food, clothing and shelter. It has higher as-

pirations, and the good of society and the wel-

fare : State demand that these aspirations

should be encouraged and provided for. Hence,

schools and churches become a necessity if we
would attract and permanently domicile a desi-

rable class of voluntary farm labor. In addition

to this, the innocent pastimes and amusements

of foreign nationalities should also be provided.

Labor mus: have ::s relaxations and diversions,

or like the bow which is always strung, it soon

loses its life and elasticity. If diversions, of an

innocent character, are not provided, those of

vice and immorality will be sought and in-

dulged in.

The physical nature of labor being understood

and appreciated, its great achievements acknowl-

edged and its wants—physical, moral and intel-

lectual—provided for, it follows as a moral, legal

and religious obligation on its part that labor

should return a faithful, willing and active ser-

vice to its employer. Not only should an honest

i w : rk be performed for an honest day's

wages, but the interest of the employer should

: of the employed. This, on the

farm, can be shown in a variety of ways. viz. by

the care of tools and implements, attention to

stock, to fencing, and a general oversight and

read. rial ir. onforseen accidents, or to

put in place and order whatever may accidentally

he out of order. This interest and attention on

the part of labor never fails to meet an acknowl-

edgment and due appreciation.

On the other hand, it is the duty of the em-

ployer to meet with punctuality and exactness

: onuses and engagements to his hired labor.

" The laborer is worthy of his hire." is an in-

junction of holy writ, and a curse is pronounced

upon him who "keepeth back the wages of the

hireling." Therefore the highest moral obliga-

tion as well as self interest, common honesty

and justice require a scrupulous exactness in the

discharge cf this part of the contract.

•The wants of labor require that the payment i

of wages should be divided and made at fre-

quently recurring periods, either weekly or I

monthly, as the case may be. For the employer

_enerally easier and better to pay his hired

labor in monthly instalments, than iu one annual
j

payment : and it enables the laborer to buy for

cash, and to keep out of the clutches of merci-

less renders of the at »f life, for which '

he would have to go in debt, did he only receive

his wages at the end of the year's services.

Thus far your Committee has only considered

manual labor, because it is fundamental and

necessary to give direction to all other kinds of

labor. Animal labor has been used, and is des-

tined by the skill and inventive genius of our

people, still more to be used, to modify and

economise farm labor. The elements of wind

and water can also, in many situations, be turned

to good account ; and steam is being economically

applied to too many uses, to doubt that at no

distant day it will be made tributary to the toil

and labor of the husbandman.

Your Committee having noticed the destruction

of involuntary labor by sudden emancipation,

its consequent demoralization and unreliability,

and as pertinent and necessary to a due and pro-

per consideration of the subject of organizing a

m of voluntary to replace the involuntary

:n bequeathed to us by our forefathers

:

having considered the nature of labor, its im-

portance, its wants and dutie; an lao the duty

and interest of employers in dealing with em-

ployees, it now becomes necessary to inquire

from whence a supply of labor can be obtained.

If we for a moment consider the vastness of

our common country—the number of States and

great variety of employments seeking and com-

peting for labor—your Committee must confess

that this a difficult and embarrassing question.

And yet. if we remember the character, energy

and enterprise of our people, the peculiarly ad-

vantageous position of our State—near the sea

board— with our great commercial emporium at

the head of one of the noblest bays on the globe,

and our close proximity to the Capitol of this

great nation, we at once see that we have the

strongest and most encouraging motives for

effort, and a strong probability of success within

our reach.

Probably the most fortunate circumstance

for Maryland, at this time, is the establishment

of lines of steamers directly from Baltimore to

and from Liverpool, England, and Bremen in

Holland. These steamers are calculated and ex-

pected to bring into the port of Baltimore annu-

ally from 10,000 to 15,000 foreign emigrants. A
large per centage of these emigrants are farm

laborers. They have heard of our free govern-

ment—where freedom of religion, freedom of

occupation, and the pursuits ar,: . f lite-

are before them and open to all. They have

also heard of our vast domain and boundless and

Western prairies—where farms are cheap, and

labor scarce and high—and the attractive West

is presented to them before leaving their father-
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land by agents from Western States, and large

railroad corporations, as the land of promise, and

the goal of all their hopes and expectations, so

that when landed here no persuasion or induce-

ment can divert them from their original desti-

nation, and they hurry off by our railroads for

the great West, as fast as steam and rail can

carry them. To detain them here and induce

them to settle in Maryland we must pursue the

jame course which has been so successful in at-

'racting them to the West. The Legislature of

1S66 has wisely created the office of Commis-

sioner of Immigration, and imposed upon that

officer onerous and important duties. The duties

are doubtless well performed, but the appropria-

tion and compensation appears to be altogether

inadequate to the adoption of a full and com-

prehensive plan for the reception and accomoda-

tion of so large a body of immigrants as is

expected to arrive annually in the port of Balti-

more ; and no provision whatever is made for

sending an agent to Europe, which the Conimit-

te« believe to be absolutely necessary to the suc-

cessful workiug of the commission at home.

First impressions and predilections are strong

^nd difficult to eradicate—and if the agent is

successful in creating an impression upon immi-

grants before embarking, favorable to Maryland,

the first settlers will, by correspondence and

otherwise, draw after them a stream of immigra-

tion to fill up our sparce rural population—and

sufficient to occupy and improve every county

and neighborhood in the State. The Committee

would therefore strongly recommend the appoint-

ment of an agent in Europe under the direction

of and to co-operate with the Commission at

home.

There i3 one other point, although not directly

connected with the question of labor and immi-

gration, yet so important in its effect upon that

subject, and the general wealth and prosperity

of the State, that your Committee beg leave to

present a few observations upon it. Your Com-

mittee allude to the subjects of roads, turnpikes,

canals, railroads, <sc. These afford the means

of transporting the productions of labor to mar-

ket, and add to or diminish the cost of labor

according to the cheapness or dearness it costs to

bring it from the place of production to the place

of sale. Whatever cheapens the cost of trans-

portation, cheapens the cost of production, and

consequently adds to the value of labor ; hence

the great importance of opening, constructing

and making as perfect and useful as possible the

roads and highways of the State. These of every

description which capital can be found to build,

it is obviously the interest and duty of the State

to foster and encourage by all necessary legisla-

tion. It is difficult to find an individual or

community that a good road or highway has

ever injured. On the contrary, their benefits and

advantages can only be counted by millions.

Not only millions of dollars have been gained

by the introductions of roads, turnpikes, rail-

ways, &c, but what is more valuable, the great

saving of time they gain for the community.

Who can estimate the days, weeks and months

gained in the aggregate by the hundreds and

thousands of people that are constantly passing

over our railroads? Take, for example, the

Washington Branch Railroad, and compare it

with the slow stage coach of former days—then

it took ten hours to transport ten passengers per

coach between the two cities ; now forty passen-

gers per single car of a train of six or eight are

carried in two hours over the same distance,

equal to a loss of time consumed by stage travel

per ten persons of one hundred hours—against

forty by railroad of eighty hours—or in other

words, a gain of eight hours per day for each

passenger who passes over the road—or in the

aggregate, of the enormous gain of 2,560,000

hours per annum by the use of steam over hor9e

power on one short road of only forty miles in

length—which is equivalent at ten hours per

working day, to 25.600 days labor.

Your Committee have, in accordance with the

views presented herein, reported a bill looking

to the sending abroad a commissioner whose ef-

forts shall be directed towards influencing immi-

gration to Baltimore by steamers and sailing ves-

sels. This bill also endeavors to provide a means

to detain and keep permanently within the lim-

its of the State the flow of immigration which

the establishment of the lines of steamers here-

tofore spoken of in this report will do so much

to attract, but which the cupidity and interest of

the great railroad company establishing those

lines of steamers prompts to transport out of the

State over their long line of railroad, and whose

"runners" scarcely allow the immigrant to set

foot on our soil for one moment, or exercise any

volition in selecting his future residence, but hur-

ry him off to the depot to be moved with railway

velocity outside of our own State to the great

West, whose prosperity and population he has

done so much to increase. If the bill reported

does not prevent this, other legislation must be

inaugurated to stop it.

Your Committee have but one other suggestion

to make.

Immigration will not go where facilities for

ready access to market are denied. Fortunately,

our State is being checkered all ever its beautiful
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vrith railroads, either projected or in pro-

construction. Let the "Maryland sys-

. F which we hear so much, be turned to

the improvement of our whole State, rather than

to the aggrandizement of an already overgrown

and overweening corporation. Let us encourage

the construction of all works of internal im-

provement in the interest of Maryland, rather

than confine our legislation to the benefit of one

road for which the State has already done so

much.

Let this be the "MaryIan ] system " in future,

and blessed a3 we are with soil, climate, water

facilities., mineral wealth, water power, geograph-

ical location, public schools and places of wor-

ship, and a resident population, a nobler than

which does not exist in any land, and our future

prosperity and pre-eminence will be as great as

the most ardent lover of our State could wish.

Oden Bowie, Chairman

Committee on Labor and Immigration.

An Important Law—Caution to Trespassers.

The following law, enacted at the recent kbbmhi

of the Maryland Legislature, is of importance to

farmers, gardeners, &c. To the people of Balti-

more county, residing near the city, it is of spe-

cial interest, and if properly enforced cannot fail

to protect them to considerable extent from the

depredations of gangs of youths, as well as others,

who make it a practice to leave the city daily and

roam about the premises of strangers, destroying

shrubbery, fruit trees, plants, fencing. &c.

Section I. Beit enacted by (he General Assembly

Maryland) That the act passed at January

n, eighteen hundred and sixty-four, chapter

two hundred and forty-seven, entitled an act to

add an additional section to article thirty of the

code of public general laws, relating to crimes

and punishments, is hereby repealed, and re-en-

acted so as to read as follows :

That any person or persons who shall enter

upon the land of any other person or body cor-

porate or politic in this State, and shall wilfully

and maliciously injure or destroy any house, take

and carry away any growing tree, vine, plant,

shrubbery, root, vegetable, fruit or grain, or

any fencing, cord-wood or hoop-poles, shall, on
conviction thereof in any of the courts, or before

a justice of the peace of the State having juris-

diction thereof, be adjudged guilty of a misde-

meanor, and be fined not less than five dollars,

nor more than one hundred dollars, or be im-

prisoned in the city or county jail not less than

one month nor more than two months, or be both

fined and imprisoned, as aforesaid, in the discre-

tion of the court or justice of the peace aforesaid,

and that this act shall apply to Allegany. 7. -

erick. Prince George's. Harford, Washington,

Baltimore. Kent, Queen Anne's. Talbot, Caroline,

Cecil, Somerset, Carroll, Worcester, Anne Arun-

del, Montgomery. St Mary's, Charles and How-
ard counties.

:

7

be it enacted. That this net shall

take effect from the date of its passage.

The Hurdle Fence.

In our number of A ril Mr. S. H. Hall

inquires how the English Hurdle fence (mova-

ble) is constructed. We are indebted to the

kindness of an English lady for verbal informa-

tion concerning it, which we give as follows :

It is constructed in sections of different lengths,

according to the material at hand ; sixteen feet,

perhaps, being as convenient as any. To can-

't a section, take two stout sapling stakes,

six feet long, and sharpen one end of each so

that it will drive into the ground. Bore

inch and a half holes through each, the upper

one six inches from the top, and the other four

distributed along down as you wish to arrange

the bars. Take oak poles of uniform length

(for each panel) sharpen the ends to fit the ai

holes, and put the parts together. Place a piece

of split sapling across the bars in the middle and
nail it to them, and add braces of split saplings,

running from the top of the cross piece

the centre to the bottom pole at the stakes both

ways, and a panel or length is complete. When
yon have a sufficient number constructed, set

them in this wise. Set the panels end to end in

a straight line, with the stakes at the joints

nearly touching each other. Drive the stakes

into the ground till the panel stands with suffici-

ent firmness to answer the particular purpose in-

tended, and couple them together at the top

with withes. When you wish to remove the

fence, you hare only to slip off the withes pull up

the stakes carry your panels where you will and
set them up in the same maner, slipping on the

same withes.

The same general plan may, of course, be - -

ried to suit the particular purposes for which it

is intended. If to turn cattle only, three or four

horizontal poles, properly placed, would te

ficient. If designed to turn hogs only, it may be

made lower with the tars nearer together. We
understand that Mr. W. G. Bartlette, of Wind-
sor, Dane county, will construct these fences for

any who may desire his services.— Wit . F
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Great Sale at Sudbrook Farm, near Pikes-
ville, Baltimore county, Maryland.

Mr. J. Howard McHenry, the proprietor of the

Sudbrook estate, designing to make a prolonged

visit to Europe, offered at auction on the 3d and

1th instant, nearly the whole of his remarkably

fine stock of horses and cattle. The horses were

thoroughbreds and Norman Percherons ; the cat-

tle, Alderneys and Devons. As Mr. McHenry
has long been noted for the superiority, particu-

lar)- of his Alderney herds, a brief statement of

the prices at which they sold, will interest breed-

ers everywhere.

Among the horses sold was Mars, a superb

thoroughbred; foaled 1857; sire, Basil by Mari-

ner, out of Cassandra, by Priam. Col. Edward
Lloyd, of Wye, was the fortunate purchaser at

$550, about one-third his value.

Dr. Thorn secured the Percheron Norman
stallion, Little Corporal; foaled 1859; sire, Duke
of Normandy, imported in 1851, by Mr. Samuel

Holmati, Chester county, Pa.; dam, Snow Drop,

imported for owner by late Col. Carroll, Howard
county, Maryland. The Corporal weighs 1,300

pounds, and is the most active Norman we ever

saw. He would let in any county in western

New York at $1,000 per annum, and yet he sold

for the trifling sum of $530. This horse should

be put to one of the superb mares of the same

race, recently imported by Mr. Ficklin, of Albe-

marle, Va.

ALDERNEY COWS.

1. Custard, imported by J. A. Taintor, Esq.,

Hartford, Connecticut; calved 1855; sired in

Jersey. $91.

2. Peace, calved 1855; Sire, imported Commo-
dore; Dam, imported Hope. $105.

3. Plenty; calved March, 1859; Sire, Reward
by imported Commodore out of imported Faith

;

Dam, Peace. $2G5.

4. Ceres, calved August 11th, 1860; Sire, Re-

ward, (sired in Jersey ; Dam, imported Charity ;)

Dam, Gazelle. Imported by J. A. Taintor, Esq.

$305.

5. Topaz, calved 1861; Sire, Comus ; Dam,
Pearl, (sired in Jersey; Dam, imported Faith,

$305.

6. Highhorns, from the herd of J. A. Taintor,

Esq. $165.

7. Cow, calved May, 1863; Sire, Buckskin;

Dam, Constance. $230.

8. Pauline, calved December, 1S63; Sire, Buck-

skin ; Dam, Ptace. $380.

9. Cow, calved November, 1363; Sire, Buck-

skin; Dam, Constance. $135.

ALDEUXEV BULLS.

1. Bull calf, dropped June, 186G; Sire, Poto-

mac; Dam, Dove, by Buckskin, out of Fawn.

$85.

2. Bull calf, dropped May, 1866; Sire, Poto-

mac; Dam, Pauline, by Buckskin, out Gf Peace.

$65.

3. Bull calf, dropped August, 1866; Sire, Po-

tomac; Dam, Candour, by Figaro, out of Con-

stance. $75.

4. Bull calf, dropped September, 1866 ; Sire,

Potomac; Dam, Canary, by Comus, out of Cus-

tard, $80.

Bull calf, dropped February, 1867; Sire, Po-

tomac; Dam, Constance, by Relief, out of Ga-

zelle, $70.
ALDEKXEY HEIFERS.

1. Heifer, calved February, 1865; Sire, Buck-

skin
;
Dam, Constance ; served in March, by Al-

derney bull, Earl. $275.

2. Heifer, calved May, 1865; sire Potomac;

dam Topaz. $270.

3. Heifer, calved September, 1865 ; sire Poto-

mac; dam Ceres. $220.

1 Heifer, calved December, 18o5; sire Poto-

mac; dam Peace. $210.

5. Heifer, calved February, 1866; sire Poto-

mac; dam Constance. $255.

6. Heifer, calved September, 18G6; sire Poto-

mac. $185.

7. Heifer, calved September, 186G ; sire Poto-

mac; dam Ceres. $200.

Three yoke Devon oxen, of which two yokes

are in their prime, and the other has not yet

reached that stage, brought respectively, $308,

$390 and $285.

The reader will remark that the cattle sold

better than the horses; this ma)- possibly be at-

tributed to the fact, that the horses were sold

before, and the cattle after a magnificent enter-

tainment given by the hospitable owner of Sud-

brook.— Turf, Field and Farm.

J®- J. W. Brown, Kensington, N. J., makes
a calculation of the loss in plowing an acre of

land fourteen rods in length by turning the team

at the ends. If the furrows are nine inches

wide, it will require about four and two-thirds

hours to turn the team at the ends. If the acre

was 50 rods long, it would require only one and
one-third hours to make the turns. He estimates

the distance traveled in plowing an acre at eleven

and five-eight miles.
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Close of the Volume.
In closing up, as we do with this nut:;'

work of the year, we commit it to our readers

in some confidence that they will find it, on the

whole, worthy of preservation for reference and

re-reading. He who would read with most profit,

must read over and again, what he has read, and

we have aimed to provide for our pages mainly

such matter as may claim to be read again. We
have not designed to offer to Farmers a very

cheap publication. There are others which cer-

tainly give more reading for the same money.

But in condensing, so to speak, the material at

command, (enough to fill half a dozen such

monthly numbers.) the judgment of the editor

is tested. Sir Walter Scott made three volumes

of his Life of Xapoleon. because, as he said, he

"hadn't time to make it but one." The work

of exclusion, where some fifty contemporaries,

and very many permanent issues from the press

crowd monthly upon the editor, is a real labour.

If he has skill and experience to extract the good,

and reject the indifferent and the worthless, he

accomplishes a great deal for his readers. He
saves them much time, and a great deal of men-

tal distraction, to say nothing of the expense of

paying for many where one or two may answer

all purposes. A venerable gentleman paid us

lately this homely, but very acceptable compli-

ment : "I like your journal very much—there is

no nonsense in it."' We hold that it is no small

matter to publish some four hundred pages in a

year, and have "no nonsense in it.'' If we can

not claim to deserve the compliment, we are

pleased to know that a very sensible man prefers

our journal to others for such a reason. To the

extent that nonsense is shunned, good sense, it

may be hoped, prevails, and we covet for The

Farmer more than anything else a reputation for

good sense and sound discretion in the matters

of which it treats.

In the future, no effort will be spared, to main-

tain its past character, and make it more deserv-

ing still of confidence. We have no taste for

the sensational in journalism, nor in matters of

business, and do not therefore propose any won-

derfully taking newfeatures, nor to give The Far-

mer away to any one who will vouchsafe to make

waste paper of it. nor to offer immense rewards

of pianos, melodeons, farms and what not, to

drummers, who will worry whole towns into

subscribing for what they do not want and have

no need of. But we shall be most thankful to

friends who may use their influence in inducing

to subscribe such neighbours as they think should

read the "Farmer," and will gladly give Post-

masters or others a commission very sufficient to

pay them for any trouble they may take in our

behalf.
•-»•

Subscriptions.

We beg to call the attention of our sub-

scribers to the fact that the present number of

the Farmer closes the volume, and that subscrip-

tions, payable in advance, will be now due for

the coming volume. We have been flattered

and gratified at the reception the Farmer has

met at the bauds of old friends and new ac-

quaintances, and the promptness with which

payments have been made in the past year—too

often, as we know, at serious inconvenience

—

gives the best assurance of that appreciation

which we seek. It is to friends who so demon-
strate their good will, and those especially who
favour us with useful matter for our columns,

that we look for continued support, and an in-

creased circulation. We know we do not ask of

such in vain, to select some one or two or more,

among their friends, and especially the young
men, and make known to them the value and

claims of our journal.

There are others among the number of or.r

former subscribers to whom we have indiscrimi-

nately mailed the Farmer the past year, not

insisting upon payment in advance, who have

not shown any sense of the civility we designed

to show them, either by payment or by acknowl-

edging that they could not pay. Some of these

we know to be such as, on this reminder, will

make due amends, by paying for the past and

the coming volume, or for the past at least.

Others, who, struggling with the times, have

intended and hoped to pay, and have not, really,

1 een able to do so, will, as some have done,

frankly tell us so : while other some will still

think it harder to part with the little sum they

owe us, than to bear the consciousness which

these lines are designed to bring home to them,

of leaving undone a small thing that they ought

to do. As we drop them from our lists, they'll

*' die and give no sign."

Six cases of trichina have occurred in

Springfield, Mass , all in the family of Ransley

Hall, from the eating of ham : and a daughter of

Mr. II . died on Monday, 25th, from this terrible

disease. Mrs. Hall is in a critical condition.

The ham had been purchased about a week, and

was eaten without being cooked.

Should'nt eat their meat raw—very foolish.

—

American Farmer.

» JSome farmers sell two crops in the wi

In the fore part it is hay, in the latter part hides.
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Mangold Wurtzel.

P. 8. 'writing from Monroe, La. very kindly

gives U3 his opinion of the value of this root,

which he says is much more productive and more

easily cultivated than Carrots, and " makes good

feed for Hogs and Cows, without cooking." We
agree with him iu his estimate of the crop, and

hope to see its cultivation increased. Two
methods of planting he says are practiced in

Germany, one by preparing ground, and nurking

it with furrows IS inches each way, and putting

several seeds at each crossing, thinning afterwards

to one plant, and working with cultivator both

ways ; And the other to sow the seed early in a

sheltered^prder very thickly, broadcast, and on

a rainy day in the latter part of May, or early in

June, transplant the plants into the prepared

ground. He says, "This mode, I think, is best,

as it leaves the main work until after corn plant-

ing is over, and the plants have a fair chance to

get the start of the weei;.

In conclusion our correspondent says—"Please

don't make fun of the manner, style or spelling

of this letter, as I am no Yankee repudiating

your paper, but only a poor foreigner, without

an hour's schooling in your language in his

life." We can say of our friend's letter that

it is far superior in "style, spelling, &c." and

especially in "manners" to that written by a

born American, which provoked our criticism.

But whether so or not, we are very far from be-

ing disposed to "make fun of" any one for the

bad spelling, or bad grammar, or for any thing

which may be the result of ill fortune or

want of opportunity. We yield to no one in

sincere respect for good sense and good princi-

ples wherever found, without regard to the
j

dress, occupation, or degree of book learning of

the man ; and we appreciate especially that

modesty which goes along with those hardv
;

qualities, and than which " there's nothing more
becomes a man." It is the folly which magnifies

its little miserable spelling-book learning into

"Education," and so takes on wise and virtuous

airs, that we hold in contempt. Self-conceit and
stlf-assertion make the stock in trade of a class

of people, and when they are blown up like big-

gest bladders, as a small pin-hole operates on

these, so nothing takes down so suddenly such

boasters as the simple operation of showing that

they cannot even tpell.

A Housekeeper's Column.
Tcbxi? Pcdl:: - : —We have frequent in-

quiries for housekeeping items, recipes for pre-

serving, fee., and shall be glad to have a column

or more, in future numbers, devoted to such mat-

ters, if we can have it under proper regulation.

We would preserve our readers from such m

e

yea, such dotes of cookery, as too often crowd

the journals that make profession of giving a

great quantity of reading matter for very small

pay, (as well they may.) Quality is to be most

esteemed, both in reading and eating. If we
may claim to have some judgment of the former,

and indeed of the latter, so far a3 the eating goes,

of the mystery of that art of preparation called

"cookery," we presume not " to know anything

as we ought to know it." This is a great con-

fession for an editor; but we ! it to you in

confidence, reader, that when we have so pre-

sumed, years ago, we have been constantly and

instantly convicted, at head-quarters, of "Flat

burglary.'" As for instance :
" Turnip Puddinj

a substitutefor apple pie." We did not originate

this idea: but we endorsed, in fact, adoptei

transplanted it from some of our esteemed cos-

temporaries, into our own little plot of recipes.

We like simplicity in such matters. Tnn
easily raised, very cheap, a little dash of lem-

on juice, sweeten to taste, a sprinkling of

nutmeg, everybody likes apple pie—admirably

adapted to those extended regions of our common
country, where fruit culture has been sadiy ne-

glected, fee., fee. Now a mere man might have

taken this in a serious, common sense way, but

a woman is another matter. You know how she

can laugh when she will ; and if two or three of

them unite, and every brat in the familyjoins the

chorus, •' Tray, Blanche and Sweetheart, little

dogs and ail." it is easy to see how a man may
be barked out of countenance, and even o-

his own house.

This is what we had in mind when we spoke

of " proper regal a 1 as we don't care to

become responsible again for this particular de-

partment, unless we can get some very knowing

lady to take charge of it. we can only hope that

the lady readers of tie Farmer will help us out.

Will thev so oblige us ?

;2S-J.W. Griswold, of Wetbersfield, Ct., in-

forms the New York Horticulturist that he has

preserved his trees from the canker worm by piling

coal ashes around their trunks.

Scotch writer, in the English Agricul-

tural Gazette, says that superphosphate seems to

have lost its power with him, and does not do

well on his land, though a few years ago it pro-

duced marvellous results. Another says guano

does no good now. whilst fourteen years ago the

smallest dusting showed a marked effect.
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Book Table.

0cm Exchanges.—It is matter of regret to us

that our columns do not offer room for notice of

the many valued exchanges of which we are iu

constant receipt, and which afford us much as-

sistance in our gleanings for the Farmer. The

list of agricultural and horticultural journals is

becoming very large, and many of them are of a

high order. Our newspaperexchanges arc greatly

esteemed, b'_:t so numerous that even a catalogue

of them would take a large amount of room.

Our magazine exchanges we eudeavor to give such

notice of as their value seems to demand of our

limited space.

The American Stock Journal —This is a val-

uable publication, indispensable, it would seem,

to those who are, to any extent, interested in

stock raising. Price Si per annum. X. P. Boyer

A Co., Gum Tree, Peun.

Southern' Cultivator —This is cne of our

most substantial and esteemed contemporaries.

It is full always of good and useful matter, judi-

cious in its editorial conduct, and well sustained

by intelligent correspondents. It is published

at Athens, Ga. by William X. White. $2 per

annum.

Scientific Journal —A weekly record of scien-

tific and practical information on manufactures,

inventions, mechanic*, the arts, ye. We are in

receipt of first number of this new publication,

of which the title sufficiently indicates its char-

acter. It promises to be a valuable addition to

the number of our scientific journals. Xo. 411

Walnut street, Philadelphia,. S3 per annum.

Blackwood's Magazine, from the Leonard Scott

Publishing House. Contents of April number:

Elizabeth and Mary. ILmanx' Ancient C
i'y; The Moral and Political Revolution ,.

The Army, part 3: Manhood Suffrage, and the

Ballot in America; A I - Brown-

low's part 4: The Minuter* and their M
Xo. 140 Fulton street. New York.

Richmond Eclectic for May, (April number

not received). Contents of this number, from the

leading English magazines, j r; 7' ;
<

Tower and its Tenants: S r I! citing, Richard

Whately, D. D.; The Tnneri

Society under the Directory; Sketches of the Eng-

lish Bench and Bit; The Metaphor*

Music; The Expression .
'

x 'nee and

Art; Misc. llanies from Foreign Magazines.

A Succinct Exposition of the Industrial Re-
sources and Agricultural Advantages of the

State of Maryland.

We are indebted to Professor Higgins, the au-

thor, for the pleasure of reading this valuable

and very interesting exposition, twenty thousand

copies of which have been printed for distribution

by order of the General Assembly. It will prove,

we hope, as attractive to outsiders as it is grati-

fying to those whose happy lot is cast within the

borders of Maryland. We confess to a refresh-

ment of our love for the good old commonwealth,

as we reconsider and recount with the author the

blessings and comforts that lie onenljAjout us,

and the undeveloped wealth and re^/j/tctm yet to

be realized. We hope this work will be read by

all good people outside, who want a good home

and good company, and by all good men in

Maryland, that thoy may better appreciate their

own, and entertain again no thought of far off

places to rest in, lest that be said of them,

which was said by Solomon the wise, " the eyes

of the fool are in the ends of the earth." Hold

out the hand of fellowship to all who would be

of us r and let them have what we may well

spare, but let every Marylander "stand hi-

ground' 1 and fight out the present troubles "on

this line." And so we say of Virginians, and

Carolinians and all true men of the South.

It is not pleasant to be called on to say of the

mechanical execution of this document, that it is

very disgraceful to the State. Bad paper, worse

printing, and such a marring of good English

by typographical errors, as no respectable printer

could afford to do on his own account. We are

in frequent receipt of public documents from

other States, and should be very glad to return

the compliment in kind, but should be ashamed

to send such work as this away from home.

The American Fruit Cclturist.—Containing

practical directions for the propagation and cul-

ture of fruit trees in the nursery, orchard, and

garden. This is a new edition, revised by the

author, and brought up to the present condition

of the science of fruit culture, of the always

valuable wurk of J. J. Thomas, fully illustrated,

and tastefully gotten out by the publishers. Win.

Wood k Co., 61 Walker street, New York.

Price S3.00.

Eleventh Annual Report of the Secretary

of the Maine Board of Agriculture. 1866.—We
are indebted to S. L. Goodale, Esq., the author,

for this report. It is full of substantial, useful

matter, handsomely illustrated, printed well, on

white, smooth paper, and issued in such style as

becomes a public document.
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Soi"THEn>" Farmer.—This is a new candidate for

favor, which we take pleasure in commending to

the notice and the friendly offices of all who take

an interest iu Southern agriculture. It is a hand-

somely illustrated monthly of sixteen pages,

quarto, devoted to the interests of the farmer,

fruit grower, gardener, stock raiser, inventor,

manufacturer and housekeeper. It is published

at Memphis. Tenn., and edited by Dr. H. W.
Phillips, formerly of Mississippi. Dr. Phillips is

well known among agriculturalists as a very in-

telligent aui experienced writer on rural affairs.

In his prospectus he says :
'• Having labored for

the past thirty years for the promotion of the

tgricultural interests of the country, without

price and without pay, and the results of the

war having swept away everything I possessed

—

land and laborers—I have, at the urgent solicita-

tions of friends, commenced the publication of

the Southern Farmer, at Memphis. I have en-

_ _ 1 the ablest pens in the South to assist me,

and am determined to make the Farmer a bles-

sing to the South, in this hour of her distress

and need." We wish bim all success, and are

sure he will deserve it. Price $2 per aunum.

American- Pomology—Apple*—By Dr. John

A. Warder. President Ohio Pomologieal 8

-President American Pomologieal Society, £c.

293 Illustrations.—To nomologists, a work by

Dr. Warder will need no commendation. Though

a citizen of Ohio, he is so sure to be at any po-

mologieal gathering, be it East or West, that

the whole country claims him. and if any one

has a right to entitle his work American Pomo-

logy it is certainly Dr. Warder. The present is

the first installment of a work intended to cover

the whole ground. In it the author has attempted

the difficult task of bringing apples into some-

thing like order.

Fruit growers will welcome this book as a val-

uable and long wished for addition to pomological

literature, and it will be found equally useful to

the novice and the experienced orehardist. The

work has 293 illustrations, is printed on good

paper, and well bound. Sent post-paid, price

New York : Orange Jadd & Co., 41

Park Row.

Farm, and Fireside.—Conspicuous among new

enterprises in rural literature is the Field

Fireside, published at Philadelphia. It is a

handsomely printed and ably conducted weekly,

published by S. S. Foss. Price $2.

*A Herkimer county. N. Y.. dairyman es-

timates that 45 cows require 100 tons of hay to

winter them through.

"Department of Labor and Agricul-
ture."

Major Giddings. of Anne Arundel Co., offered

recently, in the State Constitutional Convention,

an order looking to the organization of a new
branch of the Government, under the above title.

From an able speech in support of the order,

which we find in the Maryland Republican, we
make the following extract on the subject of La-

bour, regretting tliat our limits forbid us to give

the whole of it :

"Older governments than ours—I will not say

better—have found it wise and necessary to or-

ganize departments of labor for the mutual bene-

fit of the employers and the employed, and for

the augmentation of their national wealth. I

don't know whether anything of the kind has

ever bteu constitutionally established in any of

the States of this Union ; but it has seemed to

me, from the brief reflection I have given the

matter, that such a branch of the government

is now much required for the development of the

former slave States, and for their early restora-

tion to prosperity. And no one of them is in a

a better condition to successfully initiate it than

Maryland. The great agricultural interest of

those States is now languishing, not from the

want of high prices, but for the want of labor.

It is difficult to tell what would have been the

condition of our farmers if they had been com-

pelled to submit to low prices, in addition to the

many trials they have encountered since the war.

Thanks to a kind Providence, we of Maryland

have not suffered the horrors of famine as have

I
our unfortunate Southern brethren, but as far as

my observation extends the area of land under

cultivation has become annually less since the

act of emancipation.

The great, the paramount want of our State

to-day is labor ; labor in its many fertile and de-

serted fields. The makers of the present Consti-

tution, at one fell blow, and contrary to the will

of a majority of our people, deprived us of thou-

sands of happy and contented laborers. It was

a measure which—as was remarked by the late

and much lamented statesman, Judge Chambers,

in his protest against the adoption of the 24th

article of the Bill of Rights— -inflicted serious

injury and suffering on many of them, and was

iniquitous and unjust in the extreme to the mas-

ter.'

It was a paralyzing blow to inflict so suddenly

upon the industry of a such as madmen
only in their demoniac phrenzy would strike. It

left many of our people penniless, and thousands

with scarcely the means to support their families
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and pay the taxes on their lands. For the last

two or three years our farmers have struggled

with all the difficulties and embarrassments con-

sequent upon so violent a revolution, and so dis-

couragiug is the prospect before them at present,

that there are but few, ia my sectiou, at least,

who do not wish to sell or rent their estates.

Some have been anxiously expecting that iu-

flux of population from other States, promised

us by the President of the last Convention in his

farewell address to that body, and which was to

take the place of the labor they had destroyed.

But they will wait and watch for it iu vain. The

North and the West hare abundant and profit-

able employment for all their labor and their

capital. There is scarcely a State iu this Union

which has yet seea more than the beginning of

the development of its resources.

I repeat that we want in .Maryland at present,

more thru all thinks, labor—abundant and reli-

able white labor. And we should not wait for

it to come to us, but we should seek for it in the

populous portions of the world. Individual

effort cau accomplish but little in this matter.

Nor will it be the business of a day to restore to

Maryland her lost labor. It may require years

of patient and systematic toil to rebuild what

was so easily and rashly destroyed.

Our farmers do not expect compensation for

their slaves; and their representatives in this

will, I believe, be found willing to extend

and guarantee to their former servants, all the

rights necessarily incident to their present condi-

tion. But it appears only just aud reasonable.

as the last Convention deprived them of their

labor, that the new Constitution should contain

some provision to aid them in recovering what

is so much needed for their individual prosperity

and the general welfare.

Cau we not, then, organize a department of

the government whose chief busiuess it shall be

to so speedily increase the labor of the State, as

• to make our lands in the future, more valuable

than our land and slaves combined, have been in

the past? That is the question to which my reso-

lution invokes the consideration of this Conven-

tion. We shall have to rebuild, stone by stone,

and arch by arch, the fallen temple of our in-

dustry. It is a great work, and cannot be I

too soon ; once commenced, it should be j .

lily to con.; 1 not left to suffer, as

great undertakings ofu-n do, fro tae ne-

glect, or the want of private enterprise.

The productive labor of a State is the main
pillar of iti greatness. Let us lay the foundation

it, and let it be of such material! that neither

time nor future revolution- in so utterly

prostrate it,"

For the " American Farmer."

Stalling Cattle.

Jfestrs. Editor*: Reading the article on stall-

ing cattle in your last, has tempted me to make

a few remarks on this highly important subject,

although with the risk to trespass on your valu-

able space. All of us farmers acknowledge that

manure is the "conditio sine qua non :
' of farm-

ing. It is so more now than ever, as we have

lost our reliable labor, aud now are restricted to

labor as uncertain as life. We hare now to work

a smaller area aud do every thing to obtain the

largest possible produce. This ol ject cau only

icbed by manure aud rational farming. To

obtain the amount of manure required on a farm,

there is no easier and cheaper way than to stall

the stock all year lound. Although S. B. F.

doubts that one cow can be soiled with one acre

and a half, still I can assure him, by my experi-

ence for years, that it cau be done. At the be-

ginning of adopting this method, if your soil is

not in tolerable good condition, it may pinch

you a little, but after a year or two, you will

hardly require the above stated area. It is also

a positive fact, that a cow fed in this way, will

produce manure for oue acre, per annum, pro-

vided you have the required amount of straw, or

other material for litter. Confinement is not

injurious to the cattle, but if desired, they can

be fed in summer under a shed aud have a .

sized yard to run in. This yard ought always

to be provided with plenty of litter. By feeding

them this way, the labor of cleaning the si

is saved. The main obstacle in general by feed-

ing cattle on the stall ia summer is, to obtain

the required green forage early enough in spring.

In northern Europe they often hare to turn their

cattle out in the beginning of spring, as vegeta-

tion starts late, arid dry feed in May would di-

minish the production of milk. But here, in our

climate, we can easily obtain it by sowing some

rye in August and some in September. This

will provide you with green forage from the end

of April until the clover is fit for cutting. When
you eouimeuce feeding the rye, great care has to

be taken. The best way is to mix it half with

hay and then diminish the quantity of haj _

ually. But it is always to feed hay at

night to prevent scouring. In case you mow the

required quantity of feed for the day at once,

!ua should be taken not to mow it with

the dew on, as it then is apt to heat in the pile.

5. B. F'm remarks about winter feeding can only

be fully endorsed by any practical farmer; surely

the best market for hay and straw is at home.

By trying several different ways of feeding, I
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have found that from six to eight quarts of corn-

meal, with half a bushel of brewers' grain, or

uivalent, will keep up a full flow of milk

and fatten a cow. As I have the grain conve-

nient, and labor here is very precarious. I prefer

it to turnips, although, under reverse circum-

stances. I should prefer the turnips. In the fall,

when green feed gets less nutritious, it is a very

good plan to turn the cattre on the stubble, be-

sides feeding them at night. L. A. Hahseh.

JLrsy. 1867.

Improvement in Farming.
Timothy Titcomb. in his Rural Life, says

—

"The improvements made in farming and farni-

_ /.plements have not been made by farmers

themselves, but by outsiders—mechanics and men
ience—who have marvelled at the brainless

stupidity which toiled on in its old track of un-

reasoning routine, and looked with suspicion and

discouragement upon innovations. The reason

why the farmer has not beeu foremost in improv-

ing the instruments and methods of his own
-. that his mind has been unfitted for

improvement by the excessive labors of his body.

A man whose whole vital energy is directed to

B .pport cf musde, has, of course, none to

direct to the support of thought. A man whose

strength is habitually exhausted by labor, be-

comes, at length, incapable of mental exertion:

and I cannot help feeling that half the farmers

in the country establish insuperable obstacle

their own improvement by their excessive toil.

They are nothing more than the living machines

of a calling which so far exhausts their vitality

that they have neither disposition cor power to

improve either themselves or their calling. * *

* * There is no doubt about the fact that a life

whose whole energies are expended in bard,

bodily labor is such a life as God never inteuded

man should live.

'• I am perfectly aware that I am not revealing

- \nt truths. We are much in the habit of

glorifying rural life, and praising the intelligence

and virtue of rural populatioas : and if they

believe us tbey cannot receive this with pie:

But the question which most interests them is

not whether these statements are tru^. Is

philosophy sound ? Does a severe and constant

tax on the muscular system repress meutal devel-

opment and tend to make life hard and homely

and unattractive? Is this the kind of life gen-

erally which the American farmer leads? Is not

the American farmer, generally, a nun who has

Iced a free and full mental development,

and all his Sner sensibilities and affections, and

a generous and genial family and social life, and
the dignities and tasteful proprieties of a well-

appointed home, to the support of his muscles?

There are instances of a better life than this

among farmers, and I should not have written

this if those instances had not proved that this

everlasting devotion to labor i3 unnece—
There are farmers who prosper in their calling

and do not become stolid—whose homes are the

abodt- :uent, whose watchword is im-

provement, and whose aim is to elevate thei?

calling. If there is a man on the earth whom I

honestly honor, it is a farmer who has broken

away from his slavery to labor, and applied hia

mind to his soil.

•Mind mast be the eaiaacipator of the far-

mer. Scieace, intelligence, machinery— these-

must liberate the bondman of the soil from his

long slavery. When I look back and see what
has beeH done for farming within my brief mem-
ory, I am full of hope for the future. The

plough, under the hand of science, has become a

new instrument. The horse now hoes the corn,

mows the grass, rakes the hay, reaps, threshes,

and winnows the wheat : and eTery year adds

new machiaory to the farmers stock, to supersede

the cl'jmsv implements which once bound him

to his hard and ne"»er ending toil. When a

farmer begins to use machinery and to study the

processess of other men, and to apply his mind

to farming so far as he can make it take the place

of muscle, then he illuminates his calling with a

new light, and lifts himself into the dignity

of a man."

Seeds for G ok.—Fiv<-

large packages of assorted garden seeds were re-

ceived here, per express, on Friday last, from

John T. Ford. Esq.. of the Holl: The-

atre. Baltimore, with a request that the same be

distributed amongst those whose circumstances

should render their acceptance convenient. The

fact of their arriral was made public by our fel-

low townsman. Major Mask, to whom they were

consigned, and with characteristic liberality he

has distributed them to all alike who stood iu

their need, "without distinction of race or col-

or.'
'

—

Mo •: afield (Va.) ..

Oxioxs axd Ixsects.—The Scottish Farv-

', alluding to the fact that most insects have a

strong repugnance to or.: \ s:s that a

wash of onion jnice. or of water in which onions

have been bruised, might prove useful as a

' for pi sects.
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Portable Manures in England.
Artificial manure? arc valuable in another point

of view. You are not always obliged to feed

your turnips off upon the land, but you may
want them, in some instances, at horn*. If, in

consequence of this, your barley does not, in the

spring, look as satisfactory as it ought, you can

now improve it, whereas before you was obliged

to leave it to its fate. A little guano or nitrate

of soda and salt—about three quarters of a hun-

dred weight of either guano or nitrate of soda,

and four hundred weight of common salt—for

either wheat or barley looking badly in the

spring, will produce an immediate effect. You
will find, particularly in hilly districts, that a

great breadth of land not hitherto cultivated for

turnips, or cultivated with difficulty, in conse-

quence of the expense of carrying farm yard

dung, can be brought by these artificial manures

into a high state of fertility
; and I need not tell

you that if you get twenty tons of turnips per

acre, your cultivation for the nest four years

will be pretty well established.

In Wiltshire and other places in the south, the

introduction of these portable manures have

been the actual salvation of the country. In

that district farmers, with whom I am well ac-

quainted, have been paying high rents for low

lying lands—smaller rents, it is true, for the high

lands, but between the two the rental has been

considerable. The hills there are rather more

abrupt than the ordinary run of hills in this

neighborhood, and it was found extremely diffi-

cult, indeed, almost impossible, to cultivate them;

but since the introduction of portable manures,

by the application of guano, super-phosphate, or

manures of the same kind, to the hill land, agri-

culturists have been able to obtain a great quan-

tity of turnips, with which they have fed an

increased stock of sheep. I have not heard any

grumbling from them for the last three or four

years : they have been doing well by their stock,

and if you, gentlemen, can grow more food, and

keep a larger number of stock—if you can man-

age to keep an increased quantity of sheep, and

sell them at good prices, and also dispose of your

wool at lTd. or lSd. per pound, I think the cry

we have had about tl)3 fall of British agriculture

will prove to have been perfectly unfounded.

I have, I believe, given you a pretty clear no-

tion of what are the best manures for these crops.

I may say, generally, that for wheat those ma-

nures are the best which contain ammonia or

nitrogen, with a certain amount of phosphates.

They must be applied carefully, because there is

a liability to throw down the wheat, and in or-

der to prevent that I must recommend you to use

salt. Salt is not a thing which shows itself

conspicuously in the production of a great

luxuriance, but rather in giving strength to the

stem cf the wheat. In Lincolnshire you will

rarely find the wheat falling on the salt marshes.

Two hundred weight of guano and four hundred

weight of salt is a good dressing for an acre of

wheat. With respect to grass land, according

to the experiments of Professor Kuhlmann, the

amount of grass produced on any givpn acre is

in direct proportion to the amount of ammonia
used. In reference to grass and clover, you have

not much cause to fear excessive luxuriance.

The more you apply of those manures which

contain nitrogen, the greater will be the vegeta-

tion. Prof. Kuhlmann applied gas-water, nitrate

of soda, ammonia, dissolved bones, and a great

many other things, to grass land; and he found,

as the result of his experiments, having ascer-

tained previously by analysis the amount of

nitrogen in these materials, that the increase in

the crop was precisely in proportion to the amount

of nitrogen in the manure. He tried the experi-

ment for two or three years. He took not only the

first crop but the second ; he cut them, and found

an increase, relatively, in the second as in the

first. Having had experiments tried on the

Downs in Dorsetshire, with ammoniacal manures,

I have myself found the production of grass

largely increased thereby. I mention these thing3

because you will have to turn your attention a

little more to science than you have done, so as

to ascertain the nature of the manures which

you are using.

Now let me say a word, in conclusion, with

respect to the adulteration of manures. Good
guano ought to contain sixteen or seventeen per

cent, of ammonia, and from twenty-five to thirty

per cent, of phosphate of lime. I am speaking

of Peruvian guano. There are many other gua-

nos brought into this country, and I will just

tell you what they are selling at. Guanos, of

which I have had hundreds under analysis, have

been selling in the market at £8 and £9 per ton
;

but to you they are not worth a third of that

amount. I wish to warn you, that if you pro-

cure guano from anj- but the best sources, it is a

thousand to one but that you are cheated, as

many persons, I fear, have learned to their cost.

Adulterations of guano are carried on to an

extraordinary extent. The other day I happened

to be in Newcastle, and I can assure you that

there is a regular establishment there for the

purpose of sending out systematically adulterated

articles to the extent of thousands of tons. They

are sent off quietly, to prevent the trickery from

becoming known, and are of course flavored
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with a little genuine guano. The adulterated

article is bought up by those farmers who like

to purchase a little under market price, and who
are, in consequence, shamefully cheated. Every

farmer, in fact, who tries to buy cheap manure,

is sure to be deceived; because, if he will have

it cheap, people will be found to make it at his

price, and he will have to pay the cost of mixing,

and probably fifty per cent, besides. If manures

are worth using at all, they ate worth a proper

price. Manures of the lowest price are the least

valuable to the farmer. If he could obtain a

manure intrinsically worth £50 a ton, it would

be proportionately more valuable to him than

Peruvian guano, because of the saving of car-

riage, and other facilities arising from its small

bulk. You cannot, therefore, be too careful in

purchasing these artificial manures.

Let me advise you, when purchasing the arti-

cle, to deal with none but men of established

character and integrity. Do not try to buy
everything cheap, for it is certain that you will

be cheated if you do. The quantity of adulter-

ated guano annually made up, cannot, I thiuk,

be less than 20,000 tous, and I estimate the

lowest amount of which the farmer will thus be

defrauded at £100,000 (§500,000) per annum.

Phof. Nesbit.

Importance of Bulk in Feed.

Although the presence of a sufficient quantity

of nutritive matters in the feed is naturally the

most fundamental matter for consideration, its

bulk is scarcely less important. The function of

digestion requires that the feed shall properly

fill the stomach, and however large the supply

of nutritive matters may be, their effect is im-

perfectly brought about if the feed be too small

in bulk
;
and it actually becomes more valuable

if diluted with woody fibre, or some other inert

substance. On the other hand, if feed be too

bulky, the sense of repletion causes the animal

to cease eating long before it has obtained a

sufficient supply of nutritive matter. It is most

necessary, therefore, to study the bulk of the

feed, and to consider how to mix the different

substances in such a manner as to adjust the

proportions of nutritive matter to their bulk.

If we examine the nature of the mixed feeds

most in vogue among feeders, it will most gen-

erally be found that very bulky feed is combined

with another of opposite properties. Hence tur-

nips, the most bulky of all kinds of feed, are
used along with oil-cake or bone meal

; and if,

from any circumstance, it becomes necessary to

replace a large amount of turnips by the latter

substance, the deficient bulk must be replaced by
hay or straw.

—

Prof. Anderson.

Clover and its Substitutes.

Clover, Sainfoin, Dutch Clover, Trefoil and Eye
Grass—Alsike and Perennial Red Clover—
Feeding as compared with Mowing— Curing Ar-

tificial Grasses— Causes of Clover lailures—
the Season.

Norfolk, England, March 14, '67.

Whether it be owing to too frequent repetition,

or to some peculiarity of our soil and climate,

the unpleasant fact remains, we cannot calculate

with any degree of certainty on the red clover

plant standing. We have therefore been driven

on the principle that "half a loaf is better than

no bread," to sow, with a peck an acre of red

clover, a like quantity of perennial rye grass.

The mixture, (if there is any clover left,) makes

excellent hay. It used to be a common practice

to sow alternately, every four years, with this

mixture, a peck per acre each of trefoil and rye

grass, and four pounds per acre of white Dutch

clover—the latter with a view to after feed—as

trefoil dies after being mown. Of late years,

however, sainfoin has come largely into use. A
chalk subsoil is best adapted to its growth, but

it is now tried, with varying success, on soils

where no chalk exists. The roots run deeper

down than the clover plant, consequently our

dry summers do not affect it. As green food for

sheep, it is a long way the best we know of.

The hay made from it is eaten with avidity by

horses, cattle and sheep. The quantity of seed,

in husk per acre, is three to four bushels, drilled

across the rows of barley. The seed seldom

costs less than a dollar a bushel, which makes it

rather expensive for the year's ley. As a pre-

paration for the succeeding wheat crop, we place

sanfoin 1st, clover 2d, trefoil and Dutch clover

3d, rye grass last. Indeed, rye grass being of the

same family as wheat, would not be cultivated

but for the reason I have indicated.

Where the regular four course rotation is not

followed, sainfoin may be allowed to lie five or

six years ; it usually bears a better crop the se-

cond year than the first. For soiling, it is cut

the first time in early May, and may be mown
twice afterwards ; for hay, it is cut the latter end

of the same month, or as soon as it is well in

flower. The after-growth comes in handily for

the newly weaned lambs.

Alsike clover does not find much favor. If

sown at all, it is as a substitute for Dutch clover.

In the trefoil mixture, cow grass, (perennial red

clover,) does not lose plant to the extent that the

common red clover does, and it will bear sheep

feeding up to a late period in spring, but the hay

made from it is coarse in quality.
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The exigencies of a flock farmer in the spring

often render it imperative to feed one-half bis clo-

ver or other artificial grass, instead of mowing

for hay. Notwithstanding that the laud by this

means gets a good deal of manure from the sheep's

"tothe," the best crop of wheat is generally

grown after mowing—probably owing to the

benefit derived from the land being shaded from

the midsummer sun. If this is so, the difference

between laud mown aud fed, should be more per-

ceptible with you than with us.

We commence cutting artificial grasses for hay

rather before the bloom is fully out—cow grass

as soon as the first few heads appear. Should (he

weather be favorable, the swathes are turned once

or twice, accordingly as the crop is light or

heavy. When about half dried, the hay is gath-

ered into large "cocks," and in that state remains

until it can be stacked, without fear of over-

heating.

Cocking hay involves a heavy outlay for la-

bor, and if the weather can be depended on

may be dispensed with, and the hay secured in a

stack not over four yards wide at the base.

Many good managers pursue this plan. Nobody

here ever thinks of putting hay in a barn, as they

do on the (European) continent.

Apropos of clover— I find a young farmer in

Co. Gent., Feb. 21., quoting Baron Liebig to

prove that clover will, in course of time, reduce

the fertile soils to barren wastes. Surely Liebig's

theory must have reference only to the exhaustion

in the soil of the particular food required by the

clover plant itself. That it does not produce

general exhaustion of the soil, our Norfolk farms,

where it has been cultivated time out of mind,

furnish a practical proof.

I believe I am somewhat singular in my opini-

on, that the failure of the clover plant is due to

climatic influences more than to any other cause

whatsoever ; otherwise how comes it that in cer-

tain humid seasons, of which the present is a re-

markable instance, we get and retain a full

plant, while in seasons of an opposite character,

we lose the plant altogether? How comes it that

the mysterious (and hitherto undiscovered)

food, assumed to be essential to the growth of

this particular plant, is preseut one year and ab-

sent the next.—A Norfolk Farmer in the Coun-

try Gtn'hman.
••

Soot.—Twelve quarts of soot in a hogshead

of water will make a powerful liquid manure,

which will improve the growth of flowers, gar-

den vegetables, or root crops. In either a liquid

or solid state it makes an excellent top-dressing

for grass or cereal crops.

—

Practical Farmer.

Seeding to Clover.
Messrs. Editors: In answer to "J. G.. N

Jersey," it may be stated that clover seed is often

sown on wheat, for which clover has been plowed

under, with satisfactory results, in Western New

York. It is the customary practice to seed with

wheat, and whenever this grain is sown on a clo-

ver ley, it is again followed with clover. But in

this section wheat is not so often sown on a good

clover ley as it should be. It is more customary

to let the land lie until the clover is run out,

aud the time is past when the most benefit may

be secured ; besides it is getting much too com-

mon to sow wheat after spring crops.

But in the northern part of Genesee county,

and particularly what is called the "oak open-

ings," plowing under clover— either with or with-

out lightly pasturing—for wheat, has been largely

practiced with decided advantage. In such cases

the land in wheat is always seeded again to clo-

ver, the "two course rotation of clover and

wheat" having been followed many years. la

this way a great deal of most excellent wheat bus

been grown.

But it is found that it is not best to follow this

course too long. "When wheat is sown after clo-

ver every other year, fifteen years or more, it

begins to fail, and show that a change is needed.

This is not because the land is not rich, as it is

found that heavy crops of corn aud barley can

be grown on such land, but because the soil needs

resting for wheat. When corn aud other crops

have been grown, aud the land is again sown to

wheat, good crops are secured. This not only

shows that a rotation of crops is necessary to

produce the best results, but there should be

some variety in the crops adopted—that although

land may be made very rich by plowing under so

much clover, yet, to produce the best returns, na-

ture needs more change—needs a greater variety

of crops to secure the greatest advantage from

so large an amount of fertilizing matter. This

is further shown by the fact that last year large

crops of barky were grown on the 'oak open-

ings," many large fields yielding, as 1 am told,

from forty to fifty bushels per acre.

But there is one point of some importance to

those that fear the land may become "clover

sick," and that is, that wheat fails or shows a

need of a change before clover. Not only is the

land made rich, and a succession of heavy crops

of wheat grown, but when wheat begins to show

need of a change, large crops of other grain are

grown, which are again followed with good

wheat, and all mainly or wholly secured by fre-

quent seeding to clover, which still continues to

do well.
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True, this is done on good land that is well

adapted to clover; but it is not without value as

proof that on all grr.in soils, and especially those

suited to winter wheat—clover, if judiciously

used in connection with barn yard manure, and

a good rotation—will make and keep land rich

and productive. It is also valuable as another

proof of the advantage of frequent seeding to

clover. And one object in writing at this time,

is again to urge farmers to seed to clover with

all sown grain, and especially winter wheat and
rye, as experience and observation each year con-

firms the opinion that in no other way can the

same improvement of the soil be as easily or

cheaply secured.

But I do not recommend farmers to plow under
a heavy crop of clover every other year, for

wheat. Not but heavy crops of wheat can be

profitably grown in this way. But I have no
doubt that a rotation in which corn is planted on
a two-year clover sod, and followed by some
spring crop with which clover can be sown, and
this clover, after laying one year, is followed with
wheat, is better for the land and more profit to

the owner. In this way the land may be in clo-

ver about half of the time, and if the crop is

good, it may be cut for hay. This hay, with
cornstalks and straw, if all are well saved, and
judiciously fed, with a suitable proportion of

grain, will make sufficient manure, if properly
saved and applied in connection with plowing
wider a good clover ley every two or three

years, to make the land rich and productive.

I grow clover and other crops in this way, and
have several times sown clover seed on wheat that

was sown on a good clover ley, and shall do so
;

again this spring.—F., Orleans county, X. Y,
in Country Gentleman.

^-Mr. Kendall, formerly of the N. Orleans

Picayune, but for years a wool grower of Texas,

writes to the Rural New Yorker : "On the 13th

of March, after a warm growing spell, the worst

sleet storm ever experienced in this State set in
;

away went the grass
; the ewes had no milk, and

the consequence you may easily judge. I hoped
to raise 1800 lambs; but if 500 rub through, I

shall be satisfied. The weather up to April 7,

has continued cold, raw and backward."

A farmer in Iowa destroyed the grub-

worms that were destroying his corn, by catch-

ing a lot of moles and putting them into the

corn field. The moles may be caught by the use

of cow's horns with the pith out.

Kaising Calves by Hand.

For the first ten days the young calf is allow-

ed the milk of the cow exclusively. The milk

of the new calved cow, as every dairyman
knows, is not fit during the first week for dairy

purposes, and is the only suitable nourishment

for the delicate digestive organs of its young.

For a few days after this period, about two or

three quarts of milk at a meal should still be

given, gradually adding some other food in the

shape of gruel, and at the same time diluting

the milk with water, so as to obtain the requi-

site quantity of fluid. Some recommend whey,

where it can be procured. The gruel is made
with a mixture of linseed meal or oil cake pow-

dered fine, and meal of various grains, barley,

oats, and a little wheat flour. The proportions

recommended by Mr. Henry Buck, in a paper

read by him at one of the meetings of the Ciren-

cester Farmers' Club, England, are as follows:

Into a six gallon bucket pour two gallons of

scalding water, stir into this seven pounds of

ground linseed cake ; then add two gallons of

hay tea, which should be fresh and sweet; next

add seven pounds of mixed meal ; add sufficient

cold water to fill the bucket, and well mix to-

gether. Two epiarts of this gruel, diluted with

two quarts of cold water, will be about the right

quantity, and of the right temperature, for one

calf at one meal. The food should be given at

regular hours, and twice a day, morning and

evening, will be found sufficient. The hay tea,

which seems to be an excellent preparation, is

made every morning by filling a small tub with

good hay, and pouring on boiling water ; this

should be used in the evening, fresh scalding

water added, covered down and used the follow-

ing morning. After the first fortnight, when
the calf begins to chew the cud, the chief diffi-

culty and danger are over. As the calf begins

to eat, the quantity of gruel should be gradual-

ly diminished. Solid food should be placed be-

fore them, to train and encourage them to eat.

which they will very soon learn to do. The best

material for this purpose is good sweet bay, with

a small supply of crushed corn and crushed oats.

In addition to this, mangel wurzel will be found

serviceable, and is very much relished by the

young animals. Vetches also, as soon as they

can be had, are most useful— Canada Farmer.

On a charge of destroying fruit, the city

council of Madison, Ind., have passed an ordi-

nance excluding honey bees from the limits of

the corporation—guilty or not guilty.
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Plant Food.
The intrinsic value of all articles of food is

measured by the proportion of nitrogen contained

in them. If we take wheat as the standard of

comparison, and call the proportion of nitrogen

in it 100, corn will be 40, potatoes 30, beans 250,

beef 300, cheese 350, <fcc. The actual value of

these, as articles of food, will maintain about

these proportions ; and with a proper allowance

for the variations produced by the operation of

the law of supply and demand, these figures will

very nearly represent the commercial value of

these ai tides for a series of years. But while

nitrogen is the most valuable element of a crop,

it is at the same time the most difficult to obtain.

This may sound strange to persons who remem-

ber that plants grow in an atmosphere four-fifths

of which is nitrogen. But this is simple, uncom-

bined nitrogen, and plants cannot use an atom

of matter until after it has been subjected to the

action of the chemical force.

Food for vegetables must be prepared by the

process of chemical combination before it is fit

for use. More than half the labor of cultivation

in producing farm crops, is devoted to furnish-

ing the ammonia necessary for their vigorous

growth
; for it is from this compound that plants

derive their nitrogen. Porous substances absorb

ammonia and retain it, unless the temperature

be considerably elevated. To make the soil a

good absorbent, the farmer labors to pulverize

the earth and make it as fine and porous as pos-

sible, and that the ammonia, once absorbed, may
not be driven off by the heat of the summer sun,

he extends his pulverizing process as deeply as

possible.

Animal and vegetable matter containing ni-

trogen, when decaying, give off the nitrogen in

the form of ammonia. From this source the air

is constantly supplied with ammonia—to breath-

ing animals an impurity, but to plants an indis-

pensable article of food. This ammonia, float-

ing in the atmosphere, is common property and

belongs to the man who catches the largest quan-

tity of it, by making his soil the best absorbent.

Many of the ingredients of soils are valuable

only for their absorbent properties. For exam-

ple, clay does not, in any form, enter into the

composition of vegetables, and yet no soil can be

highly productive without at least twenty per

cent, of clay. It acts, not as food for plants,

but as an instrument for collecting and holding

moisture and the fertilizing gases. The finer its

state of division, the more perfectly it answers

this end. Carbon is even a better absorbent of

gases than clay. Fresh burnt charcoal, which

is nearly pure carbon, will absorb and retain, at

low temperatures, as much as ninety volumes of

gaseous ammonia. By this expression I mean
to say that one cubic foot of carbon will take up
and hold ninety cubic feet of ammonia in the

form of gas. It also absorbs carbonic acid in

the proportion of thirty- five volumes to one, and

of other gases in various proportions. Now the

vegetable mould, which every good farmei

garda as the index of a rich soil, consists chiefly

of carbon, and its great value is in its power to

absorb and hold ammonia and carbonic acid a3

a supply of food for growing plants.

The idea commonly entertained by farmers

that the black vegetable mould, which is the

distinguishing characteristic of all rich soils, is

itself t lie food of plants, is evidently a mistaken

one. The food of plants must be presented to

them in either a liquid or gaseous form. But

carbon, whether in the form of charcoal or of

vegetable mould, is not capable of being dissolved

in water, or in any other way Liquified, and

therefore cannot be used by growing plants.

Exposed to the air and sunshine, it is slowly

oxydized, and thus converted into carbonic aci 1,

it becomes a source of supply for the demands

of the growing crops. The importance of vege-

table mould as a source of carbonic acid is not

to be lightly estimated, yet this is certainly not

its chief use. To absorb ammonia from the air,

and to retain it, subject to the use of plants, is

its true office. A soil consisting of clay and

vegetable mould, has the chemical composition,

therefore, of the highest absorbent power.

But this is not all that is necessary—a state

of fine mechanical division is also an essential

quality of a good absorbent, and a compound

of clay and vegetable mould is apt to be com-

pacted into a solid mass which the air cannot

penetrate, or baked, by the sun, in clods as hard

adobes. From forty to sixty per cent, of sand

will most effectually remedy this defect, an I

render the soil easily pulverized and maintained

in a state of fine division. Such a soil will al-

ways have on hand an ample supply of food for

the use of plants, at least so far as the organic

elements are concerned, aud if the inorganic ele-

ments—the alkalis and phosphates—are furnished

in proper quantities, we have all the conditions

of fertility pertaining to a perfect soil.

But a soil may absorb plant food most perfectly

and yet hold the gases but feebly. In the last

number of these papers I spoke of the effect of

Plaster of Paris as a means of holding ammonia

by forming of it an involatile salt. This secures

it more effectually than any other method, and

but for the high price of plaster, it would soon

come into general use. There is an article which
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may be used as a substitute for plaster, -which is

abundant in supply, and -will cost but little to

procure it. Under the common yellow clay,

which, everywhere in Central and Northern In-

diana, forms -the subsoil, there lies a bed of clay

of a dark lead color, very hard and compact.

This "bine clay.
M

as it is commonly called, ly-

ing at depths varying from ten to twenty-five

feet from the surface, is often exposed in the

banks and beds of our streams. It owes its pe-

culiar color to a combination of sulphur and

iron. Now if this material be thrown up in

heaps, so as to expose it to the air. it crumbles

down into an ash colored mass. On examining

this earth, cow, it will be found that the sulphur

has combined with the oxygen of the air, and

thus been converted into sulphuric acid, (oil of

vitrei.) which has united with the lime and iron

of the clay, forming sulphates of these bases.

This clay, thus prepared, will act as a fertilizer

on the same principle that plaster acts. Of course

it will require much more per acre than would

be required of plaster, as but a small per cent,

of it is the sulphates of lime and iron, the mass

being clay.

A Boil not shaded by any vegetation, or pro-

tected by any covering from the direct rays of

summer sun. loses its ammonia very rapidly.

Naked fallows exhaust a soil more than a sum-

mer crop. Much of the fertilizing effect of clo-

ver is to be accounted for on this principle : for

no crop so completely covers the ground and se-

cures the absorbed ammonia from the exhausting

effect of sunshine, as does clover. Every ob-

serving farmer has noticed how rapidly an old

fence row or a dense brier thicket acquires fer-

tility. Even covering the ground with boards

for one season will greatly increase its produc-

tiveness the next year. Mulching trees and plants

promote their growth, not merely by keeping

a constant and uniform supply of moisture, but

much more by retaining the absorbed ammonia.
—Dr. R. T. Brown, in Xorthwatern Farmer.

j23?*"The Prairie Farmer has not the shadow

of a doubt of the ultimate success of the beet

sugar enterprise in Illinois and ether Western

States. About 100,000 lbs. of sugar of an ex-

cellent quality has been manufactured in Chats-

worth, 111., the past season, demonstrating that

beets grown there are as rich in sugar as those

produced in the best sugar districts of the Old

World.

'The Prairie Farmer says that Osage hedg-

ing has become the chief mode of enclosure on

the prairie farms.

Jersey Cows.

Mr. James Thompson, of Nantucket, has an

article in the JFit?achu.°e!ts Ploughmen, of the

9th inst.. mainly devoted to the discussion of the

merits of Jersey cows. He is a thorough be-

liever in the valuable qualities of this breed, but

does not claim for it superior excellence in all re-

spects. After an experience of twelve year3 he

was led to give up the raising of cows from na-

tive stock, and in 1863 he purchased three Jer-

sevs and three Ayrshires. He found that Grade

Ayrshires fattened and dried up in milk, early,

and he soon sold them to the butcher. "His full

blooded Ayrshires came in with a large flow of

milk, but when gestation commenced their flow

decreased and they began to fatten : this led to

the shortening of their feed, which again de-

creased the flow of milk, so that on the whole

they did not yield more than an average. He

was thus led to sell off all but his Jerseys. Af-

ter four years' trial he is well satisfied of their

superior qualities for milk or butter, and that for

beef they fatten rapidly when dried off. He also

maintains that they are either natives or Ayr-

shires. Mr. Thompson's cows are of pretty good

size, weighing from 800 to 1000 pounds. Many

persons who own Jersey cows prefer the small

sized and delicately shaped to the larger animals,

which we believe a mistake. And it also seems

to us that one reason why Jerseys have not been

more generally appreciated in this country, is to

be found in the fact that sufficient pains has not

been taken in the rearing of the calf, in the cross-

ing of families and in the feeding of the cows.

To half starve a calf, to drive it when it is not

over a year old, and finally to breed in-and-in,

is to take the surest method of dwarfing and

ruining any breed of cattle. This is almost uni-

versally done with Jerseys. Bring the calves up

by hand, teaching them when not two days old

to driuk warmed milk from a pan : give them

skimmed milk, that they may grow, not new

milk that they may fatten : and after a while a

thickening of linseed meal, scalded : keep them

in a warm place in winter, and their growth will

be astonishing. Mr. Thompson gives the net

product of five cows as follows :

996 3-16 lbs. batter at 50c >453 09

Milk sold for cash 116 76

One bull calf sold 25 00

One bull calf on hand ... 25 00

One heifer on hand 100 00

6300 quarts skfmmed milk to the pigs at 2c 126 00

$*55 35

Cost of keeping 5 cows at $S0 each 400 00

$455 35
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Sunday Reading.

The rising of the sun is known by the shining

beams ; the fire is known by its burning ; the

life of the body is known by its moving ;
even

so certainly is the presence of God's spirit known

by the shining light of a holy conversation

;

even so the purging fire of grace is known by

the burning zeal against sin, and a fervent desire

to keep God's commandments; even so certainly

the life and liveliness of faith is known by the

good motives of the heart, by the bestirring of

all the powers both of the soul and body, to do

whatsoever God wills us to be doing, as soon as

we once know He would have us do it. He, that

hath this evidence, hath a bulwark against de-

spair, and may dare the devil to his face; he,

that hath this, hath the broad seal of eternal life,

and such a man shall live forever.

There is a particular tenderness due to persons

under any recent affliction, not only that we may

not seem to " vex them, whom God hath wound-

ed, and persecute them, whom He hath afflicted;"

but because men are more susceptible of resent-

ment, in proportion to the greatness of their dis-

tress. Their adversity will embitter their spirit,

and discolor every object. Handle then gently

"a wounded mind," as you would do a wound-

ed body, with all the tenderness you can. It

will not bear too rough a hand. Remember
that a good natured man cannot give pain, with-

out feeling in some measure the pain he gives.

By six works of mercy Christ wrought mira-

cles upon the body, and by these six also doth

He work miracles upon the soul. Blindness is

ignorance and error ; Lameness is infirmity and

waywardness of the will ; Leprosy is concupis-

cence of the flesh ; Deafness is obduration of the

heart ; the Separation of grace from the soul is

death ; Poverty is the defect, or want, of the

knowledge of God, the power to receive the gos-

pel.

Our light is like a candle ; every wind of vain

doctrine blows it out, or spends the wax, or

makes the light tremulous; but the lights of

heaven are fixed, and bright, and shine forever.

A tender conscience is an inestimable blessing
;

that is, a conscience not only quick to discern

what is evil, but instantly to shun it, as the eye-

lid closes itself against a mote.

All the succession of time, all the changes in

nature, all the varieties of light and darkness,

the thousand thousand accidents in the world,

and every contingency to every man and every

creature, doth preach our funeral sermon, and

calls us to look how the old sexton, Time, throws

up the earth, and digs a grave, where we may
lay our sins or our sorrows, and 3ow our bodies,

till they rise again in a fair, or an intolerable

eternity.

Our words are the commentaries on our wills
;

for, when we speak we make, as it were, a dis-

section of our own hearts, and read an anatomy

lecture upon ourselves. Our wanton talk dis-

covers a stew in our heart 5 when our words are

swords, our hearts are a slaughter house
;
when

we bear false witness, that is the mint ; when we
worship Mammon, that is the temple. The heart

is the shop and workhouse of all evil.

Faith is the source ; charity, that is, the whole

christian life, is the stream from it. It is quite

childish to talk of faith being imperfect without

charity; as wisely might you say that a fire,

however bright and strong, was imperfect with-

out heat; or that the sun, however cloudless, is

imperfect without beams. The true answer would

be; it is not faith, but utter reprobate faithless-

ness.

A man is no greater than what he is in the

eye of God; and the estimation, which God
hath of us, is not for being born in a. palace, but

for being righteous and just : what an error is it

then to value ourselves more than for our human

birth, by which we are made sinners, than for

our Divine birth, by which we are made just.

Men are not made truly righteous, as Aristotle

supposes, by performing certain actions, which

are externally good—for they may be still coun-

terfeit characters; but men must have righteous

principles in the first place, and then they will

not fail to perform righteous actions. God first

respects Abel, and then his offering.

In extemporary prayer, what men most admire

God least regardeth, namely, the volubility of

the tongue. Herein a Tertullus may equal, yea

exceed, St. Paul himself, whose speech was but

mean. (Acts xxiv ; 2 Cor. x, 10.) ! it is the

heart keeping time and tune with the voice, which

God listeneth unto.
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So great is the demand for the Osage

plant for fencing purposes, that the price has re-

cently risen from two and a half to four dollars

per thousand, in the State of Illinois.

£&*A cargo of 46,000 bushels of California

wheat, lately arrived at Philadelphia, nets the

owners 850,000.
' »•<

Baltimore Markets, May 20, 1867.

Coffee.—Rio. 16>ialS.V cts. gold, according to quality.

Laguayra , and Java .

CoiToJf.—We quote prices as follows, viz:

Grades. Upland. Gulf.

Ordinary 23 —
Good do 24 —
Low Middling 26 —
Middling 27 —
Fertilizers.—Peruvian Guano.$S0; Patapsco Co's $60

Reese k Co's. Soluble Pacific Guano. $65; Flour of Bone

$60; G.Ober"s;Kettlewells) AA Manipulated.*:*); Ado.$60;

Ammoniated Alkaline Phosphate. §55; Alkaline Ph •

Baltimore City Company's Fertilizer, $40; do.. Flour of

Bone, $60; do., Ground Bone, $45; do., Poudrette. $20;

Baugh's Raw-bone Phosphate, $56; Maryland Powder of

Bone. $50; Andrew Coe's Super-Phosphate of Lici- -

—all per ton of 2,000 lbs.; Pure Ground Plaster, $13.50a

$14.00 per ton, or $2 50 per bbl. Shell Lime, slacked,

6c., unslacked, 10c per bushel, at kilns.

Fish.—Mackerel.—Xo. 1. $19a21; Xo. 2, $16 50al8.00;

Xo. 3. $14. Herrings —Labrador, $5.50a6.50; Potomac
andSusqueh'na, ; Codfish, 5a5J£ cts. per lb.'

Flour.—Howard Street Super and Cut Extra. $11.00a

$12 F inUy, J16.00al6.50; City Mills Super, $11.00a

11.50; Baltimore Family, $18.00.

Rye Flour and Corn Meal.—Rye Flour, new. -

9.25; Corn Meal. $5.75a6.00.

Grain-.— Wheat.—Good to prime Red, $3.15a3.50;

-O.40a$3.50. Market dull.

H <::.— $1.40a$1.50 per bushel.

Oats.—Heavy to light—ranging as to character from 76

a79c. per bushel—bulk.

Corn.—White, $1.12a$1.15; Yellow, $1.13a$1.16 per
bushel.

Hat and Straw.—Timothy $33a35, and Rye Straw—
per ton.

Potatoes.—90a95 cents per bushel.

Provisions.—Bacon.—Shoulders, 10al0# cts.; Sides

12al2X; Hams, plain bagged, 15al6 cts.; sugar cured, 16a

16 >j cts. per lb.

Salt.—Liverpool Ground Alum,.$2.20a2.25; Fine. $3 20-

Turk's Island, 62a65c. per bushel.

Seeds.—Clover and Timothy nominal—out of season.

Flaxseed. $3.00 per bushel.

Tobacco.—We give the range of prices as follows:

Maryland.

Frosted to common f 1.50a 3.00
Sound common 3.50a 4.00
Middling 6.00a 8^00
Good to fine brown 10.00al5.00
Fancy 17.00a25 00
Upper country 3.00a30.00
Ground leaves, new 3.00a3.00

Ohio.

Inferior to good common 3.00a 6.00
Brown and spangled 6.00al2.00
Medium to fine red and spangled 8.00a20.00
Fiae yellow and fancy 20.00a30.00

Whiskey—34a35 cts. per gallon, in barrels, in bond.

Wool —We quote: Unwashed. 26a29 cts. per lb.: Tub-
washed, 45a4> cents: Fleece, 40a50 cents; Pulled, Xo. 1,

34a3S cts.; Merino, 40a43 cts.

Cattle Market.—Common. $6.00i~7.75; Good, (8.00a

I rime Beeves. $10.00al0.25 per 100 lbs.

Sheep—6)£a7.J£ cents per lb. gross.

Hogs—$10 .00al0.75 per 100 lbs., net.

Wholesale Produce Market.

Prepared for the American Parma- by Hkwes 4 Warkkb, Produce

and Commission HcrcJtants, 67 Exchange Place.

Baltimore, May 92, 1
-

Butter.—Ohio Grass Roll, 25 to 30 c; in tubs, 20 to 26;

new Glades, 25 to 32; new Goshen, 30 to 33.

Beeswax—35a3S cts.

Cheese.— Eastern. 19a2D; Western, none here.

Dried Frcit.—Apples. 7 to S: Peaches, 10 to 12.

Eggs—15al7 cents per dozen.

Feathers.—Live Geese, 70 to 85 cents.

Lard.—Western, ISaii.,1-; City rendered, 15 cts.

Tallow.—lOall cents.
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